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-^composition of the Declaration of

Independence. Then after his battle

for religious freedom and the build

ing of Monticello, we go with him to
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interlude, witness through his eyes

the fall of the Bastille and the first

bloody days of the Revolution, and
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To a degree unique in historical

biography, the reader is given the

pleasure of identification with the
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PREFACE

IN
Jefferson and Hamilton I showed Jefferson in his great

struggle to place the indelible imprint of democracy on American

institutions under the Constitution- and iri Jefferson in Power I

followed his efforts to consolidate the victory which definitively de

termined that ours should be a democratic republic/

Buoeverything that enters into the political philosophy of Jeffer

son had been thought out, formulated, and clearly and concisely ex

pressed before the establishment of the Republic under the Con

stitution, The social and political theories that have come to be

synonymous with what we call Americanism had been set forth

by Jefferson before the inauguration of Washington; and in such

completeness by no other man of the period of the Revolution.

Here, then, we have the nation in the making; and I hope a text

book o Americanism. That is what Lincoln had in mind when he

said that the principles of Jefferspn are the definitions and the

axioms of a free society.

**
* - - -L.J Jgt

f
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The American patriots of the Revolution were not inspired by

a common motive. Some went to war on grievances of taxation;

some on accumulated prejudices against misrule; some with little

thought other than a change in the governmental regime; and some

with the idea of securing for the Americans the advantages of

British institutions. But, once the Revolution was forced on the

Americans, Jefferson saw an opportunity for the creation of a new,

distinctly American system for the better protection of the rights

and liberties of all the people. Very few of the leaders of the

Revolution thought in terms of democracy; and Jefferson easily

was the foremost of the ^e vjttlMHHnHMHM|
Too little significance has oeei^rttacnea oy Historians to Jeffer

son s iconoclastic reforms in Virginia which demolished the sus

taining pillars of feudalism^
and gave humanity one of the noblest
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-documents ^vef p^cfi^d/by-.man,
his Statute of Virginia for Re-

Kgious Freedom;
&quot;

-Daring -His three years in the legislature, from

1776 to 1779f Jefferson was working feverishly and effectively in the

laboratory of xJekiocracy. Before his blows fell primogeniture and

entail, the combination of Church and State, the trenches of re

ligious intolerance; and it was then that he outlined and proposed

his revolutionary system of education conforming to his conception

of a democratic society. Years were to elapse before the adoption of

his plan, but in the end the public-school system of the nation,

crowned with State Universities, would be patterned on the model

that so shocked his contemporaries. In his activities of these three

years we have Jefferson s political philosophy complete. He was

dealing with one State, but consciously he was proposing a model

for a Nation. I have therefore shown him in the midst of his bitter

battles of these three epochal years.

This period of his career before the adoption of the Constitution

should impress the reader with his almost uncanny prescience and

vision. Before the Constitution was framed, he was interesting

himself deeply in a Panama canal. His view of the proper relation

of the colonies to the British Empire, as set forth in his Summary
View, foreshadows the British Commonwealth of Nations which

Britain was to accept more than a century and a half later. More

than any other American of his time, he foresaw the westward

sweep of the nation to the Pacific sea, and, before the establishment

of the Republic, he was ready to fight for the right of navigation on

the Mississippi.

But no one can read this story without marveling at the Provi

dence which guided us to independence and nationhood and to

dignity and stability as a nation. Nothing stands out more

dramatically than the revelation from the record that nothing less

than the persistently applied lash of a mad monarch, supported by
a weak Ministry and a subservient Parliament representing but a

meager proportion of the English people, could have driven the

Americans to take up arms. The First Continental Congress we
shall find over\\^^^^^^^^^^^^pendencc ;

and this was true

of the Second unmafeww^k Declaration. It was only
when George III contemptuously spurned the last obsequious peti
tion for redress of grievances and denounced the Americans as
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rebels to be put down by force that he conservatives, who . clung

with an almost pathetic devotion to the eonnecuoiy conceded, jhe

necessity of a separation.

This book will show that there was nothing unre^c-CLHble in the

demands of the colonies, and nothing incomprehensible to anyone
with even a rudimentary knowledge of English institutions and

rights. Against the appeals and protests of the American leaders,

I have set the vehement denunciations of the American policy of

the British Government by Chatham, Burke, and Shelburne; the

voices and the accent are different, but the sentiments and argu
ments of these British statesmen were but echoes of those of the

Americans. Up to the hour Washington unsheathed his sword,

the Americans fought as Britons, and for no more than the rights,

the liberties, and the constitutional guarantees of British subjects.

More marvelous, as is here indicated, the triumph of the Revolu

tion. Soldiers laid down their arms to tend their fields; soldiers

within sight of Yorktown mutinied in Pennsylvania, Connecticut,

and New York; soldiers deserted in moments of crisis; there was

a dearth of arms at critical moments; treasuries were empty; crop
failures contributed to the distress; disloyalty was rife in commercial

centers; and Washington won by masterful retreats.

And still more marvelous, as the reader will conclude, that, with

independence won after seven years of struggle, interest had so

diminished that only after weeks of importunate appeals could

enough States be assembled in Congress to ratify the peace treaty ,

Britain had signed.

Then, with the treaty ratified at last, we shall here find the States

under the Articles of Confederation drifting indifferently and with

little sense of responsibility toward utter demoralization and dis

grace. From his legation on the Champs Elysees in Paris, Jefferson

was to see this with a clearer vision than most of his contemporaries.

Debts were left unpaid and debtors who had fought with Washing
ton sat on the doorstep of the legation with duns; the credit of the

nation declined; Vergennes complained that arrangements with

the Americans could not be counted on; the enthusiasm that flamed

after Yorktown in the World rapidly

turned to cynicism and skepticism; and Jefferson and Adams saved

the nation s credit and honor by risking themselves without au-
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,3thqrization jn the ^gomtipn of a loan.
. , tf

*

{ have gpiie^rp ^lif^an has been customary into Jefferson s

five years of diplomatic
life in Paris because he played a leading

part in the ^/mination of the fundamentals of our foreign policy.

But aside

C

tr6m
!

this, it has seemed worth while to observe the

processes of his mind as he followed with fascination the develop

ing drama of the French Revolution; and especially worth while to

destroy the malicious myth, bom of partisan hate a few years later,

that he was a member of the Jacobin Club and a friend and associate

of the bloodiest figures of the Terror. This can best be done by

showing him among the political
leaders who actually were his

friendMome of the noblest figures among the reformers of France;

by listening in on his conferences with these men and hearing his

advice; by reading his own contribution to the Revolution in the

Charter of Rights he would have offered and have the King proffer

to the people. The truth, as here appears, is that he doubted the

preparation
of the French people for a Republic, while hoping for

radical reforms within the framework of the monarchy that would

have converted a tyrannical autocracy into a democratic state.

And it is during this period of his life that it is possible to present

the Jefferson of flesh and blood, the human being, for he is more

intimately revealed during these younger years before he was so

completely absorbed in political
controversies. To most Americans,

including historians, he has been a symbol, a flag, a steel engraving,

a philosopher in an ivory tower, or, more often, a cunning politician

spinning his web of intrigue in dark corners. I have tried here to

rescue a very human being from the wilderness of myth and fable.

The Jefferson practicing on his violin for hours before breakfast,

or seated beside a punchbowl by candlelight raving with boyish

enthusiasm over the poems of Ossian, or bending over his drafting

board giving form to architectural dreams of beauty in blueprints;

Jefferson the gentle and considerate host conducting guests over

the grounds of Monticello, planning gardens, planting shrubs,

supervising his broad acres, and entertaining with courtly courtesy,

with music and meals,* the German ^nd British officers who sur

rendered with Burgoyne tKis J^ers&n is too little known.

Even less known the Jefferson who frequented the salons of

Paris, who tramped the Bois with Madame de Corny, and rambled
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with Maria Cosway through the groves of Saint-Germain; who

thrilled to the beauty of English gardens and fought a duel with

Buffon with bones; who haunted the bookstalls of Paris and peered

into the kettles of the peasants and tested the softness of their beds;

who walked the woods of Fontainebleau with a serving woman to

learn about French poverty from her this very human Jefferson

has been largely hidden behind a popular conception of a cold and

calculating political strategist and master of men. There was a

reason why those who knew him best loved him most.

Had Jefferson died before Washington s inauguration he would

still be one of America s few immortals, as I hope this volume will

clearly show.

CLAUDE G. BOWERS
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Reforms from Piedmont and the mountains Young and obscure These

rally around Jefferson He declines mission to France Introduces bill to

end entail A blow at feudalistic system Turns on his class How
old system worked Virginian aristocracy goes beyond the English
Designed to perpetuate wealth in privileged families, who lived in luxury
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and controlled government Jefferson s view Plans aristocracy of vir

tue and talent A new deal in social system Alarm of old oligarchy
Pendleton to the defense Tries to sabotage bill Fails : Entail ended

Jefferson s bill to end slave importation It passes Why he did not go
further His attitude toward slavery Why he did not emancipate his

own These people are to be free* His bills for reorganization of courts

Determined fight against some Jefferson convinced members misrepre
sent constituents Breaks precedent by demanding roll-call General

Court and Assize Court bills pass Battle royal on Chancery bill Rev

olutionary* Shocking Jefferson provided jury to pass on facts Pen
dleton s strategy Offers amendment that jury could be had on demand

Laymen did not see significance, and amendment adopted Jefferson s de

feat Judiciary system the work of Jefferson His work on revision of

laws The committee Its preliminary meeting Division of labor

Jefferson s idea of purpose Differs with Pendleton on scope And pre
vails His part He decides on guiding principles Two years labor

Final meeting of committee Pendleton s work not in conformity Jef
ferson clarifies Pendleton s legal phraseology, with view to making it intel

ligible to laymen Jefferson s estimate ofhis work He proposes ending
of primogeniture To strike again at feudalism Pendleton opposes

Jefferson s retort Bill passes Jefferson s educational bills He thinks

popular education essential in democracy His explanation Higher edu
cation not for rich alone Revolutionary Aristocracy contemptuous
His bill for primary schools For grammar schools For reorganization
of William and Mary College Legislature stunned Skeptical Bills ,

fail at this time Reasons French school system later partly based on

Jefferson s plan The best ever proposed in any country&quot; Jefferson s

bills on crimes and punishment More liberal and humane The death

penalty confined to murder and treason Influenced by Boccaria Sub
mits these bills to Wythe Asks frank criticism Simplifies language
Preamble to these bills Vigorous opposition All pass after effort of

years His plan of prison reform His bill on right of repatriation
His attitude toward immigrants His naturalization law.

VIII . His Battle for Religious Freedom 193

First Virginia settlers brought no religious grievances Recreate old

Church Establishment, but turn to bigotry The brutal Dales Code A
fanatic Governor in 1617 Predominance of religious laws in first Assembly

Proscription of dissenting religions Church oligarchy supreme Self-

perpetuating vestries Political oligarchs compose them Poor type of

clergy Church used by political oligarchy Bacon Rebellion abolishes

vestries Speedily restored A century of religious intolerance Puri

tans appear Draw large crowds Driven out Quakers appear Are

expelled Amazing laws against Quakers A crime for dissenters to hold

religious services Presbyterians appear Their bargain Demand right
of free church Not easily intimidated Force a bromidic toleration act

Political aristocracy uneasy Democracy in religion dangerous
Methodist and Baptist militants Their revival fervor Clergy of Estab

lished Church disgusted by religious enthusiasm Why get emotional over

religion? No respect for Established clergy Militants endanger social

and political order Persecution of Baptists Pendleton joins in persecu
tion Monument to his victims Jefferson plans his battle Common-

place Book notation on religion Montesquieu Locke Prepares notes

on own conclusions These as chart for his fight Williamsburg in gala
attire Assembly meets Jefferson on committee on religion Packed

against him Petitions for religious redress pour in Ruling aristocracy
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alarmed
&quot;

Divide and rule&quot; Memorial of Established Church clergy
Its political character The fight begins Jefferson assumes leadership
Mason and Madison assist Leaders of old oligarchy oppose Pendle-

ton s genius in flank movements A three months battle Press and

pamphlet battle Battle in the committee Jefferson makes headway
Ends compulsory worship and proscription of dissenters Ends payment of

clergy by taxation He heads committee to draw the law Unable defin

itively to separate Church and State The law s provision Levy for

clergy suspended Dissenters exempted No more taxes for religious

purposes Jefferson not content Resents State regulation of religious as

semblies Old Guard pins hope on general assessment Hope to win over
dissenters A Presbyterian protest

Subversive of religious liberty

Fury of the Old Guard Rising tide against vestries Their abolishment
demanded Jefferson presents bill in accordance Creates new order of

poor officers Unconnected with religion Action deferred, but Jeffer
son s bill enacted Furious fight for a general assessment Henry and
Mason join Jefferson, now Governor, fights through Madison Henry
turns conservative A long struggle General assessment fails Legis
lature orders bill on religious freedom Jefferson writes his Ordinance of

Religious Freedom Madison the fiagbearer The Ordinance arouses

fury Emanation of the devil Amazing remonstrances
*

An attack
on the Christian religion* Desperate opposition Opposition s strategy

Proposes making Christianity official religion Jefferson accepts chal

lenge State has no business meddling with religion Jefferson s immor
tal Ordinance fought off for seven years The Ordinance Bill and argu
ment Pendleton s plan to emasculate Introduces word Christian* in
amendment Madison sees significance Defeats it Another amend
ment Jesus Christ author of our religion Defeated Bill passes
House Amendments in Senate These defeated

l

Where is Jefferson?
His reforms lay deep foundations of American democracy.

IX . Happy Days at Monticello
2.17

Marquis de Chastellux visits Monticello Describes the house Finds it

unique Its unfinished state Jefferson s boyhood love of the mountain
Breaks precedent by building on hilltop and in seeking architectural

beauty Origin of his passion for architecture The plates of Palladio
His own drawings Fiske Kimball s estimate Jefferson s later archi
tectural achievements State House University of Virginia Mon
roe s mansion Jefferson begins work on Monticello His first contracts

The first building Still building m 1773 His own landscape gar
dener Personally places vines and shrubs His deer park Passion for
new tools, machinery and inventions His spinning machine His
brickyard Trains slaves as mechanics Has nine thousand acres A
scientific farmer Experiments with exotic vegetables His blooded
horses A successful farmer

Expriments with winemaking EmploysMazzei and Italian vigmrms A lover of music His violin Serious
practice

-~
Employs Italian master Plays duets with Tyler, Henry, and

Randolph -Randolph s fiddle- An amazing bargain
- A happy house

hold His daily routine Martha Jefferson s Keeps open house A
zealous hunter The Saratoga prisoners Their camp near Monticello
Ineir terrible march from Boston They settle down to farming thereby
pleasing Jefferson

- Panic over food shortage
~~

Henry petitioned to remove the prisoners Jefferson protests against removal A civilized let
ter The prisoners remain German and British officers grateful Their
letters home spread Jefferson s fame He welcomes the officers to Monti-
cello Discovers musicians among the Germans Informal musicals at
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Monticello Jefferson plays with aide-de-camp of Frazier With Baron de

Unger And Baron de Geismer Prisoners free use of Jefferson s library
and instruments Jefferson ignores protocol Amazement of Germans
He rents Colle to General Baron de Riedesel His amazing wife The
Baron Baroness follows to America Received at court m London.
Naturalized by a kiss* A spirited lady She goes to battle Prisoners

in Boston Finds Boston ladies outrageously patriotic They spit
when she passes She revenges herself with a party Follows husband to

Virginia She shocks the natives Rides astride Tells risc|u6 stories

Congrevian wit Her impressions of the peasants She entrances

one with her singing, and gets butter She frequents Monticello Amuses

Jefferson Sings for him Conversational blunders An amusing gos
sip Gives birth to another daughter Jefferson condoles with her

His happiest years terminate with election as Governor.

X . Governor of Virginia 139
Contest for Governor Liberals support Jefferson Old element supports

Page Jefferson and Page war friends Candidates inactive Jefferson
elected Page s congratulations Jefferson s reply Congratulations
from German prisoners A courtly reply Williamsburg in war days

Jefferson favors Richmond as capital Due to shift in population Wat

stops Jefferson s civic improvement plans Virginia heretofore free from
serious invasion Washington s saving retreats Invasion in Henry s

term Thereafter Virginia in peril Low morale everywhere Military
situation critical Madison s despairing letter No money Congress
fails to function French Minister considers leaving Is reassured Vir

ginia finances in bad state Depreciation of money Jefferson s disgust
Thinks

*

hard money only solution Clark captures Vmcennes Gov
ernor Hamilton s cruelty Turns Indians loose on civilian population
Is taken prisoner to Richmond Jefferson s denunciation Hamilton put
in chains in solitary confinement Washington approves British pro
test to Washington, to whom Jefferson sends full report Does not relent,

but willing to accept Washington s judgment Sir Guy Carleton s
protest

to Jefferson Jefferson s sizzling reply British threaten Washington
with reprisals Washington defers to Jefferson s judgment He proposes
to remove chains under conditions These refused Jefferson returns

Hamilton to solitary confinement Writes Washington will remain there

until pledged to be inoffensive in word and deed Jefferson protests

against attempts to bully We have too many of them in our power
Washington approves, but is worried More than a year before Hamilton

exchanged Jefferson s national view of the war Coincides with Wash

ington s Heart set on
capture

of Detroit Jefferson informs Washington
of

plans
Insists action in Northwest imperative Washington agrees

and furnishes supplies Jefferson s instructions to Clark Plan unpopular
in Virginia Objections to sending troops and supplies outside State A
provincial view Why Detroit expedition postponed Jefferson s terri

tory and task greater than any other Governor s Crop blight in Virginia
Demand on Virginia for food supplies outside These continue Lit

tle more than seed for ensuing year Jefferson s embargo on certain foods

Washington insists on subordinating Virginia to national war needs

Jefferson in accord Defective intelligence service Jefferson ignorant of

preparations in South He establishes expresses to meet need Sends

Monroe to report on Charleston Monroe s letter The tragedy at Cam-
den Jefferson s effort to repair losses Sends Virginia soldiers Lack
of arms Virginia had sent them to Washington Jefferson demands
arms of Congress No response Gates demanding supplies from Vir-
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ginia No tents to send No material to make them But Jefferson
sends seven thousand soldiers South Gates complains The invasion at

Portsmouth Muhlenberg commands in Virginia Not enough soldiers

Insufficient arms Insurrection on frontier Jefferson removes Sara

toga prisoners A grateful letter from German officer The reply Les
lie s invasion An incident Had planned to meet Cornwallis A spy
caught Plan divulged Leslie sails away.

XI . Invasion; and Dictatorship 2.61

Steuben commands in Virginia Not congenial to Virginians Jefferson
hears British sail south Destination unknown Impossibility of keeping
volunteers ready and inactive The Council awaits more certain information

The British arrive Jefferson notified late Informs legislature, which

suggests nothing Jefferson orders troops mobilized Every man who
has arms, bring them His hectic activity Volunteers hurried to West-
ham Appoints superintendent of commissary The British at Westover

Jefferson orders war material at Westham sent across river He visits

Westham Lodges at Tuckahoe Sends family to safety Back to
Westham Rides on to Manchester Horse collapses, mounts another
On to Chetwood Misses Steuben Benedict Arnold s raid on Rich

mond His damage Orders Jefferson to compound his property Is ig
nored Houses burned Jefferson gallops to Westham Then to Rich
mond End of Arnold s raid Jefferson forbids negotiations with enemy
for restoration of property Orders stolen horses kept until owners claim
them Hears some carried off by American soldiers Orders punishment

Congress makes new demands on Virginia Jefferson s bitter letter to

Congress Army^ mutiny in the North Jefferson demands arms from
Congress Washington unable to help, but thought Virginia s neglect
nothing compared to her neglect of other States He asks reinforcements
for North Carolina Jefferson sends Harrison to Congress to demand arms

These promised Jefferson hopes to capture Arnold Plans to kidnaphim Asks Clark for trusty men of daring Offers reward Arnold es

capes too soon Struggle between Cornwallis and Greene Jefferson offers

mercenary soldiers land and cows Hears Cornwallis moving on Virginia- Orders one thousand Virginians to help Greene in Carolina Send us
at least our own loaned arms Militia refuses service Some deserting

Jefferson continues to send troops South as Washington asked; he thinks
New York vital Hopes British will withdraw men from South to defend
it He urges Steuben not to permit defense of Virginia to prevent sending
Virginia troops South British concentrate on Virginia Jefferson asks
for return of Virginia Regulars Denied Madison would have Congress
instruct Washington to send Continentals South Sam Adams agrees with
Virginia s grievance At last some old arms Cornwallis sweeps into
Virginia A strong army Legislature adjourns to Charlottesville

Carletpn
s cavalry sent to capture Jefferson A Virginia Paul Revere Jef

ferson s guests at Monticello Henry, Harrison, Tyler Awakened at
dawn Finish breakfast Legislators leave Jefferson s telescope re
veals no redcoats in Charlottesville Legislators escape A woman up
braids Henry and Harrison Captain McLeod sent to Monticello Jefferson sees redcoats m town - Gallops away five minutes before McLeod s
arrival - McLeod a gentleman Cornwallis is not His vandalism on
Jefferson s plantation at Elk Hill The stolen slaves, who die of putridfever Plan for a

dictatorship in Virginia
- Previous effort- Patrick

Henry for dictator Cary threatens him with Caesar s death Jefferson s

denunciation
a great document for democracy

-
Jefferson declines thirdterm Suggests a military man Washington s letter of thanks The
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misrepresented impeachment Enemies
propose inquiry, using an inex

perienced youth Jefferson refuses European mission to meet his enemies

He demands the accusations Absolute silence He then reads the charges
and pulverizes them And legislature passes resolution of thanks Effect

on the sensitive Jefferson Washington marches to Virginia
And York&quot;

town follows Jefferson s offense his loyalty to Washington s strategy.

XII . Shadows on an Ivory Tower 2.89

Shadows on Jefferson s life The request of the Marquis de Marbois Re

sulting in the Notes on Virginia How written Long preparation
Flood of notes A revelation of the author The purple patches Mag
nitude of undertaking Minute descriptions The vast field Descrip
tion of Potomac s passage through the Blue Ridge Of the Natural Bridge

Notes on Indians Sympathetic attitude His theory of their origin
Attacks Buffon s observations Notes on Indian eloquence Logan s

speech Luther Martin s attack Jefferson presents affidavits Again
attacks Buffon Submits table of proof Replies to Abbe Raynal s sneer

at Americans Jefferson s views on slavery I tremble for my country
when I reflect that God is just His attitude toward emancipation His

views on relation of Church and State On the individual s relation to re

ligion On education On international relations On war Doubts

if rocks on mountains proof of universal flood Preachers denounce him
as atheist Typical pulpit scurrility against him No idea of publishing
Notes Again declines mission to France The reasons He entertains

Marquis de Chastellux The Frenchman s first impression As if passed
our lives together Fascinated by host s conversation

*

Four days like

so many minutes They talk of books, politics, and philosophy Walks
in the park Jefferson feeds deer from hand Evenings about a punchbowl

Ossian s poetry Jefferson s admiration Boyish enthusiasm Host

and guest read and quote Mrs. Jefferson s health Jefferson accused of

sulking Monroe tells of
gossip

A touching reply Madison criticizes

to another Jefferson nurses his wife Complete devotion Mrs. Jef

ferson s death Jefferson collapses A slow recovery A letter to Chas

tellux Monticello now painful Accepts mission as peace commissioner

Difficulty about boats Abandons journey Elected to Congress.

XIII . In the Driver s Seat 3 13

Elected at head of poll Madison pleased Escape from grief Why
Congress left Philadelphia Unpaid soldiers Incidents in streets

Princeton considered Madison arranges accommodations there But

Congress at Trenton A rough October journey Jefferson reaches Tren

ton Congress adjourns to Annapolis, but quorum not arrived Jefferson
and Monroe take quarters together Engage French chef Demoraliza

tion of the Confederation Long wait for quorum Annapolis Its

charm and society Jefferson writes letters to daughter Outlines her

day and studies This letter given Queen Victoria Martha hears world s

end near He chides her fears and gives advice The new Congress Few
old faces Jefferson pre-eminent Washington arrives to surrender his

commission Jefferson plans the ceremony and writes speech of President

of Congress That night Jefferson also writes Martha advising on dress

and neatness The Order of the Cincinnati Hereditary membership
Honorary membership Jefferson frowns on both Aedamus Burke s fa

mous attack impresses Washington Who asks Jefferson s opinion And

gets it Washington again at Annapolis His conference with Jefferson

by candlelight Lasts until midnight And entirely on the Cincinnati
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Washington decides to ask first meeting to disband Returning he sees Jef

ferson again Relates results Jefferson s democratic ideals involved

The Peace Treaty Jefferson in charge Nine States required Seven

present Attempt to ratify with seven Jefferson opposes And wins

But then proposes a compromise At length nine States With victory

conceded, difficult to get legal ratification because of demoralization of Con
federation New York fails to send delegates Executive power in Con

gress, mostly in recess Jefferson proposes permanent Committee of States

for executive duties during recess Plan adopted Committee quarrels
and convinces Jefferson duality in executive work impossible Robert
Morris resigns from Treasury No understudy Confusion threatened

Jefferson proposes three commissioners, to end that some experienced man
always in charge How civil service serves that end Morris s report on

money unit Jefferson disagrees His reasons Proposes Spanish dollar

as unit His report Tribute of an English economist Morris plan
abandoned and Jefferson becomes Daddy of the Dollar Virginia would
cede Northwestern Territory to the Union Encounters opposition The

speculating land companies How involved Corrupt methods Credit
Mobilier anticipated Jefferson takes charge and cession prevails Heads
committee to frame plan for temporary governments Drafts Ordinance of
Northwest Territory The plan Jefferson s conditions Forbids slav

ery Opposition of slave States Stricken out He forbids hereditary
titles Stricken out Need of new nation for trade Congress proposes
to negotiate commercial treaties Jefferson chairman And draws in
structions for negotiators Chosen as one of them, along with Franklin
and John Adams Jefferson s vital work of six months He leaves An
napolis Monroe sends his baggage and keeps French chef Letter to

Jefferson.

XIV. Jefferson in Paris 346
Jefferson takes Martha along Visits New England Calls on Sam Ad
ams Mrs. Adams s delight On board the Cms The voyage Delay
at Portsmouth Journey to Paris At H6tel d Orleans His house in
Cul-de-sac Tetebout Takes mansion in Champs Elysees Description
Lives with secretaries His retreat in Carthusian Monastery Martha
in convent school His habits and routine Long tramps Badly treated
by home Government Monroe tries to help Franklin and Adams
Their clashing temperaments Jefferson the conciliator Their confer
ence at Passy His reverence for Franklin Plan commercial treaties

Jefferson and Adams Abigail shocked She is fond of Jefferson A
dinner at Jefferson s Difficulties of negotiating The conferences with
Vergennes His character Conference with British Ambassador The
Duke of Dorset England uninterested Jefferson likes France Letter
to Mrs. Adams Confidence in American stability lost Bad effect of the
debts Jefferson so reports Success with Prussia, Denmark, and Tuscany-The Barbary pirates Jefferson against tribute Prefers to fightAdams doubtful Jefferson plans international action Confers with
diplomats Fear of French interference Jefferson sees Vergennes Is
made Minister to France Lee s jealousy Jefferson and the court His
opinion of King and Queen Of her circles Audience with the King
Relations with Vergennes Jefferson forces Congress to give him a secre
tary

-
Early illness Finds Pans fascinating -Haunts bookstalls

buys for Madison and Monroe Interest in newspapers Subscribes for
London papers Shopping for daughters and Mrs. Adams Amusing let
ter to Abigail Intrigued by new mechanical inventions By a cylinder
lamp -By phosphorous matches - Writes Yale of ship invention-
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Chides Abigail about London Notes moral standards in France Com
pares French with English But not shocked Letter to Bellini Ex
cited over balloon experiment Amused and amazed by arrest of journalist

Writes Abigail about it Suppression of newspapers Employs Hou-
don to make statue of Washington Calls at Houdon s studio Wants
life-size His reasons Arrangements completed Jefferson s plans for

Virginia State House His model Engaged architect to assist Hears

building begun Stops the work His plan for model prison Prints

Notes on Virginia Hopes to have Madison and Monroe as neighbors.

XV. Fencing ivitTo Vergennes 376
Jefferson observes the war clouds Lamenting the possibility, sees Ameri
can advantage His interest in navigation of the Mississippi Opposes
prospective Spanish proposals Would rather fight Difficulties or cor

respondence Urges postal convention Captain Peyrouse s French ex

pedition to South Seas Fears colonization purpose Sends Paul Jones to

investigate Jefferson s instructions Baron de Stael He queries Jeffer
son about Saint Bartholomew Island Jefferson urges free port His op
position to trade barriers He is dunned on debts These handicap nego
tiations Disgusted with the Confederation Unable to pay French of

ficers Writes indignantly to Monroe Embarrassing to race Vergennes
Latter s toleration Jefferson discusses commercial pact with Vergennes

Against tobacco monopoly How England profited thereby at expense
of France A second conference with Vergennes M. de Rayneval
First bad impression Vergennes complaint American commerce not

making its way to France Jefferson charges responsibility to French reg
ulations His specific proposals Urges purchase of American pelts and
furs Whale-oil proposal Why not reduce duty? Again protests to

bacco monopoly M. de Rayneval agrees Vergennes counter-attack

Arrangements with Americans undependable Complains of navigation
acts The Oglethorpe land claims Jefferson postpones reply

Sends

written answer A spirited reply Renewal of contract with Farmers

General approaches Jefferson urges exclusion of tobacco Vergennes
concedes the wisdom Robert Morris s selfish interest in the monopoly
Jefferson delays contract six months Morris gets his monopoly Sav

ing clause Lafayette helps Jefferson He urges committee to study and

advise Lafayette fights Farmers General Jefferson despairs of Colonne

Monopoly threatens independent houses with ruin Jefferson protests
to Vergennes Consults Vergennes on plan against Barbary pirates
Would it serve to send a commission to Turkey? Vergennes cynical reply

Again urges united naval action Asks Vergennes France s attitude to

ward British retention of the western posts Vergennes evades But pro
jects the threatened tobacco merchants Jefferson summoned to London

by Adams to negotiate with Portuguese Minister And with Minister

from Tripoli Jefferson expects nothing from England Presented at

Court A cold reception His opinion of George III Finds English
hostile Letter to Lee Lansdowne an exception, but is silent in Parlia

ment Society offensive Cordial welcome at Lansdowne House

English merchants demand payment of debts Jefferson meets committee

of merchants, who are astonished by Jefferson s fair proposals They prom
ise to bring pressure on Ministry, but do not Conference with Tripolitan
Minister His smug insolence Negotiations with Portuguese Minister

Flour the stumbling-block The reason Impressions of England
Letter to Page Meets John Wilkes An excursion into the country

Jefferson studies gardens, with aid of Whateley Gardens visited His

notes Foreign Minister unable to receive farewell call Back to Paris
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Gossip Case of Cardinal Rohan Sees much of Trumbull, American

painter -Controversy with Buffon -Jefferson scores -Inspects new

musket- Criticizes de Meunier s book - Detaded criticism - Also Soule

history- And Brissot de Warville s - Hears his Ordinance of Religious

Freedom adopted
- Distributes copies Sends one to Mirabeau - A lone-

some summer - Fontaineblean too expensive
- A brief visii: there - He

learns about France from a peasant
- A bantering etter to Abigail Adams

-Fractures his wrist -Bad surgery
- Plans journey into southern

France.

XVI . Diplomacy Grave and Gay 44
Tortured by the debts A dun from an officer Jefferson s reply He

proposes a Dutch loan Urges Adams as negotiator I do not under

stand bargaining The war against Holland Jefferson s sympathies

He meditates on war between France and England Thinks American

neutrality would be profitable, but immoral Positive England would

make it impossible Interview with Eden Eden s arrogance War

clouds vanish Jefferson s confidential letter to Jay published
A leak at

kome Jefferson s indignant protest All letters opened Warning to

jay Jefferson senses revolutionary change in France Death of Ver-

gennes Jefferson s estimate Montmorin succeeds Jefferson s relations

with him Confused French politics Jefferson s report His poor

opinion of King, Queen, and court Summoning of the Notables Jeffer

son thinks it epochal Shocked at levity of society Puns and bon

mots
}

Finds common people serious Jefferson s personal interest be

cause of Lafayette Starts on southern journey ^His plan for fruitful

travel Letter to Rutledge Bound for waters of Aix Letter to Count

ess de Tesse A lover of architecture A letter from Martha Titus

Livius&quot; Jefferson frowns Martha reports on Parisian scandal And

Jefferson realizes she has grown up Letter to Lafayette Advice on travel

Ferret out people in their hovels Studying rice production Report
to Jay A seasick traveler Long legs and short mules On Canal of

Languedoc Described to Martha Nightingales Crossing the Alps
On a mule Seeks route of Hannibal And fails Commercial stud

ies A traveling salesman Opinion of French cities Meets a Brazilian

revolutionist The conversation reported to Jay Also Mexican revolu

tionist Studies status of peasants and laborers Disgusted by manual

work of women And feminine employment of men Sees degeneration
Back to Paris Assembly of Notables It recommends States General

Jefferson impressed by rising temper of the people Letters to Wash

ington And Adams Another lonesome summer Writes of Paris

changes Vicious propaganda against America State of anarchy
He hotly denounces it Writes satiric letter to editor ofJournal de fans

Urges better trade arrangements with Montmorin - Back to tobacco An
arret on whale oil He protests successfully American prisoners of Al

gerians Bartering for ransom Uses religious order Wants a Pan
ama Canal Letter to Carmichael A Spanish plan for the canal Will

ing to pay for Spanish report Regrets American ignorance of European
politics Foresees nation spreading beyond Mississippi John Ledyard,
adventurer Jefferson sees him Interests him in exploration of western

country Proposes Ledyard go through Russia Jefferson seeks Cather
ine s permission The result Gouverneur Morris reaches Pans His
character His political views antipathetic to Jefferson s Jefferson rec

ommends Alexander Hamilton to client Much to be relied on Morris
constant caller on Jefferson Likes his table and conversation Refuses

to conspire against Jefferson The two join Longchamps procession
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Have their profiles taken Jefferson calls Morris s attention to bridge of

Neuilly They see cotton machine together Jefferson has Morris pose to

Houdon for Washington s body Morris discusses everything with Jef
ferson but his love intrigues Jefferson more sedate or discreet Not a

prude Case of Madame de Br6han.

XVII. Sentimental Interlude 43 1

Morris finds no gallantry in America Monsieur de Segur thinks
*

it can

be introduced Low moral standard on eve of Revolution Conquests
easy Jefferson liked by women Friends in the fast set No evidence
of affairs, if any His disapproval of life of fashionable Parisian women
Letter to Mrs. Bmgham She disagrees His admiration for her and

friendship despite politics His fondness for Abigail Adams Friendship
for the Marquise de Lafayette Treat her as you would your brother s

wife Her character Abigail finds her too little dressed Chastity
undoubted Her revolutionary leanings Countess de Tesse a pro
nounced revolutionist She shocks Morris and delights Jefferson Her
character A close platonic friendship The Duchess d Enville Al
most eighty A bluestocking Her salon A warm friendship Abi

gail s description Jefferson frequents salon of Madame Helvertius And
finds it most delicious spot in France Amazed by her free-and-easy
manner Shows more than her feet complains Abigail Frequents salon

of Madame d Houdetot A close friendship Madame de Corny Her
home Her wit and beauty Some loose friends Intimate friendship
with Jefferson They tramp the Bois together Biographers suspect an
affair Assumption that she invited one No evidence A letter to
Madame de Corny Jefferson sends her a book Calonne s Memoirs not
amorous poetry Some letters The Cosways Richard Cosway s min
iatures His brilliant and spectacular career His foppishness Some
illustrations Maria Cosway Her autobiographical letter Art stud

ies in Rome Goes to London on urging of Angelica Kaufmann the artist,

who introduces her into society Her painting Many suitors Mar
ries Cosway, who is much older, and whom she does not love Cosway
takes a palace and lives like a lord Functions at Schomberg House
Maria s friends The Prince of Wales among them Her concerts Dis

tinguished attendants, including Horace Walpole Cosway s professional

jealousy Forbids her painting professionally Her portrait of Duchess
of Devonshire She exhibits at Royal Academy The Cosways visit

France Traveling in style They meet Trumbull, American painter
Maria s reputation Gossip probably malicious Appears in Paris at

twenty-six Cosway paints miniatures of court ladies Artists beg to

paint Maria Morris s poem to her Merely polite to Morris More
than polite to Jefferson An intimate friendship Her letter to Jefferson

Another letter Both indicating real affection The Cosways depart
Jefferson accompaniesthem as far as Saint-Denis His famous letter to Maria

Dialogue of Mind and Heart Revealing real sentiment and a startlmgly
unfamiliar Jefferson Advises a reading in installments while with her coif

feur Chides her for a short letter Correspondence continues Head and
Heart letter spoils her for short ones Her letters to Jefferson Sepa
rates from Cosway Writes Jefferson of his death in 1811 Another letter

in 1813 Longs to see him But that immense sea Were he in Eu
rope no distance would prevent She establishes a school for girls in Italy

Recalls Head and Heart letter when old Her last letter thirty-nine

years later A famous friendship and something more But no evidence
of an affair Probably Jefferson s most sentimental attachment Mad
ame de Tott Jefferson finds Countess Barziza diverting An enfant
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terrible&quot;
- Writes Jefferson all the scandal His friends among men

Knew none of future Terrorists.

XVIII. Diplomacy and Revolution 464

Rapid developments of French Revolution Jefferson s absorbing interest

He sends for younger daughter Her lone voyage Devotion of Abi

gail Bones for BufTon Jefferson painted by English artist He presses
Denmark for compensation She had returned to Britain ships captured by
Americans Sends Paul Jones to Copenhagen American arms seized in

France Jefferson demands immediate restoration Note to Montmorin
And letter to de Rayneval Property restored Arrt on whale oil

Jefferson protests American oil exempted Pressure on debts Amer
ica s humiliation Jefferson s alarm A Dutch firm s insolence Adams

suspects a plot American credit and honor threatened Jefferson pro

poses a loan in Amsterdam Drives to The Hague Joins Adams They
negotiate in Amsterdam Save the nation s credit at

personal risk of re

pudiation Jefferson visits Holland and Germany His interest in inven
tions New style windows A Dutch wheelbarrow Depressed by
German villages And by poverty of the people And fruits of tyranny

Again shocked by manual labor of women Roads strung with beg
gars Meets Baron de Geismer Returns to Paris Negotiates a con
sular convention French Ambassador to America grows insolent, due to

snubbing of his mistress Both friends ofJefferson His recall demanded

Jefferson helps him to save face Finds revolutionary movement greatly
accelerated And ascribes it to Ministers

procrastination Sympathizes
with the people s grievances Enumeration of intolerable wrongs
Moral depravity of fashionable society Even Morris shocked, while prof
iting His affair with Madame de Flahaut Morris gives a dinner And
gets drunk How Paris had changed Letter to Mrs. Bingham Noth
ing talked but polities Need something to make us laugh* Poor

opinion of Ministry Doubts people s
preparation for a

republic Dis

orderly spirit Soldiers stationed near Paris Jefferson thinks Ministers
confused Frivolous gossip of society Bread riots Suppressed by
cannon Baron de Besenval a hero Amusement of the salons Court
Party turns on Lafayette Jefferson s concern Lafayette disgraced
He campaigns for States General Elected as representative of nobility
Jefferson s Jacobin friends a myth Who they were Lafayette
Barnave Count Lameth Duport Mounier Jefferson warns Jay of

dangers Reports arrest of members of parlement of Paris Doubts if

people could withstand an army Reports to Jay Sees hope in States
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CHAPTER

I

YOUTH IN VIRGINIA

THE
VIRGINIA of. the eighteenth century, into which Thomas

}efieEsaawa^-l&amp;gt;ormrwas by lang adds the most important and

extensive o all the American colonies. It embraced i,n its posses

sions the present States of West Virginia-, Kentucky, Ohio
; Illinois,

Indiana, Midfifaff^lS-dTWisconsin. It was an empire.

Within the confines of the present State, it differed greatly from

the Virginia of the preceding century. This had been brought about

largely through an event in 1619, when a Dutch privateer sailed up
the James River and disembarked its cargo of twenty slaves from

Africa. In those days the Dutch, having thoroughly fortified them

selves on the African coast, had a monopoly of the lucrative slave

trade and rigidly excluded other nations from the traffic in human

flesh; and while the arrival of the twenty blacks created a demand

for slave labor, the monopoly of the Dutch made it impossible to

satisfy the demand. Even after six years the record shows no more

than twenty-two slaves in the colony, and while the increase in the

number of slaves was noticeable during the next half-century, there

were still too few to make any notable alteration in the economic

life of the people.
1

The difficulty in getting slaves forced the colonists to look else

where for labor for the fields, and alluring promises of opportunity

and a new life made an appeal to the large and chronically poor

element in England. But even here there were difficulties because

1 Wertenbaker, The Planters of Colonial Virginia^ 31.

1
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o the high cost of transportation.
The traveler, content with the

most miserable and crowded quarters, could not cross the sea for less

than six pounds sterling, and this was utterly prohibitive to most.

Thus were the planters driven to the indenture plan. They were

prepared to advance the passage money on the condition, rigidly laid

down, that the indentured worker would be the property of his

benefactor until he had worked out in full the cost of his trans

portation. No disgrace, however, attached to the indentured worker,

for public opinion did not consider him in any sense in servitude,

but as one engaged in a purely business transaction in which he

voluntarily exchanged his labor for the price of passage.
2

Years later, it became fashionable to describe these indentured

servants as of the criminal or degenerate class, since some of them

had served terms in prison, but the crimes for which these had

been incarcerated were mostly of a political nature. In truth, the

greater part of those who had been in prison were of the hardiest

and soundest of the British nation, since their crime had consisted

in rebellion against the tyranny of the Government of their time.

If impoverished in purse, they were not in principle, and if not

ennobled by blood, they were among the noblest of Englishmen

who courageously had stood for their rights and liberty.

So vital to the economic necessities of the colony had these men

become that the Government actually pledged itself to the bestowal

of fifty acres on any person who would pay the passage money for

a worker. This meant that anyone bringing over a hundred workers

would be put in possession of five thousand acres of good land.

This worked like magic. Here was a new road to a landed estate.

The same Government pledge was made to any worker able to pay
his own fare, and, in his case, an additional fifty acres were given
for his wife and for each of his children.

3

Contrary to the popular understanding that it was the cavaliers

who peopled the early colony, it appears that very few scions of the

great old English families went to Virginia. Few were of the

historic houses, and these few were not among those who were to

attain to wealth and distinction. They who were to become the

aristoqracy of Virginia in both wealth and intellect came mostly
from, the merchant class of England.

4

t 32. *lbid.t 35. *lbid., 27, 28.
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Because of the difficulty o manning the large estates during the

greater part of the seventeenth century, most of the people owned

small farms. It was only toward the end of this century that a few

wealthy men, in possession of slaves, had large estates. Then it was

that William Byrd boasted of his 179,440 acres, and Robert Carter,

of Nomini Hall, of his sixty thousand. But at this time most of

the wealthier class along the rivers owned from four to six thousand

acges. The Virginia of that period was largely one of small farms

on which their owners did their full share of work; and even that

greater part of the plantations had but a few hundred, ranging
from one to five hundred.5 Even in the early days of the eighteenth

century, the rent roll of Governor Nicholson reveals that the vast

majority of the farms were small.
6

It is significant of the enterprising character of the indentured

servants that in many instances they bought small farms after

working out their passage money. The interest many of them had

taken in politics, which had led them into rebellion and prison in

England, persisted; and not a few, in the first half of the seventeenth

century, found their way into the House of Burgesses.
7 In those

days this legislative assembly was the stronghold of the yeomen,
the small farmers, and they determined the course of history.

Members of the developing aristocracy in the Burgesses legislated

with the interest of the yeomanry in mind.

Thus, the Virginia of the greater part of the seventeenth century
was a land of small planters. The mansion houses had not yet

appeared except in rare instances. The average plantation house

was a wooden structure of one story, small, but convenient and

comfortable. It had large airy rooms, and the table of the yeomanry
was abundant. No attempt was made to beautify the surroundings,
which were usually very plain, if not ugly. The yards were without

fences. In most cases, a few forest trees remained on the grounds.

Near-by was always the garden for vegetables, and sometimes,

though not often, flowers.
8

F

jThen Slavery intervened to change everything. The poor whites

began their exodus to the North, where their muscles were soon

cultivating the fields and turning the wheels of industry. The day
of the indentured worker was gone. With the solving of the labor

5
ibid., 46. *lbid., 183-247. v

Ibid., 75. *lbid., 105.
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problem through slavery, the great plantations appeared, with their

own weavers, tan houses, brick factories, and shoemakers. Every
effort to encourage the building of cities had failed, since the people

thought in terms of the English upper class and considered landed

estates the sure indication of a gentleman. This absence ot cities

and the difficulty of locomotion because of the bad roads forced

the planters to depend upon themselves and to manufacture their

necessities on their own grounds. They felt no need for cities of

commerce, since those on the rivers loaded their produce for the

English markets on their own lands and unloaded there their

purchase^J|

~~TE&quot;e social cleavage became more pronounced. The landless

poor were now pariahs, and, tragically enough, the small farmers,

the yeomanry, found themselves fighting for existence with their

backs to the wall. Unable to compete with the great plantations

manned by slaves, many turned their backs on Virginia and

migrated to Pennsylvania, the Jerseys, and Delaware, to enrich the

citizenry of those colonies. While the small farmer was generally
unable to compete with the slave-operated plantations of thousands

of acres, some were able to survive for a time through the produc
tion of a higher grade of tobacco than could be produced by the

unskilled negroes fresh from Africa. Some of these were able to

buy a few slaves and hold on, but gradually the prestige of the old

yeomanry passed into history.

Yeomanry made the seventeenth century; Slavery, the eighteenth.

Thus, the golden age of the slave-owners was in the century of

Jefferson s birth and early manhood. Then it was that the beautiful

and imposing mansions with the pillared porticoes dominated the

plantations of thousands of acres; that the gardens were planted;
that fine furniture was installed; that imported silver service shim
mered on the dining-tables; that paintings adorned the walls; that

books filled the libraries and choice wines the cellars. Then began
the building of the brick mansions, the interiors beautiful and

elegant. The prevailing taste was for silver candlesticks, snuffers,

decanters, snuffboxes, basins, goblets, pitchers, and spoons; and the

host, serving his guest with punch from a silver bowl, dished it out
with silver ladles into silver cups.

9 The masters of the mansions
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cantered over the countryside on the best-blooded horses, and the

ladies rode forth in costly and elegant berlins and coaches, the

body highly varnished, the inside lined with the finest colored cloth

and trimmed with laces, with polished plate windows and mahog

any shutters. The body was carved with scrolls, and on the door

panels were painted Prince of Wales ruffs and crests.
10

Every

gentleman of pretensions had his chariot drawn by four horses and

sometimes six, always attended by slaves in livery, trained to a

dignified demeanor.11

The work of the slaves was not confined to the field alone, for the

greater plantations were industrial centers, and skilled mechanics

worked in copper, blacksmith shops were constantly busy, tanners,

carpenters, shoemakers, and distillers made the plantations hum
with life. Though skilled white mechanics were the original in

dustrial workers, the slaves, soon trained, took over later.

Then it was that Aristocracy took to the saddle, booted and

spurred. And the gallant yeomanry went into political eclipse^

though still fighting.

The gay blades of the aristocracy, fond of display, lived ro-

bustiously beyond their means, protected by the law of entail from

utter ruin. They followed the chase like the English squires they

imitated, entertained with reckless prodigality, their tables groaning
and their cellars bursting. They loved the music of the cracking

whips as they drove their coaches and six. They gambled gamely,
bet on races and cockfights, flirted and fought, and drank as deeply
as the gayest dogs at Brooks s in London.

Burk, the Virginia historian, himself of the eighteenth century,

gives us a glimpse of the life of the rich planters:

The character of the people for hospitality and expense was now
decided, and the wealth of the landed proprietors, particularly on

the banks of the rivers, enabled them to indulge their passions even

to profusion and excess. Drinking parties were fashionable in

which the strongest head or stomach gained the victory. The mo
ments that could be spared from the bottle were devoted to cards.

Cockfighting was also fashionable.12

11 Wertenbaker, Patrician and Plebeian in Virginia, 122-123.
12 Burk, History of Virginia, III, 102.
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An English traveler of the time has drawn an almost incredible

picture of the life of a gentleman of fortune. He rose at nine,

walked to the stables before breakfast consisting of tea or coffee,

bread and butter, and very thin slices of hung beef. He then

stretched out on a pallet on the floor in the coolest room, in his

shirt and trousers only, with a negro at his head and at his feet to

fan him and keep off the flies. Between twelve and one, he took

a draught of bombo or toddy, a liquor composed of water, sugar,

rum, and nutmegs. Between two and three, he dined on ham and

greens or cabbage. At dinner, he drank cider, toddy, punch, port,

claret, and madeira. After dinner he again sought his pallet with

the negroes to shoo off the flies and fan him and continued to

drink toddy all the afternoon. Between nine and ten, he had his

supper of milk and fruit or wine. Thus ended the day.

That this was true of some we have no doubt, but the traveler

could not have gathered his impressions on the plantations of the

Byrds, the George Masons, the Lees, and Washington, for it was

among the rich planters that were found, later, the deeply read and
astute statesmen of the Revolution.13

Perhaps a more accurate and general picture is that drawn by a

German traveler. He was impressed by the mediocrity of the

mansion house and the great number of surrounding outhouses and

cabins, and with the negligence of their upkeep, strangely con

trasting with the ladies of the house, generally clothed and adorned
with great fastidiousness. No matter how little the probability of

encountering strangers or even neighbors, they could not resist the

propensity to make themselves fine. No matter how crude the

cabins and the grounds, he found he could usually count on meeting
ladies dressed tastefully in silk and decked with plumes.

u
Along

the rivers he found the homes luxurious. The rich Virginians, who
have their luxury and love of display, he writes, have for many
years been of evil repute among their more frugal neighbors of the

North, prefer generally to live in the country, and, according to

the circumstances and opportunities, spare nothing in rendering
their houses agreeable, both outside and in.

15

These aristocrats at heart were mostly Tories, and, despite their

13
Smythe, A Tour in the United States, 41-43.

14
Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, II, 33. 15

l^id., H, 44.
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levity and insobriety, were devoted to the Established Church which

was rapidly losing caste with the mass of the people. The members

of the clergy, drawing their money from the taxation of the people,

were lax in the performance of their duties and more concerned

with what they could get than with what they could give. They
made but little effort to educate their flocks. In the first quarter of

the eighteenth century, when the Bishop of London inquired of the

Virginia clergymen concerning schools and culture, only three of

the whole Dominion were able to report any schools at all. One

proudly replied that he had a parish library, consisting of the Book

of Homilies, The Whole Duty of Man/ and Singing Psalms. A
quarter of a century later, a few schools had been established and

some of the clergy were taking boarders.

Among the old yeomanry the Established Church had lost pres

tige, and many of these were of the dissenters, despite the savage

laws of intolerance still on the statute books.

Thus, there were distinctly two Virginias. The aristocracy, as

differentiated from the merely rich planters described by the English

traveler, was well educated both by books and travel, highly in

telligent and of polished manners, warmly hospitable to the

stranger, and thoroughly devoted to King and Church. And not

withstanding the plight of the yeomanry, few white men had left

the Tidewater country, which embraced the whole of the coast and

the marshy lowlands, where were to be found the great plantations

with their thousands of acres and their hundreds of slaves. This,

then, was the stronghold of the aristocracy. Between Tidewater and

the mountains lay the Piedmont country, and soon the more enter

prising were pouring into this region. But among these pioneers to

face the wilderness were scarcely any of the families of the aris

tocracy. Living lavishly, they felt secure against the penalty for

extravagance because of the convenient law of entail. Having
abundant leisure for reading and meditation, this element had

produced a large number of men of great political wisdom and

capacity, but the dominion of the mind was passing to the men
of thejSedmont.
Tnrione of the other American colonies was the cleavage between

the classes so pronounced. The upper class, the aristocracy, we have

Described. In the second class, consisting of perhaps half the
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colony, the hospitality to the stranger was in evidence to the full

extent of its limitations, but its members were rude, unpolished,

sometimes quarrelsome, afid had something of the haughtiness to

be found among those who feel on the defensive. These were at

tached to sport, to gambling and cockfighting. Among them were

some richer than some of the aristocracy, but where the latter had

culture and family tradition, these had sprung literally from the

soil
16 But the old yeomanry was intelligent, industrious, belliger

ently independent, and instinctively democratic;,,,

Jefferson s own view of the social cleavage was set forth in a

letter to William Wirt:

*x To state the difference between the classes of society and the lines

of demarcation which separated them would be difficult. The law,

you know, admitted none except as to the twelve Councillors. Yet,

in a country isolated from the European world, insulated from its

sister colonies, with whom there was scarcely any intercourse, little

visited by foreigners, and having little matter to act upon within

itself, certain families had risen to splendor by wealth and the

preservation of it from generation to generation under the law of

entails; some had produced a series of men of talents; families in

general had remained stationary on the grounds of their forefathers,
4

for there was no emigration to the westward in those days. . . .

In such a state of things, scarcely admitting any change in station,

society would settle itself down into several strata, segregated by
no marked lines, but shading off imperceptibly from top to bottom,

nothing disturbing the order of their repose. There were, then,

aristocrats, half-breeds, pretenders, a solid independent yeomanry,

looking askance at those above, yet not venturing to jostle them,
and last and lowest, a seculum of human beings called overseers,

the most abject, degraded, and unprincipled race, always cap in

hand to the Dons who employed them, and furnishing material

for the exercise of their pride, insolence, and spirit of domination.^

This was the Virginia into which Thomas Jefferson was born.

II

He was less concerned with his ancestry than some of his

biographers. Just when the first of the name reached America is

x
Smythe, A lorn in the United States, 67.

17
Ford, Writings of Thomas Jefferson, IX, 473.
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not known. There was one o the name at a time long before the

first positively known to be an ancestor. He himself said in his

Autobiography that the tradition of my father s family was that

their ancestors came to this country from Wales and from near the

mountain of Snowdon, the highest in Great Britain.
18 He notes that

in reading a law case in Wales he had found his family name

and also that he had noticed a Jefferson among the secretaries of

the Virginia Company. That he did not attach too much im

portance to such matters may be deduced from the fact that he

apparently made no serious effort to trace his ancestry beyond his

grandfather, who lived at a place in Chesterfield called Osbornes

and owned the land afterwards the glebe of the parish. The Jeffer

son of Osbornes had three sons. One of these died young; another

settled on the waters of the Roanoke and left many descendants, and

the third was Peter, born in 1707. At the age of thirty-two, this

man without family prestige or social pretensions married Jane,

the daughter of Isham Randolph, and thus a Jefferson became

identified with one of the leading and most aristocratic families in

Virginia, whose forebears had been squires in Northumberland

and Warwickshire in England, and whp had been allied with the

powerful Scottish clan of the Earls of Murray. The Randolphs
boasted that in the golden literary age of Elizabeth they produced
the poet, Thomas, who was a close friend and drinking companion
of rare Ben Jonson. He was a great-uncle of the William Randolph
who migrated to the Old Dominion in 1660.

Thus, while Jefferson s father was of the sturdy yeomanry, rather

than of the aristocracy and the best, the Randolph family easily

ranked among the first families. In his Autobiography, Jefferson

dryly observes that his mother s family traced its ancestry back to

England and Scotland, and he adds: to which let everyone ascribe

the faith and merit he chooses.
19 He consequently had in his veins

the best of the blood of the liberty-loving yeomanry and of the

aristocracy, and, within bounds, he was unfaithful to neither. He
was to carry on his father s love of liberty and human rights in his

political philosophy and career, and in his personal living to con

tinue the Randolph partiality for the refinements of life.

It is not of record that Peter received any formal education worth

^Autobiography, 10. Ibid.
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mentioning, but, as his son writes,
c

being of a strong mind, sound

judgment, and eager after information, he read much, and so im

proved himself that he was selected, along with Joseph Fry, a pro

fessor of mathematics at William and Mary, to continue the

boundary line between Virginia and North Carolina. Also, with

Fry, he Is credited with having made the first map of Virginia.
20

Thoroughly authenticated tradition has it that Peter was a man of

tremendous physical strength, and that he had been known to

stand between two hogsheads of tobacco, each weighing a thousand

pounds, and to head them both at once a feat beyond the strength

of any two normally strong workmen. On another occasion, when
he had ordered three able-bodied slaves to pull down a shed with a

rope and they had made three futile attempts, he ordered them

aside, wrapped the rope about himself, and pulled it over in an

instant. He was a terror to the surveying parties that accompanied
him because he knew no fatigue, and could live on the raw flesh

of game and sleep with ease in a hollow tree while wild beasts

roamed the woods.21

These stories, living in tradition, of his enormous strength, his

passion for improvement, and his popularity among the hardy

people of the frontier are strikingly similar to the pictures painted
of the Lincoln of the Salem days. In every sense he may be de

scribed as a lusty pioneer; for when he settled where he did he had
been preceded by but three or four white men.
He loved the outdoor life. He was an expert in the saddle and

in the hunting field. He was a tireless swimmer. His work as

surveyor gave him an abundance of exercise, and such were the de
mands upon his services that he prospered. His first ambition was
to acquire some land, for in the Virginia of those days this was
essential to either social or political standing. He was soon in posses
sion of a thousand acres at the eastern opening of the mountain group
through which flowed the waters of the Rivanna. He was soon
on terms of intimate friendship with William Randolph, a young
aristocrat, who owned twenty-four hundred acres adjoining the land
of Peter. Soon thereafter we find Randolph transferring two hun
dred acres of his land to Jefferson, and thereon hangs a story
typical of the times. The documentary evidence proves that no

21
Randall, The Ufe of Jefferson; lf 13
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money was exchanged in the transaction, but that the land was

given in consideration of Henry Weatherbourne s biggest bowl of

arrack punch. On his death, Peter was in possession of several

thousand acres.

The possession of land and his marriage to the daughter of the

Randolphs of Dungeness clearly fixed Peter s status as among the

first people of the community. On the land acquired in return for

the bowl of punch, he built a plain frame house and called it

Shadwell, after the parish in London where his wife s mother was

born during her parents sojourn in England. The house was

placed on a slight rise of the ground in a clearing, surrounded with

trees of the forest. While not a pretentious dwelling, it was not in

any sense a frontiersman s cabin, and, after the fashion described

by the German traveler, it was but one of many buildings on the

place. Four miles away was the village of Charlottesville, and a

mile and a half distant, across the fields, was the mountain on which

the son of Peter was to build a classic mansion he would call

Monticello/ to which pilgrimages would continuously be made

almost two centuries later by devotees of liberty and democracy.
The professional skill, the physical strength, the commanding

stature, the sound judgment, the keen intelligence, and the in

tegrity of Peter Jefferson made him a natural leader for the people
of his community. He was the county surveyor. He was a justice

of the peace. He was a member of the House of Burgesses. As

county colonel, he was responsible for the preservation of order on

the Indian frontier. He kept the peace by making friends and

playing fair with the red men, and frequently these natives of the

forest enjoyed the generous hospitality of his home.

It was in the modest frame house called ShadwelF that Thomas

Jefferson was born on April 13, 1743.

But; his early childhood was not to be spent at Shadwell. When
Colonel Randolph, the wealthy and aristocratic owner of the fine

estate of Tuckahoe on the James River, a few miles from Richmond,

died, he expressed the wish that Peter Jefferson should become the

guardian of his son, Thomas Mann Randolph, and supervise the
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estate. Nothing could more convincingly prove the high reputation

of Peter as a man. The distance made it difficult for the supervisor

to give the meticulous care to the estate which he thought necessary;

and thus it came about that, at the age of two, Thomas Jefferson., in

arms, carried on a pillow by a slave on horseback, made the journey

to Tuckahoe where he was to remain mostly for seven years. This

was Jefferson s earliest memory of his childhood.
22

It was at

Tuckahoe that Thomas had his first schooling. The father, self-

taught, felt the loss of a systematic education, and he was deter

mined that his son should have the advantages he had missed.

Thus, he was entered in an English school at five, and at nine

he was sent to a Latin school, where he remained until his father s

death. His first teacher was a Scotch clergyman named Douglas,

who taught him the rudiments of Greek, Latin, and French. Later,

Jefferson was to remember him as a superficial Latinist, less in

structed in Greek, who, with the rudiments of these languages,

taught me French. After his father s death in Thomas s fourteenth

year, the boy attended for two years the school of the Reverend

Doctor Maury, reputed to have been a classical scholar. The son of

the schoolmaster is authority for the report that Thomas was both

diligent and proficient in his studies. Even so, he seems to have

had a tendency he was to overcome later to put off the mastering
of lessons, and when the situation became serious he sought an

excuse for a holiday. Too shy to request it himself, he sometimes

persuaded other boys to make the application. This granted, he

would go into retirement until he was word-perfect on all the

neglected work and then triumphantly rejoin the class.
23

But this schooling does not embrace the whole of his education in

these earlier years. He found much to amuse him in the small but

select library of his father, whose well-worn Shakespeare and Bible

were open to him, along with the works of Swift, Addison, and
Steele. In poring over the pages of the last three we may be sure

he got his fine sensitivity to a graceful prose style.

But Peter Jefferson s idea of the proper training for a boy was
not confined to books and classrooms. He himself had wrung his

degree from the University of Nature. And he saw to it that his

^Randolph, Domestic Life of Thomas Jefferson, I, 11.
23

Tucker, Life of Thomas Jefferson, I, 27.
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son should know and appreciate the lore and delights of the forest,

the mental exhilaration of the naturalist familiar with plant and

animal life. Many were the days young Jefferson stalked or rode

through the southwest mountains in hot pursuit of game, or sat on

the banks of streams, an expert with the rod. And he came to

know the forest as few men did, the names of all the various birds

and their qualities and habits. In the enumeration he then made

appear scores that Catesby had not discovered. Even the insect life

of the fields and forests was an open book to him.

It was in these boyhood days that he became the great friend

and champion of the red men. The Indian chiefs, going frequently

to Williamsburg before the Revolution, usually made a stop at

Shadwell to visit Tom s father, and Thomas came to know them

personally. Years later, in a letter to John Adams, he was to recall

the famous Indian chieftain, Ontassete, the great warrior and

orator of the Cherokees, who, in his frequent visits to the colonial

capital, never failed to stop at Shadwell. Young Tom, happening to

be in his camp the night before the chief departed for England,
heard his moving farewell speech to his people.

cThe moon was in

full splendor, he wrote, and to her he seemed to address himself

in his prayers for his own safety on the voyage, and for the welfare

of his own people during his absence. His sounding voice, distinct

articulation, animated action, and the solemn silence of his people

at their several fires, filled me with awe and veneration, although

I did not understand a word he uttered. Later, as we shall see,

when the chief s people were threatened with extermination, Jeffer

son, his memory of that moonlight night fresh, did more than any
other public man to save them.

Meanwhile, young Tom made good progress under the tutelage

of James Maury in his studies. Always he was to remember this

Whig clergyman of Huguenot ancestry, who had come to Virginia

to tutor the Monroe family. He liked the teacher all the more

because of his broad and liberal views. His home was but fourteen

miles from Shadwell, and Jefferson lived with him, paying for his

board and tuition the then princely sum of twenty pounds a year.

Two years had passed with Maury when Jefferson, spending the

night at Peter Randolph s and discussing his schooling, was advised

that the time had come for him to enter college. The advice of
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Randolph coincided with Jefferson s desire. In a letter to his

guardian he set forth his reasons:

In the first place, as long as I stay at the mountain, the loss of

one fourth of my time is inevitable by companies coming here and

detaining me from school. And likewise, my absence will, in a

measure, put a stop to so much company, and by that means lessen

the expense of the estate in housekeeping. And so, on the other

hand, by going to college, I shall get a more universal acquaintance

which may hereafter be serviceable to me; and I suppose I can

pursue my studies in the Greek and Latin as well there as here,

and likewise learn something of the Mathematics.

The father had died three years before, and the son was taking

his responsibilities as the head of the family seriously. He was but

sixteen years old when he turned toward Williamsburg, the seat of

William and Mary.

IV

At this time he could not have been described as a handsome lad.

He was tall, thin, rawboned. His hair was red, his face freckled, and
his features pointed. But he possessed charm because of the unusual

intelligence shining in his face, the benevolence , of his expression,
the fluency of his conversation, and the humor and pleasantry that

brightened it. If his angular height made him a bit awkward, he
was none the less a favorite with the girls.

The sixteen-year-old youth was bubbling with enthusiasm and

eagerness when he paused on his way to Williamsburg to spend a

few days at Hanover as the guest of Colonel Danbridge. There he

lingered, riding, walking, dancing, flirting and he was fond of all

four diversions. One day during his sojourn, a strange young man,
a bit uncouth both in dress and speech for he spoke the language
of the yeomanry appeared upon the scene, as he frequently did,
from his home not far distant. He was eight years older than

Jefferson, and at this moment the future appeared to hold but little

promise for him. He had tried merchandising, but a little while
before Jefferson met him his business had failed from mismanage
ment and neglect. The younger boys and girls at Danbridge s

found him immensely entertaining because of hislxnsterous, care
free ways, and his contagious gaiety. He danced and played the
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fiddle with an air, and Jefferson, who liked fiddling and dancing,

was literally entranced. This was Patrick Henry, his name then

unknown to fame. Very soon he would have a meteoric rise, and

write his name with his marvelous eloquence into American history.

That Henry was likewise attracted by the auburn-haired youth at

the awkward age, we may assume, since, throughout Jefferson s

college days and during the period of his legal studies, Henry

frequently was to be his guest in Williamsburg.

The road to Williamsburg was better than most because well

beaten by the travel to the capital, but an English traveler at the

time found the whole land . . . one continuous immense forest,

intercepted by openings where the trees had been cut down, and

the land cultivated. He observed that the plantations are generally

from one to four miles distant from each other, having a dwelling-

house in the middle, with kitchens and outhouses all detached.
24

At this time Williamsburg was described by him as having
c

one

handsome street in it, just a mile in length, where the view is

terminated by a commanding object each way; the Capitol, an

elegant brick building in which the Assembly, or Senate, and courts

of justice are held, at one end of the street; and the College of

William and Mary, an old monastic building, at the other end*

About the center, on the north side, a little distance retired from

the street, stood the Palace, the residence of the Governor, a large,

commodious, and handsome building.
25 The College building

had been designed by Sir Christopher Wren. Jefferson was to haunt

the Capitol, to work at the College, and to frequent the Palace as a

favorite of the Royal Governor.

The colonial capital was little more than a village, with about

two hundred houses of wood chiefly, painted white,
26 and the

population rose and fell according to whether the legislature was in

session or in recess, since numerous landed gentlemen maintained

quarters there for occupancy during the session only. A German

traveler found that the houses stand at convenient distances apart,

have a good exterior, and, on account of the general white paint,

have a neat look.
2T The streets were all unpaved, sandy and dusty,

and the stranger found it very disagreeable to walk in, especially

24$mythe, A four in the United States, 15-16. 25
I&*W., 17-18.

26
Ibid., 19. 27 Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, II, 78.
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in summer, when the rays of the sun are intensely hot, and not a

little increased by the reflection of the white sand, wherein every

step is almost above the shoe, and where there is no shade or shelter

to walk under unless you carry an umbrella.
2S

But small though the town was, there were few larger cities that

offered more gaiety, dissipation, high life, and fashion during the

season. During the sessions of the legislature, the rich planters with

their wives and^ daughters flocked to the town, and here the most

clever men of a brilliant age foregathered. At such times it may be

safely said that neither in New York nor Philadelphia could so

many men of genius and great political capacity be found at a given

time. The aristocracy of the Tidewater liked to think that going to

Williamsburg was like going to court in London, and, indeed, the

Palace of the Royal Governor was far gayer at this time than the

court at Saint James s or Windsor. The matrons, with their lively

daughters in their richest gowns, were beaued about by gentlemen
with manners as courtly as those of courtiers. Madame Finette s

emporium then did a flourishing business with rich silks, velvets,

laces, and ribbons spread out on the counter for the temptation of

the ladies. It was no ordinary village in which men advertised the

loss of an elegant toothpick case, lately imported from Paris, with

a smelling bottle and gold stopper at one end, with the offer of a

reward.
20

If the homes were not pretentious, they were noted for their taste,

hospitality, and profusion. The sandy streets usually were thronged
with animated groups of belles and beaux. Coaches with six horses,

bearing ladies in rich brocades, fluttering with feathers and laces,

and gentlemen in velvet with ruffles, rumbled over the unpaved
road. Twice a year, in the spring and fall, the town was crowded
for the races, and the betting was fantastic, for the gambling vice

was fashionable, and men and college youths would hazard their all

at cards or dice or at the cockpit with a bravado that was to reduce

some of the ancient families to the verge of ruin. The track near

the west end of the town offered an excellent course. The purses
were raised by subscription

4

and went to the horse that won two
four-mile heats out of three. There were often matches and sweep-

28
Smythe, A Tom in the United States, 19.

^Virginia Gazette, December 19, 1776.
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stakes for considerable sums. An English observer was sure that

the horses were such as to make no despicable figure at New
market and that their speed, bottom, or blood [was not] inferior

to their appearance.*
30

We may be sure that Jefferson, who loved horses, was always

among the spectators during the racing weeks.

Less than a decade before Jefferson s arrival, a theater had been

built on Waller Street, and occasionally, particularly in season,

ladies and gentlemen of this village Vanity Fair were regaled by

companies from England in Shakespearean tragedies and comedies;

and better still, for most, with the thoroughly risque but brilliant

comedies of Congreve, so much admired by the good Queen Mary
of sainted memory. A Virginia historian has thought it a curious

age when young ladies, who would have thought it highly improper
to have gone out after dark with a young man without papa or

mamma, attended the plays written by Wycherley and Congreve.
31

Companies of players from New York appeared often, and the

Hallams came from London.32 Young Jefferson s account book

assures us that he was rather constant in his attendance.

The giddy social life centered in the Palace of the Governor, by
odds the most pretentious and stately house in town. Brilliant re

ceptions and balls, at which ladies and gentlemen appeared in court

costumes, set the pace. The favorite promenade was along the Duke

of Gloucester Street, a hundred feet wide. The Raleigh Tavern

rocked with activity and rang with festivity, for here lived dis

tinguished lawyers attending court or the legislature, and the solons

of the Dominion, and here at the bar the wisest of men drank with

the abandon of the times, and here, in the Apollo Room, destined

to a conspicuous place in Revolutionary history, the younger people,

including Jefferson, weaved in the dance. On the occasion of the

balls at the Raleigh, chariots and coaches with pawing horses and

servants in livery congested the street, the rooms blazed with light,

and from a balcony musicians with flutes, fifes, and fiddles fur

nished the music, while the rooms rang with laughter. Here for

some years the susceptible Jefferson often danced in the quadrilles

and minuets and the Virginia reel.

SOSmythe, A Tour in the United States, 21-22.

Tylei
1

, Williamsbnrg3 the Old Colonial Capital, 228.
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That the Raleigh Tavern was an excellent hostelry we may gather

from the confession of a super-critical English traveler that he

Mined very agreeably at the Raleigh/
33 and his German con

temporary, while finding the black cooks, butlers, chambermaids,

made their bows with much dignity and modesty, found it Very

dear entertainment.
S4

Thus, the stranger, meandering about the little capital and

college town, would have found it picturesque and colorful enough,

with the politicians in velvet coats, those of the frontier in coonskin

caps, with judges trailing scarlet robes, and students and pretty

flirtatious young ladies in gay garments.

V

The College of William and Mary, of ancient origin, was built of

brick after Sir Christopher Wren s design for the Chelsea Hospital.

This was the main building, constructed in 1694. At one side stood

the President s House built in 1732, and on the other side was

Brafferton Building, dating from 1723. The College was the train

ing ground of some of the greatest of the men who made the Revo

lution, its honor roll exceeding that of Harvard; for here within

its halls had studied Jefferson, Wythe, Monroe, and John Marshall.

For some reason celibacy was preferred for the professors, who

lived in the College a really monastic life, and at the College, too,

lived a large portion of the students. Jefferson lived within the

grounds save for a little time when he appears to have had quarters

on Gloucester Street. Just what course of study he favored is not

positively known. But here it was that he sowed some wild oats,

studied with assiduity, and finished in two years. Young and at

tractive, the tall country squire with land and money was at a

susceptible age. The gaiety and recklessness about him appear to

have led him into some excesses during the first years, without

interfering seriously with his studies. The student body was com

posed in large part of rowdy youths on pleasure bent, and Jefferson

was swept along with the current.

These college days were well worth while had they done nothing

33
Smythe, A Tour in the United Statest 16.

34
Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, II, 81.
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more than bring him under the influence of Doctor William Small,

professor of mathematics, who was much more than a professor of

mathematics. He was a thinker and philosopher. This Scot was

one of the three men who had a profound influence in the molding
of Jefferson s character and career. Long afterward the student paid

tribute to the Scotch professor, who soon returned to Scotland to

become a friend of Darwin:

A man profound in most of the useful branches of science [Jeffer

son wrote], with a happy talent of communication, correct and

gentlemanly manners, and an enlarged and liberal mind. He, most

happily for me, soon became attached to me, and made me his

daily companion when not engaged in the school; and from his

conversation I got my first views of the expanse of science and of

the system of things in which we are placed. Fortunately, the

philosophical chair became vacant soon after my arrival at college

and he was appointed to fill it; and was the first who gave in that

college regular lectures in Ethics, Rhetoric, and Belles-Lettres. He
returned to Europe in 1762, having previously filled up the measure

of his goodness to me by procuring for me, from his most intimate

friend, George Wythe, a reception as a student of law under his

direction, and introduced me to the acquaintance of the familiar

table of Governor Fauquier, the ablest man who had ever filled

that office. With him, and at his table, Doctor Small, and Mr.

Wythe, and myself formed a partie carree, and to the habitual

conversations on these occasions I owe much instruction. Mr.

Wythe continued to be my familiar and beloved mentor in youth
and my most affectionate friend through, life.

35

Nothing could more conclusively prove that in early youth

Jefferson possessed most extraordinary qualities. A boy of sixteen

to eighteen accepted as the familiar friend and daily associate of

three great minds a learned Scotch professor, a great lawyer and

jurist renowned in his generation, and one of the most brilliant and

charming royal governors ever sent to Virginia could not have

been an ordinary youth. The three men offered him the three

things his nature craved. In Small he found the philosopher, in

Wythe, the lawyer and the lawgiver, in Fauquier the elegant and

accomplished man of the great world. He profited from all the

contacts.

35 Autobiographyt 2, 3.
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Throughout his college days this precocious youth was to be a

favorite at the Palace. Fauquier had one vice among all his various

virtues a propensity and passion for cards and gambling. Tradi

tion has it that in a single night in London, in an all-night gambling

bout with Anson on his return from his voyages, he lost the whole

of his patrimony; and that the victor, impressed by the gay and

gallant manner in which his victim had accepted defeat, was said to

have procured him his post in Virginia. However that may be, ex

perience taught him nothing, and to the end of his days he remained

a gambler. Burk, the Virginia historian, concludes that to him was

due the introduction of reckless gambling among the landed

aristocracy of Virginia; and that in visiting the plantations of the

wealthy during the recesses of the Assembly, he carried his con

tagion.
36

Fauquier s father had been a director of the Bank of England. He

himself had been a director of the South Sea Company. He was

also a member of the Royal Academy, and he had written an

excellent book on public finances which had run through three

editions. But because he was an admirer of the writings of the

orator and statesman, Bolingbroke, and because he was partial to

Shaftesbury, some biographers have concluded that he was a free

thinker and had influenced the views of his young friend. We
kndw, of course, that Jefferson read and admired the style of

Bolingbroke, and he would ,
have done so had he never met

Fauquier, since the orator s works were on the shelves of most of

the private libraries of Virginia.

On the whole, however, none named Fauquier but to praise him.

A brilliant conversationalist, an accomplished musician, an exquisite

courtier in his manners, though with generous and liberal views,

perhaps tinctured with the mild cynicism of the man of the world,

suggesting now and then a figure from the period of the Restora

tion, he was enormously popular among Virginians. Burk says that

he left an impression of taste, refinement, and erudition on the

character of the colony and certainly on that of the red-headed

youth whom he made a companion.
37

Fauquier was an elderly man at the time of his association with

the student, his rubicund face betraying his taste for rich foods and
36 Burk, History of Virginia, III, 333. 37 Ibid.
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indicated no prejudice against the bottle. He was to Williamsburg
what Richard Brinsley Sheridan was to London.

It was at his table, with the professor of philosophy and the

learned judge and lawyer, that this boy of seventeen participated

in conversations that inevitably ranged over a vast field phi

losophy, politics, travel, poetry, drama, architecture, art, and science.

Years later, in conversation with Girardin, another historian of

Virginia, Jefferson, recalling the dinner-table conversations at the

Palace, said, I have heard more good sense, more rational and

philosophical conversation [there], than in all my life beside. They
were truly Attic societies.

3S

The gay Fauquier, who hid his disillusionment behind the mask
of merriment, was also a lover of music, described by Jefferson as

a good performer
5

; and he gathered about him three or four

amateurs, including young Jefferson, who, we may be sure, per
formed upon the fiddle. Once a week they staged a concert in the

drawing-room for their own delectation. Here, in the light from

the globe lamps that ornamented the salon, with the portraits of

the King and Queen looking down from the wall, the future author

of the Declaration of Independence could have been seen many
times playing with the Royal Governor. Sometimes in the Palace

he played cards with his host, and usually lost, and sometimes, when
the hour was late, he probably stayed the night there in a silk-

curtained bed, lighted by candles in their candlesticks of silver.

VI

However, it would be a mistake to assume, from his intimacy
with the mature minds of his three great friends, that young Jeffer

son superciliously stood aloof from his college mates and entered

not at all into their boyish pranks. At one time he shared a room
in a house with John Tyler, afterward distinguished in public life

and on the bench and as the father of a future President, and with

Frank Willis, of Gloucester County. Young Tyler was studious

and in search of an education, like Jefferson, but it appears that

young Willis was more of a rowdy. The latter kept his horse in the

cellar. Something of a wag, given to youthful dissipations, he spent
38 Girardin, History of Virginia.
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his evenings in the pursuit of pleasure while his two friends re

mained at home bent above the books and papers on the table; and

it is recorded that not infrequently on his late return from his

nightly revels he was wont to tease his more studious companions

by upsetting the table at which they were studying and running

away with the books.39

With Tyler, Jefferson shared a love of the violin, and, in prac

ticing together, he was sure that, had he had the bow arm of his

friend, he would yield the palm to no man living in excellence of

performance, but he was young and optimistic.
40

With all his extraordinary advantages, Jefferson was not of easy
conscience when, at the close of the first year, he reviewed his con

duct. As we have seen, the society of Wilhamsburg was gay to the

point of dissipation; and the sporting crowd, playing the races reck

lessly, squandering its money at the card-table, or consuming its

time in chase of the fox, made some impression at first on the callow

youth from Shadwell We know that he plunged into this life

of dissipation, and in later years often marveled that he had

emerged unscathed.

I was often thrown into the society of horse racers, card players,
fox hunters, scientific and professional men; and many a time I

have asked myself, in the enthusiastic moment of the death of the

fox, the victory of a favorite horse, the issue of a question elo

quently argued at the bar or in the great council of the nation,
Well, which of these kinds of reputation should I prefer? That of
a horse jockey? or a fox hunter? an orator? or the honest advocate
of my country s rights? In a moment of temptation or difficulty,
I would ask myself, What would Dr. Small, Mr. Wythe, do in
this situation?

9

But, examining his accounts of his first year at college, and noting
such heavy items charged to fancy dress and fine horses and enter

tainment, he was stricken with remorse. He then wrote his

guardian, admitting the college bills to have been excessive, and
proposing that the whole of these expenditures be charged to his

separate share of the property. The wise guardian replied that,
since he had sown his wild oats in such a comparatively harmless
way, the estate can well afford to pay the bill/

39 Lyon Tyler, Letters and Times of the Tylers, I, 54-55.
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VII

The vacations at Shadwell reflected Jefferson s remorse over the

squandering of time and money during the first year. He now

applied himself fully fifteen hours a day. It was usually two o clock

in the morning when he snuffed his candle, and with the first

pale rays of dawn he was out of bed and ready to resume his

studies. He watched &quot;the clock, placed on the mantel near his bed,

and as soon as it was light enough to distinguish the hands, he rose.

Even his meager exercise and recreation were not unassociated with

his future plans.

In the evening, after the setting of the sun, he would go to the

Rivanna River where a small canoe was kept ready for his use, and

he would paddle across the stream. Thence he plodded along over

the fields, through the woods, to the summit of his favorite moun

tain, where, even then, he was planning the building of Monti-

cello.
41

During his second year in college, he put behind him the temp
tations that had betrayed him in the first. He gave up his hdrse,

and fox-hunting went with it. It is said that for the first time he

abandoned his loved fiddle, though this seems incredible. Certain

it is that he studied fifteen hours a day, as during his vacation at

Shadwell. Not content, now, merely with his textbooks prescribed

by the College, he began the collection of the library that was to be

consumed in the burning of his home. The greater part of this

extra-curricular reading was in the field of history and philosophy.
His boyish poring over the crystalline pages of Swift, Addison, and

Steele had set for him a high standard as to style. Only now and

then did he read fiction, but his favorite novelists, as they have come
down to us, indicate that he ignored few worthy of serious attention

at the time. Like any Englishman of his day, he read Fielding,

Smollett, and Sterne, and, outside the English, Gil Bias and Cer

vantes. Thus he chose wisely and was well advised. In the long
conversations around Fauquier s dining-table he had a liberal train

ing in the choice of books. Though he was never to find his favorite

reading in fiction, and probably never reread a novel with the ex

ception of Cervantes* masterpiece, he was urging the reading o

41 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 31, 32.
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fiction on Robert Skipwitti three years after leaving college, on the

ground that everything is useful which contributes to fix in the mind

principles and practices of virtue
;
that Ve neither know nor care

whether Laurence Sterne really went to France, whether he was

there accosted by a Franciscan ... or whether the whole be fiction
;

and that King Lear presents a more lively and lasting sense of

filial duty than all the dry volumes of ethics and divinity that ever

were written. Thus we may be sure, that fiction entered into his

college reading. In the more serious branches of literature, he

thought more highly of the Greeks than of the Romans, found

Demosthenes much greater as an orator than Cicero, but thought

Cicero a greater philosopher than Socrates or Epictetus. He eagerly

thumbed the pages of Thucydides and Tacitus, and while disap

pointed at first with Plutarch, came to like him, too. Among the

English historians he was pleased with the style, but disgusted with

the principles, of Hume. Among the ancient classics he favored

Homer, Horace, and the Greek dramatists. He admired Virgil,

but Petrarch wearied him. He knew, in his youth, Shakespeare,

Milton, Dryden, and Pope, and he read Dante and Moliere.

Applying himself meticulously to his prescribed studies, master

ing his Greek and Latin, and acquiring an excellent speakirig and

reading knowledge of French, browsing among his newly acquired

books in general literature, he scarcely took time for the physical

exercise to which he had been accustomed. But the reduction of his

exercise was compensated by its strenuosity. Toward evening, the

tall, lanky, red-headed youth might have been seen running swiftly

from his quarters into the country, running a mile and back at a

rapid pace without pausing. He still presented a lively face to his

friends, and in company appeared die soul of levity, but even his

companions knew he had grown serious underneath, and his friend

Page marveled at the ease with which he could pass from light-

hearted entertainment to concentration on his studies.

VIII

In the last year of his college life, Jefferson did find time for a

mild romance which has been taken much too seriously by some

biographers. That he was a prime favorite among the charming
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belles in and about Willlamsburg we may assume from the record,

and he was no stranger to the ballrooms and the flowering grounds
of the country seats near-by. Here was a youth possessed of landed

estates, and with ability enough beyond the ordinary to cause

Fauquier, Doctor Small, and Wythe to take him into their inner

circle of familiar friends and make him an intimate of the Palace,

and he appealed to the young women by his appearance and man
ner. Physically he was now impressive and distinguished. He had

sprung up to his more than six feet in height when scarcely more

than a boy. Slender and erect as a mountain pine, his fair com

plexion and his thick reddish hair of a silky texture would have

made him conspicuous in any assembly had there been nothing else

to recommend him to the favors of the fair ones. But even in

college he had a kindly, benevolent expression that invited confi

dence. In his long straight nose and strong chin they found

strength, and in the sensitivity of his mouth they could imagine an

affectionate disposition. And his hazel-blue eyes were eloquently

expressive.

But his appeal was not confined to his physical attractions. He
was playful, bubbling over with fun, vivacious and spirited in

manner, and he whose talk could entertain the brilliant and worldly

Fauquier was unequaled among the eligible beaux as a conversa

tionalist. And though he instinctively bore himself with a courtly

dignity, no one could unbend more gracefully in society, and his

ability as a dancer was not lost on the young ladies. In the dances

of the Apollo Room of the Raleigh, in the promenades in the sands

of the Duke of Gloucester Street, in the Williamsburg homes of

the landed aristocracy, and under the blossoming apple trees of the

near-by plantations he was a familiar figure.

Among the young women he had many friends, but one appears

to have made a stronger appeal than the others. Rebecca Burwell,

who figures in his early boyish correspondence as Belinda, seems

to have been not indifferent to his interest and admiration. But

there is nothing to indicate the grand passion that some biographers

have discovered. The lady, then seventeen, was pretty and charm

ing, graceful and elegant, with rosy cheeks, bright blue eyes, and

golden hair, and with a proper social background. Tradition has it

that she was quite a grown-up lady, and powdered her hair with
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the best of them. Though Jefferson was plainly interested in an

adolescent way, he was not so impetuous in the midst of his studies

as to think of early matrimony; and the lady, following the fashion,

evidently had no thought of an indefinite postponement which

might leave her a spinster. We have an illumination of Jefferson s

passion in a letter to his friend Page, written a few weeks after

finishing his college course, in which reference is made to Belinda*

and to other young women friends. The letter is interesting, too, as

an illustration of his conception of a fashionable young man s

epistolary style. It was written from Fairfield:

This very day, to others the greatest day of mirth and
jollity

[Christmas], sees me overwhelmed with more and greater mis

fortunes than have befallen a descendant of Adam for these thous

and years past, I am sure; and, perhaps, after excepting Job, since

the creation of the world. I think his misfortunes were somewhat

greater than mine, for, although we may be pretty nearly on a

level in other respects, yet I thank God that I have the advantage

of brother Job in this, that Satan has not yet put forth his hand to

load me with bodily afflictions. You must know, dear Page, that I

am now in a house surrounded by enemies who take counsel

against my very soul; and when I lay me down to rest, they say

among themselves, Come, let us destroy him/ I am sure that if

there is such a thing as the Devil in this world, he must have been

here last night, and have had some hand in contriving what hap

pened to me. Do you think the cursed rats (at his instigation, I

suppose) did not eat up my pocket book within a foot of my head?

And not content with plenty for the present, they carried away my
jemmy-worked silk garters and half a dozen new minuets I had

just got to serve as a provision for the winter.

But, in addition, the tragedies of the night irreverently touched

with sacrilegious hands the romance with Belinda. A soaking rain

had fallen during the night and Jefferson found his watch all afloat

in water let in at a leak in the roof. The watch was precious, since

it contained a picture of Belinda, and in trying to get it out to dry

it, it was destroyed. Although it may be defaced, he wrote, there

is so lovely an image imprinted on my mind that I shall think of her

too often, I fear, for my peace of mind; and too often, I am sure,

to get through old Coke this winter; for God knows I have not seen

him since I packed him up in my trunk at Williamsburg. Well,
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Page, I do wish the devil had old Coke, for I am sure I never was

so tired o an old dull scoundrel in my life.
9

Then the writer turned to college memories of the young women.
Would Page remember him affectionately to all the young ladies

of [his] acquaintance, particularly Miss Burwell and Miss Potter,

and tell them that though the heavy earthly part of [him] is absent,

the better half of [him], [his] soul, is ever with them. And would

Page tell Alice Corbin that he believed the rats knew I was to win
a pair of garters from her, else they would not have been so cruel.

And then again Belinda. 1 would fain ask the favor of Miss

Rebecca Burwell to get me another watch paper of her own cutting,

which I would esteem much more, though it were a plain round

one, than the nicest in the world cut by other hands/ Would she

think it presumptuous* after he had
&quot;permitted

the other to be

spoiled ? If Page thought he could excuse him to her, he would
be glad if he would ask her.

And what had he done to offend Miss Sukey Potter? What it is,

I do not know; but this I know, that I never was guilty of the

least disrespect to her in my life, either by word or deed/ He was

afraid that when next they met she would repay an imaginary
affront with a real one/ But Page was to tell her to save herself

the trouble for nothing that she may say or do shall ever lessen her

in my esteem/ 42

There is little here to indicate a grand passion. One gathers that

he was not so much enchanted with a girl as with girls. About the

same time he was writing his college friend, William Fleming, in

ecstatic mood of Jenny Taliaferro. He could View the beauties of

this world with the most philosophical indifference/ he had been

Vastly pleased with her playing on the spinette and singing, but

could not help calling to mind those sublime verses of the Cum
berland genius

eOh I was charmed to see

Orpheus music all in thee/

And would Fleming tell Patsy Danbridge God bless her ? The

young man did not like the *ups and downs of a country life/ be-

42
Washington, Writings of Thomas Jefferson, I, 181.
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cause today you are frolicking with a fine girl, and tomorrow you
are moping by yourself.

Thus, with his wining, dining, dancing, fox-hunting, cockfighting,

reading, writing, and conversing with Wythe and Small, the
college

days of Jefferson were not entirely free from the entanglements of

Cupid.

With college now behind him, Jefferson turned seriously to the

study of the law. As we have seen, before Doctor Small returned to

Scotland he had urged Wythe to undertake the legal training of

the young companion of them both. Wythe had readily agreed, and
for five years we shall find Jefferson seriously pursuing his legal

studies while delving deep into history, political science, and

philosophy.



CHAPTER

II

LAW, POLITICS, AND LOVE

WHEN JEFFERSON entered the chambers of George Wythe
as a student, the latter was, concededly, one of the ablest

men his profession had produced in Virginia or in any other colony.

He was more than a great lawyer, he was a great man; and he

was more than a great man, he was a genius. When Jefferson came

under his tutelage, he had one of the three most opulent and largest

practices in the Dominion. It was truly said of him that in the

solid learning of the law he stood, with the exception of Thomas

Mason, almost alone.
1

Though an impressive and convincing

speaker, his arguments were always prepared with great care, and

Jefferson once said that in pleading he never indulged himself

with a useless or a declamatory word. His mind was too methodi

cal, his thoughts too carefully meditated, to make him so facile as

some of his contemporaries in rough-and-tumble, extemporaneous

debate, but in the give-and-take of battle his wit stood him in good

stead. His greatest rival was Edmund Pendleton, and in a case in

which both had an assistant the latter asked a continuance because

of the absence of his own. Lord Dunmore, who, to the credit of

Wythe, hated him, said, Go on, Mr. Pendleton, for you will be a

match for both of them.
5

Yes/ replied Wythe, bowing, with your

lordship s assistance.
2

He had absorbed and made his own the very whole o Coke and

1 Grigsby, The Virginia Convention of 1776, 120.

2 Lyon Tyler, George Wytke, 74.
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Locke. Though he had neglected the classics In his youth, his close

association with those who had not and the richness and beauty of

their conversation determined him in maturity to master Greek and

Latin, and in a short time this was reflected in his own literary style,

So much did he come to love the classics in Latin and Greek that

when he was on the bench he opened a class in Williamsburg for

their study, along with English prose and poetry, and he accepted

no compensation for his teaching.
3 He knew, too, as familiar

friends the great literary figures of the Elizabethan and Crorn-

wellian periods.

The very fact that Wythe thought of law in its fundamentals gave

his mind the cast of a statesman. He had habitually discussed

natural philosophy with Fauquier, a man of learning, and in their

erudite conversations about the dinner-table no topics appeared

more frequently than the laws of nations and the natural rights of

man.4 He had strong principles and convictions, and these were on

the side of liberality. He was a tenacious supporter of popular

rights when it was not yet fashionable, and he stood four-square for

religious liberty and toleration when such a stand invited enmity.

Never in his life was he to hesitate to sacrifice personal popularity

in support of ideals, no matter what the loss in money.
In the House of Burgesses, which he had entered four years before

Jefferson became his student, he had been among the most auda

cious in defending colonial rights, which he insisted were guaran
teed to every citizen of the British Empire. But he was not a fire

brand. His mind was too legalistic and too conservative. Thus,
when Henry presented his Stamp-Tax resolution, he opposed it on

the ground that the petitions of the year before had not yet been

answered
;
and when the fiery orator hurled his flaming sentence

about Caesar having his Brutus, he was one of the two or three who
shouted Treason/ But later, when his student, Jefferson, wrote his

Summary View, Wythe among the leading members of the bar put

upon it the stamp of his approval; and in Congress no one was to

give to Jefferson s Declaration of Independence more ardent sup

port.

As we have seen, Jefferson did not enter his chambers as a

stranger, since the college boy had been one of the charmed circle

d.t 70.
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of Fauquier. Master and student had intimate contacts of the mind*

They had numerous mental qualities in common. Like Jefferson,

Wythe maintained the utmost reserve about his religious views,

believing these to be between himself and his Maker, but that he

subscribed to the religion of Jesus Christ there can be -no doubt

Jefferson, in later life, was to say of him that that religion must

be good which could produce a life of, such exemplary virtue/
5

In appearance, Wythe was impressive, his form slender but erect

and vigorous, his forehead overhanging with a magnificent sweep,

and his dark gray eyes glowed with feeling and intelligence. His

finely chiseled lips, his Roman nose, and his broad, strong chin

suggested the natural leader.

Many students of the law profited by his teaching, and some

were to be among the greatest lawyers and statesmen of the early

Republic. John Marshall, the future Chief Justice; Littleton Taze-

well, the brilliant lawyer and Senator; and Henry Clay sat at his

feet. It is significant that among all these his favorite student was,

not Marshall, but Jefferson, to whom, on his death, he bequeathed
his library.

And Jefferson had set a high standard for himself. It was at a

time when one could enter the practice of the law on a flimsy

fundamental base: Patrick Henry studied three months in a cursory

fashion; Jefferson was to subject himself to the most intensive and

extensive study for five years.

That George Wythe tremendously affected Jefferson s life there

can be no doubt.

II

Even in his youth, Jefferson had a contempt for superficiality,

and his study of the law, along with his reading and thinking on

the science of government and political philosophy, was not to be

perfunctory. He was in no hurry. He did not spend his entire time

during the five years of onerous research in the chambers of Wythe
in Williamsburg, but, wherever he was, whether at his home or

elsewhere, he pursued his studies meticulously. Soon after he began
the practice of law he prepared an outline of study for a student

5
Grigsby, The Virginia Convention of 1776, 120-24.
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of the law which unquestionably was based on the method he him
self had followed. This plan called for early rising in the morning
and a course of reading until eight o clock. During these

trying

early hours he advised reading on Agriculture, Chemistry, Anatomy,

Zoology, Botany, Ethics, and Natural Religion. He recommended
Tull and Arthur Young for Agriculture; Locke, Stewart, Condor-

cet, Cicero, Seneca, and Hutchinson for Ethics; the Bible, the ser

mons of Sterne, and Priestley s History of the Corruptions of Chris

tianity for Religion; and Vattel for Natural Law.

Thus he clearly believed of the lawyer, what Cicero believed of

the orator, that he should know something of everything.

From eight to twelve he suggested solid reading of the law.

Citing a number of lawbooks, he proposed a method for assimi

lation:

In reading the reporters, enter in a commonplace book every
case of value, condensed into the narrowest possible compass which
will admit of presenting distinctly the principle of the case. This

operation is doubly useful, insomuch as it obliges the student to

seek out the pith of the case, and habituates him to a condensation

of thought and to an acquisition of the most valuable of all the

talents, that of never using two words when one will do.

In his own Commonplace Boo^ we have abundant evidence that

he himself followed this method.

From twelve to one he assigned the student to the reading of

Politics. Here, again, he recommended Locke, who unquestionably
had a determining influence on Jefferson s thinking. But he also

suggests Sidney s Discourses Concerning Government, Priestley s

First Principles of Government, Montesquieu, Hatsell s Precedents

of the House of Commons, and Select Parliamentary Debates, in

England and Ireland.

During the afternoon he proposed the reading of History, par
ticularly the Greek and Roman historians, and Gibbon s Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire.
And between sunset and bedtime he would have the student

devote his reading to literature, criticism, rhetoric, and oratory.
It was during his days under the watchful eye of Wythe that

Jefferson began keeping his own Commonplace Boo{ in which he
followed his own suggestions. Written in a small hand, concisely
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but clearly and fully, are his notes and observations covering his

studies in law and politics. For years these were thought, even by

Jefferson, to have been consumed in the fire that burned Shadwell

to the ground, but later they were found, and today they may be

consulted in the Congressional Library, or in the valuable compila

tion prepared by Doctor Chinard and published by Johns Hopkins.

That he began making his notations while a student of the law is

shown in a letter to Doctor Thomas Cooper, written five years

after he had retired from the Presidency of the Republic:

When I was a student of the law . . . after getting through Coke-

Littleton, whose matters cannot be abridged, I was in the habit of

abridging and commonplacing what I read, meriting it, and of

sometimes mixing my own reflections on the subject, . . . They were

written at a time of life when I was bold in the pursuit of

knowledge, never fearing to follow truth and reason to whatever

results they led, and bearding every authority which stood in

their way.

These notes reveal an astonishing range of reading, which, con

trary to the favorite fallacy of anti-Jeffersonian historians, do not

indicate that either Rousseau or Voltaire made more than a mild

impression on his mind. They show that during his formative

years he was imbibing his philosophy and ideas largely from British

founts, with John Locke and Lord Kames, the Scotch philosopher,

in the lead. He clearly was impressed with Sir John Dalrymple s

Essay Toward a General History of Feudal Property in Great

Britain. Here undoubtedly, as in a lesser degree in Locke, we may
find the genesis of his future attack on primogeniture and entail.

From Pelloutier he gleaned his justification for his instinctive pas

sion for natural rights and his belief in the right of colonies to

rule themselves; from Stanyan and his History of Greece he got his

justification
of popular sovereignty. Though many quotations in

his Commonplace BooT^ are from Montesquieu, of an uncertain

date, it appears that, while at first impressed with the Esprit des

Lois, he afterward became a severe critic.
6 While Voltaire appears

in the voluminous notes, Doctor Chinard observes that he clearly

did not make any lasting impression upon his mind. 7

6 See Chinard, Commonplace Book, 31-38, *lUd., 48.
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A general survey of Jefferson s reading as revealed in the Com

monplace Boo\ would be beyond the scope of this work. It is im

portant to our purpose in that it so plainly shows that, during his

formative years while a student of the law, Jefferson subjected him

self to an exhaustive course of reading, not only in the law, but upon

the science of government, and that he drew very deeply upon

the philosophers.

Ill

His studies were not confined to the chambers of Wythe, since

wherever he was, and most of all at home, he literally lived with

his books, draining them to the dregs, and fixing them permanently

in his thinking by his concise abbreviation of that part of their

contents that interested him. Nor did he always study alone. From

early years his most intimate and cherished friend was Dabney

Carr, with whom he attended William and Mary. Carr s all too

brief career was prematurely ended at a time when he held forth

the most brilliant promise, and, though but thirty, was considered

as the most probable rival of Patrick Henry in forensic eloquence.

William Wirt, the biographer of Henry, has described him at the

time as of dignified person and engaging manners, with all the

attributes of an accomplished gentleman. He had a thoroughly

trained and disciplined mind with conceptions quick, and clear

and strong/ with a great capacity for cogent reasoning, and en

dowed with an imagination that gave beauty to his style of speak

ing. His feelings were acute, his speaking voice finely toned.

The training and disciplining of his mind may easily have been

due in part to his intimacy with his friend, Jefferson. While

students of the law, as before during college days, the two friends,

both extraordinary, were wont to take their books to the hillside of

Monticello, where, under a favorite oak that spread its branches to

furnish shade, the two young men stretched out upon the grass

with their studies, reading aloud, discussing die contents of the

tomes, talking about government, politics, philosophy, and litera

ture. It was a beautiful relationship which was soon afterward to

be strengthened by the marriage of Carr to his friend s sister, Martha.

A few years later, in a letter to a friend, Jefferson described Carr
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with that peculiar felicity which was his. At this time Carr was his

brother-in-law:

This friend of ours, Page, in a very small house, with a table, a

half-dozen chairs, and one or two servants, is the happiest man in

the universe. Every incident of life he so takes as to render it a

source of pleasure. With as much benevolence as the heart of a man

will hold, but with an utter neglect of the costly apparatus of life,

he exhibits to the world a new phenomenon in philosophy a
*

Samian sage in the tub of a cynic.
8

In visualizing the Jefferson of these student days, he cannot be

disassociated from his bosom companion, Carr, as they tramp across

the fields and up the hill, with books under their arms, happy, care

free, and in animated conversation, seeking the favorite tree under

which, from a lofty height, they could look out on the world in the

effort to unravel its mysteries and meaning.

IV

It was the year after leaving college that Jefferson witnessed the

first oratorical triumph of Patrick Henry, with whom he was then

on such terms of intimacy as to justify the latter in staying with

him when in Williamsburg on his occasional visits to the capital.

He appreciated Henry s unconventional conversation, his mimicry,

his genius, but his mind did not click with Henry s as it did with

Carr s. The great orator was not a bookish man or a scholar. But

in 1763, Jefferson s admiration flamed for the strange, almost uncouth

figure who appeared occasionally in his quarters.

The clergy of the Established Church received their pay in

tobacco, and, a few years before, the Virginia Assembly passed the

Two Penny Act providing that the salaries thenceforth should be

paid in money calculated on the basis of the unquestionably low

rate of twopence per pound of tobacco; The clergy seethed with

indignation, the Bishop of London fulminated against the blas

phemy, and the Privy Council of George III declared the clergy en

titled to pay in tobacco, at its market price in money. In 1763, a

parson of Hanover brought suit to recover his salary of sixteen thous

and pounds of tobacco; and when die court ruled that he could

S Washington, Writings of Jefferson, I, 193-95.
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recover, but that die amount would be determined by a jury, Patrick

Henry was engaged to make the appeal to the jury against the

granting of the sixteen thousand pounds.

Jefferson was in Williamsburg at the time. Feeling ran high.

There was bitter resentment against both royalty and the clergy.

And Henry s bitter, brilliant, biting excoriation of the clergy, which

had collected their tobacco but neglected their duties, literally drove

them in a panic from the courtroom where they had gathered with

the thought of intimidating him by their presence. The orator was

at his revolutionary best, declaring that the King had forfeited the

right to obedience from his subjects by supporting the claims of the

parsons against the people and in arbitrarily setting aside the act

of the legislators. The courtroom roared its approval. It was a

drama. The clergyman was given the smallest possible verdict, and

Henry was carried from the courtroom on the shoulders of the

people.

V
But that year Jefferson s delving into dusty tomes of law and

politics had not obliterated from his consciousness the charms of

Williamsburg and its feminine allure. Writing in January from
his home in the country, one concludes from his letter that he was
not finding life all cakes and ale. *We rise in the morning that we
may eat breakfast, dinner, and supper, and go to bed again that we
may get up the next morning and do the same; so that you never

see two peas more alike than our yesterdays and todays, he wrote.

And then, too, all was not well with Belinda. How did Nancy
look at you when you danced with her at SouthalTs? he asks. And
how does R. B. do? Had I better stay here and do nothing, or go
down and do less? . . Inclination tells me to go, receive my sen

tence, and be no longer in suspense; but Reason says, if you go, and
your attempt proves unsuccessful, you will be ten times more
wretched than ever.

But even here one is left in doubt whether his depression is due
entirely to the pouting of Belinda, for he appears to have been

deprived of his favorite solace of the printed page by overstrain on
his eyes. In my last letter, I told you of the losses I had sustained,
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he wrote. In the present, I may mention one more, which is the

loss o the whites of my eyes, in the room o which I have got reds,

which gives me an exquisite pain. He had been unable to read

anything for days, and God knows/ he adds, when I shall be

able to do it.

Without the solace of his books the young man s fancy seemed

a-wandering. Perhaps he would go to Petersburg if the actors go
there in May. And maybe he would go to Europe, visit England,

Holland, Spain, France, and Italy, where happy thought he

could buy a good fiddle. Would Page go along? It would take

two or three years, and if we could not be cured of love in that

time, I think the devil would be in it.
9

Thus the summer of 1763 found Jefferson in a strange state o

mind and a bit more unsettled than he had ever been before or

was ever to be again. He had, somehow, convinced himself that

the trip to Europe was not a figment of the fancy, and when Page

suggested that he lay siege in form to the lady of his aspiration,

he replied that, in view of the contemplated journey, which would

require two or three years, to begin an affair of that kind and carry

it on so long a time in form is by no means a proper plan. And
then more earnestly No, Page, whatever assurances I may give

her in private of my esteem for her, and whatever assurances I may
ask in return from her, depend upon it they must be kept in

private. He agreed that it was not fair to treat with a ward without

obtaining the approbation of her guardian, but he could not remain

in suspense so long a time. Then, too, were he to meet with dis

appointment, the sooner I know it, the more of life I shall have to

wear it off. Certain it was that were Belinda to refuse him, he

would never propose to another.
10

Young Jefferson in his callow youth was seemingly impervious to

the impertinence of expecting a Virginia belle, who in those days

expected to be married at eighteen or to be doomed to spinsterhood,

to wait two or three years for the convenience of an absent lover.

Of course he did not know how she would like it and he was

afraid not much. And when, one evening in Williamsburg, he was

dancing with Belinda in the Apollo Room and had planned to say

a great deal, he was, alas, able to say but little, a few broken sen-

*., I, 184-85. lbid., 13 186-88.
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tences, uttered In great disorder, and interrupted with pauses of

uncommon length. He could not understand his strange con

fusion.
n But a little later, when he was capable of coherent speech,

he explained the necessity for his journey and the long delay en

tailed and the reasons which appeared to have given that satis

faction I would have wished/ 12 From which we may assume that

the young lady smiled and turned to other and more immediate

prospects, for within a few weeks she had engaged herself to

another.

Too much has been made of Jefferson s anguish of spirit at that

early age. In love, at least, he was a mere child, and one gathers

from the correspondence that he was more in love with the idea

of love than with any object of it, and that he enjoyed phrasing
his emotional reactions in the literary form of the novels he had
read.

VI

Meanwhile, he was attending court regularly as a part of his train

ing, and thinking some of building his own lodgings in Williams-

burg to prevent the inconvenience of moving my lodgings in the

future/ It would be a small house which, he promised Page, would
have room for him, unless Belinda should think proper to favor us

with her company ... in which case I will enlarge the plan as she

pleases/
13

In the meantime, the stupidity of the British Ministry was sowing
the seeds of revolution in America. The Ministry of Grenville de
termined to impose a stamp tax on business transactions in the

colonies, on wills, mortgages, contracts, newspapers, of from three

pence to ten pounds. The revenue thus derived was to be used in
the maintenance of the British troops.

Instantly the colonies were in a tumult of vehement protest. They
did not want or require a garrison of British troops among them.

They thought they themselves had fought against the red men and
the French. They resented the assumption that the English could
thus deprive the local legislatures of sources of revenue. The pro
test against taxation without representation shook the continent.

11 Ibid.9 I, 188-89. 12
Ibid., I, 189-90. is

ibid., I, 186-88.
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And the tragedy was that the Stamp Tax Act had passed in London

without attracting the attention of the English people. Indeed,

when it was up for repeal a little later, Arthur Lee, then in London,
heard members of Parliament commenting that, while members of

the House on its passage, they had paid no attention to it when it

was read and had voted blindly on it as a ministerial measure. The

English had their excitement closer home, for they were in the midst

of the battle over John Wilkes, and it was not until their American

correspondents wrote that they learned that a grave constitutional

issue had been raised by their blind votes.

But in Virginia, the authors of the stamp tax had their apologists,

a militant minority priding itself in the name of friends of Govern

ment/ who were more concerned at this juncture in moderating the

zeal and thwarting the plans of the younger patriots. When it ap

peared that no vigorous protest would be made in the Virginia

Assembly, one of the members resigned his seat to bring in- Patrick

Henry because of his audacity, his tempestuous eloquence, his fight

ing spirit.
14

Realizing the purpose, the friends of Government,

composed mostly of the rich landowners, thought to reduce his

efforts to absurdity by turning ridicule upon him. He was of the

yeomanry, uncouth in manner and conscious of his defects, and

the tittering that surrounded him momentarily made him ill at

ease. Arrayed against him with bitterness were the old leaders, men
of great ability, who, until now, had easily dominated the House

Peyton Randolph, Richard Bland, Pendleton, and Wythe. The
dress of Henry was certainly not that of a courtier and his figure

was scarcely that of a graceful gallant of the court, while the

friends of Government appeared in their most exquisite bib and

tucker to set off as conspicuously as possible the rusticity of the

upstart who dared to challenge the power of the Government in

London.15

Though not a member, young Jefferson, whose keen penetration

had reached beyond the raiment of the rustic to the heart and soul

of the fervent patriot and to his genius, was in Williamsburg and

keenly interested in the event.

Undaunted by the tittering and the scowls o the friends of Gov

ernment, Henry, alone, unadvised, and unassisted, hurriedly wrote

History of Virginia, III, 299- ^Md,, III, 305.
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on the blank leaf of an old lawbook (Henry s notation on the

back of the original resolutions) his resolutions. These resolutions

are essential parts of the history of the Revolution:

Resolved, that the first adventurers and settlers on this, his

Majesty s colony and dominion, brought with them and transmitted

to their posterity, and all other his Majesty s subjects, since inhabit

ing in this, his Majesty s said colony, all the privileges, franchises,

and immunities that have at any time been held, enjoyed, and

possessed by the people of Great Britain.

Resolved, that by two Royal charters granted by King James I,

the colonists aforesaid are declared entitled to all the privileges,

liberties, and immunities of citizens and natural born subjects, to

all intents and purposes as if they had been abiding and born

within the realm of England.

Resolved, that the taxation of the people by themselves, or by

persons chosen by themselves to represent them, who can only

know what taxes the people are able to bear, and the easiest mode

of raising them, and are equally affected by such taxes themselves,

is the distinguishing characteristic of British freedom without

which the ancient Constitution cannot subsist.

Resolved, that his Majesty s liege people of this most ancient

colony have uninterruptedly enjoyed the rights, and being thus

governed by their own Assembly in the article of their taxes and

internal police, and that the same hath never been forfeited, or any
other way given up, but hath been constantly recognized by the

King and people of Great Britain.

Resolved, therefore, that the general assembly of this colony
have the sole right and power to lay taxes and impositions upon
the inhabitants o this colony; and that every attempt to vest such

power in any person or persons whatsoever, other than the general

assembly aforesaid, has a manifest tendency to destroy British as

well as American freedom.

Young Jefferson was standing in the doorway of the House

during the ensuing debate, and thus heard what he described as

the sublime eloquence of Henry.* It was distinctly as a partisan

that he listened to one of the most moving pieces of eloquence ever

uttered anywhere. It was when the Speaker, a friend of Govern

ment, objected strongly to the stout style of the resolutions that

Henry was amazed and aroused to fever heat. That Jefferson in the
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doorway shared his friend s amazement we may be sure. 1 was

then a student and stood at the door of communication between the

house and the lobby during the whole debate and vote, he wrote

later. He thought the debate on the last and strongest of the resolu

tions, which passed by only one vote, bloody/ His other more

legalistic friend and mentor, Wythe, shared the misgivings of the

Speaker. And when the orator reached his climax with Caesar had

his Brutus, Charles I his Cromwell, and George III may profit by
their example, one of the two or three men who shouted Treason

was Wythe, in whose chambers Jefferson was then a student. Years

later, in his Autobiography, Jefferson wrote that he had heard the

splendid display of Mr. Henry s talents as a popular orator great

indeed, and such as he had never heard from any other man, since

Henry spoke as Homer wrote. 16

And Jefferson, standing in the door after the division, heard

Peyton Randolph, as he excitedly rushed by him into the lobby,

saying, By God, I would give five hundred guineas for a single

vote, since, with the tie thus created, the friend of Government* in

the chair would have defeated the resolutions. And the next morn

ing, after Henry had left town, Jefferson saw Peter Randolph, then

of the Council, and also friend of Government, thumbing over the

volumes of journals to find a precedent for expunging a vote of the

House. I stood by him at the end of the table/ wrote Jefferson,

looking on as he turned over the leaves.* And when the House

convened, some of the timid members who had voted for the resolu

tions, becoming alarmed by their temerity, were prepared to back

track. Henry, who had hurried back, bitterly denounced the trick

and called on all who favored the resolutions to secede from the

House. The friends of Government now took alarm, and nothing

happened.

Jefferson learned much that day of the spirit of the old leadership

of the legislature, and he was to carry that knowledge with him

into the House a few years later when he became a member. It is

a pity that no Boswell was near to overhear the conversation that

night between Jefferson and the mentor he so much admired.

16 Autobiographyt 4
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VII

Jefferson was not to make his journey to Europe for some years,

and, in the meanwhile, Belinda was lost to another without appear

ing to have left any ineradicable grief upon him. He was dividing

his time between the courts and Wythe s chambers in Williamsburg

and his home at Shadwell, where he spent his vacations, continuing

his studies there with interludes of tramps or rides over the country

side and to the top of his favorite mountain. He also found time

for his fiddle.

By die time he had attained his majority, he had an assured posi

tion. He was the sole owner of a fine estate, and, as one of the lords

of the manor, he was made a squire and a justice of the peace. His

neighbors already thought of him as one of their future representa

tives in the legislature. On his twenty-first birthday he planted an

avenue of locust trees at Shadwell. It was in these days that he

was sorely stricken by the death of his favorite sister, Jane, whose

mind clicked with his and whose spirit was in accord with his. The

two had shared their innermost thoughts with one another and

her loss was irreparable. Many years after his death a member of

the family, rummaging among his papers, found an epitaph in Latin:

Ah, Johanna, puellarum optima,

Ah, aevi virentis flore praerepta,

Sit tibi terra laevis;

Longe, longeque valeto.

In his twenty-third year, and near the completion of his legal

studies, Jefferson made his first journey beyond the boundaries of

Virginia. Unlike others of his class and financial status, he was to

be purely a product of the Old Dominion. Others studied abroad

and made their continental tour after the prescribed fashion of the

English, and others prepared for the bar by enrolling in the Temple
in London. Jefferson s Temple was the office of Wythe; and his

continental tour was a journey that took him to Annapolis, Phila

delphia, and New York. No young blade of the Middle Ages,

faring forth through primeval forests and along bandit-infested

highways, could have had more misadventures than the young Vir

ginian in the first stages of his journey. On the first day his horse
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took fright and ran away, imperiling his life, and then repeated the

performance. The following day he rode drearily for two hours in

a deluge of rain, unable to find a single house for shelter. On
crossing an unfamiliar ford on the third day, the water was so deep
it covered the cushion on which he sat, and one wheel mounted a

rock as high as the axle, and, as he wrote to Page, rendered it neces

sary for me to exercise all my skill in the doctrine of gravity in order

to prevent the center of gravity from being left unsupported/
He stopped at the homes of friends en route, and at one of these

he lingered for three days, since he found Sukey Potter there, but at

length he reached Annapolis. He thought the Maryland capital ex

tremely beautiful and very commodious for trade,
5

and noted that

the houses were better than those of Williamsburg, but the gardens
not so fine. He visited the Assembly, which amused him because

of the utter lack of order and the picturesque costume of the

Speaker. It was here the news reached him that the stamp tax had

been repealed, and with the young men of the town he joined in

the jubilation, which was to be found a bit premature.

Then on to Philadelphia, which was to furnish the setting for

the most dramatic and immortal performance of his life but a few

years later. But that which interested him most was the Philo

sophical Society and the work of the scientists. The doctors had

just begun to inoculate for smallpox, and Jefferson, with the avid

curiosity that always possessed him regarding the onward march of

science, sought Doctor John Morgan, of the University of Pennsyl

vania, to whom he had a letter of introduction, to submit himself

to the operation. It was on this visit that he made the acquaintance

of the celebrated Doctor Shippen and a lifelong friendship was

begun.
In New York he lived under die same roof with Elbridge Gerry,

a young man of unusual promise and with a social background
similar to his own. The house was in what is now the financial

district near the Battery. Partial to dinners, dances, and the theater

as he was, we can imagine the entertainment that he found. The

friendship with Gerry was to continue uninterrupted for many years

and to play an important part in the later political life and fortune

of the young traveler.

The next year, in 1767, sponsored by no less a man than George
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Wythe, Jefferson was admitted to the bar. He had devoted five

years of intensive research and grueling labor to his preparation,

delving deep, not only into the statutes, but into the fundamental

principles and theories of the law, and few Americans of his time

could have entered the practice so thoroughly equipped. The nota

tions in his Commonplace Boo\ denote the wide range of his legal

studies, but quite as valuable to Jefferson must have been the long
intimate conversations with Wythe.
He settled down seriously to the practice of his profession, main

taining chambers in Williamsburg.
The next two years found him preoccupied with his practice and

his private affairs. That he was not unmindful of the political de

velopments which were rushing the coloaies toward a crisis, we
must assume from his character; but, for the moment, the seething
excitement over the Stamp Act had subsided; and, looking back at

a later period, he was to conclude that during the two years follow

ing, the people seemed to have fallen into a state of insensibility
and inaction/ While still living at Shadwell, in the house of his

birth, Jefferson was planning and building the house on his favorite

mountain he was to call Monticello. Even while a student of law,
he was leveling the hilltop. Having architectural ideas of his

own, he prepared the plans for the mansion in detail, determined to

make it a house of his heart s desire. In time, he succeeded in

making it a poem in brick and mortar.

As it turned out, he had begun his building none too soon. In
the spring of 1770, during his absence, his birthplace and home,
where he lived with his mother and sisters, was burned to the

ground. By this time he had accumulated a
library, large and im

portant for the time, and this was utterly wiped out, together with
his papers.

He hurried to Shadwell, in despair over the loss of his books and
papers, and one of the slaves ran to meet him with a beaming,
satisfied face and the exclamation, Oh, my young master, they [the
books] was burned up, but we done save your fiddle/

17

Jefferson had one pavilion of his house on the mountain available
for quarters, and into this he moved. One room had to suffice as

bedroom, study, sitting-room, and kitchen for a time. The loss of
17

Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson.
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the books was a blow, and, in a letter to Page, he lamented his fate:

My late loss may, perhaps, have reached you by this time. I mean
the loss of my mother s house by fire, and in it of every paper I

had in the world and almost every book. On a reasonable estimate

I calculate the cost of the books burned to have been 200 pounds

sterling. Would to God it had been the money, then it never

would have cost me a sigh. To make the loss more sensible, it fell

principally on my books of common law, of which I have but one

left, at that time lent out. Of papers, too, of every kind I am

utterly destitute. All of these, whether public or private, of business

or amusement, have perished in the flames. I had made some

progress in preparing for the succeeding General Court; and having,
as was my custom, thrown my thoughts into the form of notes, I

troubled my head no more with them. These are gone, and, like

the baseless fabric of a vision, leave not a trace behind.18

However, he turned at once to the restoration o a library. From

Skipwith in London he received a catalogue, and within two years

after the fire he could boast a library of twelve hundred and fifty

volumes in his home no mean acquisition for the time and place.

But even his loss failed to disturb his serenity or to change his

playful disposition. In a letter to Page, with whom he occasionally

visited at his home at Rosewell, chiding him for his lack of punc

tuality in correspondence, his cavalier attitude toward attractive

women looms large. If Page felt too dull to write, why not delegate

the task to Mrs. Page? Methinks I should with wonderful pleasure

open and peruse a letter written by so fair, and, what is better, so

friendly hands, he wrote. I reflect often with pleasure on the

philosophical evenings at Roseweli in my last visit there. I was

always fond of philosophy, even in its drier forms, but from a ruby

lip it comes with charms irresistible. Such a feast of sentiment must

exhilarate and lengthen life, at least as much as the feast of the

sensualist shortens it. In truth, were Page to assemble the company
of previous visits, and give him three days notice, he would cer

tainly repair to&quot; [his] place as a member of it. Indeed, he would

be happier were he. nearer Roseweli and Severn Hills, but he sup

posed the gods were apprehensive that if we were placed together, we

is Washington, Writings of Jefferson, I, 193-95.
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should pull down the moon, or play some such devilish pranks with

their works.
19

That at this age Jefferson was exceedingly susceptible to the

charms of beautiful women there can be no doubt. It was about

this time, in his twenty-fifth year, that he became infatuated with

the young wife of an absent friend of the neighborhood and made

advances that were repelled. Almost forty years later, when he was

President and the victim of scurrility, a bitter enemy prevailed upon

the husband to make specific charges which make sorry reading in

history. The lady was a woman of charm and beauty, vivacious, and

perhaps unconsciously seductive, and probably, without considering

the consequences, not a little flirtatious. At any rate, the youth made

love to the lady and was rebuffed. This is probably the whole of

the story. But eager to give the Federalist scavengers a full measure,

running over, even to the discomfiture of his wife, the husband

charged that a year later, when it appears he had not scrupled to

conduct his wife on a visit to the home of the gay seducer, Jeffer

son had renewed his caresses and slipped into her gown sleeve cup

a paper pleading the innocence of adultery. And not content with

this, the outraged husband charged that on another occasion the

wicked youth had stolen into his room where the lady was un

dressing or in bed. Even so, this did not dissuade him from inviting

the dangerous young man to spend the night at his house, where

he made another assault upon the lady s virtue.

When this amazing indictment was made public, and it was

written for that purpose in a period of incredibly bitter and un

scrupulous political struggle, Jefferson made no reply in public.

But for the sake of the record he wrote a personal letter to two

members of his Cabinet (Levi Lincoln and Robert Smith). I plead

guilty to one of the charges, he wrote, that when young ^ttid single

I offered love to a handsome lady. I acknowledge its incorrectness.

It is the only one founded in truth in all their allegations against
me. 20 That this youth of twenty-five, susceptible to women, was
not pure as light and stainless as a star, we would prefer to believe.

But the rash and persistent pursuit after the rebuff is not in

character.

20 Marie Kimball, Jefferson, 142-46.
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It was not long after this incident that the young squire o

Monticello was attracted to another lady with more serious intent.

Belinda was gone, probably unmourned, and the married charmer

was an unpleasant memory, when a young widow appeared in

Jefferson s path.

A few years before, this young daughter of John Wayles, de

scribed by Jefferson as a lawyer with a large practice because of his

great industry, punctuality, and practical readiness,
5

and as a most

agreeable companion, full of pleasantry and good humor and wel

comed in every society, had been left a widow at twenty-three.
21

Her husband, Bathurst Skelton, had died soon after her marriage,

leaving no issue. She was living with her father on his fine estate,

The Forest, in Charles City County. Thither numerous young

gentlemen, not unmindful of the fact that in addition to the attrac

tion of the widow was the wealth of the father, beat a pathway,
and among these was Jefferson. Frequently he found his way to

The Forest/ and while appreciating the genial companionship of

the father, it was clear that it was the company of the daughter he

sought. She was beautiful, a little above medium height, and with

a lithe and exquisitely formed figure, with a graceful and queenlike

carriage.
22 But she possessed other qualities that appealed as much

to the young suitor from Monticello. She was better educated than

the average Virginia belle of the day and her mind was superior.

She read more widely than most and could discuss books with in

telligence and discrimination. From her father she had inherited

a capacity for business, and he entrusted her with the keeping of

the accounts of the plantations. Thus, she was well qualified as a

helpmate on a large estate. But nothing appealed more to Jefferson

than her love of music and her accomplishments as a musician.

When he appeared at The Forest,
5

he played the fiddle to her sing

ing, and often they sang together. This gave Jefferson such an

advantage over his two principal rivals that they finally abandoned

the field in despair. There was a tradition in the family that the

two rivals happened to call at The Forest at the same time and met

in the hall leading to the drawing-room. From within they heard

Jefferson playing and Martha singing. They looked at each other in

21 Autobiography, 4.

22 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson^ 44.
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consternation, accepted their fate, and, taking their hats, departed.,

leaving Jefferson in undisputed possession of the field.
23

Jefferson and Martha were married on New Year s Day in 1772

at The Forest when she was twenty-three and he six years her

senior. After the festivities they began their drive of many miles to

Monticello, which was scarcely ready for the reception of a bride.

It was the dead of winter and very cold. The snow was falling

when they started and the roads were bad at best. As their carriage

rumbled over the intermediate miles, the snow increased alarm

ingly in depth. The carriage made hard going, and at length the

young couple abandoned the vehicle, mounted the horses, and

pressed on. They paused for a brief rest at Blenheim, where only

an overseer was in charge, and then, with courage renewed, they

dared the mountain track at sunset. They were still eight miles

from Monticello, and the snow was from eighteen to twenty-four

inches deep. When, late at night, they reached the unfinished house

upon the hill, they found the servants in bed and the fires all out.

Without awakening the servants and in the spirit of a lark, they

took up their quarters merrily in a room of a finished pavilion.

Rummaging among the books on a shelf, they found a bottle of

wine to warm the blood after the chill of the journey. Drinking
the wine, their spirits rose, and soon the deserted hilltop rever

berated with the joyous singing of the lovers.
24

A little later, Martha s father died, and the portion of his estate

that fell to Martha doubled the holdings of Jefferson. His own
reference to the fact is the only justification I can find for the con

clusion of some biographers that the marriage was a marriage of

convenience. The wooing had not been perfunctory nor cold, and

the profound love that marked their married life makes more than

questionable any such conclusion.

VIII

But, if Jefferson had gained a devoted friend, he was soon to lose

one. Dabney Carr, married now to Jefferson s sister, Martha, died

after a brief illness. We have seen these two friends in the exchange
of boyish confidences and ambitions, tramping the fields to the
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great oak tree on the slopes of the mountain crowned by Monti-

cello, to stretch upon the grass with their reading and discussions.

Their relations were those o Damon and Pythias. Their love was

real. They had become so delighted with their favorite oak that in

boyhood they had promised one another that the first to die should

be buried beneath it. Some years had passed. Carr s genius as a

political thinker and his gifts as an orator had blossomed. He had

entered the House of Burgesses with Jefferson, and just a little

while before he had made his debut on a notable occasion through
the contriving of Jefferson, and his brilliant eloquence had con

vinced those who heard him that Henry would have to look to

his laurels as a speaker. Jefferson, later, was to recall that debut:

I well remember [he wrote] the pleasure expressed in the coun

tenance and conversation of the members generally on the debut

of Mr. Carr, and the hopes they conceived as well from his talents

as his patriotism it manifested. . . . His character was of a high
order. A spotless integrity, sound judgment, handsome imagination
enriched by education and reading, quick and clear in his con

ceptions, of correct and ready elocution, impressing every hearer

with the sincerity of the heart from which it flowed. His firmness

was inflexible in what he thought was right; but when no moral

principle stood in the way, never had man more of the milk of

human kindness, of indulgence, of softness, of pleasantry of con

versation and conduct,

He died suddenly during Jefferson s absence and was buried at

Shadwell. On Jefferson s return he had the body disinterred and

laid to rest under the favorite oak on the slope of Monticello, in

accordance with the boyish pledge. Later, Jefferson, his wife, and

immediate family were to be buried in the same ground.
The widow of Carr and his six children were taken into Jeffer

son s household at Monticello, and he was to give his personal

supervision to the education of the children.

IX

Meanwhile, Jefferson had keen elected by his county to the House

of Burgesses, but, in the organization of this narrative, it is best,

perhaps, to begin with the chronicle of his political career after the
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tinguished jurist had fortune taken him to the bench instead of into

the field of practical politics.

Two of his cases have an abiding interest., and happily he has

himself given us the substance of his arguments in his Reports of

Cases Determined in the General Court of Virginia, published
after his death. The most significant of the two cases, that of

Howell vs. Netherland, was argued by Jefferson in his twenty-
seventh year, and called forth opinions, humanitarian and political,

with which few Virginians of his day could have had much

sympathy. The facts follow:

- In 1705, sixty-five years before, a white woman gave birth to

a mulatto by a negro. The law of the time sentenced her to service

or slavery until she reached her thirty-first year. During the years
of her servitude, she gave birth to a daughter, and in time the

daughter gave birth to a son. This son was sold into slavery by
the slave-owner to whom the grandmother was bound and the new
owner claimed his service until his thirty-first year. There was no

questioning of the legality of the proceeding in the case of the

grandmother. Jefferson admitted that the Act of 1705 doomed the
first mulatto to slavery, and that another Act in 1723 extended the
sentence to her children, but in the absence of further legislation
he insisted that there was no law which reached to the grandson.
It remains for some future legislature, if any should be found
wicked enough, to extend [slavery] to the grandchildren and other
issue more remote/ he said.

But we are interested primarily in the argument, reflecting as it

does Jefferson s deeply rooted political opinions of human rights,
with which the country was soon to be familiar. I suppose, he
said, it will not be pretended that the mother, being a servant,
the child would be a servant also under the law of nature, with
out any particular provision of the act. Under the law of nature,
all men are born free; everyone comes into the world with the

right to his own person, which includes the liberty of moving
about and using it at his own will This is what is called per
sonal liberty, and is given him by the author of nature, because

necessary to his own sustenance. Therefore, he
audaciously de

clared, the reducing of the mother to servitude was a violation
of the law of nature. Could the law, then, prescribe a continuance
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of the violation to her issue, and that, too, without end? Be

cause, he said, if it extends to any, it must be to every degree of

descendant.

Though he cited classic authority to support his argument, the

court was shocked and thoroughly impatient. The law of nature ?

&quot;All men are born free ? Personal liberty ? Dangerous and sub

versive doctrine, thought the court, and when Wythe, employed on

the other side, rose to reply, he was motioned to his seat and judg
ment instantly was rendered for his client, Jefferson s client, the boy,

went into slavery.
26

The other case involved the jurisdiction of the courts in eccle

siastical matters. A clergyman named Lunan, in the upper parish

of the county of Nansemond, had become a sore trial to the church

wardens and vestrymen of the parish, and they appealed to the

General Court, as a court of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, for his re

moval and punishment. It appears they charged he was of evil fame

and profligate manners ; that he was given to drunkenness and was

often so drunk in church that he was unable to perform his priestly

functions; that he frequently appeared in church in apparel fantastic

and unbecoming a minister; that he disturbed the peace, and

quarreled and fought and used profane language. Other charges

were even more indecent. Jefferson appeared for the wardens and

vestrymen. Lunan pleaded to the jurisdiction of the court and the

issue was made.

In his argument, Jefferson s deep delving into ecclesiastical history

stood him in good stead, for he was able to cite historical prece

dents as far back as 854, and was able to convince the court that it

possessed ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and that, as an ecclesiastical

court, it might proceed to censure the defendant if there should be

just cause/ The court agreed and Jefferson won his case at the age

of twenty-eight.

The young lawyer s keen interest in the relation of Church and

State, which was soon to enter into his battle for reforms, was

clearly aroused by the case, for in an appendix to his Reports he

makes the observation that the English judges had a pious disposi

tion ... to connive at the frauds of the clergy.
2T

At the time Jefferson disposed of his practice and retired, his in-

26
Jefferson s Reports , Marie Kimball, Jeferson, 93-95. 27 Ibid.
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come from the law alone amounted to about three thousand dollars,

which was large in the period and place. Like most of his Virginia

contemporaries, he appeared occasionally without fee; and the law

yers were amazingly modest in the fixing of their fees, as Jefferson s

record shows. That many clients were careless about the paying of

fees at all is indicated by a notice published in the Virginia Gazette,

and signed by Pendleton, John Randolph, Henry, and Jefferson,

that after October 10, they would not give an opinion in any case

stated to us but on payment of the whole fee, nor prosecute nor

defend any suit or motion unless the tax and one-half of the fee be

previously advanced, excepting those cases only when we choose to

act gratis. In justification of their action, they set forth that
f

the

fees allowed by law, if regularly paid, would barely compensate our

incessant labors, reimburse our expenses and the losses incurred by
the neglect of our private affairs.

2S

The facts that Jefferson appeared regularly with the greatest

lawyers in the colony, was busily engaged, and numbered among
his clients such important personages as Lord Fairfax, William

Byrd, Benjamin Harrison, and Richard Henry Lee attest his dis

tinguished success in the practice of his profession.

X

At this time the combined income of his practice and from his

farms was opulent enough, but he made no pretensions, continuing
with his two horses and a phaeton instead of the coach and six that

the grandees favored. He found infinite pleasure in planning im

provements at Monticello, and this- was to continue his favorite

diversion for many years. He took his duties as the master of a

large plantation seriously, teaching the slaves various trades useful

on the estate. He was bent on making his plantation as self-con

tained as possible. Astride his blooded horse, he daily visited every
nook and corner of his domain. The early hours of the afternoon,
when at home, invariably found him on horseback, and he was
then a daring equestrian. Until he had passed middle age he never
drew rein because of broken ground or minor obstacles, and he
would urge his horse into the Rivanna River when it was in flood

28
Virginia Gazette, May 20, 1773.
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and turbulent. Nothing pleased him more than to coax his favorite

mounts into doing stunts for the delectation and delight of admir

ing neighbors and to the consternation of his family.

These were the halcyon days of his life. He had built, or was

still building, the house of his heart s desire. At the age of twenty-
six he was the master of his destiny, the proprietor of broad acres,

related to the best families in Virginia, and admired and appre
ciated by all his neighbors as a brilliant and sound adviser on public
affairs. Still a British subject, he had been honored by the Royal

Government, when Governor Botetourt had made him Chief Com
mander of His Majesty s Horse and Foot in his county of Albe-

marle. His college of William and Mary had honored him with

the appointment of surveyor of his county. And his people had

chosen him as their spokesman in the House of Burgesses.

Such was the background of a youth of twenty-six when he

entered the Assembly and plunged as a patriot into the midst of

the struggle for the conservation and vindication of the rights of

the Americans under the British Constitution.



CHAPTER

III

YOUNG-MEN-IN-A-HURRY

ONE
DAY in 1769, all sorts and conditions of men planters,

farmers, frontiersmen might have been seen wending their

way hilariously to Shadwell near Charlottesville, and even more

noisily wending their way back again, for they had been welcomed

by the master of the house with an abundance of heady punch and

the hearty handshake of an aspiring young politician. Young

Jefferson, aged twenty-six, was a candidate for the House of Bur

gesses, and, after the generous fashion of the Virginians, he was

holding open house. No one of his neighbors but knew his mettle

and his caliber, for the young squire s studious habits and profes

sional ability had been impressed upon them. Similar scenes might
have been witnessed all over the Old Dominion, for Washington,

Henry, and Pendleton were likewise smiling on the sovereign

people. Jefiferson s election was a foregone conclusion.

Thus it was that, in May,, when the countryside was fragrant with

flowers and foliage, Jefferson rode over the dusty road to Williams-

burg for the meeting of the legislature. It was like going to a second

home, and he knew what to expect. The Raleigh Tavern would be

seething with solons and their wives and daughters, and noisy with

the clicking of glasses and loud laughter. The houses, closed during
the recess of the legislature, would be thrown open to air and sun

shine for the welcoming back of the pretty girls and anxious, de

signing matrons of the wealthier planters, and soon the Apollo
Room would reel with the dance. In the unpaved street, belles and

beaux would resume their everlasting promenade, drawing back on
56
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the approach of pretentious coaches to spare their clothing from the

dust and sand. Perhaps a traveling company of players would re

gale the sojourners of the village capital with good or indifferent

presentations of the dramas of Shakespeare, Congreve, and lesser

men. There would be parties in the freshly opened houses of the

town and in the mansion houses of the near-by plantations, and on

their spacious grounds with their flowering trees; there would be

racing and cockfighting, and the Virginia Gazette would give

fair warning. In this cavalcade of men and women in pursuit of

pleasure would move not a few men destined to immortality in

the making of a nation.

But Fauquier, the friend of the young lawmaker, who had con

tributed to his polishing, would no longer be in the Governor s

Palace to delight him with dinner-table conversation. He had

passed from the scene and was sleeping now beneath the stone

flooring of Burton parish church. A little while before, a successor

had arrived with much eclat, entering the capital in a coach of

state drawn by eight milk-white horses and to the merry cracking

of whips. It was thus that he appeared for the opening of the ses

sion. It was an imitation of the opening of Parliament in London

by the King. The state coach had been presented him by George III,

or by the King s brother, for the purpose. And the ceremonious

opening of the legislative session was patterned as closely as possible

after that at Saint Stephen s. Strangely enough, this display of

elegance and&quot;opulence, intended to delight the people, had a reverse

effect. Suspicious now, after the stamp tax and the Townshend

duties, they interpreted the display as an attempt to overawe them

into submission to the will of London.1

Lord Botetourt, the new Royal Governor, had come with the best

intentions in the world and with a view to conciliation. He was to

live within the colony at the capital, as one of the people. He had

decent instincts and his feelings were friendly. No ruler was ever

more easily accessible to the people. He saw and gave cordial greet

ing to everyone who called, even though many were moved solely

by curiosity.
2 And toward Lord Botetourt, personally, the people

warmed in appreciation of his qualities.

The prancing white horses drew the ornate coach to the legislative

iBurk, History of Virginia, III, 342. ^Ibid., Ill, 362.
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hall, the Governor was received with the ceremony that the King
exacted at Saint Stephen s, and he delivered his speech from the

throne. It was a conciliatory address of polite inanities. But, after

the fashion of Saint Stephen s, it called for a reply, for a most

humble, dutiful address/ and the twenty-six-year-old gentleman from

Albemarle was designated by his colleagues to prepare it. Nothing is

indicated here beyond a disposition to encourage the green member
of whose precocious talents most had heard.

And here the sensitive audior was to suffer a humiliation. Noth

ing could have been more dutiful or humble than Jefferson s ad

dress. Botetourt was warmly thanked for his Very affectionate

speech,* and something was injected about the people s devotion to

His Majesty s sacred person. Yes, and in all matters relating to the

welfare of the British Empire, His Excellency might be assured that

they would be approached with a full realization that her interests

and ours are inseparably the same. The most case-hardened Tory
might well have been content with the obsequiousness of the word

ing, but flattery could not be too fulsome for a creature of the King,
and Jefferson suffered the mortification of having his address pro
nounced unsatisfactory. Never again was the embarrassed author
to parrot the language of a courtier.

During his first term he had another rebuff when he failed in his

effort to get legal permission for slave-owners to emancipate their

slaves if they wished. Throughout his life we shall find him always
opposed to slavery and making numerous attempts to pave the way
to its extermination; and it is significant that one of his first moves
in the legislature was in this direction. Unfairly, perhaps, he
ascribed his failure to the reactionary spirit of the Royal Govern-
ment. Indeed, during the regal government, nothing liberal could

expect success, he wrote, later, in his Autobiography. Our minds
were circumscribed within narrow limits by an habitual belief that
it was our duty to be subordinate to the mother country in all mat
ters of government, to direct all our labors to subservience to her

interests, and even to observe a bigoted intolerance for all religions
but hers.

3

Within a few days he was to have ample opportunity to demon
strate his repudiation of that course,

3
Autobiography, 3,
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II

The sweetening effect of the repeal of the Stamp Act speedily

soured and turned to bitter resentment when Parliament passed the

Townshend Act, which again imposed taxation on the colonies

without their representation in the process. Even the debate on

the repeal of the stamp tax disclosed a grim determination on the

part of the die-hards to hold on to the right of Parliament to levy

taxes on the colonies, with or without their consent. The superb

eloquence of Chatham, rejoicing that Americans resisted, since

three million people, so dead to all feelings of liberty as voluntarily

to submit to be slaves, would be fit instruments to make slaves of

all the rest of us/ had no effect. The Government, leading a

majority, predicated its proposal for repeal on the sordid ground
that it had turned out to be bad for business/ and that the British

merchants wished it repealed. Chatham thundered that it should

be repealed absolutely, totally and immediately/ since it was un-

English, unconstitutional, and contrary to a thousand years of

English history, but to no avail. The most significant feature of the

debate, and the most disturbing to the colonies, was that so many of

the governmental advocates of repeal made emphatic their in

sistence on the right of Parliament to force taxes on the colonies

without their voice being heard in the halls of Saint Stephen s.

This stupid, stubborn statesmanship, without vision or imagination,

was driving under the lash the most conservative Americans, at

tached to the connection with the Empire, into the ranks of the

radicals. The moderate Washington at this time was writing Mason
of Gunston Hall that our lordly masters in Great Britain will be

satisfied with nothing less than the deprivation of American free

dom/ and that steps should be taken to avert the stroke and main

tain the liberty which we have derived from our ancestors. Armed
revolution? This moderate friend of the connection thought that

no man should scruple or hesitate a moment to use arms in defense

of so valuable a blessing/ but he would use them as a last resort.
4

It could not, therefore, be wholly unexpected when, in the next

session of the Parliament, Charles Townshend made his fatal

blunder. He is known to die American people largely because of

4 Rowland, Life of George Mason, I, 139.
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this stupid act of his. His brilliancy is beyond all question, but his

weaknesses were known to his English contemporaries. One of

these, Tobias Smollett, the novelist, who observed him in the flesh,

has described him in Humphrey Clinker with such perfect fidelity

that the appraisement of all historians might have been based on the

estimate of this clever man of literature:

He certainly knows more than all the Ministry and all the

Opposition, if their heads were laid together, and talks like an

angel on a vast variety of subjects. He would really be a great

man if he had any consistency or stability of character. Then, it

must be owned, he wants courage, otherwise he would never

allow himself to be cowed by the great political bully,^for whose

understanding he has justly a very great contempt. . . . Besides this

defect, Charles has another which he is at no little pains to hide.

There is no faith to be given to his assertions, and no trust to be

put in his promises. However, to give the devil his due, he is very

good-natured; and even friendly, when close urged in the way of

solicitation. As for principles, that s out of the question. In a

word, he is a wit and an orator, extremely entertaining, and he

shines very often at the expense of even those ministers to whom
he is a retainer. . . . His vanity runs away with his discretion.

Aside from the assumption that he knew more than all the oppo
sition, including Burke and Chatham, this portrait harmonizes with

that of history. He stands high on the not inconsequential roll o

the most brilliant failures in English history.

The Townshend Act levied taxes on the colonies, insisting on the

right, and providing for the quartering of unwanted and unneeded

soldiers on the colonists, to be paid for from the revenue thus raised,

according to the militant element. Taxes were levied on numerous

articles, including glass, white and red lead, tea and paper imported

by Americans.

In addition, as though bent on prodding the Americans to revolu

tion, a law was proposed providing that Americans charged with

certain offenses, mostly political, should not be tried by their own
countrymen, but should be sent three thousand miles to England
for their trial. This act broke in with a jar on the rejoicing over

the repeal of the stamp tax.

So it was that, after the gay and gaudy ceremonial attending the
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ormal opening of the Assembly, the members awaited some word

rom Lord Botetourt as to the disposition of the Government

oward matters in controversy.

When not one word was uttered, the members turned with zest

o the consideration of a circular appeal from the militant patriots

)f Massachusetts, who had been thoroughly aroused by the crusad-

ng of Samuel Adams, requesting the sister colonies to join with

ler in organizing a fighting resistance to the new duties.

Within three days four resolutions were offered and passed, de

nouncing taxation without representation and the despotic proposal

to send Americans charged with political offenses to London for

trial, and consenting to the co-operation of the colonies for the

redress of grievances. An address to the King asking for this inter

vention was promised.

Apparently it did not occur to these loyal men that it was the

King himself, and not the English people, who was responsible

for the grievances complained of. Not a few of the ablest men in

Parliament, under the leadership of Chatham and Burke, fought

the imposition tooth and nail. The mass of the English people not

only were in complete ignorance of what was transpiring, but had

they known they would have been utterly without power to alter

the policy of the Ministry. Their voice in the government of Eng
land at that time was feeble.

An English historian has written that at this time seven hundred

voters elected fifty-six members of the House of Commons, while

eleven thousand voters elected but two hundred and fifty-four. Land

and possessions counted for more than men. The beautiful but

scantily populated shires of Cornwall sent as many representatives

to the Commons as London; while important industrial towns, such

as Manchester, had no more representation in Parliament than Vir

ginia or Massachusetts.

In many sections, notably in Scotland, elections were a mockery.

The King and his clique, the landed gentry, manipulated these with

the recklessness of political racketeers, completely without scruple.

And just as the people were victims of a system, even the Ministers

of the King were scarcely more than vassals. George III dragged

his ministers along the path of coercion, not to please the people, but

to please himself, says an English writer,
5

5 Hirst, Life and Letters of Thomas Jefferson, 36.
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Thus, the threat to ask for the Intervention of the King must

have brought a cynical smile to the pale lips of Botetourt. He, too,

was the victim of a system, though he was growing restive under

the yoke. But he had a duty to perform. He was merely the servant

of the King, as subservient as the valet or the groom.

Ill

On receiving an intimation that such resolutions had been pre

pared, Botetourt was making an effort to get a copy, when the mem
bers,, fearing a dissolution before the resolutions could be passed,

assembled instantly on the ringing of the bell, and rushed them

through and on the record. At noon on the following day the

Governor summoned the Speaker to his presence and dissolved the

Assembly.
The stage-setting of the Revolution now shifts. Driven from their

legislative halls, twenty-eight of the more than one hundred mem
bers filed the next day into the Apollo Room of the Raleigh, the

scene of so much dancing and flirting. The militants were still in

a minority. Eight years before, Richard Henry Lee had written his

brother in London that not more than one-third of the members
were democrats.

6 But among the twenty-eight were four men of

heroic stature destined to immortality in the making of the nation

George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry, and Richard

Henry Lee. The last three, especially, were chafing under the re

straining hand of the old and more conservative leaders of the

oligarchy of the aristocracy.

Here, in the small room of a country tavern, they formed the

Non-Importation Association and pledged its members against the

purchase of British merchandise so long as the Townshend Act re

mained among the statutes. They agreed to buy no articles taxed

for revenue except paper which was indispensable. They would

keep their sheep for the wool and have it spun and woven at home,
rather than buy English cloth.

Having thus perfected an organization of open resistance, the

members returned to their constituents to be triumphantly re-elected.

The Revolution was on the march.
6 Memoirs of the Life of Richard Henry Lee, I, 20.
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Jefferson was now launched upon his revolutionary career. If the

pledges given were redeemed, it would be a blow to British trade.

No more carriages, furniture or tables, chairs or mirrors, no more

pewter, jewelry, gold or silverware, no more laces, millinery or rib

bons, no more linen, calico, or cotton goods, no more stockings,

boots or shoes, no more fabrics or spices from India no more of

these from English merchants.

The court in London smiled over this childish gesture, but Bote-

tourt was not so optimistic. He knew the caliber of the patriots.

IV

And he knew them to be practical men.

Instantly, therefore, in all the counties, beginning in the Tide

water region of the wealthy planters, committees were organized to

supervise and rigidly enforce the non-importation pledge. Men of

stature and local prestige formed the personnel of these committees,

and they took their duties in grim earnest. Many of the small mer

chants resented this extra-legal interference with their profits, but

drastic action forced most of them into line. The patriots dispensed
at this stage with drawing-room amenities in dealing with men who
would subordinate patriotism to profit.

Every county was divided into small districts with a subcommittee

charged with the most meticulous investigations into violations of

the agreement. Soon a perfect system of espionage covered the

colony. And the power of these committees was unlimited. They
walked into the stores of the merchants and forced them to show

their books, and woe to the wite thus betrayed by his ledger. When
merchants took advantage of the scarcity to increase prices, they

were taken roughly in hand. When charges were brought against

alleged violators of the agreement, they were summoned summarily
before the committee to exonerate themselves or stand condemned.

If guilty and contrite, they were given one more opportunity to

make good; if belligerent, they were denounced and advertised as

enemies of their country; and few dared popular contempt by

trading with a merchant thus proclaimed.

Rigid and uncompromising as the committees were, there was no

violence and no injustice. It was an orderly revolution, directed in
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each county by men of character and substance, and many, falsely

accused, were speedily exonerated. The guilty suffered. It was in

these days that the die-hard Tories began their exodus from the

colony. Never, perhaps, in any revolutionary movement was such

order maintained and such judicial fairness exercised by men who
had no limitations on their power.

Young Jefferson, foremost among the younger men in the creation

of these committees, played his part in their enforcement in his

own county of Albemarle.
7

V

The light laughter of London over the comic antics of the rustics

of the colonies in the boycotting of British goods was silenced sud

denly when it was found that the English manufacturers and

merchants were nine hundred thousand pounds worse off in trade.

And Botetourt was sympathetic toward the Virginians. He had

come with an honest desire to effect a reconciliation, even before he

met them and found grotesque the preconceived notions of their

character, capacity, and culture. When, courageously, he had made
known to London the reactions of these people to the arbitrary acts

that had harassed them, the Ministry had led him to believe that it

proposed to change its policy in the interest of conciliation. Happy
in this promise, he again summoned the Assembly.
We are now approaching the climactic period in Virginia history

and in the career of Jefferson. If he had not won the laurels of

eloquence in his brief time in the Assembly, the oldest and wisest

of die statesmen had been deeply impressed with the breadth and

depth of his erudition, the soundness of his judgment, the clarity of

his opinions, the intensity of his political convictions, and the value

of his counsels. It was no mean achievement to have made that

reputation in the House of Burgesses of that time.

For this Assembly, if not housed in marble halls, challenged in

dignity and worth any other in the world, not excepting the Par

liament of England. The utmost decorum was exacted of its mem
bers. No one could absent himself without leave, except in the case

of sickness. When the Speaker rose to put a question, no one could
7 Eckemode, The Revolution in Virginia, 96-122.
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engage in conversation on the floor, stand up, walk in or out or

across the room, or read a book. On any question in which any

member was personally and immediately involved, he was for

bidden to cast a vote. No one was permitted to enter the council

chamber before the Speaker, and when the members went through

the halls to attend the Governor, the passages were cleared of

visitors. No member could use indecent or disrespectful language

in the presence of the Speaker, and, not without justification in those

robustious days, there was a rigid rule forbidding the chewing of

tobacco.
8

It was a decorous and serious Assembly.

And such an Assembly! Seldom in history, never in American

history, have more men of distinguished merit gathered for the

making of the laws. A stranger, standing in the entrance and

surveying the scene, could not have formed the most remote idea

of their true greatness. He would have been impressed by their

dignified demeanor, the keen intelligence stamped upon their

countenances, and the courtly manner of most, but no more. A
native cicerone, by pointing out the celebrities, might convince him

that he was in the presence of a goodly company, though some,

destined to live into future centuries, were then little mdft than

local figures.

Thus, the native might call the stranger s attention to a stiff and

stately figure whose manner and movements denoted a conscious

ness of superiority and power, and inform him that this was George

Washington, a planter of Mount Vernon, who had fought in the

Indian and foreign wars with more than ordinary skill. But there

was nothing dramatic in his bearing, and he was mostly silent, but

attentive.

But the rather awkward figure, so clearly indifferent to dress, and,

at first glance, insignificant in appearance, was not unknown to

fame, and the stranger s interest might kindle at the mention of the

name of Patrick Henry, whose torrential eloquence already had

gone over the continent like an electric current. No doubt, the

native, pointing out the celebrities, would be an admirer, and would

tell how the great George Mason once declared that had Henry

lived in Rome at the time of the first Punic War, when the Roman

people had arrived at their meridian glory, his talent would have

8 HiUdrup, Life and, Times of Edmund Pendhton, 81.
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put him at the head of the glorious
commonwealth; Perhaps he

would relate some current stories of the orator s simplicity and in

difference to fashion how once he had displayed a coat the worse

for wear with the remark: Here is a coat good enough for me;

yet I must get a new one to please the eyes of other people/
9 The

stranger might, if sensitive to atmosphere, detect, among the older

and more staid and conventional, a certain aloofness toward the

firebrand.

Perhaps the traveler, observing a tall, powerfully built man who

seemed so much at home in the Assembly, and so much
Admired

and trusted by his colleagues, would inquire his identity. Ah, the

native would explain, that is Peyton Randolph/ and then launch

into a panegyric on his virtues and career. A generation before, at

the age of twenty-five, he had served as Attorney General, and he

was not new to the Assembly, where he surpassed all others as a

parliamentarian.
Not in eloquence, but by the sheer weight of his

reasoning, did he impress his views. Distinguished as a lawyer,

trusted as a statesman, conservative in his tendencies, but patriotic to

the core, he, more than any other, seemed to hold the confidence of

his associates.
10

And the slender man standing so erect, with the magnificent

sweep of forehead, the penetrating gray eyes, the Roman nose, and

the prominent adamantine chin? inquires the stranger. That,

replies the native proudly, that is George Wythe, learned in the

law, leader of the bar, courageous and independent in his public

conduct, and stout defender of colonial rights within the frame

work of the Empire, proud of the English connection, but militant

in his demand that British citizenship, even in America, should

carry British rights.
4And the handsome man with whom he is talking? asks the

visitor, indicating a man six feet in height, with a lithe, graceful

form, luxuriant hair, alert blue eyes, with the suave courtly manner

of a gentleman. With a smile the native would reply that this was

Edmund Pendleton, one of Wythe s two rivals for the leadership

yv The Virginia Convention of 1116, 152-53.
10

&quot;Witt, Sketches of the Life and Character of Patrick Henry, 45; Grigsby,

The Virginia Convention of 1116* 61.
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of the bar, a great advocate with a richly stored and disciplined

rnind, and with a silvery voice that charmed like the song of a

nightingale. A patriot, too., though he had frowned on Patrick

Henry s outburst on the stamp tax, for he believed in moving

slowly in the legalistic groove and conciliating the mother country

by patience. And what dexterity in parliamentary debate! Count

on him to find the crack in his opponent s armor. To which the

native would add that he was the champion and spokesman of the

old aristocratic oligarchy of the Tidewater and the James, himself

the owner of ten thousand acres and many slaves. All agreed that

he was a patriot, held in check by that dread of change inherent

in the legalistic rnind.
11

And now, his eyes roaming over the Assembly, the stranger s

notice falls on an old man, seemingly bent with age, his complexion
that of parchment, his blue eyes dimmed with time and usage, and

clearly almost blind, to whom all men showed deference. That,

explains the native, is Richard Bland, and, despite his frailty, only

fifty-eight. But his had been a laborious life devoted to his country.

Old Antiquarian,
5

they called him, because he was an encyclopedia

of history. In some respects his fame just then surpassed that of

any of his contemporaries of Virginia, since, but two years before,

his pamphlet, An Inquiry into the Rights of the British Colonies,

the earliest written exposition of the American position, had made

a stir that had reached across the sea; and before that, his con

troversy with the clergy over the reduction of their salaries had

brought forth two pamphlets, A Letter to the Clergy of Virginia

and The Colonel Dismounted, that had won the acclaim of the

patriots. At this moment he was easily their foremost champion of

the pen. The scion of an old family, educated at William and Mary,

he had entered the Assembly more than a quarter of a century

before, and had notably identified himself with the struggle for

colonial rights. But he, too, was of the old oligarchy, devoted to

the connection with the mother country, and still wedded to the

hope that American rights could be won by argument. Like Pen-

dleton and Wythe, he frowned impatiently on the impetuosity o

HGrigsby, The Virginia Convention of 1776, 46-55; Witt, Sketches of

Henry, 40-41; Hilldrup, Life of Pendleton, 11.
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the young-men-in-a-hurry, one of whom very soon would supplant

him as the literary draftsman of the Revolution.
12

The traveler s eye now falls on a tall man with delicate features,

and slightly bald, listening deferentially to Bland. That/ explains

the native, is Robert Carter Nicholas, another of the little coterie of

conservatives who had dominated the Assembly. He describes him

as an able lawyer and financier, one of the mouthpieces of the old

aristocracy, and, if not an eloquent speaker, a strong and resourceful

debater. Something would be told of his aggressive championship
of the Established Church, of his defending salaries of the clergy as

he would the Ark of the Covenant, and of his denouncing the sug

gestion of a separation of Church and State as sacrilege: a very

religious man as well as a churchman, austere but benevolent, im

placably honest, and capable of sacrificing pecuniary interests to

public service. But, like the other appeasers, he was willing to suffer

much and long in the hope of softening the heart of the King and

his ministers.
13

And now a Falstaffian figure, fantastically overfed and fat, but

with his not unattractive face beaming with the humor of one

whose inner man is completely satisfied, joins Bland and Nicholas,

and our visitor lifts his eyebrows in mute interrogation.
c

Ah, says

the native with a smile, that is Ben Harrison, of one of the oldest

families, a fluent and rapid if not brilliant speaker, and equally

capable with both voice and pen, a veteran and skilled parliamen

tarian, a good politician, respected for his common sense, his

courage, and his love of the Old Dominion and its rights under

the British tradition. Even-tempered, frank and open, cheerful and

amusing, he invariably had his joke and laugh under the gravest
circumstances. No one was more intimately identified with the

old leadership of the Assembly, or more responsive to the will of

the Tidewater aristocracy; and, like the others, he made his thrusts

at the policies of the British Ministry only after a deep and- dutiful

obeisance to the King.
14

The stranger s gaze shifts now to a splendid patrician, with head
12

Grigsby, The Virginia Convention of 1776, 57-60; Dictionary of American
Biography, II, 354.

13
Grigsby, The Virginia Convention of 1776, 91-93; Randolph MSS.; Tyler,

Letters and Times of the Tylers, I, 57.
14

Grigsby, The Virginia Convention of 1776, 95-97.
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and features that might have been copied from a Roman coin, of

commanding stature, a slender figure, with reddish hair on a

shapely head held persuasively and gracefully forward/ now ges

ticulating with noticeable grace with a crippled hand bound with

a black silk handkerchief. That/ says the native proudly, is the

Cicero of the House/ Richard Henry Lee. For seven years, it would

be explained, he knew the moors of Yorkshire, England, in his

boyhood when attending school, and, but for his father s death, he

would have followed his brother to his law studies in the Temple.
Born at the ancestral seat of Stratford, he was now living modestly
on his estate at Chantilly on the Potomac, but his mind was less on

planting than on politics. In his fourteen years in the Assembly,
where he had been a parliamentary strategist without a peer, a

silver-tongued orator of the classic mold, graceful, argumentative,

and persuasive, his deep melodious voice was sometimes described

as the canorous voice of Cicero. Some critics, the stranger learns,

thought him too smooth and sweet/ with a style that flowed on like

a quiet and placid river without a ripple/ the very antithesis of

Henry. Though most of his speeches were carefully prepared, he

was the Prince Rupert in extemporaneous debate. And on the topic

of colonial rights, this scion of the highest aristocracy was shocking
others of his class by frankly avowing admiration and sympathy
for Sam Adams in Boston and his revolutionary followers of the

streets. Educated in England, he had no reverence for the King;
cradled in the aristocracy, he had turned away from the aristocrats

of die Tidewater and the James to hail with enthusiasm the tumul

tuous defiance of the Massachusetts mobs. About him the more

ardent younger members flocked as to a standard.
15

Even now the stranger observes him listening, his haggard face

aglow, to a young man of six feet and more, most personable, with

an imposing presence and grace of bearing, and with suavity and

courtliness in his manner; and even in the color of his hair, in the

blue of his eyes, and the benevolence of his expression, one sensed

in him a kindred spirit of the older man to whom he was talking.

The stranger comments on these points of similarity.

That, says the native, is young Thomas Jefferson of Monticello,

15
Grigsby, The Virginia Convention of 1116, 131-41; Witt, Sketches of

Henry, 49; Hendrick, The Lees of Virginia, 85-100.
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a young man of great learning and high promise. He shares Lee s

views on the futility of the hope of exacting colonial rights through

humble petitions to the throne.

Such were some of the more conspicuous figures on the floor

when Botetourt called the Assembly into session once again.

VI

And the Virginians, all patriots, but with clashing views on
policy

and strategy, had come to the parting of the ways.

The old group, almost oligarchic in character, representing the

planters of the Tidewater who had so long dominated the legisla

ture and the politics of Virginia, was under the clever and powerful

leadership of Edmund Pendleton, Benjamin Harrison, Robert

Carter Nicholas, and Richard Bland. There was not one among
these who was not thoroughly devoted to the interests of the colony;

not one who did not bitterly resent the crass encroachments on

colonial rights by the Parliament, acting under the whip and spur of

a mad monarch; not one who did not know, and say with force, that

the obnoxious laws were written in flagrant violation of the spirit

and tradition of the British law. But in all their policies of opposi

tion, they refused to face the fact that, in the last analysis, it might
be necessary to break the connection with the British Empire. They
yielded to none in their denunciation of the offensive acts of Par

liament, but, oblivious to the fact that these were actually the acts

of the monarch, they clung with a pathetic and inexplicable per
sistence to the fantastic hope that the parliamentarians might be

checked through the intercession of the very king who gave them
orders. They thought of themselves as Englishmen living across

the sea and entitled to all the rights and guarantees the Constitution

threw around the British citizen at home. And they concentrated

their fight on purely legal grounds. They would make a lawsuit

out of a controversy which involved elementary political rights and
submit their cause to the decision of a prejudiced judge and a

packed jury.

With the raw-meat polemics of Samuel Adams and the revolu
tionists of Massachusetts they had no sympathy at first. Adams had
no reverence for the King; they did. He felt no sentimental attach-
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merit to the connection; they did. He impetuously brushed aside the

legalistic twaddle of the lawyers to make his fight on political prin

ciples; and they frowned on such temerity. He appealed to the

masses, which, with the Tidewater aristocracy, was proof of his vul

garity.
Harrison was to find him offensive because he was not the

possessor of broad acres or at least of houses and lots, and even to

this day some writers would discredit him as a patriot because he

was a failure as a money-grubber.
And the old oligarchy had been shocked, sincerely shocked, by

the bold anathemas of Patrick Henry. To these staid citizens the

unfashionable orator of the forest, the spokesman of the yeomen
and with the yeoman s rustic pronunciation, was an irresponsible

firebrand with whom they would have no truck. They were willing

enough to argue, and with great skill, about the constitutionality

of the stamp tax but why drag in the King?
But there were other members, mostly younger men, who viewed

the ultra-conservatism of the graybeards with distaste and complete

disapproval. Behind these, and almost unsuspected by the aristocracy

of the Tidewater, was a great and rapidly growing element of the

Piedmont and the mountains, which was essentially, inherently

democratic; men with no real affection for the England they had

never seen and would never see. To them, the Virginia countryside

and the forests was their home none other.

For some years the strength and confidence of this element had

been increasing, and more and more of the radical group in the

Assembly were numbered among the forward men.
5 And these

had, for leaders, two aristocrats, who were men of learning, dis

tinguished at the bar, but not slaves to legalistic inhibitions

young Thomas Jefferson and Richard Henry Lee. The latter had

concluded that the marked indifference of the English Parliament

to the interests of the colonies had divorced the Americans from

their allegiance and reduced them to a state of nature. And young

Jefferson, who so laboriously had delved into all the highways and

obscure byways of political history and philosophy, had reached

about the same conclusion. Patrick Henry, another of the group,

had found his mind in harmony with theirs, more through instinct

than reasoning. And the youthful Dabney Carr, the most intimate

friend and now the brother-in-law of Jefferson, had read his way to
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the same conclusions under the great oak on the slopes of Monti-

cello. And there was another among the leaders of the forward

men - Francis Lightfoot Lee, educated in the leisurely but

thorough school of the great plantations where men had time to

soak themselves in erudition and season themselves by sober think

ing. He had wit and ineffable charm in conversation and was

known as the
c

Atticus of the House.
5

These forward men instinctively drew together more and more,

discussing events in the seclusion of rooms at the Raleigh Tavern

and perfecting programs that were carefully planted and passed in

the Assembly before the graybeards realized that there was an or

ganized opposition to their policies of procrastination and appeal.

That young Jefferson, soon to demonstrate his unique genius for

leadership and management, played a conspicuous part in the dis

cussions and the planning there can be no doubt.

And now the hour was approaching for action.

VII

When Botetourt summoned the Assembly he really believed the

reports from London that the Government had changed its policy

toward the colonies and that the repeal of the Townshend Act

would be the signal for a general reconciliation. But, alas, he was

to be deceived. It was not the taxes that had enraged the colonies,

but the assumption that the Parliament could tax the colonies at all,

without their representation and consent. But when the Parliament

met, with the East India Company suffering heavy losses because

of the tax on tea and begging for its repeal, and with his own judg
ment urging to that course, Lord North found a sullen, stubborn,

and stupid King standing like Gibraltar in his path.

Thus it was that all the taxes of the Townshend Act were repealed

except that on tea, which was retained and proclaimed as a defiant

declaration to the obstreperous Americans that Parliament had, and

would exercise, the right to tax them without representation or

consent. There appears no doubt that North, who was not a stupid

man, and personally a very charmirig one, literally begged the

monarch to relent, but without effect. Finally, North, who always

preferred to follow the line of least resistance, acquiesced; and,
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ironically enough, so strong was the sentiment favoring the repeal of

the tea tax that, when the calling of the roll disclosed a tie, he was

forced to cast the deciding vote for the tax he himself thought

stupid.

VIII

The fight on the tea tax was now on in earnest.

From the wrath of the colonies came a more rebellious spirit. In

the fervor, nay fever, of resentment, colonists all over the land

voluntarily carried their tea to public bonfires. Then for a period

there was a pause. Thinking it over, many concluded that with all

the other Townshend taxes eliminated, the tax on tea might not

be so bad.

But again Fate played havoc with the English connection. Re

sentment became intensified after the Tea Act of 1773, with its

threat of similar monopolies over other commodities.

Tea-ladened ships for America were hurried forward to Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, and Charleston. This was a flaunting of

the ministerial victory, and the indignation of the more ardent

spirits among the colonists rose again. The tea, unloaded at the

wharves in Charleston, was purposely consigned to damp vaults and

ruined. When the tea ship reached New York, Nature intervened,

and a stiff gale drove the vessel out to sea again. And when a sister

ship arrived in the river at Philadelphia, the captain could not

proceed because no man dared affront the people of the city by

giving any assistance in bringing the vessel into port. Citizens as

sembled, and summoned Captain Ayres to warn him that an

attempt to land his cargo would be met by stout resistance and that

blood might flow. He was treated with courtesy and invited to

determine from his own observations the temper of the town. He
was soon convinced of the inadvisability of making the attempt.

The people, in common fairness, provisioned his ship for the home

ward journey, and it sailed away with the tea.

Writing the Earl of Dartmouth, Joseph Reed described with ac

curacy the general reaction of all the colonies:

Your lordship will judge from these facts how general and

unanimous the opinion is that no article subject to duty for the
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purpose o raising revenue ought to be received in America. Any

further attempt to enforce this act, I am humbly of opinion, must

end in blood. We are sensible of our inability to contend with the

mother country by force, but we are hastening fast to desperate

resolutions, and unless internal peace is speedily settled, our most

wise and sensible citizens dread the anarchy and confusion that

must follow. This city has been distinguished by its peaceful and

regular demeanor, nor has it departed from it on the present occa

sion, as there have been no mobs, no insults to individuals, no

injury to private property; but the frequent appeals to the people

must in time occasion a change, and we every day perceive it more

and more difficult to repress the rising spirit of the people.

- And the less sedate action of the Boston mobs ?

The destruction of the tea in Boston has occasioned much specu

lation in this city, and there is some difference of opinion, but in

general their conduct is approved as proceeding from necessity.
16

It was in Boston that the protest was dramatized, when the people,

in a fever, under the inspiration of Samuel Adams and his militants,

had proceeded to the wharf and had dumped the first shipload of

tea into the harbor. The story of this episode, one of the classics of

American history, is too well known to require repetition here.

IX

Thus, when the resentment of the retention of the tea tax in the

repeal of the other taxes in the Townshend Act was dying down,

the arrival of the three tea ships fanned the smouldering embers

into lurid flame again. Even then, after the first excitement, the

colonists might easily have subsided into lethargy again but for the

action of the King and his doubting but spineless Ministers.

When, at the instance of the King, the Government proposed in

Parliament the closing of the port of Boston in retaliation for the

dumping of the tea, along with the suppression of town meetings,

so intimately identified with the normal life of Massachusetts, and

when Americans charged with crime were ordered to England or

Nova Scotia for trial, George III and the indolent and complacent

16 Reed, The Life and Correspondence of Joseph Reed, I, 54-55.
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North cut the connection between the Empire and America as

definitely as though they had used a knife.

Not a few of the more enlightened English statesmen saw it, and

again Chatham, with Edmund Burke and Shelburne, made elo

quent protests that fell on ears of stone. When four regiments o

troops were ordered to Boston and vicinity, the limit of patience

had been reached.

But most of the statesmen who thought at all about the American

situation remained utterly blind. When a wellwisher sent a warning
to the Earl of Dartmouth from Philadelphia, the latter replied hotly,

reflecting the spirit of the dominant clique about the court. The

people of America, particularly those of Boston, had committed

treason, he said.

Upon the principle of every government on earth [his lordship

argued], the Mother Country, unwilling to proceed to extremities,

passes laws, indisputably within its power, for the punishment of

the most flagrant offenders, for the reformation of abuses, and for

the prevention of like extremities in the future. The question, then,

is whether these laws are to be submitted to. If the people of

America say
c

no/ they say in effect that they will no longer be part

of the British Empire; they change the whole ground of the con

troversy they no longer contend that Parliament has not the

right to enact a particular provision they say that it has no right

to consider them at all within its jurisdiction.
17

Thus, long before many or most of the colonists were prepared to

consider their protest and opposition as calling for a complete

separation from the Empire, the King and his court party were

insisting on that interpretation of their acts.

George III had burned his bridges.

X

When the Boston Port Bill was enacted, Lord Botetourt no longer

was suffering from the necessity of rebuking people with whom he

sincerely sympathized. With the discovery that he had been de

ceived as to the conciliatory disposition of the Ministry in London,

1,73.
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he was both humiliated and indignant. Utterly disgusted by the

dissimulation of the Government, he had asked to be relieved of his

post, but before his release could corne, he was dead. His delicate

constitution and his worries, together with the ravages of an acute

disease, put a period to his honorable life. He was genuinely

mourned by the Virginians as a man possessed of every public and

private virtue which can adorn human nature.
1S

While Jefferson did not enjoy the intimate social relations with

Lord Botetourt that had made him a frequenter of the Palace in

the days of his predecessor, he respected him as an honest man of

right impulses, more sinned against than sinning. And we have no

way of knowing what Botetourt thought of the young squire of

Monticello as a politician and legislator.

Less happy was the selection of Lord Dunmore as Botetourt s

successor. Though descended in the female line from the royal

house of Stuart, he appears to have had many of the vices with

none of the graceful virtues of these ancestors. While his few de

fenders among his friends insist upon his culture, it was the com

mon observation of most that his manners were coarse and his in

tellect mediocre.19 Edmund Randolph, who knew him, has de

scribed him as *as low in stature as in morals/ and his feelings as

coarse and depraved. He was convinced that his lordship gen

erally preferred the crooked path, not possessing the genius to per

ceive, nor the temper to seek, the plain and direct way.
20 His re

lations with young Jefferson must have been most formal and

remote, though, in planning for an extension at William and Mary,
we know that his lordship requested the master of Monticello to

submit plans which may be seen today at the Huntington Library.

Enjoying life in New York where he was serving as Royal Gov

ernor, he had incurred the displeasure of the proud Virginians by

delaying his departure from the fleshpots of that city. When finally

he appeared, accompanied by Captain Foy, a military officer of con

siderable reputation, in the role of secretary, it was generally bruited

abroad that Foy s functions were more military than secretarial, and

that his presence boded no good. The fact that he was loaded down
with unaccustomed sinecures deepened the mystery and distrust.

k, History of Virginia, III, 361. 19
Tyler, Williamsbttrg, 55.

20
Virginia Magazine, 43, 137-38.
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And when, soon after his arrival, Dunmore made an inexplicable

journey into the settlements about Pittsburgh, it was whispered
about that his mission was to stir up a boundary dispute between

Pennsylvania and Virginia to keep the Virginians occupied.

However, the arrival of Lady Dunmore, with a numerous family,

promised for a brief moment to blot out the unpleasant impression
created by her spouse. She was accorded all the courtesies that a

generous hospitality could conceive. But there was a fly in the social

ointment, too; for aristocratic court rules as to precedence were
drawn up under the special direction of the herald. These, when

published shortly after the Assembly met, caused some annoyance.
21

Some smiled, some shrugged, but this inconsequential action was
as the buzzing of a fly to the roaring of a lion when the news of the

Boston Port Bill fell on the members of the Assembly with the

resounding noise of a bursting shell. Lady Dunmore did all she

could with pageantry to divert the attention of the patriots. On
the birthday of Queen Charlotte she gave an elegant ball at the

Palace to which all the aristocracy was invited, and in a graceful

attempt to cultivate the people, her youngest daughter, on the

afternoon before the evening ball, was christened Virginia. The

Virginians accepted the compliment with cordiality and attended

the ball and smiled upon the hostess, but they did not change their

politics.
22

XI

It was even before this that the younger and more militant mem
bers had determined to grasp the leadership from the old conserva

tives who had dominated so long. One day young Jefferson sat

down with the two Lees, Patrick Henry, and Dabney Carr, behind

closed doors in a room at the Raleigh Tavern, without consulting
the Pendletons and the Blands, to determine their course of action.

The thought that accompanied them into the conference room has

been indicated by Jefferson: We were all sensitive that the raost

urgent of all measures was that of coming to an understanding
with all the other colonies, to consider the British claims as a com-

2iJBurk, History of Virginia, III, 375-76.
22 Rowland, Life of Mason, I, 184.
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mon cause to all, and to produce a unity of action.
23 Lee had con

sulted Samuel Adams on such a course. Do you not think, sir, that

the first essential step for&quot; our Assembly to take will be an invitation

to a general congress as speedily as the nature of the thing will

admit, in order that our plan may be unanimous and therefore

effectual?* he wrote. It will be exceedingly agreeable to me to know

your sentiments fully on this.
24 The reply of Adams may well be

imagined. It was the thought of the Virginia militants that there

should be a committee of correspondence in each colony for the

purpose of constant intercommunication. And it was thought that

this should lead to the calling of a continental congress, with each

colony represented, to take charge of the measures to be adopted in

common.25

There are plausible reasons to assume that no one of the men in

the Raleigh Tavern that day had thought this out more thoroughly
than Jefferson, who had a genius for practical politics. In Massa

chusetts, Samuel Adams had created a committee of correspondence
for the Old Bay State and he had favored a continental committee,
but nothing had come of it. That Richard Henry Lee, who so

greatly admired the firebrand of Boston, was in complete accord,
there is abundant evidence to show. But the fact that the men be

hind the closed doors of the tavern urged on Jefferson the reporting
of the proposed resolutions to the Assembly implied, in accordance

with custom, that he had drawn the resolutions. The designation
could not have fallen to Jefferson because of his powers as an orator,
for these were negligible.

But Jefferson had other plans. He knew and appreciated Dabney
Carr, who, until then, had been given no opportunity to impress his

ability on his colleagues. Jefferson, who knew his natural capacity
as a speaker, had absolute faith that, given the opportunity, Carr
would forge ahead. He, therefore, urged that the reporting of the

resolutions be entrusted to his friend.
26

Thus, the history-making resolutions were pressed upon the

Assembly by Carr in a speech so brilliant that from that hour on
until his untimely death he was considered a rival of Henry in
forensic eloquence.

^Autobiography, 5. ^Lee} Memoir of Richard Hewy Lee, I, 112
^Autobiography, 5.
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The Assembly adopted the resolutions; Dunmore went through

the routine motion of dissolving the body; and the five forward

men
3

and all who supported the resolutions went back to their con

stituents for a vote of confidence, which was speedily forthcoming.

America was now working in unison through correspondence.

The actual leadership of the Assembly had definitively passed

from the Pendletons, Nicholases, Harrisons, to young Jefferson, the

Lees, and Patrick Henry.
But it was the closing of the port of Boston that was to bring the

colonies together in the flesh.

On learning of the drastic action of the British Ministry, the

younger militants, consulting among themselves again behind closed

doors at the Raleigh Tavern, agreed upon a course of action and

then notified the unhorsed leaders. Thus it was that on a warm

day in May, the new leaders met in a private room at the Raleigh

and agreed that the challenge of the King had to be accepted.

Uncomfortably conscious of a certain lethargy in the public, they

deliberated on some dramatic gesture that would reach the hearths

of the people and appeal to their imagination. Here was a problem
for a political psychologist, and none greater than Jefferson has ever

appeared on the American scene. What would be more impressive

as a protest than a day of fasting and prayer? A full generation

had passed in Virginia since last the people had called on Heaven

during the distresses of the war of 1755. A day of fasting and prayer

in 1774 would attract and arouse public sentiment by its solemnity.

It was young Jefferson who proposed the plan.
27 And thus it was

that Jefferson and his little coterie bent above a volume of Rush-

worth, who had preserved the revolutionary precedents and forms

of the Puritans; and thus it was, as Jefferson relates, that they

cooked up a resolution, somewhat modernizing the phrasing, for

appointing the first of June, on which day the operation o the port

bill was to commence, for a day of fasting.
28

In determining who should present the resolution, this group o

practical politicians and political psychologists, Jefferson foremost of

them, realized the weakness of having the presentation made by

anyone not generally known as a religious character. And who

better than Robert Carter Nicholas of the relegated Old Guard?

27 Conway, Omitted Chapters of History, 15. 28 Autobiography, 6-7.
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His was
c

a grave and religious character/ and the words of the reso

lution would fall naturally from him. His was a voice that would

not clash with the phrases. And then, too, the forward men, with

young Jefferson now definitely in the lead, were clever enough to

appreciate the justice and to realize the importance of making the

unhorsed leaders of the past, whose patriotism was unquestioned,

members of their team. So Nicholas was approached, and though

his group had been deposed from the leadership in initiative, he

was a lover of his country. And thus, in May, the Assembly heard

these words:

This House, being deeply impressed with apprehension of the

great dangers to be derived to British America from the hostile

invasion of the city of Boston in our sister colony of Massachusetts

Bay, whose commerce and harbor are, on the first day of June next,

to be stopped by an armed force, deem it highly necessary that the

said first day of June next be set aside by the members of this

House, as a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer, devoted to

implore the Divine interposition for averting the heavy calamity

which threatens destruction to our civil rights; and that the minds

of His Majesty and his Parliament may be inspired from above with

wisdom, moderation, and justice, to remove from the loyal people

of America all cause of danger from a continued pursuit of meas

ures pregnant with their ruin.

It was, therefore, ordered that the members should assemble in

their places at ten o clock in the morning of June 1 to proceed with

the Speaker and the mace to the church in this city ;
and that the

Reverend Mr. Price should read the prayers and preach a sermon

suitable to the occasion.

The resolution was passed; and the next day Dunmore dissolved

the House for having published an order conceived in such terms

as reflect highly on His Majesty and the Parliament of Great

Britain.

Whatever may have been the misgivings of such as Pendleton

and the Old Guard, the forward men could have asked nothing
better. In high spirits they met at the Raleigh and issued a state

ment to the people. Having been denied the right to advise the

people in their legislative capacity by their dissolution, they were
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reduced to the hard necessity of addressing them by another

method on measures to secure our dear rights and liberty from

destruction by the heavy hand of power. Not only had the colony s

respectful appeals to the King been disregarded, but a determined

system is formed and pressed for reducing the inhabitants of British

America to slavery, by subjecting them to the payment of taxes

without the consent of the people. The outrageous closing of the

port of Boston was a most dangerous attempt to destroy the con

stitutional liberty and rights of British America.
5

And then followed a ringing Jeffersonian sentence that was vital:

An attack made on one of our sister colonies to compel sub

mission to arbitrary taxes is an attack made on all British America
and threatens ruin to the rights of all, unless the united wisdom
of the whole is applied.

This was followed with another recommendation of the greatest

historical significance that the Committee of Correspondence,
which Jefferson s little group had created and of which he was a

member, should immediately communicate to the committees of all

the other colonies on the expedience of appointing deputies from

the several colonies ... to meet in general Congress at such place

annually as shall be thought most convenient; there to deliberate on

those measures which the united interests of America may, from

time to time, require.
5

The Jefferson group had not miscalculated the effect of the day of

fasting and prayer. Jefferson records that the people met generally

with anxiety and alarm in their countenances, and the effect of the

day throughout the whole colony was like a shock of electricity3

arousing every man and placing him erect and solidly on his

center.
29

Pressing the anticipated advantage, the leaders of the Raleigh

Tavern conference recommended that each of the counties of Vir

ginia hold meetings and elect delegates to meet in Williamsburg
on August 1, to consider the state of the colony, and to elect the

representatives of Virginia to the First Continental Congress.

The people of Albemarle, Jefferson s county, met in July for the

purpose, and Jefferson wrote the resolution, which act is important
29 Autobiography, 7.
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in the tracing o his influence in the directing o the revolutionary

stream :

Resolved, that the inhabitants o the several States of British

America are subject to the laws which they adopted at their first

settlement and by such others as have been since made by their

respective legislatures, duly constituted and appointed with their

own consent; that no other legislature whatever can lightly exercise

authority over them; that these privileges they hold as the common

rights of mankind, confirmed by the political constitutions they

have respectively assumed, and also by the several charters of

compact from the Crown.

No other meetings in Virginia went so far or struck so deep

including those in which Washington and Patrick Henry partici

pated.

It was inevitable that Jefferson s county should elect its most

famous son, young Jefiferson, to represent it at the WilHamsburg
Convention. This, as we shall see, was to pave the way to the

preparation of one of the most brilliant and celebrated literary

contributions to the Revolution, which was to make the young man
of Monticello known to the entire American continent and to the

highest political circles in .London.



CHAPTER

IV

PENMAN OF THE REVOLUTION

TEPPERSON, having been chosen to speak for Albemarle in

tl the Convention, determined to speak for Virginia and all the

colonies as well. He had his decided views about the relations of

King and Parliament to the colonies, which no one had expressed;

and, in the interval of waiting for the meeting at Williamsburg, he

bent over his desk at Monticello putting his iconoclastic views on

paper. It was his intention to submit them as instructions to the

representatives of Virginia to be sent to the Continental Congress,

He had read and thought deeply on government, on the history and

ways of colonies, on their relations to the mother country, on the

setup of the British Empire, and on the lessons he had learned by

his reading and thinking.

His thinking differed from that of others, in that, while others were

pressing the almost stereotyped arguments of the hour, his mind was

going back into the far centuries for precedents and suggestions to

sustain his own conclusions. And in so doing he found himself out

of harmony, not only with the conciliators who would cling to the

connection with the Empire at any cost, but also with many of his

own group, who, as he wrote later, Stopped at the halfway house

. . . admitted that England had a right to regulate American com

merce and to lay duties upon it for the purposes of regulation but not

of raising revenue/ This did not conform with his opinion, resting

on his reading far into the past. For the concessions his friends

made to empire, he could find no foundation in compact, in any
83
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acknowledged principles of colonization, nor in reason, expatriation ^

being a natural right, and acted on as such by all nations.
x

He had reached the conclusion, startling enough to the conserva

tives, that the proper relation of Great Britain to the colonies was

none other than that of Hanover to England, though he admitted

that the only one among his intimates who could see with him, eye

to eye, on this was George Wythe.
2

There on the hilltop, then, in the mansion designed by him on

which he was still at work, he sat down in the heat of July to the

expression of his thoughts. These he would take to Williamsburg

and urge upon the Convention for the guidance of the Virginia

delegates in the Congress. Perhaps he would fight for them and

then abide by the result. It was during this period, when he was

working on his famous paper and meditating on his course, that

an unusual and uncanny event momentarily disturbed his serenity.

Early one afternoon the mountain quivered and the house was

shaken by an earthquake which repeated itself cm the following

day, to the terror of the servants; and a little later a younger sister

died.

It was late in July when his phaeton rolled down the hill at

Monticello and turned toward Williamsburg, a hundred and fifty

miles away, along a road none too good and now oppressive with

the heat. A blistering sun poured down its enervating rays upon

him, and the red dust of the dirt road raised by his horses feet en

veloped and stifled him, and on the way he was attacked by dysen

tery. Finding it impossible to proceed, he abandoned the journey,

but he sent two copies of his proposed instructions on ahead, one to

Patrick Henry and the other to Peyton Randolph. It may be

doubted if the orator, not fond of reading or of application, so much

as gave a glance at the copy, and certainly he did nothing about it.

Peyton Randolph, however, laid it on the table for the perusal of

the members of the Convention.

It was a unique document, in some respects as important as the

Declaration of Independence was to be, and more expressive, in

detail, of Jefferson s line of thinking. The most famous document

previously produced in support of the cause of the colonies had

conceded that, because of the migration of the colonists, Parliament

1
Autobiography, 8.
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had a right to levy taxes upon them. Such had been the admission

of John Dickinson in his celebrated Letters of a Pennsylvania

Farmer, and of John Delaney in his equally acclaimed pamphlet,

which had called forth the comment of Lord Chatham that it was

a veritable textbook of American rights.

But Jefferson thought otherwise. He was thinking in terms of

the Saxon migration to England, over a thousand years before, and

of the relations of England to Scotland after James ascended the

throne and before the Act of Union. Here was something for the

delegates, thinking solely in terms of the eighteenth century, to turn

over in their minds.

It may be assumed that some of the delegates took the trouble

seriously to examine the document on their table. That it was

found by the more timid too robust and sweeping must also be

assumed from the fact that this, the most famous and important
document submitted to the Convention, was not even published

in the record.

That it made a deep impression on Peyton Randolph is evident

in the fact that one day he invited a large company of the leaders

to his house to listen to the reading of the views of a young man

scarcely thirty-one. It was remembered later by Edmund Randolph,
who was present, that many parts of the paper were highly praised,

but that other parts were questioned as to the wisdom of their pro

mulgation. But he recalled the applause bestowed on most of them,*

and that, while the old required time for consideration before they

could tread this lofty ground, the y01111? ascended with Mr. Jeffer

son to the source of these rights. After all, the document was raw

meat. It was highly iconoclastic, and the leaders agreed that it

was then too advanced for the times. One thing it did disclose to

all that young Jefferson was doing his own thinking, and some

planning out of the beaten path.
3 And some were sufficiently im

pressed, when Jefferson s instructions were put aside for others more

bromidic and conventional, to subscribe for the publication of the

paper as a pamphlet. In the preface the editors placed their estimate

upon it:

In it the sources of our unhappy differences are traced with such

faithful accuracy, and the opinions entertained by every free

3 Edmund Randolph MSS.
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American expressed with such manly firmness, that it must be^

pleasing to the present, and may be helpful for the future, ages. It

will evince to the world the moderation of our late convention who

have only touched with tenderness many of the claims insisted on

in this pamphlet, though every heart acknowledges their justice.

Thus it was that a company of men, distinguished lawyers,

jurists, patriots, and statesmen, assembled in the parlor of Peyton,

Randolph s house with its columned portico and two wings, while

the host slowly read the Summary View of the Rights of British

America.

No doubt all acquiesced in the opening paragraph referring to

the unwarranted encroachments and usurpations attempted to be

made by the legislature of one part of the Empire upon the rights

which God and the laws have given equally and independently

to all.

But some must have batted their eyes a bit when, immediately

following, came the assertion that their ancestors, before their migra

tion to America, possessed the right, which Nature has given to all

men, of departing from the country in which chance, not choice,

had placed them,&quot; and of going in quest of new habitations, and of

establishing new societies, under such laws and regulations as to

them shall seem most likely to promote public happiness.

If this interested, the next sentence probably startled, them, when

Jefferson declared that their Saxon ancestors had, under this uni

versal law, in like manner left their native wilds and woods in the

North of Europe, had possessed themselves of the isle of Britain . . .

and had established there that system which has so long been the

glory and protection of that country.

If this unexpected evocation of the remote past astonished, the

little audience was more startled with what followed. Nor was there

ever any claim of superiority or dependence asserted over them by
that mother country from which they had migrated. And suppose
such claim had been made? the author asked. It is believed that

His Majesty s subjects in Great Britain would have had too firm a

feeling of the rights derived to them from their ancestors to bow
down the sovereignty of their State before such visionary pre
tensions.

After all, Jefferson continued, was there any difference between
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the Saxon migration and that of the Americans? America was

conquered, and her settlements made and firmly established at the

expense of individuals, and not of the British public. Their own

blood was spilt in acquiring lands for their settlement, their own

fortunes expended in making that settlement effectual. For them

selves they fought, for themselves they conquered, and for them

selves alone they have a right to hold.
5

Indeed, until they were

firmly established, no shilling was ever issued from the public

treasures of His Majesty, or his ancestors, for their assistance.

And why and whence the change? Only when they had become

commercially valuable had Great Britain lent them assistance, and

only then for her own selfish interests. And no appreciation of that

assistance? By all means, yes, but that debt is paid
{

by giving such

exclusive privileges in trade as may be advantageous to them, and

at the same time not too much restrictions to themselves.

The settlements made, continued Jefferson, the emigrants adopted

the system of laws under which they previously had lived, continued

their union with the mother country under a common sovereign

who was thereby made the central link connecting the several parts

of the Empire thus newly multiplied.

It was not to their discredit that the men at Randolph s, listening

to these then novel views, could not foresee the far-off day when
&quot;

England would place a similar interpretation on the Empire in the

Commonwealth of Nations, and on the monarch as the connecting

link.

And then, Randolph read on, came the Stuarts *a family . . .

whose treasonable crimes against their people was to call forth the

sacred and sovereign rights of punishment.
5

It was under the

Stuarts that the land in America, acquired by the lives, the labors,

and the fortunes of individual adventurers . . . was several times par

celled out and distributed among the favorites and followers
5

of the

monarchs. But nothing of that sort had any king dared attempt

in England.
And had England the right to regulate the commerce of the

colonies ?

Jefferson s answer to this question must have fallen like an ex

ploding shell among the gentlemen assembled under Randolph s

roof. Most of the patriot pamphkteers, while protesting against
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taxation without representation, had conceded the right of Parlia

ment to regulate the commerce of the colonies. The restrictions on
the markets of the colonists, the denial of their right to trade where
most to their advantage, said the author, could not be justified.

And why?
Because of the misuse made of the pretended right.

Thus, the American had been forbidden to make a hat for him
self of the fur he had taken from his own soil an instance of

despotism to which no parallel can be produced in the most arbi

trary ages of British history/

The iron Americans produced they were forbidden to manufac

ture, and it had to be sent to England and the finished product

shipped back at great expense for the purpose of supporting, not

men, but machines in Great Britain.

American lands were made liable for British debts, while British

landowners could not be touched by creditors.

And then the clap of thunder that may well have brought
shivers to the more conservative and timid the primary crime was
this that the British Parliament has no right to exercise authority
over us.*

If the conservatives in die company were a little depressed by now,
they must have recovered confidence when the author reached the

reign of George III. Scarcely have our minds been able to emerge
from the astonishment into which one stroke of parliamentary
thunder has involved us, he said, before another, more heavy and
more alarming, is fallen on us.

And what the significance?

Single acts of tyranny may be ascribed to the accidental opinion of
a day, but a series of oppressions, pursued unalterably through every
change of Ministers, too plainly prove a deliberate, systematic plan
for reducing us to slavery.*

Yes, so far had the pretensions of Parliament now gone that

legislatures of the colonies were regularly dissolved by the act of
London. And why? Whence the right? Shall these governments
be dissolved, their property annihilated, and their people reduced to
a state of nature at the imperious breath of a body qf men whom
they never saw, in whom they have not confided, and over whom
they have no power of punishment or removal?
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And who were these members of Parliament? One hundred and

sixty fhousand men in England elect the Parliament. Could any
reason be advanced why these should give law to four million

Americans? If this be true, then four million men would be the

slaves of one hundred and sixty thousand tyrants.

Then, too, the infamy of the Boston Port Bill whence did it

come ?

A tax on tea had been levied over the protest of the Americans.

The East India Company, which has never sent a pound of tea to

America on their own account, step forth as the asserters of par

liamentary right to force numerous shiploads of tea upon her. Most

of the captains of these vessels wisely attended to admonition and

returned with their cargoes. In Boston alone did the master flatly

refuse whether from obstinacy or instructions let them say who
know. An exasperated group of people threw the tea into the

harbor. Now, said Jefferson, these men were amenable to the law

and were subject to punishment. But that was not enough. Massa

chusetts had stoutly resisted ministerial and parliamentary oppres
sion. The entire people should be punished and thus the measure

closing the port of Boston. Yes, men who had spent their lives in

extending the British commerce; who had invested in that place

the wealth their honest endeavors had merited, found themselves

and their families thrown at once on the world for sustenance by
its charities. Not the hundredth part of the inhabitants of that

town had been concerned in the act complained of; yet all were

involved in one indiscriminate ruin by an executive power unheard

of till then that of a British Parliament. A property of the value

of many millions of money was sacrificed to revenge, not repay, the

loss of a few thousands.
5

All this the gentlemen at Randolph s could understand and

applaud.

But hard on this came something even more severe. In the

tumult of the town a man was murdered, and the murderer was,

if the Royal Governor agreed, to be tried in the Court of King s

Bench, in the island of Great Britain, by a jury of Middlesex. Wit

nesses were to be forced to England. True, their actual expenses

would be paid, but who was to feed the wife and children whom he

leaves behind and who had no other subsistance but his daily labor?
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And Randolph read on the wretched criminal, stripped of

his privilege of trial by peers of his own vicinage, removed from

the place where alone full evidence could be obtained, without

money, without counsel, without friends, without exculpatory proof,

is tried before judges predetermined to condemn. Ah, the cowards

who would suffer a countryman to be torn from the bowels of their

society, in order to be offered a sacrifice to Parliamentary tyranny,

would merit that everlasting infamy now fixed on the authors of

the act.

II

We may assume that those assembled in Randolph s house were

moved by this arraignment. But Jefferson was not through, for he

passed immediately to a denunciation of the acts of the King in

vetoing laws of the colonial legislatures. Did he exercise that right

in England? True, he there possessed the power, but His Majesty

and his ancestors, conscious of the impropriety of opposing their

single opinion to the united wisdom of the two houses of Par

liament, had modestly declined the exercise of his power in Eng
land. Not so in America. Nay, for the most trifling reasons, and

sometimes for no conceivable reason at all, His Majesty had re

jected laws of the most salutary tendency.

This led inevitably to a subject on which young Jefferson felt

strongly, and with which he was to concern himself throughout this

earlier period of his life the slave system he sought throughout
his life to limit or end. And on this the men at Randolph s listened

to one of the most severe of his denunciations:

The abolition of domestic slavery is the great object of desire of

those colonies where it was, unhappily, introduced in their infant

state. But previous to the enfranchisement of the slaves we have,

it is necessary to exclude all further importations from Africa. Yet

our repeated attempts to effect this by prohibitions, and by im

posing taxes which amount to a prohibition, have been hitherto de

feated by His Majesty s negative; thus preferring the advantages of

a few British corsairs to the lasting interest of the American States,

and to the rights of human nature, deeply wounded by this in

famous practice.

This, he concluded, was a shameful abuse of power.
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Nor was that all, he said. The King had vetoed all measures for

the carving of new counties in Virginia, unless the new county will

consent to have no representatives in the Assembly. Since the lands

of the colony extend hundreds of miles to the westward, was it

possible
that His Majesty could have bestowed a single thought on

the situation of those people, who, in order to obtain justice for

injuries, must, by the laws of that colony, attend their county court

at such a distance, with all their witnesses monthly till their litiga

tion is determined?

What, then, the object of the veto?

Was it meant to confine the legislative body to their present

members that they may be the cheaper bargain whenever they

shall become worth a purchase ?

And more abuses the repeated dissolution of the legislative

bodies of the colonies. Why, in the reign of Richard II, the Judges

of Westminster Hall had suffered death as traitors because they

had advised the King . . . that he might dissolve the Parliament at

any time. And, since the adoption of the British Constitution, no

monarch had dared assume the right. But how different their

language and their practice here! To declare ... the known rights

of their country, to oppose the usurpation of every foreign judica

ture, to disregard the imperious mandate of a minister or governor,

have been the avowed causes for dissolving houses of representatives

in America.
9

Worse still having dissolved one legislature, George III had

refused to call another a violation of natural laws. From the

nature of things, every society must, at all times, possess within

itself the sovereign powers of legislation/ for the feelings of human

nature revolt against the supposition of a State so situated as that it

may not, in any emergency, provide against dangers which perhaps

threaten immediate ruin. And so, when the privilege is denied,

the people act together beyond the written law and according to

the law of nature as they have been acting in Virginia. Were

not the dangers conspicuous with which this practice is replete
9

?

Ill

At this juncture we may be sure that many of the gentlemen

shifted uneasily in their chairs when they heard the young states-
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man s observations on the feudal tenures in the land. Here they

heard a bold denial of the monarch s property in the soil. And here,

again, he went back a thousand years to the practice of their Saxon

ancestors; and again to English history:

In the early stages of the Saxon settlement, feudal holdings were

certainly altogether unknown [said Jefferson], and very few, if any,

had been introduced at the time of the Norman Conquest. Our

Saxon ancestors held their lands, as they did their personal prop

erty, in absolute dominion, disencumbered by any superior, answer

ing nearly to the nature of those possessions which the feudalists

term allodial. William the Conqueror introduced the feudal system,

parceling out the land of those who fell at Hastings to his follow

ers, and subject to feudal duties. Out of this ultimately grew the

theory that all the lands in England were held mediately or imme

diately by the Crown.

t America was not conquered by William the Norman, or

its lands surrendered to him or to his successors. However, the

early settlers were laborers, not lawyers, and, accordingly, these

took grants of their own land from the King. This was not so in

tolerable so long as the Crown continued to grant for small sums

and for reasonable rents, and there was no inducement to arrest

the error/ But now that His Majesty had doubled the terms of

purchase, by which means die acquisition of lands being rendered

difficult, the population of our country is likely to be checked.

And what should be done about it?

It is time for us to lay this matter before His Majesty and to

declare that he has no right to grant lands of himself. From the

nature and purpose of civil institutions, all the lands within the

limits, which any particular body has circumscribed around itself,

are assumed by that society, and subject to their allotment.

Thus was Jefferson the reformer superimposing himself on Jeffer

son the revolutionist.

IV

The small audience at Randolph s, a little dazed perhaps by the

iconoclastic nature of the paper they were hearing read, next listened
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to a stout denial o the King s right
c

to send large bodies of armed

forces, not made up of the people here, nor raised by the authority

of our laws/ for, did His Majesty possess such a right ... it might

swallow up all our rights whenever he should think proper. He,

thought Jefferson, had no right to land a single armed man upon

our shores. Would the people of England permit the King to in

troduce a foreign army in their midst? When in war, George II

wished to bring in Hanoverian troops for the defense of England,

he applied
to Parliament for permission. How different in America!

Not only was George III unloading armed men upon American

shores over the protest of the Americans, but he was subjecting

the civil to the military authorities.

Such, thought Jefferson, were the grievances of Virginia and her

sister colonies.

He then, having set them forth, entered upon a direct appeal to

George III:

Open your breast, Sire, to liberal and expanded thought. Let not

the name of George III be a blot on the page of history. You are

surrounded by British counsellors, but remember that they are

parties.
You have no Minister for American Affairs, because you

have none taken from among us, nor amenable to the laws on

which they are to give you advice. It behooves you, therefore, to

think and act for your people. The great principles of right and

wrong are legible to every reader; to pursue them requires not the

aid of many counsellors.

[Yes] the whole art of government consists in the art of being

honest. Only aim to do your duty, and mankind will give you

credit where you fail Stop sacrificing the rights and interests of

one part of the Empire to the inordinate desires of another, and

deal out equal and impartial right. This, Sire, is the advice of your

great American Council, on the observance of which depend your

felicity and future fame.

[Independence?] The Americans wish for the preservation ^of

harmony between America and the Empire. It is neither our wish

nor our interest to separate from her. We are willing, on our part, to

sacrifice everything which reason can ask, for the restoration of

that tranquillity for which we all wish. On their part, let them be

ready to establish union on a generous plan. Let them ask their

terms, but let them be just. [And remember, that] the God who
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gave us life, gave us liberty at the same time; the hand of force

may destroy, but cannot disjoin them.

Thus, young Jefferson spoke across three thousand miles of water

to the King, and spoke with his own voice, out of his own mind,

and in the language of liberty which the friends of freedom in

England should have understood. It was the language of Hampden
and Sidney, not unknown on the glowing pages o English history.

And it was understood and applauded by some of the choicest

spirits then on the English scene.

V

The reading was finished. It is not surprising that not a few of

the delegates in Williamsburg shied away from a statement so

robust. Not a few of the more conservative unquestionably felt that

Jefferson had delved too deep and required too much. But there

were others who realized that here was a document that deserved

to live in the literature of free men; and thus it came about that,

through a subscription, the pamphlet was published in Philadelphia

and ran through numerous editions. It was read with admiration

by most of the delegates in the First Continental Congress, sitting

in the city of its publication, who realized that a new giant had

appeared on the horizon. They discussed it at the mess at the City

Tavern and in the rooms of men like Samuel Adams. They would

not overlook him later. He was now a national figure.

And the pamphlet was printed likewise in England. When

copies reached London, the gallant and brilliant Opposition to

ministerial madness seized upon it as a powerful presentation that

could be used effectively in the mother country. The greatest of

their political philosophers and most eloquent of their writers was

Edmund Burke, whose parliamentary speeches on American Tax
ation and Conciliation with America warmly espoused the

colonial cause. He went over the work of Jefferson, making a few

alterations to meet the English situation. No copy seems extant,

which is a pity, since it would be interesting to know which parts
were thought unpalatable to the English taste of the time. In his

Autobiographyi Jefferson tells us merely that it found its way to

England, was taken up by the Opposition, interpolated a little by
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Mr. Burke so as to make it answer Opposition purposes, and in

that form ran rapidly through several editions.
4

The pamphlet established the author as a leader of the first order

in America, and made his name known to the most liberal circles

in England; but the appeal to the King to open his breast to liberal

and expanded thought thoroughly enraged him and his blind and

complacent advisers, and soon the agent of the Burgesses in London

was sending Peyton Randolph excerpts from a bill of attainder con

taining a list of proscriptions in which the name of Jefferson is

found. The increasing seriousness of the crisis, however, prompted
caution, and the measure did not reach a vote.

But the name of Jefferson was known at Windsor, and he had

been found an eligible candidate for the Tower in London.

VI

Detained in the meanwhile at Monticello, Jefferson was by no

means inactive, for neighbors constantly found their way to his hill

top to confer on the enforcement of the Non-Importation Act and

to discuss problems of defense with the young member of the

Committee on Public Safety for Albemarle. While riding over his

plantation supervising and organizing the work, planning for and

adding new features to the mansion which tangibly expressed his

love of beauty, working or directing in his gardens with his Italian

gardener and improving his grounds, he was never happier than

when at Monticello with the wife to whom he was devoted and the

small children he adored. But all this was now subordinate to the

call of public duty.

Thus, when in the spring of 1775 a convention was called at

Richmond, he drove thither as a delegate. The town was but a

hamlet, the facilities for even a small colonial convention were

inadequate, and the delegates and spectators had to pack themselves

into the little church of Saint John, a small wooden structure of no

architectural distinction, but destined to become doubly sacred be

cause of the events in that second Virginia Convention.

The cleavage between the ultra-conservatives and the more fiery

and militant could no longer be concealed; and while the latter

^Autobiography, 9.
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filed into the little church determined to force action, the former

were equally insistent that nothing drastic be undertaken.

In Massachusetts, the patriots were preparing to meet General

Gage in battle, but the war had not yet begun, and the appeasers

could see no reason why it should begin. The boycott, they thought,

would bring the British Government to terms. The sympathies of

the English people, they contended, had turned to the colonies

which was not entirely true* The industrialists and merchants of

England were feeling the pinch of the boycott and were putting

pressure to bear on Parliament. And in Parliament, America had

friends working for justice, who should not be embarrassed in their

constitutional fight. It was the ancient plea for procrastination

Don t rock the boat.

Such were the views of Bland, Pendleton, Harrison, and Nicholas,

veteran patriots, no doubt, and all honorable men. But they were

optimistic beyond all reason. The English manufacturers and mer

chants were restive, but ineffectual; the mass of people were in

complete ignorance of the colonial struggle three thousand miles

away, and scarcely gave a thought to the colonies. Everything rested

with a mad monarch and a Parliament that need concern itself only

with one hundred and sixty thousand electors out of the millions on

the island. And while some of the noblest and most commanding
men in Parliament were brilliantly championing the colonial cause,

their voices were those of men crying in the wilderness, and with no

answer but a cry.

Even so, the leaders of the old aristocratic oligarchy in Virginia

were prone to pursue a bromidic course of pious hope, clinging to

measures and resolutions that meant no more than words uttered

in a void. They were preparing to express an ardent hope for
f

the

speedy return of those halcyon days when we lived, a free and happy

people, This resolution was read in the little church packed with

delegates and such spectators as could find standing-room.

Scarcely had the resolution been read when one of the delegates

sprang to his feet, his face aflame, and with a voice that rang out

like a bugle call, Patrick Henry, the incorrigible patriot, demanded

a truce to words and action immediate action the immediate

organization of a militia and the immediate perfecting of plans for

the defense of the colony.
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No one can stand, as thousands do, in the little church of Saint

John even to this day without feeling the throb of Henry s immortal

oration, one of the most stirring of all time, Teace! peace! came

the voice of scorn, when there is no peace! The time had come to

fight. With Americans of other colonies in the field, why stand

we here idle? he demanded. Is life so dear or peace so sweet as to

be purchased at the price of chains and slavery?* No, we must

fight. 1 know not what course others may take, but as for me, give

me liberty or give me death/

The orator sank into his seat. An awesome silence brooded on

the room. No one but knew he had listened to the most eloquent

and moving speech ever heard on American soil, in no wise inferior

to the clarion call of Demosthenes. All else was anticlimax. True,

the conservatives sought to offset the effect with pleas for patience,

but some of these supported Henry.
It was inevitable that young Jefferson should give his voice and

vote for action. Eloquent beyond other men with the pen, eloquent

in conversation, his weak voice and distaste for dramatization put
such oratory as he had just heard beyond his reach, but those packed
in Saint John s that day heard him

*

arguing closely, profoundly and

warmly in support of Henry s position.
5 And one there was,

arrayed among the delegates with Henry, who probably found more

solid substance and reason in the calm argument of Jefferson than

in the flaming speech of the greater orator George Washington.
For he, too, had come to the conclusion that the colony must at

least be prepared to fight.

It is significant of the strength of those men, willing at almost any
cost to avoid the issue of separation, that the Henry resolution

carried by a majority of only five out of the hundred and twenty-five

votes cast.

But victory had perched on the banner of the forward men/

Soon thereafter, the committee named to draw up plans for a

militia and for defense sat down to their historic task. Strange that

no artist has ever visualized that significant scene. For there sat

Washington, Jefferson, Richard Henry Lee, and Patrick Henry, who

had prevailed; and there, too, equally zealous now that the die was

cast, sat Pendleton, Harrison, and Nicholas.

5 Edmund Randolph MSS.
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Virginia now, as never before, was on the march.

Meanwhile, Lord Dunmore, living an increasingly lonely life in

the Governor s Palace in Williamsburg, was realizing more and

more that he was much too light to withstand the impact of angry

public sentiment. He was dropping hints that he had reason to

believe that he would soon receive a conciliatory proposition from

Lord North, and that he would summon the House of Burgesses

to pass upon it.

This meant that Peyton Randolph, the Speaker of the Virginia

Assembly, would have to leave his post in the Continental Congress,

since his presence in Williamsburg would be imperatively required.

The Virginians turned to the brilliant young author of the Sum

mary View as worthy to fill Randolph s seat in Philadelphia. But

when the Burgesses were summoned to consider the proposition of

Lord North, Randolph, who had hurried back to Williamsburg, in

sisted that Jefferson delay his journey to Philadelphia long enough
to hear Lord North s proposition and to prepare Virginia s answer.

When Johann David Schoepf was traveling in Virginia in this

period, he observed in his book of travels some pride in the people
for the political writers, but that, &quot;on inquiring, I could hear only
of a Mr. Jefferson.

5 6
Nothing could more conclusively show Jeffer

son s pre-eminence at this time, and he was but thirty-two.

Here we may leave Jefferson in Williamsburg waiting for the

proposition of Lord North.

VII

While waiting for Lord North s proposition, it is illuminating to

take a backward glance into the immediate past to get the back

ground necessary to an understanding. In the generations that have

intervened since America broke her connection with the British

Empire, public taste in the United States has quite properly come
to frown on the once popular sport of twisting the lion s tail. This

is as it should be, since in two world wars the Americans and the

British have fought side by side in a common cause; but this can

be carried to extremes, and some historians, to prove their immunity
from bestial prejudice and vulgar passion, are prone to treat the

6
Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, II, 62.
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American Revolution almost apologetically, and to write with, scant

respect of some of the American leaders in that transcendent event.

This is not so much bad taste as bad patriotism, and is not justified

by the facts. History is presumed to be an honest record of what

actually took place. Sometimes this is sad, indeed, but the historian

cannot change the fact, and any attempt to do so is a degradation of

history. The honest historian must write down what he finds.

We have but recently come from the house of Peyton Randolph,
where we have heard the reading of Jefferson s Summary View, a

fierce indictment of the American policy of a monarch, abnormal

and to become insane, and an ill-informed or complacent Parlia

ment. Should that be blotted from the record of the fight for

liberty ?

Then what shall we do with the equally fierce denunciations of

that policy that fell like molten fire from the eloquent lips of

Chatham in the House of Lords?

And what with the majestic speech of Edmund Burke on Con

ciliation with America which has been read for generations in the

high schools of the United States? Shall we exclude it from the

libraries and the schools and blot it from the record?

Shall only the tame, sophisticated speeches of Lord North and

the tirades of Townshend remain as a record of what the con

troversy was about?

I have tried to show that the more militant and advanced of the

American leaders, like Jefferson and Washington, considered them

selves citizens of the British Empire, demanding the guarantees of

the British Constitution, the protection of the British law, and as

fighting anew, on American soil, the battles for liberty and inherent

rights which have given a glow to the brightest pages of British

history.

Now, if the American revolutionary leaders were mere ranting

demagogues, we shall find a striking similarity between the senti

ments expressed in the Summary View of Jefferson and those pro

claimed in the British Parliament at the time by Chatham,, Burke,

and Shelburne. While waiting for Lord North s proposition to be

presented to the Virginia Assembly, then, let us pay a brief visit

to the Parliament in London and hear the echo of the American

contention in the voices of Burke and Chatham.
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VIII

In February, 1775, after Lord Dartmouth, Secretary of State for

the Colonies, laid before the House of Lords numerous papers con

cerning American affairs, the famous Lord Chatham, then old at

sixty-seven, and infirm, rose from a sick bed to propose the imme
diate withdrawal of British troops from Boston and to give his

blessing to the American contention.

He rose in an intense silence, for there was something to inspire

awe in the manner of this venerable figure, who had been so bril

liantly identified with the most inspiring incidents of imperial

history. He rose to speak for the American colonies, but as an

.Englishman speaking for the Empire. Those who heard him were

impressed by his great animation and with the feeling that he

seemed inspired. The dignity of this old man with fierce eagle

eyes was almost an affront to the ministerial benches on which no

man was free.

I will knock at the door of this sleeping and confounded Ministry
and will arouse them to a sense of their danger/ he began. Its

Violent acts and declarations have disseminated confusion through
out your empire. Its conduct in Boston had inflicted intolerable

wrongs. Its indiscriminate, unmerciful proscription of the inno

cent with the guilty, unheard and untried, was indefensible. It had
aroused the just indignation of an injured and insulted people.
But did the Americans owe obedience?

Yes, to a limited extent obedience to our ordinances of trade

and navigation, but the sacredness of their property must remain
inviolable ; and taxed though it should be, taxed by their own
consent, given in their provincial assemblies.

And now, since conciliation is required by public policy, the time
had come to review and repeal, if it should be found necessary, as

I affirm it will, those violent acts and declarations which have
disseminated confusion throughout the empire.
But the colonies had resisted?

Why, resistance to your acts was necessary, as it was just; and

your vain declarations of the omnipotence of Parliament and your
imperious doctrines of the necessity of submission will be found

equally impotent to convince or to. enslave your fellow subjects in
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America who feel that tyranny, whether ambitioned by an indi

vidual part o the legislature or the bodies who compose it, is

equally intolerable to British interests.

What then?

Why, drop the idea of dictating reconciliation/ remove at once

the obnoxious cause of the disturbances, abandon the idea that you
can crush a brave, generous, and united people with arms in their

hands and courage in their hearts three millions of men, the

genuine descendants of a valiant and pious ancestry driven to those

deserts by the narrow maxims of a superstitious tyranny.

And these people not to be heard? as the Ministry insisted.

They have been condemned unheard. . . . The indiscriminate

hand of vengeance has lumped together innocent and guilty, with

all the formalities of hostility has blocked up the town [Boston]

and reduced to beggary and famine thirty thousand inhabitants.
5

Crush such a people?

You might destroy their towns and cut them off from the super

fluities, perhaps the conveniences of life, but they would despise

your power, and would not lament their loss while they have

what, my lords? their woods and liberty.

And was it possible Ministers were surprised at American oppo
sition to arbitrary methods of taxation?

Why, it was obvious from the nature of things and of mankind;
and above all from the Whiggish spirit flourishing in that country.

The spirit which now resists your taxation in America is the same

which -formerly opposed loans, benevolences, and ship money in

England; the same spirit which called all England on its legs, and,

by the Bill of Rights, vindicated the British Constitution; the same

spirit which established the great fundamental, essential maxim of

our liberties, that no subject of England shall be taxed but by his

consent. [Yes, England] superintends and controls their trade and

navigation, but she taxes herself.

And then, as the figure of the revered statesman seemed to ex

pand, its stature lengthen, came these words that were heard in

substance from the Americans:

Let this distinction, then, remain forever ascertained; taxation is

theirs; commercial regulation is ours. As an American, I would

recognize to England her supreme right of regulating commerce
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and navigation; as an Englishman by birth and principles, I recog
nize to the Americans their supreme inalienable right to their

property; a right which they are justified in the defense of, to the

last extremity. To maintain this principle is the common cause of

the Whigs on the other side of the Atlantic, and on this. Tis

liberty to liberty engaged, and they will defend themselves, their

families, and their country. In this great cause they are immovably
allied; it is the alliance of God and Nature immutable, eternal

fixed as the firmament of heaven.

Referring then to the American leaders in the Continental Con
gress, the Parliament of England heard from the lips of Chatham,
the superior of them all, that for solidity of reasoning, force, or

sagacity, and wisdom of conclusion, no nation or body of men can
stand in preference to the general Congress in Philadelphia/
And then, the conclusion: Every motive, therefore, of justice and

of policy, of dignity and of prudence, urges you to allay the ferment
in America by a removal of your troops from Boston, by a repeal of

your acts of Parliament, and by a demonstration of amicable dispo
sition toward your colonies. Unless the Ministers so agree, Chatham
would not affirm that they will make the crown not worth the

wearing,
3

but he would say that the King is betrayed and the king
dom undone.

So spoke the foremost man in England in the language used by
the Jeffersons in America; and we cannot dismiss the language of
the Americans as demagogic without a simultaneous denunciation
of Chatham as a demagogue and that he was not.

The result? The resolutions of Chatham were voted down by
the peers of England. That was in early February.

IX

In March, in the House of Commons, Edmund Burke introduced
his resolutions for conciliation with America, supporting them in a

superb oration which probably is the greatest masterpiece of his

genius. To attempt to sketch this great speech, which ranks with
the greatest orations of ajl time, would be an impertinence. He pro
posed to remove the disease of colonial unrest by a removal of the
cause. He asked from the Commons a frank admission that the
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colonies were denied the liberty and privileges o representation in

the high court of Parliament ; that it be conceded that, in the ab

sence of representation by men familiar with conditions, onerous

burdens had been placed upon them, and in a manner prejudicial

to the commonwealth, quietness, rest, and peace of the subjects ;

that, because distance made almost prohibitive a representation in

Parliament, the colonies be conceded the privilege of taxing them

selves in their own assemblies; that experience had shown this best,

both for the colonies and for harmony within the Empire. He de

nounced the act ordering Americans to England for trial as a justly

obnoxious act, and asked for its repeal.

It was while the Burke resolutions still were pending that Lord

North, to the disgust of many of the blind followers of reaction,

and to the equal disgust of the friends of liberty, presented his own

conciliatory proposition/ To this Burke turned toward the close

of his great oration, and pronounced it a ransom by auction ... a

thing new, unheard-of, supported by no experience, justified by no

analogy, without example of our ancestors or root in the Constitu

tion . . . neither regular parliamentary taxation nor colony grant.

And how conciliatory ?

They complain that they are taxed without their consent; you
answer that you will fix the sum at which they shall be taxed/

Would all the colonies accept? Assuredly not. Was not the purpose,,

then, more designed to breaking the union of the colonies than for

establishing a revenue ?

This, it may be noted, is the interpretation Jefferson was to put

upon it.

The resolutions of Burke went to a vote and went down with

but seventy-five supporting them and two hundred and seventy

opposing.

Thus we have the background to Lord North s propositions of

conciliation, to reply to which Peyton Randolph was holding young

Jefferson in Williamsburg.

X

Peyton Randolph wanted a robust reply to North which he dared

not hope to get were it prepared by Pendleton or any of the other
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conciliators and appeasers. He knew where Jefferson stood. Long
an admirer of the young man s mind, the Summary View had con
vinced him that no pen in America was more effective. And no one
ever had to inquire, when liberty and human rights and the rights
of the colonies were concerned, where Jefferson would be found.
Like all the others, Jefferson had followed the proceedings in

Parliament. His opinion of Burke s proposal is not so clear, but he
had found, in the proposition of Lord Chatham, a promise for the

settlement of all differences within the Empire. At least it offered
a basis for serious negotiations. He wrote his old friend, Doctor

Small, then in Scotland:

When I saw Lord Chatham s bill, I entertained high hopes that a
reconciliation could have been brought about. The differences
between his terms and those offered by our Congress might have
been accommodated if entered on by both parties with a disposition
to accommodate. But the dignity of Parliament, it seems, can brook
no opposition to its power. Strange that a set of men who have
made sale of their virtue to the Minister, should yet talk of re

taining dignity.

It is not without interest that more than a century later, Lord
Rosebery, a brilliant British statesman, himself an ardent champion
of the Empire, should have shared Jefferson s opinion that an ac
commodation might have been found under the enlightened
leadership of Chatham.7

But Lord North proposed to exempt from taxation by act of
Parliament any colony which, on its own volition, would tax itself

for imperial defense and make such provision for the salaries of

judges and governors as would meet with the approval of Parlia
ment. Parliament was arbitrarily to determine how much each

colony should raise, and it would still retain the power to veto.
The method of taxation was changed, but nothing more.
And so it came to pass that the veterans of die Burgesses stood

aside and assigned to young Jefferson, just thirty-two, the privilege
of making the reply to the Prime Minister of England. This reply
was so completely to satisfy the Continental Congress, which

7
Crewe, Lord Rosebery.
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Chatham had pronounced the equal in capacity of any in the world,

that, a little later, with North s proposition before it, along with

Jefferson
s reply for the Virginians, it assigned to him the task of

speaking for that body. The two replies, quite similar, of course,

may be treated here as one.

Both were stiff but dignified rejections. Jefferson found the

proposition
unreasonable and insidious; unreasonable, because, if

we declare that we accede to it, we declare without reservation we
will purchase the favor of Parliament, not knowing, at the same

time, at what price they will please to estimate their favor.

And insidious, because of the reasons pointed out by Burke

that their probable purpose was to disunite the colonies on the

supposition that some would accept and others not. Never, said

Jefferson, would Virginia desert a single sister colony.

And why, he asked, should Parliament ask for a perpetual rev

enue? Why should it be compelled by English public opinion to

vote revenue from year to year, while demanding a perpetual

revenue from the colonies? Was not the primary demand of the

colonies for equality of treatment under English laws and traditions?

And how came these proposals? At the point of the bayonet, and

with hostile alien troops upon our shores. Would England accept

treaties from any power on earth when borne on the point of the

bayonet by military plenipotentiaries ?

And by what right had Parliament to fix the amount that the

colonies should contribute? Had they not always contributed to

imperial defense with a lavish hand?

Thus far, Jefferson had gone along with Burke and Chatham,

but now he reached a parting of the ways. What, he asked, had

been offered as to the rectification of the laws of trade which

arbitrarily determine where and how the colonies should sell their

produce, when, under existing laws, they dare not sell that which.

England did not buy ? If we are to contribute equally with all other

parts of the Empire, let us equally with them enjoy free commerce

with the whole world.

And, he continued, by what right did Parliament propose to

meddle with our provisions for the support of civil government,

or our administration of justice? The colonists had made the pro

visions that pleased themselves; they did not propose to be bur-
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dened with oppressive taxes to secure sinecures for the idle or

wicked, under color of providing for a civil list. While Par

liament pursues their plan of civil government within their own

jurisdiction, we hope, also, to pursue ours, without molestation.

And why had Lord North so completely ignored so many of the

grievances of the colonies?

He proposed no renunciation of the right to tax.

He proposed no repeal of acts for restraining the trade and

altering the form of government of the Eastern colonies.

He did not hint at abandoning the protested right to transfer

Americans for trial before Middlesex juries.

He did not abandon the right to quarter soldiers on the colonies

in days of peace and without the consent of the colonies.

He did not renounce the pretension that his ministers and gov
ernors could dissolve the colonial legislatures at their will.

And then the close:

The proposition seems also calculated to lull into fatal security
our well-affected fellow subjects on the other side of the water till

time shall be given for the operation of those arms which a British

Minister pronounced would instantaneously reduce the cowardly
5

sons of America to unreserved submission. But when the world
reflects how inadequate to justice are the vaunted terms; when it

attends to the rapid and bold succession of injuries, which, during
the course of eleven years, have been aimed at these colonies; when
it reviews the pacific and respectful expostulations which during
the whole time have been the sole arms we opposed to them; when
it observes that our complaints were either not heard at all, or were
answered with new and accumulated injuries; when it recollects

that the Minister, himself, declared on an early occasion that he
would never treat with America till he had brought her to his

feet, and that an avowed partisan of Ministry has, more lately,
denounced against America the dreadful sentence, Delenda est

Carthago/ and that this was done in the presence of the British

senate, and, being unreproved by them, must be taken to be their

sentiments; when it considers that the great armaments with which

they have invaded us, and the circumstances of cruelty with which

they have commenced and prosecuted hostilities; when these things,
we say, are laid together, and attentively considered, can the world
be deceived into an opinion that we are unreasonable, or can it
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hesitate to believe with us that nothing but our own exertions may
defeat the ministerial sentence of death or submission?

Such was young Jefferson s answer to Lord North, which both the

Virginia Assembly and the Continental Congress accepted as their

own.

Jefferson was now released to proceed to Philadelphia.

XI

Meanwhile, before he left, there was drama ,in Virginia. When

Henry s resolution providing a militia for defense was passed, and

Washington, Jefferson, and others formulated plans, Lord Dunmore

conceived the unhappy thought of having the powder in the maga
zine in Williamsburg put beyond the reach of the Virginians. One

night he landed a squad of marines from a British warship in the

James, who marched to Williamsburg in the darkness and seized the

powder by stealth and bore it away.

Instantly, the Virginians were aroused. In various centers they

rushed to arms, prepared to march upon the capital and the blun

dering Governor. The conservatives or appeasers urged the rebels 10

disperse, and in some communities they harkened to the voice of

the old leaders. But the men from Hanover, under the command

of Patrick Henry, scorned the voice of conservatism and marched

on. Henry hurried his men along the road to Williamsburg intent

on dealing summarily with Dunmore. The Governor now took

alarm, and when Henry s men were within sixteen miles of the

capital, Dunmore sent an emissary to meet them with the offer of

more money than the powder was worth. Then, only, did Henry
turn back.

And then, one night, while Jefferson was still in Virginia, some

young men entered the old magazine to seize some arms and were

wounded by a spring gun set on the orders of Dunmore. The town

roared and trembled with indignation, threats, and curses, and

furious eyes were turned toward the Palace of the cowering Gov

ernor who stood not on the order of his going but hurried away

post-haste to the refuge of a British man-of-war. Thus the last of

Virginia s Royal Governors passed ingloriously from the scene

forever. Before his departure he had converted the Palace, which
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had resounded with mirth and music in the halcyon days of

Fauquier, into a fortress, with arms in readiness to repel any

possible attack.
8

With the flight of Dunmore, the Assembly adjourned. Before

leaving, Richard Henry Lee lingered for a moment on the familiar

portico of the Capitol and on one of the white pillars smilingly

scratched these words:

When shall we three meet again?

In thunder, lightning, or in rain.

When the hurly-burly s done.

When the battle s lost and won.

It was after these manifestations of determination that Jefferson,

seated in a phaeton, with two spare horses, drove toward Phila

delphia, where greater triumphs, both for himself and his country,

awaited him. He was now a national figure, his name known in

parliamentary circles in London, and he was not yet thirty-three.

8
Tyler, Wittiamsburg, 217.



CHAPTER

V

FIGHTING IN THE
CONTINENTAL CONGRESS

TO
UNDERSTAND the atmosphere of the Second Conti

nental Congress when Jefferson was foremost, it is necessary

to review the tone, tendencies, and alignments of the First.

The convocation of a congress of all the colonies was hailed with

enthusiasm by the people. In the letters of New England delegates

describing their triumphant journey to Philadelphia, one still feels

the thrill and throb of it. Armed guards met them in one com

munity and passed them on to guards in the next, and thus they

drove between grim patriots with fixed bayonets. In New York

City, it seemed to Silas Deane that well-nigh every open carriage

in the city and thousands on foot, trudging and sweating through

the dirt, gave welcome. He found the doors, the windows, the

stoops, the roofs loaded with all ranks, ages and sexes. Near the

town the populace had unhitched the horses of the delegates car

riages to drag them through the cheering throng. At the lodgings

of each of the delegates in New York was stationed a guard of

grenadiers in blue and scarlet uniforms. So accustomed did the dele

gates become to the popular adulation that a number of them,

arriving at Stamford, Connecticut, and finding a goodly company
assembled at a house for dinner, stumped in and seated themselves

without ceremony at the table, and it was not until after they had

finished that they discovered they had taken possession of a wedding

feast.
1 With bands playing, people cheering, the gaily uniformed

1 Deane, Correspondence, 222-23.
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grenadiers marching with fixed bayonets, the New England leaders

were escorted to the ferry, and three miles from Newark a troop

of horse and a company of grenadiers became their escort through

New Jersey.
2

Thus they proceeded on their historic journey, and within six

miles of Philadelphia two hundred of the principal gentlemen, with

their swords drawn/ joined the procession. The procession that

moved into the city had half the men on horseback in the van, fol

lowed by ten more with drawn swords, and then the carriage of

Adams and Hancock, with other equestrians in the rear. Thus did

they enter the new capital, with the bells ringing and the narrow

streets seething with excited men and women.3 On entering the

town, dusty, dirty, and fatigued, John Adams records that they

were taken to Smith s Tavern, the most genteel one in America/

where, after some conversation, a curtain was drawn, and in the

other half of the chamber a supper appeared as elegant as ever was

laid upon a table.
4

Followed then an orgy of calling and returning calls, and invita

tions to the aristocratic houses poured in on the more conspicuous

and promising members. John Dickinson, of Philadelphia, destined

to play a dramatic part in the first two Congresses as spokesman of

the aristocratic and proprietary interests, appeared at Adams s door

in a carriage drawn by four horses and with much cracking of the

whip.
5 The conversations were political and interminable. Delegates,

visiting their colleagues in their lodgings, lingered far into the

night, and at Smith s genteel tavern glasses clicked, tongues clacked,

toasts passed almost every evening. The coffee-houses did a thriving

business. Even the staid and serious John Adams rather proudly
boasted of going to a man s store, where he drank punch and ate

dried smoked sprats with him, and tarried until eleven at night

drinking toasts. Meanwhile, Richard Henry Lee and Ben Harrison,

of Virginia, had been regaled with Burgundy at Dickinson s, and

when Adams saw them they were Very high.
6

Every man was

proud he was a member of the Congress, and, after dinner at

Mifflin s, when the guests had retired to the tavern, the corpulent

227-29. *lbti.
4
Burnett, Letters of Members of the Continental Congress, I, 1.

6
Ibid., I, 2.
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Harrison was declaring that he would have walked to Philadelphia

had it been necessary, and Bland, who looked older than he was

and was not sweet on independence, announced that on such an

occasion he would have gone to Jerico.
7
When, at a dinner given

by the Pennsylvania House of Representatives, a sentiment was

offered; May the sword of the parent never be stained with the

blood of her children/ Adams heard someone say, This Is not a

toast; it is a prayer.
8

That it was a goodly company that composed the Congress we
must assume, since the censorious John Adams wrote a friend that

Congress is such an assembly as never before came together on

a sudden in any part of the world. Here are fortunes, abilities,

learning, eloquence, astuteness equal to any I have ever met in

my life. Here is a diversity of religions, educations, manners, in

terests such as it would seem impossible to unite in one plan of

conduct. Every question is discussed with moderation, an acuteness

and minuteness equal to that of Queen Elizabeth s Privy Council

But, he added a bit sourly, to give it the Adams touch, this occa

sions infinite delays.*
9

But the social lobby began working early upon the members, for

the aristocratic houses were the homes of rigid conservatives, bent

on keeping the Congress out of mischief. The atmosphere of these

merchants mansions was not congenial to the taste of the real

revolutionists like Sam Adams and Richard Henry Lee. The

former, one of the older members, spent most of his spare time in

his room, writing letters to his henchmen in Boston and girding his

loins for the struggle he knew to be inevitable. Throughout, this

stalwart was to be the center and soul of the movement for inde

pendence. He had concentrated so exclusively on public affairs that

he had been reduced to something near poverty; and he was so

indifferent to his appearance that only through the stealth of his

family and friends had a new suit been forced upon him for his

journey to Philadelphia.
10 His arch-enemy, Joseph Galloway, who

led the forces absolutely hostile to independence, described him as a

man who eats little, drinks little, sleeps little, thinks much, and is

most decisive and indefatigable in the pursuit of his objects, Day
7 im. s Hid., i, 79. 9 MM., i, 60.

10 Wells, Life and Speeches of Samuel Adams, II, 208.
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and night, when released from the sessions, he sat at his desk in his

simple quarters, writing, writing, writing, and organizing, not only

the masses of the people of Boston, but of Philadelphia, where it was

not fashionable to have truck with common folk.
11

Realizing in

stantly that nothing decisive could be expected from the politicians

in Congress, Adams began systematically to build fires behind them.

Especially true was this in Pennsylvania, which was governed

under a charter granted William Penn by Charles II, and the

Proprietary Government, supported by the aristocracy, was con

ducted arbitrarily and in utter disregard of the interests of the

colony. The Penn family, in possession of 55,252 square miles of

land, or 35,361,300 acres, took full advantage of the charter to serve

their most sordid selfish interests. They made themselves immune

from taxation on their millions of rich acres; their treatment of the

Indians was atrocious; and the white settlers, who fell victims to

the red man s natural resentment in consequence, were left with

scant protection. Settlers in the colony were given no consideration

by the Government dominated from England by the Penns, who

were primarily concerned with profits for the family, frowned on

any expenditures for the benefit of the public, since that reduced

the golden flow of cash into the family money chest.

As so often is the case with wealth and power, the family easily

surrounded itself with many of the ablest men in the colony for

the protection of its greed; and because they represented prestige

and fortune, the society of the community was subservient to its

will. With independence the charter would go; the domination of

the Penns would end; the mass of the people would have a voice

in the determination of their destiny; and thus it was that, during

the First Congress, it was subtly influenced and guided by the

drawing-rooms and the counting-rooms of the friends, employees,

and beneficiaries of the proprietary interests.

II

Of the Philadelphia enemies of independence, John Dickinson

and Joseph Galloway, both members of the Congress, were of the

most imposing stature. We shall present a miniature of the former

u
Ibid., II, 230.
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a little later when he assumes the leadership of the forces opposed
to separation from the Empire, The latter s congressional career

ended with the First Congress in which he was powerful.
A contemporary had no doubt that in going to Congress his

design undoubtedly was to impede if he could not divert the current

of affairs/
32 Born to wealth, intellectually superior and thoroughly

trained. Galloway had easily won a commanding position as a

pleader at the bar, and his marriage into one of the richest families

had not tended to make him more democratic. He possessed ability

of a high order. He was familiar with the classics, with history and

with the political philosophy of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. He was vice-president of the American Philosophical

Society, which Jefferson admired. During his twenty years in the

Pennsylvania Assembly he had been a faithful and efficient servant

of the aristocratic merchant class. Cold, austere, haughty, con

temptuous of the common people, he owed his repeated elections,

not to his personal popularity, but wholly to the powerful political

machine of the Quakers. This, too, had elevated him to the Speaker-

ship of the Assembly which he held for seven years until the eve

of the Revolution. Throughout the First Congress, he worked un

ceasingly and with consummate ability to hold back the flood with

which the Adamses and Lees threatened to sweep away the con-

nection with the Empire.
His task was all the easier at this time because few among the

patriots were thinking in terms of absolute independence. Only
a small coterie, under the leadership of Samuel Adams, Richard

Henry Lee, and Patrick Henry, had any purpose other than to

force a stubborn King and a pliant Parliament to rectify the

wrongs and establish the rights of the colonies on a firm founda

tion. John Jay and the New York delegates were firm supporters

of the Empire, and in the Virginia delegation, Ben Harrison, an

enemy of Lee, symbolized the same conservative opposition that

he had in die Virginia Assembly. Silas Deane wrote his wife that

Harrison was an uncommonly large man* who was rather rough

in his address and speech ;

13 and John Adams thought him an

indolent, luxurious, heavy gentleman of no use in Congress or

committee, but a great embarrassment to both.
14

n, Memoirs, 117. 13 Burnett, Letters, I, 28. ^lbid.&amp;gt; I, 32.
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However, Harrison was more in accord with the majority in the

First Congress than Adams. And it must be noted that the greatest

personage on the Virginia delegation was in accord with Harrison

a very silent man described by Deane as nearly as tall as

Colonel Fitch and almost as hard of countenance, yet with a very

young look and an easy soldier-like air and gesture.
15

This was

Washington, and at this time nothing was more remote from his

thought or wish than independence. It is improbable that he had

ever approved wholeheartedly the impetuous methods of Patrick

Henry, who had momentarily raised the tone and spirit of the

Congress with an opening speech of fiery defiance.

This orator s contempt for the appeasers knew no bounds. One

night, during a talk-fest with John Adams, he expressed a horrid

opinion of Galloway and Jay, whose position he thought would

ruin the cause of America. He writhed under the torture of not

having the liberty to describe them in their true colors.
16

More in accord with Adams and Henry was Benjamin Franklin,

one of the minority on the Pennsylvania delegation, constant in

attendance, attentive, composed and grave, who was wise enough
to bide his time and do his work quietly behind the scenes. John
Adams had found that he does not hesitate at our boldest measures,

but rather seems to think us too irresolute and backward ... a good
and great man. 17

III

Within a month after the Congress convened, John Adams,

noting the ultra-conservative and conciliatory spirit of his col

leagues, realized that those among them who secretly hoped for

offensive measures were doomed to disappointment. I have had

opportunity, both public and private/ he wrote, to learn with cer

tainty the decisive sentiments of the delegates. . . . They will not at

this session vote to raise money or men or arms or ammunition.

Their opinions are fixed against hostilities and rupture, except they
should become absolutely necessary.

1S

Galloway saw the delegates divided into two coteries, one wish

ing to demand American rights, petition for the remedy of wrongs,
and avoid all sorts of sedition or violence; the other aiming at inde-

, 28.
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pendence.
The first he describes as men of property, which, in the

eyes
of Galloway, made them superior; the second, he was sure,

were Congregational and Presbyterian republicans, or men of bank

rupt fortunes, overwhelmed in debt to the British merchants.
19

During the first part of the session, the Galloways were in the

ascendant and played the fiddle of conciliation to which the others

danced. Even so, Galloway had received some snubs that left him

wondering. As Speaker of the Assembly, he had offered the State

House for the sessions, and when the city placed Carpenter s Hall

at the disposal of the delegates, he took the proffer as a challenge.

But one day the delegates met at the tavern and walked in a body

to Carpenter s Hall, and, finding it to their liking, accepted it, to

the chagrin of Galloway.
20 But more pointed was the snub he

received when the delegates elected as Secretary of the Congress,

without his approval, a Philadelphian anathema to him. Charles

Thomson had been summoned to Carpenter s Hall and informed

that Congress desires the favor of you, Sir, to take their minutes.
5

Thus early were the Adamses, Franklins, and Lees getting in their

work. Writing Franklin s bastard son, then Governor of New

Jersey, who, like himself, was to prove a traitor to America, Gal

loway expressed astonishment that Thomson had been elected

unanimously, and explained that the New Yorkers and himself,

finding themselves in a minority, thought it unwise to make a light.

Both of these measures - the choice of Carpenter s Hall and the

election of Thomson- were privately
settled by an interest made

out of doors, he wrote. The sharpness of the rebuke to Galloway

and his group in Pennsylvania lay in the fact that they, with the

aid of the proprietary machine, had prevented Thomson s election

to Congress.
21 He was an enemy of the Penns, an ardent champion

of stern measures, and, worst of all according to Galloway, an

organizer of the people.
Charles Thomson is the Sam Adams of

Philadelphia, the life of the cause of liberty, they say, wrote John
t r *?2

Adams to his wire.-
.

The strategy of Galloway was to dampen the spirits
of the more

ardent patriots by subterfuges or procrastinations
He proposed

sending commissioners to London, as did the colonies of Rome,

Greece! and Macedonia. If their proposals
did not meet with ap-

1,55. *&amp;gt;!**, 1. 4, 7.
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proval, they could remain in London to advise the colonies. This

would postpone any decisive action for many months. Later, he

proposed a Constitution for the Empire, utterly impossible, as he

must have known, at that time.
23

He, and those working with him,

planned to wear out the patience of the delegates and tire them

with interminable talk. Every memorial address or petition was

made the subject of discussions until John Adams, in disgust, wrote

in his Diary that these great wits, these subtle critics, these refined

geniuses, these learned lawyers, these wise statesmen are so fond of

showing their parts and powers as to make their consultations very

tedious/
24

Another part of the Galloway strategy was to divide the patriots.

In the naming of two vitally important committees, one to organize

the purchase of arms and ammunition and the other to explore

the possibilities of a foreign alliance, the committees were packed
with the friends of the King. Some were the most extreme Tories.

Among the Virginians, only Harrison, notoriously opposed then to

independence, was included. The members were largely from New
York and Pennsylvania whose delegates were appeasers. In the

appointment of committees before this, all sections of opinion had

been included.

A few days later, John Jay insinuated himself into the lodgings
of John Adams to explain his exclusion. In a play to his well-known

vanity, Adams was told that he was one of the foremost men in the

country, but that his relations with Samuel Adams and Richard

Henry Lee had operated against him. But young Jay did not know
Adams. The old patriot flamed. Of course, he said, he had been

astonished that no Massachusetts man had been put on either com
mittee. It was a trick that had been arranged out of doors. True,
he was attached to Samuel Adams and Lee, and why not? They
were able men, inflexible in the cause of their country.

3 And then,

in frigid accents, he added that he would not cool in his friendship
for such men for the sake of any distinction that Congress can

bestow. To which he added something uglier that the purpose
of the committees was well known and that the choice was dictated

by commercial projects and private speculations.

The attempt to divide the militants had failed.

I, 6. 2*
Ibid., I, 81.
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IV

But Galloway and the conservatives, bent on the connection with

the Empire at any cost, were fighting against a current growing

stronger because of the insane stupidities o the court in London.

There was little they could say for conciliation when the erroneous

word reached Philadelphia that Boston had been bombarded. The

streets rumbled and growled their resentment and muffled bells

tolled, while every countenance bore unfeigned marks of sorrow.

The excitement and disgust of the streets penetrated and affected

even the usual complacency of the Congress.
25 Then Paul Revere,

one of Samuel Adams s Vulgar men/ rode into Philadelphia with

the resolutions of Suffolk County, Massachusetts, and they were

read with great applause in Carpenter s Hall, where resolutions

pledging sympathy and support were passed.
26

This shocked Galloway and his followers, who feared that such

stout defiance might interfere with their plans of bringing a gentle

persuasion on the King through dutiful, if not obsequious, petitions.

One of the appeasers (Ross, of Pennsylvania) actually offered a

motion threatening that, if Massachusetts persisted in her method

of resistance by force, she would be left to her owrn resources. Gal

loway sprang to his feet to second the motion. Even though this

motion failed, the greater part of the Congress clung with a pathetic

faith to the hope that George III would soften his resentment and

grant its humble petitions.

Thus it came to pass that another petition to the King was

planned, and it fell to John Dickinson to prepare It. In the selection

of the writer, the First Congress gave unmistakable proof of its

repugnance to independence. The petition was the persuasive plea

of a child to a parent, predicated on the false assumption that the

King s Ministers were persecuting his people without his knowledge
or approval. Never was a monarch to read a petition indicative of

more loyalty and devotion to his person. It made a vigorous and

manly protest against the violation of the rights of the Americans,

but closed with the amusing thought that the language of free

men cannot be displeasing to Your Majesty. Nothing, of course,

was to come of it

25
Ibid., I, 11, 19. 26 1^., I, 37.
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This was the most celebrated paper of that Congress and little

was achieved. Even so, the members managed to live hectic lives.

My time is totally filled from the moment I get out of bed until

I return to it,

9

wrote John Adams. Visits, ceremonies, company,

business, newspapers, pamphlets, etc.
27 The congressmen met at

nine and sat until three daily, by which time, wrote Adams, we
are unable to do anything but eat and drink the rest of the day.

28

This note recurs constantly in his correspondence. Tedious indeed

is our business slow as snails. We sit only before dinner. We
dine at four o clock. We are crowded with levees in the evening.

29

After debating the most obtuse mysteries of state until three in

the afternoon, the members adjourned to dine with some of the

nobles of Pennsylvania . . . and feast upon a thousand delicacies,

and sit drinking Madeira and Burgundy till six or seven.
30

Later, the sessions extended beyond the dinner hour, for one

delegate wrote that if the sessions ended at three instead of five he

might bear it tolerably well/
31 and Deane protested that eleven

hours sitting is too much for my constitution.
32 But these pro

longed sittings came later in the second session. The members
fared much better in the first, when so few thought seriously of in

dependence that Samuel Adams and his militant group from Massa

chusetts were forewarned by their Philadelphia friends that open
talk of independence would destroy their influence. These, with

the Lees, continued to work toward their determined end, but under

cover. Samuel Adams realized that there were many prejudices
to be overcome before progress would be possible. On the eve of

their adjournment, Washington sought John Adams and Richard

Henry Lee at their lodgings to ask their assurance that their policy
did not have independence as its aim. The assurance was given.
But there was one member who could not, and would not, have

given that pledge. Samuel Adams was not seen so frequently eating
the thousand delicacies and drinking the rare wines of the nobles
of Pennsylvania, for he had other things in view. He sat in his

lodgings and wrote incessantly letters to the Bostonians, to his

henchmen, letters to the press signed by some Roman name, and he
wrote pamphlets; and, if he conversed less than others with the

27
ibid., I, 31. 28

Mid., I, 34. 20 ibfa f i, 47. so
ibid., I, 60.

31 Reed, Life of Joseph Reed, I, 98. &Ibid. 9 I, 130.
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nobles, he talked infinitely more with people of no importance in

the Philadelphia which had not yet effectively rebelled against the

domination o the proprietary machine. He was planning his appeal

to the people behind the backs of the politicians.

V

One month before the Congress met again, the British army had

gone into action against the colonies at Lexington and Concord,

where the embattled farmers fired the shot heard round the world.

Soon thereafter the patriots fought and died at Bunker Hill. The

story of these clashes electrified the country, giving pause to the

pacifists
and arousing the fighting spirit of the patriots. Even so,

when the Congress met, the conciliators, still in control, were more

grimly opposed to independence than before. The American blood

shed at Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill had not shaken their

confidence in the loving kindness of the King. But the forward men

no longer dissimulated their desires. Samuel Adams was now

openly demanding a definitive breaking of the connection with the

Empire. John Adams, who had once cherished the hope of a rectifi

cation of colonial wrongs within the framework of the union, had

now abandoned all hope of conciliation. Richard Henry Lee, of

course, was vigorously insisting on a manly declaration of absolute

independence and an appeal to arms. Wythe, whose shout of

Treason
5

had broken in on the flood of Patrick Henry s burning

eloquence, had now taken his stand against the supine and futile

policy of sending abject petitions to a monarch indifferent to

colonial rights.

And moving quietly, with a cold dignity, among the delegates was

Washington, whose silence was less noticeable than the military

uniform in which he now appeared upon the floor. It was more

eloquent than words.

And at this time the delegates familiar with the Summary View

were awaiting the appearance of Jefferson with curiosity and respect.

He had not arrived for the opening sessions, having been detained

in Virginia to prepare the Reply to North. Word had percolated

into Philadelphia that he had written that, as well.

But all the Virginians had not been affected by the shot heard
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round the world. Harrison and Carter Braxton, representing a

caste in retreat, were as bitterly opposed to separation as ever

Braxton especially. He hated republicanism, despised democracy,
and loathed the thought of political power in Virginia passing from
the aristocrats of the Tidewater and the James to the smaller farmers

of the new settlements.

In the first months of the Second Congress, the enemies of inde

pendence remained in the majority, despite a few losses from their

camp. But the fight now was in the open. No more dissimulation,
no more working under cover for the militants.

VI

Meanwhile, Joseph Galloway had retired to write his Candid
Examination of the Mutual Claims of Great Britain and the

Colonies, on the thesis that, with unlimited patience, all grievances
would ultimately be redressed without recourse to revolution. But

Philadelphia had changed, and with people of no importance now
articulate in the streets, he had left the city for the greater security
of the country. Soon he would have to escape again to the pro
tection of the British army, and, as an underling of Lord Howe,
when Philadelphia fell to the redcoats, he would act as civil ad
ministrator and superintendent of police. And a third time he
would be in flight when Washington recaptured the city, but this

time he would escape to England to continue his fight against his

countrymen, to furnish evidence against them, and to be crushed by
the event at Yorktown. His property would be confiscated and he
reduced to the status of a miserable pensioner of a contemptuous
court. His petition for permission to return to Philadelphia would
be scornfully denied, and he would die in England and there be

buried, unwept, unhonored, and unsung. Such was the end of the

man who, more than any other, dominated the First Continental

Congress.
33

However, his retirement had not weakened the force of the

Pennsylvania delegation as a spearhead in the fight against inde

pendence. Most of the delegates were the hand-picked favorites of
the proprietary machine and reactionary in the extreme. Benjamin

^Dictionary of American Biography, VII, 116-17.
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Franklin was an exception, as before. Most of the others were pri

marily champions of the Penns against the people. And among
these was one of commanding ability, who, from this time until

the fight was lost, would lead with brilliance and finesse the fight

against independence.

VII

John Dickinson was in his forty-third year. At this time John
Adams wrote of him that he is a shadow; tall but slender as a reed;

one would think at first sight that he could not live a month; yet

upon a more attentive inspection [he] looks as if the springs of life

were strong enough to last many years. Less prejudiced observers

found him to have a fine presence and a handsome countenance

illuminated by the glow of his keen intelligence. In speech, he was

fluent and persuasive, if not inspiring and eloquent, and the sweet

ness of his tone and the pleasant modulation of his voice made an

agreeable impression. Nature intended him for the senate and

the courts, not for great popular assemblies.
34 Deborah Logan, who

knew him well, found his conversation fascinating, and thought
his mind a rich casket of all the various knowledge which history

contains, for he had read the most and brought his judgment to

bear upon his reading the best of any person I ever knew/ 35 His

manner, ordinarily, was mild and amiable, and all his instincts, in

private intercourse as well as in politics, tended toward the con

ciliatory and deferential. His sincerity and good intentions were

so manifest that most of those who differed with him held him in

affection. He was always frank and honest in the expression of

his opinions.

Dickinson s family had migrated in, the previous century from

England where they had been middle-class landowners and city

merchants. In childhood he studied at home under an Irish tutor

who instilled in him a love of the classics which may account for

the clarity, strength, and dignity of his style. Maturing early, he

began the study of law in Philadelphia in his eighteenth year, but

later he went to London, where, in the Middle Temple, he studied

for four years. That he found time for gossip in the coffee-houses

e, Life and, limes of John Dickinson, 37. ^Ibid., 334.
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and for an occasional debate in the Commons, we may assume; that

he delved deep into history and political philosophy is seen in his

own literary labors. It is significant that, unlike Jefferson, he was

not an admirer of John Locke. Certain it is, that when he returned

to Philadelphia he was a Constitutional Whig of the English pat

tern, whose ideas of political opposition were based on English
traditions and English law. It was this conviction, formed in the

Middle Temple, that all political wrongs could be righted through

legal methods, that determined his course up to the Declaration of

Independence. He despised and dreaded the demagogue, and he

had an aristocratic contempt for appeals to the mass mind. To him
the town meetings of Massachusetts were little more than mobs.

His consistent support of the Proprietary Government of Penn

sylvania, however, was not purchased, for he held no office of its

bestowal, and he owed no obligations to the Penns. He realized

their sordid selfishness, their cruel indifference, their lack of vision,

their prostitution of everything to profits, and, in his long-drawn
battle with Franklin, who opposed them, he conceded the weakness
of their system. He justified his championship of their cause on
the ground that, because of certain privileges guaranteed by their

charter, the colony was better served than it would be if governed
by the Ministers in London and completely at the mercy of the

King. That the alignment of the aristocracy of the Pennsylvania
nobles with the Penns had some effect upon his attitude is more
than probable.

He had opposed the Stamp Act as heartily as any patriot, but

when, at a meeting of the Philadelphia bar, it was proposed that

the lawyers should transact their business without buying stamps,
he was sincerely shocked. Revolutionary! he complained, and cer

tainly, he said, such disregard of the law was unbecoming the

dignity of the bar.
36

And yet no man rendered greater service to American liberty than

John Dickinson, in the writing of the famous letters of the Penn
sylvania Farmer,

5

published over a period of time in the Pennsyl
vania Chronicle, setting forth the cause of the colonies against the

extraordinary measures of the Ministry. Brilliant, crystal-clear in

reasoning, striking in phrasing, they were statesmanlike in tone,
.
9 74
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and might have been written by a Burke or Bolingbroke, with no

personal
interest in America. They dressed the arguments of the

colonies in the garb of legality, free from the passionate declama

tion and denunciation of the times. With a serenity of treatment

indicative of complete confidence in his cause, Dickinson defined the

law, evoked the traditions of British liberty, and with a quiet force

he crucified the Ministry that had trampled upon the law, denied

their rights to British freemen, and threatened to alienate the affec

tions of the colonies.

But, unlike Jefferson, Lee, and Adams, he did not deny the right

of the Parliament to levy taxes on them without their representa

tion or consent. He merely showed that it had never been done

before.

The spirit of these papers is reflected in a brief extract:

The cause of Liberty is a cause of too much dignity to be sullied

by turbulence and tumult. It ought to be maintained in a manner
suitable to her nature. Those who engage in it should breathe a

sedate, yet fervent spirit, animating them to actions of prudence,

justice, modesty, bravery, humanity, magnanimity. If at length it

becomes undoubted that an inveterate resolution is formed to anni

hilate the liberties of the governed, English history affords frequent

examples o resistance by force. What particular circumstances will,

in any future case, justify such resistance cannot be ascertained until

they happen. Perhaps it may be allowable to say generally that it

can never be justified until the people are fully convinced that any
further submission would be destructive of their happiness.

As the author of these letters, the fame of Dickinson spread

throughout the colonies and reached England, where Chatham paid
tribute to the genius of the writer. They remain classics in the

literary history of the Revolution. Dickinson was the hope and the

darling of the Tory drawing-rooms, but the brilliance and charm

of the man, differing perhaps in pace with the forward men/ drew

them to him in social intercourse.

VIII

And the social lobby never was employed more consciously to

influence history than in the Philadelphia of that time.
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Nothing could have been more delightful than a summer after

noon at Tairhill/ the country home of Dickinson., built after the

plan of Dolobran, an ancient seat in Wales, set in a lovely country

side, with the country houses of others of the aristocracy not remote.

The courts and gardens, with the gravel walks after the English

fashion, and the primeval trees, gave it an air of elegance and ease.

In the garden, apart from the house, stood a low building with

several rooms that contained the extensive library of the owner;
and there, through the ivy-covered windows, came the hum of the

bees of the neighboring hives. The mansion itself, constructed of

material brought from England, when built, was thought the most

beautiful in the colony.

Here the most aristocratic society of Philadelphia, mostly devoted

to the interests of the Penns, and a few inclined to independence
from the mother country, wined, dined, talked, and walked the

garden paths. These grounds had been reserved for the socially

elite. But during the fight in Congress the gates were unlatched to

lesser people who had votes, and these frequently were found at

Dickinson s table drinking his choice wines. That Jefferson visited

TairhilT and rummaged among the books there can be no doubt.

Both he and the host were masters of the pen in political polemics,

and each had a reputation that reached to England. But Adams
and the more advanced of the revolutionists found the atmosphere

uncongenial.
37

The social lobby played a conspicuous part in the strategy of those

who stood steadfast against a definite break with England, and

TairhilF was its happy hunting-ground.

However, Dickinson and his followers were not staking every

thing on a reed so puny. It served with puny men, but there were

others; and to make sure of these, Dickinson and his aids were

urging loyalist legislatures in the various colonies to instruct their

delegates against independence. Their efforts bore fruit. But

Samuel Adams and the Lees were writing popular leaders in the

colonies to bring the pressure of an aroused people to bear upon
the legislatures.

As is usually the case, the real drama was in the wings.

311-15.
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IX

Though the session opened May 10, 1775, Jefferson did not reach

Philadelphia until June 21, having been ten days upon the road.

Not only had he been held in Williamsburg for an important ser

vice, but Jefferson, who enormously admired and trusted George

Mason, made an earnest effort to have him chosen in his stead. In

conversation with Philip Mazzei, he had said of Mason that he

is one of those strong, very rare intellects which are created only

by a special effort of nature, like that of Dante, a Machiavelli, a

Galileo, a Newton, a Franklin, a Turgot, a Helvetius.
3S

Writing

at the time, Mason said that a strong party was formed at the head

of which were Colonel Henry, Mr. Jefferson, and Colonel Carring-

ton, for sending me to Congress at all events.
s&

It is worthy of note

that Jefferson was singularly free from personal ambition.

The journey in the phaeton, with the two spare horses, had not

been an easy one, and, having lost his bearings between Fredericks-

burg and the Potomac, and again between Wilmington and Phila

delphia, he had been forced to engage guides.

Though a new man, and one of the youngest in the body, his

reputation as the author of the Summary View and of Virginia s

Reply to Lord North, had preceded him and assured him a warm

welcome among the militants. From the moment of his appearance

there was a general disposition to make use of his pen. Almost

immediately he was placed upon a committee to frame a declaration

of the causes for taking up arms. Seated beside him was Governor

Livingston, who proposed at once that young Jefferson should

draft it.

We are as yet but new acquaintances, sir, said the astonished

Jefferson. Why are you so in earnest for me doing it?

Because I have been informed you drew the address to the

people of Great Britain, a production certainly worthy of the finest

pen in America,* was the reply.

Jefferson, no doubt embarrassed, suggested that Livingston might

have been misinformed. Nevertheless, he drew that draft. And,

quite inevitably, Dickinson found it much too heady for his taste

and calculated to interfere with his attempts at reconciliation. He

38 Mazzei, Memoirs, 205. 39 Henry, Life of Patrick Henry, I, 315.
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found some o the raw-meat facts offensive. But, as Jefferson was

afterward to explain, he was an honest man, and so able a one, that

he was greatly indulged even by those who did not feel his scruples.

Thus, he was asked to take the paper and put it into a form he

could approve. Whether he actually wrote the new draft as is gen

erally agreed, or it was written by John Jay as others say, does not

matter since it is certain that the two conferred and quite as certain

that the new draft was less a modification than an entirely new
creation. Jefferson himself said that only the last four and a half

paragraphs of his draft were retained.
40 This was approved by

Congress. Incidentally, the part retained from Jefferson s draft was
the most spirited part of the whole:

Lest this declaration should disquiet the minds of our friends

and fellow subjects in any part of the empire, we assure them that

we mean not to dissolve that union which has so long and so hap
pily subsisted between us, and which we sincerely wish to see

restored. Necessity has not yet driven us into that desperate meas

ure, or induced us to excite any other nation to war against them.

We have not raised armies with ambitious designs of separating
from Great Britain and establishing independent states. We fight
not for glory nor for conquest. We exhibit to mankind the re

markable spectacle of a people attacked by unprovoked enemies,
without any imputation or even suspicion of offense. They boast

of their privileges and civilization, and yet proffer no milder con
ditions than servitude or death.

In our native land, in defense of the freedom that is our birth

right and which we ever enjoyed till the late violation of it; for the

protection of our property, acquired by the honest industry of our
forefathers and ourselves; against violence actually offered, we have
taken up arms. We shall lay them down when hostilities shall

cease on the part of the aggressors and all danger of their being
renewed shall be removed, and not before.

With a humble confidence in the mercies of the supreme and

impartial Judge and Ruler of the Universe, we most devoutly im
plore His Divine goodness to protect us happily through this great
conflict, to dispose our adversaries to reconciliation on reasonable

terms, and thereby to relieve the empire from the calamities of
civil war.41

^Autobiography, 11. 41 ]omnal Of Congress, II, 153.
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Meanwhile, Jefferson found himself on numerous committees,

and entrusted very frequently with the writing of reports. Other

events momentarily overshadowed these. It was in June, 1775, that

Major Skene arrived in America bearing a commission as Governor

of Ticonderoga, but with unlimited orders to draw on the Treasury

for any sums necessary to bribe and buy members of Congress.
42

It was whispered in the coffee-shops of Philadelphia that his slush

fund had not found some members of the New York legislature

indifferent to its charms. Made a prisoner on his parole, he soon

passes
from the picture. More significant was the day the delegates

in Congress turned to the strong, silent man in uniform and

unanimously called George Washington to the supreme command

of the Continental Army. This appointment will have a great

effect in securing the union of these colonies/ wrote John Adams

to his wife.
43

Immediately afterward, Washington rode out of the city on the

country road toward Boston, accompanied a part of the way by the

Massachusetts delegation on horseback, and by
s

a large troop of light

horse in their uniforms; many officers of militia in theirs; a band

playing music.
44

Thus, grim events were closing in rapidly on the appeasers. The

conciliatory proposals of Lord North reached Congress for con

sideration in July. Fearing the tone and temper of the reply if en

trusted to the suave pen of Dickinson and his group, Peyton Ran

dolph, in appointing Jefferson, Franklin, and John Adams to frame

the answer, asked Jefferson again to undertake the task. It was a

preference not likely to be resented by Franklin or Adams, since

they and all other members of the Congress had read Jefferson s

Reply on behalf of Virginia, He wrote the answer following the

line of the Virginia document.

June passed drearily. Sweltering in the heat, the congressmen

were discussing the feasibility of moving to Connecticut. Washing-

42 Burnett, Letters of Members of Continental Congress, Dyer to Trumbull,

I, 116; Virginia delegates to unknown, I, 124.

43 Adams, Letters to His Wife, I, 130. ^Ilid., I, 142.
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ton was now at die head of an army in the field. George III was

sending out feelers on the possibility of engaging mercenary soldiers

to meet him. Bitterness was intensifying, the mass of the people

were awakening and rumbling. The talk of independence was in

creasing throughout the country, and here and there a congressman

was shying away from the doubtful banner of Dickinson, to join

the more positive forces of the forward men. Washington no

longer hoped for conciliation. And the ingratiating, personally

popular Dickinson was pleading less convincingly now, with Wash

ington at the head of his soldiers, that nothing rash be done until

another pleading petition, duly humble, could be laid at the feet

of the King.

Strangely enough, even at this late day, after Washington had

actually unsheathed his sword, the majority in Congress agreed

with Dickinson that another obsequious petition should be sent to

the monarch. The delegation from Massachusetts, Hancock ex-

cepted, frothed with fury and disgust as Dickinson sat down to its

preparation. This measure of imbecility will find many admirers

among the ladies and fine gentlemen/ wrote John Adams, but it

will not be to my taste. Pettiness, juvenilities, and much less

puerilities become not a great assembly like this, the representatives

of a great people.

That it was to be all this, and more, may be assumed from
Dickinson s letter to Arthur Lee in London. Our rights have been

already stated, he wrote, our claims made . . . War is actually

begun and we are carrying it on vigorously. If Administration is

desirous to stop the effusion of British blood, the opportunity is

now offered to them by an unexceptionable Petition praying for an

accommodation. If they reject this application with contempt, the

more humble it is, the more such treatment will confirm the minds

of our countrymen to endure all the misfortunes that may attend

the contest.
45

This, however, reveals a Dickinson passionately devoted to the

connection, passionately opposed to an arbitrament by the sword,
but now prepared, if necessary, to take his stand with his people
and fight. Many others in Congress and out, who have escaped
the lash of history, were convinced of the wisdom of this last

45
Burnett, Letters, I, 157.
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appeal, to the end that posterity might know where the responsi

bility rested. Charles Thomson, political enemy of Dickinson in

Philadelphia, thought the final attempt necessary, else it would have
been impossible to convince the bulk of the people of Pennsylvania
that an humble petition, drawn up without those clauses against
which the Ministry and Parliament had taken exception in the

former petition, would not have met with a favorable reception and

produced the desired effect.
46

Even so, the debate was bitter. Most of the militants knew that

nothing but contemptuous indifference would follow, and they

thought the majority of the people shared their skepticism. But the

New England delegates, particularly those from Massachusetts,
were beside themselves with fury, and fighting words were uttered

in the debate. So biting was the wit and sarcasm of the clever

Irishman, Sullivan, of New Hampshire, that Dickinson, losing his

head, as his biographer admits, infuriated by the ridicule of the

Irish wasp, rushed into the yard, where he found John Adams

cooling himself. Dickinson s usually serene face was suffused with

anger, and he rushed on Adams in a frenzy. What is the reason,

Mr. Adams, that you New England men oppose our measures of

reconciliation? he spluttered. There, now, is Sullivan, in a long

harangue, following you in a determined opposition to our Petition

to the King. Look ye if you don t concur with us in our pacific

system, a number of us will break off from you in New England
and we will carry on our opposition in our own way. Adams,
astonished at the rudeness of the usually suave, soft-spoken lawyer,

replied coldly. It was the last time the two were to speak.

XI

Had this encounter not ended the intercourse of the two men,
an incident at this time would have put a termination to their

relations. A few days later, the British had intercepted letters from

members of Congress en route to Boston. One was from Adams to

James Warren; the other from Ben Harrison to Washington. In

his letter Adams had referred to a certain great Fortune and

piddling genius whose fame has been trumpeted so loudly who had

46
Stille, Life of Dickinson, 158.
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given a silly cast to our whole doings. And he had added: We
are between Hawk and Buzzard. 47 This was to have a political

effect, but it was the letter of Harrison that gave the greatest glee

to the British and the Tories. He had complained bitterly of the

New England men, but, in a facetious moment, he had referred

jocularly to a meeting with the pretty daughter of his washwoman.
The Tory press was to give scant notice to the denunciation of the

New Englanders and to concentrate on the flirtation with the girl.

Harrison had unhappily laid himself wide open in this paragraph:

As 1 was in the pleasing task of writing to you, a little noise

occasioned me to turn my head around and who should appear but

pretty little Kate, the washerwoman s Daughter over the way, clean,

trim and rosy as the morning. I snatched the golden glorious

Opportunity, and but for that cursed Antidote to Love, Sukey, I

had fitted her for my General against his return. We were obliged
to part, but not until we had contrived to meet again; if she keeps
the appointment I shall relish a week s longer stay. I give you now
and then some of these adventures to amuse you and unbend your
mind from the cares of War.48

It was no more than a man s joke about a pretty girl, and nothing
could have been more incredible than the corpulent Harrison in the

role of a gay blade. But Draper, of the Massachusetts Gazette, a

fierce Tory and partisan of the British army in Boston, was to use

it to picture the American patriot leaders as a lecherous brood bent

on the seduction of washerwomen s pretty -daughters. The cam

paign of scurrility reached even to the London press and the London
Gazetteer carried some sharp comments from a correspondent who
called himself A Boston Saint.

49

The moral and unctuous Mr. Benj. Harrison exhibits to us a

picture of American hypocrisy . . .
; for while he and his rebel

brethren of the Congress are incessantly clamoring ... he is at the

same time debauching all the pretty girls in his neighborhood on

purpose to raise a squadron of whores to keep his old General
warm during the winter quarters It has become fashionable in

America for the Saints to have their procurers and their Delilahs.

47 Adams, Letters, I, 176. ^Massachusetts Gazette, August 17, 1775.
49 London Gazetteer, September 20, 1775, quoted in Massachusetts Gazette,

February 22, 1776.
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Whilst the General is fighting the Lord s battles in Massachusetts,
his procurer, the holy Mr. Benj. Harrison, is fitting pretty little

Kate, his washerwoman s daughter, for the Lord s General. Even

Hancock, who presides over and directs the collective wisdom and
virtue of all America, travels with a vestal in his train. He himself

can never fit her for the General, though pious Benjamin, the

procurer-general to the Congress, may.

Foul as such an attack was, there was merry laughter ia Phila

delphia over the discomfiture of the pious Benjamin,* who, we may
be sure, grinned sheepishly on his teasing colleagues and drowned
his embarrassment in Burgundy.
The Tory press made the most of the intercepted letters in an

effort to drive a wedge between die patriots. Adams never again
was to pace the gravel walks of Tairhill.* Two months after

Draper s paper published the letters, Adams passed Dickinson on
Chestnut Street near enough to have touched elbows/ and, as

Dickinson passed without moving his hat or head or hand, Adams
bowed and pulled off [his] hat. The Philadelphia*! passed

haughtily by, and Adams confided to his Diary that
f

in the future

[he] would pass him in the same way.
50

But the appeasers were still predominant in Congress, and the

Petition, in all conscience obsequious enough, was approved. Dick

inson controlled the delegations from New York, New Jersey* Penn

sylvania, Delaware, and Maryland; and North Carolina, South

Carolina, and Georgia were standing stoutly against independence.

XII

When, that same month, Peyton Randolph choked to death at a

country place near Philadelphia, and John Hancock succeeded him
as President of the Congress, it was not a triumph for independence,

despite the popular impression gleaned from history. He had been

sent to Congress as a man of wealth to counteract the charge that

only the ragtag and bobtail were affiliated with the patriots cause.

Of a mercurial temperament, inordinately vain, and eager for asso

ciation with the rich and fashionable, he had actually, at one time,

created consternation among the patriots of Boston by deciding to

50
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join the Tory Club; but through pressure, he was finally dissuaded.

The early days of his presidency of the Congress found him acting
on strictly republican principles, but very soon he was drawn, like

the moth to the flame, to the aristocracy of the New York delega
tion and became more intimately allied with the appeasers than with

the militants. Susceptible to the flattery of wealth, he was ripe for

the picking by the social lobby.
51

July fell from the calendar and August and September and
in October, 1775, word arrived from England that George III not

only had contemptuously refused to read the humble petition, but

in Parliament had denounced the Americans as rebels to be put
down by force. Two months before, he had written North that

he was unalterably determined at every hazard and at every risk

of every consequence to compel the colonies to absolute submission,
since

c

it would be better totally to abandon them than to admit a

single shadow of their doctrines. In his speech from the throne, he
had declared his determination

c

to put a speedy end to these dis

orders by the most decisive measures. This was much too strong
for members of the Parliament, and, in the Lords, Lord Mansfield,

usually found aligned with the forces of reaction, made his protest,

supported by Lord Camden, the Bishop of Peterborough, the Earl

of Shelburne, and the Dukes of Richmond, Manchester, and
Grafton. In the Commons, Burke, Charles James Fox, Barre, and

John Wilkes took up the cudgels for the Americans. The debate
was acrimonious. When the Duke of Richmond said the Americans
were but resisting acts of the most unexampled cruelty and, op
pression, he was loudly called to order. The Duke of Denbigh
hysterically exclaimed that there was little difference between the

traitor and he who openly or privately abets treason
;

to which
Richmond contemptuously replied, referring to Denbigh s evident

condition, that the noise your lordships have heard has reached
below the bar and must convince you that the noble earl has been
heard there.

Meanwhile, the King was scouring the petty German courts for

mercenaries for his army, kidnapping men by the press gangs in

London, and releasing criminals from prison on their agreement to

51 Wells, Life of Samuel Adams, II, 382-83; Boston Independent Chronicle,
February 21, 1789.
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fight the Americans. Holland had refused to release a Scotch

brigade in its service, and Russia had coldly declined to lend twenty

thousand of her army.

Washington, with his troops, wrote Reed in Philadelphia that he

had never entertained an idea of an accommodation since I heard

of the measures which were adopted in consequence of the Bunker

Hill fight, and that the King s speech has confirmed the sentiments

upon the news of that affair,
5 He was tired of delays. He would

give an answer short and clear that if nothing else would satisfy

a tyrant and his diabolical ministry, we were determined to shake

off all connections with a state so unjust and so unnatural.
52

Yet, when the news reached Philadelphia, the appeasers were less

concerned over the contemptuous refusal to read their dutiful peti

tion than over the King s declaration that the Americans were

rebels, bent on independence. This threw some of them into a

fever of repentance. The effect on the advanced patriots was the

opposite. Samuel Adams read the King s speech and exploded.

The tyrant! he exclaimed. *His speech breathes the most malevo

lent spirit, and determines my opinion of its author as a man of

wicked heart. I have heard that he is his own minister; why, then,

should we cast the odium of distressing mankind upon his

minions?
53

Joined now by Wythe, the friend of Jefferson, he in

tensified his fight for a declaration of absolute independence.

But from the Pennsylvania delegation came a contrite wail

from Wilson of the proprietary group. Rushing into Carpenter s

Hall with the King s speech in his hand, he hysterically shouted

that the true state of feeling here has been misrepresented in

England. He demanded, not a declaration of independence, bet

the most solemn declaration that the Americans had no thought of

setting up an independent nation. This, in January, 1776, was

carried by a large majority, and John Hancock voted for the

declaration.
54

For a moment even the stout heart of Samuel Adams sickened

but for a moment only.

52 Reed, Life of Joseph Reed, I, 157-60.
53 Wells, Ufe of Samuel Adams, II, 353.

id., II, 373-74.
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XIII

Then, in January, 1776, a genius of the pen entered the arena.

Tom Paine produced a dynamic pamphlet, Common Sense. Soon

more than a hundred thousand copies were passing from hand to

hand in town and countryside. Brilliant and vigorous, it presented

the case of the colonies with a refreshing candor, free from cant

and cowardice, and the effect on public sentiment was magical. It

was worth many divisions in the field. The
&quot;people

of no im

portance/ lounging in front of the country stores, read it with a

thrill, and Washington and Jefferson with admiration and gratitude.

Coming at &quot;a time when it was clear that nothing decisive could be

done until the people were put upon the march to hammer au

thoritatively upon the doors of semi-Tory legislatures, it was a

Godsend. In the fight of the forward men against the proprietary
reactionaries of Pennsylvania, it rendered yeoman service.

But these reactionaries were not easily put down. Under the

cloak of a religious purpose, some of the Quakers of Pennsylvania,

supporting the Penn interests, met with co-religionists from the

Jerseys in convention in Philadelphia to issue an address
c

to the

people in general* The purpose was purely political. The benefits,

advantages, and favors/ it said, Ve have experienced by our de

pendence on, and connection with the Kings and government under

which we have enjoyed this happy state, appear to demand from
us the greatest circumspection, care, and constant endeavors to guard

against any attempt to alter or subvert that dependence and con

nection.* It could scarcely have gone further to bolster up the

selfish proprietary regime, then under a heavy fire.

To Samuel Adams this was as a bugle call to a war-horse. Rush

ing to his desk, his pen spluttered over the paper in the writing of

his Address to the People of Pennsylvania:

Shame on the men who court exemption from present troubles

and expense at the price of their posterity s liberty [he wrote]. The
honest party in England cannot wish for the reconciliation pro

posed. It is as unsafe for them as for us, and they thoroughly
apprehend it. What check have they now upon the crown, and
what shadow of control can they pretend, when the crown can
command fifteen to twenty million a year which they have nothing
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to say to? ... Now we are called a pack of villainous rebels, who,
like the St. Vincent s Indians, can expect nothing more than a

pardon for their lives, and the sovereign favor respecting freedom

and property to be at the King s favor. God Almighty grant that

I may be numbered with the dead before that day dawns on

North America.35

And to bear out Adams s opinion of the feelings o the liberals

of England, within two months an English pamphleteer had pub
lished his Observations on the Nature of Civil Liberty, the Principles

of Government and the Justice and Policy of the War with America?

vigorously defending the contentions of the colonists. So strikingly

similar were the arguments advanced to those of Jefferson s Sum

mary View that it is a fair surmise that Richard Price, the author,

was familiar with the pamphlet of the Virginian.

From the nature and principles of civil liberty [it said] ... it is

an immediate and necessary inference that no one community can

have any power over the property or legislation of another com

munity that is not incorporated with it by a just and adequate rep
resentation. Then only ... is a State free when it is governed by
its own will. But the country which is subject to the legislation of

another country, in which it has no voice, and over which it has no

control, cannot be said to be governed by its own will. Such a

country, therefore, is in a state of slavery. And it is deserved to be

particularly considered that such slavery is worse on several ac

counts, than any slavery of private men to one another, or of

kingdoms to despots within themselves.

And quite as striking:

The truth is that a common relation to one supreme executive

head; an exchange of kind offices; ties of interest and affection, and

compacts are sufficient to give the British Empire all the unity that

is necessary. But if not if in order to preserve its unity, one

half of it must be enslaved to the other half, let it, in the name of

God, lack unity.

This English version of Jefferson s Summary View had a wide

and instant popularity, and within a short time it had run through

eight editions; the author was in constant demand for public

appearances and speeches; and on March 14, 1776, there was an

55 Wells, Ufe of Samel Adams, II, 362.
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impressive ceremony In the Guild Hall in London, when the Lord

Mayor presented to the champion o the American contention the

resolutions granting him the Freedom of the City in a gold box.

Nothing could more conclusively prove that America had militant

friends in England than the declaration of the resolutions that the

pamphlet set forth those sure principles upon which alone the *

supreme legislative authority of Great Britain over her Colonies can

be justly or beneficially maintained.

Thus spoke the city government of the greatest commercial center

of the British Empire. The fame of the pamphlet spread to America,

and two years later Richard Price was invited to the colonies by

the American Congress to assist in the financial administration of

the States.

But it made no impression on the colonial Tories and the fight

went on.

XIV

However, progress was being made among the people, and in late

May, Virginia instructed her delegates in Congress to press for

independence.

Jefferson had returned to Virginia in December, 1775, and he did

not rejoin his colleagues until early in May. Unfriendly critics have

condemned his absence without inquiring into his activities during

this period.

It was not a period of relaxation and indifference. The frail health

of his wife, who had been unable to accompany him to Phila

delphia, was primarily responsible for his return to Virginia. Un

satisfactory letters from home had given him the impression that

she was seriously ill. His venerable mother was in her final illness,

and died in March. As an active member of the Committee of

Safety in his county, to which he had been elected at the head of

the list, he had much to do. He went about collecting money from

his friends for the sufferers in Boston, and he organized a supply

of powder for the use of the Virginia soldiers. He was detained at

home, however, six weeks after he had planned to return to Phila

delphia by an illness a malady of which Gilmer can inform you,

he wrote Thomas Nelson.56 That he was intimately identified with

Ford, Wntings of Jefferson, II, 2-4.
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the activities of his friends, culminating in the Virginia resolutions

declaring the colonies free and independent States, there can be no

doubt. Throughout his life, when Congress was hostile and had

reached a stalemate, it was his policy to go back to the people.

For a month after his return, he was -sporadic in his attendance

at Carpenter s Hall, since he spent much time bending over his

desk in the preparation of a paper that is sacred to Americans.

Meanwhile, he had served on committees engaged on matters of

comparative unimportance. Writing the report on the treacherous

action of a British captain at the Cedars, in violation of the terms

on which an inferior force of Continentals had capitulated, it is

indicative of the persistent opposition to independence that Jeffer

son s words, States of America/ were hastily changed to Colonies

of America by the conservatives still in control
57 For while public

opinion, in so far as it was reflected in public meetings, was closing

in on the foes of independence, they were fighting on.

And Jefferson and Lee had their opponents on the Virginia dele

gation. Carter Braxton, contemptuous of democracy and enamored

of the trappings of monarchy, was writing in April that the colonies

were too defenseless for a declaration of independence, and it would

be stupid to defy England on the mere hope of an alliance with

France. True, he said, the New Englanders want separation, but

they enjoy a government purely democratical, the Nature and

Principles of which, both civil and religious, are so totally incom

patible with Monarchy that they have ever lived in a restless state

under it.
5 5S And Ben Harrison shared Braxton s views. But Jeffer

son, who had just returned from Virginia, knew that Braxton and

Harrison were moving against the current.

Under the leadership of Dickinson, Pennsylvania threatened the

most serious obstacle. Tou ask why we hesitate in Congress,* wrote

Richard Henry Lee. Til tell you, my friend, because we are heavily

clogged with instructions from these shameful Proprietary people.&quot;

Having long foreseen this, Samuel Adams, using the methods he

had successfully employed in Boston, was putting the common

people on the march within the shadow of Carpenter s Hall. All the

social prestige and political power of the proprietary interests was

being used under the direction of a majority o the Pennsylvania

d.9 II, 30-39. 58 Burnett, letters, I, 420.
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delegation against the slightest inclination toward independence.

Franklin, who had often fought the machine, was in opposition,

but, in the critical months of May and June, he was nursing his

gout at home. That he was not too ill to whisper suggestions to the

runners stirring up the mass of the people, we may be sure. But the

situation was confused. A few weeks earlier, the delegate, Edward

Tilghman, was writing his father of the fight in Pennsylvania.

Colonel McKean, of the delegation, was *one of the violents, but

he was a true Presbyterian,* which apparently explained it. Frank

lin had hurt himself much with the appeasers, and reigns only

with the Presbyterian interests. These were in the minority, but

they were indefatigable and try all schemes in all shapes and

*act in concert.
59

Everything now depended on Pennsylvania, since it was the sus

taining pillar of all the opposition to independence. Its Assembly,

machine-picked, and machine-run, had refused in April, 1776, to

rescind its instructions against separation. But Washington was now
at the head of the army, fighting was in progress, the King had

denounced the Americans as rebels* and was scouring the slums

for gunmen to turn against them. Tom Paine s Common Sense was

being read, Samuel Adams s Address to the People of Pennsylvania
was being pondered, and Adams s propagandists and organizers
were seeking the people of no importance in Philadelphia high

ways and byways. Soon Dickinson would be protesting bitterly

against the pressure of public opinion beyond the walls of Carpen
ter s Hall.

60

And with the machine-run Pennsylvania Assembly growing ap

prehensive because of the rumble and roar in the streets near the

State House, it began to hedge and concentrate on the preservation
of the Proprietary Charter. Independence might be possible, pro
vided it did not mean the deprivation of the special privileges of

the Penn family. Unhappily for them, the people outside had
found their tongues. Mass meetings roared their robustious pro
tests against the Assembly, demanding its dissolution and the estab

lishment of an independent State Government in accordance with
a law passed by Congress. Even the military forces of the colony

joined ifr the demand.

Ufe of Dickmson, 174.
*

&amp;gt;Ib*d.} 194.
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But the instructions stood stood until word came that Virginia

in convention had Instructed its congressional delegation to propose

a declaration of Independence. Then only did the Proprietary

Assembly agree to new Instructions that went no further than an

authorization to its delegates to confer with those of other colonies.

But the proprietary interests had lost their battle.

And at this stage young Jefferson stepped from the wings to the

center of the stage. It was his immortal hour.



CHAPTER

VI

JEFFERSON S IMMORTAL HOUR

ON HIS RETURN to Philadelphia in May, 1776, Jefferson

wrote Thomas Nelson that he was
c

at present in our old

lodgings at the Randolph house, but he thought,
fi

as the excessive

heats of the city are coming on fast/ he would seek rooms on the

outskirts where he could have the benefit of freely circulating air/

This project evidently was abandoned, for on May 23 he moved
to quarters in the new brick house of a young German bricklayer

named Graaf, on the south side of Market Street, between Seventh

and Eighth. He was to recall much later that,
c

if not the only house

on that part of the street . . . there were few others near it.* There,
on the second floor, he had two rooms, a parlor, which served also

as a study, and a bedroom. For these accommodations he paid

thirty-five shillings a week, and, as before, he took his meals at the

City Tavern, where he shared a table with some colleagues. This

house, in whose parlor the leading men of the Revolution met to

devise plans, and in which the most sacred document in American

history was written, continued to stand, utterly neglected, its sig

nificance overlooked until 1883, when it was advertised for sale.

No one appears to have thought of buying it by popular subscrip
tion for preservation as a national shrine. One man with historical

imagination witnessed its demolition with sorrow and disgust.

Early on the morning of Wednesday, February 28, 1883, there

was snow on the ground, I was riding down Market Street in a

streetcar. We halted on the opposite side of Seventh and Market
140
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and I happened to look up at a dormer window on die Jefferson

house . . . when I saw a man come out of the window with an iron

bar in his hand. Presently another came out, and, after a bit, a

dozen or more men, similarly armed, were on the roof of the his

toric house. I saw a huge Celt, at the word of command, thrust

his crowbar under the shingles of the roof and the destruction of

one of the most historic buildings on the globe began.
1

That which piqued his curiosity most was the fact that no relic-

hunters were about.
2

II

The Virginia Assembly, which hastened the end la the con

gressional struggle, was brilliant. Some of the great figures of the

Old Dominion were absent Washington was with the army.

Jefferson and Lee were in Congress, but Pendleton presided, Patrick

Henry poured forth his exciting eloquence, and Jefferson s friend,

Nelson, offered the resolutions instructing the colony s delegates

in Congress to move at once for independence, a confederation of

the colonies, and a foreign alliance. The instructions were hurried

to Philadelphia. Lee hastened to comply.
The resolutions were presented on June 7. For two days, on

Saturday and Monday, the debate continued under high pressure.

When Lee offered his resolutions, six of the colonies were under in

structions against a declaration of independence Pennsylvania,

New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and South Carolina.

And Dickinson, keyed to the highest pitch of grim determination,

stepped forward to lead the opposition. Wilson, of Pennsylvania,

Robert Livingston, of New York, and Edward Rutledge, of South

Carolina, supported him. And bearing the brant of the battle for

the resolutions were three giants of debate John Adams, Richard

Henry Lee, and George Wythe.

History is the poorer because none of the speeches were reported

or preserved. No better report exists than a fragmentary sketch of

Jefferson s in his Autobiography^ written much later, but doubtless

1 Donaldson, The House m Whkh Thomas Jeff&rson Wrote the Dedarattom

of Independence, 78-79.

80.
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from notes taken at the time. With consummate skill, pressing

every possible point, seeking to prejudice the delegates against the

voice of the streets, and all with a lawyer s art, Dickinson based his

opposition on the argument that the time was not opportune. It

was a desperate man s plea for procrastination. The voice of the

people had not yet been clearly heard wait. Some of the colonies,

though not yet ripe, were fast ripening* so why not wait? Other

colonies had instructed their delegations against independence and

their delegates could not bind their people, and some colonies might
withdraw their delegations and abandon the union. Then, too, the

colonies were not yet prepared to meet the onslaught of British

military power. Wait wait until an alliance could be made with

some important European power. What! break with England
without first having the assurance of a friend? And who the friend

France? Spain? More likely they would form a connection with

the British court. Weeks, months, must intervene before we could

know the result of an appeal for aid to the court at Versailles so

wait. So ran the argument as Jefferson remembered it, and as

Dickinson afterward described it based on the idea that the time

had not yet arrived, pleading for postponement.

Adams, Lee, and Wythe argued that the debate was closed when

Washington took the field, when American blood was shed, when
the mad monarch denounced the colonists as rebels and scoured the

world for mercenary troops to shoot them down. Would France or

any other power form an alliance with a people who lacked the

courage to declare their independence? The hour had struck.

At the close of the debate on June 10 action was postponed until

July L Elbridge Gerry wrote that this was to give the Assemblies

of the Middle colonies an opportunity to take off their restrictions

and let their delegates unite on the measure. 3
Jefferson explains

that the debate had disclosed that some of the colonies had not yet
matured for falling off the parent stem, but were rapidly maturing,
and that time was allowed for the fall. To hurry the event before

unanimity was reached would be unwise, when in a little while the

colonies would present a solid front.

*
Burnett, Letters, I, 484
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III

Then followed three weeks of hectic struggle weeks of can

vassing, intriguing, caucusing, persuading. Among the delegates

leading for independence there was a concentration on Dickinson

to overcome his fears and scruples. Such was his reputation and his

character that, though he led the opposition and loomed mountain-

high among his co-workers in that cause, he retained the respect o

his antagonists. But it is significant of the popular hatred of the

Proprietary Government in Pennsylvania that, despite his personal

popularity within the walls of Carpenter s Hall, he was thoroughly
hated in the streets. The autocratic domination of Pennsylvania
had ended.

4

With the tide now running strongly toward independence, there

was little the opposition could do to hold it back. It had done its

best before, in having the loyalist legislatures instruct their delegates

against separation, though the militants had been putting the people
on the march against these colonial assemblies. Dickinson could

urge these assemblies to stand fast by their instructions, but the

militants could urge them to rescind with the power of die people

hammering on their doors.

Soon Edward Rutledge was hysterically summoning John Jay
back from New York to help in holding the line. The Carolinian

knew how useful Jay s presence was in New York, but it had be

come absolutely necessary* for him to be in Philadelphia, where

the exertions of the honest and sensible part of the members were

required.
5

Meanwhile, the two Adamses, Franklin, Lee, and Jefferson were

pressing the advantage an aroused public sentiment had given, work

ing on individual members, meeting in caucuses as Samuel Adams
had arranged in Boston. For consummate skill in political organiza
tion and management no one could remotely approach Jefferson and

Samuel Adams. When these men met, programs were devised and

each man was assigned his separate tasL The three weeks* battle

was largely behind the scenes.

With public sentiment rising, the delegates from New York and
New Hampshire, previously pledged against independence, were

*
Sriile, Ufe of Dickinson* 191. 5 Burnett, Letters, I, 517,
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asking for fresh Instructions. The popular feeling was sweeping in

an irresistible wave over the aristocracies of Pennsylvania, Mary
land, and Delaware. In New Jersey the people rose, spewed forth

the bastard son of Franklin from the gubernatorial chair, and sent

fresh delegates pledged to independence. Colony after colony fell

into line and step all but New York. There is not any doubt of

any colony on tie continent except New York and Maryland, and

they will not impede us for a moment, Gerry wrote James Warren 6

six days before die ballot

On July 1, when the debate was resumed, the resolutions of Lee

carried, with Pennsylvania and South Carolina voting against them,
Delaware dividing, and New York mute. The next day Pennsyl

vania, Delaware, and South Carolina lined up with the rest, and a

little later the New York Convention acquiesced.

But John Dickinson persisted in his opposition to the bitter end,

and refused to vote. However and this is illuminative of his

character within a week, when Congress sent a military force to

New York to meet the threat of General Howe, the brigade that

marched from Philadelphia followed the sword of Dickinson.

When his country spoke, he responded.
7 But when actually in

camp he was deprived of his seat in Congress, he wrote with feeling

that, while I was exposing my person to every hazard and lodging

every night within half a mile of the enemy, the members of the

Convention in Pennsylvania, resting in quiet safety, unanimously
voted me unworthy of my seat.*

8 This humiliation softened the

heart of even John Adams. Writing his wife, he said that Dickin

son, and others, all fallen like grass before the sickle, notwith

standing all their advantages in point of fortune, family and abili

ties ; but, he added, *I am inclined ... to wish that these gentlemen

may be restored at a fresh election, because, although mistaken on

some points, they are good characters and their great wealth and

numerous connections will contribute to strengthen. America, and

cement her union. 9

During this period, and previously, Dickinson was thoroughly
imbued with faith in the aristocratic concept of society. He feared,

if he did not despise, the people. But his association with Jefferson

I, 508. TSdHe, Ufa of Dickinson, 201.

204 * Adams, Letters to Hh Wife, I, 135.
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In those days resulted in a sincere mutual attachment; and, a little

later, after the adoption of the Constitution, he became an anti-

Federalist and a warm supporter of Jefferson s principles and

policies. This conversion meant a sweeping repudiation of all the

principles that had formed the basis of his earlier political career.

An intimate correspondence with Jefferson was maintained;, and
when he died, Jefferson wrote that *a more estimable man or truer

patriot could not have left us/ and that his name will be conse

crated in history as one of the great worthies of our Revolution.*

They differed in method and in timing, but the author of the

Farmer s Letters, like the author of Common Sense, remained, with

Jefferson, a patriot of the first order to the end.

IV

When on June 10, the debate on the Lee resolutions was recessed

for three weeks, it was agreed that a committee should be named to

prepare, in the event of a successful issue, a Declaration of Inde

pendence. This committee \vas elected, and while John Adams and

Franklin, along with Roger Sherman and Robert Livingston, were

chosen, the highest vote cast for any of the five went to young
Jefferson.

Since there has been much idle specuktion as to why Jefferson

was chosen, it may not be without interest. It unquestionably was
out of the ordinary that the author of the resolutions calling for a

Declaration was not elected as one of the five. There certainly was

an intrigue to keep Richard Henry Lee dtf the committee. We have

observed that Lee s advanced views and close association with

Samuel Adams and the militants of Massachusetts had not en

deared him to the reactionaries and appeasers of his own colony. It

was no secret that Harrison and Braxton, primarily representing
the aristocracy of the Tidewater, hated Lee as a renegade to his

class, and the faction with them sought to defeat him with Ben
Harrison. But just as Lee was obnoxious to the appeasers, Harrison

was repugnant to the more militant patriots; and, reading between

the lines of the numerous conflicting explanations of what took

place, it is reasonable to assume, as has been said, that Jefferson was

selected as a compromise. Certain it is that the friends of Lee sup-
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ported Jefferson; and the fact that he received more votes than

Adams or Franklin indicates that numerous others, not entangled

in the feud, voted for him because they felt that he belonged on

the committee. Though he certainly was as militant as Lee, he had

been less aggressive in method. Where Lee carried his political

disagreements as far as personal animosity, Jefferson could disagree

politically and remain on friendly social terms. Lee carried the

proverbial chip upon his shoulder, and Jefferson, unyielding in his

principles, bore the olive branch.

During his year in Congress, Jefferson had been absent four

months, and in later years Adams could not recall that he had ever

spoken in debate. In fact,
7

he wrote, during the time I sat with

him, I never heard him utter three sentences together. This, of

course, refers to public sittings in Carpenter s Hall, and not to the

very important caucuses, where, as in private conversation, he was

a fluent talker.
10 But Adams adds that Jefferson had the reputation

of a masterly pen . . . had been chosen a delegate in Virginia in

consequence of a very handsome public paper . . . which had given
him the character of a fine writer.*

n
And, as Adams goes on, he

was made chairman of the committee because he had the most

votes, and he had most votes because we united on him to the

exclusion of Richard Henry Lee in order to keep out Harrison.

All five members of the committee had attained distinction on
solid grounds. Franklin was one of the most commanding figures

of his time, and his name was known in the chancelleries of Europe.
Adams was one of the two most famous patriots in Massachusetts,

whose reputation as a political thinker and speaker had long since

attracted the attention of ministerial and parliamentary circles in

London. Roger Sherman was the most distinguished patriot in Con

necticut, with years of notable public service behind him. And
Robert Livingston, while comparatively new in public station, was
destined to a brilliant career, and, as Chancellor of New York, to

administer the oath to George Washington on assuming the Presi

dency of the Republic. He alone was younger than Jefferson by
three years. Adams was forty-one, Sherman was fifty-five, Franklin

was seventy, and Jefferson was thirty-three.

When these five men met, probably in a committee room in Car-

10 Adams, Works, II, 510. u Ibid.
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penter s Hall, Jefferson was Immediately made chairman. About
the conference table in Carpenter s Hall, and probably in the parlor
of Jefferson s quarters with the bricklayer, there were discussions of

the general nature of the Declaration. Then, apparently as one man,

they turned to Jefferson to write it. The author of the Summary
View, who had been held in Williamsburg to frame the Reply to

Lord North, who was chosen to write the Reply for Congress,
who had been put upon the committee to draw the paper OE taking

up arms within five days of his appearance in Carpenter s Hall, and

then asked to write it, had no equal as a writer among his col

leagues. Jefferson, in his Autobiography^ merely says that &quot;the com
mittee for drawing up the Declaration of Independence desired me
to do it.

5 12
Adams, in his Autobiography, records that, after several

discussions and an agreement on the general tenor of the document,

the committee appointed him and Jefferson
c

to draw them up in

form and clothe them in proper dress. This inclusion of Adams is

not borne out by any other source. It certainly was not the recollec

tion of Jefferson, who, in a letter to Madison, denied that there was

a subcommittee of two.
13

It does not really matter.

However, Adams insists in his Autobiography that Jefferson re

quested him, as his sole associate on the subcommittee, to take

them [the minutes] to my lodgings and make the draught.
9 He

claims that he had declined, and given Jefferson several reasons:

first, that Jefferson was a Virginian and he a Massachusetts man;

second, that Jefferson was a Southerner and he a Northerner; third,

that he had become obnoxious to the conciliators by his early and

constant zeal, and that this would subject anything he wrote to an

unfriendly scrutiny; and lastly, that there was one reason, which

was enough, that he had
4

a great opinion of the elegance of [Jeffer-

sonV] pen and none at all of [his] own.* He says that he insisted

that no hesitation should be made on Jefferson s part, who there

upon took the minutes and in a day or two produced to me Ms

draught.
14

That Adams s recollection may have been at fault, we must as

sume from the fact that in a letter to Timothy Pickering he gave

a slightly different version. Still insisting on the subcommittee of

to Aeto&iograpby, 18. * Borneo; Letters, I, 514-16.

14 Adams, Works, II, 510.
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two, he gives what purports to have been the actual conversation

between Jefferson and himself. Jefferson, he says, asked him to

prepare the draft.

*I will not/ Adams replied.

*You should do it/ said Jefferson.
4Oh? no.

Why will you not?* asked Jefferson.

1 wiH not.

Why? pressed Jefferson.

Reasons enough/ said Adams.

What can be your reasons?

Reason, first, you are a Virginian and a Virginian ought to

appear at the head of this business. Reason second, I am obnoxious,

suspected and unpopular. You are very much otherwise. Reason

third, you can write ten times better than I can/

Well/ said Jefferson, if you are decided, I will do as well as I

can.*

Very well/ said Adams, when you have drawn it up we will

have a meeting/
15

However this may be, Jefferson prepared the draft. According
to Adams s recollection it was submitted to him and he was de

lighted with its high tone and the flights of oratory with which it

abounded, especially that concerning negro slavery, and which [he]

knew his Southern brethren in Congress would never suffer to

pass. [He] certainly never would oppose/ But Adams, the critic,

found other expressions he would not have inserted/ particularly

that which called the King a tyrant, Vhich he thought too per

sonal/
16

According to Jefferson s recollection, in his letter to Madison, the

original draft was submitted to but two members of the committee

at first to Adams and Franklin.17 Adams did not recollect that

either Franklin or Sherman offered a single criticism.

It is true that Jefferson did not sit down at his desk with any

friendly feeling for the King. Some years later, in a letter to

M. Soules, who had submitted to Jefferson his history of the trouble

is Burnett, Letters, I, 5 14-16, notes. 1G Ibid. Ibid.
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between the Americans and England for criticism, he placed the

responsibility
for the obnoxious measures that precipitated the Revo

lution squarely on the shoulders of the King alone:

The Tory education of the King was the first preparation for

that change in the British Government which that party never

ceased to wish. This naturally assured Tory administration during

his life. At the moment he came to the throne, and cleared his

hands of his enemies by the peace of Paris, the assumptions of un

warranted right over America commenced; they were so signal,

and followed one another so close as to prove they were part of a

system, either to reduce it under absolute subjection and thereby

make it an instrument for attempts on Britain itself, or to sever it

from Britain so that it might not be a weight in the Whig scale.

This latter alternative, however, was not considered as the one

which would take place. They knew so little of America that they

thought it unable to encounter the Htde linger of Great Britain.
18

To the distress of some of his colleagues, this feeling on the part

of Jefferson impelled him to describe George III as a tyrant.

Delighted as Adams was with the high tone and flights of

oratory, this mercurial statesman, the victim throughout his life of

his irascibility, later was to write slightingly to Pickering that there

was not a new thought in the document and that every idea in it

had been found in a revolutionary pamphlet by James Otis, written

some years before. Commenting on this criticism, made during the

writer s bitter feud with Jefferson and persisted in years later, the

author of the Declaration wrote Madison that it was quite possible,

though to that day he had never seen the pamphlet of Otis. Whether

I had gathered my ideas from reading or reflection, I do not know/

he wrote. 1 know only that I turned to neither book nor pamphlet

while writing it. I did not consider It as any part of my charge to

invent new ideas altogether, and to offer no sentiment that had

never been expressed before/ And to this, with characteristic fair

ness, he added: This, however, I will say for Mr. Adams, that he

supported the Declaration with zeal and ability, fighting fearlessly

for every word of it.*

Thus we see Jefferson at his desk in the sultry heat of a mid-June

day, without a book or pamphlet within reach, writing rapidly on

is Ford, Wfitmgs of Jefferson, IV, 307.
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paper made In Holland. He had absorbed the literature and philos

ophy o liberty from early youth and made it part of his own think

ing. That Locke and the philosophers, whose pages he had pon
dered and whose sentiments he had copied into his Commonplace

Boo^ entered into the Declaration there can be no doubt.

Having completed the first draft in two days, as Adams remem

bered, he submitted it first to Adams and then to Franklin, who had

been confined to his room with the gout. The record shows that

this draft received fifteen alterations, mostly in phrasing and in the

choice of words. Most of these appear to have been made by

Jefferson himself. Adams made a few, and Franklin fewer. The
committee as a whole acquiesced in the document with its altera

tions, and it was laid upon the table in Carpenter s Hall on June 28,

four days before the adoption of the resolutions of Lee. With
Dickinson and his cohorts perusing it in the meanwhile with critical

eyes, it is not difficult to imagine the suffering of the too sensitive

author. It was during these days that he acquired a straw hat for

ten shillings, bought a map and spurs, and paid his wine merchant

and his hairdresser. He was not moping in his room.

VI

With the adoption of the Lee resolutions, Congress turned at once

to the consideration of the Declaration. The debate continued

through part of the second, the whole of the third, and until the

evening of the fourth of July.

There sat Jefferson in silence, in evident distress over the criticism

of the style and substance, and cringing over the emasculation of

parts to which he attached importance.

The document can be divided into two parts: the Preamble, the

most immortal part of it, setting forth the then revolutionary

philosophy of democracy; and the body of the Declaration, con

taining the stinging indictment of the misgovernment of America

by the King. The body is interesting now only as a history of far-off

unhappy events having no connection with the present; but the

Preamble must remain as the most concise and happy expression of

the fundamentals of Americanism so long as America retains its

freedom and its pride.
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Again history is the poorer because, in the debate behind closed

doors, no record was made of the speeches. We only know that,

with Jefferson sitting in embarrassed silence, John Adams was con

stantly on his feet, fighting with all his fine capacity for every line

of the document as it came from the pen of the author. Jefferson

was to remember him then as the Colossus of the debate/ and all

the future years of political controversy and animosity were not to

dim his gratitude and admiration for John Adams. Even when,

later, Adams was to turn against him in stubborn opposition,

Jefferson was to retain a real affection for the man, who, though

often difficult, was genuine and honest.

Seated beside young Jefferson during the ordeal was the venerable

and wise Franklin, whose skin was not so tender to attacks. Noting

the writhing of his young friend under the rude and sometimes

crude criticisms, he sought to relieve the tension and soften the

blows by saying he had made it a rule never to prepare papers to

be passed on by a public assembly, and by telling an amusing story.

In the midst of the jarring noises of the debate, the wise old

philosopher was talking in an undertone to Jefferson.

When I was a journeyman printer/ he was saying,
s

one of my
companions, an apprenticed hatter, having served out his time, was

about to open shop for himself. His first concern was to have a

handsome signboard with a proper inscription. He composed it in

these words: &quot;John Thompson, Hatter, makes and sells hats for

ready money,&quot;
with a figure of a hat subjoined. But he thought

he would submit it to his friends for their amendments. The first

he showed it to thought the word &quot;hatter&quot; tautologous, because

followed by the words &quot;makes hats,&quot; which show he was a hatter.

It was struck out. The next observed that the word &quot;makes&quot; might

as well be omitted, because his customers would not care who made

the hats. If good and to their mind, they would buy by whomso

ever made. He struck it out. A third said he thought the words

&quot;for ready money&quot;
were useless, as it was not the custom of the

place to sell on credit Everyone who purchased expected to pay.

They were parted with, and the inscription now stood, &quot;John

Thompson sells hats,&quot; &quot;Sells hats,&quot; says his next friend, &quot;why,
no

body would expect you to give them away. What, then, is the use

of that word?&quot; It was stricken out, and &quot;hats&quot; followed it, the
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rather as there was one painted on the board. So the
inscription

was reduced ultimately to
&quot;John Thompson,&quot; with the figure of a

hat subjoined.
3

With the critics finding fault with this and that and Adams
stoutly defending every word, with the delegates stewing in the

sultry heat of Carpenter s Hall, with the horseflies from a neigh
boring stable annoying them no end as they skpped their stockinged
legs, the wise and experienced Franklin sat whispering to Jefferson
the amusing story of the hat merchant s sign. The suffering and
harassed author did not find the story amusing at the moment. It

failed to salve his wounds that hot day in Philadelphia. But he was
to recall it with amusement in later life.

VII

It does not appear that the Preamble was attacked, which is sur

prising in view of the bitter hostility to democracy on the part of so

many members of the Congress. To Jefferson, inwardly writhing in
his seat, uncomfortable in the heat and with the horseflies subjecting
his legs to torture, the sections entirely stricken out galled him most.

Hating slavery as an institution detrimental to the interest of the

slave-owners, economically as well as morally, and resenting the
action of the King in setting aside the attempts of the Virginia
legislature to end the traffic in human flesh, he had submitted his
draft to the committee of five with the following declaration:

He [the King] has incited treasonable insurrections of our fellow
citizens, with the allurements of forfeiture and confiscation of our
property. He has waged cruel war against human nature itself,

violating its most sacred rights of life and liberty in the persons
of a distant people who never offended him, captivating and carry
ing them into slavery in another hemisphere, or to incur miserable
death in their transportation thither. This piratical warfare, the

opprobrium of infidel powers, is the warfare of the Christian King
of Great Britain. Determined to keep open a market where men
should be bought and sold, he has prostituted his negative by sup
pressing every legislative attempt to prohibit or restrain this
execrable commerce. And to add to this assemblage of horrors of

distinguished dye, he is now inciting those very people to rise in
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arms among us, and to purchase that liberty of which he had de

prived them, by murdering the people on whom he had obtruded

them; thus paying off former crimes committed against the lib

erties of our people, with crimes which he urges them to commit

against the lives of another.

Adams had foreseen the inevitability of opposition to this clause

from some of the congressmen of slave-owning States other than

Virginia. Despite Adams s ardent defense o the passage, it was

voted out. When, later, this was charged exclusively to Georgia and

South Carolina, Jefferson wrote in protest that
c

our northern

brethren also, I believe, felt a little tender under these censures; for

though their people had few slaves themselves, yet they had been

pretty considerable carriers of them to others.*
la

And tender, as some still were, about the sensitive feelings of

George III, the passage beginning with a prince, whose character is

thus marked in every act which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be

the ruler of a people,* was emasculated by the elimination of these

words:

Future ages will scarcely believe that the hardiness of one man
adventured, within the short compass of twelve years only, to lay
a foundation so broad and so undisguised for tyranny over a people,
fostered and fixed in principles of freedom.

More significant, and, to Jefferson, disgusting, was the striking-

out of the passage in which he denied the right of the British Par

liament to dominate and dictate to the colonies. This was the

assertion that the American settlements had been built up *un-

assisted by the wealth and strength of Great Britain,* and that, *in

constituting, indeed, our several forms of government, we have

adopted one common king, thereby laying a foundation for per

petual league and amity with them; but that submission to their

Parliament was no part of our constitution, nor ever in idea, if

history may be credited.*

That we had racial groups, even in the America of those days, in

whom the politicians were interested in anticipation of favors to

come, may be gathered from the fate of another passage: *At this

very time, they [the English people] are permitting their Chief

^Autobiography, 19.
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Magistrate to send over/ not only soldiers of our common blood,

but Scotch and foreign mercenaries, to invade and deluge us in

blood. The fear that the Scotch settlers, who were really among
the best, might resent the reference, resulted in the hasty elimina

tion of this sentence. Since neither they nor the people of Scotland

nor the Scotch soldiers could have been held responsible for the

action of the King, this sensitivity might have been a little strained.

Thus, the proceedings in the oven-like confinement of Carpenter s

Hall, with the droning voices of the speakers, the hum of conversa

tion, and the buzz and bites of the horseflies from the neighboring
stable.

Toward evening on the fourth of July the discussion petered out.

Jefferson was always to think that the invasion of the horseflies

through the open windows contributed somewhat to the termina

tion of the debate, for Carpenter s Hall had been converted into a

chamber of torture.

The vote was taken; the Declaration, thus amended, was adopted.

Immediately afterward, Jefferson sat in his lodgings on Market

Street at his desk, making copies of the Declaration and indicating
the changes that had been made by Congress. These were for his

friends, George Wythe, Page, Richard Henry Lee, Pendleton, and

Mazzei, the Italian. Those made for Wythe, Page, and Pendleton,
with the accompanying letter of observations, have been lost.

Mazzei gave his copy to the Countess of Tesse in France, of whom
Jefferson was to see much later, but this has disappeared. But Lee

presented his copy to the Philadelphia Philosophical Society, and
this has been preserved.

However much the admirers of Lee in after years may have re

sented the substitution of Jefferson for Lee in the writing of the

Declaration, the incident cast not even a shadow on the intimate

friendly relations of the two men. In his letter to Lee, the author of

the Declaration showed no bitterness over the alterations. 1 inclose

a copy of the Declaration of Independence, as agreed to by the

House, and also as originally framed; you will judge whether it is

the better or the worse for the critics.
4 20

John Adams thought it

worse.
&quot;Congress cut off about a quarter of it, as I expected they

would, he wrote Pickering, but they obliterated some of the best

20
Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 59.
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of it.
5 He had often wondered why the original draft had not been

published,
but he supposed it was due to the vehement philippic

against negro slavery/
21

Richard Henry Lee, having read the original draft sent him by

Jefferson, clearly shared Adams s view that the critics had wrought

no improvement. I wish sincerely, as well for the honor of Con

gress,
as for that of the States, that the Ms. had not been mangled

as it is/ he wrote Jefferson. &quot;However, the Thing in its nature is so

good that no cookery can spoil the dish for the palates of freemen.*

Certainly it does not matter now. Even as it finally appeared, it

takes its place with the Magna Charta as one of the greatest docu

ments in the history of Anglo-American freedom.

VII!

As Jefferson sat and writhed inwardly over the observations of

the critics in the debate, he was not easy in his mind for other

reasons also. He was puzzled and annoyed by the news of the

elections of delegates to the next Congress in Virginia. If he found

any satisfaction in the defeat of Braxton and Harrison for re-elec

tion, he gives no sign in a letter to a Virginia friend. But the fact

that he himself was next to the lag alarmed him. The defeat of

Braxton and Harrison might be explained by their stout opposition

to the forward men in Virginia, but Jefferson had been among the

foremost of these. It is a painful situation to be three hundred miles

from one s country, and therefore open to secret assassination with

out any possibility of defense, he wrote William Fleming. *I am

willing to hope nothing of this kind has been done in my case?
and

yet I cannot be easy. And then he added, proudly and defiantly:

If any doubt has arisen as to me, my country will have my political

creed in the form of a Declaration which I was lately directed to

draw. This will give decisive proof that my own sentiment con

curred with the vote they instructed me to give/
22

Whether Jefferson Van next to the lag* because of machinations

against him or merely because of his absence is not important. It

was not the seat he craved, but the good opinion of the people, for

he was already occupying himself with the coming session of the

21 Burnett, Letters, I, 514, note. 22Fori Writings of Jefferson, II, 39.
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Virginia Assembly in which he hoped to play a conspicuous part
and force some drastic democratic reforms.

He was worried, too, because of his prolonged absence from an

ailing wife. I wish I could be better satisfied on the point of Patty s

recovery/ he wrote Francis Eppes eleven days after the adoption of

the Declaration. 1 had not heard from her at all for the two posts

before, and no letter from herself now.
5 23 That month he was writ

ing Edmund Randolph that his domestic affairs rendered it im

perative to solicit the substitution of some other delegate in his stead.

He would not urge it, were it not unavoidable. He would continue

until the end of the session, and then return to Monticello.
24

He was also gravely concerned over the reforms in Virginia, and
three days after the adoption of the Declaration, he was writing

Wythe that the judiciary would demand attention among the re

forms contemplated in the coming legislative session. He urged
that the judiciary be kept entirely apart from the executive and

legislative departments. The dignity and stability of government,
he wrote, ... the morals of the people, and every blessing of

society depend so much upon an upright and skillful administration
of justice. The judges, he thought, should always be men of learn

ing and experience in the laws, of exemplary morals, great patience,
calmness and attention; their minds should not be distracted with

jarring interests; they should not be dependent on any man or set

of men.

The day he wrote, his colleagues, if not Jefferson himself, were a
bit disturbed by jarring interests, for a paper had been privately laid

upon the table in Carpenter s Hall reminiscent of the Gunpowder
Plot of the British Parliament. The members were therein warned
of a plan for their destruction and advised to take care of themselves.

Some, however, not easily excited, had a sense of humor. Some
were for examining the cellars under the room where we sit, wrote

Joseph Hews.
C

I was against it, and urged that we ought to treat

such information with contempt and not show any marks of fear

or jealousy. I told some of them that I would almost as soon be
blown up as to discover to the world that I had thought myself
in danger. No notice has been taken, which I think is right

25
If

*/., ii, 62. 24/^s H, 61.
25

Burnett, Letters, II, 5.
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any notice was taken by Jefferson, It does not appear In his cor

respondence.

IX

Whatever enemies the members may have had, their friends ap

peared in force two days later, when, from a platform in the State

House yard, the Declaration of Independence was read to a cheer

ing throng of three thousand people, while a military battalion

paraded on the Common and salutes were fired notwithstanding
the scarcity of powder.* All day and most of the night the bells in

all the church steeples pealed forth merrily, and, as John Adams
wrote happily, even the chimers chimed in.

2G That morning the

entire Declaration had been published in the Pennsylvania Gazette?7

Within a few days, Jefferson s document was read at the head of

each brigade of the Continental Army in and near New York City

amidst demonstrations of joy,
3

and that evening the plain people
sallied forth to tear the statue of George III from its pedestal and

break it into pieces. The lead was to be used in the molding of

bullets for Washington s men.28 And a week later, when the Decla

ration was posted in front of the Court House in New York City,

a demonstrative throng tore down His Majesty s coat of arms and

burnt it in the presence of the spectators.*
20

Similar scenes were

witnessed in Boston.

Just before the tumultuous rejoicing in New York, one of the

delegates of that State in Congress sent his resignation to the New
York Convention as a protest against the Declaration of Inde

pendence. This was Joseph Alsop, a merchant and importer. It

was all against his judgment and inclination,
3

and, he might well

have added as a major explanation, that it was against his imme
diate business interest. His patriotism was a bit &quot;distracted.* Now
that the door of conciliation had been closed, he was obliged* to

resign,
30 The Convention voted cheerfully and unanimously* to

accept the resignation, with some severe and cutting reflections on

his conduct. These were sent to Congress, where the reflections on

2*
ibid., II, 7. 27

July 16, 1776.

^Pennsylvania Gazette, July 17, 1776.

July 24, 1776. 30 Burnett, Letters, 11, 13.
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a colleague were heard with the utmost complacency. A New
Hampshire delegate wrote that he believed [Alsop s] boarding with

our friend Wharton had been no advantage to him, and that pos

sibly he was obliged to resign his seat as a previous condition to his

taking full possession of the lady
7

a mysterious reference.
31

Even

so, he was soon honored with the governorship of New York, which

he held until 1780, with the support of the Tory element among
the merchants and financiers.

But John Dickinson, who had refused to sign the Declaration,

aligned himself with his countrymen; and Samuel Adams found

that the Declaration had given vigor to the spirits of the people.
1 32

During the remainder of the session, Jefferson was overburdened

with committee work and in the preparing of reports. He served

on a committee of three to draw up rules and regulations for the

Congress, and six days after the adoption of the Declaration the

report was ready. Partly because rough notes in Jefferson s hand

writing exist, and partly because the rules are so similar to those

written for the Virginia Assembly by Pendleton, it is a reasonable

conclusion that the report was largely the work of the Virginian.

*No person to read printed papers, no person to walk while ques
tion putting, every person to sit when not speaking,

4

no member

to be absent without leave of House borrowed almost verbatim

from the rules with which Jefferson was familiar in Williamsburg.
33

Thus, during the remainder of the session until the first of

August, Jefferson, instead of resting on his laurels, was a working
member. He was following the military developments with the

keenest interest, particularly the growth of Washington s army and

the designs of the British on New York.24 Like Washington, he was

thinking, not as a Virginian only, but as an American engaged in

a common cause with all the colonies. We shall find him thinking
thus five years later, when, as Governor of Virginia, faithful to the

policy of Washington, this trend of thought was to arouse the ire

of a few of the Virginians. Learning that three thousand pounds of

31 Joseph Bartlett to John Langdon, ibid., II, 39. **lbid. 9 II, 11.
33

Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 60. S4 Letter to Eppes, ibid., IL 62.
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lead imported Into Virginia had been landed at Fredericksburg, he
wrote Governor Henry urging that It be sent at once for the use of

the army in the Jerseys, since
4

the flying camp forming In the Jerseys
In the face of a powerful enemy are likely to be in distress for this

article. He thought Virginia would be wanting In the public cause,

which includes that of our own country/ if she hesitated. Even this

supply would be wholly inadequate, he wrote, since the army in

Canada and the army in New York will want much lead, and
there seems to be no certain source of supply unless the mine in

Virginia can be rendered such.
5 He urged, therefore, that Henry

send all the lead that could be spared at Williamsburg, &quot;and more
over thirteen to twenty tons to be brought here immediately from
the mine. He took the liberty of recommending

4

the lead mines as

an object of vast importance. They could not be worked to too

great an extent. Considered as, perhaps 3 the sole means of sup

porting the American cause, they are inestimable/ he concluded.35

Thus had he adopted all the colonies as his country.
He was following the military moves anxiously, and In late July

he was distressed by the slow recruiting for Washington s army and
that of Mercer In the Jerseys. But for this, he thought, something

might have been undertaken on Staten Island, but the British were

there now, ten thousand strong. The army at Tlconderoga was

getting out of the smallpox/ and, with a hundred and fifty car

penters ordered there, he hoped they would outbuild the enemy
so as to keep our force on the lake superior to theirs.

5

Eager as he

was to leave for home because of the disturbing reports on his wife s

health, he could not leave his post.
36

Three days later, he was even more anxious. Everyone was de

pressed by the ill results in Canada. He could not understand the

retreat from Crown Point, which he had thought should be *a

certain stand/ and the retreat thence to Tlconderoga seemed

&quot;against everything which wears the shape of reason. And Wash

ington s army had been exaggerated. He had but thirteen thousand

men. Why, he asked, should not Virginia send men to Washington,
and at once? 1 hope that country Is perfectly safe now/ he wrote

Francis Eppes, *and if it is, it seems hardly right that she should not

. y II, 66-67.
36 Letter to Page, #&, H, 69-72.
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contribute a man to an army of forty thousand, and an army9 too,
on which was to depend the decision of all our rights.

37

Here again, the voice of the robust nationalist.

A few days later, he was more infuriated by the slow recruiting of

Washington s army. He had heard that the General then had but

seventeen thousand men 4

of whom four thousand are sick and three

thousand at our posts in Long Island. He wrote indignantly that

every influence in Congress has been exerted in vain to double the

General s force, but it was impossible to prevail on the people to

leave their harvests.
5 Now that the harvests were in, recruits were

appearing, but they could not reach Washington s army in time to

save New York. And the Virginia Council actually complaining of

the calling away of two of its battalions? Is it reasonable? he asked.

They have no British enemy and if human reason is of any use

to conjecture future events they will not have one. The Indian

enemy is not to be opposed by their regular battalions. Other
colonies of not half their military strength have put twenty bat

talions in the field. Think of these things and endeavor to reconcile

them not only to this, but to yield greater assistance to the common
cause, if wanted. I wish every battalion we have was in New
York.38

Again the voice of the nationalist.

In August, Jefferson, Franklin, and Adams, the three most com

manding figures in the Congress, composing a special committee,
deliberated on a plan for crippling the British forces by drawing
off the German soldiers. They proposed to Congress the granting
of a thousand acres of unappropriated land to colonels, eight hun
dred acres to lieutenant-colonels, six hundred acres to majors, four

hundred acres to captains, two hundred acres to ensigns, and one

hundred acres to every non-commissioned officer, on condition that

they sheathe their swords and settle in the country. The resolutions

thus offered were promptly adopted.
39

Torn cruelly by conflicting claims upon his presence, Jefferson was
still in Philadelphia the last of August when word reached Con-

., i, 72-73.
38 Letter probably to John Taylor of Caroline, ibid., II, 78-83.
*fr
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gress from Washington that he had refused Lord Drummond a

pass through the colonies on a mission of proposing peace. This

reflected the hope that, through the support of appeasers and Tories,

an inconclusive peace might receive some consideration. Thoroughly
aroused by the threat, Jefferson supported a resolution, unanimously

adopted, declaring against peace discussions or negotiations, which

do not, as a preliminary,, acknowledge these States to be sovereign

and independent.
40

However, in August, Jefferson and his colleagues could rejoice in

Washington s victory on March 17, in Boston, It was decided to

strike a gold medal in commemoration. Designs were suggested by
both Jefferson and Franklin. The latter proposed Moses lifting up
his wand and dividing the Red Sea and Pharaoh in his chariot

overwhelmed by the waters, with the motto5 &quot;Rebellion to tyrants is

obedience to God. Jefferson suggested the children of Israel in the

wilderness led by a cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night, and,

on the opposite side, Hengist and Horsa, the Saxon chiefs, &quot;from

whom we claim the honor of being descended and whose political

principles and form of government we have assumed. Again we
note Jefferson s insistence on the Saxon ancestry, and its impli

cations.
41

Thus, after the completion of his great work, Jefferson was con

stant in attendance at Carpenter s Hall through July and August,

serving on committees, writing reports, following eagerly the move

ment of armies and the recruiting, and insisting that Virginia

furnish lead for the armies of the North. He W2.s already thinking

of the united colonies as one nation with one destiny, frowning on

sectionalism and local selfishness and jealousies.

He was one of the earliest of the nationalists.

XI

Throughout these hectic days in Philadelphia, Jefferson had been

deeply concerned over the organization of the new Stale Govern

ment in Virginia and the new constitution in process of incubation.

Here was a task to his liking; and his thinking from his student

days had brought certain convictions for which he would have

II, 90. **-Ibid., II, 50.
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liked to battle. It was not merely a new constitution under a repub

lic that he envisioned, but a thoroughly democratic constitution. To

him, the breaking with the past effected by the separation offered an

opportunity to advance the frontiers of democracy. Eagerly, he

wrote his friend/Thomas Nelson, to keep him intimately supplied

with convention intelligence/ and he suggested that he and some of

the other delegates be recalled to Virginia to participate. It is a

work of the most interesting nature/ he wrote, and such as every

individual would wish to have his voice in. It is the whole object

of the present controversy; for should a bad government be insti

tuted for us [in Virginia] in future, it had been as well to have

accepted at first the bad one offered to us from beyond the water

without the risk and expense of contest.

: Thus, it is clear that Jefferson was one of the comparatively few

with whom the Revolution was to mean something infinitely more

important than a change in government it was to mean a

change in systems.

But Virginia did not take the hint, and Jefferson sat on in Phila

delphia. The old oligarchic group was clearly not eager to invite a

militant democrat into its councils. But Jefferson was not idle as

to the constitution in the making at home. First, he stoutly chal

lenged the right of the convention to frame a constitution. He felt

strongly that the Virginia Convention, elected to wage war, should

not undertake the making of a constitution without a direct man
date from the people. In a large measure, he was responsible for

the resolution of the Continental Congress recommending that a

full and free representation of the people in such a convention

should be assured -by the election, of delegates for that specific pur

pose. When, however, his recommendation was ignored, and it was
evident that a convention, not elected on the issue of a constitution,

would undertake the task, Jefferson, always a realist, sat down to

the preparation of a fundamental law he thought would tend to

the happiness of the people. When not in his seat at Carpenter s

Hall in these sultry days, he could have been found bending over

his desk in the parlor of the Graaf house on.Market Street.

He called his paper A.Bill for, the remodeling of the form of

Government and for establishing the fundamental principles thereof

in the future. But, still firm in his conviction that no body, not
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elected for the specific purpose, had a right to frame a constitution,

he stipulated that, should his model be accepted, It should be re

ferred ... to the people, to be assembled in their respective counties;

and that the suffrage of two-thirds of the counties should be requi

site to establish it.
J

The Jefferson paper struck the revolutionary note In the beginning

by deposing George Guelf, King of Great Britain, from the chief

magistracy of the American colonies. By his &quot;detestable and Insup

portable tyranny In putting his negative on laws the most whole

some ... by answering our repeated petitions for redress with a

repetition of Injuries ... by abandoning the helm of government
and declaring us out of his allegiance and protection, he had for

feited the kingly office and has rendered It necessary for the preser

vation of the people that he should be immediately deposed.*

In Jefferson s draft for a constitution, he provided for the separa

tion and independence of the executive, legislative, and judicial

branches. The House of Representatives was to consist of not less

than one hundred and fifty members and not more than three

hundred, and any elector was qualified. Every four hundred citizens

was entitled to elect one member, and every citizen of full age who
owned twenty-five acres In the county, or one-fourth of an acre In

town, who had paid rates and taxes, was qualified as an elector. The

Senate, consisting of between fifteen and fifty members, would be

elected by the House of Representatives, and one-third should be re-

elected every three years. The judges of the highest courts should

have a right to sit and speak in the Senate, but not to vote. The

money bills were to originate solely in the House, elected by the

direct vote of the people.

Capital punishment and torture were abolished, except In cases of

murder and military offenses. An &quot;Administrator* was to be elected

annually to head the Government; but he was denied the power to

veto money bills, to dissolve the Assembly, to declare war, pardon

crimes, or confer dignities. Assisting him In an advisory capacity

there was to be a Privy Council, as before,, but its members were to

be elected by the House. The judges were to be appointed by the

Administrator, with the advice and consent of the Council. la the

courts, juries were to pass on evidence and trials were to be in open

court. Every citizen, unpossessed of land, should be given fifty
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acres, but the land thus appropriated had to be purchased from

the Indians. *

Thus, Jefferson s model foreshadowed his reform fights within a

few months in the Virginia legislature. The laws of descent were

to be gavelkind, with women having equal rights with men.

No human being, entering the State thereafter, should be held

in slavery &quot;under any pretext whatever/

The people were to have complete freedom of religion.

There were to be no standing armies in time of peace.

There was to be absolute freedom of the press.

No salaries were to be paid to congressmen, members of the

legislature, judges or privy councilors, but a reasonable sum for sub

sistence would be allowed*

And just as Jefferson contended that the constitution, to be bind

ing, should be accepted by the people at the polls, so he provided
that no single clause should be stricken out until voted out by the

people in elections.

The kernel of the whole plan is in the fact that power is con

fined exclusively to the body elected directly by the people.

This interesting document was worked out on the desk in the

parlor at Graafs on which, between May and the middle of June in

1776, Jefferson had written the Declaration of Independence.
Denied the privilege of returning to Virginia personally to par

ticipate in the Convention, he sent his paper to Edmund Pendleton,

its President, for submission to that body. He sent it, as he says, on

the mere possibility that it might suggest something worth incor

poration into that before the Convention.

XII

Meanwhile, absent himself, Jefferson had urged Edmund Randolph
to oppose a permanent constitution until the people should have

an opportunity to elect delegates for the special purpose of framing
a fundamental law.

42 But the young man, finding himself sur

rounded by much older men of wide reputation who had scant

sympathy with such democratic notions, could not muster the

courage to act.

42 Edmund Randolph MSS.
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Whether Pendleton, who, though a friend of Jefferson, was an

ultra-conservative, could have been counted upon to urge the con

sideration of the model sent under any circumstances, we may well

doubt. But it so happened, as he wrote Jefferson, that the document

reached him on the day on which the Committee of the Whole had

reported the plan the delegates had agreed upon. Thus, he had a

good excuse for not pressing for the consideration of quite a different

document. He wrote Jefferson that the matter had &quot;been so long in

hand and disputed inch by inch, and the subject of so much altera

tion and debate, that [the delegates] were worried by the contentions

it had produced and could not, from mere lassitude, have been

induced to open the instrument again. However, he said, they were

so pleased with Jefferson s preamble that they had
&quot;adopted

it in

the House by way of an amendment.

XIII

At the time, and ever afterward, Jefferson insisted that the Vir

ginia Convention did not have the power to adopt a permanent

constitution, since the decision to separate from the British Empire
had not been reached when the delegates were elected, and when

no one thought of creating an entirely new State Government, In

addition, he thoroughly disapproved of the constitution thus framed,

and he was never to cease his efforts to amend it in conformity

with his more liberal and democratic ideas. He frowned on the

franchise provisions, clearly adopted to protect the political and

economic interests of the old aristocracy. He strongly resented the

all too plain and purposeful discrimination against the western

counties, to the end that the big planters and the Tidewater repre

sentatives might continue their advantage in the legislature.

His disappointment over the constitution convinced him that

his mission was in Virginia. He promptly resigned his seat in

Congress to accept election to the legislature, where he planned to

launch his great and historic battle for the notable democratic re

forms which are as intimately identified with his fame as the

Declaration.

The legislature was to meet in October, but it was not until the

first of September that he packed his belongings, including the
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CHAPTER

VII

JEFFERSON WIELDS AN AXE

AT
THE AGE of thirty-three, distinguished achievements

stood to the credit of young Jefferson, and had death claimed

him at that early age, he would remain one of the greatest figures in

American history. His Summary View had presented the case for

the Americans with such clarity and persuasiveness that it had

repercussions within the shadow of Saint James s Palace. He had

been chosen among all the brilliant men in Congress to frame the

Reply to the propositions of Lord North. He had just written the

Declaration of Independence, And now, while almost all the others

were concerned with the immediate problems of the hour, his

active mind was formulating plans to make the Revolution mean

something more than a change in the personnel of government. No
American of his time compared with him in vision, and his

philosophic mind penetrated to a change in systems that would

mean., not only political amelioration, but an alteration in the social

system. And he knew his goal. He knew where he was goings
and

he was on his way.

He had awaited his release from Congress with impatience, and,

having made his immortal contribution there, he sprang eagerly

into his phaeton and turned his horses on the road to Virginia. He

looked forward with keenest anticipation to Ms return to the

familiar haunts of sandy Williamsburg.

The position he had attained at thirty-three was illuminated, a

few years later, when Washington, distressed by the procrastination

167
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o Congress, cried out, Where is Jefferson? and anti-Jeflferson

historians have seized upon that cry to point an accusing finger at

Jefferson as a deserter from a post of patriotic duty. They fail to

notice that, by lingering in Congress, he could have spared himself

the most arduous labors of his life and a malice that was to pursue
him for more than a century. They close their eyes to the fact that

never in his long career was he to render more vital service to

democracy than during the three years he proposed, championed,
and sacrificed for the reforms that undermined the deep foundation

of an incipient aristocracy of privileges and laid the foundation of

democratic institutions. For the most part, biographers have touched

with timid fingers this most significant period of his career.

The men of the Revolution may be divided into three categories.

First, those who most reluctantly agreed to the separation from

Britain because of the arrogant pretensions of King and Parliament

in the matter of taxation and gave no serious thought to what was

to come afterward. Then, there was a much larger element to

whom the Revolution was to mean little more than an exchange of

rulers. No thought of real social or political reforms disturbed

the serenity of this group. The social structure was to remain as

before.

The old aristocracy was to retain its privileges and continue its

domination of Church and State. The mansion in Williamsburg
would be occupied by a governor chosen by the colony and not one

sent by the King and that was all.

And to young Jefferson, that was nothing.

Easily could he have been reconciled to monarchical rule but for

its stout resistance to social and political reforms on which he had

meditated from the days when he and Dabney Carr sat beneath the

oak on the hillside at Monticello and let their minds rove free.

He had turned against the monarchy because it persistently

vetoed every attempt to end the importation of slaves and he was

opposed to slavery.

And because he opposed the creation or the maintenance of a

privileged aristocracy in the land through the laws of primogeniture
and entail and he was a convinced democrat, opposed to privilege.

And because it imposed a church establishment, representing a

minority of the people^ upon the colony and forced dissenters to
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support an Institution with which they had no sympathy and he

believed in religious freedom and the separation of Church and

State.

And because it was Indifferent to popular education, which he

thought essential to a free society.

His mind was occupied with his reforms as his carriage jolted

through the dust and over the ruts to Williamsburg reforms that

were the fruit of intensive reading and reflection. He knew pre

cisely what he intended to urge upon the legislature.

This program, already framed, was one of democracy and hu

manity.

We have seen that he had frankly frowned on the constitution

but recently imposed In Virginia and had questioned the authority

of the body that framed It without a direct mandate from the

people or Its authority to impose it without submitting It to the rati

fication of the people.

And then, too, he found too little of the democratic trend of the

people reflected in the framing of that document. He knew his

Virginia, and his Virginians, and he knew that the constitution was

the work of the old ruling oligarchy. Nor was he alone in this

belief. Richard Henry Lee, similarly convinced, had written to John

Adams before the Convention met that &quot;there is, amongst most of

our opulent families, a strong bias to aristocracy/ and that even

a republican form of government had many and powerful enemies.*

It was at this time that a pamphlet appeared in Philadelphia ad

vising as to the character of the constitution to be adopted in Vir

ginia. The author hid under the nom de plume of *A Native/ but

his reasoning and conclusions accurately reflected the well-known

views of Carter Braxton, one of the spokesmen of the ruling planter

class of the Tidewater and a member of the Convention. Lee

thought the whole performance an affront and disgrace to the

country.
1

The people!* exclaimed the author with a grimace. There was no

public virtue in the mass. Virtue was monopolized by the aristoc

racy. Democracy? It was Inimical to elegance and refinement, to

manufactures, art, and science, and to the accumulation of wealth

with emphasis, we have no doubt, on the accumulation of wealth

i Henry, Ufe of Patrick Bemrj* I, 41243.
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through privilege. His ideal government? A house of representa

tives, elected for three years by some of the people, would elect

a senate which would serve for life, and the laws would be inter

preted by judges appointed by the governor for life.
2

The Native/ or Braxton, undoubtedly was an extremist, but the

aristocracy and the old social regime was powerfully represented

among Jefferson s associates in the legislature he was entering. They
would dominate all the crucial committees, and numbered among
them would be some of the most brilliant minds in Virginia.

It was to be the younger, comparatively unknown men from the

more democratic region of the Piedmont and the mountains that

would rally around Jefferson in his fights to advance the frontiers

of democracy during his three epochal years in the Assembly.
On October 27, 1776, he drove down the Monticello hill toward

Williamsburg, eager as a racer waiting for the signal.

We must bear in mind that the primary thought of young Jeffer

son during these three legislative years was concentrated consciously

on undermining or destroying the whole superstructure of an arti

ficially built and legally maintained aristocracy. A more zealous

iconoclast never swung a hammer.

II

But scarcely had Jefferson reached Williamsburg when a mes

senger arrived, bearing a letter from the President of the Continental

Congress offering him the appointment as Commissioner to France.

He was clearly reluctant to refuse, but there were reasons why he

could not accept. Even so, he held the messenger for three days
before writing his declination.

It would argue great insensibility in me could I receive with in

difference so confidential an appointment from your body [he wrote

Hancock]. My thanks are a poor return for the partiality they
have been pleased to entertain for me. No cares for my own person,
nor yet for my private affairs would have induced one moment s

hesitation to accept the charge. But circumstances very peculiar to

the situation of my family, such as neither permit me to leave nor
to carry it, compel me to ask leave to decline a service so honorable

and at the same time so important to the American cause.3

tl,, I, 421. 3 Ford, Writings of Jeffersoti, II, 91.
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His decision was dictated by his inability to leave an ailing wife,

and no doubt, in part, to his indisposition to abandon the fight he

had planned In the legislature.

Within four days after taking his seat, he had exploded a bomb

among his more complacent colleagues by introducing his bill pro

viding that tenants in tail should hold their lands in fee simple.

This, in his opinion, would &quot;strike at the very root of feudalism in

Virginia.
5

During his studies, while preparing for the bar, he had

concluded it easy to prove that our lands were allodial possessions&quot;;

that the feudalistic land system was primarily intended to serve the

purpose of a military establishment; and that it had, long since,

become &quot;an engine of immense oppression. It was feudalism, and

feudalism could not be reconciled with either liberty or democracy.

With the introduction of this measure for the abolishment o

entail, young Jefferson boldly struck a deadly blow at the old

aristocracy, and what made his action the more reprehensible to his

caste was that he had struck it from their own side of the barricade.

He had turned upon his own class.
5

In the earliest days of the colonies, when lands could be had for

little or nothing and the more obsequious of the courtiers could

receive vast grants from the Crown, enormous estates were created;

and the owners, bent on the establishment of a great and powerful

family and the perpetuation of their estates in the family, resorted

to the English system of entail and primogeniture. This made it

possible for the most dissolute and improvident son to hold on to

his broad acres under the protection of the law, regardless of debts,

indolence, or slovenly mismanagement. Thus was created a class

immune from payment of the penalty for improvidence and dissi

pation.

All this was provided by the English law, but to the embryo

aristocracy in Virginia this was not enough, since in England the

practice of docking estates was permissible; the Virginians pro

hibited it by law in the Old Dominion.

Thus, the system created was nothing less than the perpetuation

of wealth in a few privileged families and the artificial creation of

an aristocracy based entirely on land and money. These families,

therefore, without fear of the future, could, and did, live in luxury;

and, because of their wealth, they had been accorded a certain
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primacy in the determination of the policies of government. It is

significant enough that it was from this element that the King had

drawn his counselors of the Royal Governor.

That this explains the motive behind Jefferson s determination

to strike down entail is made crystal clear in his own language.

In the earliest times of the colonies [he wrote], when lands were

to be obtained for little or nothing, some provident individuals ob

tained large grants; and desirous of founding great families for

themselves, settled them on their descendants in fee tail. The trans

mission of this property from generation to generation in the same

name raised up a distinct class of families, who, being privileged by
law in the perpetuation of their wealth, were thus formed into a

Patrician order, distinguished by the splendor and luxury of their

establishments.

To a convinced democrat like Jefferson, determined that the new
order should rest on a democratic basis, privilege was abhorrent.

And so, to quote further,
c

to annul this privilege, and, instead of an

aristocracy of wealth, of more harm and danger than benefit to

society, he proposed to substitute an aristocracy of virtue and talent

which Nature has wisely provided for the direction of the interest of

society, and scattered with equal hand through all its conditions,

This, he declared, was essential to a well-ordered republic.
4

It is significant of young Jefferson s genius in leadership in the

championing of democratic principles that he was thinking clearly

and with concentration of a new deal in the social setup, far in ad

vance of any other leaders of the Revolution. And he was thinking

constructively. But three months had intervened since the American

people had declared their independence in the sacred document

young Jefferson had written. The minds of most of the patriots

did not go beyond the immediate military and political problems,
while that of Jefferson was intensively occupied with a post-war

system from the very beginning of the revolutionary struggle.

Ill

Nothing could have been more startling to the representatives of

the old oligarchy. None but could have known that this single
4 Autobiography, 36-37.
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measure. If enacted, would mean a social as well as a political revo

lution and put a termination to the political domination of the

aristocracy, since this would strip them of the special legal privileges

which guarded their possessions.

And no one of them was more startled or distressed than Edmund

Pendleton, whose brilliant legal mind and parliamentary cleverness

were always at the command of the landed oligarchy. Patriot

though he was, virtuous and well-meaning, he had the lawyer s rev

erence for precedent and fear of change. Thus, he stepped forward

in full armor to give battle, and the other defenders of the ancient

system rallied to his support. But sentiment was now miming

strong with Jefferson, The younger and comparatively obscure

members of the western country, the Piedmont and the mountains

and the then frontier, gathered about him with ardor. And in view

of the iconoclastic nature of the measure, the marvel is that the

struggle should have lasted but eleven days.

One glance at the field, and Pendieton, a veteran of many battle

fields, realized that he was outnumbered and Impotent, and could

not hope to swerve the Assembly by any line of reasoning nor

successfully appeal to a nonexistent devotion to tradition. He fell

back on his cleverness in parliamentary maneuvering, simulated a

disposition to capitulation, and sought to save the day by a suave

offer to write the terms of the surrender.

Never was he more, dangerous than when in this almost sweet

mood of conciliation. Jefferson was to pronounce him
c

the ablest

man in debate, [he] had ever met/ and to describe him as &quot;never

vanquished; for if he lost the main battle, he returned upon you

and regained so much of It as to make it a draw, by dexterous

maneuvers, skirmishes in detail, and the recovering of small ad

vantages, which, while singly unimportant, were Important all to

gether.* The persistency of his fight exhausted patience. And to add

to his strength, despite his passion for tradition and for the ancient

system, he was respected for his Impeccable integrity and loved for

his amiable qualities that never soured in the bitterness of battle.

Thus, realizing his inability to prevent the passage of the measure,

he took his last stand on a sophistry and with an amendment. Was

not Jefferson an avowed champion of personal liberty? he asked.

How, then, could he oppose the granting of permissioE to the
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owners o entailed estates to decide for themselves whether
they

would hold their lands entailed or by fee simple? And he offered

his amendment giving them liberty of choice.

This sophistry, while transparent, has been used throughout
American history when privilege has been threatened, and appeals

have been made to the robust individualism of Jeffersonian de

mocracy/ This amendment meant granting to the defeated party

the fruits of victory, since it was fighting the abolishing of entail.

But the legislators were not confused and the amendment
was promptly voted down after a contest of but eleven days; and

thus a change amounting to a social revolution had been wrought.
The backbone of the ruling feudalistic aristocracy had been

broken.
5

IV

Jefferson now turned to his long-cherished plan of putting an end

to the importation of slaves into Virginia. Nothing had so em
bittered him against the conduct of the King as his constant over

riding of the repeated efforts of the Virginia legislature to stop this

vicious traffic in human flesh. We have seen that in the Declaration

of Independence, as he submitted it to Congress, he had included a

fierce arraignment of the monarch for his interference and that it

was stricken out on the objections of some slave-owning States. It

is not surprising, therefore, that one of Jefferson s first acts was

the introduction of a bill ending the importation of slaves.

We must not conclude, however, that the ending of the importa
tion of slaves went as far as Jeiferson, who wished the extermina

tion of slavery, would have desired. On the death of his father,

he had come into possession of thirty slaves, and in the succeeding

years the number had augmented. The economic system of the

State was based on slavery, and, while he would have gladly joined
all others in the freeing and colonization of the slaves, he alone

could not do so and compete with slave labor. Such action, on his

part alone, would have been Quixotic and destructive of his own
economic life. Throughout his life he was never to conceal his

attitude toward slavery, and he was never to miss an opportunity to

attempt the writing of his conviction into law.

5
Autobiography, 36; Tucker, Ufe of Jefferson, I, 22,
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Meanwhile, on his own plantation he sought to make the system
as humane and just as possible. He was loved by his slaves, and he

was invariably kind to them. He saw to it personally that they were

not overworked. He detested flogging* and gave instructions to his

supervisors that, in the case of a consistently obstreperous and un

governable slave, he should be sold rather than lashed.

And now, when he put his hand to the task of breaking down
the old ruling, feudalistic aristocracy, the emancipation of the slaves

gave him much concern. He actually prepared a bill looking to

emancipation. It provided that all negroes, bora after a stipulated

date, should be free.

Submitting it to his colleagues among the revisers of the laws, he

found them all agreed that such a measure would fail of passage
and that the attempt might create a bitterness that would militate

against the other reforms attainable and accomplish nothing. In

old age, he recalled his efforts and his hopes, describing what

actually was done;

The bill on slavery was a digest of the existing laws, without any
intimation of a plan for a future and general emancipation. It was

thought better that this should be kept back and attempted only by
amendment, whenever the bill should be brought on. The principle

of the amendment, however, we were agreed on that is to say,

the freedom of all born after a certain day, and deportation at a

certain age. But it was found that the public mind would not bear

the proposition, nor will it bear it even to this day. Yet the time

is not distant when it must bear and adopt it, or worse will follow.

To which he added;

Nothing is more certainly written in the book of fate than that

these people are to be free.6

In his Notes on Virginia, in his Autobiography , in his voluminous

correspondence, he leaves no possible doubt of his abhorrence of

slavery, and, a little later, we shall find him again attempting in his

Ordinance of the Northwest Territory to strike a blow at human

bondage.

However, sentiment supported the suppression of the importation

of slaves, and Jefferson s bill was passed without opposition.

Autobiography, 48-49.
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V

In the first days of the session Jefferson gave his attention to the

reorganization and reformation of the courts. With the advent oi

the Revolution, ail courts of justice had been closed, and Jefferson,

the lawyer, with a keen realization of the relation of the courts tc

society, naturally took the lead in their re-establishment. But hij

plans contemplated not only their re-establishment, but their reform

and here he was to encounter a stubborn opposition.

His first measure, presented in the very beginning, provided for

the reopening of the courts. Two weeks later, he presented measures

for the establishment of a Court of Appeals, a High Court of Chan

cery, a General Court, and Courts of Assizes.

The first bill passed promptly; but the forces of reaction suc

ceeded in postponing a vote on the others for almost two years, and

it was not until 1778 that the Jefferson bills for the creation of other

courts came up for action. This was after the more liberal element

had grown stronger.

Even so, as late as
1778,&quot;

a determined effort was made to postpone
action until after the termination of the session, which meant defeat.

Again the forces in opposition were led by the suave and resourceful

Pendleton.

Thoroughly angered by the tactics of his opponents and firmly
convinced that the members of the legislature held views they dared

not admit to their constituents, Jefferson broke all precedents. He
demanded a public roll-call and a public vote!

It was a typical Jeffersonian appeal over the heads of men in

office to the people who put them there. And the ultra-conservatives

thought the maneuver in bad taste an appeal to thq mob ; the

mob being the people. It aroused the ire of those who preferred,
from motives of self-preservation, to conceal their attitude from the

constituents they misrepresented. Now Jefferson relentlessly had

turned the searchlight upon them, and when the roll was called on

the General Court bill and the Courts of Assizes, the measure passed,
with Pendleton recorded in the same column with Jefferson.

But the real battle was reserved for Jefferson s bill creating a

Court of Chancery. This stipulated that on all matters of fact, a

jury should pass upon the facts. Revolutionary!
5

cried his op-
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ponents. Shocking!* complained the conservatives. And again,

under the cunning leadership of Pendleton, the conservatives mar

shaled their full strength for the contest.

Realizing, again, that there was little hope of victory without

resorting to the strategy of which he was a master, the astute

Pendleton moved smilingly into action. With the greatest suavity

he proposed an amendment, the significance of which the average

layman among the legislators did not grasp. This provided that a

litigant could have a jury pass upon the facts if he cared to mafa a

demand upon the court.

There was no lawyer but understood that, if this amendment

were adopted, it would defeat the purpose of the blii; since no

lawyer or litigant would dare offend the judge by making the de

mand. But to the layman the amendment was both reasonable and

harmless, and it carried.

In old age Jefferson was to write that
s

the consequence has been

that, as no suitor will say to his judge, &quot;Sir, i distrust you, give me

a
jury,&quot; juries are rarely, I might say, perhaps, never, seen In that

court*
3 7

However, despite some emasculating amendments to his bills. It

may be truly said that, In the first legislature after the Declaration

of Independence, the judicial system of Virginia was set up under

the supervising leadership of young Jefferson.

VI

One day Jefferson introduced his bill for a general revision o the

laws, to bring them into harmony with the new form of government

and for such modifications and reforms as might be deemed de

sirable. Out of this seemingly routine proceeding, some of the most

Important reform measures of Jefferson s career were to come.

The resolution passed. A committee of revisers, composed of

great minds, was named. On the committee were Jefferson, George

Wythe, and Edmund Pendleton., successful lawyers; George Mason,

the statesman and publicist; and Francis Lightfoot Lee. The task

to which they were assigned was of vast magnitude and first Im

portance.

37,
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This committee was named on November 6. Thirty-eight days

later, Jefferson was at Monticello during the week for the Christ

mas holidays, before driving to Fredericksburg where the members

had agreed to meet.

Few up until then had given any serious consideration to the

work, but young Jefferson, who never acted on unpremeditated

impulse or lightly, had very definite notions about what he wished

to do. When I left Congress in 1776, he wrote later, it was in the

persuasion that our whole code must be reviewed, adapted to our

republican form of government, and, now that we had no negatives

of Councils, Governors, and Kings to restrain us from doing right,

that it should be corrected in all its parts with a single eye to reason

and the good of those for whose government it was framed.

It was with this single object that he entered the conference at

Fredericksburg. But scarcely had the revisers seated themselves

about the table when a controversy arose as to what should be un

dertaken. Pendleton and Lee, strangely enough, proposed to abolish

the entire system of laws under which Virginia so long had lived

and to substitute a new and complete Institute. It may well be

doubted if even Pendleton realized the enormity of the task he was

proposing and his position seemed out of character. Opposing this

ambitious plan, as impractical and unwise, Jefferson suggested in

stead the preservation of the general system with such modifications

as the new situation might demand.

At first blush, this would seem a reversal of the traditional posi

tions of Jefferson and Pendleton. The former was the radical,
5

the

iconoclast, popularly supposed to be in favor of the uprooting of

all things ancient and a complete breaking with the past; and the

latter was presumed to be an ultra-conservative, prone to hold

tenaciously to tradition. But, aside from the enormity and extreme

difficulty of the plan proposed by Pendleton, Jefferson was per
suaded that in the creation of the committee the legislators had

nothing of the sort in view. He, who had proposed the revision,

certainly had not. He urged that the legislature had been in the

habit of revising, from time to time, the laws of the colony, emitting
the expired and repealing the obsolete, amending only those re

tained, and probably meant that we should do the same, only in

cluding the British statutes as well as our own.
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But Pendleton bad more ambitious plans, having In mind an

entirely new Institute, with Justinian, Bracton, and Blackstone In

mind as models. But, protested the astonished Jefferson, the task

would be arduous. It would call for the most intensive and ex

tensive research that might properly require years. And even when

completed and reduced to writing, he urged, every word of that

text, from the imperfections of human language and its incompe
tence to express distinctly every shade of Ideas, would become a

subject of question and chicanery until settled by repeated adjudi

cations, and this would Involve us for ages in litigation and render

property uncertain, until, like the statutes of old, every word had

been tried and settled by numerous decisions, and by new volumes

of reports and commentaries.* s

Without reflecting on the good faith of Pendleton, the Issue was

one between the lawgiver and the practicing lawyer; between one

who wanted the utmost simplification of the laws for the better

understanding of the layman and one who thrived professionally

on litigation. Pendleton s was primarily the legal mind; and Jeffer-

son s the mind of a statesman.

It Is not surprising that aligned with Jefferson In his interpreta

tion of the legislature s intent was George Wythe, one of the greatest

of the lawyers, and also one of the soundest of the jurists and states

men. The deciding vote fell to George Mason, and the sound

statesmanship of the master of Gunston Hall threw him Into the

company of Jefferson and Wythe.

Thus, it was agreed that there should be no completely new

Institute, but a revision and simplification of the old statutes.

This decision made, the next step was the division of the labor

among the five members. It was at this moment that both Mason

and Lee asked to be relieved, on the ground that they were not

lawyers something the legislature had overlooked. Their excuses

were accepted, and thus all the actual work fell upon the three re

maining members, who divided the task among them.

It was agreed that Jefferson should deal with the common kw and

statutes to the fourth year of James I, when Virginians were granted

their separate legislature, and that Wythe should carry on with the

British statutes where Jefferson left off and continue through to the

**., 42-43.
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time o the revisers* The laws of Virginia were to be handled by
Pendleton.

On receiving his assignment, Jefferson excused himself from the

legislature for a brief retirement at Monticello to prepare for his

grueling task. He had determined on style and method. He would

not change the diction of the ancient statutes, because they had

been so fully explained and defined by numerous adjudications as

scarcely ever now to procure a question in our courts ; but he would

eliminate all verbosity and tautologies, their evolution of a case

within a case, and parenthesis within parenthesis, and their multi

plied efforts at certainty by &quot;saids&quot; and &quot;aforesaids,&quot; by &quot;ors&quot; and

&quot;ands.&quot;

This work was to extend over a period of more than two years,

and it was not until June, 1779, that the fruit of this labor was pre

sented to the Assembly in the form of bills.

When each of the three revisers had completed his task, a meeting
was called at Williamsburg for February, 1779, before the presenta

tion of the revisions, for the purpose of a critical examination.

Pendleton, who was soon called home from the meeting, authorized

Jefferson and Wythe to make unanimous any decision reached. The
various revisions were scrutinized with meticulous care, sentence by
sentence. To their dismay, the two revisers found that their absent

associate had failed to conform with the general plan agreed upon.
Instead of seeking a clarification and simplification of the language
of the old statutes, he had done no more than copy the exact

phrasiiag, merely eliminating the parts no longer applicable to the

changed conditions.

Since both Jefferson and Wythe had conformed, it was necessary

to uniformity that Pendleton s revisions should be made similar in

style. There was nothing to be done but to rewrite Pendleton s

revision of the Virginia laws, and the two revisers bent to the task,

with the greater portion of the labor falling on Jefferson.

By arduous labor and severe condensation and elimination, the

three men had been able to include all the British statutes from

Magna Charta down, with all the enactments of Virginia from the

first legislature in the fourth year of James I, to one hundred and

twenty-six bills that could be printed in a folio of but ninety pages.

Jefferson himself took a modest view of the general work of the
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revisers. The only merit of this work,* he said,
e

ls that It may re

move from our bookshelves about twenty folio volumes of our

statutes, retaining all the parts of them which either their own merit

or the established system of our laws
required.&quot;

9

This was much too modest, for among the bills Jefferson sub

mitted were some that not only served to better the social system,

but contributed to the ultimate success of his democratic crusade.

VII

Thus, in the division of the labor, the law of descent came with

in his province. On this he held views, not only iconoclastic, but

well-nigh revolutionary.

He had forced through the abolishment of entail. This had dealt

a deadly blow at the old feudalistic segment of society. He had re

served until now another blow, for there still was a remnant of the

feudalistic system that had to go. He had determined to abolish,

as well, the sanction of primogeniture, through which real estate

descended to the eldest sons, to the neglect of the other sons and

daughters. Thus, vast landed estates of thousands of acres could

not be broken up by natural process, but would be held intact by-

one of a family. He proposed simply that the head of the family

should have the right to distribute his real estate, like his personal

property, among his children. He saw no reason why the elder son,

merely because of his earlier birth and without reference to his

character or qualifications, should be so signally preferred over the

younger children who might easily be more worthy; and, as the

father of daughters to whom he was devoted and with a deep

respect for the intelligence of women3 he could see no justice in

the practical disinheritance of women.

Having determined a plan in his own mind, he summoned his

associate revisers to determine by discussion the guiding principles

in the drafting of the bill.

Jefferson could not have been surprised when Pendletoa again

made a stubborn stand against this new attack upon the old system

of building up a few great and powerful families to the detriment

of the common good. In Wythe, the liberal, Jefferson found a

Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 195.
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faithful supporter. Pendleton argued and pleaded; but finding

himself defeated in the discussion about the revisers table, he again

had recourse to his favorite method of the flank attack. If he could

not kill, he might maim the plan of Jefferson.

Why not, then, said Pendleton, give a double portion to the

eldest son?

Jefferson was both amazed and amused by this evocation of the

old Hebrew principle.

*If the eldest son could eat twice as much and do double work, he

replied with jocularity, it might be natural evidence of his right to

a double portion; but, being on a par in his powers and wants with

his brothers and sisters, he should be on a par also in the partition

of the patrimony.
10

Such was the opinion of Wythe as well, and this time Pendleton

failed in his purpose.

Thus had young Jefferson knocked down two of the principal

props of the old artificial, legally privileged aristocracy primo

geniture and entail; and thus had he leveled the road in Virginia
for the onward march of democracy.

VIII

He was especially thinking of democracy when he turned to

well-matured plans for popular education for the masses and a

more intensive training for prospective leaders of the people than

jwas then available. He could not reconcile illiteracy and ignorance
with the processes of democratic institutions and on these he was

determined. His whole faith in popular government was condi

tioned on reasonable knowledge in the people governed. He knew

that, without freedom of speech and the liberty of the press, de

mocracy would become anaemic and die literally of starvation. Give

the people the facts, he often said, and they will decide rightly.

But he also knew that a certain background of knowledge, if only
on the elementals, would then be necessary to a reasoned appraise
ment of the facts.

Experience has shewn [he wrote] that, even under the best forms,
those entrusted with power have, in time and by slow operations,

*&
Autobiography, 43.
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perverted it into tyranny; and it is believed that the most effectual

means of preventing this would be to illuminate, as far as practical,

the minds of the people at large, and more especially to give them

knowledge of those facts which history exhibiteth. [He thought

that] people will be happiest whose laws are best and are best ad

ministered, and that laws will be wisely formed and honestly ad

ministered in proportion as those who form and administer them
are wise and honest; whence it becomes expedient for promoting
the public happiness that those persons, whom Nature hath en

dowed with genius and virtue, should be rendered, by liberal edu

cation, worthy to receive, and able to guard, the sacred deposit of

the rights and liberties of their fellow citizens, and that they should

be called to that charge without regard to wealth, birth, or other

accidental condition or circumstance.

Here again, we have Jefferson s respect for the aristocracy of

intellect and virtue, and his indifference to the aristocracy of wealth;

again his democratic thesis.

Refusing to accept the theory that the capacity to govern is con

fined to the wealthy, able to educate themselves, he continued:

The indigence of the greater number disabling them from so

educating at their own expense those of their children whom
Nature hath fitly formed and disposed to become instruments for

the public, it is better that such should be sought for, and educated

at the common expense of all, than that the happiness of all should

be confided to the weak or wicked. -

To appreciate the revolutionary nature of such thinking at the

time, it must be borne in mind that the State of Virginia had made

absolutely no provision for elementary schools for the education

of the masses. The old clergy of the Established Church had fur

nished some elementary training to the children of the more prbs-

perous, but even this, in most instances, was slovenly. The State,

as such, had recognized no obligation to the people in the field of

education. The old landed aristocracy, resting so largely on primo

geniture and entail, had scant sympathy with the idea of develbp-

ing the thinking capacity of the masses. Coddle the workers and

you will spoil them* was heard then, as now, among the reaction

aries, with no real democratic bias. And then, too, public education

would mean taxation which would touch the purses of die wealthy
1

.
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Happily* three of the men who sat in conference on this subject

were men o vision and apprehension, and all agreed on the neces

sity for popular education for the masses and a more specialized

training for the superior minds than was then offered in Virginia.

This subject fell more within the province of Pendleton s labors,

but Jefferson so clearly surpassed the others in his delvings into

educational systems that it was agreed that the drawing of the bills

should be assigned to him. No more congenial task could have

been entrusted to him.

In the preamble to his educational bills he set forth the conviction

that free government depends on knowledge and on its dissemina

tion among the masses of the people. This was startling, radical,

revolutionary, and, strangely enough, not a few thought dangerous.

In his plan for primary or elementary schools, he proposed the

division of each county into hundreds or wards. Three aldermen

were to be elected who should proceed to the division of each

county into districts, each including enough children for a school.

Under the supervision of the aldermen, schoolhouses should be

erected at public expense.

In the elementary schools should be taught reading, writing, and

arithmetic, which was inevitable; but Jefferson, thinking always in

terms of popular government, proposed that the reading should be

so selected as to familiarize the students with Grecian, Roman,

English, and American history. The clear purpose was to furnish

the citizen of tomorrow with background information on funda

mental principles of government, with which to test contemporary

politics.

For every ten schools an overseer was to be appointed, who would
choose the teachers, make periodic visits to the schools, and per

sonally examine the students.

During the first three years tuition was to be furnished free^ and

thereafter a small tuition was to be charged, on the theory that

those sufficiently fired with a desire for knowledge would find a

way to meet the cost; and the others, not interested, would drop out.

IX

In the case of the grammar schools, Jefferson divided the State

into sections with certain specified counties in each section* and in
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one of these, in the most central and convenient spot, a grammar
school was to be established. The building was to be of brick or

stone and to be located in the center of a hundred-acre lot. It was

to consist of a large schoolroom, a dining-hall, four rooms for

master and ushers, and ten or twelve lodging-rooms for students

living on the premises. A steward was to have charge of the pro

curing of provisions for the table, fuel for heating, servants for the

cooking, cleaning, waiting, washing, and mending.
In these schools were to be taught Latin, Greek, English gram

mar, geography, and the higher mathematics.

While in these schools there was to be a small tuition, provision

was made that, among the poor who could ill afford the cost, free

tuition should be given one of the best of the students from each

county in the district. And from each grammar-school district one

of the most promising of the students was to be granted lodging
and tuition free at William and Mary College for three years.

X

This brought him up to his alma mater, William and Mary. Its

course of studies and its spirit had not favorably impressed him

during his own student days. Because of the original royal charter,

the college contributions to the Commonwealth had not been com
mensurate with the expense, and, under the royal domination, the

necessary amendments to the charter had been impossible.

Now all was changed. The College was now the property and

the obligation of the State. Jefferson proposed to reorganize and

strengthen its course of studies and its professional staff, and to

convert it into a University, with special emphasis on the higher

sciences. The University, was to be governed by five visitors, ap

pointed by the legislature. It was to be converted into a State

University in the modern sense.

Thus, here again, Jefferson was thinking far in advance o his

time.

His plan provided for the suspension of the course in theology,

and for eight departments, including Ethics, Fine Arts, Municipal

and Common Law, Equity, Commercial, Marine, and Ecclesiastical

Law, Economics, dealing with politics and commerce, Mathematics,

Natural Philosophy, and Ancient and Modern Languages.
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Not content with these drastic reforms and improvements, he

capped his plan by the introduction of a bill for the support and

radical extension of a State Library, with an annual appropriation

of two thousand pounds to be expended in the purchase of books

under the supervision of men of learning and of attention to

literary matters.

Such was young Jefferson s comprehensive scheme for the revolu

tionizing of education in Virginia. Thus, as early as 1777, he had
raised the framework of the educational system of today, on the

same principles and motivated by the same purpose.

Simple and reasonable as it appears today, it literally aroused the

wrath of a large part of the well-to-do citizenry of the Common
wealth of his time. It was revolutionary. It was radical. It -was a

threat to the social order. It was chimerical and fantastic.&quot; It was
the work of a dangerous visionary. And, besides, it would increase

taxes and that, perhaps, was the one sincere objection of most.

It is not surprising that these Jeffersonian educational measures,

designed to give democracy a chance, fell like a wet blanket on the

legislators. They refused even to consider them seriously. So deep-
rooted was this antipathy to popular education that it was not until

1796, eight years after the establishment of the Republic under the

Constitution, that a vote could be had on even the Elementary
School Bill, and even then an amendment was tacked on making it

optional with each county to act upon it or to ignore it.

Years later, Jefferson was convinced that the placing of the cost

on the people in proportion to their capacity to pay, thus making
wealth assist in the education of the poor, was responsible for the

unpopularity and defeat of his measures. The amendment killed the

Elementary School Bill in 1796, because, as Jefferson wrote later,

the Justices, being generally of the more wealthy class, were u%
willing to incur the burden, and I believe it was not suffered to

commence in a single county.
Years more were to intervene before Virginia, one of the richest

States in the Union, would have a public school system or a uni

versity worthy of the name, but young Jefferson had placed his

vision on a hill toward which the people groped in time.

It is amazing that so little significance has been attached by most
historians and biographers to these educational measures, since they
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were so far in advance of the times. An eminent Frenchman, edu

cator and historian, has concluded that the system adopted in

France, years later, was probably inspired in part by the views of

Jefferson, set forth in his Notes on Virginia?-
1 and he concludes

that one may state here, without any fear of contradiction, that no

system so complete, so logically constructed, and so well articulated

has ever been proposed in any country of the world. 12

XI

When, in the revision, the subject of crimes and punishment fell

to Jefferson, he could undertake the task with an enlightened in

terest. Even in his student days, he had read and thought much

upon the subject and had reached conclusions in advance of tis time

in the United States. He had been influenced to some extent in his

thinking, by Montesquieu, but, admittedly, more by Boccaria, the

Italian publicist, who, in turn, had been inspired by the Spirit of

the Laws.

Thirteen years before Jefferson undertook his reforms on crimes

and punishment, Boccaria had published his then famous work, and,

nine years before, it had been translated into English. Jefferson,

deeply impressed, had pored over the Italian edition before the

translation, since his lengthy quotations from the work, covering

eighteen closely written pages of his Commonplace Booi(, are in

Italian.
13 Both in his Autobiography and in his notations in his bills

an acknowledgement is made to the Italian humanist, who had de

clared that experience had proved both the unrighteousness and

the inefficiency of the death penalty. Jefferson realized that public

opinion in Virginia would not consent to the entire abolishment

of the penalty of death. In the conference of the revisers, before

Jefferson settled down to his task, there was a general agreement
that the death penalty should be confined to treason and murder.14

Boccaria and other writers on crime and. punishment had con

vinced the reasonable world of the unrighteousness and inefficiency

of the punishment of crimes by death,
1

he wrote, much later, *and

hard labor on roads, canals, and other public works had been sug-

d, Jefferson, 98.
*3 Commonplace Book, 298-316. 14 Autobiography, 43.
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gested as a proper substitute. The revisers had adopted these

opinions, but the general idea o the country had not yet advanced

to that point.
15

Having prepared his bill, Jefferson submitted it to the critical

examination of George Wythe.

I ... enclose it to you with the request that you will be so good
as scrupulously to examine and correct it. In its style I have aimed

at accuracy, brevity, and simplicity, preserving, however, the very
words of the established law wherever their meaning had been sanc

tioned by judicial decisions or rendered technical by usage.

Here again he returned to his favorite grievance against the

phrasing of the laws.

The same matter, if couched in the modern statutory language,
with all its tautologies, redundancies, and circumlocutions, would

have spread itself over many pages and been unintelligible to those

whom it most concerns. Indeed, I wished to exhibit a sample of

reformation of the barbarous style into which modern statutes

have degenerated from their ancient simplicity.

And then, with a note of apology, followed a reference to one
1

savage feature that was not abolished:

I have strictly observed the scale of punishments settled by the

committee without being entirely satisfied with it. The Lex Talionis

. . . will be revolting to the humanized feelings of modern times.

An eye for an eye and a hand for a hand will exhibit spectacles in

execution whose moral effect would be questionable.

Thus, Jefferson makes it clear enough that, while bound by the

decision of the revisers in the inclusion of this barbarous feature,

he had opposed it in committee.

XII

The spirit animating Jefferson in dealing with crimes and pun
ishment, set forth in the preamble of the bills, indicates how far in

advance of his time was his thinking outside the sphere of politics :

Whereas it frequently happens that wicked and dissolute men,

resigning themselves to the domination of inordinate passions,

46.
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commit violations on the lives, liberties and property of others;

and the secure enjoyment of these having induced men to enter

society, government would be defective in its principal purpose were

it not to restrain such criminal acts by inflicting due punishments
on those who perpetrate them; but it appears at the same time

equally deducible from the purposes of society that a member

thereof committing an inferior injury does not wholly forfeit the

protection of his fellow citizens, but, after suffering a punishment
in proportion to his offense, is entitled to their protection from all

greater pain, so that it becomes a duty of the legislature to arrange

in a proper scale the crimes which it may be necessary for them to

repress, and to adjust thereto a corresponding gradation of pun
ishments.

And whereas the reformation of offenders is not affected at all

by capital punishments, which exterrninate instead of reforming,

and should be the last melancholy recourse against those whose

existence is become inconsistent with the safety of their fellow

citizens; which also weakens the State by cutting off so many, who,

if reformed, might be restored sound members of society, who even

under a course of correction might be rendered useful in various

labors for the public, and would be a living and long-continued

spectacle to deter others from committing the like offenses.

And forasmuch as the experience of all ages and countries hath

shown that cruel and sanguinary laws defeat their own purpose, by

engaging the benevolence of mankind to withhold prosecutions, to

smother testimony or to listen to it with bias; and by producing,

in many instances, a total dispensation and immunity under the

names of pardon and privilege of clergy; when, if the punishment
were only proportioned to the injury, men would feel it their in

clination, as well as their duty, to see the laws observed; and the

power of dispensation, so dangerous and mischievous, which pro

duces crimes by holding up a hope of impunity, might totally be

abolished, so that men while contemplating to perpetrate a crime

would see their punishment ensuing as necessary as effect follows

cause; for rendering crimes and punishments therefore more pro

portionate to each other.16

But the reforms proposed by Jefferson seemed to many, if not

most, of his generation as a straining of sentimentality. They met

with vigorous opposition; and when, through the stubborn efforts

!0 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II.
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of Madison, they were brought to a vote as late as 1783, they were

defeated by one vote in the House of Delegates. However, for some

years these bills were brought forward from time to time and

passed.

In time, Jefferson began to doubt the wisdom of using convicts

for public work on roads and canals. He had keenly followed the

experiment in Pennsylvania and noted its failure. The fact that

convicts were made a humiliating public spectacle, with their shaven

heads and mean clothing, convinced him that the result was a cer

tain prostration of character and abandonment of self-respect,
5

and

instead of reforming, plunged them into the most desperate and

hardened depravity of morals and character.
17 He was persuaded

that the prison system would be better. And thus it came to pass

that this plan was adopted in Virginia, and while he was in Paris,

he was asked to submit architectural plans for the prison. The

prison he planned, soon erected in Richmond, was a model of its

time, and was to be one of the monuments of his labors for the

reform of the laws on crimes and punishment.
18

XIII

Thus, along with his occasional defeats or setbacks, Jefferson won
many notable victories. None of these was a greater vindication

than the passage of his bill acknowledging the right of expatriation.
Under the British law anyone born in Britain could not renounce

his allegiance and assume the citizenship of another country. In

his Summary View, Jefferson had stoutly challenged and repudiated
this doctrine. Indeed, he based the right of the colonies on the doc

trine of expatriation, insisting that it was a natural right. He could

find no justification for the claim that the exercise of such a right
worked an injury on the country left, since, in the nature of things,
most men live, work, and die in the country of their nativity. But
where economic conditions persuade them that they can better their

situation by migration, or where the spirit or institutions of another

country offer them greater peace of mind, he thought, them en

titled to serve their individual interest.

He hoped for immigrants for the development of the vast national

17
Autobiography, 46. 18 Hid.
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domain, with millions of acres untouched by axe or plow, but in

discriminate immigration held dangers that did not escape him. He
envisioned immigrants settling on the land, redeeming the wilder

ness, contributing to the national economy, and fraternizing in

spirit
with the natives. He feared mass migration of men born

under systems opposed to ours, settling in colonies, and keeping to

themselves. These views he set forth in his Note* on Virginia, and,

strangely enough, the reasons given are almost identical with those

put forth by Macaulay, the English historian, in his much-quoted

letter to Jefferson s biographer,
19

as making inevitable the ulti

mate overthrow of the American system.

Every species of government has its specific principles [wrote

Jefferson], Ours perhaps are more peculiar than those of any other

in the universe. It is a composition of the first principles of the

English Constitution, with others derived from natural right and

natural reason. To these, nothing could be more opposed than the

maxims of absolute monarchies. Yet from such we are to expect

the greater number of immigrants. They will bring with them

the principles of the government they leave, imbibed in their early

youth, or, if able to throw them off, it will be in exchange for an

unbounded licentiousness, passing, as is usual, from one extreme to

another. It would be a miracle were they to stop at the point of

temperate liberty. These principles, with their language, they will

transmit to their children. In proportion to their numbers, they

will share with us the legislation. They will infuse it onto their

spirit, warp and bias its direction, and render it a heterogeneous,

incoherent, distracted mass.20

Happily, Jefferson s worst fears have not been realized. It is re

markable that he did not foresee the certainty that vast numbers

of immigrants would be drawn to America by the American prin-

dples of government, that the oppressed of tyranny would come for

freedom and appreciate it more. Perhaps he had a premonition of

the distant day when supremely selfish major industries, interested

more in private profit than in public good, would maintain agencies

in Europe to mobilize small armies of cheap laborers and send them

to America to live together, untouched by the influence of amalga

mation, to be voted at the polls for a consideration, and with no

19 Randall, Life of Jefferson.
20 Notes on Virginia, 90.
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other thought than of returning in time to the land of their nativity.

But Jefferson had no prejudices against foreigners, as such. He
did have against foreign ideologies and influence. When a foreigner,

of his own volition and for the betterment of his condition, desired

to come with intent to stay and merge his life and future with

America,, he would bid him welcome. If they come by themselves,

they are entitled to all the rights of citizenship, he wrote, but I

doubt the expediency of inviting them by extraordinary encourage
ment.

Holding these views, young Jefferson introduced his Naturaliza

tion Bill, providing for admission to citizenship after two years

residence and a declaration in court of a determination to live with

in the State and to respect its institutions* In the light of after

events, this seems more than generous, but in the last days of the

eighteenth century few could have foreseen what the future would

bring forth.

We must now turn to one of the greatest reforms young Jefferson

ever wrought, after the bitterest battle he ever fought, to make
America a land of religious liberty and toleration.
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CHAPTER

VIII

HIS BATTLE FOR
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

IN
THE INTEREST o continuity we have disregarded

chronology in dealing with young Jefferson s reforms during the

three epochal years in the legislature, concluding it best to follow the

struggle over each measure from beginning to end. We shall now
follow him through the most bitter fight he was ever to encounter

his fight for the complete separation of Church and State, for

absolute religious freedom on American soil, and for the snuffing

of the sinister flame of religious intolerance. This was to culminate

in his Statute of Virginia for Religious Freedom which he was to

rank on a level with the Declaration of Independence.

The first settlers in Virginia brought to the new land no political

or religious grievance. They did not migrate to escape a political

system or a religious establishment. They actually sought a re

creation of the England they had left, with the same social system

and distinctions, and the same Church. Coming on the heels of the

complete triumph over the dissenting religions or sects, they soon

enacted laws of intolerance aimed at the suppression of the dis

senters.

Thus came the Dale Code, the first in Virginia. It was both

brutal and bloody. He who blasphemed suffered a thrust of the

bodkin through his tongue. He who failed once in the observance

of the Sabbath was tortured with the whip. He who uttered doubts

about the Trinity suffered death. A fanatic Governor^ in 1617,

ordered that everyone should go to church on Sundays and holidays

193
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*or lye Neck and Heels that night and be a slave to the colony th&amp;lt;

following week; for the second offense should be a slave for ;

month; and for the third, a year and a day.
1

Indeed, anyone looking in upon the activities of the first Virgin!;

Assembly might well have thought it was an ecclesiastical congress

since laws bearing on religion vastly predominated over all others.

Making rapid progres^ in religious tyranny, it was but a fe^

years until all dissenting religions were proscribed. The slightes

modifications of the old forms were prohibited. A fine of
fiftj

pounds was inflicted for a failure to appear at church or for offend

ing God by traveling on Sunday.
3 And in every parish, regardless

of their belief, the people were forced to build a parsonage for the

minister of the State Church and to grant him two hundred acres

of glebe land.

By the middle of the seventeenth century, the character of the

Church oligarchy had been fixed, not to be altered until the Revolu

tion through the efforts of Jefferson. Absolutely autocratic powei
in all parochial matters had been granted to the vestries; and the

vestries, once named, were self-perpetuating, and no one dared

question their complete control.

The inevitable result was that the powerful possessors of entailed

estates, the leading men of the parish, dominated the Church; and,
since these were more concerned with the domination of the State

3

lay politics largely determined the policy of the vestries. It was as

true then as now that many who cared nothing for religion, as such,
used it as an instrument to serve political and economic ends.

Doctor Eckenrode, in his comprehensive study, describes this con
trol of a local oligarchy of hardfisted and often ignorant squires
who were interested in keeping expenses down.

5 4

Because the pay was poor, the ministers frequently were utterly

unfit, both intellectually and spiritually, for their functions. They
were noted for their slovenliness in religion and the looseness of

their private living. The small ruling group that used politics in

determining the policies of the Church used the Church in deter

mining the policies of the Government the invariable result of

the combination of Church and State.
5

1
Eckenrode, Separation of Church and State, 6. % Ibid,
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While, during that period, the Church in Virginia was nebu

lously included in the Diocese of London and under the direction

of the Bishop of London, the latter accepted the responsibilities in

the Pickwickian sense, and no bishop was forthcoming. There is

an interesting record to the effect that, for a moment, serious con

sideration was given to sending as bishop the matchless satirist and

literary genius, Jonathan Swift.
6 What a loss to historic literature

the failure of this project!

It was inevitable that this self-perpetuating oligarchy of the

Church should fall foul of public opinion, and one of the first acts

of Bacon in his rebellion was to abolish the system and provide for

the election of vestrymen every three years. But with the crushing
of the rebellion, the next Assembly restored the old system under

which Virginia lived until the fight of Jefferson.

II

Thus, for more than a century the Anglicans exercised complete

sway over religion, and then the dissenters began to challenge their

autocratic and despotic power. In 1642, a number of Puritans,

who had migrated to Virginia, began to draw large and curious

crowds by their fervent preaching. The oligarchy frowned. The

Assembly acted. The Puritans were driven from the colony, along

with all others not subservient to the Church of England.
7

A little later, the Quakers fell under the frown of the country

squires, who, fantastically enough, had made themselves the cus

todians of the souls of men, and these were expelled. A fine

of one hundred dollars was laid on the captain of a vessel who
dared give transportation to this pernicious sect. Should one of

these return to the colony after expulsion, he was subjected to

imprisonment for the first and second, offenses and the death penalty

followed the third.
8 In the hot hunt of the dissenters, it was de

clared a crime for them to hold religious services even in their

homes, or to distribute books or tracts in support of the tenets o

their faith.
9

#., 15. t
Ibid., 9*

8 Notes on Virginia, 166; Eckenrode, Separation of Church and State, 12.

9 Notes on Virginia, 167.
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Then, in 1683, the Scotch-Irish Presbyterians appeared upon the

scene to test the resources of the guardians of the Church monopoly.

They brought with them all the fightifig qualities of the Irish and
the tenacity of the Scotch. Unlike the early English settlers, these

came from a religious motive. Wishing freedom for their faith,

they had obtained permission to settle in the valley of Virginia
with the promise to hold the western frontiers against the in

cursions of the red men. They asked but little in return that they
should be allowed the liberty of their consciences and in wor

shiping God in any way agreeable to the principles of their edu

cation.* They conceded the supremacy of the King, but they insisted

on the right to a free Church. Their training and their tempera
ment, however, made them natural enemies of arbitrary government
in either Church or State, and the very organization of their Church
was democratic. Men of both brain and brawn, they were not easily
intimidated or awed by authority; and these qualities caused no
little concern among the landowning aristocracy of the Tidewater.

The fear was not misplaced, for these were to be the backbone of

the democratic movement and to become the stalwarts among the

supporters of Jefferson in his fight for democracy.
At first, they forced some slight concessions in a bromidic Tol

eration Act. But it was enough to make the aristocratic squires

squirm in their chairs before their hearths. Church and State had
been closely ruled by the upper class of planters, says Doctor
Eckenrode. The setting-up of a rival sect in the colony, .with a form
of government responsible to popular wishes, broke in upon the

autocracy of the old regime. The crust of privilege was broken
and democratic ideas in religion and politics spread and strength
ened. 10

If the none too pious country squires who ruled the Church

through their self-perpetuating vestries found the prudent Presby
terians annoying, it was the crusading fervor of the Methodists and

Baptists that reawakened the persecuting wrath of the old regime
and its political allies. The religious revival that had swept over

England, due in large measure to these two sects, aroused the ire

and awakened the disgust of the clergy of the Established Church,
who found religious enthusiasm in bad taste. The State Church

10 Eckenrode, Separation of Church and, State, 34.
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clergy attended their land, collected their tithes, taught a very

little, and once a week delivered a prosy sermon to a drowsy con

gregation but why become emotional over religion? Hypocritical

fools! they shouted. It was fantastic and ridiculous to take religion

too seriously. And many of the clergy of the Established Church

did not. Their enthusiasm was largely reserved for the landed

aristocracy with whom they were in alliance, and their duty was to

preach the sanctity of privilege and the damnation of the demo
crats.

It naturally followed that, among the mass of the people, the

clergy inspired no reverence and scant respect. Their permanent
source of fixed revenue many thought out of proportion to their

services, and they had Insensibly lapsed into listless indolence which

is the usual result of ease and wealth*
u The politicians, controlling

the vestries and buttressing the privileges of the aristocracy, cared

nothing about the intellectual shortcomings or the moral lapses &quot;of

the clergy, so long as it could be summoned at will to the support

of the political oligarchy of the established order.

But the itinerant preachers of the Methodists and Baptists, roving

the countryside and preaching with the fervor of a faith, had become

a menace. Something had to be done, not so much for the protec

tion of the Anglican Church as for the preservation of the estab

lished social and political systems.

And so the persecution of the Baptists began.

The Presbyterians, more legalistic, and carefully skirting the

edge of the bromidic Toleration Act, which was within itself an

act of persecution, managed to escape; but the Baptists, haranguing

the people dn town and country, disdained discretion, and de

nounced the establishment and the intolerant laws.

Soon they were being pounced upon and beaten. Even preaching

in the private homes of members of the sect was pronounced a dis

turbance of the peace. Preachers were dragged from the midst of

their flock aad thrown like common felons into the filthy jails of

the period. The arrest of the Baptists, the storm troops of democ

racy in Virginia, became the favorite outdoor sport. A brilliant

youth, home in Virginia from Princeton University, witnessed this

crude persecution with dismay and disgust. He wrote a friend;

n
Girardin, History of Virginia, 181.
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I want again to breathe your free air. I expect it will mend

my constitution and confirm my principles. I have, indeed, as good

an atmosphere at home as the climate will allow, but have nothing

to brag of as to the state and liberty of my country. Poverty and

luxury prevail among all sorts- pride, ignorance, and knavery

among the priesthood; and vice and wickedness among the laity.

This is bad enough; but it is not the worst I have to tell you. That

diabolical, hell-conceived principle of persecution rages among

some; and, to their eternal infamy, the clergy can furnish their

quota of imps for such purposes. . . . There are, at this time, in the

adjacent county, not less than five or six well-meaning men in

close jail for publishing their religious sentiments, which, in the

main, are very orthodox. I have neither patience to hear, talk, or

think of anything relative to this matter; for I have squabbled and

scolded, abused and ridiculed so long about it to little purpose that

I am without common patience. So I must beg you to pity me, and

pray for liberty of conscience to all.
12

The author was James Madison, who was to play a conspicuous and

important part in the fight Jefferson was launching.

Four years before the Revolution, Jefferson witnessed some of

these turbulent scenes. And now the Baptists of Lunenburg County
were body protesting in petitions to the legislature. They were re

stricted in die exercise of their religion. Their preachers were im

prisoned under fantastic pretenses. Their ministers were attacked

and mauled in the streets by screaming, spitting mobs. Certain it is

that in some counties the sheriffs specialized in the arrest of Bap
tists as public nuisances, because of meetings at night, which were

forbidden; and in the open air, where proper order could not be

maintained. That outdoor assemblies in the dark offered oppor
tunities for vice among those drawn by curiosity alone is more than

probable. But the greatest fault was found with the Baptists for

receiving slaves at the Lord s Supper, which was thought repugnant
to the religion of Jesus Christ.

Nor was this baiting of the Baptists confined to the mobs alone.

The politicians, fighting for the preservation of the privileges of

the ruling oligarchy, participated with gusto, and even the pious
and brilliant Pendleton, who comes down to us in the odor of sanc

tity, and who was to lead the opposition to Jefferson in his battle

12 Rives, Life and limes of James Madison, I.
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for the separation of Church and State, availed himself of his oppor

tunity, as a magistrate in Caroline County, to cast six Baptist

ministers into jail for preaching without a license and disturbing

the peace.

There is little doubt that the ruling members of the oligarchy o

Church and State had been disturbed.

Because of this act of Pendleton s there may be seen today in

Bowling Green, the county seat of Caroline County, a monument

bearing the names of the preachers who had fallen foul of the

official frown of Edmund Pendleton.
13

For four years now petitions had poured in sporadically on the

Assembly praying for relief from religious persecution and intol

erance. Young Jefferson had found them interesting. But his con

cept of the relations of Church and State had preceded these events*

He had thought deeply on the subject and read extensively, and

when the Assembly opened, he was ready for battle.

Ill

He had begun his preparation long before. In his Commonplace

Boo{ he had copied the opinions of Montesquieu on religion and

the civil law,
14 and he had studied Locke s system of Christianity.

Just before entering on his crusade at Williamsburg, he had made

many notes setting forth the views of thinkers on the nature of

God. He had reached his own conclusions, and among these, on

the system of State religion, he had written:

Another plea for Episcopal Government in Religion In England

is its similarity to the political Government of a King. This, then,

with us, is a plea for government by a presbytery which resembles

republican government.

And again:

The clergy have ever seen this. The bishops were always the

tools of the Crown.

Concerning the legitimate powers of the Church, he had written

that they are exhortations, admonitions, and advice, and ultimately

13 Hilldrup, Life of Pendleton, 91-92.

14 Commonplace Book, 291-92.
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expulsion or excommunication, which he considered the utmost

limit of power. And on toleration: No church is bound by the

duty o toleration to retain within her bosom obstinate offenders

against her laws. But, he added, we have no right to prejudice

another in his civil enjoyment because he is of another church.

And on State control:

Each church being free, no one can have jurisdiction over an

other one, not even when the civil magistrate joins it. It neither

acquires the right of the sword by the magistrate s coming to it,

nor does it lose the right of instruction or excommunication by his

going from it.

No, no, run the notes, the State has no jurisdiction over the con

science of the subject, nor the right to intervene between that con

science and his God.

No one complains to his neighbor for ill management of his

affairs, for an error in sowing his land, or marrying his daughter,

or consuming his substance in taverns, pulling down buildings,

etc.; in all these he has his liberty; but if he does not frequent the

church, or there conform to ceremonies, there is an immediate up
roar. [And yet] the care of every man s soul belongs to himself.

But what if he neglected the care of it? Well, what if he neglects

the care of his health or estate, which more nearly relates to the

State? Will the magistrate make a law that we shall not be poor
or sick? Laws provide against injury from others, but not from

ourselves. God Himself will not save men against their wills. I

cannot give up my guidance to the magistrate because he knows
no more the way to heaven than I do and is less concerned to

direct me right than I am to go right.

But, asks Jefferson, is this persecution because religion is duq to

love? When I find them persecute their nearest acquaintance for

gross vices, I shall believe it may proceed from love.

No, continue the notes, the State has no business meddling with

the religion of the subject. The Commonwealth is
c

a society of men
constituted for protecting their civil interests. And what are these?

life, health, liberty, and property. Beyond this, the magistrate,
the State, dare not go. For whence does the magistrate- derive his

power? From the people. Did the people entrust him with the
x
care of souls ? No, no man has power to let another prescribe
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his faith. No man can conform his faith to the dictates of another.

The life and essence of religion consist in the internal persuasion of

belief of the mind. External forms of religion, when against our

belief, are hypocrisy and impiety.

These notes, written on the eve of his departure for Williamsburg,
were unquestionably the chart by which he would be guided in

the fight he was about to make. Here we have the processes of his

mind. That he wrote them down to clarify, in his own mind, the

arguments he would use on his colleagues is almost certain. The

points here made are unquestionably those he urged in his innum

erable conferences of persuasion in the rooms in the Raleigh. We
have none of his speeches in the Assembly, and no stenographer

took down the proceedings of the conference rooms. But with

these notes in mind it is easy to imagine the conversations of Jeffer

son in persuading others to the separation of Church and State,

and finally to the immortal Ordinance of Religious Freedom.15

IV

The dusty little capital of Williamsburg again buzzed with ac

tivity. The town houses of the Tidewater aristocracy were reopened,

the women looking forward eagerly to ,the famous balls at the

Raleigh, which was crowded with legislators. The one long street

was thronged with promenaders every day. In the sadly dismantled

Palace, where young Jefferson had acquired polish from contact

with a Royal Governor, sat Patrick Henry. Over the Assembly

presided the able and austere lawyer and statesman, Edmund Pen-

dleton, who had sent the Baptist ministers to jail.
In the legislative

chamber it was not difficult to surmise the varying attitudes of

members toward any attempt to disturb the social status through

any reforms involving the combination of Church and State, for

even the untrained eye could not but note the difference ih dress

and bearing of the supporters of the oligarchy and; fid men of the

Piedmont.

The gavel of Pendleton called the Assembly to order on October

7, 1776. Three months before, young Jefferson had written and

signed the Declaration of Independence. And four days later, he

15 For notes see Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 92-105.
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was appointed to the Committee on Religion. On this committee

were found representatives of most of the different religious

sects, but the stern, determined defenders of the Establishment

were in a comfortable majority. In other words, the committee had

been packed. Jefferson was to lead a fighting minority in that

quarter.

As though the naming of the committee was the signal, petitions

began to pour in upon the legislators protesting against the dis

crimination suffered by the dissenters. The first of these, from

Prince Edward County, struck with the force of a sledgehammer,
and instantly awakened the passions that were to flame fiercely, and

then fitfully, to the end.

Raise religious as well as civil liberty to the zenith of glory and

make Virginia an asylum for free inquiry, knowledge, and the

virtuous of all denominations [it said]. Justice to ourselves, and

to our posterity, as well as regard for the honor of the Common
wealth, makes it our indispensable duty in particular to entreat

that without delay you would pull down all church establishments,

abolish every tax upon conscience and private judgment . . . and
define accurately between civil and ecclesiastical authority.

16

Followed then a veritable flood of petitions in a similar vein

petitions from the county of Albemarle, the home of Jefferson,

from Buckingham, Richmond, and Culpepper. One demanded that

religious as well as every other yoke may be broken, that the op

pressed may go free, so that every Religious denomination, being on
a level, animosities may cease.

517

And how act otherwise, demanded the Presbyterians of Hanover,
if any respect is to be paid to the spirit of the Revolution? This

petition carried an argument. With the frontier counties, number

ing one-fifth of the State and with very few Episcopalians, the in

habitants were compelled to contribute to the purchase of ,glebes
and the support of a Church in whose tenets they did not believe.

Could anything be more unjust? And, materially, the Establish

ment retarded the development of the Commonwealth; since, be

cause of laws for the support of the State Church, many skilled

16 Eckenrode, Separation of Church and State. 46.
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mechanics and artisans, who otherwise would have located in Vir

ginia,
had preferred the greater freedom of some Northern States.

And why, demanded the irate Hanoverian dissenters, should the

Church have temporal power ? Did not Christ renounce temporal

power in Rome in the establishment of Christianity? Would not

religion flourish best without the meddling of the politicians?

The apprehension of the old landed aristocracy, devoted to the

existing social system, grew in proportion as these petitions, pas

sionately demanding radical action, poured in. Something had to

be done to stem the flood. It was then that the legislators were

stirred and startled when the Methodists, of all people, presented

a petition actually opposing the disestablishment and praying that

everything possible be done to strengthen it. Pendleton and Nich

olas smiled and were encouraged. Perhaps they knew how it had

come about. Divide and rule. The dissenters solid front was

broken; but just how, and why, history does not say.

More natural was the consternation of the Established Church

clergy, and one day they laid their memorial before the legislature.

Did they not have
c

a lifelong contract with the State ? Was this not

a contract on which rested the sanctity of all private property ?

Had they not actual Vested right in a State-paid salary for life ?

Had they not spent their money educating themselves on this as

sumption? Here we see the handwriting of the politicians, less in

terested in religion than in property that might fall foul of change.

And, concluded the memorial, would not a separation of Church

and State be a blow at the Christian religion?

And who but the clergy, they continued, could prevent confusion

among the ignorant by passing authoritatively on disputed doctrine?

Was it not proper that there should be an Established Church

clergy to pass definitively on the propriety of the tenets of the

Presbyterians, the Methodists, the Baptists, and the Catholics? Who

was to tell the people what to think? Besides, they concluded

lamely, the majority of Virginians wished the Establishment main

tainedwhich was not true.

The issue was drawn, clear-cut.

The antagonists were passionately in earnest.

The fight was on.
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In this fight Jefferson was a host within himself. With his pro

fundity of knowledge, his genius in the persuasion of men, and in

the organizing and subtle directing of forces, he had no equal among
his colleagues. His forte was in the conference, his eloquence in

conversation. In the rooms of the Raleigh, in the sandy streets where
men stopped to gossip, and in the homes of his aristocratic friends,
we can hear him urging the arguments of his preparatory notes.

It was at this juncture that two powerful and faithful allies

stepped to the fore. George Mason, of Gunston Hall, one of the

greatest and freest minds Virginia has produced, and James
Madison, fresh from his studies, and now enlisted for life under
the Jeffersonian banner, entered the lists to do battle with intol

erance. Young Madison then was a pale, frail young man with
the student s pallor on his cheeks. Like Jefferson, he made no

pretense to emotional oratory, but in argument of the sounder sort,

backed by notable erudition, he had few equals in his time. If

Mason was more prone than Jefferson to compromise, more con
siderate of the traditional feelings of his friends, he was solid as

Gibraltar on the main issue. In his declaration on religion in the

Virginia Bill of Rights he had made an enormous contribution to

the victory ultimately to be won. Had he not declared

That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator and the
manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and con

viction, not by force or violence; and therefore all men are equally
entitled to the free exercise of religion, according to the dictates of

conscience, unpunished and unrestrained by the magistrates, unless
under color of religion, any man disturb the peace and happiness or
the safety of society.

,
The dissenters were already pointing to this declaration, then

adopted, and demanding that the laws be made to conform with the

principle there set forth.

In opposition stood the greater part of the spokesmen of the old

aristocracy of Church and State. Edmund Pendleton and Robert
Carter Nicholas were to bear the brunt of the battle. Both were
men of the highest character and the greatest capacity, but both
were zealous, almost fanatical champions of the Establishment; the
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latter because of the deepest religious convictions, and the former

moved, not a little, by his ultra-conservative dread of change. Both

deservedly enjoyed the respect of all the members of the Assembly,

both were resourceful in argument, and the suave Pendleton was,

as we have seen, a master strategist, noted for the subtle manner

through which, by flanking movements and the appearance of

surrender, he so often turned defeat to victory. Jefferson was to de

clare him the most dangerous ^opponent he ever was to meet.

With the issue drawn, with the leaders at the head of their

columns, the atmosphere was tense with feeling, and passions were

never at such white heat as when questions of religion were involved.

VI

The first struggle continued for three months, while petitiojis

poured in on both sides, pamphlets and press articles peppered the

legislators, men argued heatedly in the sandy street and in the

homes, and the leaders conferred, planned their strategy, and fought

from behind the closed doors of the Raleigh.

On November 6, the petitions had been referred from the Com
mittee on Religion to the Committee of the Whole House. Thus,

the packed committee was unable to smother the proposed reforms

in a pigeonhole. On the floor there was a struggle in debate, re

sulting in the adoption of resolutions that went far toward the

realization of Jefferson s purpose.

These declared that every statute rendering criminal, opinions in

religion, forbearing to repair to church, or the exercising any mode

of worship whatever, or which prescribes punishments for the same,

ought to be declared henceforth of no validity or force.

They conceded that the objections of dissenters to being taxed for

the support of a church or religious society to which their con

science did not conform were reasonable.

They agreed that public assemblies for divine worship should be

regulated, but that all acts providing for the support of the clergy

through taxation should be repealed after securing to the present

incumbents all arrears in salary, and to the vestries a power of levy

ing for the performance of their contracts. ;

But they provided that all glebe lands, churches, chapels, and plate
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should be confirmed in the Church for all time, and that all arrears

of money or tobacco should be paid.

This was a long step in the direction of Jefferson s goal, but Pen-

dleton and Nicholas had forced some compromises. A committee,

consisting of Jefferson, Mason, Madison, Henry, Tazewell, and

Robert Carter Nicholas, was then named to draw a bill in con

formity with the resolutions. Again the result was a compromise.
A large concession to religious liberty was made, but there remained

a connection between Church and State.

The bill repealed all laws making criminal religious opinions and

the failure to attend church. It exempted all dissenters from the

payment of taxes for the support of the Established Church, while

granting the vestries the power to assess all salaries and arrears of

salaries on dissenters up to January 1, 1777. And it reserved the

glebes, churches, chapels and property in them, together with arrears

in money and tobacco, for the use of the Established Church and

its ministers.

But most significant and vital of all, it suspended the levy for the

support of the clergy of the Established Church until the end of the

next session of the Assembly in the summer of 1777.

This avowedly was done because, by the exemption of dis

senters, it placed a burden upon the members of the State Church
in some parishes that would have been unbearable. The way was
left open for voluntary contributions, and the champions of the

Church hoped that the suspension would not be continued after

the summer session of 1777.
18

Nevertheless, as events speedily were to prove, there no longer
was a combination of Church and State. With much more than
half the people released from the support of a State religion, an

attempt to force the entire burden of maintenance on the Anglicans
would have driven many into the ranks of the dissenters. Never

again was a tax for religious purposes to be levied in Virginia. The
future battles were to determine the relation of the State to religion
in general.

Pleased with the progress made, Jefferson was far from counting
this a decisive victory. By hard fighting, he had gained ground,
but he was far from his goal. Little had been accomplished, it
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seemed, but the release of the dissenters from the support of a State

Church. He did not like the regulation of religious assemblies by

the State. He foresaw a bitter battle in the plan of his opponents

for a general assessment to be applied to the maintenance of the

ministers of the various denominations. He stoutly maintained his

thesis that a man s religion is personal and not political,
and that

each denomination should maintain itself through voluntary con

tributions. He abhorred the idea of State interference in any form.

VII

But the May session brought keen disappointment to the cham

pions of the Establishment. Their attempt to prevent the contin

uance of the suspension of the payment of salaries to the clergy of

the State Church was stubbornly opposed and frustrated.

Abandoning this attempt, they now began to concentrate their

efforts to force a general assessment, and here they hoped, not

without reason, to win over some of the dissenters. But the Presby

terians of Hanover went forth to meet the threat. In a remonstrance

to the Assembly, they declared a general assessment contrary to our

principles and subversive of religious liberty.
19

And when, in the autumn of 1777, the legislators continued the

suspension of salaries, the bitterness among the champions of the

Establishment intensified. Feverishly, the faithful were encouraged

to petition and remonstrate. The irate churchmen of Caroline

County, in demanding the assessment, declared that trickery had

been used in forcing the original suspension of salaries. *The undue

means taken to overthrow the Establishment by imposing upon

the credulity of the vulgar and engaging infants to sign petitions

handed down by dissenters, should be rebuked.

But the lines of the Jeffersonians did not waver; the assessment

was not broached; the suspension of the salaries was continued.

Even so, it was not until the session of 1779 that the Jeffersonians

were prepared for a decisive engagement. The spirit of the Revolu

tion had spread. While the Establishment practically was ended,

the old hated vestries, self-perpetuated and dominated by politics,

remained, and the rising democratic tide was beating angrily against

***., 54
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them. In some parishes the old obnoxious vestrymen had died, some
had moved away, some had abandoned the struggle, but Govern

ment officials continued in the performance of their functions. Im

patient petitioners were now demanding the abolishment of the

vestries, and those of Northumberland were urging as a reason that

they were not elected by the people. Democracy was encroaching on
the Church. This infuriated and alarmed the old reactionaries.

And the fight on the glebes began.

Bowing to the storm, the legislators named a committee to deal

with the vestries, and Jefferson was made chairman. Instantly he

responded with a bill providing for the election by the people of a

new order of poor officers, unassociated with religion. Before this

revolutionary move, the legislators paused. Action was deferred.

The opposition rallied and stiffened.
20

But it was only a pause; and the self-perpetuating vestries of the

ruling squires, serving political ends, and often wearing the livery
of the Court of Heaven to serve the Devil in, were finished. And
soon the glebes were gone.
The opposition, thoroughly alarmed by now, rallied for a des

perate fight to force a general assessment, and their prospects bright
ened. Jefferson no longer was in the Assembly personally to direct

and manage. He had been transferred to the Palace of the Gov
ernor; and to make matters worse for the reformers, Pendleton and
Nicholas had now been joined by the powerful Mason and the fiery
Patrick Henry, who alone challenged the popularity of Jefferson

among the masses.

The acquisition of Henry, who henceforth will be found con

sistently with the conservatives who so recently had thought him
vulgar, was of immeasurable value to the aristocracy. The mass of

the people had no confidence in the democracy of the old leaders

of the oligarchy of Church and State, but the great orator had cast

his spell upon them. Jefferson, removed from the actual arena,
could direct, only from behind the scenes, the maneuvering of his

young disciple, Madison. Pitted against Henry, he was at a great

disadvantage. In erudition, in philosophic vision, in logic, Madison
was, vastly the superior of his gifted antagonist, but, to the mass,
the flame of Henry s genius and eloquence blinded them to the

L 9 56.
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perfect reasoning of the younger man. The older man was glorified

by his early revolutionary fervor, and few foresaw the luminous

future of the young man fresh from Princeton.

The fight was prolonged, but Madison, representing Jefferson,

persisted,
and in the end, but not until 1785, the general assessment

was definitively defeated.

VIII

Then, when early in the spring of 1779 the legislature ordered

the framing of a bill for religious freedom, the supreme hour for

Jefferson struck. It was toward this end that his entire pressure had

been applied. Unhappily, when the hour struck he had been re

moved from the legislative chamber; but from the Palace of the

Governor he gave to Madison, his flagbearer, the Ordinance of Re

ligious Freedom he had framed out of his own vast reading and

meditation. This he was to place alongside the Declaration of In

dependence as his supreme contribution to American civilization.

Incredible as it seems today, the presentation of this Ordinance

created a furor. Churchmen, really devout, but also politicians with

more pious pose than piety, fumed with rage. Some pretended to

be horrified by the sacrilege. It was yet too* early to ascribe the

Ordinance to the bloody monsters of the French Terror, but it

was agreed in a great company that it clearly was the emanation of

the anti-Christ. So noisy was the protest that the legislature hesi

tated and postponed its consideration.

Removed from personal leadership on the floor, Jefferson, behind

the scenes, threw himself with all his fervor into the fight, and in

the autumn session of 1779 his Ordinance was introduced again.

From the savage caves of intolerance and religious hates bitter re

monstrances poured in upon the legislature. The infuriates of

Essex County declared a bill for religious freedom was an attack on

the Christian religion!
21 The legislative opposition closed ranks

for a last desperate stand, and in that session the Ordinance for Re

ligious Freedom could not even reach a third reading.

Encouraged by their success, the strategists of the opposition now

made the mistake of taking the offensive. They introduced a bill
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declaring the Christian Religion shall in all times coming be

deemed and held to be the established religion of the common
wealth. If a State Church could not be revived, a State Religion
would serve the purpose of intolerance.

This was a direct challenge to Jefferson s whole philosophy, which

rested on the conviction that the State has no business meddling
with religion. Because of the very audacity of this move, the liberals

now rallied and prevented the measure from reaching its third

reading. And George Mason introduced his bill, which definitively

ended the paying of the salaries of clergymen out of the State tax

ation of the people.

But the Ordinance of Religious Freedom made no progress. The

fight was to continue through the two years of its author s guberna
torial service and through the period of his retirement, and through
his congressional service at Annapolis into the years, when, three

thousand miles across the sea, he followed the struggle with un
abated interest. Incredible as it seems, itwas not until the legislative

session of 1785, six years after its original introduction, that the

Assembly was prepared to act on one of the noblest documents in

American history.

IX

The Ordinance of Religious Freedom proposed by Jefferson in

1779 was both an argument and a bill. It asserted:

THat the opinions and belief of men depend, not on their own
will, but follow involuntarily the evidence proposed to their minds:

That Almighty God hath. created the mind free, and manifested

His supreme will that free it shall remain, by making it altogether

insusceptible to restraint;

That all attempts to influence it by temporal punishments, or

burdens, or by civil incapacitations, tend only to beget habits of

hypocrisy and meanness, and are a departure from the plan of the

holy author of our religion, who, being lord of both body and

mind, yet chose not to propagate it by coercion on either, as was in

His Almighty power to do, but to exalt it by the influence of

reason alone:

That the impious presumption of legislatures and rulers, civil as

well as ecclesiastical, who, being themselves fallible and uninspired
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men, have assumed domination over the faith of others, setting up
their own opinions and modes of thinking as the only true and in

fallible, and as such endeavoring to impose them on others, hath

established and maintained false religions over the greater part of
the world and through all time:

That to compel man to furnish contributions of money for the

propagation of opinions which he disbelieves and abhors is sinful

and tyrannical:

That even the forcing him to support this or that teacher of his

own religious persuasion is depriving him of the comfortable lib

erty of giving his contributions to the particular pastor whose

morals he would make his pattern, and whose powers he feels most

persuasive to righteousness; and in withdrawing from the ministry

those temporal rewards, which, proceeding from an approbation
of their personal conduct, are an additional incitement to earnest

and unremitting labors for the instruction of mankind:

That our civil rights have no dependence on our religious opin

ions, any more than our opinions in physics or geometry; and

therefore, the proscribing any citizen as unworthy of the public

confidence by laying upon him an incapacity of being called to

office of trust or emolument, unless he professes or renounces this

or that religious opinion, is depriving him injudiciously of those

privileges and advantages to which, in common with his fellow

citizefis, he has a natural right:

That it tends also to corrupt the principles of that very religion it

is meant to encourage by bribing with a monopoly of worldly

honors and emoluments those who will externally confess and

conform to it:

That though these are criminals who do not withstand such

temptation, yet neither are those innocent who lay the bait in

their way:
That the opinions of men are not the object of civil government,

nor under its jurisdiction:

That to suffer the civil magistrate to intrude his powers into

the field of opinion and to restrain the profession or propaganda
on supposition of their ill tendency is a dangerous fallacy, which at

once destroys all religious liberty, because he, of course, being judge

of the tendency, will make his opinion the rule of judgment, and

approve or condemn the sentiments of others only as they shall

square with or differ from his own:

That it is time enough for the rightful purpose of civil govern

ment for its officers to interfere when principles break out Into
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overt acts against peace and good order; and finally, that Trut

is great and will prevail if left to herself:

That she is the proper and sufficient antagonist to error, and ha

nothing to fear from the conflict unless, by human interpositior

disarmed of her natural weapons, free argument and debate; error

ceasing to be dangerous when it is permitted freely to circulat

them.

Such, the argument.
And now, the law:

We, the General Assembly of Virginia, do enact that no mai

shall be compelled to frequent or support any religious worship

place of ministry whatsoever, nor shall be enforced, restrained

molested or burdened in his body or goods, nor shall otherwisi

suffer on account of his religious opinions or beliefs; but that al

men shall be free to profess, and by argument maintain thei

opinions in matters of religion, and that the same shall in no wise

diminish, enlarge or affect their civil character.

Conscious of the fact that at intervals the spirit of fanaticisrr

emerges from its caves, and that future generations of legislator*

would have the legal right to emasculate or repeal this Ordinance

Jefferson had added that the rights hereby asserted are of the

natural rights of mankind, and if any act shall be hereafter passed
to repeal the present, or to narrow its operations, such act will be

an infringement of natural right.
22

Such the argument and the law.

We are now ready for the battle.

X

A futile and ill-timed attempt to levy a general assessment and
to incorporate the Episcopal Church helped pave the way for the

final favorable consideration of the Ordinance of Religious Free

dom. The liberal spirit, born of the Revolution, had spread enor

mously since the introduction of Jefferson s Ordinance in 1779. No
longer were the stout champions of the combination of Church
and State able to pack the committees or to dominate the Assembly.
The rule of the Tidewater aristocracy was in decline, and the ro-

*2
Ford, Writings tf Jefferson, II, 237-39.
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bustious men of the Piedmont and the Blue Ridge were in the

ascendant. That year, Ben Harrison, so long the ardent, trusted

champion of the old oligarchy, actually failed of re-election by his

neighbors in the county of Charles City, and he moved with his

family to Surrey County, where he possessed no property, to be

elected there, only to have his election challenged by the Committee
on Privileges and Elections, and to win his seat by a meager ma
jority of the whole House.23 And, though unquestionably a patriot,

he was elected Speaker by a margin of but five votes.

Despairing of holding the people bound to the religious system

they championed, Pendleton and Nicholas now went into a huddle

on strategy. Thus they planned to emasculate, weaken, or utterly

destroy the Ordinance by amendments. Pendleton, so masterful and

resourceful in the art of injecting a word or phrase that might

escape detection and yet completely change the character of a

measure, took charge. What could be more inoffensive to the

sponsors of the Ordinance than his amendment recommending
Christian forbearance, love, and charity? But Madison caught the

significance at a glance and the amendment was promptly voted

down.

Another amendment speedily was forthcoming, with a reference

to Jtsus Christ, the holy author of our religion ;
but since the very

purpose of the Ordinance was to protect the religious freedom of

not only Christians of all denominations, but also of Jews, Mo
hammedans, or infidels, it also was defeated.

24

Unable to defeat the Ordinance through amendments, the opposi

tion now fought desperately to postpone the vote, but out of the

ninety-four votes cast, it was unable to muster more than twenty-

four.

The struggle now shifted to the Senate, which pounced upon the

Ordinance with more amendments calculated to emasculate and

deform. It was proposed to strike out the preamble or argument
and to substitute the Mason Bill of Rights in the Constitution of

Virginia, but the majority would not have it.

When the attempt to strike out the first full page and twenty lines

of the second failed, the Senate asked for a conference. Madison,

23 Hunt, Writings of James Madison, Madison to Jefferson, II, 215*

^Autobiography, 45.
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fighting for Jefferson s Ordinance, thought the objections of the

Senate frivolous indeed. But to give proof of an accommodating

disposition, the House sent back to the Senate the preamble with

a few minor changes in phraseology; the Senate added a few more,
and when Madison concluded that they did not affect the sub

stance, though they somewhat defaced the composition/ he agreed,

rather than assume further risks in the dangerous tailend of the

session.
25

Thus, in 1786, ten years after he had written the Declaration of

Independence, Jefferson s Ordinance of Religious Freedom became

the law of the land and its influence spread throughout the nation.

Jefferson, in Paris, rejoiced over the belated triumph and had copies

printed which he distributed among his colleagues of the diplomatic

corps for transmission to their countries, and he sent a copy to

Mirabeau. The fame of the Ordinance spread throughout the

world.
26

In the twilight of his days, Jefferson, recalling the seven years

struggle for the separation of Church and State and for an Ordin

ance of Religious Freedom, was to record it as the most bitter and
stubborn he had ever known. In some of the New England States,

where religious sects had a strangle-hold on civil government and
the clergy preached vicious political sermons, the story was spread
that Jefferson was an infidel, with no regard for any religious faith,

and this was to invite their pulpit denunciations when, some years

later, he was fighting the national battle which conclusively deter

mined that the American Republic should be democratic.
27

XI

Washington s exclamation, Where is Jefferson? which implied
a compliment to his congressional service, had been sufficiently
answered during the three years in the Virginia legislature. The
answer was written indelibly in the statutes. No American leader
of his time was making a contribution to the molding of the system
which has come to be known as the American system that re-

25 Hunt, Writings of Madison, II, 216.
26

Eckenrode, Separation of Church and State, 114-16.
27

Bowers, Jefferson and Hamilton.
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motely approached that of Jefferson during these two fruitful years.

It appears, however, from the journal of the Assembly that, during

these legislative sessions, Jefferson shared the disposition of many
of his colleagues sometimes to seek fresh air and recreation outside

the hall. Time and again the Speaker was forced to order the

sergeant at arms to take into custody specified members and bring

them to the House; and Jefferson was not infrequently among them.

It is amusing to note that while on May 28, 1778, a committee was

named to enforce the attendance of the members of the Assembly/

with Jefferson on the committee, he does not appear to have taken

it too seriously. Thus, a little later it was ordered that the Ser

geant o Arms attending this House take into custody Thomas

Jefferson and some others.
28 Soon afterward we note that Mr.

Thomas Jefferson, one of the members from the county of Albe-

marle, attended in the custody of the Sergeant of Arms. 29 Less

than a month later: Ordered that the Sergeant of Arms take into

his custody the following members of the House, to wit: Thomas

Jefferson . . .
30 And two days later the Journal announced that

Jefferson had returned, paid his fine and been discharged from

custody.
31

Despite these lapses, no period of his career so clarifies in action

his philosophy and his concept of a good society, and at no time

does the wisdom of his leadership shine so luminously. The weak

ness of the average revolutionist is that his genius lies so predom

inantly on the side of tearing down and is so weak in constructive

building on the ruins. They destroy^ but they do not create. In

Jefferson we have the rare revolutionist who would destroy only

that he might build from blueprints drawn before the demolition,

and who, in the very midst of the demolition of the old, was already

wisely building for the future generations.

In these three years he had achieved some results that entered into

the making of the American system/ and some that greatly, ad

vanced the frontiers of democracy.

Successfully, he had fought his battle for the separation of Church

and State.

He had written the immortal Ordinance of Religious Freedom

** Journal, October 7, 1778. ^IUL, November 30, 1778.

30 Ibid., December 12, 1778. 31
Ibid., December 14, 1778.
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that protected all men in their civil rights against religious in

tolerance and persecution.

In the abolishment of entail he had struck a deadly blow at the

artificially maintained aristocracy, dependent on governmental pro
tection and privilege, and thus definitively put Virginia in the van

guard of the onward march of American democracy.

In the abolishing of primogeniture he had completed what he had

begun in the elimination of entail, and in the process had, inci

dentally, given a new dignity to womanhood.

He had made it clear that democracy and popular government
cannot thrive in ignorance, that popular education cannot be ne

glected in a free society, and he had proposed a popular educational

system which, up until that time, had never been approached in

any country in the world.

Putting aside his arduous labors in the revision of the laws, these

measures, together with his authorship of the Summary View^ his

Reply to North, his Declaration of Independence, would have

assured him immortality in American history had he died at the age
of thirty-six.

But because of his battle for democracy and religious freedom

during these three years, he never again was to enjoy in Virginia
the universal popularity he had known before.

He had incurred the abiding hostility of the stricken aristocracy,

whose privileges he had taken away that democracy might have

an open road; and the reactionaries of Virginia were to hate him
for a generation.

He had called down upon his head the maledictions of the clergy

and the political allies of the Establishment in the separation of

Church and State, and throughout the remainder of his life political

preachers were to denounce himjfrom the pulpit as an enemy of

Christianity.

These hatreds, that even affect some in the writing of history to

this day, were born at this time.

Here we may pause in the story of his political activities to visit

the Monticello he so loved and to see the private person in the

serenity of his hilltop before he enters on his arduous duties as

Governor of Virginia.



CHAPTER

IX

HAPPY DAYS AT MONTICELLO

IT
WAS ABOUT THIS TIME that the Marquis de Chastellux,

under the guidance of a native and in search of the home of the

young philosopher whose fame had already reached France,

emerged at length from the woods within sight of Monticello and

dismissed his guide. His impressions have been preserved in the

interesting book in which he recorded them:

On the summit (of one of the mountains) we discovered the

house of Mr. Jefferson, which stands pre-eminent in those retire

ments. It was himself who built it, and preferred this situation;

for although he possessed considerable property in the neighbor

hood, there was nothing to prevent him from fixing his residence

wherever he thought proper. But it was a debt Nature owed to

the philosopher, and a man of taste, that in his own possession he

should find a spot where he might best study and enjoy her. He
called his home Monticello (Italian, Little Mountain), a very modest

title, for it is situated on a very lofty one, but which announces the

owner s attachment to the language of Italy; and, above all, to the

fine arts, of which that country was the cradle, and is still the

asylum. As I had no further necessity for a guide, I separated from

the Irishman; and after ascending by a tolerably commodious road

for more than half an hour, we arrived at Monticello.

This house, of which Mr. Jefferson was the architect, arid often

one of the workmen, is rather elegant, and in the Italian taste,

though not without fault. It consists of one large pavilion, the

entrance to which is by the porticoes, ornamented with pillars. The

217
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ground floor consists of a very large, lofty salon, which is to be

decorated entirely in the antique style; above it is a library of the

same form; two small wings, with only a ground floor and attic

story joined to this pavilion, and communicate with the kitchen,

offices, etc., which form a kind of basement story, over which runs

a terrace.

The Marquis explains that his detailed description has for its

object to show the difference between jthis and other houses of the

country, since he could safely aver that Mr. Jefferson is the first

American who has consulted the fine arts to know how he should

shelter himself from the weather.
1

If the building the Marquis found
c

not without fault, it was

very far from completion. Jefferson actually had dwelt for nine

years at Monticello at the time he was summoned to Williamsburg

to assume the then dangerous duties of a republican governor.

During his boyhood at Shadwell, he had cast longing eyes on the

mountain, and even then he had determined that on reaching his

majority he would there build himself a home after his heart s

desire. In youth, he had wandered with his gun over the thickly

timbered mountain, entranced with the varying views of the pano
rama spread before him, differing in the shifting lights. Always an

individualist, never afraid of innovation, and unimpressed by prece

dent^ he was almost unique among his Virginia contemporaries in

selecting a mountain-top for a home. The tendency was to prefer

the valleys. And, in keeping with his innovation in choosing a

mountain-top, he had in mind another of greater significance, in

the architectural planning of the house. At that time and in the

past, there was little disposition among the Vifginians to give heed

to the possibilities of architecture in their building. Most of .the

dwellings were of frame, and few of even the larger ones made any

pretension to architectural charm or beauty. Houses were con

structed to afford a comfortable protection from the weather, and

with no thought of the aesthetic. It was, therefore, almost revolu

tionary for Jefferson to approach the building of Monticello in the

spirit of the artist.

The origin of his passionate love of architecture is not clearly re

vealed. Certainly there was nothing in the region with which he

1 Chastellux, Voyages dans I Am-erique.
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was familiar to arouse his interest, and, since his imagination had
been stirred even during his college days at Williamsburg, it is a safe

surmise that he owed the development of this side of his character

to his intimacy and conversations with Fauquier, the accomplished
Royal Governor, and with Professor Small, the Scot. No doubt one
or the other brought to his attention the works of Andrea Palladio,
the leader of the Italian classical architecture of the fifteenth cen

tury, with whose plates he was familiar. In the plans young Jeffer

son drew for his house on the mountain-top, and in the many other

plans he was to draw for numerous other houses on the request
of friends, the influence of Palladio is clearly reflected. In the

Massachusetts Historical Society library one may examine almost

three hundred of these drawings of the unprofessional architect,

which have commanded the admiration of the critics of our time.

No less an authority than Fiske Kimball has said of them that his

architectural draughtsmanship, as illustrated in the earlier elevation

of Monticello, is beyond comparison with the crudeness of the pub-
&amp;gt; lished drawings of other native designers of the time, and remained

unrivaled till the advent of Thornton and the first well-trained

architects from abroad, during the last years of the eighteenth

century.

We are indebted to this famous critic for the monumental book,
with illustrations, on Jefferson the architect, which, published

privately and too expensive for general sale, is to be found in certain

libraries in the United States and abroad.

In later life, as we shall see, the master of Monticello was to draw
the plans for the State Capitol in Richmond and for the University
of Virginia; and it is significant of his genius that when, a genera
tion ago, Stanford White, the brilliant architect, was engaged to

draw the plans for the restoration of the Rotunda, the library of that

institution, he asked for time to study the architectural scheme of

Jefferson, on the ground that it would be a profanation to strike a

discordant note in the plans of the statesman.

Thus, in these comparatively serene years with which we are

concerned, the carroty-headed young man, already distinguished

internationally in political polemics and at the bar, might often have

been seen bending over his drafting-board, giving happy rein to his

imagination and his love of beauty in brick and stone. Because his
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gift was well known to has friends, he was frequently importuned
to draw the plans for houses they were building, and a number of

the charming mansions to be seen today in the neighborhood came

from his blueprints.

In advanced years he worked lovingly over plans for Monroe s

beautiful house in Loudoun County, Virginia; and long before,

when Monroe was very limited in his means, it was Jefferson who

planned the house of Ashlawn, near Monticello, and nothing could

be more interesting than the ingenuity with which he made the

most of the financial limitations of his disciple. It is probable that

he found a request of older and seasoned statesmen to frame a state

paper less pleasing to his soul than an invitation from his friends

to exercise his talent at the drafting-board.

II

It was In 1767 that he began to move toward the realization o

his dream of a mansion on the top of the little mountain. It was no

mean undertaking. The mountain, rising five hundred feet, was

literally covered from base to crest with a thick first growth of

timber. There was not an open spot for the building of the smallest

hut without the felling of trees and the leveling of the ground. A
bridle-path was shaped at this time into a rather rough and steep

road leading to the top, where a small clearing had been made and

an equally rough shelter house erected.

The next year, young Jefferson turned grimly to his task of level

ing the mountain-top when he contracted with a Mr. Moore to

level 250 square feet of the top of the mountain at the N.E. end by
Christmas, for which I am to give him 180 bushels of wheat and

24 bushels of corn. The site thus described is the site of the present
mansion of Monticello.

2 And while there is no further record, it is

evident that this was speedily followed by the leveling of the entire

plateau of one hundred and twenty thousand square feet, six hun
dred by two hundred feet, since, within a year, one building had

been raised somewhat south of the part leveled by Moore. This

building, at the southeast comer of the open square on the moun

tain-top, a little, one-story brick structure of one room, and standing
2 Wilstach, Jefferson and Monticello, 21-22.
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today, was unquestionably part of Jefferson s well-matured plan for

the mansion.
3

The mansion, as it stood at Jefferson s death and as preserved

today, covered twenty-five years in the building, since he was con

stantly making improvements. That the mansion was not ready for

occupancy when the burning of Shadwell drove him to the moun
tain is certain, and in 1773 he was contracting for the manufacture

of one hundred thousand bricks; and in the following year we find

him ordering from London fourteen pairs of sash windows to be

.sent, ready made and glazed, with a small parcel of spare glass to

mend breaks.
4

Four years later, if the main building was not entirely habitable,

it was sufficiently advanced to be occupied, not only by Jefferson

and his wife, but also by the widow of Carr and her six children;

and he was keeping open house for his friends with the generous

hospitality of his class and time.

Pressed by his political duties and activities as he was at this

period, he was giving every moment he could spare to the realiza

tion of his ideal of an estate. It was not enough that only the house

should be beautiful, since his fastidious taste demanded that the

surroundings should harmonize. Along with his passion for archi

tecture went a kindred taste for landscape gardening, aad he was

his own landscape gardener as he was his own architect. He alone

had to plan the grove and terrace. He alone had to lay out the

gardens and the walks and to design the drive. His eyes alone de

termined where the flower beds should be and where the vegetable

garden would be least in evidence. He personally selected the trees

that were to be planted and he indicated the spots. The vines, the

shrubs, the bulbs, the roots, were of his choice alone, and he alone

placed them. There was not to be a spot on the mountain-top that

would not bear the imprint of his taste. While he engaged an

Italian landscape gardener for a time, that worthy soon found that

his sole, function was to follow the instructions of his employer.

Fired with the enthusiasm of the artist, Jefferson consecrated all his

leisure to the beautification of the mountain.

Nor wa3 it enough for him to have a park. It had to be made

animate with animal life; and soon twenty or thirty deer were

,, 38.
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grazing within a few rods o the mansion. These became so at

tached to him under his care that at this time they were prone to

follow him about, and he repaid their faith by feeding them Indian

corn from his hand. His frequent visitors were invariably taken

to the park to see these animals walk, run and bound. 5

III

Essentially, instinctively a builder, he continued for years lavish

ing money on tools for the shops erected on the grounds, on new
scientific instruments that fascinated him, on new agricultural and
industrial machinery that delighted him, and on new inventions.

Even at this early day, he had a machine for the spinning and

weaving of cloth. He had his own plant for the making of brick.

He carefully taught his slaves brickmaking, and something more
than crude carpentering, how to make nails, to set a window or a

door, and how to lay floors in patterns. Nothing excited him more
than the discovery of a slave who showed some aptitude for

mechanics, and he gave him every encouragement and opportunity
for the development of his talent.

Throughout, these early years, he was also a successful farmer.

He owned five thousand acres at Monticello and four thousand

acres at Poplar Forest, and, more than his neighbors, he resembled

in his methods the scientific farmer of many years later. Every day
found him astride his horse cantering over the estate, watching the

work and supervising his supervisors. The cultivated acres at

Monticello were given largely to the growing of wheat, those at

Poplar Forest to wheat and tobacco, though he also grew a great
deal of corn. In his vegetable garden he was always experimenting
with something new to the region, and his garden book reveals the

probable influence of Philip Mazzei, the Italian who lived for some
time as a neighbor on Jefferson s small property of Colle, since he

experimented with Italian specialties, including God save the

mark garlic.

From his earliest boyhood he was fond of horses, and on his

farms he kept a number of brood mares of excellent pedigree. His

riding-horses had to be of the best stock to be found in the Old
5
Chastellux, Voyages dans I Amerique.
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Dominion. He was insistent always that his grooms keep these

animals in the pink of condition. In his more dandified youth the

groom had reason to tremble when he saw his master passing a

white handkerchief over the horse s flank and finding it soiled. A
reproachful glance from his cold eyes and the groom hurried the

animal back to the stable without a word.

The fact that in these earlier years his farming brought him an

average profit of two thousand dollars is evidence enough that he

was a practical farmer. Out of the proceeds of his tobacco crop,

largely sent to London, he bought his books, his better clothing, his

European wines, his furniture and musical instruments.

Some time before the Revolution, he, with some others, conceived

the idea of growing grapes on a large scale for winemaking, and it

was in furtherance of this plan that Philip Mazzei and a group of

Italian vignerons were brought from Tuscany and the estate of

Colle was purchased in the neighborhood of Monticello. Vineyards
of Italian grapes were bravely planted on the hillside, but nothing
worth while came of it; and when, a little later, Colle was rented

to Baron de Riedesel, one of the Saratoga prisoners of war, the

latter s horses finished the vines in a week. That ended the at

tempt to grow Italian grapes on a Virginia hillside; but several of

the Tuscans found employment at Monticello, and they appear to

have attended the native vines with such success that Jefferson was
able to send his friends at Williamsburg some wine from his own

vintage. Even so, his own epicurean taste in table wines was such

that he stocked his cellar with the juice of France.

Thus he found time, despite his constant building, reading, writ

ing, to raise wheat, corn, tobacco, blooded horses, to experiment
with exotic vegetables and with winemaking, and to conduct his

farm on a practical business basis.

IV

It was at this period that Jefferson became a close friend of the

Philip Mazzei, whose indiscretion, years later, was to cause him
some annoyance. The master of Monticello was thirty-two years

old when the Florentine, with his wife and stepdaughter, arrived

on the hilltop. Early on the morning following his arrival, when the
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rest of the household was still asleep, Jefferson took him for
e

a wall

in the neighborhood/ which led them to the home of a poor mar
who owned a cabin and about four hundred acres of land which

bordered on Monticello. The man was eager to sell, and Mazzej

concluded that the cabin was large enough for the Tuscan vigneroni
he had brought with him. The place was purchased, and thuj

Mazzei became a neighbor and a friend.
6 The Florentine was

astonished to find that Jefferson understood the Tuscan language

very well, though he had never heard it spoken before. The
Italian laborers were delighted so much so that Mazzei was

touched. Liking the Tuscan hunting-coat, Jefferson adopted it

and the neighbors imitated his example, to the joy of the Italian

tailor Mazzei had brought with him with the understanding that

he alone should profit from any work not done for the tiny Italian

colony.
7 While the house at Colle was being prepared, the Floren

tine lived at Monticello with his wife and her daughter, and while

the Jeffersons became fond of the stepdaughter, Jefferson was soon

to find that the mother showed traces of vanity and pride/ Quite
soon she was to become a thorn in the side of Mazzei and a provo
cation to Jefferson, who sympathized deeply with his friend. One
day he described her to Mazzei as a hitch,

8 and later, in Paris,

hearing more of her meanness, he had reiterated she is really a great
bitch.

9 Even so, the master of the mansion thoroughly enjoyed the

companionship of the Florentine, following his advice in experi

menting with Italian vegetables and vines, while restraining his

temper and dissimulating his dislike of the vain and proud lady
who was constantly running in and out of Monticello. The daughter,
as much a victim as Mazzei, however, found her way to the hearts

of both the Jeffersons, and when the family finally left, she wept on

leaving Colle, but she cried even more when [she] left Jefferson s

home. 10

Soon, as we shall see, some German prisoners of war will take

possession of Colle and there will be another foreign lady who will

make quite a different impression.
6iMaz2ei, Memoirsj 192.
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The combination of the artistic with the practical temperament

is rare. In the midst of his experimenting with new machinery and

inventions and in his supervising of the sowing and the reaping, we

have seen young Jefferson zealously working out his architectural

ideals.

In those days also, before the Revolution and during its progress,

he had other artistic interests. He was a lover of music. In the year

previous to his election as Governor and at a time when he was

feverishly pushing his reforms, he wrote an illuminating letter to a

friend in Europe:

-
If there is a gratification which I envy any people it is, to your

country, its music. This is the favorite passion of my soul, and

fortune has cast my lot in a country where it is in a state of de

plorable barbarism. From the line of life in which we conjecture

you to be, I have for some time lost the hope of seeing you here.

Should the event prove so, I shall ask your assistance in procuring

a substitute who may be proficient ,in singing, etc., on the harpsi

chord. I shall be contented to receive such a one two or three years

hence, when it is hoped he may come safely and find here a greater

plenty of those useful things which commerce alone can furnish.

The bounds of an American fortune will not admit the indulgence

of a domestic band of musicians, yet I have thought that a passion

for music might be reconciled with that economy which we are

obliged to- observe.
11

Jefferson s favorite instrument being the violin, he might have

been heard, during these comparatively serene days at MonticeEo,

practicing two and three hours a day. We have seen him, as a red

headed boy, one of the little group of music-lovers in his college days

that gathered periodically in the Governor s Palace, to play with

Fauquier. In those happy days at Williamsburg, he often played

duets with another student, destined to be the father of President

Tyler. He often played with his wife, who, according to legend,

he won in a brisk competition because of his prowess with the

fiddle. Even on his journeys in those days he was wont to carry his

fiddle along, and in the early morning, before his host had arisen,

11 Randolph, Domestic Ufe of Jefferson, 54. ,
,

, .
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the soft notes of his loved instrument might have been heard from

the guest-room. It was this mutual passion for music, more than

anything else, that made him and his wife so congenial Martha

Wayles Jefferson performed on the harpsichord, and we have the

record of one ordered for her from England with the proceeds of

her husband s tobacco sale.

About this time, Alberti, the Italian, appeared in America with

a band of musicians, and he remained for some years. He had been

engaged to instruct Mrs. Jefferson, and a friendship developed be

tween him and Jefferson, who employed him to assist him in his

struggle with the violin. For many months, Alberti made frequent

visits to Monticello for the purpose, and, whatever may have been

the aptitude of his distinguished pupil, he could have asked for

none more zealous and appreciative.

In the early days of their association, before their divergent

political views brought a cleavage between them, Jefferson shared

his enthusiasm with Patrick Henry, who likewise was clever with the

fiddle. They differed, however, in their tastes. The orator s pref

erence was for the lively airs popular in the rustic dances of the early

day; Jefferson was content with nothing less than the classic music

of the operas.

But among public men devoted to the fiddle, Jefferson s favorite

partner in the playing of duets was John Randolph, a distinguished

lawyer of the time, who had served as Attorney General under

Lord Dunmore. Though satisfied with his comparative skill, Jeffer

son made no secret of his envy of Randolph because of his possession

of a very fine instrument. And out of this longing for the Randolph
fiddle came, perhaps, the most amazing bargain he ever struck. It

was agreed that should Jefferson outlive Randolph, he was to have

the fiddle for three hundred dollars. And Jefferson s part of the agree

ment was even more amazing, in view of his passion for books;

since, if Randolph outlived Jefferson, he was to have books from

the latter s library to the value of four thousand dollars. The bargain

struck, Jefferson, in dead earnest, insisted that the agreement should

be put in strictly legal form, and this was done. Several people of

historical significance signed their names in attestation, including
Patrick Henry and George Wythe. The document was proved
before the clerk of the court and spread upon the records*
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This was the John Randolph who, in loyalty to the King, turned

from his own country to England in the early days of the Revolu

tion. But despite his hurry in taking his departure, he remembered

the bargain made with Jefferson and the latter s warm desire for the

fiddle. Possibly thinking that he might not care to recall old mem
ories in his exile, but probably because he felt he could use the money
to greater advantage, he offered now to sell the fiddle to his friend

for sixty-five dollars. And so it came to pass that, in the Monticello

of those days of the Revolution, the fiddle of Randolph was often

heard. The latter s exile in poverty was not happy. At the seat of

Lord Dunmore in Scotland, he was taken in and welcomed, but he

died in a few years with the prayer that his body should be taken

back to his Virginia home.

VI

The period verging on h^s gubernatorial trials and tribulations was,

in many respects, to be the happiest Jefferson was to know at Monti-

cello for many years. The mansion was not finished to his satisfac

tion, nor was it to be so for years to come, but it was now a home.

He had taken under his protection the six children of Dabney .Carr,,

to whom he became a father; and these, with his daughter, Martha,

now toddling about, contributed to the merriment of the household.

The routine of life at this time did not greatly vary. Each day

found the tall, eager, red-headed master looking in upon the pro

gress of his mechanics, visiting all parts of the estate to observe the

work in the fields, practicing conscientiously on his fiddle before

breakfast, poring over his treasured volumes in his library, bending

over his desk writing voluminous observations on his reading, writ

ing letters to friends and public men. Though an omnivorous

reader, he was in no sense a bookworm, for he favored his love of

the outdoors and of physical exercise. He eagerly followed the

budding and the unfolding of the flowers in his garden, visited

the deer in the park, never forgetting to take a pocketful of corn,

inspected his stables and kept his grooms alert. Almost every day,

weather permitting,
he mounted his horse promptly at one o clock

for a two-hour canter over the broad acres.

And Martha, the young wife, had her routine, too, since, under the

training of her very practical father, she had become a mistress of
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accounts, and she assumed the management of the household. Since

it does not appear that a portrait of her was ever painted, we are

dependent solely on the descriptions of her contemporaries., who all

agree upon her beauty and great charm. She was above the average

in height for a woman, her figure was lithe and exquisitely molded,

and she moved with a queenly grace. Visitors were impressed by

her amiability, hospitality, charm, and accomplishments. While

Jefferson was occupied with his inspection of the sowing, the reap

ing, and the building, she was busy in the management of the do

mestic household and in keeping the account books. During the ten

years of her life with Jefferson, she was to bear six children, of

whom three were to die in infancy. In childbearing and in the per

formance of her self-imposed duties, her married life was largely one

of confinement to her home. She had neither time nor strength for

the frivolities of Williamsburg, nor had she the slightest desire to

visit the stately homes of Philadelphia and its environs when her

husband was in Congress. Childbearing, and at such short intervals,

together with the misfortune of losing three of her children, had

made inroads on her delicate constitution. But her spirits were high

ancTher amiability was never affected. When Jefferson had finished

his work and she her own, she could find time daily to sit down at

the harpsichord he had ordered from London, and the red-headed

mate would take up his fiddle, as in the old days of the wooing.

They were to remain lovers to the end.

It was a happy household.

Even at this early period, Jefferson had begun to keep open house.

Guests poured in and out constantly and without ceremony or

notice, and the hospitality was all that could be expected of a pros

perous Virginia squire. His boyhood love of hunting persisted, as

he was as fond of following the fox to the music of baying hounds

as any squire in England. His love of horses drew him occasionally

from home to attend the races, then popular in Virginia.

VII

A short time before Jefferson took residence in the Governor s

Palace in Williamsburg, Monticello was enlivened by a strange

company. For fifty years all sorts and conditions of men were to
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find their way up the mountain road to the mansion, but never was

the hilltop to see another such group. Because this was unique, and

because their generous reception and entertainment throw a white
1

light on the character of Jefferson, more than a reference to these

officers of the enemy in the Revolutionary struggle is necessary.

Early in 1779, the four thousand German and British prisoners

taken at the surrender of Burgoyne at Saratoga were ordered from

Boston to the neighborhood of Charlottesville, to remove them

from the immediate scene of military operations. The march in the

dead of a bitterly harsh winter over roads almost impassable was

achieved, but on their arrival at the camp assigned them, five miles

from Charlottesville, it was found that, because of the dearth of

laborers, the barracks were unfinished, and there was also a shortage

of bread. The speed with which all this was remedied through the

industry and ingenuity of the prisoners themselves won Jefferson s

admiration. The barracks were completed and the private soldiers

set themselves to the task of making the surroundings not only

comfortable, but pleasing to the eye. The ground was cleared and

then divided into small lots which were neatly enclosed and cul

tivated.
12 The officers rented houses and small farms in the imme

diate neighborhood, bought sheep and cows, and settled down seri

ously to farming, to the delight of the master of Monticelkx They
made necessary repairs to the rented houses at their own expense,

bought furniture to make them agreeable, and with remarkable

generosity paid rent for a year in advance.

The transformation made in the camp, where the private soldiers

first lived in blockhouses without windows or doors, was magical.
18

Then the silly rumor spread that the presence of so many prisoners

threatened the community with a food famine. A petition was sent

to Governor Patrick Henry, asking for the removal of at least a

portion. By their own cultivation the prisoners themselves were

producing much of the food they required, and they had all they

could ask but money, which the outspoken wife of one of the

Brunswick officers thought the British were slow in furnishing.

But since Henry usually found it disagreeable to refuse a popular

demand, there was every probability of his acquiescence.

12 Girardin, History of Virginia, 325.
13 Riedesel, Letters and Memoirs, 215.
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No one knew this better than Jefferson. He therefore sat down

at his desk to write an equally energetic protest. Nothing he ever

did is more illuminative o his humanitarian instincts and his rule

of discriminating between men, as human beings, and as political

agents :

Their health is also of importance [he wrote Henry], I would

not endeavor to show that their lives are valuable to us, because it

would suppose a possibility that humanity was kicked out of doors

in America, and interest only attended to. ... But is an enemy so

execrable that, though in captivity, his wishes and comforts are to

be disregarded and even crossed? I think not. It is for the benefit

of mankind to mitigate the horrors of war as much as possible.

The practice, therefore, of modern nations of treating captive

prisoners with politeness and generosity is not only delightful in

contemplation, but really interesting to all the world friends,

foes, and neutrals.

And what, he asked, were the facts pertaining to these prisoners ?

After considerable hardship the officers had rented houses
c

at such

exorbitant rates as were sufficient to tempt independent owners to

go out of them and shift as they could. They had made repairs at

their own expense. One officer had taken a place for two years, pay

ing in advance, and, to accommodate his family, had erected addi

tional buildings. The officers had bought grain and other provisions,

and purchased cows and sheep and settled down to actual serious

farming. The private soldiers had laid off hundreds of gardens,

each enclosed in its separating paling.
5

General Riedesel alone had

bought two hundred pounds of garden seed for the Germans. In

addition to the barracks built for them, the private soldiers had

built more, and in their gardens they could raise almost enough

vegetables for their subsistence.

Having thus found the art of rendering captivity comfortable,
and carried it into execution at their own expense and labor, their

spirit sustained by the prospect of gratifications rising before their

eyes, does not every sentiment of humanity revolt against the

proposition of stripping them of all this and removing them into

new situations where, from the advanced season of the year, no

preparations can be made for carrying themselves comfortably

through the heats of summer?

So ran the protest.
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But more: These men had been marched seven hundred miles

to Virginia, and what would be the interpretation of an order to

move on again?

Indifferent nations will charge this either to ignorance or to

whim and caprice; the parties interested, to cruelty [wrote Jeffer

son]. They now view the proposition in that light, and it is said

there is a general and firm persuasion among them that they were

marched from Boston with no other purpose than to harass and

destroy them with eternal marches.

And more:

The separation of these troops would be a breach of public faith.

What would it mean? The health of the troops neglected, then-

wishes crossed, and their comforts torn from them, the character of

whim or caprice, or, what is worse, cruelty, fixed on us as a nation,

and to crown the whole, our own people disgusted with such pro

ceedings.
14

The protest had its effect and the prisoners remained.

This spirited and humane action of Jefferson, known to the Ger

man and British officers and men, made an indelible impression.

Here was the arch-revolutionist, author of the Summary View and

the Declaration of Independence, bespeaking humanity for the

enemy in the midst of a bloody struggle. Even Major-General

Phillips, usually prone to insolence in his communications with

Americans, though otherwise amiable enough, was deeply moved,

and wrote Jefferson an expression of his gratitude. *The great cause

which divides our countries is not to be decided by individual

animosities/ Jefferson replied. Brigadier-General Specht, Baron de

Geismer, Baron de Unger, and others wrote glowingly in their ap

preciation. The news of Jefferson s fight for a just treatment of the

prisoners found its way to Europe in the letters of the prisoners,

which were published in some instances in the German papers.

VIII

But Jefferson did not limit his generosity to this letter of protest.

He personally treated the prisoners with marked civility and wel-

14 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 167-80.
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corned them to the hospitality of Monticello. His discovery that

among the officers were some who shared his love of music espe

cially delighted him. Thereafter, it was not unusual to find German
and English officers gathered together at Jefferson s house for an

afternoon or evening of musical entertainment, with each con

tributing his share. Certain
1

it is that Jefferson often played violin

duets with Bibby, the aide-de-camp of Frazier, who had fallen at

Saratoga. In young Baron de Unger he found a congenial com

panion, since this accomplished officer shared his literary and

scientific tastes, and the lively conversation of the two bound them
with the bonds of a sincere friendship. In Baron de Geismer, he

discovered another lover of music, capable of making his contribu

tion to the unconventional musicales; and ten years later, as we shall

see, he was to encounter the Baron quite by accident in a German
town where he was stationed with his regiment, and to receive a

warm welcome from the erstwhile prisoner and his comrades, who
had often heard from him the story of Jefferson s hospitality and
kindness. Baron de Geismer shared Jefferson s partiality for the

violin on which the German played with skill and feeling. On
these musical occasions the Baroness de Riedesel, who had a pleasing

voice, often sang Italian airs to de Geismer s accompaniment.
Soon the prisoners felt free to appear without ceremony at Monti-

cello, with the certainty of a cordial welcome. The library of their

host was at their disposition, his scientific apparatus and his musical

instruments were theirs to use. Mrs. Jefferson joined heartily in

these unique entertainments. And very often the German officers

enjoyed the generous bounty of their table.

In the beginning, these foreigners, accustomed to the stiff for

mality and protocol of courts and in the houses of the nobility, were
not a little puzzled by Jefferson s utter disregard of precedence as

prescribed by protocol. But they soon found something to commend
in their host s placing of a minor officer on a level with a general
at the table; or, at any rate, they accepted it as part of the eccen

tricity of a well-meaning person. So Monticello at this time became
a green spot in the desert, and the Jeffersons, while amazing them,
were nevertheless loved.
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IX

But no one amused Jefferson so much as the Baroness de Riedesei

Colle, the small estate a short distance from the eastern base of

Monticello, where Philip Mazzei, his provocative wife, and attractive

stepdaughter had been living, was turned over to Baron General de

Riedesei and his daring wife and children. The Baroness was long

to remain a favorite subject of conversation among the neighbors of

the statesman. Daring and unconventional, entirely natural, she was

to appear at frequent intervals on Jefferson s hilltop, unannounced.

Her own story of her adventures among the quaint* Americans of

the Revolutionary period has happily been recorded in her published

letters.

The Baron was the commander of the Brunswick troops his King
had kindly sold into the service of George III, when it was found

impossible to get enough recruits in England. Soon after he had

sailed for America, the Baroness, who was ardently devoted to him

and unable to bear the separation, determined to join him despite

the serious handicap of children who would have to be taken along.

It meant the harshest of hardships in travel by land and sea and sub

mitting herself to the inconveniences and dangers incidental to fol

lowing the fortunes of an army. Discouraged by her friends, she

nevertheless fared forth on her long journey, pausing for a time in

London where she was presented to the Queen by Lady Georgia

Germain, and found the saloon . . . very ugly and the furniture

old-fashioned. On inquiring as to the procedure in her presentation

to the King, she was told that it was the monarch s custom to greet

the English marchionesses with a kiss, but that she would be ex

pected only to stand quietly in her place. When, to her, astonishment,

the King gave her a kiss, she could not help blushing ; and, turn

ing to her sponsor, she cried out triumphantly that she had been

naturalized by a kiss/ The fact that both King and Queen showed

her marked attention is significant of the importance George III

attached to his mercenary troops in the American Revolution.
15

The daring Baroness reached America in time to make contact

with bloody battles and to suffer the hardships of frequent move

ments of the army. When at one time the presence of herself and

is Baroness Riedesei, Letters, 90-91. -
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children with her husband s army put them in
p^eril

and the Baron

proposed sending her for protection to the American camp, she

indignantly refused. Nothing could be more painful to me, she

said, than to live on good terms with those with whom [her hus

band] was fighting/
16 But she was to find the Americans confusing

and inexplicable. When, after the surrender at Saratoga, she was

told to follow her husband and she drove in her calash through the

American camp, she was astonished that nobody looked at us with

disrespect, but, on the contrary, greeted us, and seemed affected by

the sight of a captive mother with three children* And when at

the American camp she was greeted with exquisite courtesy by

General*Schuyler, the father-in-law of Alexander Hamilton, she was

really touched.
17

But when the prisoners were sent to Boston, her fighting spirit

against the Americans flamed. The people there she found out

rageously patriotic, and among them many wicked people, and

the persons of my own sex the worst, since they gazed at the

Baroness with indignation and spit when [she] passed near them. 1S

A lady of spirit was the Baroness, and she took her revenge on the

birthday of her husband when she gave a ball to which the German

and British officers among the prisoners were invited. With the

yard and garden illuminated and with eighty people sitting down
to supper, when the health of George III was drunk, she was sure

that never was &quot;God Save the
King&quot; sung with more enthusiasm.

9

That, then, for the wicked women of Boston that spit when they

passed near her ! She was sure the prisoners were proud to have

the courage to display such sentiments in the midst of our

enemies.
19

Then came the order to move to Virginia. In an elegant English
coach the Baroness set forth with the army over the all but im

passable winter roads, and sometimes the soldiers had to lift her

coach from the mire. On reaching Virginia, Jefferson s small estate
,

at Colle was placed at the disposal of the Baron, who had a large

house built . . . with a spacious saloon in the center, and with two
rooms on each side which cost one hundred guineas, and was quite

elegant.
20 He ordered seed and took to serious farming, and the

**., 188. 18 I^., 196.
w Ibid* 199. *&amp;lt;&amp;gt;lbid. 9 215.
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Baroness was soon to boast in her letters home that she had turkeys

weighing fifty pounds.

X

And so it came to pass that Jefferson had a neighbor who made

free use of his hospitality. The Baroness made such an impression

on her neighbors that for a full generation they were to gossip about

her with zest. It was rather novel and a bit shocking to the Vir

ginians of that day to encounter, in the woods, a lady in breeches,

astride a horse like a man, confronting the staring eyes of the natives

with a haughty complacency. A woman of Amazonian proportions,

though handsome despite her weight, she commanded admiration

and respect. Perhaps her popularity sprang in part from her perfect

naturalness and the unrestrained frankness with which she ex

pressed her contempt for republican institutions. Having settled

down for a while at Colle, it did not occur to her that she could not

claim the rights of a free neighbor whenever she was in need of

anything for her house, garden, or table. Whenever she wanted in

formation or advice, she mounted her horse, astride, and cantered

through the woods to Monticello. Soon the sight of the Baroness oa

her horse climbing the hill to the mansion attracted no more atten

tion than a house servant walking across the lawn.

The establishment at Colle was not in keeping with the style of

living to which she was accustomed. She lived, too,
6

in constant

apprehension of rattlesnakes. She suffered from the heat, and when

she left doors and windows open in the night, bats would wing
their way in to flutter about her bed in the dark. In the absence of

enough chairs, she had recourse to &quot;round blocks of timber that

served as substitutes. This had an advantage in that a table could

be improvised by laying planks across the blocks.
21

She came to like her neighbors in a condescending way, espe

cially the poorer farmers, whom she described as peasants. She has

described a scene with one of these which throws some light on her

character. One day, when Geismer was playing the violin and she

was singing some Italian airs, a peasant/ from whom some futile

efforts had been made to purchase butter, appeared upon the scene*
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Fond of music, as all his countrymen are [she wrote], he listened

eagerly; when I had finished my song he desired nie to sing some

more. I asked him, in jest, what he would give me for doing so,

for it cannot be expected/ said I, *that I should sing without being

paid for it. &quot;Two pounds of butter, he immediately rejoined. The

joke amused me. When I had finished, the rustic cried out, Play

again, but something livelier. He must have been pleased with my
performance, for he came the next day with his wife, and, giving
me four or five pounds of excellent butter, begged me to sing. I

thus gained his good will, and no longer was in want of many
things, which, for a long time, I had been unable to procure. The
most amusing part of the story is that he actually believed that

I expected to be paid for the pleasure I afforded him, and wondered

that I insisted on paying him for the butter.
22

XI

Such was the Baroness Riedesel, who was to afford no little en

tertainment to Jefferson during these halcyon days at Monticello.

She had no earthly use for anything that Jefferson represented and

made no secret of her antipathy, but Jefferson found her most

diverting. She was welcomed because of her humor and warm
heartedness, and especially, we may be sure, for her Italian songs.
We can imagine her sitting on the lawn with Jefferson and his

family and friends, for Madison met her there, talking volubly and

in downright honesty of sentiment, regardless o the political pro
clivities of her audience. But she was a clean enemy and not a spy,
and Jefferson could appreciate this type.

When she found anything at Monticello that she needed at Colle,

she borrowed without blushing. What were neighbors for? And,
indeed, we may gather from the record that blushing was reserved

largely for her audience, since tradition has it that she loved and
told with zest a risque story and stood not on the order of the tell

ing. There was clearly something of the barrack-room about her,
and the notation of the editor of her letters that portions had been

expunged because too risque leaves us in no doubt. Her conversa

tion, we are led to believe, had many of the scarlet patches of a

heroine of the Congreve comedies, and smacked not a little of

219.
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Fielding and Smollett.
23

But, to do her justice, it appears that some

of her alleged vulgarity of expression was quite unconscious, since,

like the lady in The Rivals, she made many amusing blunders

through her unfamiliarity with the English language. Many years

after she had returned to Germany, Madison, who knew her at

Monticello, was wont to keep a dinner-table in roars of laughter

by recalling her mistakes.

That she was an inveterate gossip is generally agreed among
those who knew her in her Virginia days. But if she made acidic

observations on the neighbors, she did not spare herself. General

Loos, of the Hessian troops, who had known her in the first flush of

youth, exclaimed, on meeting her : Ha, ha, what have you done with

your elegant figure, your brilliant complexion, and your pretty

taper white hands? They are gone. She advised him not to

mention to a lady her lost beauty, since many would not be as

indifferent as I am. 24

On hot days she found the refreshing breezes of Jefferson s moun

tain-top pleasant and his dinner-table to her taste, and the host was

amply repaid for his hospitality with her rollicking barrack-room

humor, her spicy gossip, her malicious caricatures of his neighbors,

but most of all by her singing of her favorite Italian songs.

It was while living in Virginia that she gave birth to another

daughter, though she had made no secret of her determination to

have a son. Writing from Richmond to the Baron, who had sent

him notice in a letter expressing his gratitude for the spirit in which

he had sought to lighten the burdens of captivity, Jefferson said:

1 sincerely condole with Madame de Riedesel on the birth of a

daughter, but receive great pleasure from the information of her

recovery, as every circumstance of felicity to her, yourself and family

is interesting to us. The little attentions you are pleased to magnify

so much never deserved a mention or a thought. My mortification

was that the peculiar situation in which we were put it out of our

power to render your stay more comfortable.

This extended story of the Riedesels and the German and British

prisoners is justified, I hope, because these contributed not a little

to the home pleasures of Jefferson just before he became Governor,

but mostly because it throws a clear light on the humanitarian

23 Md., 133. 2*Md., 240.
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impulses and the unusual toleration of his nature. In these lattej

days, when some nations make a virtue in war of bestial treatment

persecution, and even torture and assassination of captured enemies

it is refreshing to one s faith in humanity that a patriot as militant

as Jefferson was able to treat prisoners, not only with decency, but

with hospitality. A little later, we shall find in his attitude toward

Hamilton, the British officer taken prisoner at Vincennes, that he

could be as severe and unrelenting in treatment of prisoners as cir

cumstances might require. But Hamilton was not a gentleman, and

the officers near Charlottesville were of a different kind.

XII

These years before his election as Governor were probably the

happiest Jefferson was to know at Monticello. There was to be a

short interval between his retirement from the gubernatorial office

and his brief congressional career and long diplomatic service when
he would be able to live the quiet life of a country gentleman at

home, but this was to be far from happy or serene because of his

wife s illness and death. With the exception of the three years

from 1794 to 1797, until his retirement from public life in 1809, he

was to be able to make but few visits to the spot dearer to him than

any other. Nothing would have pleased him more than the privilege
of living quietly at Monticello, in the midst of his family and

friends, tending his fields, superintending his improvements on the

house, looking after his flowers and vegetables, feeding from his

hand the deer in the park, riding over his estate daily on one of

his thoroughbreds, reading and writing in his library, amusing
himself with his violin, and conversing on the lawn in the warm
weather with congenial spirits like Madison and Monroe. But this

was not to be. When he assumed the duties of the governorship at

the most desperate period for Virginia throughout the war, he en

tered upon a new phase of his career. No longer would he move
to the general applause, for henceforth envy and malice were to

attack his almost every act and follow him throughout the re

mainder of his life.

We must now leave the rural charms of the mansion on the hill

top and follow him through the most trying period of his career.



CHAPTER

X

GOVERNOR OF VIRGINIA

AS
THE EXPIRATION o Patrick Henry s term as Governor

approached and his retirement was foreseen, the Virginians,

thinking in terms of conservatism and liberalism, prepared for the

contest over the succession. So conclusively had Jefferson impressed

his personality and political philosophy upon the Commonwealth

through his sponsorship of the Virginia reforms that his popularity

surpassed that of Henry and his leadership of the liberal and pro

gressive forces was&quot; beyond all cavil. Among the supporters of these

reforms, there appears to have been no thought of anyone but

Jefferson.

The old reactionary aristocracy, patriotic, but wedded to the old

social order of pre-Revolutionary days, was not prepared to sur

render without a fight, and it finally rallied around John Page in

the gubernatorial contest.

It so happened that between Jefferson and Page had existed a

warm friendship from college days and a mutual appreciation which

had suffered nothing because of the divergence of their views.

Never, perhaps, has any commonwealth been so abundantly blessed

with men of genius or extraordinary ability as was the Virginia of

those days; and, while maintaining their opposing opinions on the

fundamentals of government and the structure of society, they were

much too big to permit political differences to poison their personal

and social relations.

Neither Jefferson nor Page actively participated in the contest
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The campaign was waged by their respective friends and partisans,

who threw themselves into the fight with fervor. It was really a

struggle between the new and the old orders, a battle of principles,

not personalities. On the first ballot Jefferson received fifty-five

votes, Page thirty-eight, and Thomas Nelson thirty-two, but on

the second ballot Jefferson received sixty-one votes and was declared

elected.

When Page immediately sent his congratulations, Jefferson re

plied with feeling, clearly grateful for the opportunity of reiterating

the assurance of his warm personal regards and affection.

It has given me much pain that the zeal of our respective

friends should ever have placed you and me in the situation of

competitors [he wrote]. I was comforted, however, by the reflection

that it was their competition, not ours, and that the difference of

the numbers which decided between us was too insignificant to

give you a pain, or me a pleasure, had our dispositions toward

each other been such as to admit these sensations. I know you
too well to need an apology for anything you do, and hope you will

forever be assured of this: and, as to the construction of the world,

they would only have added one to the many sins for which they
are to go to the devil. As this is the first, I hope it will be the last,

instance of ceremony between us. A desire to see my family, which
is in Charles City, carries me thither tomorrow, and I shall not

return until Monday. Mrs. Jefferson, I believe, will not come

shortly to town. When she does, however, she has too much value

for Mrs. Page not to consider her acquaintance as a principal among
those circumstances which are to reconcile her to her situation. . . .

Be pleased to present my compliments to Mrs. Page, and add this

to the assurances I have given you that I am, dear Page, your
affectionate friend.1

The personal relations of Jefferson and Page were to remain close

and affectionate throughout their lives.

In a brief address to the General Assembly, expressive of his ap
preciation, young Jefferson pledged his utmost to realize the ex

pectations of his friends.

In a virtuous and free state, no rewards can be so pleasing to
sensible minds as those which include the approbation of our

* Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 187.
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fellow citizens. My great pain is lest my poor endeavors shall fall

short of the kind expectations of my country. [But, he continued],

so far as impartiality, assiduous attention and sincere affection to the

great American cause shall enable me to fulfill the duties of my
appointment, so far, I may, with confidence, undertake; for all

beyond, I must rely on the wise counsel of the General Assembly

and of those whom they have appointed to those duties.
2

Among the letters of congratulation that poured in upon him,

none could have been more illuminative of his character than that

which he received from his tenant of Colle, the captive officer in

command of the Brunswick troops in Burgoyne s army, who, as we

have just seen, had so frequently been a guest at Monticello with

his amusing wife. Jefferson thought that condolences would be

better suited for the occasion, not only on account of the labors o

the office and its withdrawing me from retirement, but also the loss

of the agreeable society I have left, of which Madame de Riedesel

and yourself were an important part.
3

Thus it came to pass that Jefferson, as master, moved into the

Palace in Williamsburg, where, as a youth in college, he so often had

gathered about the board of the charming and accomplished

Fauquier, the Royal Governor, with the little group of choice

spirits, and, with them, had made one of the amateur orchestra.

The few intervening years had brought many changes. The courtly

Governor was now sleeping beneath the stones of the Williamsburg

Bruton Church, and a new spirit permeated the society of the town.

The interior of the Palace was by no means the same. The portraits

of the King and Queen no longer looked down on the guests in

the drawing-room. After the frightened Dunmore had converted

the Palace into a fortress, it was never again to possess its earlier

charm.

And now Virginia was at war.

And because she was at war, Williamsburg was less attractive as

a capital. Not only was it too open to attack, but too remote from

the center of the State, and Jefferson was persuaded that a more

comfortable climate and a more desirable situation could be found.

He had urged a change, and presented a bill providing for it as

early as 1776. He foresaw that in war the old capital with its

2 Md., II, 186. 3
Ibid., 11,247.
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magazines and stores was too exposed to the enemy, but he was

quite as much motivated by the feeling that it was now too remote

from the center of population. In the many years since it had been

established as the capital, there had been a notable shift in popula
tion across the mountains and there were other citizens to be con

sidered. That Richmond would be more convenient to Monticello

could hardly have entered into his conclusion.

But more than half of his gubernatorial service would be over be

fore the capital was removed to Richmond. In those days it was a

mere scraggly village, and some years would elapse before an ade

quate mansion for the Governor would be constructed, and the

Capitol in which the Assembly would function would be a make
shift until long after Jefferson s tenure had expired. He would be

thousands of miles across the sea, in Paris, when his architectural

talents would be requisitioned by the Assembly and he would be

bending above his desk in the Legation on the Champs Elysees

drawing plans for the capitol that was finally built.

II

In normal days of serenity, Jefferson would have found his post to

his liking. Nothing would have pleased him more than the con

genial task of aiding in the realization of the reforms he had spon
sored in the legislature and written into law. The development of

the schools and the improvement of the University, the amelioration

of the means of transportation and travel through the bridging of

streams and the building of roads, would have appealed to his taste,

But he entered upon his duties in the darkest hours Virginia was to

know throughout the Revolution. The ancient Commonwealth and
the South had, until about this time, been happily free from the

molestation of the enemy. The British .and their mercenary troops
had been busy in the northern colonies. And in that region, State

after State had been overrun by the superior British forces, and

Washington, with an untrained army, inadequately manned and
with inadequate supplies, had saved the Revolution more than once

through the masterful strategy of his retreats. It was not until the

closing days of Henry s administration that Virginia was given a

taste of actual war upon her own soil. It was then that the British
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swept into the State, seized Fort Nelson near Norfolk, demolished

the naval stores at Gosport, gave Suffolk to the flames, and created

confusion before the militia could be assembled to meet them.

Thereafter there was to be no time until the final victory at York-

town when Virginia would not be in peril. That the easy success

of this foray into the ancient Dominion in Henry s time determined

the British to turn their attention to Virginia, there can be no doubt.

When Jefferson took the helm there was a general discontent

among the patriots throughout the entire country. Within a few

months Madison would be writing pessimistically to Jefferson from,

Congress that the military situation was critical. Our army threat

ened with an immediate alternative of disbanding or living on free

quarters . . . the public treasury empty . . . public credit exhausted

. . . the people complaining of extortion so ran the narrative.

Washington was complaining that a failure of bread has already

commenced in the army and that meat could be had only for a

short season.
4

And then, too, Madison found an entire change in the situation

of the Continental Congress. He wrote Jefferson that
*

whilst they

exercised the indefinite power of emitting money on the credit of

their constituents they had the whole wealth and resources of the

continent within their command and could go on with their affairs

independently and as they pleased ; but that now they were as

much dependent on the States as the King of England is on Par

liament. They no longer were in position to enlist, pay or feed a

single soldier, nor execute any other purpose than as the means are

first put into their hands/ Indeed, unless the Legislatures are suffi

ciently attentive to this change of circumstances and act in con

formity to it, everything must necessarily go wrong or rather must

come to a total stop.
5

Even before hearing from Madison, Jefferson, within a few days

after entering upon his duties, was writing that, with peace and

independence within the grasp of the colonies, Congress was failing

in its functions. He had heard that its hesitations and vacillations

had so disgusted the French Minister that he was on the point of

returning to France. This, thought Jefferson, would be the most

dreadful calamity. It had been suggested that the Committees of

4 Burnett, Letters, V, 97. 5 Ibid., V, 128.
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Correspondence be revived, but others, thinking this too slow a

process for the emergency, favored sending a congressional com
mittee to the Minister to reassure him, and to canvass the colonies

for some assurance of united action.
6

Then, too, on taking office, Jefferson had found that the finances

of the Commonwealth were in a confused and lamentable condition.

He had hoped for some relief through the opening of the land office

and the sale of British property. He pinned some hope on the

amendment of the tax laws, which he favored. He wrote a friend

that these measures, I hope, will put our finances into a better way
and enable us to co-operate with our sister States in reducing the

enormous sums of money in circulation.
1

Any other remedy, he

thought, would be nonsensical quackery.
7

No one, certainly, had a keener appreciation of the evil effect on

the patriots cause of the serious depreciation of money. It is a cruel

thought, he wrote Richard Henry Lee, that, when we find our

selves standing on the firmest ground in every respect, the cursed art

of our secret enemies, combining with other causes, should effect,

by depreciating our money, what the open arms of a powerful

enemy could not; that, notwithstanding its increased amount, there

will still be a greater depreciation than ever. He could see little

hope but in peace or a plentiful loan of hard money.
&amp;gt;s

But the money problem was to persist throughout the war and

throughout the continent until the adoption of the Constitution

some years later.

Ill

It was just before his accession to office that George Rogers Clark,
in a forced march in the western wilderness which challenges com

parison with the most grueling and heroic in the annals of military

achievements, had attacked the British garrison at Vincennes, In

diana; and soon after his accession, some of the redcoat prisoners
reached Chesterfield in Virginia. We have noted the courtly hos

pitality and kindness shown by Jefferson to the prisoners at Char-

lottesville. This is evidence enough to prove his humanitarian

6 Letter to William Fleming; Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 188.
11 Ibid. *Ibid. 9 II, 192.
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attitude toward prisoners of war. We are now to observe that no

one could be more rigid and uncompromising toward a type of

prisoner not represented among those who played, sang, and dined

at Monticello.

Indisputable evidence had reached Jefferson and the Council that

three of the captives of Vincennes, including Governor Hamilton,

had been guilty of such barbarous practices, in conjunction with the

Indians, that he ordered them sent to Williamsburg. Within a week

after taking office, Jefferson had explained the special treatment

planned for Hamilton in a letter to Theodorick Bland:

The indiscriminate murder of women and children, with the

horrid circumstances of barbarity practiced by the savage Indians,

was the particular task o Governor Hamilton s employment, and

if anything could have aggravated the acceptance of such an office

and made him personally answerable in a high degree, it was that

eager spirit with which he is said to have executed it ... which

seems to have shown that his feelings and disposition were in

unison with his employment.

There would be an investigation, he wrote, and the punishment
measured out to Hamilton would be commensurate with his crime.

9

As a result of the investigation, the Council, with Jefferson s hearty

approval, sentenced Hamilton to solitary confinement in chains.

Hamilton reached Williamsburg, Vet, jaded, dispirited, wondering
what form the judicial inquiry would take. By the time he and his

captors reached the Governor s Palace, his escort of curious persons

had become numerous.
1

There he sat haughtily on his horse at the

door of the Palace, expecting the civilities naturally to be looked for

from the Man in first place in the Province. After half an hour he

flung himself from his horse, fatigued and mortified to be left a

Spectacle to a gazing Crowd. But a little later he was relieved from

the painful state of uncertainty by the appearance of the Officer,

and conducted to the common prison, distant a small mile, with

the crowd increasing every step. Reaching his destination, he was

received by the jailer, *a Character, however, beneath other people s

notice.
10

Ibti., II, 191.
10 Hamilton s Journal, quoted in A Brief and True Report for the Traveller

Concerning Williamsburg, 103-04. t
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Jefferson, whose sense of humanity and decency had been out

raged by Hamilton s conduct, had refused to see him. He was &quot;re

ceived by the jailer.

It is important to note that, on learning of the crimes of Hamilton
and the sentence, Washington wrote Jefferson that he had no doubt
of the propriety of the proceedings against Governor Hamilton,
Dejean, and Lamothe, since their cruelty to our unhappy people
who have fallen into their hands, and the measures they have

pursued to excite the savages to acts of the most wanton barbarity,
discriminate them from common prisoners, and most fully au
thorize the treatment decreed in their case.

n

Instantly, General Phillips of the British Army demanded that
Hamilton be released from confinement, on the ground that, having
capitulated at Vincennes, he could not, under the laws of war, be

subjected to such indignity. Jefferson immediately sent Washington
a copy of the order of the Council, together with the Phillips letter,
and a letter of his own. In his letter he said he understood that

prisoners of war, whether by capitulation or otherwise, were sub

ject to the same treatment unless special stipulations were written
into the terms of capitulation. There was nothing in the terms of

capitulation for the protection of the man who had set savages with
tomahawks upon American women and children. In no book in
his possession or in his knowledge could he find in any single line

anything to justify the stand of Phillips. However, he might be ig
norant of such matters and he would be the last man in the world
to violate a contract. If you shall be of opinion that the bare exist
ence of a capitulation in the case of Governor Hamilton privileges
him from confinement, though there be no article to that effect in
the capitulation, justice shall most assuredly be done him, he wrote

Washington. There is no other person whose decision will so au

thoritatively decide this point in the public mind, and none with
which I am disposed so implicitly to comply.

12

In the meantime, while awaiting Washington s reply, Sir Guy
Carleton, the Governor of Canada, had written demanding the
reason for the drastic sentence of Hamilton, and Jefferson had re

plied with dynamic vigor. It had been given, he wrote, on the prin-
11

Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XV, 401.
12

Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 246.
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ciple of national retaliation. And then, with all the force of which
his pen was capable, he drew an indictment of the treatment of

American prisoners by the British under Hamilton:

To state to you the particular facts of British cruelty to American

prisoners would be to give a melancholy history from the capture
of Colo. Ethan Allen at the beginning of the war to the present

day, a history I would avoid, as equally disagreeable to you and to

me. I, with pleasure, do you the justice to say that I believe these

facts to be very many unknown to you, as Canada has been the

only scene of your service in America, and in that quarter we have
reason to believe that Sir Guy Carleton and the three officers com

manding there, have treated our prisoners (since the instance of

Colo. Allen) with considerable lenity.

But how different elsewhere!

I will only observe to you, Sir, that the confinement and treat

ment of our officers, soldiers and seamen, have been so rigorous
and cruel that a very large portion of the whole of those captured
in the course of the war and carried to Philadelphia while in pos
session of the British army, and to New York, have perished

miserably from that cause alone.

Were not soldiers confined in jails like common malefactors and
seamen to prison ships of the most loathsome character? Who,
then, began the policy of rigor? Not the Americans. The first in

stance of such rigor on the part of the Americans was in the case of

Hamilton. And why? Because of his conduct at Detroit the use

of savages in indiscriminate attacks on men, women, and children.

No distinction can be made between a principal and an ally [he

wrote]. He who employs another to do a deed makes the deed his

own. If he calls in the hand of the assassin and murderer, himself

becomes the assassin and murderer. . . . Governor Hamilton under

takes to be the conductor of the war. . . . He associates small parties

of the whites under his immediate command with large parties of

the savages, and sends them to act not against our forts, our

armies in the field, but the farming settlements of our frontiers.

Governor Hamilton himself is the butcherer of men, women, and
children.

Had not Hamilton in a proclamation invited American officers

and men to join the British army? And had he not distributed
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these proclamations through the agency of the savages? And in

every house they had visited on this mission had they not murdered
or carried away the family? Had not some of the proclamations
been found sticking on the breasts of the persons murdered, and
one under the hand and seal of Governor Hamilton come into our

hands ? Had not other papers of Hamilton come to our hands,

containing instructions to officers going out with scalping parties of

Indians and whites/ proved the case against him?

In the light of the facts, of which Carleton evidently was ignorant
when he wrote his letter, Jefferson hoped that he would understand

that the treatment accorded Hamilton was inspired by a desire to

stop the effusion of inoffending blood of women and children.
13

IV

About this time, Loring, the British Commissary of Prisoners,
wrote Washington on the treatment of Hamilton and threatened

to retaliate on all American prisoners. Washington, perhaps a bit

disturbed, wrote Jefferson of the threat, but went no further than

to say that your Excellency will be able to Judge how far it may
be expedient to relax in the present treatment of Mr. Hamilton, 14

And Jefferson did not budge.
Almost a month elapsed before Washington advised the removal

of the irons and a parole was offered under certain conditions. But
when Hamilton refused the stipulation that the prisoners should

refrain from propaganda against the American cause, Jefferson
wrote Washington that he had returned the prisoner to his confine

ment and that he would positively remain there until he pledged
himself and his companions to be inoffensive by word as well as

deed.
15

Thoroughly aroused by the arrogance of Hamilton, Jefferson fol

lowed, the next day, with another letter to Washington:

It Is impossible they can be serious in attempting to bully us in

this manner. We have too many of their subjects in our power and

,,.
14

Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XVI, 272.
15

Foird, Writings of Jefferson, II, 258.
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too much iron to clothe them with and I will add, too much resolu

tion to avail ourselves of both, to fear their pretended retaliation.

Washington instantly acquiesced in the remanding of Hamilton.

The measure of the Council in remanding Govr. Hamilton and

his companions back to confinement, on their refusal to sign the

parole tendered them, is perfectly agreeable to the practice of the

enemy, he wrote. But he was clearly becoming concerned, and he

hoped there would be no necessity for a competition in cruelty

with the enemy/ He was hopeful that they had learned their lesson

on the treatment of prisoners, and since Sir Henry Clinton had

taken command, their policy had been more within the line of

humanity, and, in general, very different from that . . . experienced
under his predecessors/

16

Even so, when an exchange of prisoners was in process, and word
arrived that no Virginians would be exchanged until Hamilton
was free, Jefferson had stopped our flag, which was just hoisting
anchor with a load of privates for New York. 17

Outraged by the atrocities of Hamilton, Jefferson wrote Wash

ington again, requesting that he be kept informed of the treatment

of American prisoners, with the warning that for every instance of

mistreatment there would be retaliation in Virginia.
18 And when a

paroled American prisoner wrote Jefferson that American prisoners
suffered as a result of the retention of Hamilton, Jefferson hotly

replied that the treatment of Hamilton was based on three authenti

cated charges his &quot;cruel treatment of our captive citizens, his

barbarous species of warfare on our western frontier, and for par
ticular acts of barbarity of which he himself was personally guilty

any one of which charges richly justified the measures taken in

his case.
19

Four months later, he wrote Washington that some of Hamil
ton s companions were on parole, but that the Governor and four

others, being still obstinate, were yet in close confinement.20 He
was in no contrite mood. It was almost a year later that Washington
wrote that when forty British prisoners exchanged reached New
York, he did not observe Hamilton on the list. Since his case

16
Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XVII, 166.

17
Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 250.

is
Ibid* II, 260. i

Ibid., II, 261. 20
Ibid., II, 279.
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would, no doubt, be the subject of discussion in the negotiations o

exchange, he would be embarrassed* if he did not know c

on what

footing to place him. 21

The embarrassment of Washington effected what the storming
of the enemy had been unable to effect; and thus, after many
months in captivity, in confinement for weeks in chains, Hamilton

was finally exchanged for a lieutenant-colonel. ,

Thus Jefferson, who had won the heart of the British and German

prisoners near Charlottesville by his kindness and hospitality, had

known how to deal with a different type of prisoner, responsible

for the murder of women and children on the western frontier.

V
And he was intensely concerned with that frontier.

Unlike some of his contemporaries in Virginia, Jefferson knew
that his jurisdiction and responsibilities were not limited to what is

now the confines of the Commonwealth. He was keenly conscious

always of his duty to the rich empire that now embraces the States

of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin, and nothing
was nearer to his heart than the recovery of Detroit.

Thus, one of his first acts on taking office was to authorize an

expedition under the command of George Rogers Clark against the

British at that point. That valiant warrior asked nothing better, but

he was disappointed with the number of men he had been able to

muster at Vincennes, and the plan was momentarily postponed.
But by February, 1780, the prospects had brightened. Jefferson

informed Washington that Clark had been instructed to use his own

judgment as between employing his forces against Detroit and

chastising the Indian tribes nearer by, who were causing trouble.

He thought it probable Clark would prefer Detroit. He had heard

that a Colonel Broadhead was contemplating an expedition against

Detroit, and he was fearful of some confusion in the plans. He
could vouch for his old Virginia friend, Clark. Indeed, the enter

prising and energetic genius of Clark was not unknown to Wash

ington. But Jefferson knew nothing of the capabilities of Broad-

head. However, if Washington felt that Broadhead was the better

21
Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XIX, 500.
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man for the attack on Detroit, Clark would be diverted to other

objects.
22

That was in February. In late December, when the conditions

were grave in the Old Dominion, Jefferson wrote Washington again

that conditions in the West had so changed as no longer to leave

it optional to move against Detroit. From intelligence received,

we have reason to suspect that a confederacy of British and Indians,

to the amount of 2000 men, is formed for the purpose of spreading

destruction and dismay through the whole extent of our frontier

in the ensuing spring, he wrote. He was not unmindful of the

grave danger in the South, where the greater part of the Virginia

militia would have to be employed. But, because of this very danger

in the South, there was need for a diversion for the enemy on the

frontier. With the force already under Clark s command and with

a draft of the militia beyond the Alleghenies and some of the ex

treme northern counties, the gallant Clark was convinced that he

could reduce Detroit. Jefferson had therefore authorized the at

tempt.
23

s
ln his letter to Washington he asked that certain stores and equip

ment at Fort Pitt should be turned over to the expedition. That

Washington found nothing chimerical in the project we must as

sume from his reply to Jefferson. He had ever been of opinion that

the reduction of the post of Detroit would be the only certain means

of giving peace and security to the whole Western Frontier, and

he had constantly kept his eye upon that object. He had been de

terred from action in that direction by
e

the reduced state of our

Continental Force and by the low tide of our funds/ But he

thought it would be a *most happy circumstance if Virginia, with

the aid of Continental stores, could accomplish it. He would give

orders to Colonel Broadhead, in command at Fort Pitt, to turn over

to Clark the articles Jefferson had stipulated, in so far as possible.
24

Five days after writing Washington, Jefferson sent his instructions

to Clark. The expedition was to be timed between the spring and

the breaking-up of the ice on the Wabash, so Clark could transport

his troops by water. Instructions had been sent that Clark be fur

nished 1000 of rifle powder from New London and 1500 pounds

22 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 298.

23 ibM. 9 II, 375. 24
Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XXI, 23.
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of lead from the lead mines of Montgomery Court House . . . 300

pack mules with pack saddles, etc., 40 bell tents, 40 common tents,

chest of medicine, some summer clothing, etc. An agent had been

sent to Philadelphia to purchase four tons of cannon powder. Wash

ington had been asked to lend from Continental stores at Pittsburgh
four cannon, six-pounders mounted on field carriages, a mortar with

shells, two howitzer grapeshot, one thousand spades, two hundred

pickaxes, five hundred axes, a travel forge, carpenters tools, boats

for transportation. Another agent had been sent to Fort Pitt to

purchase two hundred thousand rations of beef and flour, and to

arrange for one hundred light barges for the movement of the men.

Washington had warned Jefferson that if the six-pounder cannon

were intended by Clark for the reduction of works of any strength,

he would be disappointed, since his own experience had shown that

they are not equal to battering a common Log Block house at the

shortest range.
25

VI

Then followed Jefferson s instructions to Clark, worked out, no

doubt, in conjunction with his military advisers. He was to proceed
down the Ohio and up the Wabash unless he found another route

better, and to construct forts en route to provide for the safety of

his men in case of a reverse. Should he succeed in reaching Detroit,

and the prospect of acquiring Lake Erie seem fair, he was to pursue
that object. His expedition was to end when he had accomplished
both objects or had found that either or both were impossible.
In the event he took Detroit, he was to promise protection to per

sons and property of the Americans and French, or to any others

taking the oath of fidelity to the Commonwealth. He was to permit
them to continue under their own laws. He was to use either fear

or friendship in dealing with the red men, according to their

mood.26

Such was the plan thought out by Jefferson in conjunction with
his military advisers, at a moment when Virginia was in imminent

danger of invasion. Later, he was to be criticized because at such a

time he had actually been giving serious thought to the protection
25

Ibid., XXI, 24. 26 FQJ.^ Writings of Jefferson, II, 383.
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and retention of the Northwest Territory, out of which so many of

the richest States in the Union were to be carved. It is not surpris

ing that the average man in the street or in the corn row, utterly

ignorant of the significance of this timbered empire, should have

been puzzled and even a bit resentful at the time, but it is amazing
to find that here and there some historians are prone to ridicule

Jefferson s plan at the period which had the complete sanction of

Washington.
But there were many in what is now Virginia and along the

James who thought solely of this Commonwealth and the protec
tion of their property from the rough treatment of the invader, to

the exclusion of the general, or what may be called the national,

cause. This was quite as true among many public men and politi

cians. These would have retained, in what is now Virginia, the

regulars and the militia raised in that State and sent to Washington
in the North and to Greene in the South. And these would have

abandoned the Northwest Territory, to the end that all resources

of the Commonwealth might be kept within its borders.

But Washington and Jefferson even then had vision that was

national. And thus, Washington, knowing full well that his calls

for men and guns and food from his own State weakened it for

the moment in its defense, insisted that these be assigned to the

common cause elsewhere. And Jefferson, who, from his youth, had
envisioned a nation reaching far into the then Western wilderness,

could not look with the indifference of the shortsighted on the im

portance of holding on to the Northwest Territory.

But the plan formulated was not to be put to the test in pre

cisely the manner he had expected. Where he had planned to give
the British on the frontier too much to do to send assistance to the

British armies operating in the South, the British had perfected

plans for, a big offensive to retake the lost territory in Illinois, and

the falls of the Ohio, and Pittsburgh. Jefferson had exerted himself

to strengthen the forces of his friend, George Rogers Clark, and if

this could not be applied to the taking of Detroit, it could be used

effectively in meeting this offensive of the British. Had the British

succeeded in their plans, the end of the war would have found the

British in possession of the entire region west of the Alleghenies
to the Mississippi.
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Thus, Clark was forced to postpone his plan and Jefferson s

to take Detroit, and to hold, as hold he did, the territory then in

possession of the Americans through his genius and exertions.

VII

Meanwhile, from the moment he took office Jefferson was strug

gling with accumulating difficulties. The territory under his juris

diction surpassed in magnitude that of almost all the other governors
combined. The Northwest Territory was in his keeping; and in this

vast domain white Americans were settled and were battling with
the British and the savages. Then, too, he had inherited a grave
financial problem which would be humanly impossible to solve

until long after the final victory, when the- new nation, with virile

powers, would be created in the Constitutional Convention.

And then, to deepen the shadows that glowered upon him, a

blight fell upon the crops in the autumn of 1779. Constantly, Vir

ginia was being called upon for food and soldiers for the armies of

the North and South, and the failure of the crops with the conse

quential distress was not to reduce the importunate demands upon
the Commonwealth. Jefferson described the effect of the crop
failure in a letter to John Jay, then President of the Continental

Congress: The various calamities which during the present year
have befallen our crops of wheat have reduced us to so very low as

to leave us little more than the seed for the ensuing year, were it to

be solely applied to that purpose. Thus, he wrote, Virginia was
unable to furnish the necessary supplies of flour for the Continental

troops.

Such was the gravity of the food problem, thus created, that

Jefferson issued a proclamation in November, 1779, placing an em
bargo on provisions such as beef, bacon, wheat, Indian corn, peas, or

other grain or flour or meal made of the same. 27 Not only was the

embargo based on the necessities of Virginia, but on the certainty
that much of it that might be sent elsewhere would probably go to

the feeding of the armed forces of the enemy.
28

Now, nothing is clearer in the policy of Washington than this

that the prospective needs of Virginia had to be subordinated to the
a*

/***., II, 257. 2*
Ibid., II, 281.
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imperative necessities of the main armies, whether in the North or

south of the Old Dominion; and that the best-trained troops in the

Virginia line should be sent to support these armies and not kept at

home in idleness waiting for a raid that might never eventuate.

Constantly, therefore, Virginia was being importuned for soldiers,

for food, for money, for armament, and to Jefferson the policy of

the great Commander was as a pillar of cloud by day and of fire

by night. Throughout these darkest of years, Washington and

Jefferson were steadfast nationalists, thinking in terms of the whole.

And despite the empty treasury and die alarming depreciation of

the currency, when Jefferson s salary of forty-five hundred pounds
was not sufficient to meet the food demands of the Palace and his

household, and when, as has been calculated, his salary in his second

year was not enough to have bought a saddle, it is of record that in

his first year in office he had more than met the heavy demands on

Virginia for money.
29

VIII

Meanwhile, Jefferson was in comparative ignorance of what was

preparing south of Virginia because of what he afterward described

as the lamentably defective intelligence. We may well wonder why
the trained military men, on whom depended the defense of the

Commonwealth, had so signally failed to provide for this necessity.

Jefferson knew, in June, that Charleston had been in the hands of

the enemy for a month, but he had no inkling of British movements,

though rumor bruited it abroad that they were marching northward

toward Virginia. He took upon himself the duty that really de

volved upon the commanders. He wrote Washington that to

remedy this evil, he was establishing a line of expresses to the

neighborhood of the British army in the Carolinas, which, he be

lieved, would convey information one hundred and twenty miles in

twenty-four hours. He hoped something could be arranged to

Washington s headquarters, Perfect and speedy information of

what is passing in the South might put it in your power to frame

your measures by theirs, he wrote. He knew that North Carolina

was without arms/ and while they did not abound in Virginia,

arms would have been sent but for the impossibility of moving a

II, 282.
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single musket from this State to theirs. However, a Virginia armj
was preparing to march to the succor of the Carolinas.

30

Thus, at this time Jefferson was busy organizing an intelligence

service that should have been the duty of the military authorities,

Some time before he had established a line of communications be

tween Richmond and Fort Henry; and now, at the request oi

Congress, he was extending it to Philadelphia.

To the neighborhood of the British army in Carolina, he had sent

a young man with whom his political career was to be intimately
identified Colonel James Monroe. The younger man, even then

;

found in Jefferson the god of his idolatry. About this time he had

written his idol:

Had I not formed a connection with you I should most certainly

have retired from society. ... In this situation you became ac

quainted with me and undertook the direction of my studies and
believed in me. I feel that whatever I am at present in ye opinion
of others, or whatever I may be in the future, has greatly arisen

from your friendship.
31

Monroe fully justified Jefferson s faith in him. Soon he was in

forming Jefferson of the embarkation at Charleston of the British

under General Clinton, presumably for Virginia.
32

Thus, establishing lines of communication, recruiting soldiers

with difficulty, and unable to see how he was to arm as many as

three thousand, hampered as to money because of the inability of

the Virginians to sell their tobacco,
33 and with the troops and

officers in the utmost distress for clothing,
34

Jefferson was struggling

against desperate odds all through the year 1780.

IX

Nothing daunted, though pitifully handicapped, Jefferson threw
himself with feverish fervor into an attempt to repair the damage
done at Camden. He wrote Washington of the disaster, sending
him extracts from the letters he had received from Generals Gates

and Stevens aad Governor Nash of North Carolina. He was drum

ming up new recruits, but despaired of getting them to the field of

&., 11,308. 31 Hamilton, Writings of Monroe, I, 8-11.

&, I, 3-6. 33 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 319.
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action within six weeks. Three hundred and fifty regulars from

Chesterfield were on the march, fifty more would follow on the

morrow, perhaps two hundred more as cleared from hospitals. But,

alas, while he could find men, he could find nothing with which to

arm them. Though Virginia under him had been lavish in supply

ing the armies of the North and to the South, his insistent calls on

Congress for arms had availed him nothing as yet. Almost the

whole small arms seem to have been lost in the late rout, he wrote

Washington. There are on their way southward three thousand

stand of arms sent by Congress and we have still a few remaining in

our magazine. I have written [Congress] to send us immediate

supplies.
5 33

He turned from the signing of this letter to write General

Stevens, in command of the Virginians, consoling him on the late

misfortune when his untried troops broke and ran before the ap

proaching bayonets, but subordinating laments to future prepara
tions. Two thousand men had been called out to his command from

the middle and the northern counties, beyond the adjoining Blue

Ridge, and Jefferson understood that the spirit of raising volunteers

is springing up, though he did not know. Meantime, he would

exert every nerve to assist [Stevens] in every way in our power,

being as we are without money in ye treasury.
36

And to Congress he wrote again, demanding arms without delay.

The men proposed for the field will be unarmed unless it is within

your power to furnish arms, he wrote. Should any disaster like the

late one befall that army which is collecting, and which will be

much weaker in regulars . . , the consequences will be really tre

mendous if we are found without arms/ With arms, there would

be no danger in the end. Losses, in the meantime, would be great,

distresses cruel, but there can be no doubt of the ultimate recovery

of the country. But the new army of militia were strangers to actual

conflict, and habit alone will enable them to view this with fa

miliarity, to face it without dismay.
37

Meanwhile, in spite of all that was being done, Gates was requi

sitioning more supplies from Virginia, and in a letter to Congress

Jefferson wrote bluntly. Tents? Impossible! We cannot produce a

single one, because the stuff is not in our country and we have no

k*., II, 331. **IW., II, 333. *ilbti., II, 334.
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money to procure them elsewhere, our treasury being entirely ex

hausted. Sugar and coffee? None to be had. The other articles

he would send.
38

And, to deepen the shadows, disloyalty was emerging from hidden

places disloyalty to Washington in Montgomery, Henry, Wash

ington, and Bedford counties, where, Jefferson reported to Congress,

many hundreds have actually enlisted to serve his Britannic

Majesty, and taken the oath of allegiance to him.
39

To Washington he wrote again that seven thousand, soldiers had
been ordered from Virginia to the South, but that no more than

fifty-five hundred could be positively counted upon. But we have

arms for three thousand only, and unless arms were sent speedily

by Congress it would be necessary to countermand a proper number
of these troops.

40

When Virginia troops reached Gates at Hillsborough, he com

plained bitterly that they had arrived without clothes, tents or arms.

He wanted no more sent unless fully equipped. This would put an
end to marching a single man there, Jefferson wrote Congress.

They are clothed as militia. Few of them carry blankets. Nor
shall we be able to furnish tents or arms for more than half of

them.* However, they would be sent on in the hope that Congress
would send the arms long prayed for. Virginia had been generous
to a fault in furnishing money for the defense of other colonies, in

furnishing thousands of their very best soldiers, in furnishing food,
in furnishing arms, and now that Virginia was threatened, why
were not arms sent promptly?
This policy, let it be reiterated, of supplying the Continental

Army even at the risk of Virginia, was the positive policy of Wash
ington, and Jefferson stood four-square behind the Commander. He
believed in Washington,

X

And just then the British fleet sailed into the harbor of Ports

mouth and the redcoats disembarked. Eight hundred light horse

knded there, and at Newport a thousand more.

:This called for the supremacy of the military. Jefferson called to

**lbid. 9 II, 336. 39 !., II, 341. ^Ibid., II, 343.
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the command General Muhlenberg, whom Washington had en

trusted with the military defense of Virginia, General Weeden of

the line, and Generals Nelson and Stevens of the militia.

From this hour on, Jefferson worked in the closest co-operation

with these generals, supporting their efforts in every way within his&amp;lt;

power and interfering with their plans in nothing. Every human

effort possible was made to collect an adequate body of men to

oppose the enemy, and a portion of the soldiers intended for Gates

were diverted to this end.

It is significant of Jefferson s loyalty to the cause in general that,

even at this critical juncture, he did not abandon Gates. We shall

not by any means consider his reinforcement as no longer interest

ing, but clearly see the necessity of supporting him with our utmost

abilities, he wrote Congress.

But, again, the hideous lack of arms, the failure of Congress to

respond to the necessity, made an adequate defense impossible.
41

To Gates, Jefferson wrote of the invasion with the assurance that no

calls would be made for men in the Virginia counties closest to him,

and these might continue his reinforcement.
42

XI

The presence of British troops on Virginia soil confronted Jeffer

son with two new problems. On the frontier, an insurrection burst,

but it was speedily suppressed. Even so, Jefferson was fearful lest

the presence of the redcoats give courage to the Tories in Virginia,

who had been lying low.

And now, to6, he was confronted with the necessity of removing

the Saratoga prisoners from their quarters near Charlottesville.

Should the British break through that far, the prisoners would be

released to reinforce the invading army, and the danger of escape

to the enemy lines was obvious. Instantly Jefferson acted. Orders

were issued for their removal and for guarding and subsisting them

upon the way.
43 The difficulty of getting wagons necessitated the

removal in two batches. The British first, because of the danger of

desertions to the enemy and of correspondence with the disaffected

in our southern counties. Jefferson found little disposition among
41

Ibid., II, 351. &
Ibid., II, 352. To Congress, ibid., II, 355.

,
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the Germans to join the British. Soon the redcoat prisoners were

over the Blue Ridge.

Among the Brunswickians, as we have seen, were numerous

charming and keenly intelligent men and women, who often had

enjoyed the hospitality o Monticello, and among these none had

been more welcome than Lieutenant Baron John Louis de Unger,
who dabbled in philosophy. It was at this time that the Baron

wrote Jefferson an expression of his gratitude, and the latter found

time to reply in a courtly letter:

When the course of events shall have removed you to distant

scenes of action where laurels not tarnished by the blood of my
country may be gathered, I shall urge sincere prayers for your

attaining every honor and preferment that may gladden the heart

of a soldier. On the other hand, should your fondness for philosophy
resume its merited ascendancy, is it impossible to hope that this

unexplored country may tempt your residence by holding out

materials wherewith to build a fame founded on the happiness and

not the calamities of human nature? Be this as it may, whether

philosopher or soldier, I wish you many felicitations.
44

The invasion under Leslie was to be a mere incident. Jefferson

had assumed, along with his military advisers, that he had landed

with the expectation of a conjunction with the forces of Cornwallis,

but at this moment, Cornwallis was retreating in the South and

not advancing toward Virginia. The invaders were not a little

puzzled by the lack of information. Then, one day a British spy,

making his way to Carolina, was captured. He was observed re

moving something from his pocket and putting it in his mouth.

When recovered, it proved to be a letter from Leslie to Cornwallis,

written on silk paper rolled up in a clothbeater s skin. Jefferson was

no end intrigued by this device and wrote Washington the details.

It verified the theory of the intended meeting of the two British

forces. Leslie wanted instructions, since Cornwallis was not in

sight.

The end came speedily thereafter, when, failing to hear from

Cornwallis, Leslie and the invaders took ship and sailed away. But

there no longer could be any doubt of an organized plan for the

invasion of Virginia.
44

Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 373.



CHAPTER

XI

INVASION; AND DICTATORSHIP

THE
INVASION of Leslie was to prove but a curtain-raiser

for what was to follow.

General Muhlenberg, sent by Washington to take command of

the defense of Virginia, had left, and General Steuben, the stout

hearted Prussian martinet, sent by Washington to take over, had

arrived. The Prussian, with his own ideas of discipline, was to find

the Virginians a little difficult to understand or appreciate. He had

not been reared in an atmosphere of democracy where every citizen

carried his sovereignty under his hat, and he was to suffer, in amaze

ment, from the then American idea of an army; was to suffer

what Washington and Jefferson had suffered, not without under

standing. Many soldiers were willing to fight in an undisciplined

manner, but they could see no reason why it should interfere with

their accustomed tilling of the soil.

Early in December, 1780, Washington informed Jefferson that a

British expedition was in preparation for some place, unknown, in

the South. Some swivel-chair military critics have thought that, on

this vague report from Washington, Jefferson instantly should have

mobilized an army, equipped them without guns, and sent them

where? There was no information that the expedition in process of

preparation was anywhere near readiness; and if there was, no way
of knowing its intended destination; and no special reason for be

lieving it was going to Virginia or to the Carolinas, where the

British were then operating. One thing is certain Washington
261
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was insisting that the militia should be sent out of Virginia to the

aid of General Greene. However, the idea of calling all the militia

into the field as a precautionary measure did occur to Jefferson and

the military advisers about him, in whose judgment Washington
himself had confidence. But they all realized that, should the expe
dition fail to sail, or should it sail for some destination other than

Virginia, it would have meant a heavy demand upon an empty

treasury and intense dissatisfaction among the soldiers hurried from

their homes into dismal camps. We need not argue the pros and

cons of this attitude it is enough that this was the attitude of a

goodly portion of the men who fought in the war of the Revolution.

Then, too, the average American of that time had no conception
of the operations of a professional army. Thousands, who would

gladly have responded to meet an immediate recognized emergency,
would very bitterly have resented being taken from the comfortable

glow of their firesides and kept in camps, inactive. Desertions, as all

history records, were a commonplace. It was not in the least extra

ordinary for men in the army lightly to drift away and find their

way back home. Washington was to complain bitterly of this

throughout the war. A standing army of militia was impractical at

that stage of our national existence.

Thus, the unanimous opinion of the Council, called to take pre

liminary steps, was to await the determination of the destination

of the British expedition. Food was scarce because of the failure of

the crops, money was almost nonexistent, and the army was pitifully

inadequately equipped because Virginia had stripped hersdlf to

serve the Continental Army and the forces in Carolina, in accord

ance with the wish of Washington. Plans, therefore, were per

fected, but they were held in abeyance pending more definite infor

mation.

But the British expedition had clearly been ready when Washing
ton thought it still in process of preparation, for early on the morn

ing of the last day of the year 1780, General Nelson received a letter

from a citizen, informing him that, on the morning of the pre

ceding day, twenty-seven sail of vessels had entered the capes. The
writer had no notion whether they were friends or foes. The French
fleet had been eagerly awaited. Nelson immediately informed

Jefferson, and he at once sent General Nelson to the lower country
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with full power to act, to call on the militia of that section, and to

take whatever additional steps the situation might demand.

However, it was not until the second day of January that it was

definitely ascertained that the new arrivals were enemies and not

friends. By that time they had advanced up the James River as far

as Marrasqueak Bay. The day before it was positively known that

the fleet bore enemies, Jefferson had summoned Benjamin Harrison,

Speaker of the House of Delegates, and requested him to inform

that body before it rose, in the event it had any advice to offer.

The same day he notified the House, Jefferson wrote General

Nelson, sending him a commission, and informing him that orders

had gone forth for the mobilization of half of the militia of the

counties closest to the enemy, and of one-fourth from more distant

counties. It was the intention to call forty-six hundred militiamen

into the field.
1

And in another letter to Nelson, written the same day, Jefferson

invited his counsel in the determination of the force to be collected.
2

And that same day Jefferson wrote the county lieutenants of twenty-

one counties, ordering them to assemble their companies. The
men were to find their way individually to the meeting-place by
the speediest means possible. That there may not be an instant s

delay, let them come in detached parties as they can be collected,
5

he wrote. Every man who has arms, bring them.* He added that

the good of the service required that the field officers should be ex

perienced, but that this was not to be interpreted as a reflection on

the officers of the militia.
3

At the same time, the county lieutenants of four other counties,

near Richmond, were instructed to assemble their men and repair

immediately to Richmond, armed with good rifles and accoutre

ments suitable, as far as they have them. If the men had no rifles,

they should bring muskets and join the battalion of musketry.
4

On the evening of the third day of January, Jefferson learned, by
letter, that the enemy had anchored a little below Jamestown on the

preceding evening. On the morning of the fourth, he instructed

the county lieutenants of Henrico, Hanover, Goodland, Powhatan,
and Chesterfield counties that, since the indications pointed to an

* Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 395.

*Ibid., II, 397. *lbid. 9 II, 394. *lb& 9 II, 398.
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attack on Petersburg or Richmond, they were to send every man of

[their] county able to bear arms to rendezvous at Westham/ without

waiting to be formed into companies. Lest the Saratoga prisoners

avail themselves of the confusion to join the enemy, it was at this

juncture that Jefferson instructed Colonel Richard Meade to move
them across the Blue Ridge without waiting for their baggage.

5

And that same day he appointed Colonel Meade to superintend
the officers of the Commissary and Quartermaster s Department,
since they had necessarily been invested with great powers that

might conceivably be abused. This was done on the suggestion of

General Steuben, who had urged the selection of some gentleman
of distinguished character and abilities/

6

On the evening of that hectic day, Jefferson was advised that the

enemy fleet had anchored at Kennon s, and he summoned the

militia of the adjoining counties. At five that evening the enemy
stopped at the historic seat of the Byrds at Westover on the James,
where it appears they made free of the comforts of that elegant
old mansion.

Late in the evening, Jefferson took to saddle and rode to West-

ham, personally to direct the loading and transporting of the war
material and to order that the work be continued without ceasing

throughout the night. That night he lodged at Tjickahoe, the home
of his earliest childhood.

Early the next morning he sent his family to Fine Creek; and

then, mounting his horse, he galloped at full speed to Westham

again, himself to see to the removal of the arms and ammunition.

Having satisfied himself here, he again mounted and spurred his

horse on to Manchester, where he could get a view of the enemy.
He had been incessantly in the saddle, riding at full speed, and on
this journey his horse collapsed under him from exhaustion. He
borrowed another and galloped on to Chetwood s, which had been

indicated by General Steuben as his headquarters. But Steuben was
not to be found. Jefferson was informed that he probably had gone
to Colonel Henry s, and Jefferson rode there, without finding him.

MeanwhOe, the British force was moving rapidly,, and, before

the militia in sufficient numbers could be assembled, the redcoats,
under the cotomand of the traitor, Benedict Arnold, rushed upon

11,399.
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Richmond about noon on the fifth. Without pausing for even a

contemptuous glance at the then scraggly new capital, they swept
on to the foundry which they put to the torch, along with the maga
zines. Then on to Westham.

Night found the redcoats again at Richmond, and Arnold sent

to Jefferson the demand that he compound his property. This de

mand was dismissed with a shrug. And on the morning of the

sixth, the invaders were giving houses and stores to the flames,

until they finally retired to Four Mile Creek.

In the meanwhile, astride his horse, Jefferson was galloping back

to Westham to salvage whatever might have escaped destruction by
axe or flame. Thence he spurred his horse on to Manchester, where
he lodged.

Arnold and his men were then encamped at Westover and

Berkeley &amp;gt;

the birthplace of William Henry Harrison. It was from
his lodgings at Manchester that Jefferson wrote to Steuben of his

unsuccessful attempt to get in touch with him for two days, though
they had been riding over the same ground. He had heard that

the General was at Ampshill, and, though worn by so many hours

in the saddle, he had been on the point of mounting again to pursue
the search when he was told that in reality Steuben was at Osborne.

Having rode thirty miles through the rain,
5

he added, 1 have not

resolution enough to undertake to go on to Osborne this evening.
7

The next morning found Jefferson again at Richmond. It was
then that he set down the numerical strength of the defenders.

Gibson had a thousand men, Steuben eight hundred, Davis two

hundred, and Nelson two hundred and
fifty two thousand and

fifty in all

This ended the humiliating raid of Benedict Arnold, the traitor;

for, two days later, this miserable man embarked his men and horses

and dropped down the river. The material loss was inconsequential,
but the humiliation was all the greater because Arnold, the rene

gade, had led the pack. Jefferson ascribed his success in the raid to

the complete lack of information which delayed action for two days.
With two days grace, he thought a sufficient force could have been

mustdred to meet the invaders.
8 To that, and to the fact that both

d., 11,403.
8 To Governor Nash, ibid., II, 422.
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wind and tide so favored the enemy that they almost brought news
themselves of their movements/

II

There then followed an interlude of inactivity during which

Jefferson was asked to pass on the propriety of Americans importun

ing the invader for the restoration of stolen property. It was dis

gusting to him that Americans should lower themselves to begging
favors of the foe. He could find nothing inspiring in the spectacle

of Americans negotiating individually with the enemy. He made it

clear that he was not fond of encouraging an intercourse with the

enemy for the recovery of property/ However, he wrote, if Arnold

chose to discriminate between different species of property, offering
to restore some and not others, Jefferson was willing that the

victims of the pillage should avail themselves of such discrimina

tion.
c

But/ he added sharply, no distinction of person must be

admitted/ since the moment it is proposed that the same species of

property shall be restored to one which is refused to another, let

every application to him for restitution be prohibited/ And then,

more sharply still, he added: The principles by which these dis

criminations would be governed are too obvious, and they are the

reverse of what we should approve/
A large number of horses that had been stolen by the invader

had been left at Westover, and it was Jefferson s plan to hold them
-there until they could be restored to their owners. When he was
informed that they had been plundered and carried off by a body
of American soldiers, he wrote indignantly to General Nelson:
These men, being under your command, I beg you to take the most
coercive measures for compelling a restitution, and letting them
know that the most rigorous and exemplary punishment will be

inflicted on every man who shall be known to have one of them
and not deliver it up/

10

All thieves looked alike to him,

in

With the greater part of Virginia s best-trained regulars in the

North, with others in the South, with a tragic lack of arms because
9 To Colonel John Nichols, ibid,, II, 409. :tbid*9 II, 4l(h -
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the Old Dominion had stripped herself to serve the Continental

Army, the incredible happened Congress chose this moment to

make new demands on Virginia!

When she was asked to furnish one-half the food supplies for

the feeding of prisoners in Maryland, Jefferson s indignation flamed.

He sent a sizzling reply to Congress. Was it possible Congress did

not even know that at that hour the enemy was concentrating its

fury on Virginia? That redcoat reinforcements were on the way?
That to meet these, a proportionately large army would have to be

assembled and fed? Since it was known that the British were

sending reinforcements from the South, was it not time for sending
a portion of the American army from the North? Instead of send

ing aid of any kind to the Northward/ he wrote, *it seems but too

certain that unless very timely and substantial assistance is received

from thence, our enemies are yet far short of the ultimate term of

their successes.
u

But, unhappily, the clouds were dark in the North as well
Madison was writing Jefferson of a general mutiny of the Pennsyl
vania line stationed near Morristown/ when officers were killed by
the men. They mutinied because they wanted to go home on the

expiration of their term of enlistment, regardless of the effect on
the cause, and because they were without clothing or sufficient food,
and had not received their pay.

12

And scarcely had this mutiny of the Pennsylvania line been
settled when Madison again wrote Jefferson of great discontent

prevailing in New York among the German troops for causes

similar to those which produced the eruption of the Pennsylvania
line.

13 And there was similar trouble in Connecticut.

Meanwhile, with a real crisis for Virginia looming large, Jefferson
was clamoring to Congress for arms, above all for arms, but also

for reinforcements from the regulars or trained troops in the North,
but with no response. Even Washington promised no succor in

reply to Jefferson s appeal. He thought it probable -that Virginia
would suffer even greater hardships.

But [he said], as the evils you have to apprehend from these

predatory incursions are not to be compared to the injury to the

., II, 413. 12
Burnett, Letters, V, 524 ^llid. 9 V, 543.
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common cause and with the danger to your State in particular,

from the conquest of those States southward of you. I am persuaded
the attention to your immediate safety will not divert you from the

measures intended to reinforce the Southern army and put it in

condition to stop the progress of the enemy in that quarter. The
late accession of force makes them very formidable in Carolina,

too formidable to be resisted without powerful succors from Vir

ginia.
14

Thus, even at this critical juncture in Virginia, Washington was

insisting that Jefferson continue to send soldiers away from the

Old Dominion to the Carolinas.

Jefferson, of course, knew that Cornwallis was planning to join

the invaders in Virginia and that everything depended upon
Greene s capacity to hold him back. Soon thereafter, Greene, for

whose army Virginia had made heavy sacrifices in men and ma
terial, would turn his back on the Old Dominion to march south,

and Cornwallis, with nothing to interfere, would hurry north.

Meanwhile, Jefferson was concerned about the movements of

Arnold s and Phillips s men. Feeling that want of intelligence

might eventually prove fatal, he carefully organized an express, to

be stationed at various points, so that no one rider would be more
than fifteen miles distant in the relay.

15

And still keenly conscious that the situation was supremely criti

cal and that arms and aid were imperative, Jefferson hurried

Benjamin Harrison, then Speaker of the House, posthaste to Phila

delphia in the hope that this agreeable emissary, eating and drinking
with the congressmen at the tavern, might be able to make an im

pression by the robust vigor with which he was capable of ham
mering home the facts. Help actually was then promised, but it

was to be delayed for many critical weeks.16 Madison, on the

Virginia delegation in Congress, was doing all he could, but the

results were meager.

&quot;

Fit2patrick, Writings of Washington, XXI, 191.
15 To General Nelson; Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 416.
16

Burnett, Letters, V, 577.
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IV

Even while struggling with seemingly unsolvable problems,

Jefferson had one dominant obsession in those days. He could not

forget nor forgive the invasion of the traitor, Arnold, of whom he

could not think without hate and revulsion. He was possessed by a

passionate determination to effect his capture and summary
execution.

Writing George Rogers Clark at the time, he said that during the

Arnold raids the culprit might easily have been captured by a man

or men of resolution. It was not then too late, though now it

would be more difficult and require more finesse. It is illuminating

to note here, as on so many occasions throughout his life, that

Jefferson pinned his faith on the hardy pioneers of the frontier,

such as the men who marched with Clark on the epochal advance to

the capture of Vincennes.

Wanting men of resolution,* his mind now instinctively turned

to Clark. And thus we see him one day, at his desk in Richmond,

pouring forth from his pen his plans and hopes to the superb

soldier in whom he had such confidence. Having peculiar con

fidence in the men of the western side of the mountains, he wrote,

*I meant as soon as they shall come down to get the enterprise

proposed to a chosen number of them, such whose courage and

fidelity would be above doubt. Would not Clark himself make the

choice of men? He knew them personally, and his discretion was

perfect. Would he not pick from among them characters in such

number as [he] may think best ... to bring off this greatest of all

traitors ?

Jefferson did not know whether this would be best effected by

their going in as friends and awaiting their opportunity, or other

wise/ Clark would know best. But the smaller the number, the

better, so that they be sufficient to manage him.

These men, he thought, would certainly be entitled to a suitable

reward and he suggested five thousand guineas. Should the capture

be made, the men were to be given enough military aid to cover

their escape. He, therefore, enclosed an order from General Steuben,

authorizing Clark to dispose of any force necessary to cover the

enterprise and to secure the retreat of the party.
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Soon, a man named Newton was making his way through the

wilderness, carrying Jefferson s letter to Clark. This man, otherwise

unknown to fame, was instructed to furnish the party chosen for

the dramatic enterprise with men as guides who could be completely
trusted. Of course, Jefferson wrote Clark, it would be unnecessary
to admonish them how necessary profound secrecy is in this busi

ness, even if it is not undertaken.*
1T

This project, which might have been taken from a page of Dumas

dealing with the robustious days of Louis XIII, was very close to

Jefferson s heart, but just why nothing came of it the record does

not reveal. It is probable that, before arrangements could be made,
the traitor had shaken the red dust of Virginia from his feet. He
was able to reach his English friends and safety across the sea,

where he was to be treated with a deserved contempt.

V

Throughout February, 1781, Jefferson was anxiously following, as

well as communications would permit, the course of the struggle
between General Greene and Cornwallis in the Carolinas. But he

found time to issue a proclamation addressed to the numerous

mercenary soldiers in the British army, supplied by foreign princes
who were in the habit of selling the, blood of their people for

money. He called their attention to the advantages of residence in

America and to the action of Congress in offering fifty acres of un

appropriated land to any one of them wishing to try his fortune in

the new country. To this offer of Congress, for which he was

largely responsible, he now added a pledge in behalf of Virginia of

a grant of two cows and exemption from all taxation during the

war/ 18

But of more concern to Jefferson were the fortunes of the fight
in the Carolinas. He had heard that reinforcements had been

hurried to Cornwallis,
19 and that the British general, infuriated by

his losses at Cowpens and Georgetown, had burnt his own wagons
to facilitate his march toward the Virginia line. Greene, with in

ferior numbers, was unable to prevent the advance. It was Jeffer-

17
Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 441-43.

18
Mid., II, 445. ^To Congress, #&, II, 447.
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son s firm conviction that Greene could prevent a large-scale in

vasion of Virginia by the British. He, therefore, ordered the county

lieutenants near the Carolina line to collect all available militia, to

arm them, and hurry them to the support of Greene. In a letter to

the latter he impressed upon him the heavy responsibility he bore

and urged him to his utmost efforts.
20 To Washington he wrote

that Cornwallis, near the Moravian towns, was moving rapidly in

the hope of forcing battle on Greene with his inferior forces.
21 To

General Gates he wrote that Greene had two thousand regulars

and no militia, while Cornwallis had three thousand, and Arnold,

awaiting Cornwallis at Portsmouth, had fifteen hundred more

forty-five hundred against two thousand. For that reason, Jefferson

was ordering a thousand militiamen from Virginia to assist Greene

in holding die British beyond the boundary of the State; ,

But even with men, the American cause would suffer unless

Congress furnished arms. Harrison, he wrote, had been sent to

Philadelphia to insist on action there. If they would repay us the

arms we have lent them, we should give the enemy trouble, he

said.
22

Always arms and supplies! To Steuben he wrote that the

militia in service near
(Williamsburg were suffering physically from

the lack of shoes and were indulging in mutinous murmuring.
23

A few days later he was informing the House of Delegates that,

in a number of counties, members of the militia were refusing to

enter the field, and that others, in the army, were deserting and

carrying their arms from camp. And this in the most critical days I

With the invasion of Cornwallis now almost certain, Jefferson,

mindful always of Washington s point of view, was still sending

Virginia militia into Carolina to the aid of Greene, and there was

much grumbling among many Virginians then, as there has been

since by anti-Jeffersonian historians, who carefully conceal the fact

that Jefferson s action was inspired by loyalty to Washington s plan*

And yet Jefferson shared the thought of many Virginians that, at

this critical moment, the presence of Washington in his own State

at the head of the army would work a miracle. He wrote as much

to Washington, who replied that, because of the arrangements

concerted between the French commanders and [himself], this

20 iud., II, 451. 21
Itid., II, 457.

22
ibid., II, 457. ^ Ibid., 11,466.
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was then impossible. He hoped that the threat to New York would
tend to reduce the British to the necessity of recalling part of their

force from the South to support New York. Indeed, he wrote, the

prospect of giving relief to the Southern States by an operation in

this quarter had been the principal motive for the plans against
New York.24 And this was enough for Jefferson. He never ques
tioned the strategy of the great Commander. Thinking the capture
of New York of paramount importance and lamenting the raids of

Arnold and the threat of Cornwallis, Washington persisted in his

policy of insisting that his own State send troops elsewhere for the

common cause and in the interest of the general plan.

Washington was convinced that one of the objects of Arnold s

raid was to discourage Virginia from sending the needed reinforce

ments to die southern army in Carolina. Writing in this vein to

Steuben, to whom he had entrusted the military defense of Virginia,
he urged that everything possible be done to make the defense of

the State as litde as possible interfere with an object of so much
more importance.
And yet, while standing four-square with Washington and

squarely on his policy, Jefferson kept on impressing on the Com
mander and Congress the desperate need of arms. The imminence
of the invasion in force by Cornwallis was too obvious, and it was

just as clear that without arms for the militia it could not be re

pulsed. Thus, at this time Jefferson was pressing Congress con

stantly for arms, or at least to send back some of the arms so

generously sent by Virginia to the North in compliance with the

wish of Washington.
And there was no response.

Convinced, as events proved, that the British were planning to

make their supreme effort to conquer Virginia, which had been so

troublesome with its men, its arms, its money and supplies, Jeffer

son was also urging that the regulars, seasoned soldiers of the Con
tinental Army, be sent. But through these days of gravest appre
hension, with leaden skies above, nothing happened. Then Lafay
ette appeared upon the Virginia stage with regulars, but with an

insignificant number.

With the situation grave and Congress doing nothing, the usually
24

Rtzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XXII, 189.
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serene, soft-spoken Madison made his motion in Congress in mid-

April that Washington be instructed to send as effectual a force to

the southward as may be necessary. Another of the Virginia dele

gation in Philadelphia observed that since Virginia had done more

than her part in the war, and certainly more during the Jefferson

regime, and had afforded succor to the Southern States at her own

expense/ a little reciprocity might be in order.

It was at this juncture that Samuel Adams, the robust patriot

and stout man of Boston, declared his willingness that the whole

of Washington s army should be sent to Virginia and the South,

leaving the less threatened Northern States to the defense of the

militia?
5

The arrival at length of Lafayette with a small force had scarcely

relieved the situation. It was almost impossible to secure enough
boats for the landing of his men and cannon.26 A month later,

because of the pressure of the Virginia delegation in Congress, hope
of help from the North was held forth, but there was to be no

realization of the promise. The Virginia delegation informed

Jefferson that
c

a large Detachment of the Pennsylvania line was at

length in motion toward Virginia,
27 but alas, the promise was but

wishful thinking; and days later the delegation had to write that

the progress of even starting them on the march was leisurely, but

that some militia might be sent from Maryland.
28

But arms where were the arms?

The Virginia delegates had found some rampart arms in Phila

delphia, and had concluded that, by altering them a little and

fixing bayonets on them, they might be used. They appealed to

some Virginia merchants in Philadelphia to purchase these arms

from the Continentals and send them to the Old Dominion for a

price that would give the merchants a reasonable profit on their

patriotism, but the proposition of the merchants called for profit

far more than reasonable. It was business as usual, and let the

old home take care of herself. When this plan failed, the delegation

secured an order on the Board of War for the immediate shipment
of two thousand stands of arms.29

25 Burnett, Letters, VI, 62.
26

Jefferson to Lafayette; Ford, Writings of Jefferson, II, 496.
27 Burnett, Letters, VI, 110. lbid., VI, 110. lbid.9 VI, 69.
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VI

But, unhappily for the patriots, Cornwallis showed no disposition
to accommodate his movements to their leisurely deliberations.

Leaving Groene to his own devices in Carolina, he was pushing his

men
&quot;by

Eorcoed marches along the coast into Virginia. The militia

ia this regioia was with Greene, in accordance with the wishes of

Washingtoa, and so he passed on, unopposed, to Petersburg, where
he joined fences with the traitor, Arnold.

Thus, with a superior force and under a clever commander, the

Britisli were iready for a lightning blow that would bludgeon the Old
Dominion to her knees. Hurrying on, Cornwallis crossed the James at

Westora^ wlkere more reinforcements, under Leslie, awaited him.
He was moving on toward Richmond, where Lafayette, with a

pitifully Inadequate force, had arrived a little before. The gallant
Frenchman knew better than to accept the gage of battle, and he
made a truly masterly retreat. So masterly as to annoy Corn-

wallis, wio had a profound contempt for the boy,
J

as he called

him.

Meanwlilc, Jefferson had summoned the legislature in Richmond
for March 1; but a few days later, with Cornwallis sweeping^on, it

adjourned to meet at Charlottesville, without accomplishing any
thing- worthy of mention.

At this time Cornwallis ordered Simcoe to the south to destroy
arms and stoies. At the point where the Rivanna River meets the

James,, Baioa Steuben, with but five hundred men, stood guard over
the war mate rial. He had taken the precaution to move the stores

across the rii^er. Reaching the opposite bank under cover of the

night, Simcoe built many fires to create the * impression that the
&quot;entire British army was assembled there waiting for the dawn to

pounce upon and annihilate the puny American force. The ruse

succeeded,, and Steuben beat a hasty retreat, leaving the stores to
be destroyed sat leisure on the morrow.
At the same time, Tarleton and his cavalry were galloping toward

CharlottesTilLe under instructions to capture Thomas Jefferson and
the inemters of the legislature. But for a three-hour pause at

Louisa Court House to seize a few notables and burn a number
of wagons carrying clothing to Greene s army, he might have sue-
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ceeded in his mission. Fortunately, a patriot named Jouett^ stopping
at the Cuckoo Tavern in Louisa, mounted a fast horse and rode

furiously toward Monticello to give the alarm. The night before

Jefferson had had, as guests, Ben Harrison, John Tyler, Patrick

Henry, and some others, and a little before daybreak the next

morning the clatter of horses feet on the road up the mountain
awakened the leaders; and Virginia s Paul Revere dashed up the

hill with his warning of the near approach of Tarleton s cavalry.
Not succumbing to a stampede, the leaders lingered long enough

to enjoy a Virginia breakfast, and a little later they made their way
down the hill to Charlottesville, where the two houses met and

hastily adjourned to meet again at Staunton.

Tarleton s men galloped into Charlottesville just as the Assembly
was dispersing. They took a few members, but the greater part

escaped. The fiery and tempestuous General Edward Stevens, one
of the most important, simulating a plain farmer, was ignored, and
he made his .escape.

As Henry, Tyler, and Harrison made their way along the road

toward Staunton, they met numerous country people, two and
three sometimes on a horse, riding to the defense of the town, for

the news of Tarleton s approach had spread quickly over the

countryside. Late in the day, fatigued and eager for food and

drink, they drew their horses up to the door of a small hut in the

gorge of the hills and asked for refreshments. A rugged woman
asked who they were; and when they replied that they were mem
bers of the legislature who had been forced to flee before Tarleton s

cavalry, the old woman s eyes flashed with contempt. Ride on, ye

cowardly knaves/ she said. Here have my husband and sons just

gone to Charlottesville to fight for ye, and you running away with

all your might. Clear out ye shall have nothing here.

But, said Patrick Henry, in tones of expostulation, *we were
all obliged to fly. It would not do for the legislature to be broken

up by the enemy. Here is Mr. Speaker Harrison; you do not think

he would have fled had it not been necessary.

1 always thought a good deal of Mr. Harrison until now, said

the woman, but he d no business to ran away from the enemy
and she was on the point of shutting the door in their faces.

Wait a moment, my good woman, said Henry, you would
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hardly believe Mr. Tyler or Colonel Christian would take to flight

if there was not good cause for so doing,

No, I wouldn t.

But Mr, Tyler and Colonel Christian are here/ said Henry.

They here? Well, I never would have thought it/ she said,

weakening a bit.

Then her fighting mood returned.

No matter/ she went on, we love those gentlemen and I didn t

suppose they ever would run from the British, but since they have,

they shall have nothing to eat in my house. You can ride on.
5

Tyler then tried his hand.

What would you say, my good woman, if I were to tell you that

Patrick Henry fled with the rest of us?

Tatrick Henry? I would tell you there was not a word of truth

in it, Patrick Henry would never do such a cowardly thing/ she

said, bristling.

But this is Mr. Henry/ said Tyler, pointing to him.

The old woman pulled nervously at her apron, looking her

amazement.

Well, then/ she said, if that is Patrick Henry, it must be all

right Come in and ye shall have the best I have in the house. 30

The flight
5

of the legislators was justified by every rule of com
mon sense, but we shall find that when Jefferson fled/ when utterly

alone before the dash on Monticello by Tarleton s cavalry, he, too,

was to be ridiculed for cowardice all the rest of his days by the

poisonous partisan propagandists.

VII

Just before reaching Charlottesville, Tarleton had sent Captain
McLeod on ahead with orders to capture Jefferson without fail.

After a serene breakfast with his guests, Jefferson had sent his

family in a carriage to Enniscorthy, the seat of Colonel Coles, some

fourteen miles away. He then gave instructions that all possible

speed be made by his blacksmith in shoeing his horse, which was
to be sent to the gate opening on the road that led to the Coles

plantation. Then, telescope in hand, Jefferson walked up Carter s

Mountain, whence, with the aid of his instrument, he could get a
so

Tyler, Life and Times of the Tylers, I, 81.
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perfect view of the town. He found the town drowsing in the sun

with no unusual activity, and he concluded he had been the victim

of a false alarm. He started walking slowly back toward the house.

Then he noticed that, in kneeling to level his telescope, he had

dropped his sword. On returning to recover it, he again leveled the

telescope on the town and he found the streets swarming now with

the dragoons of Tarleton. He then hastened to the gate where his

horse awaited him, mounted, and rode away to join his family at

the Coles plantation. Ten minutes later, Captain McLeod s men

entered the grounds of Monticello. Jefferson, single-handed, had not

remained to fight them, as the old woman and some historians

would have had him.

To the lasting honor of Tarleton, he had admonished his agent

scrupulously to observe the usages of civilized warfare, and during

his eighteen hours at Monticello Jefferson s property was neither

damaged nor treated with indignity and his books and papers were

unmolested. When McLeod entered the grounds, two faithful

slaves, Martin and Caesar, were hurriedly hiding plate in a dark

hole under the front portico. Martin instantly dropped the plank

in place, leaving the unfortunate Caesar in the dark and stuffy

cavity, and there the loyal fellow remained in absolute silence for

almost the entire day without food, water, or light.

It was while Martin was showing McLeod over the house that

the soldierly chivalry of the latter was most conspicuously shown.

When the slave opened the door to Jefferson s study, the redcoated

captain stood in the doorway a moment surveying the room; and

then, without so much as crossing the threshold, he locked the door

and gave Martin the key. Had Tarleton and McLeod heard of the

hospitality to the captive British officers among the Saratoga

prisoners?

Caesar, who lived to a ripe old age, amused Jefferson s family

and friends for many years with his dramatic recital of the hap

penings of the eighteen hours, not without much embroidering of

the tale. McLeod s men helped themselves to some or the choice

wines in the cellar, but everything else was left untouched, and the

only wine molested was that which they drank in moderation like

gentlemen.
31

31 Girardia, History of Virginia, 501.
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But Jefferson s cowardly flight was seized upon by those whose

enmity he had incurred by his reforms, and it seems the women,
like the old woman of the hut in the gorge, were by far the worst.

They apparently could not understand why their leaders did not

prefer capture to flight. One lady, whose father had been among
the members of the Government in flight and could find nothing

amusing in the escape of her father, was immensely and rather con

temptuously amused by the flight of others. Describing the pre

cipitate flight of one man of a boastful nature, she wrote that this

was
c

not more laughable than the accounts we have of our illustrious

Governor Jefferson who, they say, took neither rest nor food for

man or horse till he reached Carter s Mountain. She used initials

instead of names, but the recipient of the letter could have had no

doubt of the identities.
32

By the criterion of these ladies, Washing
ton was an arrant coward throughout the greater part of the Revo

lution when he led his army in flight to prevent its capture or an

engagement against vastly superior forces. It does not appear, how

ever, that Jefferson was greatly annoyed by the silly gossip of his

enemies or their circulation later of the story, much embroidered.

He dismissed the story in a few words:

Would it be believed, if it were not known, that this flight from

a troop of horse whose whole legion, too, was within supporting

distance, has been the subject with party writers of volumes of

reproach on me, serious or sarcastic? That it has been sung in

verse and said in humble prose, that forgetting the noble example
of the hero of La Mancha and his windmills, I declined a combat

singly against a troop, in which victory would have been so glori

ous? Forgetting themselves, at the same time, that I was not

provided with the enchanted arms of the Knight, nor even with his

helmet of Mambrino. These closet heroes, forsooth, would have

disdained the shelter of a wood, even singly and unarmed, against

a legion of armed enemies.

VIII

The honorable conduct of Tarleton brings out in darker colors

the conduct of Lord Cornwallis, who stationed himself on Jeffer-

M Atlantic Monthly, XXXIV, 538; Beveridge, John Marshall,, 19 144.
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son s property and in his house at Elk Hill, opposite, Elk Island,

and where, in the language of an English historian, he plundered

and pilfered like a bandit.
3S He had entered Virginia with a bad

reputation in that respect, since Washington had warned Jefferson

in advance in reporting on the British commander s conduct in

Carolina. He seems determined to try what severity will do,
9

he

wrote. 1 hope that sooner or later he will be stopped .in his career

and that the rigorous policy he is pursuing will contribute to this.
M

Certainly he and his men stole the plate of Jefferson, and from many
other houses he took the silver that afterward adorned his lordship s

table.

A realist himself, Jefferson did not complain because his cattle,

sheep, and hogs were killed for the feeding of his lordship s soldiers,

or because his horses were taken for the British army, but so in

sensate was Cornwallis s hate for the author of the Summary View

and the Declaration of Independence that he stooped to the cutting

of the throats of the young colts, too young for service. From the

house he occupied he could survey the scene all over the plantation,

and he witnessed the destruction of the corn and tobacco crops, the

burning of all the barns and all the fences. Jefferson could have

forgiven his lordship s pilfering of thirty slaves had the captor set

them free, but he records in a letter, written in Paris seven years

later, that Cornwallis consigned them to inevitable death from the

smallpox and putrid fever then raging in his camp.
35

When I say Ld. Cornwallis did all this [he wrote], I do not

mean that he carried about the torch in his own hands, but that it

was all done under his eye, the situation of the house in which he

was, commanding a view of every part of the plantation, so that

he must have seen every fire. I relate these things of my own

knowledge in a great degree, as I was on the ground soon after

he left. . . . Wherever he went, the dwelling houses were plundered

of everything that could be carried off. Lord Cornwallis s character

in England would forbid the belief that he shared in the plunder,

but that his table was served with the plate thus pillaged from

private houses can be proven by hundreds of eye witnesses.
36

33
Hirst, Life of Jefferson, 170.

34
Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XX, 147.

35 To Dr. Gordon, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 36. 36 IbU.
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That his brutal treatment of the slaves most embittered Jefferson,

who was a gentle and much-loved master, is evident in this letter:

From an estimate I made at the time, I suppose the State of

Virginia lost under Ld. Cornwallis s hands that year about 30,000

slaves, and that of these about 27,000 died of the smallpox and

camp fever, and the rest were partly sent to the West Indies and

exchanged for rum, sugar, coffee and fruit, and partly sent to

New York.37

At the time of this invasion and these raids, no help, aside from

the entirely inadequate aid of Lafayette and his meager force, had

been sent to Jefferson, who so lavishly had sent aid to both the

armies of the North and South. At this very time, the darkest, the

Virginia delegates in Congress were writing him that, despite their

utmost endeavors, they had just succeeded in putting the soldiers

of the Pennsylvania line on the march. They had also urged Wash

ington to take personal command in Virginia, and were sure he

would do all in his power.
3S

Soon thereafter, Washington and his army would be in Virginia

to confront Cornwallis, the French fleet would be in close co

operation, and the war would end at Yorktown, but by then Jeffer

son would have been out of office several months.

IX

It was in these days, when the shadows rested deepest on the hills

and valleys of Virginia, that Jefferson was shocked on learning of a

movement to set up a dictatorship with absolute autocratic power
over property and human life. It was not the first time the idea

had been broached. As early as December, 1776, when the clouds

hung low over the national cause, when Washington had lost Long
Island and his army was in full retreat before greatly superior forces

in New Jersey, the faith and courage of some of the Virginia legis

lators failed, and they fell back on the kst recourse of the timid

the creation of a dictatorship.

There can be no possible doubt that the sponsors had Patrick

Henry in mind. His personal popularity at the time was great,

though he had clearly demonstrated his utter incapacity in military
a* Burnett, Letters, VI, 1 10.
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matters. The fact that In future years the biographer of Henry
was unable to find among the legislators, then surviving, any who
would admit having been implicated in the plan is not conclusive

as to the fact. In more serene times it is not In human nature that

any man would care to admit his panic in darker days and his

willingness to abandon free institutions for a dictator.
30

Jefferson,

who carefully exonerated of unpatriotic motives all who looked with

favor on the plot, was to write with intense feeling of the incident

almost immediately after the second attempt to set up a dictator

ship. Tradition has it that, at the time of the first attempt, Colonel

Archibald Gary, Speaker of the Senate, encountering Colonel Syme,
the half-brother of Henry, in the lobby of the Senate, turned upon
him fiercely: 1 am told that your brother [sic] wishes to be a dic

tator, he said. Tell him from me that the day of his appointment
will be the day of his death, for he shall feel my dagger in his

heart before the sunset of that day.
40 The story is in character with

the intrepid and passionate temperament of Gary.
In the last dark days of Jefferson s regime, the project was re

vived; and&amp;gt; writing within two years of the event in his Notes on

Virginia, Jefferson says that it wanted a few votes only of being

passed.

It is impossible to believe that, writing within two years and

during the lifetime of all who could have been implicated, Jefferson
would have dared make the charge had there been a scintilla of

doubt. The Notes were published within five years, and it is not

in evidence that the charge was challenged in the days of the

author s contemporaries.

Nor could Jefferson have written with such vehemence and

passion about a figment of the fancy. There would have been no
occasion for it. And in these days when Nazi, Fascist, and Falangist
dictators have wrought ruin everywhere with their savage and ruth

less crusades of unprecedented brutality for the extermination of

personal liberty and democracy, it is worth while to record anew,
for every generation, Jefferson s observations on the system pro

posed:

One who entered into this contest from a pure love of liberty and
a sense of injured rights, who determined to make every sacrifice,

39 Wirt, Sketches of Henry, 204.
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to meet every danger for die re-establishment of those rights on a

firm basis, who did not mean to expend his love and substance for

the wretched purpose of changing this master for that, but to place

the powers of governing him in a plurality of hands of his own

choice, so that the corrupt will of no one man might in future

oppress him, must stand dumbfounded and dismayed when he is

told that a considerable portion of that plurality had meditated the

surrender of them into a single hand; and, in lieu of a limited

monarchy, to deliver him over to a despotic one. How must we
find his efforts and sacrifices abused and baffled if he may still, by
a single vote, be laid prostrate at the feet of one man.

In God s name, from whence have they derived this power [he

continued]? Is it from your ancient laws? None such can be pro
duced.

Is it from any principle in our new Constitution, expressed or

implied? Every lineament of that, expressed or implied, is in full

opposition to it. ... It provides a republican organization, pro
scribes under the name of prerogatives the exercise of all powers
undefined by the laws. . . .

Or was this proposition moved on a supposed right, in the

movers, of abandoning their posts in a moment of distress? The
same laws forbid the abandonment of that post even on ordinary

occasions; and much more a transfer of their powers into other

hands and other forms without consulting the people. They never

admit the idea that these, like sheep and cattle, may be driven

from hand to hand without an appeal to their own will.

Was it from the necessity of the case? Necessities which dissolve

a government do not convey its authority to an oligarchy or a

monarchy. They throw back into the hands of the people the

powers they had delegated and leave them, as individuals, to shift

for themselves. A leader may offer, but not impose himself, nor be

imposed by them. Much less can their necks be submitted to his

sword, their breath to be taken at his will or caprice.

Referring, then, to the fact that the long series of military disasters

in Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey had

brought no suggestion of the abandonment of free government for

the tyranny of a dictatorship, Jefferson went on, with intense

feeling:

In this State alone did there exist so little virtue that fear was
to be fixed in the hearts of the people, and to become the motive
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of their exertions, the principle of their governing? The very

thought alone was treason against the people; was treason against

mankind in general, as riveting forever the chains which bow
down their necks, by giving to their oppressors a proof, which they

would have trumpeted throughout the universe, of the imbecility

of republican governments in times of pressing danger. . . .

And how arrogant the expectations of the sponsors o a dictator

ship!

Those who assume the right of giving away the reins of govern
ment in any case must be sure that the herd whom they hand on

to the rods and hatchet of the dictator will lay their heads on the

block when he shall nod to them. . . . What a cruel moment was

this for creating such an embarrassment, for putting to the proof

the attachment of our countrymen to republican government.

And whence, he asked, the inspiration of the outrageous plan?

Those who meant well, of the advocates of this measure and

most of them meant well, for I know them personally and had

been their fellow laborer in the common cause, and had often

proved the purity of their principles had been seduced in their

judgment by the example of an ancient republic, whose constitution

and circumstances were fundamentally different. They had sought
this precedent in the history of Rome, where alone it was to be

found, and where at length, too, it proved fatal. They had taken

it from a republic rent by the most bitter factions and tumults

where the government was of a heavy-handed unfeeling aristocracy,

over a people ferocious and rendered, desperate by poverty and

wretchedness. . . . Their constitution, therefore, allowed a temporary

tyrant to be erected under the name of dictator; and that temporary

tyrant, after a few examples, became perpetual.
41

Nothing that Jefferson has passed down to his countrymen and

the friends of liberty everywhere is of more priceless value than

these observations, and nothing more vividly sets forth the political

principles and philosophy that guided his life,

X

The movement for a dictatorship was abandoned. Since there is

nothing in the published proceedings of the legislature to indicate

41 Notes on Virginiat 131-34.
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that the motion actually was made, it is reasonable to assume, as has

happened in innumerable cases, that, for the sake of precaution,

there had been a careful counting of noses before the formal presen
tation of the motion; and on the discovery that it would fail by a

few votes, it was not submitted.

Bitterly opposed to any dictatorship, Jefferson was convinced that,

since the problems of the gubernatorial office were then exclusively

military, it would have a reassuring effect upon the people were a

military man in office. He had given all possible co-operation to

Muhlenberg and Steuben and to his local military officers, as they

themselves attest, but he himself was not military-minded. Thus,

putting aside the importunities of his friends, he announced his

retirement at the end of his second term, after the failure of the

dictatorship was certain, and it was on his suggestion that General

Nelson was chosen.

In a letter to Washington, begging him to return to Virginia and

assume personal command of the defending forces, Jefferson had

announced his determination to retire. In replying, Washington had

explained the reason for his delay in responding to the appeals that

reached him from his own State. And in this letter taking leave of

Jefferson in his official capacity, the great Commander left no doubt

to historians of his estimate of Jefferson s services and his loyalty

to him:

Give me leave, before I take leave of your Excellency in your

public capacity to Express the obligations I am under for the readi

ness and zeal with which you have always forwarded and supported

every measure which I have had occasion to recommend through

you, and to assure you that I shall esteem myself honored by a

continuation of your friendship and correspondence should your

Country permit you to remain in the private walk of life.
42

XI

But Jefferson s complete co-operation in every detail with Wash

ington s plan as Commander of all the Revolutionary forces had

impeJQed many personal enemies, and others, stricken with panic, to

turn upon him with abuse. He had raised money in Virginia to be

42
Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XX, 190.
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sent elsewhere for the common cause as Washington insisted.

He had parted with the Virginia regulars that they might battle

under Washington in the defense of other colonies as Washing
ton wished. In days of imminent danger, he had raised militia and
hurried them to the succor of Gates and Greene in the Carolinas

because Washington so desired. He had sent Virginia s military
stores both North and South because Washington thought it best,

But when the invasion came, and Virginia suffered from the lack

of men, arms, money, and provisions, some turned upon him with

abuse.

Thus it came about that the overemphasized motion of inquiry in

the legislature was proposed. Every man who had lost a cow or pig

through the invaders was prone to hold Jefferson personally respon
sible. And everyone in Virginia, who hated him for the enlightened
reforms he so brilliantly had sponsored a little while before, saw an

opportunity to vent their hate. And every ambitious politician who
resented his popularity joined the pack. And so loud was the bark

ing of the pack when it thought it had him down that a few well-

meaning and honest men were impressed. Thus it was that some

personal enemies and shyster politicians took advantage of the

youth and inexperience of George Nicholas, a member of the House
from Jefferson s own county, to have him submit some questions
and to propose an inquiry. That no one took them seriously, as

some anti-Jeffersonian historians have taken them a century and a
half later, is proved by the event.

None of these historians have undertaken to explain why at this

very moment the discredited Jefferson was asked by his .country
men to go to Europe on a vitally important diplomatic mission. He
instantly rejected the application with the explanation that he
would remain in Virginia and have it out with his critics, man to

man.

When the legislature met in December, he was there of his own
volition. It was his enemies, and not he, who were embarrassed.

They were quite eager to forget the motion of inquiry but Jeffer
son was not. He rose in his place and announced that he was there

to meet the charges, to face his accusers, and to give his answers.

Intimidated by his mere presence, these accusers stood mute.
No one rose.
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No one uttered a word.

And then Jefferson made it plain that he insisted on the inquiry.

And since no one had the courage even to read the charges, he him

self read them as a reminder of what they had proposed. One by

one he read them and gave his unanswerable reply.

When he had concluded, he stood in silence for some response

from those who had fathered the motion against him. And Nicholas

himself sat immovable in his chair. His critics had no stomach for

a fight. Silent and apparently ashamed, no one spoke. No one

asked a single question.

And the only thing done by the legislature in this much-flaunted

impeachment was the immediate unanimous passing, in both

houses, of a motion expressing the gratitude of the Commonwealth

for the services Jefferson had rendered.

That all this cut to the heart the too sensitive Jefferson there can

be no doubt. But he was to be fair to those who had hurt him most.

In commenting on the incident of the inquiry later, he described

young Nicholas as then a very young man, but always a very honest

one/ who had been prompted by more cowardly and mature per
sons in the background to sponsor the charges. It is not remarkable

that soon afterward, the young man who was always a very honest

one most conspicuously, of his own free will, retracted everything
and made reparations like the gentleman he was. Thereafter, he

was one of Jefferson s most faithful friends and followers.

4
XII

Jefferson s term had expired in the midst of the most serious in

vasion of the war, which he had foreseen and foretold to Washing
ton. Soon thereafter the entire complexion of things changed in

Virginia, but through no action of his successor, as a distinguished

English historian appears to have thought. The French arrived in

force. The French fleet drew up in the Virginia waters. And

Washington himself, with his army, bearing arms that had been

sent from Virginia to the North and with Virginia regulars who
had been sent to the assistance of other States, marched into the

State. We have seen that Jefferson had urged him to do so just

before his retirement, and Washington, while realizing the need,
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bad written him the reason he could hot do so at the moment.
Now the reason had passed and Jefferson s successor had nothing
to do with it. The great Commander returned. The French landed
and put themselves in battle formation. And at Yorktown, a short

time after Jefferson s term expired, Cornwallis handed his sword to

Washington arid the independence of America was achieved.

But Henry Lee, a disappointed and sour man, and certainly no
friend of Jefferson s, attacked him in his Memoirs along the lines

indicated, though he himself was not in Virginia at the time and
was not familiar with the circumstances there. Years later, when
Lee s son was preparing a second edition of his father s Memoirs,
he wrote Jefferson, who replied that were his father living then he

undoubtedly would revise that portion of his Memoirs.
He was then, I believe, in South Carolina, too distant from titie

scene of these transactions to relate them of his own knowledge,
or even to sift them from the chaff of the rumors then afloat/ he
wrote. He suggested that if Lee would visit him at Monticello,
where all the papers and the letters of Washington, Gates, Greene,
and Steuben were kept, they would be put unreservedly at his

service.

Nothing in his life reflects so luminously the loyalty and sense of
honor which were Jefferson s as his refusal to pass responsibility to

any other men. He might have produced the letters of Washing
ton to prove that it was his policy and a wise one in the long run

to denude the State of men and arms to serve the broader

interest, but he remained silent about the letters. He might easily
have complained that, after he had made every exertion to send
men and arms, ultimately needed for the defense of Virginia, to

the aid of Greene in the Carolinas, to the end that he might hold
back the invasion, the General left Virginia to her fate to occupy
himself and his men in the retaking of the Carolinas but here,

again, not one word of reproach. He might have put responsibility
on Steuben, to whom Washington so largely had entrusted the de

fense, or on Nelson, whom he had placed in command with full

powers, but evidently this did not occur to him.
But his resentment of the gross unfairness of the attacks re

mained, and when even some historians began to point to the

capture of the utterly indefensible village of Richmond as an un-
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bearable humiliation reflecting on Jefferson., he wrote, in the latter

days of his life:

Which of our capitals during the war was not in possession of

the same enemy, not merely by surprise and for a day only, but

permanently? That of Georgia? Of South Carolina? North Caro
lina? Pennsylvania? New York? Connecticut? Rhode Island?

Massachusetts?

History answers.

Under the circumstances it is surprising that the great English
historian, Trevelyan, in his otherwise fair history of the Revolution,
should have accepted the flimsy opinions of Lee, a personal enemy,
who was remote from the scene, and have attacked Jefferson and

praised Nelson his successor, as though the event at Yorktown had

any connection with any activities of the latter.

It is not remarkable, therefore, that, after his sweeping vindication

by the legislature, Jefferson should have carried some disgust with

public life into his retirement at Monticello.
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CHAPTER

XII

SHADOWS ON AN IVORY TOWER

TEPPERSON was now able to realize his cherished desire for

tJ retirement at Monticello, but the serenity o spirit to which he

had looked forward was to be denied him. His musical, philosoph

ical, and conversational friends among the Saratoga prisoners, with

whose merry company he had been wont to regale himself two

years before, were no longer among his neighbors, for he had sent

them posthaste across the Blue Ridge. He was growing more and

more apprehensive about the health of his wife. And very soon

after his return to his loved hilltop, when engaged in his favorite

recreation astride his horse, he was violently thrown, and so serious

were his injuries that he was confined to the house for several weeks.

His account book of this period shows that for two calls from his

physician he had paid six hundred pounds so low had American

money fallen!

But it was not in his nature to remain idle. A congenial task sug

gested itself. Some time before, the Marquis de Marbois, of the

French Legation, who, years later, was to be intimately associated

with Jefferson s negotiations for the purchase of Louisiana,
1 had

appealed to him for information regarding Virginia. The French

man had submitted many questions pertaining to the ancient Do

minion, and Jefferson, with characteristic thoroughness and with

no thought that his answers would ever be seen by any eye other

than that of the Marquis* worked zealously and enthusiastically on

1 See author s Jefferson in Power.
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the manuscript which ultimately was to appear under the title of

Notes on Virginia? There is nothing to indicate that Jefferson, who
found so much solace in his library, entertained any aspirations to

literary fame. His work as a writer had been confined to political

polemics.

But when the request of the Marquis reached him, it found him
not unprepared. For years, with his passion, for ficts/aCcJ h|s jpve.of
the Old Dominion, he had written down, from time to time, rough
notes concerning his native State notes covering every imaginable

subject, botanical, historical, geological, geographic, political, and

everything concerning animal life and birds, flowers, and plants.

The request of Marbois, coming at a moment of enforced idleness,

offered the opportunity to assemble these voluminous jottings and

whip them into literary shape. Thus, owing to an accident and his

consequent confinement to the house, the notes were to be put into

literary form and finally, though quite by chance, were to be pub
lished as a book.

This work is of interest to the student of Jefferson, not only be

cause it was his first and only essay in authorship, but because it

reveals so much of the man himself, his interests and his opinions
at this period. So unique and valuable was it at the time that it

attracted wide attention and some controversy. But for the fact that

a pirated edition, with an unsatisfactory translation, -was* about to

be published in Paris, it is probable that it never would have
reached the general public. In self-defense, the author was forced

to print an authorized edition some years later. And, after a cen

tury and a half, it remains a work worth while. It is of importance
to our purpose because, primarily, nothing is to be found in his

fragmentary Autobiography that throws such an intimate light on
his tastes, curiosities, and political and social opinions. Aside from
the innumerable interesting facts assembled, the work had a number
of purple patches worthy of the author of the Summary View and
the Declaration of Independence. That these were written con

sciously with a view to literary distinction is entirely improbable.
He wrote of things that interested him deeply and from his heart,
and with no thought of the art of expression.

Among these purple patches must be mentioned his eloquent in-

2 Letter to Madison; Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 46-47.
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dictment of a dictatorial form o government, quoted in the previous

chapter, his vivid descriptions of Virginia scenery, his observations

on slavery, his reflections on the life and character of the Indians,

and his salvaging from obscurity of the moving eloquence of

Logan, the Indian chief.

In his preface, written some years later, he tells us that the book

was written in the year 1781, somewhat corrected and enlarged in

the winter of 1782, in answer to questions proposed to the author

by a foreigner of distinction, then residing amongst us/ The sub

heads of the manuscript give an idea of the magnitude of his un

dertaking. They refer to boundaries, rivers, seaports, mountains,

and cascades, to minerals, vegetables, and animal products, to cli

mate and the nature of the population, to the military power of the

aborigines, to counties and towns, to the constitution and the laws,

to colleges, buildings, and roads, to the proceedings of the Tories,

to religion and manners, to manufactures and commerce, to weights,

measures, and moneys, to public revenues and expenses, to histories,

memorials, and State papers.

None of these subjects are treated lightly or superficially. The
details of the information given astound the reader, and all the

more because the facts were gleaned from his notes alone.

Thus, in describing the Ohio River, the Mississippi and the Mis

souri, he records the length of each, the tributaries that feed them,

their navigability, the fish in their waters, and the game that

abounded on their banks. To him, the Ohio, which he had never

seen but of which he had read everything available, was the most

beautiful river on earth, its currents gentle, waters clear, and bosom

smooth . . . unbroken by rocks or rapids, a single instance alone

excepted.*
3

While the author is at his best in the more eloquent passages

dealing with his political philosophy, he is lively enough in his

descriptions of scenery with which his own eye was familiar. An idea

of his style may be gathered from one or two citations. Often men

tioned, but seldom quoted, is his description of the passage of the

Potomac River through the Blue Ridge Mountains:

The passage of the Potomac through the Blue Ridge is perhaps
one of the most stupendous scenes in nature. You stand on a very

3 Notes on Virginia, 8.
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high point of land. On your right comes up the Shenandoah,

having ranged along the foot o the mountain a hundred miles to

seek a vent. On your left approaches the Potomac, in quest of a

passage, also. In the moment of their juncture, they rush together

against the mountain, rend it asunder, and pass off to the sea. The
first glance of this scene hurries our senses into the opinion that

has been created in time, that the mountains were formed first;

that the rivers began to flow afterwards; that in this place par

ticularly they have been dammed up by the Blue Ridge Mountains,
and have formed an ocean that filled the whole valley; that, con

tinuing to rise, they have at length broken over in this spot, and

have torn the mountain down from its summit to its base. The piles

of rocks on each hand, but particularly on the Shenandoah, the

evident marks of their disruption and evulsion from their beds by
the most powerful agents of nature, corroborates the impression.

But the distant finishing which nature has given to the picture is of

a very different character. It is a true contrast to the foreground.
It is as- placid and delightful as that is wild and tremendous. For

the mountains being cloven asunder, she presents to your eye

through the cleft a small patch of smooth blue horizon at an

infinite distance in the plain country, inviting you, as it were, from

the riot and tumult roaring around, to pass through the breach

and participate in the calm below. Here, the eye ultimately com

poses itself; and that way, too, the road happens actually to lead.

You pass the Potomac above the junction, pass along its side along
the base of the mountain for three miles, its terrible precipices hang
ing in fragments over you, and, within about twenty miles, reach

Fredericktown and the fine country around.

This scene is worth a voyage across the Atlantic. Yet here, as in

the neighborhood of the Natural Bridge, are people who have

passed their lives within half a dozen miles, and have never been

to survey these monuments of a war between rivers and mountains

which must have shaken the earth itself to its center.4

From youth, Jefferson had found nothing more fascinating than

the famous Natural Bridge, to which, throughout his life, he was
accustomed to conduct visitors to Monticello. Inevitably it found a

place in his chronicle:

Though the sides of this bridge are provided in some parts with

a parapet of fixed rocks, yet few men have resolution to walk to

17-18.
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them, and look over into the abyss. You involuntarily fall onto

your hands and feet, creep to the parapet and peep over. Looking
down from this height about a minute gave me a violent headache.

If the view from the top be painful and intolerable, that from below

is delightful in an equal extreme. It is impossible for the emotions,

rising from the sublime, to be felt beyond what they are here; so

beautiful an arch, so elevated, so light, and springing, as it were,

up to heaven the rapture of the spectator is really indescribable.5

II

In none of Jefferson s writings do his admiration and sympathy
for the Indians appear so convincingly. His interest had been keen

from his childhood, when the red men s chiefs frequently paused
for refreshments at his father s house. He made a study of their

vocabularies, their customs, their character, their history and origin*

In the Notes, he presents an interesting theory as to their deriva

tion. He was sure that even in ancient times, with their imperfect

navigation, it had been possible and practical for Americans to have

communicated with the Old World by water. *In going from

Norway to Iceland, from Iceland to Greenland, from Greenland to

Labrador, the first traject is the widest/ he wrote, and this having
been practiced from earliest times of which we have any account

... it is not difficult to suppose that the subsequent trajects may
have been sometimes passed/ Then, too, the late discoveries of

Captain Cook, coasting from Kamchatka to California/ had shown

that the continents of Asia and America, if separated at all, had

been by a narrow strait. So that from this side, also, inhabitants

may have passed into America/ he concluded,
c

and the resemblance

between the Indians of America and the eastern inhabitants of Asia

would induce us to conjecture that the former are the descendants

of the latter, or the latter of the former. How unfortunate, he

thought, that the vocabularies of some of the Indian tribes had been

permitted to become extinct. Had these been collected and pre

served, it might have been possible for scholars to have gotten a

very good idea of the derivatives of this part of the human race.
c

More amusing is the polemic vigor with which the author rushes

to his attack on de Buffon, the famous French naturalist, whose

5
Ibid., 21-23. Q IbU., 103-04
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world reputation at that time has suffered somewhat in the inter

vening years. The naturalist, who had never &quot;seen the American

red man, had made much of his theory that the Indians were less

ardent and more impotent with their females than the whites.

I am able to say in contradiction of this representation [countered

Jefferson] that he is neither more defective in ardor, nor more im

potent with his female than the white, reduced to the same diet and

exercise; that he is brave when an enterprise depends on bravery,

education with him making the point of honor consist in the de

struction of an enemy by stratagems, and in the preservation of his

own person free from injury; or, perhaps, this is nature, while it is

education which teaches us to honor force more than finesse. [At

any rate, Jefferson declared], he will defend himself against a host

of enemies, always choosing to be killed rather than surrender,

though it be to the whites who he knows will treat him well; that

in other situations also
1

he meets death with more deliberation, and

endures torture with a firmness unknown almost to religious en

thusiasm with us; that he is affectionate to his children, careful

of them and indulgent in the extreme; that his affections compre
hend his other connections, weakening, as with us, frorn circle to

circle as they recede from the center; that his friendships are strong

and faithful to the uttermost extremity; that his sensibility is keen,

even the warriors weeping most bitterly on the loss- of their children,

though in general they endeavor to appear superior to human

events; that his vivacity and activity of mind is equal to ours on

the same situation hence his eagerness for hunting and for

games of chance.7

Inspired by his enthusiasm for the red man, he hurries on to a

description of their oratory, citing the pathetic protest of Logan, the

red chief, whose family had been wantonly exterminated by the

white man s cruelty:

I may challenge the whole orations of Demosthenes and Cicero

... to produce a single passage superior to the speech of Logan, the

Mingo chief, to Lord Dunmore, then Governor of the State. And
as testimony of their talents I beg leave to introduce it, first stating

the incidents necessary to understand it.

In the spring of the year 1774, a robbery was committed by some

Indians on certain land adventurers on the river Ohio. The whites,
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in that quarter, according to their custom, undertook to punish this

outrage in a summary way. Captain Michael Cresap, and a certain

Daniel Greenhouse, leading on these parties, surprised, at different

times, traveling and hunting parties of the Indians having their

women and children with them, and murdered many. Among
these unfortunates were the family of Logan, a chief celebrated in

peace and war, and long distinguished as a friend of the whites.

This unworthy return provoked his vengeance. He accordingly

signalized himself in the war which ensued. In the autumn of the

same year, a decisive battle was fought at the mouth of the Great

Kanhaway, between the collected forces of the Shawnees, Mingoes,

and Delawares, and a detachment of the Virginia militia. The

Indians were defeated, and sued for peace. Logan, however, dis

dained to be among the suppliants. But lest the value of a treaty

from which so distinguished a chief absented himself should be dis

turbed, he sent by a messenger the following speech to Lord

Dunmore:

*I appeal to any white man to say if ever he entered Logan s

cabin hungry, and he gave him not meat; if ever he came cold

and naked, and he clothed him not. During the course of the

last long and bloody war, Logan remained idle in his cabin, an

advocate for peace. Such was my love for the whites that my
countrymen pointed as they passed and said:

&quot;Logan
is the

friend of the white man.&quot;

*I have even thought to have lived with you, but for the in

juries of one man, Colonel Cresap, who, the last spring, in cold

blood, and unprovoked, murdered all the relations of Logan, not

even sparing my women and children. There lives not a drop
of ,my blood in the veins of any living creature. This called on

me for revenge. I have sought it; I have killed many; I have fully

glutted my vengeance. For my country I rejoice at the beams

of peace. But do not harbor a thought that mine is the joy of

fear. Logan never felt fear. He will not turn on his heel to

save his life. Who is there to mourn for Logan? no one/ 8

Fifteen years after Jefferson wrote the shameful story of the

murder of Logan s children, and eleven years after the publication

of the Notes, he was ferociously assailed in the scurrilous columns

of Porcupine s Gazette by Luther Martin, demanding the author s

authority, in behalf of two amiable daughters of Cresap. This

65-66.
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was in the midst of die most bitter political struggle America has

known, and Martin was a virulent Federalist enemy of Jefferson.

Since the letter clearly was written for political purposes and not

out o tenderness for the amiable daughters/ Jefferson ignored it,

and Martin wrote a second letter more abusive than the first, which

was also ignored.
9 But later, on the publication of a new edition

of the Notes, under Jefferson s own supervision, many pages of

the appendix were devoted to the printing of affidavits and letters of

eye-witnesses to the murder of the Logan children.

Ill

Nor was this the only instance in the Notes in which the author

was to find himself involved in controversy. We have seen him,

with lance fixed, rushing upon the then sacred de Buffon in defense

of the red man. He was probably one of the very few Americans

entirely familiar with the works of the French naturalist, whom

he admired, because, as he wrote, 1 think him the best informed

Q any naturalist who has ever written/ Notwithstanding his ad

miration, he not only challenged de Buflfon s ideas about the red

men, but other ex-cathedra statements as well.

The Frenchman had written that in the case of animals known

to both the Old World and the New, they were smaller in the

New. He attempted to explain this on the theory that the heat in

America is less intense than in Europe, and that more water was

spread over the American continent and less drained off by the

hand of man; and he asserted that heat is conducive to the produc

tion of large animals, and water is adverse.

To this Jefferson replies:

I will not meet this hypothesis on the first doubtful ground,

whether the climate of America is comparatively more humid . . .

because we are not furnished with observations sufficient to decide

this question. . . . The hypothesis, after this supposition, proceeds

to another that moisture is unfriendly to animal growth. The

truth of this is inscrutable to us by reasoning, a priori. Nature has

hidden from us her modus agendi. Our only appeal on such ques

tions is to experience; and I think that experience is against the

9 See author s Jeffetson and Hamilton, 352.
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supposition. It is by the assistance of heat and moisture that vege
tables are elaborated from the elements of earth, air, water* and

fire. We accordingly see the more humid climates produce the

greater quantity of vegetables. Vegetables are mediately and im

mediately the food of every animal; and in proportion to the quan

tity of food, we see the animals not only multiplied in their num&amp;gt;

bers, but improved in their bulk as far as the laws of their nature

will admit.

To bear out this reasoned statement, Jefferson then submits a

long table of animals common to both continents, setting forth their

weight in contradiction to the fanciful assertions of de Buffon. The
author was to carry this controversy with the French savant, then

the fashion of the salons of Paris, to great lengths, basing his argu
ments on science, common sense, and observation; and a little later,

when he was Minister in France, wershall find Jefferson confronting
the French naturalist with positive proof of the incorrectness of his

theories. Commenting on his table of animals and their weights,

he points out that the tables showed eighteen quadrupeds peculiar to

Europe and seventy-four peculiar to America, and that the first of

the seventy-four American animals weighed more than the whole

column of the European.
10

The controversy thus early begun with de Buffon carried no

animosity, since Jefferson, in keeping with the fashion of the time,

placed a very high estimate on his genius as a naturalist.

But he was less tolerant with Abbe Raynal, another Frenchman,
who was prone to belittle the Americans. Was it not true, asked

the Abbe with a sneer, that America had not produced a poet or

a great name in science or mathematics?

When we shall have existed as a people as long as -the Greeks

did before they produced a Homer, the Romans a Virgil, the French

a Racine or Voltaire, the English a Shakespeare or Milton, should

this reproach be still true, we will inquire from what unfriendly

, cause it has proceeded [replied Jefferson]. ... In war we have pro

duced a Washington whose memory will be adored while liberty

shall have votaries, whose name will triumph over time, and will

in future ages assume its just station among the most celebrated

worthies of the world, when that wretched philosophy shall be

t, 56.
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forgotten which would have arraigned him among the degenerate

of nature. In physics, we have produced a Franklin, than whom
no one of the present age has made more important discoveries, or

has enriched philosophy with more, or more ingenious solutions of

the phenomena of nature. We had supposed Mr. Rittenhouse

second to no astronomer living; and in genius he must be the first,

because he is self-taught. He has not, indeed, made a world; but he

has, in imitation, approached nearer its Maker than any man who

has lived from the creation to this day. As in philosophy and war,

we might show that America, though but a child of yesterday, has

already given hopeful proof of genius, as well of the nobler kinds

which arouse the best feelings of man, which call him into action,

which substantiate his freedom, and conduct him to happiness. , . .

We therefore suppose that this reproach is unjust as it is unkind;

and that of the geniuses that adorn the present age, America con

tributes her full share.11

To the names of Washington, Franklin, and Rittenhouse, an

other writer might have added the name of the close friend of the

three, inferior in genius to none the name of the author of the

Notes, the philosopher of democracy that was to permeate a large

section of Europe, pre-eminent among all the democratic thinkers

of his age.

IV

No student of the Notes can fail to be impressed with the au

thor s very conclusively set forth repugnance to the institution of

slavery. Writing as he was for the eyes of a foreigner, it is not un

natural that he should have sought to palliate the evil. He cer

tainly, and with justification, placed on England her full share of

responsibility in the establishment and continuance of the slave

system of labor. He notes that at one time, under the Royal Gov

ernment, a law had been enacted by the Virginia legislature which

all but put a period to the importation of slaves, but under a pre
vious King this law was repealed a repeal that met a joyful

sanction ,rom the then sovereign. Never afterward, under the

Royal Government, had it been possible to re-enact the law, though
tte attempt was made in almost every session of the legislature.

u
Ibid., 67-69.
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But, he adds, in the very first session under the republican govern

ment, the Assembly passed a law for the perpetual prohibition of

the importation of slaves. And this, he thought, would in some

measure stop the increase of this great political and moral evil,

while the minds of our citizens may be ripening for the complete

emancipation of human nature.
12

Returning to slavery later in his book, Jefferson declared the sys

tem destructive, not only of the morals of the people, but of tljeir

industry. Tor in a warm climate, he wrote, no one will labor for

himself who can make another labor for him.* So true this is, he

added, that of the proprietors of slaves a very small proportion,

indeed, are ever seen to labor. And then he concluded with the

most fervent declaration against the slave system that was ever to

emanate from him:

And can the liberties of a nation be thought secure when we have

removed their only firm basis, a conviction in the minds of the

people that these liberties are of the gift of God? That they are not

to be violated but with his wrath? Indeed I tremble for my
country when I reflect that God is just; that his justice cannot sleep

forever; that considering numbers, nature, and natural means only,

a revolution of the wheels of fortune, an exchange of situation, is

among possible events; and that it may become probable by super

natural interference.

Even as he wrote, he might, from his windows, have seen slaves

toiling and many singing about Monticello, all of them devoted to

the master who felt for them and yet did not set them free. Jeffer

son was a practical man, not a mere theorist as his political critics

would have us think, and he knew that nothing could be achieved

by the freeing of a few slaves who were treated as human beings by
humane masters. He looked forward to the day of emancipation by
consent: &amp;gt;

I think a change already perceptible since the origin of the

present Revolution. The spirit of the master is abating, that of

the slave rising from the dust, his condition mollifying, the way,
I hope, preparing under the auspices of heaven for a total emanci-

93.
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pation, and that this is disposed in the order of events to be with

the consent of the masters rather than by their extirpation,
13

It is not surprising that into the Notes he wrote anew his views

on the relation of religion to the State, reiterating the opinions long

expressed, and formulated into a series of reforms in the legislature.

His hostility to the combination of Church and State did not mean
a prejudice against either Catholicism or Protestantism. Indeed, his

fight in Virginia was to break the strangle-hold of the Church of

England on the liberties of the conscience. In the Notes he painted
a picture of the situation in Virginia which drove him into the

battle for religious liberty and toleration. He painted the picture in

heavy colors:

The first settlers in this country were emigrants from England,
of the English Church, just at a point of time when it was flushed

with complete victory over the religions of other persuasions. Pos

sessed, as they became, of the powers of making, administering,
and executing the laws, they showed equal intolerance in this

country with the Presbyterian brethren who had emigrated to the

northern government. The poor Quakers were flying from perse

cution in England. They cast their eyes on these new countries as

asylums of civil and religious freedom; but they found them free

only for the reigning sect. Several acts of the Virginia Assembly in

1659, 1662, and 1693 had made it penal in parents to refuse to have

their children baptized; had prohibited as unlawful the assembly-

ing of Quakers; had made it penal for any master of a vessel to

bring a Quaker into the State; had ordered those already here, and

such as should come thereafter, to be imprisoned until they should

abjure the country; provided a milder punishment for their first

and second return, but death for their third; had inhibited all per
sons from suffering their meetings in or near their houses, enter

taining them individually, or disposing of books which supported
their tenets.

Such, indeed, was the law of religious intolerance, which, if not

rigidly enforced, had not, until a recent day, been repealed. Nor did

Jefferson give credit for the non-enforcement of these cruel laws

to a spirit of toleration.

169-71.
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! no executions took place here/ he wrote, as did in New Eng
land, it was not owing to the moderation of the Church or the

spirit of the legislature, as may be inferred from the law itself; but

to historical circumstances which have not been handed down to

us/

These circumstances, as he described them, were, that while the

Anglicans remained in full possession of the country for a century,
the other opinions began to creep in, and the governmental support
of the Established Church had begotten an equal degree of in

dolence in its clergy, and two thirds of the people had become

dissenters at the commencement of the present Revolution.* The
laws remained, barbarous as they were, but the Anglicans had taken

on moderation and the dissenters had risen to a degree of deter

mination which commanded respect.

Thence Jefferson, the author, went on to state his own opinion of

religious bigotry and persecution in a paragraph which stands among
the finest ever traced by his pen:

The rights of conscience we never submitted, we could not sub

mit. We are answerable for them to our God. The legitimate

powers of government extend to such acts only as are injurious to

others. But it does me no injury for my neighbor to say there are

twenty gods or no God. It neither picks my pocket nor breaks

my leg. If it be said his testimony in a court of justice cannot be

relied on, reject it then, and be the stigrna upon him. Constraint

may make him worse by making him a hypocrite, but it will never

make him a truer man. It may fix him obstinately in his errors, but

will not cure them. Reason and free inquiry are the only effectual

agents against error. It is error alone which needs the support of

government. Truth can stand by itself.
14

VI

Since nothing impressed Jefferson as more important in the

amelioration of the condition of man or in the preservation of his

rights and liberty than an enlightened citizenry, it was inevitable

that in his Notes, written for a foreigner, he should have set forth

in detail the educational system he had proposed for Virginia. But
more important, in the illumination of his political philosophy, are

166-67.
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his comments on the necessity for popular education among a demo

cratic people:

History, by apprising them of the past, will enable them to judge

of the future. It will avail them of the experience of other nations

and other times; it will qualify them as judges of the actions and

designs of men; it will enable them to know ambition under every

disguise it may assume; and, knowing it, to defeat its views. In

every government on earth is some trace of human weakness, some

germ of corruption and degeneracy which cunning will discover,

and wickedness insensibly open, cultivate, and improve. Every gov

ernment degenerates when trusted to the rulers of the people alone.

The people themselves, therefore, are its own safe depositaries. And

to render even them safe, their minds must be improved to a certain

degree.

VII

In his discussions of international relationships, commerce, and

war, it must be borne in mind that he was writing for the latter

days of the eighteenth century, and some of his observations, while

true then, are not so true now that modern invention has wiped

out distance. He shared all civilized men s hatred of war, but he

was not so unmindful of human weaknesses as to cherish the belief

that his country would escape it altogether. Even so, he said, it

should be our endeavor to cultivate the peace and friendship of

every nation, even of that which has injured us most, when we shall

have carried our point against her/ In the cultivation of civilized

relationships he proposed that we should throw open the doors of

commerce, and knock off all its shackles, giving perfect freedom to

all persons for the vent of whatever they may choose to bring into

our ports, and asking the same of theirs.

No one has stated the case against war more persuasively than

the author of the Notes when he says:

Never was so much false arithmetic employed on any subject as

that which has been employed to persuade nations that it is to their

interest to go to war. Were the money which it has cost, to gain, at

the close1 of a long war, a little town, a little territory, the right to

cut wood here, or to catch fish there, expended in improving what
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they already possess, in making roads, opening rivers, building

ports, improving the arts, and finding employment for their idle

poor, it would render them muoh stronger, much wealthier and

happier.

Consequently, he could see little need for a land army of any size

in America, since it would be worthless for offense, so far removed

from a probable foe; and, because of our isolation, it seemed little

likely to him that we should have much occasion to use it for de

fense. Our troubles, he thought, would come on the ocean, because

on that element our vessels would come into closer contact with

possible rivals and foes. To abandon the ocean, however, would be

repugnant to the American people, who were wedded to commerce.

The habits of our citizens attach them to commerce/ he wrote.

They will exercise it for themselves. Wars, then, must sometimes

be our lot, and all the wise can do will be to avoid that half of

them which .would be produced by our own follies and our own
acts of injustice; to make for the other half, the best preparations
we can/

15

Thus early, Jefferson began to attach importance to the creation

of an American navy.

VIII

Such were the political views set forth by Jefferson in the serenity
of his closet in his Notes, written on the request of the Marquis de

Marbois for information of a different nature. The questions pro

pounded by the Marquis called for the writing of a veritable ency

clopedia of facts, and these were answered in minute detail. Here
we have all that could have been said at the time on Virginia s

mineral resources, gold, copper, coal, marble, lime, stone, along
with descriptions of the mines and their locations; here are pages

given over to the names of all the trees and plants of the Old

Dominion, with both the Latin or botanical names and the native

names, to the end that the foreigner might have precise informa

tion ;

16 and here, minutely and at great length, under the subject

heads, is set forth all the outstanding events of Virginia history

182-83.

35.
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from the time of the discovery to the hour that Jefferson s pen passed

over the paper in his study.

Because of the frankness of -his statement, it was inevitable that

parts of the book would prove provocative. We have seen his con

troversy with de Buffon, and we shall see it continued a little later

In Paris; we have noted the attacks of Luther Martin because of his

introduction of the speech of Logan; but he was to be solemnly

attacked later on from the pulpits of reactionary Federalist preach

ers as an enemy of Christianity because he had dared express some

doubt as to the story of the universal flood. We can imagine his

political enemies, in the bitter political struggle that culminated in

Jefferson s election to the Presidency,
17

poring over the Notes on

Virginia in search of material to be used against him. The Fed

eralist politicians in the pulpit found it: Jefferson was an infidel!

He was an enemy of Christianity! For he was not convinced that

the rocks on the top of the Virginia mountains were proof of the

universal flood in which Noah played his part!

A few days before the election of 1800, the Reverend Doctor John

Mason, a fashionable political preacher in New York, would pub
lish a pamphlet based on the Notes entitled, A Voice of Warning to

Christians on the Ensuing Election. He would cite the skepticism

of Jefferson regarding the universal flood, and triumphantly ex

claim: Christians. It is thus that a man whom you are expected to

elevate to the chief magistracy insults yourself and your Bible. The

reverend, if not revered, clergyman smote Jefferson hip and thigh

on every subject ,and reached a climax of stupidity with the words:

*Send us, if Thou wilt, murrain upon our catde, a famine upon our

land, cleanness of teeth in our borders; send us pestilence to waste

our cities; send us, if it pleases Thee, the sword to bathe itself in the

blood of our sons, but spare us, Lord God Most Merciful, spare us

that curse.

Straining himself with his screaming, the blood gushed from the

speaker s nose, and when his handkerchief was wet and red, he

waved it as a bloody banner against the irreverent author of the

Notes.

But God ignored the preacher s bloody appeal, and, after a cen

tury and a half, Jefferson s one book is still read, even by Christians,

17 See author s Jefferson and Hamilton, 352-53.
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and it remains a classic. He had set himself to the task of merely

furnishing de Marbois with answers to his questions, but&amp;gt;
in his

enthusiasm, he had gone far afield, and set forth his views on

politics, religion, science, education, and philosophy. Even so, he

had no thought of appearing in the role of an author or of publish

ing for a general distribution. But he toyed with the idea of send

ing copies to his political friends and to the students of William and

Mary. Three years after the completion of his task and while in

Paris, he asked Madison to read the Notes and advise him as to the

wisdom of following this impulse. Should he find nothing objec

tionable, Jefferson would send copies to the students. Otherwise^

I shall only send over a few copies to particular friends in confi

dence, and burn all the rest, he wrote. Do not view me as an

author and attached to what he has written/ he added. 1 am
neither. They were at first intended only for Marbois. When I had

enlarged them I thought first of giving copies to three or four

friends. I have since supposed they might set our young students

into a useful train of thought, and in no event do I propose to admit

them to go to the public at large.
18

We shall find later, in the chapters on his life in Paris, the cir

cumstances which forced him to release the Notes for general cir

culation.

IX

While Jefferson, by no means idle as we have seen, was writing

his Notes, he had not sunk into the oblivion and neglect that Doctor

Eckenrode would have us believe in his hostile chapter in his book

on The Revolution in Virginia, which he captions The Fall of

Jefferson. The very month of his retirement from the governorship,

in disgrace, as the author would have us believe, he had been sum

moned by his countrymen to proceed to Europe as one of the pleni

potentiaries in the negotiations of peace. He would have declined

in any case because of his wife s delicate state of health, but nothing
could have forced him to leave Virginia until he had faced his foes

in the legislature, met the inane charges conceived by malice, and

secured the complete vindication that he did, From June until

d, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 46.
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December,, when the legislature met, he may be said literally to have

slept on his arms.

That the Jefferson, sulking in his tent as his enemies would have

it, was neither morose nor adverse to company is evident in the

graphic picture drawn of him in those days at Monticello by the pen
of a distinguished and cultivated Frenchman, the Marquis de Chas-

tellux, in his valuable two-volume work on his travels in America.

The Marquis had long had a standing invitation to be the guest

of Jefferson at Monticello, in the center of the mountains. But

when the courtly Frenchman appeared, he was momentarily chilled,

as all strangers were, by his host s first cold, penetrating look. 1

found his appearance serious, nay even cold, he wrote, but before

I had been two hours with him, we were as intimate as if we had

passed our whole lives together. We may be sure the visitor en

joyed the Jefferson table, which was always good and abundant,

and the wines of his cellar, which were always choice. But he was

to remember most pleasantly the long walks on which his host took

him over the grounds and into the mountains, the long enthusiastic

discussions of books, with the latest of which, from Paris and

London, the host was as familiar as the guest, and the fascinating

conversations, always varied and interesting.

The Marquis, who knew the best minds in France, found that

these conversations with the author of the Declaration of Inde

pendence were always supported by the sweet satisfaction expe
rienced by two persons, who, on communicating their sentiments

and opinions, are invariably in unison, and who understand each

other at the first hint He was to find his four-day sojourn passing

like so many minutes. The conversations ranged over a vast field,

for no American of his time, including Franklin, was so versatile.

They talked philosophy, discussed politics of America and Europe,
and art. And the Marquis was astonished to find that no object had

escaped Mr. Jefferson, and it seemed as if from his youth he had

placed his mind, as he had his house, on an elevated situation from

which he might contemplate the Universe.

Because his guest was interested in raising deer, Jefferson took

him over the grounds and told him how he fed them corn and

showed him how they approached him trustfully to eat the corn

grains from his hand. T followed him one evening down a deep
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valley/ the Marquis wrote, where they are accustomed to assemble

toward the close of day, and saw them walk, run, and bound
;
and

Jefferson was delighted with the Marquis s observation that he had
not seen their counterpart in Europe.
The evenings found the host and guest in the library about a bowl

of punch, in the candlelight, deep in animated conversation about

their favorite writers. One night the conversation turned to the

poems of Ossian, after Mrs. Jefferson had retired. Both flamed, for

they shared in the common enthusiasm of their day.

Whether these poems were the fragmentary remains o the

legendary Celtic bard of the third century, famous in Irish song
and tradition, or whether James Macpherson, the alleged discoverer

of the ancient manuscript, wrote the poems himself, is not im

portant. It was the poems, whoever the author, that appealed. They
had been published in 1761, nineteen years before Jefferson and
the Marquis sat by the punchbowl in the light of candles. And nine

years before, we have evidence of Jefferson s partiality for the

poems in a letter he wrote to Charles Macpherson. 1 understand

you were related to the gentleman of your name, Mr. James Mac

pherson, to whom the world is so much indebted for the elegant

collection, arrangement, and translation of Ossian s poems, he
wrote. These pieces have been, and will, I think, continue to be

to me the source of daily and exalted pleasures. The tender and
sublime emotions of the heart were never before so wrought up by
the human mind. I am not ashamed to own that I think the rude

batd of the North the greatest poet that ever existed. The young
enthusiast confessed that merely to read the poems in their original

form, he was eager to master the Celtic language. Could he be sent

a catalogue of all the books published in Celtic, together with a

grammar and dictionary? And would it be possible to purchase
some of the original manuscript of the Ossian poems? I would not

regard expense,&quot;
he wrote. The glow of one warm thought is to me

worth more than money.
19 Written three and a half years before

Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence and in the year
after his marriage, the nine intervening years had in no sense

chilled his enthusiasm.

The mention of Ossian had revealed that the Marquis shared

19 Washington, Writings of Jefferson, I, 195-96.
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Jefferson s admiration and affection for the poems. It was like a

spark of electricity which passed rapidly from one to the other/

wrote the Marquis. Each recalled and quoted his favorite passages,

and then, in the boyish enthusiasm of the moment, Jefferson sprang

up to seek the volume among his books. The book was found. And

far into the night,, drinking punch the while, and by the light of

the flickering candles, the two turned the pages of their favorite

poet, rereading the lines they loved most, many of which Jefferson

had previously quoted from memory, and commented upon. This

is a Jefferson little known to history the Jefferson of literary en

thusiasms, remote from politics.

When, at length, the Marquis took his departure, only the fact

that Mrs. Jefferson was expecting a child prevented Jefferson from

accompanying him eighty miles to the Natural Bridge. However,

he did go with his guest sixteen miles upon his way, and a pleasur

able interlude in Jefferson s life was over.

When, on his return to Paris, the Marquis wrote his travel book,

Voyages dans I Amerique, in two volumes, which was widely read,

he could find no one in America on whom to lavish such generous

praise as on the master of Monticello.

X

The Frenchman made but a reference to the amiability of Mrs.

Jefferson, who was then in delicate health. Jefferson had long been

concerned about her, and not least among the reasons that had im

pelled his retirement from Congress some years before had been his

anxiety about her health. He was constantly being importuned to

return to public life, or, as his petitioners put it, to the service of his

country. To all these appeals he had been adamant. It was assumed

by some who did not understand the domestic circumstances that he

was moved to obstinacy by his natural resentment of the disgraceful

treatment accorded him, through the instigation of his enemies, at

the close of his administration as Governor. Even his closest friends,

not actually on the scene, were puzzled and alarmed.

Thus, one day, Jefferson sat reading, not without emotion, a letter

from Monroe. Jefferson had been his mentor and his idol. Not only

had the man of Monticello directed his reading of the law, but of
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history and literature in general. Writing Washington a little later,

Monroe had said -that he had gone through the course which, in the

opinion of Mr. Jefferson, to whom I submitted the direction of my
studies/ was wise.

20 When Monroe had planned a visit to Europe
a little before, he had written Jefferson for letters and advice as to

where to go, and what to see. At this time he was living *a very

sedentary life upon a small estate in King George s in course of

which [he] had read all the books [Jefferson] mentioned on the

subject of law.
21

Knowing, as Jefferson did, the complete devotion and confidence

of his disciple, he was deeply moved by the letter he was reading
from the younger man.

It is publicly said here [wrote Monroe from Richmond] that the

people of your county informed you that they had frequently
elected you in times of less difficulty and danger than the present,
to please you, but that now they had called you forth into public
life to serve themselves. This is a language which has been often

used in my presence and you will readily conceive that, as it fur

nishes those who argue on the fundamental maxims of republican

government with ample field for declamation, the conclusion has

always been you should not decline the service of your country.
The present is generally conceived to be an important era which,
of course, makes your attendance particularly necessary.

22

The reference here was to Jefferson s declination of a summons to

return to Congress.

That Jefferson immediately replied to his friend, explaining the

domestic situation and the condition of Mrs. Jefferson, is evident

in another letter from Monroe:

I have been much distressed upon the subject of Mrs. Jefferson,
and I have feared, as much from what you have suggested yourself
as what I have heard from others, that the report of each succeed

ing day would inform me that she was no more. Indeed, this was
awhile reported and believed, but I flatter myself that in this in

stance I shall experience that common fame, who when she has

propagated reports unfavorable to myself and my friends I have

rarely found it to be groundless, has failed, and that it may please
heaven to restore our amiable friend to health and thereby to you

20 Hamilton, Writings of Monroe, 19 19.
21

Ibid., I, 13.
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a friend whose loss you would always lament, and for the children

a parent which no change o circumstance could ever compensate
for. ... I shall forbear to trouble you with an answer to that part

of your letter with respect to your retreat from public service.23

It was at this time and under these circumstances that Jefferson s

Other disciple and follower, James Madison, was complaining; but,

unlike the more direct Monroe, not to Jefferson himself. Writing
Edmund Randolph, he said:

Great as my partiality is for Mr. Jefferson, the mode in which
he seems determined to revenge the wrong received from his

country does not appear to me to be dictated either by philosophy
or patriotism. It augurs, indeed, a keen sensibility and a strong
consciousness of rectitude. But this sensibility ought to be as great
toward the relentings as the misdoings of the Legislature, not to

mention the injustice of visiting the faults of this body on their

innocent constituents.24

The two letters throw a white light on the relative characters o

the two writers. Monroe would have been incapable of writing the

Madison letter to another man; he would, as he did, write to

Jefferson himself.

Edmund Randolph had the courage, on hearing this from

Madison, to write, like Monroe, to Jefferson himself: If you can

justify this resolution [to refuse public service] to yourself, I am
confident you cannot to the world.

25

XI

But the illness of Mrs. Jefferson was not a subterfuge. After the

birth of her sixth child, she sank rapidly, and, in anguish of spirit,

Jefferson sat by her side as she drifted away. He scarcely left her

bedside, and his daughter, in later years, recalled his devotion in a
letter which throws a human light on his reluctance to serve his

country at some distant point while his wife was dying. This letter

is necessary to a complete comprehension of his character:

t

As a nurse, no female ever had more tenderness or anxiety. He
nursed my poor mother in turn with Aunt Carr and her own sister,

:

sitting up with her and administering her medicine and drinks to

^Ibid., I, 1749. 24 Hunt, Writings of Madison, I, 207-08.
25 Conway, Omitted Chapters of History, 43.
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the last. For the four months that she lingered he was never out&quot;

o calling; when not at her bedside, he was writing m a small room,
which opened immediately &quot;at the head of her bed. A moment be

fore the closing scene he was led from the room in a state of in

sensibility by his sister, Mrs. Carr, who, with great difficulty, got
him into the library, where he fainted, and remained so long in

sensible that they feared he would never revive. The scene that

followed I did not witness, but the violence of his emotion, when,
almost by stealth, I entered his room by night, to this day I dare

not describe to myself. He kept his room three weeks and I was
never from his side. He walked almost incessantly, night and day,

only lying down occasionally, when nature was completely ex

hausted, on a pallet that had been brought in during his long?

fainting fit. My aunts remained constantly with him for some
weeks. When, at last, he left his room, he rode out, and from that

time he was incessantly on horseback, rambling about the mountains
in the least frequented roads, and just as often through the woods.
In those melancholy rambles I was his constant companion a

solitary witness to many bursts of grief.
26

It was not until two months after Mrs. Jefferson s death in Sep
tember, 1782, that he turned sadly to his neglected correspondence.

Writing of his neglect to the Marquis de Chastellux, he said that

the latter s letter had found him
c

a little emerging from the stupor
of mind which had rendered me as dead to the world as she whose
loss occasioned it. Before that event he had rested his hopes on a
life of retirement, devoted to his family and to literary and scien

tific pursuits. *A single event wiped away all my plans and left me
a blank which I had not the spirit to fill in/

2T

No one with ordinary human and decent instincts can possibly
misunderstand Jefferson s determination to remain by his dying
wife until the end.

XII

Because of his wife s condition, Jefferson had not only declined

the appointment to France immediately after leaving the guberna
torial office, but also his selection as a representative of Virginia in

Congress. After recovering from the shock o his wife s dead^
there no longer were any obligations of humanity to hold him in

26 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 62-63. 27
Ibid., 68.
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Monticello, which for a time had become the melancholy mauso

leum o memories. Visiting Monticello about this time, Mazzei

wrote that the memory of his saintly late wife saddened me, and

the solitude rendered my sorrow even more profound.
2S

Thus, when again he was chosen by Congress to join Franklin,

John Adams, and Jay in the negotiations of peace in Paris, he

accepted.

He set forth at once for Philadelphia. He was to carry with him

additional instructions for the negotiators, details of the financial

plans given him orally by Robert Morris, and papers intended to

establish the right of the new nation to the fisheries, to the western

country, and to the navigation of the Mississippi.

With British ships hovering |ilong the coast, his special problem

was that of finding a conveyance to France. He puzzled over

various plans. He could go to Boston and embark there, but he

dreaded the roads and the December weather, and he had no assur

ance that after the journey s end he would find a ship. Or he could

remain in Baltimore, whence he had gone from Philadelphia, and

await a possible opportunity there; or he could go to Hampton and

seek a vessel there. None of these plans seemed promising. There

was one other plan considered that of chartering a vessel and

asking a flag from the enemy. He doubted if Congress would care

to make the request, or, if made, that it would be granted, but he

knew there were abundant precedents. If captured on the high

seas, however, his papers would be confiscated and he arrested, and

probably, after the experience of Laurens, he would be consigned

to the Tower in London.

Thus he passed a miserable interval of waiting. As time went on,

he realized that the emergency of the negotiations could hardly be

served by him after the long delay. When word reached him that

peace was about to be made, he wrote Congress setting forth his

view of the inutility of the journey, and Congress acquiesced.

Tkus, hdving lost much time under the most uncomfortable cir

cumstances, he turned homeward, but he had scarcely reached

Moaticelio when again his peqple summoned him to their service

i$; Congress. This time he accepted the call

Swa thereafter he was on his way to his new duties.

28 Mazzei, Memoirs, 282.



CHAPTER

XIII

IN THE DRIVER S SEAT

WHEN MADISON, who had been so distressed by his

friend s stubborn retirement from public life, heard that

Jefferson had been elected to Congress at the head of the poll, he
wrote Edmund Pendleton, 1 am exceedingly pleased to find Mr.

Jefferson s name at the head of the new delegation,* and 1 hope it

has been placed there with his knowledge and acquiescence.
1

We have seen, what Madison apparently could not understand,
that the failure to entice Jefferson back into public service was due

in large measure to the rapidly failing health of his wife. Now she

was dead, and even the beloved Monticello was haunted with her

memory. His had been a crowded and dramatic life since their

voices rang out in song on the frosty air over the snow-capped
mountain on the night of their honeymoon. And now he welcomed
a pretext temporarily to abandon the scenes that tortured him with
a realization of what he had lost. He was eager to escape from grief.

But he was not returned to Philadelphia, the scene of his pre
vious congressional labors. The country was in a state of demoral

ization, and the Government was unable to meet the arrears of the

soldiers pay. This so aroused their ire that when these soldiers,

without occupation and without a penny in their pockets, met mem
bers of Congress in the Philadelphia streets, they greeted them

roughly with indecorous salutations. To escape the importunities,

and, most of all, the imprecations, of these neglected and indignant
1
Burnett, Letters, VII, 190.
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warriors, Congress had moved to Trenton, and there was some

possibility that it might again establish the seat of government in

the village of Princeton.

Living at this time in this charming little town, dominated by
its famous university, was Madison, who was concerned lest his

mentor be unable to find suitable lodgings, since previously mem
bers of Congress when there had been unable to be decently pro
vided for ; and others in subordinate positions had been utterly

without accommodations. 1 shall lose no time looking out for

quarters for you and entering into provisional engagements in your

favor, he wrote Jefferson.
2 But when Jefferson s conveyance rolled

down the rough road from Monticello, there had been no indica

tion of a change from Trenton.

Leaving Monticello on October 16, 1783, jolting over the rutty

roads and occasionally mounting his horse and riding for greater

comfort, he reached Trenton on November 3. He had taken three

weeks on the journey. When he took his seat the following day, it

was only to hear the announcement that Congress would leave

Trenton for Annapolis, where it would convene on the twenty-sixth.

There was nothing to do but to turn back as philosophically as

possible over the crude highway he had just traversed.

He took advantage of the opportunity, however, to visit his

daughter, Martha, whom he had placed in school in Philadelphia.

He was, henceforth, to administer to his daughter s needs with all

the tenderness and understanding of a mother. Thence he drove on

to Annapolis, the picturesque capital of Maryland, in time for the

opening of Congress. But, alas, he was to find that delegations from

enough States had not yet arrived for the transaction of business

under the Articles of the Confederation. He was to have two weeks

of leisure to meditate on the significance of this dangerous in

difference.

Meanwhile, Monroe, who looked upon Jefferson as his guide,

philosopher, and friend, had reached Annapolis as a member of the

Virginia delegation. They immediately arranged to take quarters

together. A democrat in his policies, Jefferson was an aristocrat in

his personal tastes and habits, and he recoiled from the congestion
and familiarities of a tavern; and, having delicate tastes in food, a

2 Hunt, Writings of Madison, II, 19.
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boarding-house table presented a prospect of horrors. Thus the two

friends, master and disciple, took quarters that would assure some

privacy. We may be sure that it was Jefferson who insisted on the

engagement of Partout, a French chef. Since Monroe was then

unable to speak French and Partout could not speak English, it fell

to Jefferson to interpret his friend s instructions as to the cooking
of his eggs.

3

They settled down and waited, wonderingly and as patiently as

possible, for the tardy arrival of the indifferent delegations, without

whom nothing could be undertaken. On December 5, Jefferson

wrote Marbois that we have yet but four States in Congress/ but

he hoped when all were assembled to dispatch the most urgent and

important business.* He thought the indifference was due to the

jealousies engendered by the idea, which has unaccountably taken

possession of the heads* of the people, that Congress was to be a

permanent body.
4

Indeed, the disorganization and demoralization

following the termination of the war were all too evident. So long
as the soldiers were fighting in the field, the interest in Congress
was sustained, but now that the struggle was over and the personal

danger had passed, that body had lost both interest and prestige.
Some of the States actually were urging less frequent meetings,
which threatened the gradual disintegration of even the Confedera

tion. With the peace treaty ready for ratification and with a time

limit &quot;on such action set, the delegates waiting in Annapolis took

alarm. Urgent letters were dispatched to the Governors of the de

linquent States. There was nothing to be done but wait.

II

Happily, the Annapolis of those days was not an unpleasant

place for loitering. It was not without its gaiety, its dances and

dinners, and it boasted a society that was both wealthy and cultured.

Jefferson s distaste for the prosy, shapeless frame houses without

architectural charm or dignity did not suffer here, where the old

Maryland aristocracy had put some pride and taste into the con
struction of substantial brick .dwellings. On an elevation in the

3 Hamilton, Writings of Monroe, I, 24.
4 Letters to Marbois, American Historical Review, XII, 75-77.
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center of the town, ati impressive State House had been built a

decade before, and its pillared portico and white dome, rising to

a height of two hundred feet, dominated the scene. Close by was

the stately home of Jefferson s friend of Philadelphia days, Charles

Carroll of Carrollton. And Jefferson could regale himself with

profit in the homes where men of character and culture took an

intelligent interest in post-war problems of the new nation in the

making.
And we may be sure that, during his six months in Annapolis,

Jefferson availed himself of the pleasures of the theater and the

races. By Authority, the Annapolis Theater was announcing its

opening with a tragedy called &quot;A Roman Father&quot; within a few

weeks after Congress convened,
5 and there were concerts that were

sometimes cancelled or postponed because the stagecoach from

Baltimore delayed the arrival of the artists. Thus, we find Mr*

Brown making his apologies to the ladies and gentlemen who had

purchased tickets, promising a complete concert as soon as he can

get the necessary performers, to which those who had bought

tickets would be admitted free*
6 But no disappointments met the

followers of the races, for the Jockey Club was a going concern.

Within a month after Jefferson s arrival the Jockey Club purse of

sixty guineas was run, free for any horse, mare, or gelding, be

longing to a member of the club. The purse was subscribed by the

members, who met the day before at Mann s Tavern and paid their

money down. That young Jefferson and Monroe witnessed the

race there can be little doubt.

Then, too, the tardiness of Congress gave Jefferson time for cor

respondence with his daughter, Martha, who probably needed ad

vice and encouragement in her unaccustomed surroundings in

Philadelphia. He was writing Marbois of his appreciation of the

Frenchman s services in providing her with a French tutor. I left

with her a Gil Bias and a Don Quixote? he wrote. He explained

his interest in extending her education because of the chance that in

ferriage she will draw a blockhead.
7

His relations with his young daughters were not least among the

remarkable features of the man. He was to plan and critically

5 Maryland Gazette, February 19, 1783. Q
Ibi&amp;lt;l.y January 16, 1784.

7 Letters to Marbois, American Historical Review, XII, 75-77.
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follow their studies, and to do their most intimate shopping

throughout their girlhood, to advise on their tastes and habits, and

even in the selection of their gowns and bonnets. Though he had

paid Martha a visit after leaving Trenton, two days after he

reached Annapolis found him at his desk writing her of his safe

arrival and suggesting a division of her time. From nine to ten

she was to practice music; from ten until one she was to practice

dancing one day and drawing the next; from one until two she was

to draw on the days she danced or write a letter; from two to four

she was to read French, and from five until bedtime, English. I

expect you to write me every post/ he wrote. Inform me what

books you read, what tunes you learn, and enclose me your best

copy of every lesson in drawing. . . . Keep my letters and read them
at times that you may always have present in your mind those

things which will endear you to me. s

This letter probably exists today in the archives of some royal

palace of England, for years later, when Victoria was a princess
and requested an autograph of the author of the Declaration of

Independence, the American Charge d Aflfaires made her a present
of it.

A little later, still waiting for the delinquent members of Congress,

Jefferson found time to reassure his daughter, who had been fright

ened by gossip interpreting an earthquake as a sign that the world

was about to end. He wrote her, a bit impatiently:

I hope you will have sense enough to disregard these foolish

predictions that the world is to be at an end soon. The Almighty
has never made known to anybody at what time He created it;

nor will He tell anybody when He will put an end to it, if He ever

means to do it. As for preparations for that event, the best way is

for you always to be prepared for it. The only way to do so is never

to do or say a bad thing. If ever you are about to say anything

amiss, or do anything wrong, consider beforehand that you will

feel something within you which will tell you it is wrong, and

ought not to be said or done. This is your conscience, and be sure

and obey it. Our Maker has given us all this faithful internal

monitor, and if you always obey it, you will always be prepared for

the end of the world, or for a much more certain event, death*9

s
Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 69-70. ^IbU^ 70-71.
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III

It was not until the thirteenth of December that the representation

of enough States had arrived for Congress to begin its work, which

was to be of the first importance during the six months that Jeffer

son was to serve. The body was smaller than during the Revolu

tionary days in Philadelphia, and many of the more imposing fig

ures of those times had retired to other fields. John Adams was in

Europe, Samuel Adams was in Boston among his stalwarts, Frank-

Un was in Paris surrounded by adoring dowagers, Patrick Henry
was in Richmond with George Wythe, whom Jefferson had placed

upon the bench. John Dickinson, for the moment in eclipse because

of his policy of appeasement, had retired to the rural pleasures of his

country home, and Joseph Galloway, who had deserted his country

in a crisis to espouse the cause of the enemy, was living in England
in reduce4 circumstances.

But there were a few of the earlier Congress in Annapolis. El-

bridge Gerry, who had been the host of the youthful Jefferson on

his first visit to New York and who would be a faithful friend and

follower all his life, was a patriot of sound ability. Roger Sherman,

of Connecticut, and Robert Morris, of Pennsylvania, also responded

to the roll-call But the majority were younger men, like Monroe.

In such an assembly, no one could approach Jefferson in national

prestige or in stature as a statesman or in finesse and courage as a

leader. He instantly was accorded pre-eminence by common con

sent, and his work during these six months was to leave a per

manent imprint on the national life and enter into the making of

American history.

IV

, Within a week after the opening of Congress, the little capital

was deeply stirred by the arrival of George Washington. A few

days before, it was requested of the gentlemen who have served

in the American army, now in town, on the arrival of his Excel

lency, General Washington, to appear with their union cockades,

in compliment to his Excellency and our great and good ally,

Louis XVI. 10 The great Commander had finished his Xvork at

10 Maryland Gazette, December 4, 1783.
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the head of the army and was ready to return his commission. He
had previously inquired whether it was the wish of Congress for

him to make a formal written tender or to appear personally in

audience. Since he had accepted the commission in audience, it was

agreed that the same procedure should be followed in giving it up.

With a view to making the ceremony in keeping with the

solemnity of the occasion, a committee, under the chairmanship of

Jefferson, was appointed to arrange the program. The procedure

Jefferson thought appropriate to the occasion and the man was to

be one of dignified simplicity, Washington was to make his ap

pearance in the State House Hall at high noon on December 23,

1783, after everyone had been seated. In surrendering his com

mission, he was to speak briefly, and the President of the Congress
was to make a brief and appropriate reply.

Long before noon on that historic day, members of Congress,
federal and state officials, and the occupants of the fine old houses

who could find the space, crowded into the little room. When he,

who so valiantly and with such self-sacrifice had pledged his life and

fortune to the cause of independence, entered the room, a tremor

of emotion passed through the audience. All the memories of the

trying days of the war flooded the minds of the spectators. He
whose sword, whose patience, wisdom, and strategy had achieved

the nation s independence was before them.

And, seated among them, inconspicuous and silent throughout,
sat the man whose pen had phrased the Declaration that announced

to the world the purpose and the reason of the struggle; and who
had suffered abuse from the selfish and provincial because of his

stout adherence to Washington s policy of manning and munition

ing the armies beyond Virginia s borders. This silent man, mod

estly in the background, had planned the ceremony as he knew

Washington would prefer it, and then he had stepped aside. But

when, on the conclusion of Washington s touching and dignified

speech of renunciation, Mifflin, the President, rose to reply, few

there were who did not realize that, while the voice was that of

Mifflin, the words were the words of Jefferson, the author.

The phrasing was unmistakable.

Called upon by your country to defend its invaded rights, you

accepted the sacred charge before it had formed alliances and while
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it was without funds, or a government to support you [read Mifflin].

You have conducted the great military contest with wisdom and

fortitude, invariably regarding the rights of the civil power, through
all the disasters and changes [unquestionably the words of Jeffer

son]. You have, by the love and confidence of your fellow citizens,

enabled them to display their martial genius, and transmit their

fame to posterity. You have persevered until these United States,

aided by a magnanimous King and nation, have been enabled,

under a just Providence, to close the war in freedom, safety, and

independence. Having defended the standard of liberty in this

new world; having taught a lesson useful to those who inflict, and

to those who feel oppression, you return from the great theater of

action with the blessings of your fellow citizens; but the glory of

your virtues will not terminate with your military command it

will continue to animate remote ages. . . . We join you in commend

ing the, interest of our dearest country to the protection of Almighty

Gpd, beseeching Him to dispose the hearts and minds of the citizens

to improve the opportunity afforded them of becoming a great,

happy, and respected nation. And for you?
we address to Him our

earnest prayers that a life so beloved may be fostered with all His

care; that your days may be happy, as they have been illustrious;

and that He will finally give you that reward which this world

will not give.

The ceremony was over. With deep emotion men crowded about

to- shake the hand of the Commander and filed slowly out into the

street.

V

It was a day of emotion and festivity, and we may be sure that

Jefferson sat down that day to a discussion with Washington of

the multiplying public problems that were pressing. Jefferson had

played *his part. Could anything better illustrate his versatility, his

industry, and capacity for concentration than the fact that on that

very day he found time to write Martha, advising her on the im

portance of dress and neatness ? It was probably in the evening that

Jefferson was seated at his desk in his lodgings, with Monroe hover

ing in the background, writing:

,

do not wish you to be gaily clothed at this time of life, but that

; your wear should be fine of its kind. But, above all things, and at
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all times, let your clothes be neat, white and properly put on. Do
not fancy you must wear your clothes until the dirt is visible ta

the eye. You will be the last one who will be sensible of this. Some

ladies think that they may, under the privilege of dishabille, be

loose and negligent of their dress in the morning. But be you, from

the moment you rise till you go to bed, as cleanly and properly

dressed as at the hours of dinner or tea. A lady who has been seen

as a sloven or slut in the morning will never efface the impression

she has made with all the dress and pageantry she can afterwards

involve herself in. Nothing is so disgusting to our sex as a want

of cleanliness and delicacy in yours. I hope, therefore, the moment,

you rise from your bed, your first work will be to dress yourself

in such style as you may be seen by any gentleman without his

being able to discover a pin amiss, or any other circumstances of

neatness wanting.
11

Jefferson had supervised an historical ceremony, Jhad conferred

with Washington on public matters, and had written his young

daughter on her clothing and person. It was a day.

VI

This, however, was not to be the last conference between Wash

ington and Jefferson during the latter s six months in Annapolis.
In 1783, the officers of the army formed a society, ambitiously called

an Order, to which the principal officers, along with the French

Ministers and officers who had served in the war, were eligible for

membership. Perhaps because, like the Roman of old, most of them

would soon retire to their farms, they called it the Order of the

Cincinnati. The purely sentimental purpose of creating a society

to preserve the friendly relations and the camp-fire comradery of

the men who had commanded the Revolutionary soldiers would

have met a cordial reception but for the fact that certain features

aroused the distrust and hostility of thousands, who saw in it the

seeds of an artificial aristocracy, opposed to democracy. The mem
bers were to wear, as their decoration, a golden eagle suspended by
a ribbon of deep blue, edged with white, and Major TEnfant had

been sent to Paris to get the
&quot;eagles. ,

&amp;gt;

11
Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 7L
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The provision which aroused the displeasure of the civilians and

set the tongues of the unpaid private soldiers to wagging in the

taverns and on the highways was that membership in the Order

should be hereditary, descending to the eldest son, like the landed

estates until Jefferson wiped out the law of primogeniture, thus

perpetuating the organization. There was also a provision for

honorary membership which presented some ominous political pos

sibilities.

In hot pursuit of the announcement of the new Order came a

pamphlet entitled Considerations on the Order of the Cincinnati,

which was eagerly read and passed about among the thousands ex

cluded from membership. It was the product- of the pen of Aedanus

Burke, a distinguished lawyer, jurist,
and patriot of South Carolina.

Born in Galway, Ireland, blessed with the Irish gift of eloquence

in polemics, he bitterly attacked the organization as incompatible

with the very spirit of the Revolution and in glaring contradiction

to the spirit of democracy. Civilians, who believed that, in a good

society, private soldiers, who had shivered in their rags at Valley

Forge and tramped in bare feet the wintry muds of Jersey, should

not have the doors of a patriotic order closed in their faces, found

the Burke pamphlet much to their liking. Men like Jefferson,

opposed to artificial distinctions that could be made to serve reac

tionary politics, found much in it to commend.

Soon the pamphlet had an astonishingly large circulation. In re

mote France it attracted the attention of Mirabeau, who translated

it into French under his own name, and, from this edition, trans

lations later were made into German.12 Soon the Governor of

South Carolina was denouncing the Cincinnati as aiming at the

creation of an hereditary order irreconcilable with a democratic

society, and the legislatures of Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and

Rhode Island passed resolutions of censure.

That these fears were not confined to demagogues arid slighted

private soldiers is evident in the correspondence of the time. Even

John Jay, certainly conservative, was afraid the new Order will

eventually divide us into two mighty factions. He observed that,

while permission was asked of the French King for French soldiers

to affiliate, the compliment was not paid to our sovereign, and that

12
Dictionary of American Biography, III, 280.
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Louis XVI had consented without having requested the opinion o

congress on the subject.
13 Samuel Adams wrote Gerry that he

looked upon it as as rapid a stride toward an hereditary military

nobility as ever was made in so short a time, though his fears may
be ill-grounded/

14 And John Adams thought it an inroad upon
our first principle, equality/ He thought it the deepest piece of

cunning ever attempted ... a sowing the seeds of all that European
courts wish to grow up among us/ He had not written upon the

subject because twenty years before, in an essay on the feudal law,

he had expressed his sentiments.
15 The popular reaction was such

that, in the spring of 1784, Edmund Randolph, writing Jefferson of

an election in Virginia, said all soldiers running had been elected

save one who was preparing to attend a convention of the Order.16

And, soon after reaching Annapolis, Jefferson was reading in the

Maryland Gazette a description of the founding of the Order, its

constitution in full, with a description of its coat of arms a full

page.
17 That he and Monroe discussed its possible implications

there can be no doubt.

VII

As early as March, 1784, Washington knew of the great and In

creasing distrust of the Order, and in a letter to General Henry
Knox on March 20, he urged a full attendance at the national meet

ing in Philadelphia in May, that it might obviate the prejudiced

which are already imbibed, and more than probably through ignor

ance, envy, and perhaps worse motives will increase and spread.
18

On April 4, he wrote similarly to Jonathan TrumbulL19

Meanwhile, sitting on the veranda at peaceful Mount Vernon,

reading the Burke indictment, Washington was considerably dis

turbed. When officers he trusted as soldiers and with whom he

had been associated offered him membership, he had accepted with

no remote thought of possible political implications or interpreta

tions. The clamor aroused by Burke distressed him. After all, the

13 Austin, Life of Gerry, I, 421. ^IUL, I, 425. IW, I, 427-28.

16 Conway, Omitted Chapters of History, 54.

M Maryland Gazette, November 27, 1783.

13
Fitzpatrick, Writings of Washington, XXVII, 365.

19 Tbtd.. XXVII. 386.
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private in tattered uniform with a musket had been his comrade

quite as much as the men with the sword. In his quandary, he

turned for advice to Jefferson.

The pamphlet [Burke s] has, I am told, had its effect [he wrote].

People are alarmed, especially in the Eastern States; how justly,

and how contrary to the avowed principles of the Society, and the

purity of their motives, I shall not declare, lest it should appear that

I wished to bias your judgment rather than obtain an opinion;

which, if you please, might be accompanied with sentiments under

the information here given, respecting the most eligible measure

to be pursued by the Society at their next meeting. You may be

assured, Sir, that to the good opinion alone which I entertain of

your abilities and candor, this liberty is to be attributed.20

Washington could scarcely have been unmindful of Jefferson s

opinion of all hereditary orders and of the privileges that usually

find their way into them, since he had but recently put an end to

primogeniture in Virginia. Jefferson replied with the candor that

was invited. He had hoped that Washington, above all, should

stand on ground separate from the Order, that the character that

would be handed down to future ages as the head of our Revolu

tion might, in no instance, be compromised by subordinate alterca

tions. He had thought of writing Washington, but had been de

terred by the reflection that the General had abler advisers, though
none could compete in judgment with Washington himself. But

now that his candid opinion had been solicited, he would indicate

the reasons most heard in opposition to the Society.

It was said, he wrote, that it is against the Confederation

against the letter of some of our Constitutions against the spirit

of them all
;
since the foundation on which all of these are built

is the natural equality of man, the denial of every pre-eminence
than that annexed to legal office, and particularly a denial of the

pre-eminence of birth.

, ,;Tnen, top, the provision for taking in honorary members hacl

cLangpfous possibilities, though these might be remote. Though
improbable that many would accept such membership then, the

time might come, with a change in dispositions, when the invita-

XXVII, 388. ..

&quot;

:. &amp;lt;
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tions would be flattering. Through a careful selection of men and

talents, office, and wealth, a powerful political machine could be

created that might easily afifect the course of Government.

Even more dangerous, thought Jefferson, was the inclusion of

foreign members who would be influenced by the wishes of foreign

courts. Above all other objections, however, was this experience
has shown that the hereditary branches of foreign Governments are

the patrons of privilege and prerogative, and not of the natural

rights of the people whose oppressors they generally are. And then,

too, would it not be unfortunate if *a distinction is kept up between

the civil and military, which it is for the happiness of both to

obliterate ?

But the greatest danger, he thought, might come through ambi

tious projects of the future, inimical to the liberties of the people,
when unscrupulous men at the head of the Order might urge upon
the members, under the habits of subordination, policies hostile to

the democratic principle. Was it not true that the moderation and

virtue of a single character have probably prevented this Revolution

from being closed, as most others have been, by a subversion of that

liberty which it was intended to establish? But Washington was
not immortal in a physical sense, and there could be no assurance

that his successor at the head of the Order would not be led by
false calculations into a less certain road to glory.

Jefferson had replied with the perfect candor that always had

been, and always would be, characteristic of his exchange of views

with Washington. In the serene atmosphere of Mount Vernon,

Washington had read the Burke pamphlet with uneasiness, and his

mind could hardly have been put to rest in the reading of the candid

letter of his friend of Monticello. He would think it over. There

would be a meeting of the Order in Philadelphia in May, and he

would stop over in Annapolis for a confidential conversation with

Jeflferson*

VIII

And so one evening in early May, it came to pass that Washing
ton sat in Jefferson s room in earnest conversation on the Cincin

nati. It was a little after candlelight when he arrived/ wrote, Jefr
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ferson, and he sat with me until after midnight, conversing almost

exclusively upon that subject. Face to face in familiar intercourse,

Jefferson frankly expressed his suspicions and fears, and the reasons

for them. Washington spoke indulgently of the motives that prob

ably inspired the conception of the Order; but that night, by the

flickering light of the spluttering candles, he declared himself in

complete accord with Jefferson s point of view.

Of course, said Jefferson, if the hereditary feature were removed,

there qpuld be no serious objections to the indulgence of the Order

during the lifetime of the officers then living, who had actually

served. But Washington was convinced that night that no feature

should be left that would be a ground of dissatisfaction and a line

of separation between them and their country.

It was after midnight when Washington departed, thoroughly de

termined to use his influence at the Philadelphia meeting to effect

a modification of the constitution or the dissolution of the Order.

A little later, on his return from Philadelphia, Washington again
sat in Jefferson s room in Annapolis, relating his experiences at the

meeting. He had done all within his power to persuade the officers

to abandon the project, and the older officers had agreed. The oppo
sition came from the younger ones. Conspicuous among these,

Washington told Jefferson, was Colonel Smith, the son-in-law of

John Adams. Even so, the meeting might have been the last but

for the dramatic arrival from France, toward the close, of Major
FEnfant, later to be the architect of the city of Washington, with a

lot of the gold eagles he had been sent to get. But more embar

rassing, he brought letters of acceptance of membership from the

French officers who had served in the Revolution; and more em

barrassing still, an authorization from Louis XVI that these might
wear the insignia of the Order. A dissolution now, or a rejection of

the foreign members, would be difficult to explain to the French
and might even be interpreted as an ungracious gesture toward the

King.
Thus was a new problem presented, which changed the opinion

of the older officers, and all that Washington undertook to do was
to get what he thought was an agreement to the elimination of the

hereditary feature and the abandonment of the plan for honorary

memberships. Just before the meeting in Philadelphia, he had sent
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to the members his program which, it will be noted, was precisely

along the lines of Jefferson s suggestions:
:

Strike out every word, sentence, and clause which has a political

tendency, without any substitution which can be construed into

concealment or change of ground only; for this would, in my
opinion, increase rather than allay suspicion.

Admit no more honorary members into the society.
21

This was before he had seen Jefferson, but after he had received

his letter. It clearly appears, however, that Washington s desires

were disregarded and that the State societies failed to act on the

recommendations of the Philadelphia meeting. As late as August,

1785, he was complaining to Arthur St. Clair, that the State societies

had not acted and reminding him that, but for the recommenda

tions made, ere this we should have had the country in an uproar

and a line of separation drawn between this society and their fellow

citizens.
22 And in December, 1785, nineteen months after the

Philadelphia meeting, he was writing Alexander Hamilton:

Sincerely do I wish that the several State Societies had, or woulo!

adopt, the alterations that were recommended ... I then thought,

and have no cause to change my opinion, that if the Society of the

Cincinnati mean to live in peace with the rest of their fellow

Citizens they must subscribe to the alteration. . * . The fears of the

people are not removed, they only sleep/ and a very little matter

will set them afloat.
23

IX

But the Order flourished for a time, unpopular with the masses,,

more because of its possibilities than its actions. Judge Tucker, in

1836, fifty years after the conversation at Annapolis, found that it

had then excited so little interest that its history is with difficulty

traced.* At that time, he records, it was maintained in some of the

States/ but in other States, after a lingering existence it had been

suffered to a silent dissolution. When the Order met in Virginia in

1822, it provided, in anticipation of its early demise, for the transfer

of its funds to Washington College, and two years later the fifteen

21
ibid., XXVII, 393. 22

Ibid., XXVIII, 239. 23
Ibid., XXVIII, 352.
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thousand dollars in its treasury was turned over to the Treasurer of

the State for the college.
24

Even so, it appears that the hereditary provision still continues

and that the eldest sons of the descendant are alone eligible to

membership. Washington, who had thought he had a promise to

eliminate this feature, had been mistaken. But the political influ

ence of the Order is riever felt, and the danger feared, of which the

public was forewarned, passed long ago when Jefferson won his

definitive victory for democracy in 1800.

This incident is important to our purpose as an illustration of

Jefferson s vigilant guardianship of the democratic ideals, and his

uncompromising hostility to the creation of any artificial aristocracy

antipathetic to them. He had received too many blows from the

privileged artificial aristocracy of the Old Dominion not to know
what powerful and tenacious forces were at work to turn back the

democratic tide. Very soon after his return from his mission to

France, he was to be shocked by the monarchical, anti-democratic

tone of the conversations of the more fashionable and snobbish

drawing-rooms of New York and Philadelphia. And in his twelve

years struggle to make the Republic definitively democratic, he was
to find abundant evidence of the determination of a brilliant and

powerful group to convert the American Government into an oli

garchy of privileged wealth.25

It was a realization of this disposition that gave vigor to his con

versation with Washington, as these two greatest men of the Revo
lution sat that May night in Annapolis by the light of the flickering
candles and discussed the problem of the Order of the Cincinnati.

He was militantly hostile to hereditary privileges.

He was bitterly opposed to the injection of an organized military
domination or influence in the civil life of the nation or to setting
the military above the civil.

He was passionately against the injection in any way of foreign
influence in the American Government.

And it was his strategy in his historic fight for democracy in

variably to meet the enemy on the frontier.

24
Tucker, Life of Jeffenon, I, 173.

25 Sfee author s Jefferson and Hamilton.
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X
All this, while revealing a part of his activities in Annapolis, did

not enter at all into his congressional work, which was of the first

importance and significance. His pre-eminence in this Congress was

conceded, for he loomed in reputation, past achievements, and

ability conspicuously above his colleagues. Thus, when the peace

treaty, ending the war of the Revolution with its concession of

American independence, was signed in Paris and it was referred to

a special committee, Jefferson was chairman entrusted with the duty
of piloting it through to ratification.

It was he who submitted the report on the treaty, written by him*

self, on December 16, 1783. He recommended ratification and the

appropriate legislation by the various States for the restitution of

confiscated British property to their bona-fide owners. But he also

sponsored a congressional resolution insisting upon the payment for

slaves and other property taken by the British. And he pronounced

any demand for interest on debts to British citizens which had ac

cumulated during the war period highly inequitable and unjust.
26

Four days later, he submitted his report on the letters from the

American plenipotentiaries in Paris. . He brushed aside the pro

posal of some members that all treaties with European nations

should be negotiated in the United States, with the reminder that

these nations, ancient and established as they are, could hardly be

expected to come as suppliants to a new nation.
27

t

With the Articles of Confederation stipulating that treaties could

not be ratified with delegates from less than nine States present, only
seven wene represented in Annapolis when the treaty was referred.

Frantic appeals had been sent to the Governors of the absent States

to hasten their delegations, with the -warning that their absence im

periled the peace made possible after years of bloody struggle. And
for weeks there was no response. Utterly incredible as it seems, this

was but one of the,proofs that, in the interval between the surrender

of Cornwallis and the adoption of the Constitution some years later,

the morale of the .country was at its lowest. The marvel is that all

.that bad been achieved \by :the:Jbleroic sacrifices of the war was not

26
Woolery, Relations of Thomas Jefferson to African Foreign Polity.

A

5i
27

Ibid., 8. ,

t
,

;
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then lightly thrown away. The indifference of the Governors re

ceiving the appeals was almost flippant. After seven years of fight

ing and suffering for independence, it seemed that many were com

pletely indifferent to a peace with victory.

The peace had been signed in Paris September 3, 1783; on Decem
ber 23, the appeals to the Governors went forth; and three days

later, Jefferson, with a meticulous regard for law and usage and

the limitations set for the ratification, proposed that three vessels be

chartered, stationed at different ports and held in readiness to sail

immediately with the ratification to Europe. One of the vessels was

to be stationed in New York, one at Annapolis, and the other at

some unnamed eastern port. The motion was in the form of in

structions to Robert Morris, the agent of the marine, and then a

member of Congress.

Instantly, Lee, of Virginia, protested against the expense!

Millions of money and rivers j^* blood had been expended for

seven years to win a victory, but not one penny was to be spent to

consolidate it, when won.

And why the expense when seven States would be sufficient for a

ratification, regardless of the Articles of Confederation specifically

stipulating nine? demanded Lee. So many found this easy way out

attractive that at length Read, of South Carolina, proposed imme
diate ratification.

Congress was plunged into an acrimonious debate of two days

duration, with the supporters of Read s motion urging that ratifica

tion was no more than a form, and that the act of signing the treaty

definitively ended the war under the terms of the treaty.

Jefferson vigorously protested against such slovenly procedure,

warmly supported by Monroe, Gerry, Howell, and Ellery. Under
the modern practices of Europe, declared Jefferson, the ratification

was considered the fact necessary to give validity to the treaty.

Without that ratification, he contended, the treaty agreement would
not be obligatory upon England. And did not the very commissions

of the American signers reserve to Congress the right of ratification?

And did not the treaty itself prescribe ratification? And did not the

Confederation specifically deny the power to ratify without the

presence ,
of nine States?

2S

28
Autobiography, 56*
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But Read and his supporters were stubborn and unconvinced. He

gave notice that he would press for a vote and demand the ayes and

nays. To make the issue clear as light, Jefferson thereupon prepared
a resolution enumerating pointedly his reasons foi; opposition. But

in the meanwhile a canvass had revealed that Massachusetts alone

would have supported the Read proposal, with Virginia and Rhode

Island opposed, and with Delaware, Maryland, and North Carolina

divided.

But Jefferson had an almost feminine sensitivity to atmosphere,
and noting the disappointment and ill-temper of the defeated, this

master in the art of conciliation now proposed a middle ground. He
offered a resolution setting forth that the seven States present

unanimously favored ratification, and, while divided as to the

validity of ratification without the presence of nine, States, the seven

present ratified it so far as their powers permitted. This ratification

was to be sent to the Ministe^in Paris, with instructions not to

use it unless circumstances made it necessary. They were to apply
for an extension of the time limit, and, only in the event it was re

fused, should the doubtful ratification be submitted* Should the

nine States appear and ratify in the meantime, it was not to be

used at all
29

Even this precipitated another two days debate. Always impatient
of orators who missed no opportunity to discourse at length, Jeffer

son writhed in silent anguish of spirit. But after two days of gusty

oratory, the resolution was adopted; and, since a vessel was sailing

from Annapolis on the third day, Congress directed the President to

write the plenipotentiaries in Paris accordingly.

But it was not until January 14, seven weeks after Congress con

vened and three weeks after the fight -for ratification began,,that

Connecticut and South Carolina joined their sister States and the

new ratification by nine States was sent to Paris.
30

It is a startling commentary on the times that New York and

Georgia had not thought it worth while to send their delegates in

response to the frantic appeals. New York had held back for

special instructions on the signing of the Declaration of Independ
ence, and its vote was not recorded on the ratification of the peace

treaty which brought the war to a successful termination.

*&amp;gt; Ibid. Ibid.
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Thus it came about that young Jefferson, who seven years before

had written and reported the Declaration of Independence, wrote

and reported the ratification of the peace treaty which crowned the

Revolutionary struggle with success.

XI

It is astonishing to us today that the fate of the new nation hung
on a slender thread between the surrender at Yorktown and the

adoption of the Constitution which gave power and solidity to the

Republic. The Government, such as it was, was in Congress, exer

cising both legislative and executive functions. During the long
recesses there was no real executive authority at all

Painfully impressed by the gravity of the situation should any

thing occur when Congress was not in session, Jefferson sought a

remedy for the defect. The peace had laid a paralyzing hand on

governmental activities. To have held Congress in permanent ses

sion would have aroused the ire of the State legislatures, already

jealous of the federal body. The plan that Jefferson now proposed
was the creation of a committee of the States, with one member for

each, made possible by the ninth article of the Articles of Confed

eration, the committee to remain in session during the congressional
recesses for the performance of executive functions. Since this plan
was better than no provision at all, it was adopted.

Though the plan seemed promising enough on paper, it signally
failed in operation after Jefferson had gone to Paris. The member^

quarreled among themselves. They divided into cliques and fac

tions. Many, if not most, of the members deserted their posts in

pique and returned to their homes, indifferent to whfether or not

the nation exercised executive authority.^
1

All these experiences entered into the molding of Jefferson s

^theories of stable government. He was forced to the very definite

conclusion that duality in executive authority was impossible; and
that a consolidated government with a central authority backed by
a coastitiitional mandate, and this alone, would create a nation

and -preserve for the people the independence for whidh they
had fought for iseven years in the field.

54.
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XII

With executive authority nebulous, it happened at this time that

the States were threatened gravely in the management of the

finances by the resignation from the Treasury of Robert Morris,

the financier of the Revolution.* The finances of the country were

in a bad way, and the retirement of Morris, who alone was familiar

with all the intricacies of the office, threatened a state of chaos in

the Treasury. A new man, however able, would find it confusing

and difficult to find his way about. The work was a specialized

work, with innumerable ramifications, and no new man could

possibly master its secrets without time. In the meanwhile, there

would be danger of confusion worse confounded.

When Morris resigned, a Grand Committee of Congress, with a

representative from each State, was named, with Jefferson, as usual,

at its head, to work out a new system. And again it was Jefferson

who came forward with a plan.

Instead of one Treasurer, he proposed three Commissioners. He
was not unmindful of the fact that here again he introduced duality

in control, but for this he had a special reason. His primary thought

was to guard against another interval during which an inexpe

rienced man, unfamiliar with the work of the Treasury, would have

to struggle in the dark. With three Commissioners, all familiar

with the work, there would always be someone on hand to operate

the machinery with intelligence, someone who would know his way
about.

In later years, all this was changed by the introduction of the civil

service, which guarantees that specialists of experience will alwaysi

be on duty for the guidance of the head of the Treasury, however

new. Indeed, the plan of Jefferson was based on the theory behind

the civil service.

XIII

More interesting in the field of finance at this time was Jefferson s

responsibility for another decision which has never been changed

he became the Father of the Dollar as the money unit, Q ,
the

nation. ; /
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In the preceding congressional session much attention had been

given to the subject of coinage and the money unit. Robert Morris,

with Gouverneur Morris as his assistant, had prepared an elaborate

report. They had proposed as a money unit what they found to be

the common measure in every State except South Carolina, without

leaving the fraction of a penny. This, they had found, would be the

four hundred and fortieth part of a dollar. Early in the Congress

of which Jefferson was a member, the report with its recommenda

tions was referred to a committee under his chairmanship.

Studying the report without prejudice, Jefferson was convinced of

the soundness of the proposed extension of the decimal system to

weights and measures, but the recommendation as to the money
unit impressed him as fantastic and impractical. He thereupon pro

posed, as a substitute, the adoption of the Spanish dollar as the

unit, with decimal divisions and subdivisions, and with the penny
as the smallest coin. His objection to the Morris unit was its com

plexity, its divergence in use from the habits of the people, and the

difficulties the average man or woman would meet in computation.

Having reached these conclusions he set them forth, in an exhaus

tive report entitled TSTotes on the Establishment of a Money Unit

and of a Coinage for the United States. This, together with the

report of the two Morrises, was then sent to all the members for

their comparison and choice. In these notes he explained his objec

tions to the recommendation of the financier with practical illustra

tions.

Thus, under the Morris plan a loaf of bread would cost one-

twentieth of a dollar, or 72 units. A pound of butter, one-fifth of

a dollar, or 288 units. A horse or cow of eighty dollars* value would

cost 115,200 units. The public debt would amount to 115,200,000,000

units. f

Such a system, he concluded, would be utterly unmanageable for

the common purposes of society.

Jefferson s colleagues on the committee accepted his view, but

Morris, probably moved by a pride of authorship, and possibly by
tke^ conviction, so -often to be heard expressed later by his political

tjpponents, that Jefferson was a theorist, impractical, and ignorant
of all things financial, refused to accept the substitution. But the

Congress did not hesitate between the Jefferson and the Morris
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plans, and,&quot;without embarrassment, it gave Its approval to the former.

More than a century later, Francis Hirst, eminent English spe

cialist on political economy and finance, was to declare that Jeffer

son s notes on his plan constitute an epoch in monetary history,

ranking with Sir Isaac Newton s representation to the Lords of the

Treasury in 1717, or with the Bullion Reports which led to the re

sumption of cash payments in Engknd a few years after Waterloo ;

and that Jefferson s easy mastery of a complex subject, nis wisdom

in adapting theory to the practical needs and habits of the people,

and his skill in presenting the case to his fellow legislators must

excite the admiration of experts and laymen alike.
32

It was natural that the two Morrises were thinking in terms of

experts and bankers; Jefferson, in the terms of the average man. Just

as we have seen him insisting on the simplification of the laws so

that the average man would understand them, so he insisted on the

simplification of the arithmetic of the coins.

Everyone knows the facility of decimal arithmetic, he wrote in

his notes. The average man was used to be puzzled by adding the

farthings, taking out the fours and carrying those on; adding the

shillings, taking out the twenties and carrying them on; but when

he came to pounds, where he had only tens to carry forward, it was

easy and free from error,

Such was the infinite variety of the labors of Jefferson during his

last congressional career in Annapolis.

XIV

And now we come to one of the most dramatic, and rather dis

reputable, pages in the American history of those days.

It was during this session that history of lasting importance in the

creation of the nation was written in the cession to the Union by

Virginia of the Northwest Territory. This empire comprised what

were to become some of the greatest and richest States in the Union.

And in the writing of the Ordinance of the Northwest Territory,

Jefferson again appears on a vital page of history.

Astonishing as it seems today, when Virginia made her, more

than generous proffer, it was met with a determined and un-

32 Hirst, Life of Jefferson, 200.
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scrupulous opposition. Even this early, the subordination of the

good of the nation to the mercenary greed of small groups was in

evidence.

Under Virginia s charter of 1609, it was stipulated that no pur
chase of lands from the Indians would be valid without the approval
of her legislature. In the face of this stipulation, numerous land

companies, interested solely in speculative profits, made such
pur-&amp;lt;

chases with a flippant contempt for the law. When the Indiana

Company began selling lands, thus purchased, the Virginia Conven
tion of 1776 issued a warning and appointed a commission to in

vestigate and act.

This was met by the land companies with an appeal to Congress,

setting forth the claim that this body had exclusive sovereignty over

the territory before its cession by Virginia. The Virginia delegates
had made a strong protest. But Congress, with lobbyists hanging oil

to its coat-tails with smirks and suggestive gestures, lacked the

courage or the character to take a stand. On the contrary, it recom

mended that Virginia reconsider her act for opening a land office.

Speedily the answer came from the able and erudite George
Mason, of Gunston Hall, in the form of a powerful remonstrance

setting forth that, Vhen Virginia acceded to the Articles of Con

federation, her rights of sovereignty and jurisdiction within her own

territory were reserved and secured to her, and cannot be infringed
or altered without her consent/

This brought a momentary pause, but the land companies had
other weapons in their arsenal, not unknown in later years. Provi

dentially a few members of Congress found themselves in possession
of stock in these speculative companies through the payment of little

or nothing. The Credit Mobilier was anticipated by almost ninety

years.

And then, too, at this time New York, Massachusetts, and Con
necticut made a belated discovery that they owned parts of the

Northwest Territory. With the chipper generosity of one who
blithefully gives away the property of another, New York proposed
to cede her claims to the Union. And then Maryland stepped in

with; the stout assertion that she never would join the Confederation
until all the lands we&t of the frontiers were given to the federal

alliance all the lands, significantly enough,, except that claimed
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and sold by the land companies. Maryland, for the moment, be

came the cupbearer of the speculators.

And now, with some congressmen caught by personal mercenary
interest and with a corrupt lobby pushing its advantage, the land

companies suavely proposed that Congress name arbitrators to re

solve the controversy. The Virginians indignantly rejected this re

flection on the dignity and sovereignty of the State.

By this time the activities of the land companies and their lobby
ists had become a stench. It was known that certain members of

Congress had been bought with shares. But never having had any
other thought than of ceding her territory, Virginia proffered the

cession as a matter of patriotism, provided Maryland entered the

Confederation and abandoned her support of the speculators. When
Maryland agreed, it seemed, for the moment, that all was well.

But now we come to the most incredible phase of all. When
Virginia s offer reached Congress, its reception was cold, and the

offer was referred to a committee of five members from States

known to be in accord with the position of the crooked land com

panies. This committee &quot;had the temerity to summon Virginia to

appear before it and defend her claims. She scornfully refused,

point-blank. Instead, she demanded in her turn that Congress put
an immediate end to the activities of this committee. The com
mittee countered by refusing the cession on the ground that part

belonged to Massachusetts, New York, and Connecticut. And to

cap the climax and earn the bribe, it further recommended that the

claims of the land companies be conceded. At least it had t^ie de

cency to stay bought.

Thoroughly aroused by this time by the aU too evident corruption
behind the maneuvering, the Virginians demanded that each mem
ber of Congress^e called by name to declare upon his honor and

his oath that he had not directly or indirectly become interested

personally in the claims of the companies. This threw the guilty

ones into confusion and demoralization, and those who had been

most active in pressing the claims of the companies readily agreed
to an indefinite postponement.
Such was the shady background of the fight of the land com

panies for private profit to the detriment of the public good when
the cession again came up at Annapolis, where Jefferson was not
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only the acknowledged leader of Congress, but the head of the Vir

ginia delegation.

XV

From the outside, Jefferson had followed the devious methods of

the speculators with loathing and disgust. He now took a decided

stand. In a letter to Governor Henry on March 1, 1784, he gave a

chronological story of the proceedings in that Congress. He wrote

that, upon the receipt of the instructions to the delegation from the

legislature, the Virginians in Annapolis had agreed upon a form of

deed. A copy of the proposed act of cession and a copy of the deed

had been delivered, with the assurance that the deed would be

executed whenever Congress should think proper to declare they

would accept it, This had been referred to a committee which had

reported in favor of acceptance.

But Virginia s struggle to give away an empire was not yet over.

Only eight States responded to the roll-call, and of these, New
Jersey voted against the acceptance, while Pennsylvania and South

Carolina were evenly divided. . Thus again, nothing was done.

The comedy had now degenerated into such a ridiculous farce that

Jefferson had decided that the Virginians should *be still, having
declared we were ready to execute,* and leave it to them to come

forward and tell us they are ready to accept. He advised that they
meddle not at all, and show perfect indifference.

Meanwhile, with the arrival of the New Hampshire delegation,

nine States had come to town, and it was proposed that the Vir

ginians execute the deed and lay it on the table where it might

easily have remained indefinitely. *We replied no/ wrote Jeffer

son, If these lands are not offered for sale the ensuing spring, they
will be taken from us all by adventurers. We will not, therefore,

put it out of our power, by executing a deed, to sell them ourselves

if Congress will not.

Confronted by this firm stand of the Virginians under Jefferson s

astute leadership, Rhode Island now proposed that Congress should

accept. Very well, said a congressman from New Jersey but with

the stipulation that the acceptance would not be interpreted as a

concession of Virginia s right;
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Unconditional, or nothing/ Jefferson replied.

Thus, for a moment, the matter was dropped and Congress

turned to other business. Virginia was finding it very difficult to

give away a mighty empire. But an hour later, Jefferson wrote, the

dissenting Pennsylvanian asked and obtained leave to change from

.no to aye/ and Congress voted to accept. The deed was immediately

executed.
33

Nothing so fantastic is to be found in American history*

XVI

With the acceptance, a committee was named to draw up plans

for a temporary government of the Northwest Territory, again un

der the chairmanship of Jefferson. His two colleagues on the com

mittee were Samuel Chase, of Maryland, afterward an inveterate

enemy of Jefferson, and one of the most vicious of the federal judges

in the future days of the Sedition Law,
34 and David Howell, of

Rhode Island. Of the two, we may be sure that Jefferson found

Howell the more congenial. A graduate of Princeton College, a

tutor, a professor of Natural Philosophy, and for a time acting Presi

dent of Brown University, he was also a distinguished lawyer as well

as jurist of the federal court.

The three men sat down to the discussion of the, temporary gov
ernment they would recommend, and inevitably they assigned the

task of writing the Ordinance of the Northwest Territory to Jeffer

son, the foremost penman of the Revolution. In the State Depart

ment in Washington may be seen the draft in the handwriting of

the author the original draft No task could have been more

congenial to a constructive statesman than the opportunity of writ

ing on a clean virgin slate. And this draft sheds more illumination

on the political philosophy of Jefferson.

It provided for the early carving of the Territory into States, for

the summoning of the people of each State for the establishment of

a temporary government, and the adoption of a written constitution

which would be open to revision by future legislatures. Each State

3S The United States Supreme Court later sustained Virginia when sued by
the Indiana Land Company.

34 See author s Jefferson and Hamilton.
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was to be divided into counties, and each county into townships.
When the population of a State had reached twenty thousand, a con

stitutional convention was to be called for the establishment of a

permanent government.
But there were Jeffersonian conditions to the establishment of

either a temporary or permanent government. These conditions are

enlightening:

First, they shall forever remain a part of the United States.

Second, they shall be subject to the Government of the United
States in Congress assembled and to the Articles of Confederation/

Third, they shall be subject to pay a part of the national debt,

contracted or to be contracted, to be apportioned on them by Con

gress according to the same rule and measure as in the case of the

other States.

Fourth, these governments shall be republican in form, and no
one holding hereditary titles shall be admitted to citizenship.

5

Fifth, after the year 1800 there shall be neither slavery nor in

voluntary servitude in any of the said States, otherwise than in pun
ishment for crime.

It was further provided that whenever any of these States had a

population equal to that of the smallest existing State, it should be

entitled to a delegate in Congress on equal footing with those of

the other States. It could then be admitted to the Union by the vote

of nine States, and, until admitted, would have a delegate in

Congress with the privilege of debating without voting.
The one fantastic feature of the original draft of Jefferson was, in

the naming of the States to be created Sylvania, Michigania,

Assenisipia, Illinoia, Saratoga, Washington, and Polytotamia. But
two of these, slightly changed, were to be adopted Michigan and
Illinois.

,

XVII

The proposed Jefferson Ordinance was called up for consideration

in Congress on April 19, 1784. The opposition concentrated on two
clauses, one inspired by understandable motives, the other by
motives inexplicable.

The proposal to eliminate slavery in the new States after 1800
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created much anxiety among the defenders of the slave system.

These marshaled their forces to wipe this clause from the Ordinance.

Spaight, of North Carolina, moved to strike it out. Read, of South

Carolina, seconded the motion. The majority in Congress favored

its retention.

The motion was put on whether the clause written by Jefferson

should stand. The ayes and nays were called. The trend of public

opinion and the sectional division were manifest in the result.

Northern traders had profited by selling slaves to the South, but that

was ended. Experience had shown that slavery would not be

economically profitable in the bleaker North, while slaves could

profitably be used in the South. There was no special nobility in

the North and no special infamy in the South. And so all the

Northern States Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,

Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania voted to

retain the Jefferson prohibition. Maryland, the home of Chase, one

of the framing committee, and South Carolina voted unanimously
to strike out. North Carolina was divided and lost her vote. And
in the Virginia delegation there was also a division, and while but

three of the delegates were present, two voted against Jefferson, to

strike out. The vote of the Old Dominion was therefore recorded

against the view of its most distinguished member who had penned
the clause.

Some historians have found significance in die fact that an ab

sentee, who naturally did not vote, was James Monroe, and there

was a disposition among some contemporaries to assume that he

remained away to escape the record. Since he shared lodgings with

Jefferson, his most intimate friend in the Congress, the latter un

questionably knew the explanation of his absence. Monroe was

prevented from attending the session by sickness. Had he been, able

to attend,, Virginia by an equal division would have lost her vote.
35

Thus, six States voted to end slavery in the Northwest Territory
after 1800, and but three voted against it. North Carolina lost her

vote by a division, along with the States that were not then rep

resented at all, and one State represented by but a sihgle delegate.

A majority of, the States haying failed to vote for the retention of

the anti-slavery clause, it Was consequently stricken out.

35 Morgan, Life of Monroe, HI. ,

,
,

*
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But the significant fact remains that Jefferson had earnestly

availed himself of another opportunity to strike a blow at slavery

and had set a precedent for the anti-slavery clause included in the

Northwest Ordinance of 1787.

Just why the clause refusing citizenship to any foreigners insist

ing on retaining the title of prince, duke, marquis, or count is not

clear, but it, too, was eliminated.

Even so, the work of Jefferson has left a permanent imprint on

the governments of Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Michigan, and Wiscon

sin, and in none of them was slavery permitted long. There is a

tradition that Jefferson wrote various people of his acquaintance in

these new States urging the rejection of slavery in the constitutions

to be adopted. The writer has often heard of a letter written to a

former Virginian living in Covington, Indiana, but this cannot be

verified, for the letter, if written, has disappeared along with the

man who received it and his immediate descendants.
36

XVIII

But Jefferson s work of lasting import was not yet finished in that

Congress. Professor Woolery has written that *in the years after

1783, the new State had to determine the basis for its commercial

relations, protect its trade by treaties ... in general to achieve a

satisfactory position among the nations , . . a serious proposition

to a government which was poorly adapted to overcome even the

ordinary difficulties of domestic concerns/ And he concludes that

for the solution Thomas Jefferson was largely responsible.
37

A nation was then in the making and with commercial reprisals

against it from the country which had practically enforced a monop
oly on its trade. Great Britain certainly could not have been in

terested in the success of the experiment in self-government or in

tie prosperity of the people. The welfare, nay the very existence,

of the new nation dictated that commercial relations be established

with other countries as rapidly as possible. When, in consequence,

Congress decided to send diplomatic agents to Europe to negotiate

36 Dr. William E. Dodd, the eminent historian, was convinced there had
been such a letter.

37 Woolery, Relations of Jefferson to American Foreign Policy, 8.
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commercial treaties wherever desirable and possible, it turned once

again to Jefferson for the preparation of the instructions. This, too,

was almost a virgin field, but Jefferson had thought long and

seriously upon the subject. He merely had to write the instructions

out of the fullness of his reading and thinking. His instructions

stipulated free admission of ships and merchandise into the ports

of the two countries on paying the duties as the most favored nation.

They provided for more liberal terms for nations with territorial

possessions in America.

They laid it down as mandatory that, in all treaties and in all

cases growing out of them, the United States should be treated as

one nation.

Private property and industry were to be protected by the con

tracting parties, and privateering was to be abolished.

Contraband articles no longer were to be liable to confiscation.

They could be held on the payment of their value. And in the case

of all other articles, not contraband, free ships were to make free

goods.

Blockades were to be clearly defined, and the rights of neutrals

were to be respected.

It was also stipulated that aliens should have the right to dis

pose of lands that had reached them by inheritance.

These proposed treaties were to be limited to ten years where

possible, and were never to extend beyond fifteen. Attempts were

to be made to negotiate such treaties with England, Hamburg,

Saxony, Prussia, Denmark, Russia, Austria, Venice, Rome, Naples,

Tuscany, Sardinia, Genoa, Spain, Portugal, the Porte, Algiers,

Tripoli, Tunis, and Morocco. At this time treaties already existed

with France, the Netherlands, and Sweden.

This report of Jefferson s placed the signposts of the foreign

policy, b the new nation, and with its adoption his work in Con

gress came to an end.

Having previously been offered the post in Paris, which had been

declined for various reasons, it was natural that, in determining to

send an additional negotiator to Europe to collaborate with Franklin

and John Adams, the Congress should have turned to its foremost

figure whose pen had written^ the instructions.
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XIX

During his six months in Annapolis, Jefferson had been conceded

a position of commanding leadership, and during these crowded
months he had written more chapters into the history of the nation.

He had given the nation the dollar as its money unit.

He had wisely^ though with difficulty, piloted the peace treaty

through Congress without resorting to a degrading trick.

He had arranged the impressive and yet simple ceremonies inci

dental to the retirement of Washington from the command of the

victorious army, and had expressed the nation s gratitude in the

speech of the President.

He had drafted the Ordinance of the Northwest Territory, which
first gave an organized society to the future States of Indiana, Ohio,

Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin, that was in keeping with re

publican ideals. In the
&quot;writing

of the Ordinance, he had made
another effort to strike down slavery.

He had prepared instructions to American plenipotentiaries for

the negotiation of commercial treaties.

Looming high above all his colleagues, he had served on every

important committee, had been chairman of most, and had written

almost all the public papers of historical significance. With his

leadership conceded, his popularity was unbounded. Few members
of Congress through the entire period of the Revolution had made
such personal contributions to the making of a nation.

Impatient of the fruitless garrulity of some of his colleagues whom
he constantly compared with Washington and Franklin in delibera

tive bodies where they spoke but seldom, briefly, and always to the

question, it is probable that Without regret he passed now from
what he1

thought was a cave of the winds. His life at Annapolis
had been pleasant and his close association with Monroe had de

lighted him. The younger man had lived as a disciple at the toaster s

feet, and the long, intimate conversations by candlelight had gone
far toward molding the political character and career o James
Monroe* . ,&amp;lt;,

,

*

!
&amp;lt; ,; , \&quot; r . -, : ;,

Afewp
1

.JefferSdip started on his -jburney, Monroe wrote him 6tis
solitary situation.

9 He had supervised th sending! of jkfifertoo fe

trunks by the packet to Baltimore, and had instructed the master
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of the packet to deliver them to Jeflferson in person. And then, he

added a bit wistfully, Tartout and myself agree very well, only

now and then we require the aid of an interpreter. I have had one

or two comfortable solitary dinners upon little more than vegetables

and coffee and cream.
5 38

Having so brilliantly served his country at home, Jefferson was

now to continue his service in the most brilliant, if tragic, court in

Europe, and to observe with fascination, at close hand, the emer

gence from the misery of the masses of another revolution aimed at

the feudalism he detested. And in the Jefferson of the Paris days

we shall have a different light upon his character as a man.

38 Hamilton, Writings of Monroe, I, 24.
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XIV

JEFFERSON IN PARIS

T EFFERSON had gone directly from Annapolis to Philadelphia,

lJ where his eldest daughter was attending school, for he had de

termined to take her with him to Paris. The younger children, one

too young to travel, a mere baby, were to be left in the care of Mrs.

Eppes, a maternal aunt. Arranging to sail from Boston, he availed

himself of the opportunity, long sought, to see something of New
England, and he proceeded in leisurely fashion through the States

of New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachu

setts, and New Hampshire, acquainting himself as intimately as

possible with the commercial possibilities of these regions with a

view to their use in the negotiation of trade treaties. It was not

then possible for a diplomat, setting forth on his mission, to sit

down quietly in the grotesque structure that houses our State De

partment to the study of voluminous and minute information con

cerning such matters. Jefferson was pioneering.
The stout resistance of the Bostonians to the encroachments of

the King preceding the Revolution had strongly prepossessed him
in their favor, and while there he visited the scenes associated with

the mighty struggle, now over. Inevitably, he found his way to the

modest home of Samuel Adams, for whom he had admiration

amounting to reverence. Just as it is a pity that no artist caught

upon the canvas the picture of Washington and Jefferson seated in

the light of candles at Annapolis, it is too bad that none transferred

to panvas the picture of these two foremost fighting democrats and
346
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patriots in familiar converse in the Adams home. The visit was

never to be forgotten by the aged warrior and his equally intrepid

wife. Seventeen years later, when Adams was to write him a con

gratulatory letter on his election to the Presidency of the Republic,
he was to add, as a postscript: My dear Mrs. Adams will not suffer

me to close this letter till I let you know that she recollects the

pleasure and entertainment you afforded us when you were about

to embark for France.
x

No doubt they talked about the struggle, now happily ended, the

days of the Committees of Correspondence, the fight in Philadelphia
over independence, and the struggle ahead to make the Republic

definitively democratic.

Jefferson found Gerry lingering in Philadelphia and assumed, as

he wrote, that he was held there by the belles of that town.

He found Abigail Adams, whom he hoped to accompany to Europe,
within thirty-six hours of sailing, but was unable to make his

preparations in so short a time. And he stayed on employed by
the hospitalities and civilities . . . which [he] had experienced in the

highest degree.
2

With his daughter, Jefferson embarked on the Ceres, under the

command of Captain St. Barbe. Having learned that the owner of

the vessel, Mr. Tracy, would sail on the ship, he wrote that he en

gaged [his] passage on her with the more pleasure since he was to

go himself in her.
3 There were but four other passengers, since the

accommodations were so limited that but a small number of those

applying for passage could be taken. It was a good, stout little

vessel, and we may be sure the fare and service were beyond the

ordinary, under the critical eyes of the owner. Martha Jefferson was

to recall, years later, that the Ceres spread an abundant and excellent

table. Happily, the sea was calm and the weather perfect. For three

days the ship was becalmed on the Banks of Newfoundland, and

the passengers, including Jefferson, regaled themselves by fishing

for cod.

For nineteen days Jefferson was to walk the deck, go over his

papers, and meditate upon his plans, and lode after his daughter.

1 Wells, Ufe of Samuel Adams, III, 372.
2 To Gerry; Austin, Life of Gerry, I, 453.
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He was to confess to a touch of seasickness, but, on the whole, he

turned out to be a good sailor. Martha was less fortunate.

He had hoped, on approaching the coast of Europe, to transfer to

a vessel that could put him down on the shores of France, but the

weather on the coast was very thick and no other ship was en

countered. On July 29, 1784, he disembarked at Portsmouth, where

he was detained by a slight fever that had attacked Martha on the

seventeenth day of the voyage. Whatever may have been his emo

tions on touching for the first time the soil of England, there is

nothing on record to indicate them. By the time Martha was again

fit to travel, the skies had cleared and he hired a small vessel to take

him to Havre, where he arrived on the thirty-first.
4 Here he en

gaged a carriage to convey him to Paris. He was enchanted with

the country through which he drove slowly to the capital, since he

thought nothing can be more fertile, better cultivated, and more

elegantly improved. The harvest season was just beginning, and he

found a farmer s pleasure in the animation of the fields.
5

II

On reaching Paris, he first found accommodations at the Hotel

d Orleans in the Rue des Petits Augustins. Here he was to remain

until arrangements could be made for the house in the cul-de-sac

Tetebout, which was near the boulevards, and for its furnishing.

In the latter house he was to remain almost a year. He then leased

the far more pretentious mansion and gardens of the Count de

1 Avongeac, at the corner of the Champs Elysees and the Rue

Neuve de Berri, where he was to live in perfect comfort throughout

the remainder of his Parisian sojourn. It has been described as a

very elegant one, even for Paris/ with an extensive garden, court,

and outbuildings in the handsomest style.
6 Mazzei described it as

Vithin gun shot of the stockade through which one must pass on

the way to Versailles.
7

Here for four years Lafayette and the young French officers who

had fought under Washington were to come and go constantly

4 To Monroe, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 4. 5 Ibid.

6 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 73-74.

7 Mazzei, Memoirs, 291.
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without ceremony, along with the French philosophers, writers,

artists, politicians, and distinguished foreigners. Since there was

abundant room and Jefferson was a widower, he invited Colonel

Humphreys, who was assigned secretarial work of an official char

acter, and Mr. Short, his private secretary, to share his home. Here

they all lived in perfect concord, the younger men delighted with

the luxury of the establishment and with the fruitful conversation

of the philosopher, who was their chief, On my arrival I found

that Governor Jefferson had been about a week in Paris/ Hum
phreys wrote a correspondent. He had taken lodgings and made

provision for my accommodation. His politeness arid generosity ex

tended as far as to insist that I should live with him during our

residence in Europe, adding, by way of inducement, that it would

not be an augmentation to his expenses.
s

This, it will be noted,

was before he had taken the large mansion of the Count.

. But, accustomed to the quiet and serenity of Monticello, Jeffer

son found it convenient, whenever he wished to work intensively

on a public document or to meditate undisturbed by visitors, to have

a hermitage to which he could retire. At this time the Carthusian

Monastery, situated on Mount Calvary, made a practice of renting

rooms and taking in as many as forty boarders, who brought their

servants with them. The paying guests breakfasted in their rooms

and only assembled en masse for dinner in the evening. The ut

most silence was enjoined, and voices were not expected to be heard

outside the rooms. Whenever the roomers wished a breath of fresh

air, they had the privilege of promenading the gardens.

Hither Jefferson was to repair at frequent intervals, and some

times he remained as much as a week. He became a prime favorite

of the monks, who often visited him in his home, and he was long

to cherish an ivory broom, turned by one of the brothers, and pre

sented to him by the Superior.

After Martha had been given an opportunity to familiarize herself

with the scenes and shops of the city, she was placed in a convent

school, though the father visited her frequently, and she was per

mitted to spend many weeks with him at his home.9

With his passion for system, Jefferson immediately organized his

8 Humphreys, Life of David Humphreys, I, 217.
9 Randolph, Domestic Life of ]efferson, 73-74.
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life as nearly as possible in Hne with his habits at Monticello. In a

city feverishly given to frivolity and pleasure as though fore

warned of the tragic days ahead he rose at six o clock, when

fashionable society was just about retiring, and turned immediately

to his desk. Often he lingered at the breakfast table, charming his

two secretaries with his lighter conversation. The morning was set

aside exclusively for business. At one o clock, he ordered his horse

saddled for a ride, or, more often, he fared forth for a long tramp
that soon made him familiar with almost every blade of grass in

the Bois de Boulogne, which he came to love. These solitary tramps

would take him often as much as seven miles into the country. He

found, a tonic in the serenity of the countryside, the sight of peasants

bending in the fields, the sound of birds and of the wind rustling

through the branches of the trees, the smell of grass and flowers.
10

Throughout his five years in Paris, Jefferson was to maintain an

establishment which in elegance compared favorably with the mis

sions of most other countries, but almost immediately it was im

pressed upon him that he would suffer a personal loss in main

taining his country s dignity in a style to which it was not accus

tomed. He had no thought of making money on his mission, but

he could see no reason why the expenses incidental to and insep

arable from it should not be defrayed by the Government he served.

Within a few months he was writing Monroe of his embarrassment:

For the articles of household furniture, clothes, and a carriage,

I have already paid 28,000 livres, and have still more to pay. For

the greater part of this, I have been obliged to anticipate my salary,

from which, however, I never shall be able to repay it. I find that,

by a rigid economy, bordering on meanness, I dan save perhaps 500

livres a month, at least in the summer. The residue goes for ex

penses, so much of course and of necessity that I cannot avoid them

without abandoning all respect to my public character. Yet I pray

you to touch this spring, which I know to be a tender one with

Congress, with the utmost delicacy.
11

Monroe replied that he would with the utmost pleasure seek the

attainment , . . in a manner which will be most delicate and hon-

11
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 15-16.
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orable to you. Indeed, he thought, that all Ministers should have

five or six hundred pounds sterling more annually.
12

But nothing helpful was to come from it, and he was to continue

his sacrifices to the end. It was all the more astonishing to Jefferson

since Franklin had exacted that the Government should pay the rent

of his house at Passy and that of Adams at The Hague had been

met from the same quarter.
13 He was to continue throughout the

remainder of his life to render the highest service to his country and

to pay for the privilege at a sacrifice that was to leave him in

straitened circumstances at the end.

Thus was he to live as Minister to France while laying the frame

work of the future commercial policy of the United States.

Ill

Meanwhile, Jefferson was engaged in his official duties. He had

arrived in Paris to join two old friends, FrankHn and Adams, for

both of whom he had a sincere admiration. No one had a keener

appreciation of the genius of the quaint philosopher or of the honest,

robust patriotism of the Puritan. And both had admiration and

affection for him. But the pioneer American diplomats in Paris had

been in a state of turmoil previous to his arrival.

When the trio was composed of Franklin, Silas Deane, and

Arthur Lee, there had been an atmosphere akin to that of a Donny-
brook Fair. The inordinate vanity of Lee, the impetuous activities

*of Deane, and Franklin s consciousness of his superiority to both,

while enjoying a personal popularity in France beyond the reach

of either, resulted in conflicts, both open and disguised. When John
Adams appeared, to take the place of Deane, it had been hoped that

greater concord and unity would follow, but the vanity of the fight

ing Puritan was scarcely less distasteful to the philosopher than that

of the Virginian with a peacock complex. The adulation pouring
forth on Franklin, from the ladies of the court to the proletariat of

the streets, made no favorable impression on Adams, who felt that

the philosopher was too subservient to French influence. There had

been difficulties from the start. And now Jefferson appeared as one

of the trio.

12 Hamilton, Writings of Monroe, I, 73.
13

Bergh, Writings of Jefferson,
l

V, 15-16. , ,
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Two men o mediocre talents had been succeeded by two men of

genius, and one would have to search long to find in America three

other men of such real greatness. Jefferson had looked with rev

erence on Franklin in the Continental Congress, where the philoso

pher of Philadelphia had humorously consoled him when he cringed
under the criticism of the wording of the Declaration of Inde

pendence; and his gratitude to Adams for his vigorous support of

the immortal document had given him the highest possible opinion,

both of his ability in debate and of his militant patriotism. He liked

both of his colleagues, and they liked him. And so delicate was his

tact, so generous his nature, so modest his self-appraisement, that he

was to maintain the closest friendship with .both. If he knew the

weaknesses of both, as he undoubtedly did, he pardoned everything
to the limitations of human nature.

Immediately on reaching
*

Paris and finding accommodations,

Jefferson hastened to Passy, where Franklin was established in part

of the Hotel de Valentinois, generously put at his disposal without

rent by M. Ray de Chaumont. He found the old philosopher serene

and happy, despite the annoyances of his former colleagues and his

occasional brushes with Adams. Jefferson s attitude was one of

deference to his older colleagues and of complete confidence and

admiration. When a French woman asked him if he was to take

the place of Franklin, he smiled deprecatingly, *I am to succeed

him; no one can take his place. When, on observing women kissing
the veteran Franklin, he asked if that was one of the emoluments

of his office, the older man warned him that he was too young. At
this initial conference in Passy, it was agreed that Adams should be

summoned immediately from The Hague for a working agreement
on the general character of the commercial treaties to be sought.
In the simple menage of Adams at Auteuil, Jefferson was to go

and come without ceremony as one of the family, for the clever

Abigail shared fully in her husband s fondness for the Virginian.
The Puritan lady was unable to accord equal confidence to Frank
lin. She had been a bit shocked, at a scene during a dinner at

Passy, by his seemingly familiar: relations with the famous Madame
Helvedus, whose manners she could not approve when, on entering
the room, she had bawled out, *Mon Dieu, where is Franklin?

Why did you not tell me there were Udie? here?, Abigail was
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shocked to observe her chemise made of tiffany which she had on

over a lutestring and which looked as much on a decay as her

beauty/ her small straw hat with a dirty gauze half handkerchief

round it. And when she greeted Franklin with a double kiss on

each cheek and another upon his forehead/ it was too much. And

when, at table, she conducted most of the conversation, frequently

locking her hand into the Doctor s
5

and throwing her arm care

lessly upon the Doctor s neck, and later threw herself upon a settee

where she showed more than her feet, the Puritan lady formed a

very decided opinion of the French woman, although sixty years of

age and a widow.
5

But she was even more astonished by the con

duct of the good Doctor, who had told her that in Madame Hel

vetia she would see a genuine French woman, free from affecta

tion or stiffness of behavior and one of the best women in the

world
;
and concluded that she must take the Doctor s word for

that, but that she would have set her down as a very bad one.
14

Now Jefferson also was to become a very good friend of the aban

doned lady, but Abigail was sure that he would never give such

countenance to such a hussy.

During the time that both Adams and Jefferson were in Paris, the

latter was to make many visits to the house in Auteuil, and to enjoy

his conversations with Abigail as much as with her less sprightly

husband. Mr. Jefferson visits us in the friendly and social way,
she wrote. *I shall really regret to leave Mr. Jefferson, who, she re

corded, is also a favorite of mine.* 15

And the Adamses were treated as members of the family in the

quarters of Jefferson. To Mrs. Adams we are indebted for one of

the few descriptions of a social function at his home. She had found

a pretty large company,
5

including Lafayette, Commodore Paul

Jones, and the Chevalier de la Luzerne, and had been impressed by
customs very curious here.

5

She noted that the gentlemen seldom

or never sit down, but are standing or walking from one part of the

room to the other with their swords on, and their chapeau de bras,

which is a very small silk hat, always under the arms. If they laid

these aside while dining, they resumed them immediately after

ward, She wondered how the fashion of .standing crept in/ since

she had suffered from it many times a complaint, not without

14 Adams, Letters df Abigail 4dams, 198. 15I^ 77.
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merit, often heard even to this day. She did not care for the tetes-a-

tetes at table, and the low-voiced conversation between couples and

groups afterward. Jefferson clearly had adopted the French customs

when entertaining.
16

Throughout his five years in France he was to maintain the most

cordial relations with his colleagues of the Diplomatic Corps

which was to make him almost unique.

IV

The immediate mission with which the three American Com
missioners were charged was the negotiation of commercial treaties

with nineteen nations, enumerated in the last chapter, and the

possible improvement of existing treaties with France, the Nether

lands, and Sweden.17

Adams, responding to the summons, hurried back from The

Hague, and the three men met at Franklin s house in Passy to

formulate their plans and to prepare a model treaty to be submitted

to each nation. They were agreed on the general character of the

treaty outlined by Jefferson. Thus they made an early start, but it

was not to prove an easy task. Jefferson proposed that they follow

one of three plans, one providing that no duty shall be laid by either

party on the productions of the other ; another, that each shall be

permitted to equalize their duties to those laid by the other
;
and

the third, that each shall pay in the ports of the others such duties

only as the most favored nations pay.

But it was scarcely the period when high hopes of liberalizing

trade in Europe could be entertained, because of the restrictions,

monopolies, and tariffs, and Jefferson soon concluded that the best

that could be expected would be treaties based on the most-favored-

nation plan.
18

But, even so, he was to find little disposition to nego
tiate and hardly any interest in American trade.

Three weeks after the conference at Passy, the three Commission

ers sat down in conference in the cabinet of Count Vergejines, the

famous Foreign Minister of France. No one there but knew that,

more than the King or court, Vergennes had been the architect of

^ Autobiography.
18

Jefferson to Hoopoe^ Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 20,
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the Franco-American alliance, and though. American ladies, who
were royalists at heart, were to go into mourning for Louis XVI as

the author of the alliance, Americans to this day have given little

credit to the real sponsor of the plan.

From the cabinet of Vergennes, the American Commissioners

hurried the next day to the Duke of Dorset, the British Minister,

at his residence, to sound him as to the possibilities of a treaty with

England. No one could have been found in England more sym

pathetic or realistic toward the new nation. In all the Diplomatic

Corps accredited to France, Humphreys could find no one more

civil to us than the Duke of Dorset, with whom [he] often dined,

and who is the plainest and best bred Englishman [he] has seen in

Paris.
19

Jefferson s personal relations with him were more intimate

than with any of his other colleagues, and the two London papers to

which he subscribed were delivered from Dorset s diplomatic

pouch.
20

But he was soon to find that, however just and generous was

Dorset, England not only had no desire for a commercial treaty

with the United States, but that, through the propaganda of the

press, she was conveying the impression that the new nation was

in a state of anarchy as well as bankruptcy and that she was exert

ing all her ingenuity to discourage other nations from negotiating.

We do not find it easy to make commercial arrangements in

Europe/ he wrote General Horatio Gates. &quot;There is want of confi

dence in us/ 21
Adams, after his wont, was more bitter in expressing

the same opinion in a letter to Gerry: I see so much enmity to the

principles of our government, to the purity of our morals, the honest

integrity and sincerity of our hearts; ... I see so many proofs of their

hatred; I see so many artifices practiced to debase everybody you

send, or who comes to Europe.
22

After listening to the proposal of the three Commissioners, the

Duke of Dorset had written to London for instructions, and these,

on their arrival, left no doubt in Jefferson s mind that the British

Government was entirely hostile. The letter from the Duke of

19 Humphreys, Life of David Humphreys, I, 328.
20

Jefferson to Adams, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 27.
21 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 25.
22 Austin, Life of Gerry, I, 382.
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Dorset will, I dare say, surprise you all/ he wrote Monroe. It is folly

above the highest that could be expected, I know from one who saw
his instructions that he softened them much in his letter to us.

23

Price had written Jefferson from England that there is, I fancy, no

probability that Britain can be brought to consent to that reciprocity
in trade which the U.S. expect/ and since the writer enjoyed a con

siderable intimacy with Pitt, Jefferson was convinced.24 He con

ceded, the right of England to stand aloof if she wished, though
he marveled at the stupidity of it in the long view, but he bitterly

resented the malicious propaganda of the British press, intended to

discourage other nations from negotiating. He wrote to Monroe:

The English papers so incessantly repeat their lies about the tumults,
the anarchy, the bankruptcies and distresses of America, these ideas

prevail pretty generally in Europe. At a large table where I dined

the other day, a gentleman from Switzerland expressed his appre
hensions for the fate of Doctor Franklin, as he had been informed

that he would be received with stones by the people, who were

generally dissatisfied with the Revolution and incensed against all

those who had assisted in bringing it about. I told him his appre
hensions were just and that the people of America would probably
salute Doctor Franklin with the same stones they had thrown at

the Marquis de Lafayette
25

About this time he was writing Mrs. Adams in London that he
noticed the London papers teem with every horror of which human
nature is capable, assassinations, suicides, thefts, or robbery the

blackest slanders/ He hoped Adams would have enough philosophy
to disregard such libels, but it would be impossible for him. In the

bitterness of the moment his resentment flamed. 1 fancy it must
be the quality of animal food eaten by the English nation which
renders their character insusceptible of civilization, he added. 1

suspect it is in their kitchen and not in their churches that their re

formation must be worked and that missionaries of that description
from hence [France] would avail more than those who would
endeavor to tame them by precepts of religion and philosophy

&amp;gt;j

from which one gathers that he had not enjoyed his food at Ports
mouth?6

Citings of Jefferson, IV, 43-44.
24 Md. 25n^ IV&amp;gt; 87. 26##

&amp;lt;f
iVj 100-01.
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He was speedily to discover that the disintegrating process after

the Revolution, with a certain disregard of monetary obligations,

was shaking the confidence of Europe in both the integrity and

future of the new nation. This, together with the doubt whether

the treaties negotiated by Congress would be considered binding
on all the States, convinced him early of the necessity o a strong
federal union with the power, under a constitution, to enforce its

decisions. When, at length, plans were being discussed in America

for investing Congress with the power to regulate commerce, he

observed a warming in Europe toward the States, even in England.
He wrote Madison:

It was not until these symptoms appeared in America that I

have been able to discover the smallest token of respect toward the

U.S. in any part of Europe. There was an enthusiasm toward us

all over Europe at the moment of the peace. The torrent of lies

published unremittingly in every day s London papers first made
an impression and produced a coolness. The republication of these

lies in most of the papers of Europe carried them home to the belief

of every mind. They supposed everything in America anarchy*

tumult, and civil war.27

Despite the difficulties, Prussia, Denmark, and Tuscany entered

into negotiations, but such was the indifference of other nations it

was not thought good policy to press them. Recalling the situation

years later, Jefferson wrote: They seemed, in fact, to know little

about us, but as rebels. They were ignorant of our commerce, which

had been always monopolized by England, and of the exchange of

articles it might offer advantageously to both parties. They were

inclined, therefore, to stand aloof.
&amp;gt;2S Even Denmark and Tuscany

became so cool in the negotiations that it was thought best to pro
tract them until the powers of the Commissioners had expired, and

then to await more propitious days to renew them.
29

Only Prussia responded to the American approach. Old Fred

erick of Prussia met us cordially, and without hesitation, and ap

pointed the Baron de Thulmeyer, his Minister at The Hague, to ne

gotiate with us/ wrote Jefferson in his Autobiography^ The propo
sition submitted by the Americans was little changed by the King,

27Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 108.

^Autobiography, 62-63. **lbid. *?lbid.
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and soon thereafter Jefferson sent Short to The Hague to sign the

concluded treaty.

But at the moment this was not a reason for jubilation. Prussia

was an inland nation with whom commercial relations were not

thought highly desirable at best. The treaty agreed to by the Baron

at The Hague contained two unusual stipulations which suggest

the instructions written by Jefferson in Annapolis. Contraband was

abolished in so far as it involved a loss of property to individuals,

and the seizure of private property on land, simply because of enemy

ownership and not because of the probability of hostile acts by the

owners, was disavowed. In later years students of international re

lations have found this treaty symptomatic in that it was idealistic

and yet an idealism that the new world felt might be made prac

tical ; and that in this document the negotiators had un-European-

ized its diplomacy and placed the country in such a position among
the nations as to make possible the preservation of an original lib

eralism and a unique influence on international obligations.
31

V

While the three Commissioners had full power to negotiate for a

trade agreement with the Porte, Algiers, Tripoli, Tunis, and

Morocco, Jefferson found himself face to face with the terroristic

methods of their pirates and their domination of the Mediterranean.

He loathed the thought of following the policy of other nations, in

cluding France, of humbly paying tribute for the privilege of sailing

the sea. Within two months after he reached Paris, he was trying

to learn how much the European nations were paying the Barbary

pirates to purchase peace, but without success. They will not tell/ he

wrote Monroe. He knew, however, that the sum paid was con

siderable and he thought it probable that as much as three hundred

thousand dollars a year would be asked of the United States. Why
not, he asked, offer them an equal treaty, and, should this be re-

fused, why not go to war with them? Since Spain, Portugal,

Naples, France, and Venice were then practically at war with the

pirates, the American ships could count on friendly ports. Was it

not time to begin the building of a navy if we mean to carry on

31 Woolery, Relation* of Jefferson to American Foreign Policy, 19*
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our commerce ? With Paul Jones and a half-dozen frigates he

thought the infant nation could totally destroy their commerce/

He would not depend on bombardments, as did the Mediterranean

states against the whole Barbary force brought to a point, but on

constant cruising and cutting them to pieces by piecemeal.
32

This vigorous plan, deeply planted in Jefferson s mind, was never

to be abandoned throughout his five years in Europe, but nothing

was to come of it until years later, when, under his Presidency, the

American Navy would take action against the pirates. It seemed

incredible to him that all the nations paying tribute and suffering

humiliations at the hands of the bandits of the waters could not

unite and fight. He found them ashamed of their subjection, but

partial
to paying tribute. He found Adams unwilling to agree to

the more direct and drastic action, though sympathizing entirely

with Jefferson s point of view. Two years after Jefferson had pro

posed to fight and while he was still urging such action on his asso

ciate and friend, Adams was replying from London that he would

like to see the pirates met by force, since it would Vaise the spirits

of our people immediately, and we might gain the glory of finally

breaking up these nests of banditti
;
and that he favored the creation

of a navy. But he thought such drastic action too rugged for our

people to bear, and he was sure the authorization of Congress could

not be obtained.
33

Jay was, in general, in complete accord with Jefferson, to whom
he wrote that he hoped negotiations might be successful, since the

American people preferred peace, but for his own part he would

prefer war to tribute.
M And in his report to Congress, submitting

the dispatches of Jefferson and Adams, he recommended diat, since

he had &quot;full confidence ... in the integrity and discretion of those

Ministers,* he was of opinion that it would be expedient to leave the

terms of the proposed, treaties to their prudence.
35

Thus it was that Jefferson, determined to test the nations as to o&amp;gt;

operative naval action, personally submitted his plan for action to

the Ministers in Paris of all the nations involved.

His plan provided for operations against the pirate states in COn-

32 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 4-13.

S3 Adams, Works of John Adams, VIII, 410.

34
Johnson, Correspondence of John Jay, III, 178-79. **lbid., Ill, 197.
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cert; for the admission to the confederation of any other states in

the future, reserving the right to prescribe the conditions of such

accession ; for the reduction of the pirate states to a peaceable status

without price ;
for naval operations consisting of constant cruises

on their coast with a naval force now to be agreed on. It stipulated

that the force agreed on should be furnished by the various nations

in certain quotas now to be fixed; that in view of possible misun

derstandings, due to the lack of harmony in officers, consideration

should be given to a plan for having each nation contribute its

quota in money, to be employed in fitting out and keeping on

duty a single fleet of the forces agreed on
;
that the management of

the whole was to be lodged in the Ministers of all the nations ac

credited to Paris, forming a committee or council; that no offices

should be created; that, in the event of war between any of the

nations in the confederation, it shall not extend to the enterprise

or interrupt it ;
that after Algiers had been reduced to peace, the

operations should continue against all the other pirate nations

holding out for tribute; and that when this convention should be

found in contravention to an existing treaty with the Barbary States,

the treaty shall prevail and the withdrawal of the nation be sanc

tioned.

This plan was motivated partly by the suspicion that agents of

Spain, England, France, and Holland were secretly thwarting all

American efforts in Algiers.
36

With his plan in hand, Jefferson made the rounds of the various

legations. He found Portugal, Naples, the two Sicilies, Venice,

Malta, Denmark, and Sweden favorable, but fearful lest the French

interfere or secretly support the Barbary Powers. They asked Jef

ferson to get an assurance from France covering this point.

Greatly encouraged, Jefferson hastened to Vergennes and men

tioned the fear of the interference of the French.

She would not dare do it/ said Vergennes.

This was enough to satisfy Jefferson, and he pressed the matter

no further. When he hurried back to the Ministers with the reply

of Vergennes, they expressed their complete satisfaction. Thus, all

that was now required was consent from the United States for the

formal presentation of the plan.
36 Wolery, Relations of Jefferson to American Foreign Policy.
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But it was not an easy matter to get prompt decision from Con

gress. Jay was to lament to Jefferson that he constantly experienced
unseasonable delays and successive obstacles in obtaining the de

cision and sentiments of Congress, even on points which require

dispatch.
37 And Adams s fears were found well grounded. Be

cause of the expense involved, the difficulty of the revenue under

the existing system of the Confederation, and the possibility of

failure, the project finally was abandoned.38

Thus, it would appear that among all the statesmen of the world,

Jefferson first took the lead in a constructive way to end the piracy
in the Mediterranean, which was to be acted against only when he

became possessed of the powers of the Presidency.

VI

Soon after Jefferson reached Paris, Franklin, bowed down by age,
the adulation and perhaps the kisses of Madame Helvetius, peti
tioned Congress for his release, that he might return to Philadelphia^
There does not appear to have been the slightest doubt that Jeffer

son would succeed him as Minister to France. So certain was the

event, because of his high standing in Congress, that Richard Henry
Lee, who coveted the position for himself, vehemently pressed on

Congress the special urgency and importance of the Spanish mission,

Monroe had written Madison of Franklin s request and the certainty
of Jefferson s appointment, since the opinion of all members seem
to concur in the propriety of it.

30
Lafayette and Marbois, who had

inspired Jefferson s writing of the Notes on Virginia, and was to

render great service to Jefferson in the negotiation of the purchase
of Louisiana years later, had assured Monroe that it was the wish

of France that Jefferson should follow in the wake of Franklin.
40

Monroe wrote Jefferson that he would almost certainly be appointed

Minister, and probably would also be asked to negotiate with Spain
on the navigation of the Mississippi.

41

However, Lee continued his opposition by indirection in rather a

bad temper, hotly resenting his colleagues failure to be impressed

87
Johnson, Correspondence of Jay, III, 210.

^Autobiography, 65-67. 89 Hamilton, Writings of Mowrtie, I, 51.

1,,56-60, , Wtf., I, 52.
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with the greater importance o the Spanish mission, until all hope

was gone.
42

Jefferson was chosen by Congress on March 10, 1785. He pre

sented his credentials on May 14. In the court circle he had many

friends, but he had never felt that the frivolous butterflies of fashion

that fluttered about the court, contributing to its dissipation, had the

slightest real friendship for the United States. He had no high

opinion of the King, whom he found well intentioned but without

ability or energy; and the Queen and the reactionaries that buzzed

about her scarcely interested him at all. That he attended functions

at Versailles there can be no doubt. But in his voluminous cor

respondence he did not think it worth while so much as to men
tion these occasions. Mazzei mentions a dinner which Jefferson

attended, given by Marie Antoinette in honor of the newly arrived

wife of the British Minister, and he must have conversed with the

haughty lady, but he did not think it of sufficient interest to mention

it.
43 But he differentiated sharply between the French people and

the degenerate nobility that crowded like rabbits under the roof of

Versailles. It is very much to our interest to keep the affections of

this country, which is considerable, he reported to John Jay. A
court has no affections; but those of the people whom they govern
influence their decisions, even in the most arbitrary governments/

44

On May 14, he appeared in the cabinet of Count Vergennes with

his credentials, and three days later he drove to Versailles to present
his letter of credence to Louis XVI. He was received in private

audience. Adams would have given a microscopic account of the

ceremony at the court, but Jefferson dismissed it with the words,
Vent through the other ceremonies usual on such occasions.

45
It

is too bad that we have no painting of that audience with the King,
two men occupying the opposite poles of thought, and that no

Boswell was present to record the conversation. We may be sure

that Jefferson s manner was as courtly as the most exacting courtier

could have desired.

With Vergennes, the foremost Foreign Minister in Europe, with

a long and brilliant record in diplomacy before he entered upon his

long tenure in the Foreign Office, Jefferson was to have the best

42
Ibid., I, 5&60, 43 Mazzei, Memoirs, 310.

44
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 12. 1*5m^ y, 8-10.
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possible relations until that statesman s death. He had no illusions

concerning the wily Minister. He understood perfectly that Ver

gennes, and not the King, as so many have been permitted to be

lieve, had opened the way to the American alliance which rendered

an immeasurable service to the colonies in the Revolution. But he

also knew that it was not an interest in the welfare and freedom of

the American people that had inspired him, but that he was moti

vated solely by a desire to cause the greatest possible embarrassment

and inconvenience to the British. Jefferson knew him to be dis

tinctly reactionary, worse than cynical toward democracy, and

frankly skeptical about the future of the new nation. There were

so many things about the Americans that annoyed him the debts

most of all, perhaps. But he was to play the rdle of friend, just as

a consummate actor may realistically assume a r61e he does not feel,

and play it without a flaw. Jefferson was to like him and admire

him, and even to trust him when his word was given, and to find

him helpful on many occasions.

Many &quot;years later, he was to write:

The Count of Vergennes had a reputation with the diplomatic

corps of being wary and slippery in his diplomatic intercourse; and

so he might be with those whom he knew to be slippery and double-

faced themselves. As he saw that I had no indirect views, prac
ticed no subtleties, meddled in no intrigues, pursued no concealed

objects, I found him as frank, as honorable, as easy of access to

reason as any man with whom I have ever done business.46

Since no man ever lived, perhaps, more sensitive to atmosphere and

with a keener intuition than Jefferson, we may suspect that his

approach to Vergennes was not always without subtlety, but his

methods were direct, his purpose open and avowed; and to Ver

gennes, accustomed to a diplomacy that reeked with hypocrisy and

deceit, Jefferson must have seemed as a breath of fresh air from

over a flowery meadow after a release from the atmosphere of a

tannery. The two men got on well together.

The work of Jefferson now increased, but with no recognition

of the fact from Congress, which gave no indication of the slightest

disposition so much as to furnish him with a secretary. Franklin,

though popularly thought to have been more simple than the Vir-

^ Autobiography, 64-65.
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ginian, invariably exacted whatever he thought himself entitled to.

He had escaped house rent, which Congress left Jefferson to carry,

and he had been supplied with a secretary. Three months after

Jefferson had presented his credentials, he had heard nothing. He
wrote Monroe:

I have waited to see what was the pleasure of Congress as to the

secretaryship of the office here, that is, to see whether they propose
to appoint a secretary of legation, or leave ine to appoint a private

secretary. Colonel Humphreys s occupation in the dispatches and

records of the matters which relate to the general commissions docs

not afford him leisure to aid me in my office, were I entitled to ask

the aid. In the meantime, the lengthy papers which often accom

pany the communications between Ministers and myself and the

other business of the office absolutely require a scribe. I shall,

therefore, on Mr. Short s return from The Hague, appoint him my
private secretary till Congress shall think proper to signify their

pleasure. The salary allowed Mr. Franklin in the same office was
one thousand dollars a year. I shall presume that Mr. Short may
draw the same allowance.47

Thus Jefferson cut the Gordian knot, and Short continued as his

secretary. But with such clerical assistance as he was allowed, the

Minister was vastly overworked with his official communications

and his appallingly large personal correspondence.
Now that Jefferson has been more than a year in Paris, we may

pause, before continuing the narrative of his official activities, to take

note of his more personal life and his reactions to the Parisian scene.

VII

The first winter of his sojourn was not a little irksome. He was
confined to his home frequently by illness. *A seasoning, as they
call it, is the lot of most strangers, and none, I believe, has expe
rienced a more severe one than myself, he wrote Monroe in the

spring of 1785. He ascribed his illness to the extremely damp
weather, and to unwholesome water. But with the reappearance
of dae sun, his mighty physician, he recovered both health and

47
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Despite his illness, he was finding Paris fascinating, his mind

eager for new impressions, his curiosity concerning French life

insatiable. It was in keeping with his character that he had scarcely

engaged quarters on his arrival before he was scouring the book

stalls, and writing Madison of his willingness to make any pur
chases desired. He found that books of prime importance are

often to be met on stalls very cheap.
49 Much interested in the reading

of the two men who were to become his chief disciples and suc

cessors in the highest station, he was to write them constantly for

five years about new books appearing from the press. Shall I send

you so much of the Encyclopedia as is already published, or reserve

it here until you come? he wrote Monroe. It is about forty volumes,

which probably is about half the work. Give yourself no uneasiness

about the money. I may find it convenient to ask you to pay trifles

occasionally for me in America,* he added tactfully.
50 Madison was

writing him that all the purchases you have made for me are such

as I should have made for myself with the same opportunities/ and

enumerating many other books he would like.
51

Along with Jefferson s interest in new books went an equally

keen appetite for the news of the day. He followed the newspapers

religiously and recommended them to others. *I send you herewith

the gazettes of Leyden and of France for the last two months, the

latter because the best in this country, the former because the best

in Europe, he wrote Jay. The moment Adams reached his new

post in London, he had a commission from his colleague of Paris.

I ask the favor of you ... to choose two of the best London papers

for me; one of each party, he wrote. The Duke of Dorset has given

me leave to have them put under his address and sent to the office

from which his dispatches come. 52 For Jefferson attached the

greatest importance to the press as a mirror of public opinion, and

he wished to follow equally the organs of the opposing parties.

But by no means did he confine his education to the library. He
roamed the streets of Paris seeking historic scenes and beauty spots

and visiting the shops. He was to insist on doing all the shopping

for his daughters, since he found profit in his contacts and conversa-

49 Ibid., IV, 3. 50 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 20.

w Hunt, Writings of Madison, II, 133.
52 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 27.
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tions with the tradesmen. Soon he was shopping for Abigail Adams.

1 immediately ordered the shoes you desired which will be ready

tomorrow, he wrote her. As a merchandise agent he was a rare

correspondent:

I have also procured you three plateaux de dessert with a silvered

balustrade round them and four figures. With respect to the fig

ures, I could only find three of those you named, matched in size.

These were Minerva, Diana, and Apollo. I was obliged to add a

fourth, unguided by your choice. They offered me a fine Venus;

but I thought it out of taste to have two at table at the same time

Paris and Helen were represented. I conceived it would be cruel

to remove them from their peculiar shrine. ... At length a fine

Mars was offered, calm, bold, his falchion not drawn, but ready to

be drawn. This will do, I think, for the table of the American

Minister in London, where those it may concern may look and

learn that, though wisdom is our guide and Song and Chase our

supreme delight, yet we offer adoration to that titular god also who
rocked the cradle of our birth, who has accepted our infant offerings

and has shown himself the patron of our rights and the avenger of

our wrongs. The group then was closed, and your party formed.

Envy and malice never will be quiet. I hear it already whispered

to you that in admitting Minerva to your table I have departed

from the principles which made me reject Venus; in plain English,

that I have paid a just respect to the daughter but failed to the

mother. No, Madame, my respect to both is sincere. Wisdom, I

know, is social. She seeks her fellows, but Beauty is jealous and

illy bears the presence of a rival.
53

Soon he would be buying a corset for Abigail s daughter and com

plaining that she had not sent her measurements. If they should

be too small she will be so good as to lay them aside for a while, he

wrote. When the mountain refused to go to Mahomet, he went to

the mountain/

Thus, buying through him in Paris, Abigail received her full share

of commissions to buy for him in London. He understood that the

idiaper and damask we used to import from England could be had

cheaper in London than in Paris. Would Abigail send him two

sets of tablecloths and napkins for twenty covers each? 54

In the meanderings of his shopping jaunts, hd was constantly
53
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intrigued by new inventions and mechanical devices and he was

writing descriptions to his friends at home. To the former Secre

tary of the Continental Congress, he wrote in detail of a cylinder

lamp lately invented here. It gave light equal to that of six or

eight candles, and, though olive oil was used, the consumption was

light. Then they make shade candlesticks for studious men which

are excellent for reading, and cost but two guineas. And then,

too, the new phosphoric matches a beautiful discovery, since

the convenience of lighting a candle without getting out of bed,

of sealing a letter without calling a servant, of kindling a fire with

out flint, was worth while.55

In writing the President of Yale concerning some new publica

tions, we find him turning enthusiastically to a mechanical device

of moving a vessel on the water by a machine worked within the

vessel. Having heard of it, Jefferson had gone to see it. It is a

screw with a very large thin worm, or rather it is a thin plate with

its edge applied spirally round an axis, and this, operating on the

air, propels the vessel. The screw, I think, would be more effectual

if placed beneath the surface of the water, comments the diplomat.
56

Liking the Parisians as he did, he playfully chided Abigail who
had written glowingly of the superior equipages at The Hague:

I consider your boasts of the splendor of your city and of its

superb hackney coaches as a flout. I would not give the polite,,

self-denying, feeling, hospitable, and good-humored people of this

country and their amiability in every point of view (though it must

be confessed our streets are dirty and our fiacres rather indifferent)

for ten such races of rich, proud, hectoring, swearing, squibbling,

carnivorous animals as those among whom you are.

Indeed, he did love this people, with all [his] heart.
57

That he was not unmindful of the low state of morals at the

time, and the consequent temptation to the young is constantly

reflected in his correspondence. It is difficult for a young man to

refuse it when beauty is begging in every street/ he wrote. But

there were other reasons that prejudiced him against educating a

young American in Europe. In England, he would learri drinking;

horse-racing and dissipation/ become fascinated with the privileges

55 MM., IV, 1345. co Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 35-37.
57
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of European aristocrats and monarchy/ and acquire *a passion for

whores, destructive of his health. A few years in Europe, he con

cluded, and the young man returns to his own country a stranger/
8

Even so, Jefferson was strongly attracted by the life in France.

The roughness of the human mind is so thoroughly rubbed off with

them that it seems as if one might glide through the whole life

among them without a jostle, he wrote Mrs. Trist However, he

doubted if the abandonment of domestic bonds made permanently
for their happiness. Perhaps they may catch some moments of

transports above the level of the ordinary tranquil joys we expe

rience, but they are separated by long intervals during which all

the passions are at sea without a rudder or a compass.
59

In a letter to Bellini, at the close of his first year in Paris, he sums

up his impressions:

You are perhaps curious to know how this new scene has struck

a savage from the mountains of America. Not advantageously, I

assure you. I find the general fate of humanity here most de

plorable. The truth of Voltaire s observation offers itself per

petually, that every man here must be either the hammer or the

anvil. . . . While the great mass of the people are thus suffering
under physical and moral oppression, I have endeavored to examine

more nearly the condition of the great, to appreciate the true value

of the circumstances of their situation which dazzle the bulk of

spectators, and especially compare it with that degree of happiness
which is enjoyed in America by every class of people. Intrigues of

love occupy the younger, and those of ambition the elder part o

the great. Conjugal love, having no existence among them, do

mestic happiness, of which that is the basis, is utterly unknown.
In lieu of this, are substituted pursuits which nourish and invigorate
all our bad passions, and which offer only moments of ecstasy,

1 amidst days and months of restlessness and torment. . . .

In science, he thought the masses two centuries behind ours/ and

though in literature hah a dozen years before us, he wondered if

there was not compensation in being placed out of reach of the

swarm of nonsensical publications which issue daily from a thous

and presses and perish almost in issuing.

But in polite manners he gave Frenchmen the palm, and hoped

Wfitmgs of Jefferson, V, 187. ^Ibid., V, 80-81.
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his countrymen would adopt so much of European politeness as

to be ready to make all those little sacrifices of self, which really

render European manners amiable, and relieve society of the dis

agreeable scenes to which rudeness often subjects it. In France it

seemed to him that one might pass a life without encountering a

single rudeness.
5 He had never yet seen a man drunk in France,

even among the lowest of the people/
And he wanted words to describe his enjoyment of their sculp

ture, architecture, painting, music. I am almost ready to say/ he

concluded, it is the only thing which, from my heart, I envy
them/ 60

VIII

Keenly interested in the advance of science and in the improve
ment of means of travel, he was fascinated by the plan of Monsieur

Pilatre de Rozier to cross the English Channel in a balloon. Loco

motion by air was then in its early infancy. During the months

that the aviators waited at Boulogne for favorable weather, the

American awaited the event with zest. When, at length, in the

summer of 1785, the attempt ended in tragedy, Jefferson wrote

Monroe that this would probably damp die ardor with which

aerial navigation has been pursued. The balloon ascended, but,

after proceeding about two leagues, a change in the wind brought it

back to the French coast, and something happened to the balloon

filled with inflammable gas when at a height of six thousand feet,

and the aviator plunged to a pulp.

All scientific and mechanical experiments were to enter into all

Jefferson s correspondence.
01

It was that summer that Jefferson was both amused and amazed

by the arrest of a French reviewer which occasioned much chatter

in the drawing-rooms. Some years before, so the story was told, a

chevalier was sent on a mission of state to some princess, though

Jefferson, after hearing the recital fifty times, could never remember

the name of the emissary or of the princess or the country involved.

Failing in his mission, the emissary on his return consoled himself

by writing a verse which escaped unscathed by authority; but some

., V, 153-54 61
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years later it was included in a collection of published songs. The

reviewer for the Journal de Paris quoted the chevalier s song as a

specimen of the contents of the book. Jefferson heard that he was

seized in his bed that night and has never been heard of since,

and the paper was suppressed. Thus you see, Madame, he wrote

Abigail, the value of energy in Government; our feeble republic in

such a case would probably have been wrapt in the flames of war

and desolation for want of power lodged in a single hand to punish

sunimarily those who write sofigs.
62

A little later, he sent Abigail a batch of news, apropos of the

fate of the reviewer. The paper had resumed publication with the

announcement that the reviewer had been discharged, and the

assumption was that the offender was still languishing in the

Bastille. With his strong convictions on the freedom of the press,

Jeffersou was prone to sneer. He wrote:

1 love energy in Government dearly. It is evident it has become

necessary on this occasion and that a very daring spirit has lately

appeared in this country, for notwithstanding the several examples

lately made of suppressing the London papers, suppressing the

Tueydcn Gazette, imprisoning Beaumarchais and imprisoning the

redacteur pf the Journal, the author of the Mercure of last week has

had the presumption, speaking of the German papers, to say, car

les journaux de ce pays4a ne sont pas forces a s en tenir a juger des

hemistiches ou a annoncer des programes academiques/ Probably

he is now suffering in jail the just punishment of his insolent sneer

on this mild Government.63

Jefferson could not have dreamed when he wrote that a little

later, when he would be leading the fight against the policies of his

correspondent s husband, followers of his would be cast into jail

for offenses of a similar nature.

IX

During his, first summer in Paris, artistic duties were imposed

Upon hkn from home, in addition to his diplomatic obligations. The

legislature of
,Virginia had authorized an act providing for the

raising of ^ statUe to Washington; and Patrick Henry, the Gov-

62
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ernor, had committed to Jefferson the selection of the sculptor. He
thought his task simple, since, as he wrote Henry, Mons. Houdon

being unrivaled in Europe . . . and resorted to for the statues of

most of the Sovereigns, was clearly the man.

Thus, one day, accompanied by Franklin, Jefferson called at the

studio of the artist, and they were easily persuaded that to make a

statue without seeing the subject would be an impossibility. Statues

are made every day from portraits, wrote Jefferson, but if the

person be living, they are always condemned by those who know
him, for want of resemblance, and this furnishes a conclusive pre

sumption that similar representations of the dead are equally un
faithful.

But the Americans found Houdon so eager to associate his art

with the figure of one he thought immortal that he had agreed to

abandon for the time his statue of the King, close his studio, and

journey to America. Jefferson thought, from his character, that he

would not ask a considerable amount for the journey, probably two
or three hundred guineas. Until the habit, attitude, and devices,

etc., were determined, it would not be possible to make a contract.

It is interesting to note that he and Franklin agreed that the figure
should be of the exact measurements of Washington. He knew
that statues were usually made larger because placed on an eleva

tion, but Jefferson felt that there should be one figure of absolute

accuracy from which others might afterward be made, and, if

necessary, enlarged, to meet the requirements of the place in which
it might be raised. The duty, as well as the glory, of this presenta

tion, we think, belongs to Virginia, he wrote. &quot;We are sensible that

the eye, alone considered, will not be quite as well satisfied; but con

necting the consideration that the whole, and every part of it, pre
sents the true size of the life, we suppose the beholders will receive

a greater pleasure of the whole.

If an agreement could be reached, Houdon would leave in April,
remain a month at Mount Vernon to prepare a bust of plaster. He
would then return to Paris and devote two or three years to the

marble creation.
64

Six months later, Houdon was on his way, bearing a personal
letter to Richard Henry Lee, in which Jefferson urged that every-

id., IV, 26-28.
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thing be done to facilitate the sculptor s work and favorably impress

him on Congress as the proper person to be authorized by the

nation to make an equestrian statue, since nothing but the expecta

tion of this could have engaged him to undertake the voyage. The

pedestrian statue for Virginia would not have made it worth his

while. It should be impressed on Congress that he was the greatest

sculptor of his age, and that he would take the exact measurements

of Washington, and that he had the facilities, house, furnace, and

apparatus for the work.
65

Meanwhile, Jefferson learned that the cost of the voyage and the

expenses of the sojourn would be much more than he had originally

written Henry. Nothing daunted, he wrote again to say that five

thousand livres would be necessary; and, in the event of Houdon s

death, en route, Virginia would
c

pay his family ten thousand

livres. He confessed that the payment to the family was disagree

able to him, but Houdon has a father, mother and sisters who have

no resources but in his labor; and he himself one of the best men
in the world. The State would be protected by getting insurance

on the sculptor s life in London.

Thus it was that Jefferson, who selected the sculptor, determined

to a large degree the character of the statue, made all the business

arrangements with the artist, gave him money for the purchase of

marble in Italy, advanced his own money for Houdon s expenses

in France, and authorized Franklin, on his arrival in Philadelphia,

to draw on him for other expenses. Houdon sailed with Franklin.

This ends the first phase of the story of the Houdon statue which

stands in Richmond today.
66

X

In the midst of his official activities, never neglected, and running
to and from the studio of Houdon, Jefferson in the intervals was

bending over blueprints with a leading architect, working out plans
for the new Capitol in Richmond and for a prison there. The
Directors of Public Buildings in Virginia had asked him for plans.

It was scarcely a reasonable request, since the plan for the Capitol
was wanted in Richmond within six weeks of the arrival of the

IV, 72-75. **lbU. 9 IV, 75-77.
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letter, which left Jefferson but two, or at the utmost three, weeks
for the work. But architecture was one of his loves and his heart

was set on the architectural improvement of his country.
The moment he read the letter the model flashed on his mind*

The Capitol would be patterned on the Maison Quarree at Nismes,
which he thought the best morsel of ancient architecture now
standing ;

and since it had obtained the approbation of fifteen or

sixteen centuries/ it would be preferable to any Design which might
be newly contrived.* He was sure it would be superior in beauty
to anything in America, and not inferior to anything in the

world/
07

Happy in the prospect of the realization of his dream of beauty
in the new Virginia Capitol, he engaged a leading architect. He
and Jefferson, agreeing on their model, made rapid progress on the

exterior, but more time and thought were necessary in so arranging
the interior as to provide properly for the executive, legislative, and

judicial departments of the Government to be housed therein. The

pressure of official business prolonged this portion of the work, and,

just as it was finished, Jefferson was horrified to hear that the first

brick of the Capitol would be laid in a few days. In hot resentment

he wrote Madison, asking him to stop the work. He also made
an appeal to Edmund Randolph. After all, he wrote, the loss will

be only of the laying of the bricks already laid/ and the bricks

themselves could be used again for the exterior walls. The loss is

not to be weighed/ he wrote hotly, against the saving of money
which will arise, against the comfort of laying out the public money
for something honorable, the satisfaction of seeing an object and

proof of national good taste, and the regret and mortification of

erecting a monument of our barbarism which will be loaded with

execrations as long as it shall endure. The plans would be on their

way within four weeks, or by the first of December. If the under

takers were afraid to undo what they have done, he wrote, why
not encourage them by a recommendation to the Assembly?

08

Meanwhile, when putting the finishing touches to his plans for

the Capitol, Jefferson was feverishly working on plans for a model

prison for Virginia, in which he worked out his ideas of humanity
to To Madison, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 110.

Madison, ibid., V, 136-37.
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and reform. The blueprints for both were on their way in January,
69

and while some changes were made in the Capitol plans, which

Jefferson was to think had not been for the better, the historic old

Capitol in Richmond remains a monument to his taste and a thing

of beauty.

XI

Nor was this his only diversion in the artistic or intellectual

sphere while he was dealing with tobacco and customs with Ver-

gennes.

Finding the cost of printing his Notes on Virginia not prohibitive

in France, he took the time to make a careful revision in the spring

of 1785, and the book was printed for private distribution. After

having had two hundred copies run off, he was assailed with doubts

about sending them to any but his closest personal friends in

America, and he appealed to the judgment of Madison, to whom

one of the first two copies was addressed, the other copy going to

Monroe. He had thought, as we have seen, to present copies to the

young men of William and Mary, but he was fearful lest what he

had said on slavery might lead to censure and do more harm than

good.

But, unhappily as it turned out, he had presented copies to

numerous men in Paris, and the Notes became so much a topic of

conversation that a publisher, with a bad translation, was planning

a pirated edition. Jefferson was to suffer no little annoyance and

distress on this account, and in the end, in self-defense, he was

forced to authorize a French edition with a carefully selected

translator. The appearance of the book considerably enhanced his

prestige among the intellectuals and accentuated interest in the

land of liberty across the sea.

Intensely occupied as he was, the heart of Jefferson remained in

his own country; and, unimpressed by the pomp and circumstance

of public station, his mind turned constantly to home and friends.

In his nostalgia, he was urging Madison and Monroe to visit him

in Paris, promising *a room, bed, and plate, and sending estimates

of the cost of the journey. And he was suggesting that Madison

69 To Monroe, ibid., V, 272.
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establish a home near Monticello. Monroe had indicated a plan to

do so, and so had Short. I shall believe that life still has some

happiness in store for me/ he wrote. Agreeable society is the first

essential in constituting happiness, and, of course, the value of our

existence. . . . Looking back with fondness to the moment when I

am again to be fixed in my own country, I view the prospect of this

society as inestimable.
70

But almost a quarter of a century would intervene, with the ex

ception of the three-year respite from 1794 to 1797, before he would

again be the country gentleman of Monticello, and he had three

crowded years in Europe yet before him.

And the labor of these years was just beginning, as we shall see.

70 To Madison, Hid., IV, 15-19.



CHAPTER

XV

FENCING WITH VERGENNES

FROM
THE MOMENT he reached Paris, Jefferson had

scanned the international horizon, observing with interest the

gathering war clouds. For months it looked as though a European

war over the navigation of the Scheldt was inevitable, everything

depending on the Austrian Emperor. Those who expect peace have

in view the Emperor s character which they represent as whimsical

and eccentric and that he is easily affected in the Dog days, he wrote

Monroe.1 The possible death of Catherine of Russia, whose health

was precarious, might affect the plans of Vienna, but everything

depended upon the ambition of a young man who has been taught

to view his subjects as cattle. Jefferson found the Dutch truly ani

mated, and ready to fight for their existence.
2

While sympathizing with the prospective miseries of the people

of Europe who might be used for cannon fodder, Jefferson was

realistic enough to find a silver lining to the cloud for his own coun

try. He thought England would probably try to evade involvement

because of the lack of money, the danger of a rebellion in Ireland,

and because the hatred of her people toward us has arisen to such

a height as to prepare their minds for a recommencement of hos

tilities.

But, assuming the Americans were not engaged again with Eng

land, Jefferson thought the European war would probably work to

d, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 21.

2 To General Gates, ibid., IV, 24
376
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their advantage, by renewing that disposition to treat with us on

liberal principles, a disposition which blazed out with enthusiasm

at the conclusion of peace/ but had subsided as the result of the

campaign of slander in the London press. But should war eventu

ate, he thought, the nations involved will be glad to endure our

neutrality and a friendly disposition by a just treaty/ Thus, while

hoping the people might be spared the miseries of war, if one should

come Jefferson looked forward to getting any possible commercial

advantage for his country.
3

At the same time he was closely following the negotiations with

the court of Spain regarding American rights to the navigation of

the Mississippi. Sooner than most of his contemporaries, he under

stood the vital need; and, more persistent than most, he was to in

sist upon it doggedly. It was not until years later that he could find

a satisfactory solution of this problem.
4 But word reaching him from

Madrid indicated procrastination or indifference, or, at best, a propo

sition he found utterly impossible. 1 have a hint that they may

agree to make New Orleans a free port for our vessels coming down

the Mississippi, but without permission to us to export our produce

thence, he wrote Monroe in the autumn of 1784. Would Monroe

feel the public pulse and ascertain whether this poor offer would be

considered preferable to war ? That Jefferson would prefer to fight

is made quite clear.
5

The diversification of his multitudinous duties is indicated in his

observations on the imperative need of a postal treaty, of which no

one had thought at home. He had encountered annoying difficulties

in correspondence between America and France. If a letter is sent

from South Carolina to France, it is deposited in New York until

the French postage is paid, he wrote Monroe. Every person, then,

in France or America who expects a letter by post must keep an

agent and a little bank in New York. He thought they did these

things better in Europe, where letters passed from one country to

another without difficulty as a result of conventions between nations.

Would it not be well for Congress to send us an instruction and

power to form conventions? asked the harassed diplomat.

3 To Monroe, ibid., IV, 4-13.
4 See author s Jefferson in Power.

*lbid.
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II

And then, too, in his early period in Paris, Jefferson was intensely

interested in a mysterious expedition being sent out by the French

Government to the South Sea in command of Captain Peyrousse.

It had been given out that the sole purpose was to improve the

world s knowledge of the geography of that part of the world. Jef

ferson observed that men of eminence in different branches of sci

ence had been enlisted for the voyage, thus giving probability to the

reaspns officially set forth. But from conversations during the load

ing of the two vessels, Jefferson had become a bit skeptical as to the

purely scientific purpose of the expedition. He wondered if the

purpose was the colonization of the western coast of America or the

establishment of factories for the fur trade. But what concerned him

more was the possibility that France had not been weaned from the

desire of possessing continental colonies in America. Were that the

purpose, Congress would be justified in prying into the game. He

himself in that event would not be at all satisfied that the French

would refuse one which should offer itself on the eastern side.

Eager to learn all he could, his mind turned to Captain Paul Jones

who frequently had seen Jefferson in Paris and for whom he hac

a boundless admiration. This gallant sailor enveloped himself ai

times in mystery. One day Jefferson received a note from him re

questing him to call at a certain hotel and to inquire, not for Jones

but for the gentleman just arrived/ since he had reasons for no

wishing his presence known. It was at this meeting that Jeffersor

told him of a conversation with the Russian Ambassador, Sirnolin

in which it appeared that Catherine was eager to engage Jones foj

her navy in a war against the Turks. Jefferson had urged the sailoj

to enter her service, probably in the hope that this might lead to i

trade treaty with the United States. But at this time the famou

rover of the seas was in L Orient, within a day s journey of Brest

where the Peyrousse expedition was being fitted out. Jefferson go

into contact with him with the request that he go to Brest, in th

event full information was not available in L Orient, to inspect th

equipment, and, as a sailor and practical man, give his opinion o

the probable purpose of the expedition. He was instructed to COE

duct himself *so as to excite no suspicion that we attended at all oj
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the expedition.* Jefferson knew his discretion could be relied on.

The expenses would be trifling for satisfaction on this point/ and

Jefferson was sure he would be reimbursed for whatever outlay of

money might be required. All this was reported in a long letter

to John Jay, in charge of the Foreign Office of the Confederation.6

Thus the picturesque figure of Paul Jones, as secret agent of Jef

ferson, might have been seen tramping the waterfront at Brest,

mingling familiarly with the citizens and the members of the expe
dition in the role of a curious sailor on pleasure bent. He made his

report, which was not disturbing. But Jefferson s suspicions lin

gered, and months later he wrote Jay that the Gazette of France had
announced the arrival of the Peyrousse expedition in Brazil, and
that it would touch at Otaheite, and proceed to California and still

further northward. Jefferson warned Jay that the Gazette gives out

such facts as the Court are willing the world to be possessed of, and

that, in all probability, an establishment of some sort on the north

ern coast of America/ would eventuate.
7

Ill

At this time there was a diplomat in Paris, representing the King
of Sweden, the Baron de Stael, who is known in history largely as

the complaisant husband of his wife. The marriage of the diplomat
with the free-and-easy daughter of Necker occurred two years after

Jefferson reached Paris, and while Madame de Stael is described

as a friend of Lafayette, she did not interest Jefferson enough for

him to mention her in his voluminous correspondence. Gouverneur

Morris thought her *a woman of sense and somewhat masculine in

her character, but one who had very much the appearance of a

chambermaid. Abigail Adams, in describing a dinner at the De
Staels before the marriage, when both Jefferson and Adams were

unable to attend because of illness, thought the Baron a well-made

genteel man, very polite and affable, whose dinners would take

two years of an American Minister s salary to furnish the equipage
of plate.

8 That the Baron was fairly competent as a diplomat may
be read in his dispatches on the Revolution, but that he was wholly

6 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 63-64.

L, V, 382. 8 Adams, Letters of Abigail Adams, 208.
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incapable of coping with his madcap wife appears in the record. It

may be assumed that the very sociable Baron had Jefferson at his

table, but the American overlooked these occasions in his letters.

It was six months after the marriage that the Baron approached

Jefferson with a query as to how the island of Saint Bartholomew,

recently bought by his country, could best be made to serve trade

between Sweden and the United States. Jefferson s reply reflects hij

disapproval of all artificial barriers of commerce. Assuming that the

island was capable of furnishing few of its products to Sweden, he

urged that it be made a free port. Then it could be used as an in

termediary for such American goods as Sweden might require anc

for such Swedish products as the United States might want. As s.

free port, he thought, it would draw the tide of commerce ther

turning toward the Dutch and Danish islands. Then, too, Ameri

can products could be deposited in the magazines of Saint Barthol

omew, along with those of Sweden, and the exchange would b&amp;lt;

simple. Did the Baron
object

that this unrestrained license wouk

give opportunity to subjects of other nations to carry on exchange:

there, in which Sweden will not be interested? To which Jefferson

enemy of artificial barriers, replied:

What objections can Sweden have to other peoples meeting in on

of her ports to carry on their commercial exchanges? On the con

trary, would not every enlightened nation be glad if all the other

would come to her as a common center for commercial operations
If all the merchants who make the exchanges of commerce i

Amsterdam, London, Lisbon, Leghorn, etc., would go by commo]
consent to Stockholm, would a wise Government obstruct such aj

assembly? If all the exchanges now made in the several parts c

two continents of the islands of America ... be transferred to Sain

Bartholomew, would the island be rendered thereby less able t

promote the commerce of the mother country?

He then enumerated the articles that might be exchanged be

tween Sweden and America Swedish iron particularly for Amei
ican indigo, rice, and tobacco. Much of this exchange would b

effected by the merchants in the ports of the two nations. But, h

added, the surplus they cannot take at all unless Sweden will ac

minister to them the means of paying for it. This she could do b

receiving at. Saint Bartholomew whatever productions they woul
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bring, such as flour, salt fish, and other things in the other ports of

America. The Swedish merchants on the island would run into

those ports and exchange their products for precious metals or com
mercial commodities; or the American merchant, performing these

, operations, could thus secure the money with which to buy the

iron ready stored at Saint Bartholomew. Thus Jefferson played for

a free port.
9

These excursions beyond the limits of his duties as Minister to

France illustrate how completely his activities ranged over the whole
of Europe.

IV

However, his duties as Minister to a court verging on collapse
were not neglected. But he was to be constantly embarrassed and
harassed in his negotiations because of the slovenly nature of the

Confederation. John Jay, who sympathized with his embarrass

ment, was utterly disgusted with the unreasonable delays ... in

obtaining the decisions and sentiments of Congress. The failure of

the States to meet their financial obligations promptly was madden

ing to their agents in the foreign field. Confidence in both the

permanence and integrity of the young nation was early under

mined all over Europe by the exaggerated, highly colored stories of

weakness and depravity circulated through the English press. Re

calling his chagrin in later life, Jefferson complained bitterly that

some States contributed a little, some less and some nothing; and
the last furnished at least an excuse for the first to do nothing
else.

10 He who could not bear to be personally in arrears in his

financial obligations was literally tortured by streams of companies
and individuals demanding money that was their due.

In early January, 1786, he was in despair over the prospect of hav

ing no money with which to pay the French officers whose pay-

,
ment the year before had created a favorable impression. The de

mands were pouring in upon him, and, with but twelve thousand

livres on hand, the duns upon his desk amounted to forty-two
thousand. The Treasury Board at home had made no provision.

11

* To De Stael, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 23841.
10

Autobiography, 83.
u To Adams, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 248.
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And he could see but a feeble prospect of paying the debt to

France a debt of honor. It was in these days that the utter im-

potency and even the contemptible character of the Confederation

was impressed upon him, and in indignation he wrote Monroe that

there never will be money in the treasury till the Confederacy

shows its teeth. He thought
s

the States must see the rod and per

haps it must be felt by some of them. The French officers who

had fought with Washington, and who flocked in friendship to the

house of Jefferson in Paris made him blush in humiliation. He
found it embarrassing even to face Vergennes, who practiced the

utmost toleration toward the Minister, knowing his feelings. One

day, however, Jefferson cringed when the courtly count in conver

sation inquired if the condition of our finances was improving.

Jefferson was sure he was thinking of the arrears of the interest on

the debt. He was forced to the lame explanation that the impost

still found obstacles/ but that hopes were entertained from the sale

of public land.
12 And from Jay he received but scant consolation.

Jay wrote that
c

a reluctance to taxes, an impatience of government,

a rage for property and little regard to the means of acquiring it ...

seem to actuate the mass of those who are uneasy in their circum

stances. To these, he said, may be added the influence of ambitious

adventurers and the speculations of the many characters who prefer

private to public good, and of others who expect to gain more from

wrecks made by tempests than from the produce of patient and

honest industry. And since the knaves and fools of this world are

forever in alliance, Jefferson should understand the difficulties o

a wise administration.
13

One gets the impression that Vergennes shared fully in the skep

ticism over the future of the United States, and that, while not un

friendly, his interest in the success of the young nation was not ex

travagant, now that his primary purpose in the alliance had been

served.

This was the background of the long conversation of Jefferson and

Vergennes covering the whole field of economic relations, in late

December, 1785. Jefferson had attended several levees at the For

eign Minister s, but these invariably were crowded, the conferences

12 To Jay, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 65.

13
Johnson, Correspondence of Jay, III, 212.
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prolonged, and, since precedence placed him toward the end, there

never had been sufficient time for a real discussion. There had been

perfunctory discussions before, in which Jefferson had launched his

fight to bring about the abolishment of the tobacco monopoly. He
had found that France consumed about twenty-four million pounds
a year, and that in the selections of the Farmers General there was

an enormous loss in revenue to the Government. He had pressed

the point vigorously that it is contrary to the spirit of trade and of

the -disposition of merchants to carry a commodity to any market

where but one person is allowed to buy it, and where, of course,

that person fixes the price which the seller must receive or re-export

his commodity at the 4oss of his voyage thither.* He had argued

that this resulted in the merchants carrying their produce to other

markets and taking in exchange the products of that country. He
had shown that since the peace France had been forced to buy con

siderable quantities of American tobacco in England and pay cash;

where, had it been sent to France, it would have been exchanged
for French products. Was it not true that the purchases made by

the Farmers General from America were paid in coin sent directly

to England? Did this not make an important part of the balance

supposed to be in favor of that nation against France? This ex

portation of coin could be prevented were the operations left to the

French and American merchants instead of the Farmers General.

And, anticipating the question whether this would not mean a

loss of revenue to the King, he had replied: On the contrary, the

measure I am proposing will increase his revenue, while it places

both the seller and the buyer on a better footing. He had pressed

the point that, by eliminating the cost of the collection without the

loss of revenue, the consumer can buy cheaper by two or three

livres per pound. This reduction in price would spread the sale of

tobacco to great numbers now unable to afford the luxury. The

King would get more revenue because of the greater consump
tion.

14

In 4ime, as we shall see, this Jeflfersonian crusade against the

Farmers General monopoly was to make a favorable impression on

Vergennes,

^ To Vergennes, Bergh, Writings of Jeffwson, V, 68-76.
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It was four months later that Jefferson journeyed to Versailles for

his special conference on commercial relations with the Minister.

When he was ushered into the presence of this famous statesman, he

was none too pleased to find Monsieur de Rayneval comfortably

ensconced. He was reputed to be one of the eyes of Vergennes
and in full possession of his confidence. But Jefferson thought him
c

more cunning than wise,
5

and his views neither great nor liberal.

He thought him a case-hardened bureaucrat, his heart susceptible

of little passions but not of good ones.
5 From his brother, Gerard,

formerly in America and unfavorably received, he had unhappy

impressions of the new nation. Jefferson, in brief, found him a man
of much duplicity/ and his presence in the department dealing

with American affairs most unfortunate.
10

The conversation found Vergennes taking the offensive with the

complaint that American commerce had not found its way to

France, but continued to England, though no law compelled it.

True, said Jefferson, but that was due to the commercial relations

of the two nations. Merchants naturally take their wares to a market

where they can make the most, and selling in England, they in

evitably bought there. Give the merchant an opportunity to sell at

a reasonable profit in France and he would not go to England to

buy.

Yes, agreed Vergennes, there could be no durable commerce

without an exchange of merchandise. When Vergennes agreed, Jef

ferson felt he had scored. .

Furnished thus with. an opening, Jefferson asked permission to

submit American products that might be sold in France. He cited

rice, which France bought from the Mediterranean.

Ah, said the Count, but the Egyptian rice is of a superior quality.

And indigo, continued Jefferson, was produced in the French col

onies in sufficient quantity.

Yes, said the Count, and better than the American product.

And Jefferson hurried on r flour, fish, and provisions of all kinds

were produced in abundance by the French. Thus, he conceded

i5 To Madisoa, &quot;Eotl^ Wrings of Jefferson, IV,. 368.
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rice, indigo, flour, fish, and other products had to be left out of

consideration.

But, he went on, there were certain things France did not pro

duce and could well buy from America. There, for example, were

peltry
and furs that could be furnished France to the amount of

two million livres that would be spent with the French. This, he

said, depended on the British giving up the posts, in accordance

with the provisions of the peace treaty a gentle hint to Vergennes.

And then, Jefferson continued, America was experimenting to see

if they could be transported to France. Vergennes gave assurance

that France would take them if the experiment was favorable.

Turning then to whale oil, Jefferson said that the reduction in

duty would enable America to sell profitably to France. In fact, a

merchant named Barrett, known to Jefferson, had just arrived to

settle at L Orient for the purpose of selling the cargoes of whale oil

and choosing the exchange. The first year, one-third would be taken

in money and two-thirds in merchandise, since the fishermen needed

money, but after the first year no money and only merchandise

would be required. Jefferson observed that, while the reduction in

duty was for one year only, it was to be assumed that it would be

continued, else all the prospects would be lost.

Vergennes expressed satisfaction with the trade in oil, but failed

to commit himself on the continuation of the reduction. Noting this

omission, Jefferson did not think it necessary to remind him that

Ve should claim its continuance under the treaty with the Hanse-

atic towns, which fixes this duty for them, and our own treaty

which gives us the rights of the most favored nation.

And then Jefferson launched on his favorite American product

tobacco. Again he reiterated the substance of his letter to Ver

gennes and the fact that, under the operation of the monopoly of

the Farmers General, a vast amount of American money was spent

in England that would be spent in France could American mer

chants sell their tobacco freely.

Yes, interjected Vergennes, but Jefferson must not forget that the

King was receiving a revenue of twenty-eight million livres on this

article and that there was a fear of tampering with the arrange

ment. Then, too, the revenue by way of farm was of very ancient
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date, and it would be hazardous to alter arrangements of long

standing so intimately bound up with the fiscal system.

But, Jefferson replied, because of the ease of collection in the case

of tobacco, this article could be withdrawn without in any way en

dangering the system. He assumed that the Government would

confine the delivery to five or six ports where one collector would

be sufficient.

Here, to Jefferson s amazement, Monsieur Rayneval broke in with

an agreement as to the simplicity of the plan proposed by Jefferson

and with the observation that propositions impractical at one time

might become practical at another.

Which, said Jefferson, was precisely the reason he was pressing

the matter now, when the question of the renewal of the contract

was pending. And, turning to Vergennes, could not this particular

article be separated or suspended until the Government could sat

isfy itself of the expediency of his proposal? But Vergennes thought

no promise could be given.

Thus far, Jefferson had been swimming in smooth waters, but at

this juncture Vergennes pushed him out into a rougher sea. He said

bluntly that he had found in arrangements made with America no

dependence could be put upon them. It was not a new complaint

to Jefferson, since Vergennes had made it before one day at Fon-

tainebleau when he had complained of the navigation acts of Mass

achusetts and New Hampshire. But a new complaint was now
made in reference to the difficulties put in the way of the Chevalier

de Mezie&quot;res taking over, by inheritance, the Georgia lands of Gen

eral Oglethorpe, whose heir he was.

The Minister was now in full swing. The administration of jus

tice in America, he complained, was so slow that merchants thought

the prospects desperate of collecting from American debtors. And
more still the commercial regulations ,of the States were disgust

ing to the merchants.

Finding these complaints new and serious, Jefferson passed them

lightly for the moment, while calling attention to certain legal com

plications in the case of the lands of Oglethorpe.

Returning to his house, Jefferson prepared some observations cov

ering all the new complaints. Vergennes had accepted as the law

of the nation a sharp comment of Adams on the land case. Jeffer-
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son observed that the opinion of Adams not only did not count with

the courts, but that his opinion would not be permitted to be read

in the courts which would pass upon the rights of the Chevalier

under the treaty, with a scrupulous regard for that instrument.

And tardiness of justice? Why, said Jefferson, in Virginia, where

under the King it took eight years to get a judgment in the Supreme
Court and from fifteen to twenty in the Court of Chancery because

of the indolence of the judges, a judgment was now rendered in a

year in the Supreme Court and within three years in the Court of

Chancery. And more to the point for the protection of French

commerce, a law was passed giving priority to the cases affecting

the French merchants. And the case of the British merchants? That

was on a different footing because no arrangements had been made

by Britain to pay for the slaves she had carried off during the Rev

olution. And the Navigation Acts? Not one line in derogation of

the treaty. And the complaint about the commercial regulations?

No justification at all for that.

When, with this written reply, Jefferson went to Versailles, he

was received, in the absence of Vergennes by* Monsieur de Ray-

neval, who volunteered the opinion that the interest of the State

dictated the removal of tobacco from the jurisdiction of the Farmers

General. Indeed, he had strongly urged this on the Comptroller

General, who had said that the contract with the Farmers General

was so far advanced that the change of the single item would neces

sitate a complete revamping.

Yes, Jefferson said, but the right was reserved to the King to dis

continue any article. Rayneval admitted it.
1G

VI

Jefferson was not through fighting, however. He had won over

both Vergennes and Rayneval to his point that the elimination of

the tobacco monopoly would be in the interest of France. But Rob

ert Morris, the American, who was concerned with personal profit

and not with the interests of either France or America, was resent

ing Jefferson s attack on the monopoly. Long after the event, Jeffer

son wrote Monroe of the personal animosity of a powerful person

Writings of Jefferson, IV, 117-30.
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in Philadelphia who was profiting by that abuse.
17 The fight of

Jefferson, making an impression on the Ministry, had delayed the

lease of the Farms six months, but in the end Morris got his con

tract for sixty thousand hogsheads of tobacco with the Farmers

General, which shared his hostility toward Jefferson s crusade.
18

But a concession had been forced in the incorporation of a clause

giving the King the power to discontinue the monopoly at any

time.

It was at this juncture that Lafayette rushed to the support of

Jefferson, whose friendship and affection he enjoyed. He proposed

that Jefferson should meet two men who were familiar with the

tobacco business, The meeting was held. These men, and Lafayette,

urged that Jefferson propose to Vergennes the appointment of a

committee to consider the case anew. Jefferson replied that it could

scarcely comport with diplomatic propriety for him to suggest to the

Minister a mode of procedure, but that he would press again for a

more satisfactory arrangement. Lafayette thereupon agreed to urge

the naming of a committee, and one was appointed which included

him. All the facts and figures in Jefferson s possession were put at

the disposition of the Marquis, who added to his knowledge by con

versations with French experts.

Thus again Lafayette became the champion of America, giving

battle to the two representatives of the Farmers General on the com

mittee. After the new lease was made, the committee continued in

action, primarily to show that the fight was not considered lost and

also to give further enlightenment to the Government. But Jeffer

son had faint hopes of accomplishing anything so long as Calonne,

a tool of the Farmers General, remained Minister of Finance.

When, despairing of success, the committee urged certain palli

atives intended to serve France, Jefferson lost interest.
19 1 confess

that I met them all with indifference, my object being a radical cure

of the evils by discontinuing the Farm, and not a mere assuagement
of it, which, rendering it more bearable, might lessen the necessity

of removing it entirely, he wrote Jay.
20

The effect of the lease, which provided that the Farmers General

Writings of Jefferson, VI, 15-16.
is To James Ross, ibid., V, 320. To Monroe, ibid., V, 330.
20 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 230-37.
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should buy of but one mercantile house, and that the house o

Morris, was to threaten other houses with ruin. Jefferson learned

that merchants at L Orient, both American and French, had been

exchanging tobacco for French products, to the benefit of both

countries, when the prohibition, in the interest of Morris, left them

with sixty-four hundred hogsheads in L Orient alone that they were

thus prohibited to sell. This so enraged Jefferson s sense of justice

that he carried the matter to Vergennes with the suggestion that

common fairness dictated that the Farmers General be compelled

to buy, to permit the merchants to wind up without loss the trans

action in which the new arrangement found them engaged.
21 The

great Minister instantly agreed to the compulsion.

This chapter closed with a note to Vergennes: 1 have been hon

ored by your Excellency s letter of yesterday enclosing a copy of the

resolutions of the committee on the subject of tobacco . . . which

will, I hope, by this measure be kept alive till more simple and per

manent arrangements become practical/
22

In the tenacity and stupidity with which France clung to old

evils, such as those of the Farmers General, Jefferson was to find the

explanation of her Revolution.

VII

Hearing from correspondents in Spain and Algiers that the United

States might facilitate negotiations with the Barbary pirates, pro

vided she had a treaty with Turkey, Jefferson went to Versailles to

consult Vergennes, who had served for some time in Constanti

nople. He wanted some idea of the cost of a mission. Vergennes

assured him that it would be very expensive, since presents must

be made to that court and everyone would be gaping after them.

Besides, said Vergennes, it would not procure a peace at Algiers one

penny cheaper. He had found that, while the Barbary States ac

knowledged a sort of vassalage to Turkey, they remembered it only

when they required something and forgot it when Turkey wished

anything of them. No, said Vergennes, /money is the sole agent at

Algiers, except so far as fear can be induced also.

Then, said Jefferson, returning to his mutton, why not have a

21 To Vergennes, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 301.

22
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 344.
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constant cruise of frigates in the Mediterranean and even blockade

Algiers ? The Minister thought ten vessels would be needed. Jeffer

son thought it possible that, even in that event, England might give
aid to the Algerians, but Vergennes thought it would create too

much scandal.

Jefferson then introduced the subject of the trading posts being
held by the British in violation of the peace treaty, and said they
were not being held in retaliation for the debts to Englishmen, since

the American merchants were quite willing to pay if given enough
time. Vergennes was sure the posts were being held to divert the

fur trade.

Cautiously feeling out the Minister on whether, in case the neces

sity for military action should arise in the case of the Western posts,

France would be an active ally, as originally understood, Jefferson

threw out the suggestion that England was not in a financial con

dition to wage war. When Vergennes, probably with a wry smile,

replied that the United States was hardly in condition to wage war,

Jefferson must have detected a sarcastic inflection in the tone. But,

continued Jefferson, ignoring the thrust, the knowledge that France

would support America in case of need would probably have a de

cisive effect on England. Vergennes replied vaguely that the United

States could always count on the friendship of France.23

And, in truth, France was giving evidence of her friendly feel

ing. She had acted promptly, under the guidance of Vergennes, in

the protection of the American merchants at L Orient against the

tobacco monopoly. She had agreed to the admission of American
fish on the footing of the Hanseatic towns, which meant a reduc

tion in duty. And she had made other commercial concessions she

did not publicly announce. In a letter to the merchants engaged
in the American trade, Jefferson had informed them, with the re

quest that the information may not get into the public papers.
24

And in a letter to Calonne, Minister of Finance, Jefferson had
hailed these concessions as

f

a new proof of his Majesty s friendship
and of his willingness to multiply the ties of interest and intercourse

between the two nations.*
25

23 To Jay, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 227.

24Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 257-58.
25 To Calonne, ibid., V, 458.
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But in a letter to Madison, Jefferson wrote that these concessions

represented the negotiations of an entire year.
26

VIII

And now Jefferson crossed the Channel to England.

He went to London on the urgent request of John Adams, the

American Minister at that court. Adams had sent word by his son-

in-law that the Minister from Tripoli, with whom negotiations

might be begun, was in London, and that the Portuguese Minister

there was ready to negotiate a commercial treaty.
27 No reference

to possible negotiations with the English appears in the letter, but in

his Autobiography f Jefferson says that Adams had thought he had

discovered some symptoms of a better disposition toward us.
5 At any

rate, negotiations with the English were to be undertaken.

Adams wrote Jay that he had requested the presence of Jefferson.

*Mr. Jefferson has long projected a visit to England, and this will

be a good opportunity, he wrote.
4No notice will be taken of it pub

licly in America, and his real errand will be concealed from the

public here/
28

Jefferson immediately asked audience of Vergennes before his

departure, and said he Vould be happy to be the besyrer of any com

mands your Excellency may have for that place.
29 He did not look

forward with high hopes to negotiations with the English, since he

had become convinced that their hostility to America had intensi

fied since the peace. Two years before, he had written to Monroe

that
c

with the English, nothing will produce a treaty but an enforce

ment of the resolutions of Congress proposing that there shall be

no trade where there is no treaty.
ao

He drove to Calais and arrived in London six days later. From

Adams and Abigail he received an enthusiastic welcome. Seven days

later, at a levee, he was presented to his enemy, George III, and the

Queen, and thought it impossible for anything to have been more

ungracious than their notice of Mr. Adams and myself. He saw

2C Hid., VI, 8. 27 To Jay, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 199-

28 Adams, Works of John Adams, VIII, 378.
29 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 286.

so
Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 443.
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at a glance that the ulcerations of mind in that quarter left nothing

to be expected on the subject of my attendance. And when, a few

days later, he was received by the Marquis of Carmarthen, the Min

ister of Foreign Affairs, and noted the distance and disinclination

which he betrayed in his conversation, the vagueness and evasion*

of his answers to us/ he was confirmed in the belief of their aver

sion to have anything to do with us. Adams Was not so despairing

but Jefferson could see no hope. And soon, even Adams was to be

disillusioned when several requests for a conference with Car

marthen were refused, on some pretext or other.
31 The author oi

the Summary View, the Reply to Lord North, and the Declaration

could hardly have expected a cordial greeting so soon after the hu

miliation of British arms; but he was soon to discover, to his cha

grin, that men who had sympathized with the colonies in their

struggle had turned cold toward the independent nation.

Soon he was to write Richard Henry Lee that the English feel we

shall be glad of their commerce on their terms. He had found no

party in sympathy with America, in or out of power. He had found

even the Opposition concurring with the Ministers in this. In the

Marquis of Lansdowne, and half a dozen others, he had found a

spirit of friendship, but he could hardly consider Lansdowne as a

party. And it was noticeable that even Lansdowne did not express

in Parliament the cordial sentiments expressed in private conver

sation. Even though he were to enter the Ministry, he would have

to bow to the King s will or leave, as he had done before. Hostility

to America was the system of the monarch. The object of the

present Ministry is to buoy up the nation-with flattering calculations

of their present prosperity, and to make them believe that they are

better without us than with us,* he wrote.

That courtesy to guests was not felt an obligation of gentility as

to Americans was brought home to Jefferson at a private dinner

where a General Clark, seated next him, declared that were Amer
ica to petition to be taken back on their former footing, the petition
would be generally rejected. He was serious in this and I think it

was the sentiment of the company, Jefferson wrote.32 After sev

eral experiences of this sort, Jefferson wrote his friend, John Page:
This nation hates us, their Ministers hate us, and their King more

^Autobiography, 63-64. ^Bord, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 206.
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than all other men. They have the impudence to avow this, tho

they acknowledge our trade important to them. But they think we
cannot prevent our countrymen bringing it into their lap.

83

This general sentiment did not extend to Shelburne, the Marquis
of Lansdowne, who warmly welcomed liberals to the generous hos

pitality
of Lansdowne House, where Jefferson was received warmly.

He found the Marquis most congenial and he liked him, but not

without a realization that he had no influence on events. Even

Pitt, with his free-trade ideas, of which he had given Ireland and

France the benefit, held sternly aloof from America under the

stupid frown of George III.

With the Government scarcely according scant courtesy to two

famous Americans, one accredited to its court, the two diplomats
were pounced upon angrily by English merchants, demanding the

payment of the debts.

The occasion arose during the course of a conversation with a

leading merchant who was astonished to find the attitude of the

two Americans so reasonable. He was sufficiently impressed to re

quest permission for a committee of the merchants, under the chair

manship of the head of the Association of British Merchants, to call

for a conference. Jefferson and Adams expressed their pleasure.

The committee appeared. The diplomats set forth the grievances

of the Americans because of the non-observance by England of the

treaty of peace, including the refusal to give up the Western posts

and the withdrawal of American property in violation of the agree

ment. The merchants complained, in their turn, of the obstructions

of the legislatures in the collection of the debts. The diplomats re

minded the merchants that they were authorized to treat of such

matters with the British Government, which had refused to nego

tiate; and that the little circulating coin in the United States made

impossible the immediate payment of the debts. The merchants ad

mitted the impossibility of immediate payment and the propriety

of official negotiations. They were willing to allow a reasonable

time.

When the diplomats proposed a period of five years, with imme

diate judgments rendered, but with the payments spread, the mer

chants were astonished to find that they had been so willfully mis-

33 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 305-06.
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informed. The Americans then said that they were willing to ac

knowledge as the debt all the principal and interest before and after

the war. The merchants insisted that the interest accrued during the

war should be paid as well The diplomats disagreed. The mer

chants could see the point made by the diplomats, but said it would

be a bitter pill/ Even so, the committee left in good humor, and

with the assurance from the chairman that he would immediately

communicate with the Minister of Foreign Affairs and that the

diplomats would hear from him. They never heard.34

In this connection it is interesting to note that Jefferson was not

personally in accord with popular sentiment in America on the pay

ment of the English debts. Writing Monroe, he said that whether

England gives up the posts or not, these debts must be paid or our

character stained with infamy among all nations and all times/ 35

The merchants would have been all the more astonished had they

known that Jefferson was of this opinion.

IX

One day, Jefferson and Adams sat down to a conference with the

Tripolitan Ambassador, Abdrahaman. The spokesman of the pirates

smiled ingratiatingly upon them as he smugly told them that Trip

oli s price for peace was thirty thousand guineas. Tunis? Ah, yes,

he could speak for it. The price would be the same. Assuming that

Algiers and Morocco would demand an equal amount, the diplo

mats saw that the purchase of peace was quite beyond the capacity

of the United States. They prolonged the conversation solely for the

purpose of eliciting information, and dismissed the pirate from

their minds.
36

More agreeable were the negotiations with the Chevalier Pinto,

of Portugal, but in the $nd, after a seeming success, they were to

turn out to be fruitless. The discussions ranged over a period of

six weeks. The general plan was that of the most favored nation.

Against all attempts to get concessions in Portugal s American pos

sessions, Pinto held firtiily. The only other item which was diffi-

,34 To Jay, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 298-301.

^Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 222.
36 To Cannichael, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 306.
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cult was the Americans contention that American breadstuffs re

ceived in Portugal should include flour as well as wheat. On this

the Americans were insistent. The Portuguese Ambassador was

frankly sympathetic, and finally signed the treaty with this stipu

lation, but with the warning, as Jefferson reported, that several

Nobles of great influence at their court were the owners of wind
mills in the neighborhood of Lisbon which depended much for

their profits on manufacturing our wheat, and that this stipulation

would endanger the whole treaty.
37 And so it came to pass. For

months thereafter the correspondence between Jefferson and Adams
referred to the tardiness of the ratification in Lisbon.

The treaty never was ratified.

So terminated Jefferson s foray into the field of diplomacy in

England.

X

His general impression of England was expressed in a letter to

Page:

I traversed that country much, and own both town and country
fell short of my expectations. Comparing it with this [France], I

found a much greater proportion of barrens, a soil in other parts
not naturally so good as this, not better cultivated, but better

manured, and therefore more productive. This proceeds from the

practice of long leases there and short ones here. The laboring

people here are poorer than in England. They pay about one-half

their produce in rent; the English, in general about one-third. The

gardening in that country is the article in which it surpasses all

the earth. I mean their pleasure gardening. This, indeed, went far

beyond my ideas.
38

It would be interesting to know of his meanderings in London,
but his correspondence is singularly lacking regarding his impres
sions of that city. One must conclude that, aside from the King, the

Foreign Minister, and Lansdowne, who recognized in him a distin

guished visitor, he saw no one of the public men who then gave
luster to public life. John Wilkes, who mentions having met him,

is the exception.
80 One would like to think that he had conversed

W
Autobiography, 64. SSBergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 304.

W Wilkes,
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with Burke, who had supported the position of the Americans and

had revamped the Summary View for British eyes, and that he had

enjoyed the eloquence of Fox about some cozy fireside and dined at

Holland House in the brilliant company of liberals and lovers of

liberty forever associated with the table of that most gracious gen
tleman of his time. He would have enjoyed the house so redolent

of history, and in the spacious gardens would have found his spirit

cleansed of the poison of prejudice which had come from his snub

bing by the King. Was feeling then running so high that even the

liberals dared not show an interest in the author of the Declaration

of Independence? At any rate, Jefferson appears to have been so

disgusted with the official snubs that he had turned with relish from

the town to the country, and from the supercilious condescension of

men to the solace and serenity of English gardens.

For eight days he drove with Adams through the always charm

ing English countryside, the journey taking him to twenty-eight

villages and towns, including Hampton Court, Reading, Stratford,

Birmingham, Worcester, and Oxford. He went primarily to study
the English gardens, taking with him Whately s standard book on

gardening. *I always walked over the gardens with his book in my
hand, he wrote, examined with attention the particular spots he

described, and found them so justly characterized by him as to be

easily recognized, and saw with wonder that his fine imagination
had never been able to seduce him from the truth. Among the

more famous gardens he visited were those of Hampton Court, the

Duke of Devonshire s at Chiswick, Lady Frances Pelham s huge
garden of forty acres at Esher Place, that of Leasowes in ishropshire,
Moor Park, and Blenheim. It is significant of Jefferson s jottings on
his travels that, while he was an ardent admirer of Pope, the poet,
when he visited his garden at Twickenham he confined his obser

vations to the garden, merely describing the house and the obelisk

to the poet s mother. At Stowe, the property of the Marquis of

Buckingham, he was charmed with the garden, observing that the

owner was the son of George Grenville, who had taken it from the

famous diplomatist, Temple. At Stratford-on-Avon, he fell into no
rhetorical rhapsodies over Shakespeare, and merely records seeing
the house where Shakespeare was born. Blenheim evoked no com
ment on Marlborough, and if Hampton Court summoned the ghost
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of Wolsey, the robustious Henry, or the penitent tears o poor

Catherine Howard, he kept it to himself. Moor Park might well

have suggested Swift, whom he admired so much, but his love of

architecture here struggled alone with his love o gardens.

This dearth of descriptions, of poetizing and philosophizing, has

persuaded a French biographer that Jefferson had but little artistic

interest or appreciation, though there is a superabundance of evi

dence to the contrary. He who loved architecture and had a fine

historical imagination could see no reaspn for describing Hampton*
Court or Blenheim, so often described before, or for indulging in

philosophical reflections on the history that had paraded through

their halls. On his travels we shall always find him writing down

only practical suggestions that might be useful to himself and

friends. He drove over England to study gardens; all else, was chafL

On returning to London, he sought in vain to make a farewell

call of courtesy on the Foreign Minister, who maintained his atti*

tude of cold discourtesy, and then wrote a farewell note offering

his services for anything His Excellency might care to send to his

Ambassador in Paris. And he returned to France feeling he had

been roundly snubbed.

XI

He found Paris more cordial and entertaining. He was not dis

dainful of gossip and he retailed it to his friends. The marriage of

the Ambassador of Sweden and Miss Necker [Baroness de Stael]

you have heard of, he wrote one. Houdon is about taking a wife

also.
40 The Cardinal de Rohan and Cagliostro remain where they

did, in the Bastille, nor does the affair yet seem to draw toward a

conclusion/ he wrote another.
41

Going in and out of his house this year, one might have seen

John Trumbull, the American painter whose great historic can

vases adorn the rotunda of the Capitol in Washington today. He
was in Paris to have his Death of Montgomery and his Bunker

Hill engraved/
12

I persuaded him to stay and study here and then

40 To W. T. Franklin, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 313.

41 To Mr. Otto, ibid., V, 317.
42 To Franklin, ibid., V, 400.
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proceed to Rome/ he wrote Humphreys.
43

It was during his Lon

don tribulations that Jefferson met the artist, who wrote his version

of the relationship in Paris. He had a taste for the fine arts, and

highly approved my intention of preparing myself for the accom

plishment of a national work/ Trumbull wrote. *He encouraged me
to persevere in this pursuit, and kindly invited me to come to Paris,

to see and study the fine work there and to make his house my
home during my stay. I now availed myself of this invitation and

went to his house . , . where I was most kindly received by him. 44

It is interesting to know that the Signing of the Declaration of In

dependence in the rotunda of the Capitol in Washington was be

gun under the roof of the author of that document During my
visit/ writes Trumbull, I began the composition of the &quot;Declara

tion of Independence&quot; with his information and advice.
45

The relations of host and guest were clearly agreeable. Trumbull

went with Jefferson to dine with Madame Le Brun, the brilliant

portrait painter, though strangely enough she is not mentioned in

the Jefferson letters. Together they dined at Passy with the Abbes

Chasse and Arnout, and though it was fast day, the painter was

astonished with the luxury of the table in soups, fish and fruits,

truly characteristic of the opulent clergy of the time.
4C And they

rose from the table of the clergy to visit Madame de Corny. When
about this time the artists, Richard Cosway and his charming wife

Maria, appeared in Paris, it was Trumbull who presented them to

Jefferson, whom we shall find, a little later, romantically inclined

toward the lady and in the meanderings of the group of artists over

Paris, Jefferson invariably was along, with Maria as his particular

companion.
47

One Sunday in sizzling August, Jefferson went with Trumbull to

witness the ceremony of the crowning of the rosire of Sarennes, a

village near Saint-Cloud, four miles from Chaillot. Every year the

most amiable, industrious, and virtuous poor girl of the parish was
chosen to be received by all the villagers and strangers in a solemn

ceremony in the little church. Jefferson that year was among the

strangers. And after the ceremony, the diplomat and artist walked
back to Paris over the Pont de Neuilly, a very beautiful stone

V, 401. 44Xrumbull, Autobiography, 95-96.
45 Ibid. ^IUd.9 116. ^Ibid., 118.
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bridge over the Seine/
4S

It was some time later that one room In

the house of Jefferson took on the appearance of a studio, and vis

itors might have seen the Minister posing for the artist in the paint

ing of the portrait which is part of the company in the Signing

of the Declaration. It was there., too, that Trurnbull painted the

portrait
of Major General Ross, a French officer, for the painting of

the Surrender of Cornwallis.
C

I regard these as the best of my small

portraits,
wrote Trumbull years later. They were painted from life

in Mr. Jefferson s house.
5 49

XII

Thoroughly familiar with the work of the naturalist. Count de

Buffon,
M

as we have noted in his observations in his Notes on Vir

ginia, Jefferson had several bones to pick with him. It was not until

early in 1786 that the diplomat met him, and in their first conver

sation he was appalled by Buffon s ignorance of American elk and

deer. He thought our deer never had horns more than a foot long/

he snorted, in a letter to a Virginia friend. Would not this friend

take the trouble to procure for [him] the largest pair of buck horns

you can, and a large skin of each color ... a red and a blue? Would

he not try to take these from a buck just killed,
c

to leave all the

bones in the head in the skin, with the horns on, to leave the bones

in the legs with the skin on also, and the hoofs to it? Then, by

making *only an incision all along the belly and neck to take the

animal out, we could, by sewing that incision and stuffing the skin,

present the true size and form of the animal, and that would be a

most precious present.
50 And he hurried a similar request to

another friend at home.51 In this good-natured controversy with

the French naturalist, Jefferson was to score a triumph that was to

make the salons roar with laughter and to please him enormously.

He was finding much to compensate him for his homesickness.

He was sending Patrick Henry an elaborate description of a new

musket he had examined, since he had sought out the inventor and

made experiments of his own with its operation.
52 He was writing

101, IM*., 151.
o To A. V. Gary, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 244

51 To Archibald Stuart, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 189.

IV, 136-37.
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the Prevot des Marchands et Echevins de Paris, asking permission

to present the municipality with a bust of Lafayette, done by Hou-

don.
53

Despite his multiplicity of occupations, when Monsieur de

Meusnier was preparing an article entitled Economic, Politique et

Diplomatique, and submitted innumerable questions concerning

the United States, Jefferson, wishing a correct picture presented in

a publication he thought would go down *to the late ages, found

time to prepare replies as minute and comprehensive as were his

replies to Marbois when he wrote his Notes on Virginia. After the

author had written his article, he submitted it to Jefferson for cor

rections. 1 read it, and was led by that into a still greater number of

details by way of correcting what he had first written, which was,

indeed, a mass of errors and misconceptions from beginning to end,

he wrote Adams. For this, he said, he had been paid for his trouble

&quot;in the true coin of the country, most unmerciful compliments.
5*

About the same time, Monsieur Soule, writing his Histoire des

&quot;Troubles de I Amerique et les Anglais, sent proofsheets to Jefferson

for correction. Again he turned author, in a letter of more than

a thousand words, setting forth the written interpretation of Revo

lutionary events.
55 And when Jean Pierre Brissot de Warville, des

tined as a Girondist to the guillotine in the Terror, was writing his

book on America, Jefferson made numerous corrections that were

incorporated.
56

This, too, was the year that Jefferson s Ordinance of Religious

Freedom was finally passed in the Virginia legislature, and the

author was beside himself with joy. *Our act of religious freedom

is extremely applauded, he wrote Wythe. The ambassadors and

ministers of the several nations of Europe resident at this court have

asked me copies of it to send to their sovereigns, and it is inserted

in full in several books now in the press; among others, the new

Encyclopedia. I think it will produce considerable good even in

these countries.
5T He bubbled over with enthusiasm in a letter to

Madison, boasting that it had been translated into French and

Italian.
58

Learning that Mirabeau, who was just emerging into the front

Writings of Jefferson, V, 429.
54

Ford, Writings of Jeferson, IV, 296-97, 55 Itat, IV, 300-11.
56

ibid., IV, 281. 57 ifod.9 IV, 267-68. **
Ibid., IV, 334
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rank of pre-revolutionary statesmen, had not seen a copy, Jefferson

sent him one, with the observation that the Count de Mirabeau

will perhaps be able on some occasions to avail mankind of this ex

ample of emancipating human reason.
59

XIII

Most of this extra work was done during the hot summer in

Paris, for Jefferson felt he could not afford the luxury of Fontaine-

bleau. The Marquis [Lafayette] is gone into Auvergne for the

summer, he wrote Humphreys. The rest of the beau monde are

also vanished for the season. We give and receive them, as you

know, for the swallows.
60 He would have liked to summer near

the great palace of the monarchs and he did make occasional jour

neys thither. It was on one of these excursions that we get a

glimpse of Jefferson s method of determining the state of a country,

not by conversations with the powerful and high-placed, but with

the ordinary folk.

As soon as I got clear of the town [he wrote Madison from Fon-

tainebleau], I fell in with a poor woman walking at the same rate

as myself and going the same course. Wishing to know the con

dition of the laboring poor, I entered into conversation with her,

which I began by inquiries for the path which would lead to the

mountain; and thence proceeded to inquiries into her vocation,

condition and circumstances. She told me she was a day laborer at

8 sous or 4 d. sterling the day; that she had two children to main

tain and pay rent of 30 livres for her home (which would consume

the hire of 75 days), that often she could get no employment and

of course was without bread. As we walked together near a mile

and she had so far served as my guide, I gave on parting 24 sous.

She burst into tears of gratitude which I could perceive were un

feigned, because she was unable to utter a word. She had probably

never before received so great an aid. This little attendrissement,

with the solitude of my walk, led me into a train of reflections on

the unequal division of property which occasions the numberless

instances of wretchedness which I have observed in this country

and is to be observed all over Europe.
61

&, IV, 283. 6(
&amp;gt;Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, V, 401.

i Hunt, Writings of Madison, II, 246, note.
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If he found himself alone in the heat of Paris that summer of

1786, he took his punishment in good humor and was able to write

banteringly to Abigail Adams:

It is an age since I had the honor of a letter from you, and an

age and a half since I presumed to address one to you. I think my
last was dated in the reign of King Amri, but under which of his

^

successors you wrote I cannot recollect Ocharias, Zoachair, Mana-

hem, or some such hard name. At length it is resumed; I am
honored with your favor of July 23 and am at this moment writing
an answer to it. And first, we will dispatch business. The shoes

you ordered will be ready this day and will accompany the present

letter, but why send money for them? You know the balance of

trade was always against me. You will observe by the enclosed

account that it is I who am to export cash always, and the sum
has been lessened by the bad bargains I have made for you and the

good ones you have made for me. This is a gaining trade, and

therefore I shall continue it, begging you will send no more money
here. . . . You were right in conjecturing that both the gentlemen

might forget to communicate to me the intelligence about Captain
. Stanhope. Mr. Adams s head was full of whale oil, and Colo.

Smith s of German politics but don t tell them this so they
left it to you to give me the news. I would rather receive it from

you than from them. This proposition about the exchange of a son

for my daughter puzzles me. I shall be very glad to have your son,

but I cannot part with my daughter. Thus, you see, I have such a

habit of gaining in trade with you that I always expect it. ... Here,
we have singing, dancing, laughter and merriment, no assassina

tions, no treasons, rebellions, nor other dark deeds. When our King
goes out, they fall down and kiss the earth where he has trodden;
and then they go on kissing one another, and this is the truest

wisdom. They have as much happiness in a year as an Englishman
in ten.r,62

Thus, buying shoes for Abigail, shopping for Martha, selecting a

watch or a volume for Madison, and books for Monroe, he passed
the hot season.

Arid every day he fared forth on a stroll of six or seven miles. On
one of these walks with Maria Cosway, he stumbled and fell, frac

turing his wrist. His companion did not realize he was hurt, for

62
Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 260-62.
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unostentatiously holding his wrist, he continued the conversation,

despite the excruciating pain. Nothing daunted, he practiced writ

ing letters with his left hand, and his correspondence scarcely suf

fered. But the surgeon who attended him bungled the job, and

for months Jefferson was to suffer torment. He had previously

asked Congress for a short release for recreation, and now, hearing

that the waters of Aix might be beneficial for his wrist, he also

made plans for his journey into southern France, which was to take

him as far as Milan in Italy. A few days before his accident, he

had taken the elaborate mansion in the Champs Elysees, which was

to be a useless burden for two months.



CHAPTER

XVI

DIPLOMACY GRAVE AND GAY

BUT
AFTER HE RETURNED to Paris, much water was to

pass over the dam before Jefferson would fare forth on his

southern journey. A man of impeccable personal integrity, with a

high sense of monetary responsibility, he was suffering torment be

cause unable to meet the obligations of his country in the payment
of her debts. He found it especially painful to face the French offi

cers who had fought with Washington and confess that he had not

the means to pay the money due them. Since his home had become
the rallying-point for many of these officers, he could not escape
their reproving glances. When the Chevalier de Segond sent him
a dunning letter, Jefferson replied that he felt &quot;with great sensibility

the weight of these complaints, but it is neither in my province nor

in my power to remedy them. He explained that all money matters

were with the Commissioners of the Treasury in New York and
their bankers in Europe. He had written strongly to the Commis

sioners, who had assured him that they would provide the funds

at the first moment it should be in their power.
l

Humiliated as a man, he was even more humiliated as an Amer
ican, for he knew that, in the absence of adequate provisions for

the payment of her debts, the prestige of his country was sinking
lower every day. The idea that money might be borrowed from
the Dutch for the payment of the French debt impressed him fav

orably, but he cringed at the thought of attempting the negotiations,
1
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 62.
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and warmly urged Adams as the ideal bargainer.
2 Tor this I am

the most unfit person living, he wrote. 1 do not understand bar

gaining nor possess the dexterity requisite for the purpose, and

again he recommended Adams for the task.
3 More especially, he

wrote, is it necessary to get rid of the debt to the officers. Their

connections at court are such as to excite very unfavorable feelings
there against us, and some very hard things have been said. . . .

The payment of the interest to the officers would have kept them

quiet; but there are two years now due them. 4

Along with the ever-pressing problem of the debts, Jefferson s

feelings were strongly enlisted in the war against Holland, inspired,
as he thought, by England and supported by Prussia. When the dull

Prussian monarch took warlike measures, the King of France de

clared that, in accordance with a pledge, he would oppose the Prus

sian aggression. Whereupon England notified France of the termi

nation of the agreement as to giving notice of its naval armaments,
and let it be known that she would oppose the French. Thus, a

war between England and France seemed inevitable at the moment.
That France was bound in honor to support the Dutch, there could

be no doubt, and Jefferson had seen at The Hague the commitment
in the handwriting of Vergennes. But Eden, the future Lord Auck

land, hurried to Paris to assist the Duke of Dorset in the negoti

ations, and virtue was not militant at the then degenerate French

court, though Marie Antoinette preferred war to dishonor. But, as

Jefferson wrote Jay, the King goes for nothing. He hunts one half

the day, is drunk the other, and signs whatever he is told/
5

In the end, France chose the way of dishonor. But in the mean

while, Jefferson was concerned with the status of the United States

in the event of a war between France and England. Convinced

that great advantages would accrue were the Slates to maintain

neutrality, he scarcely hoped that the English would permit it. Is

it certain that Great Britain, by her searches, her seizures, and other

measures for harassing us, will permit us to preserve our neutral

ity? he asked Jay, If permitted, material benefits would come,

though Jefferson doubted the effect of neutrality upon our morals or

happiness.
6 He was to find that, having driven France into a dis-

2
Ibid., VI, 71. 3

Ibid,, VI, 135. 4 To Adams, ibid., VI, 173.

#., VI, 337-38. *Ibid., VI, 331.
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Captain appears to have been the lover of Aimee de Tellison, a

natural daughter o Louis XV. 1 shall now tell you in confidence/

he wrote Jefferson in 1787, that she is the daughter of the late King
and a lady of quality on whom his Majesty bestowed a large

fortune.
57 She is said to have been Jones s mistress and helper over

a period of fourteen years. When he departed for Russia, he asked

Jefferson to keep an eye on her and give her any assistance she

might require. He readily agreed, but was rather nonplussed, on

the lady s appearance, to find her a beautiful woman in her early

twenties with flaming red hair. Later, Jones wrote Jefferson from

Russia of his distress because the letters from the lady had not

recently arrived. He was in great anxiety. Would not Jefferson

ascertain her whereabouts and her situation and inform him at

once ?
5S With the Revolution on, we may imagine Jefferson turning

momentarily from the marching mobs to scan the horizon of Paris,

in search of a flaming head of hair for the solacing of the soul o

one of the naval heroes of the American Revolution.

57 Russell, John Paul Jones, 182.

** Ibid., 246.
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That Jay was equally chagrined is evident in his reply:

It is greatly to be regretted that communications to Congress are

not kept more private; a variety of reasons, which must be obvious

to you, oppose it, and while the federal sovereignty remains just as

it is, little secrecy can be expected. These circumstances must un

doubtedly be a great restraint on those public and private characters

from whom you would otherwise obtain useful hints and informa

tion. I, for my part, have long experienced the inconvenience of it,

and in some instances very sensibly.
10

Harassed and humiliated by importunate creditors, threatened

with war, his most confidential letters given to the press, and his

official correspondence opened at the postoffices, Jefferson was not

unmindful of the fact that there was something electric in the at

mosphere of Paris, denoting a change of a fundamental character.

The old age was passing out; the new one, ushered in by the Amer
ican Revolution, was knocking at the door. Politics was absorbing
all -conversation, even among the ladies. The cafes were becoming

politically
articulate. Jefferson was enormously interested as a spec

tator.

The passing of the old age was coincident with the passing of

Vergennes, the greatest Foreign Minister in Europe, the strongest

Minister of a feeble King. The Count de Vergennes has within

these ten days had a very severe attack of what is deemed an un

fixed gout/ Jefferson wrote Carrington. *He has been well enough^

however, to do business today. But anxieties for him are not yet

quieted. He is a great ,and good Minister and an accident to him

might endanger the peace of Europe.
u

Jefferson had found him

most agreeable, once his cynical amusement about popular govern

ments was disregarded and the fact accepted that, while he might
be useful to America, it would not be due to affection. Writing
Madison ten days later that Vergennes was in danger, he drew a

perfect thumbnail sketch of the statesman:

He is a great Minister in European affairs, but has very imperfect

ideas of our institutions, and no confidence in them. His devotion

to the principle of pure despotism renders him unaffectionate to our

Governments. But his fear of England makes him value us as a

10 Johnson, Correspondence of ]ay, III, 243.
11 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 359.
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makeweight. He is cool and reserved in political conversations, but

free and familiar on other subjects, and a very attentive and

agreeable person to do business with. It is impossible to have a

clearer, better organized head; his age has chilled his heart.12

Thus, through January and early February in 1787, the great Min

ister, who had made such a decisive contribution to the achievement

of American independence and who has been so utterly forgotten

by the American people, appeared constantly in Jefferson s corre

spondence, as with real anxiety he watched the progress of his ill

ness. By February, it was realized that he was seriously ill The

doctors were puzzled. There was some hope, from the swelling of

the foot, that it would turn out to be gout. And again Jefferson

wrote, this time to Jay, that his loss at all times would have been

great, but it would be immense during the critical poise of European

affairs existing at this moment. 13
Writing Jay again, a week later,

he said he had delayed his letter in the hope of sending word of

Vergennes improvement, but, alas, he had not improved. On the

contrary, he was growing weaker with the continuation of his ill

ness.
14

Within a week Vergennes was dead.

Jefferson saw Montmorin, his successor, and was pleased with his

modesty, the simplicity of his manners, and his disposition towarc

us. He promised himself *a good deal of satisfaction in doing busi

ness with him. He was to find him quite as friendly as his prede

cessor, but not nearly so able.
15 In the reorganization of the Min

istry at this time, Jefferson was sure an improvement had beer

made. The re-entry of Malesherbes delighted him particularly. Hi;

knowledge, his integrity, render his value inappreciable, and th(

greater to me because while he had no views of office we had estab

lished together the most unreserved intimacy, he wrote Madison

And Montmorin his honesty proceeds from the heart as well a;

the head, and therefore may be more surely counted on. ia

A little later, Jefferson was sure that Montmorin and Baron d&amp;lt;

Breteuil were firmly in the saddle, but he thought the Archbisho{
of Toulouse, the confidant of the Queen, doomed to an early demise

bid.9 IV, 366-67. iSBergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 76.

**., VI, 85. 15 To Lafayette, ibid., VI, 101.
!6 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 392-93.
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and thought him possibly tolerated as an intended victim. His best

actions are exciting against him a host of enemies, particularly the

reduction of the pensions and reforms in other branches of econ

omy/ Jefferson wrote Jay. And sooner or later, when the public
learned of the betrayal of Holland, there would be a rumpus, and

Toulouse would be the scapegoat. Indeed, he was to linger but a

little while and gladly change his office for the red cap of a Car

dinal
17

But the financial condition of France was desperate, the spirit of

protest
was spreading to the people, and Jefferson had little respect

for the spendthrifts of the court and little confidence in any leader

ship from the Crown. The King loves business, economy, order

and justice, and wishes sincerely the good of his people, but he is

irascible, rude, very limited in his understanding, and religious

bordering on bigotry, Jefferson wrote Madison. He had no mistress

and loved his queen, but since this made him subservient to her

will, Jefferson doubted the advantage; for he found her capricious

, . . devoted to pleasure and expense, and not remarkable for any
other vices or virtues/ An3, to make bad worse, the King was a

glutton at the table and he had been drinking more heavily of late.
18

It was after the death of Vergennes and the reorganization of

the Ministry that in sheer desperation the King was driven to the

summoning of the Assembly of Notables. Jefferson agreed with the

average Frenchman that this event was the most important one

that has taken place in their civil line during the present century.

He found that some promise great things, others nothing, and he

ventured no opinion,
19 But he was shocked and disturbed by the

levity with which a great part of the people, especially in fashion

able life, looked upon the event. He wrote in disgust to Abigail

Adams:

The most remarkable effect of this convention as yet is the num
ber of puns and bon mots it has generated. I think, were they all

collected, they would make a more voluminous work than the

Encyclopedia. This, more than anything else I have seen, convinces

me that this nation is incapable of any serious effort but under the

word of command. The people at large view every object only as

d., IV, 462-65. i*Ibid., IV, 393.
19 To Carmlchael, &ti., IV, 358.
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it may furnish, puns and bon mots; and I pronounce that a good
punster would disarm the whole nation were they ever so

seriously

disposed to revolt.
20

But the common people did not figure in the salons, or in the

fashionable society, or in the Assembly of Notables, and Jefferson
soon was to find that these were not interested in puns, and within
two years the Bastille would fall and no punster would undertake
to disarm the people with a laugh.
No one, indeed, knew what the King had in mind in summoning

the Notables for the first time in a hundred and sixty years. Many
objects figured in the speculations of the gossips. This government
practices secrecy so systematically that it never publishes its pur
pose or its proceedings, sooner, or more extensively than necessary/
Jefferson wrote Jay.

21 The fact that Lafayette was to figure in

the Assembly gave Jefferson a keen personal interest, which crops
out continually in his correspondence. He attended the opening
session, made his farewell call on Montmorin, and at length started

on his travels.

II

He wrote Adams, on the eve of his departure, that he had taken
measures for the conveying to me on the road all letters, so that

should anything extraordinary require it, I can at all times be re

called to Paris within a fortnight.
22 He had his own well-defined

ideas of travel, particularly for an American of that period. These
he had set forth in a memorandum for Mr. Rutledge and Mr.

Shippen.
cOn arriving at a town/ he said, the first, thing is to buy

the plan of the town, and the book noting its curiosities. Walk
round the ramparts when there are any, go to the top of a steeple
to have a view of the town and its environs. It would be wise, he

thought, not to depend on professional guides to be overwhelmed
with details, many imaginary. The national character, he warned,
cannot be calculated from the people the traveler naturally sees most
-rthe tavern keepers, valets de place, and postilions, since these are

die hackneyed rascals of every country. The American should give

., IV, 370. 2i Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 45.

I, 80.
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his attention
especially to agricultural life to determine what ani

mals or plants might usefully be transported to the States; to me
chanical arts, so far as they respect things necessary in America

;
to

manufacturing, superficially, since it was impossible that America
should become a manufacturing country during the time of any
man now living ; to pleasure gardens because America is the coun

try of all others where the noblest gardens may be made without

expense ;
to architecture, since it is desirable to introduce taste into

an art which shows so much
; to painting and statuary worth see

ing but not studying/ since these were too expensive for the state

of wealth among us.

Naturally enough, he advised a careful study of politick in re

spect to internal affairs. The purpose should be to determine their

influence on the happiness of the people. Take every possible occa

sion for entering into the houses of the laborers, and especially at

the moment of their repasts, he urged. See what they eat, how
they are, clothed, whether they are obliged to work too hard; whe
ther the Government or their landlord takes from them an unjust

proportion of their labor; on what footing stands the property they
call their own, their personal liberty, etc. If possible, it would be
well to see their courts, as you would see the Tower of London or

menagerie of Versailles with their lions, tigers, hyenas, and other

beasts of prey, standing in the same relation with their fellows/

Such an inspection, he thought, would convince the spectator that,

under the most imposing exterior, they are the weakest and worst

kind of mankind. 23

With these ideas of travel, Jefferson left Paris February 28, 1787,
and drove up the Seine through Champagne and Burgundy; and
then down the Rhone through the Beaujolais by Lyons, Avignon,
Nismes, to Aix, where he was to linger long enough to try the effect

of the waters on his wrist. Despite the necessity now of writing
with his left hand, he could not but yield to the natural impulse to

write his friends, even on his travels. In Nismes, he wrote the

Countess de Tess6 his impressions thus far on his journey:

Here I am, Madame, gazing whole hours at the Maison Quarree
like a lover at his mistress. The stock weavers and silk spinners
around it consider me a hypochondriac Englishman about to write

2
Writings of Jefferson, Definitive Edition, XVII, 290-93.
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with a pistol the last chapter o his history. This is the second time

I have been in love since I left Paris. The first was with Diana at

the Chateau de Laye-Epinay in Beaujolais, a delicious morsel of

sculpture by M. A. Slodtz. This, you will say, was in rule, to fall in

love with female beauty; but with a house, it is out of precedent.

No, Madame, it is not without precedent in my own history.
While in Paris I was violently smitten with the H6tel de Salm and
used to go to the Tuileries almost daily to look at it. From Lyons
to Nismes I have been nourished with the remains of Roman

grandeur. ... At Orange, too, I thought of you. I am sure you
had seen with pleasure the sublime triumphant arch of Marius at

the entrance to the city. I went then to the Arena. Would you
believe, Madame, that in the eighteenth century in France, under

the reign of Louis XVI, they are at this moment pulling down the

circular wall of this superb remains to pave a road? ... I thought
of you again, and I was then in a great humour at the Pont du

Card, a sublime antiquity and well preserved. But most of all here,

where Roman taste and magnificence excite ideas analogous to

yours at every step, I could not longer oppose the inclination to

avail myself of your permission to write to you. . . . Madame de Tott

did me the same honor. But she, being only the descendant of

some of those puny heroes who boiled their own kettles before the

walls of Troy, I shall write to her from a Grecian rather than a

Roman canton; when I shall find myself, for example, among the

Phoenician relations at Marseilles.24

While trying the waters at Aix, he received a letter from Martha,
who from her convent school had chided him on his journey as

undertaken under the pretense of ministering to his wrist, when

your voyage is rather for your pleasure than your health. Jeffer

son read a girlish narrative of events not unmixed with juvenile
worries. Martha had done a pretty handsome landscape with

Pariseau a little man playing on a violin and begun another

beautiful landscape. But she went so slowly with my Tito [Livy],
it being in such ancient Italian that I cannot read without my mas
ter, and very little with him even. And did Jefferson really mean
that she should dine at the abbess s table? The speech of the King
and the Duke de Narbonne had been copied all over the convent/
And why had not Jefferson kept his word and written her? And

24
Bergh, Writings of ]&fterson, VI, 102-04.
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Titus Livius puts me out of my wits. They were making history

at the Assembly of the Notables, but she would not tell about it for

fear of taking a trip to the Bastille.

Not coddled in the least, Jefferson replied with parental severity:

1 do not like your saying that you are unable to read the ancient

print of your Livy but with the aid of your master. We are always

equal to what we undertake with resolution. A little degree of this

will enable you to decipher your Livy. If you always lean on your

master, you never will be able to proceed without him. It is part of

the American character to consider nothing as desperate. And of

course he expected her to eat at the abbess s table. If he had not

written, it was because he was constantly on the road. The journey

had the possible restoration of his wrist as its purpose partly, but

he also sought instruction, amusement and abstraction from busi

ness, of which I had too much in Paris.
25

At Toulon, Jefferson heard again from Martha, who would &quot;take

up Livy if you desire it. But there was a gentleman a few days ago

who killed himself because he thought that his wife did not love

him, and the unsophisticated young girl of the convent must have

astonished her father with the sage observation that if every hus

band in Paris was to do as much there would be nothing but wid^

ows left.
26

Then, too, a coach and six, well shut up, was seen to

go to the Bastille, and the Baron de Breteuil went two hours before

to prepare an apartment. They supposed it to be Madame de

Polignac and her sister. And it all came about, wrote the little

gossip, because the King asked d Harcourt how much a year was

necessary for the Dauphin, and when told two millions after look

ing over the accounts, the monarch was astonished and assumed

that Madame de Polignac had pocketed the rest. And then again

that dreadful Tito Livy
-

it was in vain that I took courage; it

serves to little good in the execution of a thing almost impossible.
27

Thus, throughout the three months journey, the fencing match

of father and daughter continued at intervals.

25 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 115-16; Ford, Writings of Jefferson,

IV, 371-72.
26 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 118,

#., 120-22.
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III

. From Nice, Jefferson wrote Lafayette, describing his methods and

motives as a traveler. 1 am constantly roving about to see what I

have never seen before and shall never see again. In the great cities,

I go to see what travelers think alone worthy of being seen; but I

tnake a job of it, and generally gulp it down in a day. On the other

hand, I am never satiated with rambling through the fields and

farms, examining the culture and cultivators, with a degree of curi

osity which makes some take me to be a fool, and others to be

much wiser than I am. He had found among the people a less

degree of physical misery than . . . expected,* since they Were well

clothed and had plenty to eat, not animal indeed but vegetable,

which is as wholesome. Perhaps they were overworked, and cer

tainly the landlords insisted on too many hours work a day.

Having taken Lafayette under his wing as a political protege, he

urged him to go about the country incognito to
e

ferret out the peo

ple in their hovels as I have done, look into their kettles, eat their

bread, loll on their beds under the pretense of resting yourself, but,

in fact, to find out if they are soft. That Jefferson had been acting

on his own advice we may be sure. But Lafayette as a public man

should do it, and then apply the knowledge gained to the softening

of their beds, or the throwing of a morsel of meat into their kettle

of vegetables.
2S

It was from Marseilles that Jefferson wrote Jay of his plan to

make a special study of rice on the journey. He wished to know if

a different kind of machine was responsible for European rice

reaching the market less broken than that from America. He had

talked with numerous people who had been through the rice fields

of Italy, but not one could intelligently describe the machine in use.

Wishing to see for himself and hearing that this would be possible

on entering Piedmont, he had later found that not a grain of Pied

mont rice was grown in Piedmont, and that he Would have to go
on to Lombardy. He went only to find the machine the same

as ours. He concluded that the difference between American and

Italian rice was in the species of grain, of which he had been told

28Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 106-09.
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the Government of Turin *is so sensitive that they prohibit the ex

portation of rough rice on pain of death.
29

Rice was to hold his attention throughout the whole of his jour

ney on to Milan, but in every seaport town he touched, he inter

ested himself in everything affecting American commerce. So far

as carried in our own bottoms, I find it almost nothing and so it

must probably remain till something can be done with the Al

gerians, he wrote Jay.
30

He was a husky traveler, as one had to be in the late eighteenth

century in Europe, though he found the journey from Genoa to Aix

fatiguing. It meant two full days at sea, mortally sick/ and two

more clambering over the cliffs of the Apennines, sometimes on

foot, sometimes on a mule, according as the path was more or less

difficult/ Nothing could have been more amusing to the spectator

or more painful to the long-legged Jefferson than his, travels astride

a mule. Sometimes he traveled throughout the night without

sleep.
31

IV

From on board a boat on the canal of Languedoc, he wrote

Martha more poetically than before:

I am at present sailing, as I have been for a week past, cloudless

skies above, limpid waters below, and on each hand a row of

nightingales in full chorus. This delightful bird has given me a

rich treat before, at the fountain of Vaulus. After visiting the

tomb of Laura at Avignon, I went to see this fountain a noble

one of itself, and rendered famous forever by the songs of Petrarch

who lived near it. I arrived there somewhat fatigued, and sat down

by the fountain to repose myself. It gushes-, of the size of a river,

from a secluded valley in the mountains, the ruins of Petrarch s

chateau being perched on a rock two hundred feet perpendicular
above. To add to the enchantment of the scene, every tree and

bush was filled with nightingales in full song. I think you told

me you had not noticed this bird. As you have trees in the gardens

of the convent, there might be nightingales in them, and this is the

season of their song.
32

29 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 376-86. **lbid. 9 IV, 376.
31 To Martha, ibid., IV, 386. ^

Ibid., IV, 388-89.
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His love of the nightingale appears frequently in his travel notes:

The first nightingale I have heard this year is of today. I have

heard no nightingale since the last day of May. I heard a night

ingale today at Chanteloup. The sounds of Nature pleased him:

The first frogs I have heard are of this day. The first swallows I

have seen are of today. And the awakening of Nature in the

spring delighted him: The wild gooseberry is in leaf. The wild

pear and sweet briar are in bud. The almond is in bloom.*

But it was the study of rice that took him as far as Milan. Here

[Nice] they tell me there are none [rice fields] nearer than Vercelli

and Novarra, which is carrying me almost to Milan, he wrote

Short. However, I am embarked on the project and I shall go

through with it.
33

The passage ovr the Alps for ninety miles to Coni was one re

quiring fortitude. He was forced to abandon his carriage at Nice,

and if was necessary for him to drape his long legs over the sides

of a short mule since the snow had not yet melted enough to per
mit the passage of vehicles.

34 But he had looked forward with

some excitement to the hard journey as offering an opportunity to

satisfy himself as to the passage taken by Hannibal in crossing the

mountains. Carefully he had collected several books in which at

tempts had been made to identify the track of the man of Carthage,
but he was to find that the descriptions given of his march are not

sufficiently particular to enable us at this day even to guess at his

track across the Alps.
35

In Lombardy he visited the rice fields and was shown every

courtesy and attention by Count Del Vermi, to whom he was in

debted for the best information he received there.
36 He studied

commercial prospects at the ports of Marseilles, Bordeaux, Nantes,
and L Orient, talking with the merchants; and at Turin and Milan

he became convinced of the possibility of selling American whale

oil for their consumption. With their Governments he pressed the

advantage to them of importing their American tobacco directly

from the United States rather than indirectly from England.
37

33Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 110.
35 To Wythe, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 443.
36

Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 282.
37 To Adams, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 396.
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Bordeaux amused him, since he could see scarcely any beasts of

draft not oxen, Vergniaud, destined to be the brilliant leader of

the party of the Gironde and the greatest orator in the approaching

Revolution, was practicing law there, but he had not yet eihetged,

and Jefferson missed one of the most congenial men he could have

met in France. In Nice he found a gay and dissipated society, a

handsome city, good accommodations, and some commerce, though
he preferred Hyeres, environed by delicious and extensive plains/

and with a society more contracted, and therefore more capable of

esteem. Marseilles impressed him favorably because of its exten

sive society, a good theater, freedom from military control, and the

most animated commerce. 3
?

It was on this journey that Jefferson met, ,by appointfnent at

Nismes, a young revolutionary conspirator from Brazil, Jose

Joaquim da Maia. This youth was a student at the University of

Montpellier, aglow with the liberal passions, and familiar with the

part played by Jefferson in the American Revolution. -Some 1 months*

before, this stranger had asked for an interview with the promise
of communicating something of importance, but because of frail

health was unable to make the journey to Paris. Thus it was ar

ranged that Jefferson should see him at Nismes. According to a

tradition Jefferson and the youth talked as they rambled over the

northern section of the historic town, and reaching the main gate

of the Roman Circus they climbed the stone steps of the amphi
theater to the second row of arcades where they continued their

Conversation. The young man s fervor and intelligence interested

the diplomat, who, according to tradition, sympathized with his

patriotic aspirations, but sought to moderate his expectations. Not

loing afterward the student died in Ffancet

The story told by Jefferson is not inconsistent -with the tradition*

He informed Jay that the mysterious stranger was a native of Rio

de Janeiro, tlien a city of thirty thousand. He told Jefferson the

country was composed of Portuguese, native whites, black and

mulatto slaves, and Indians, both civilized and savage. He said he

38 To Short, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 110,
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had njo -hope op ever xeturniiig to* 1m native country, and that -die

general ientimekit : o Brakil:was in favor of a revolution, inspired

by the success ;of the revolution in thfe United States. Only a leader

^u^lackin^ /since ino&quot; one catfed to ventoe (himself without the aid

o sortie powerful nadon; and they looked to America as thd one

most likely to give them honest support i They would -need ciau&amp;gt;

abn, ammunition, ships, sailors, s61diers, and officersi If inde4-

penddnce were -attained,, Brazil woiild wants of the United States at*

all times shipping^ corn^ and salt fish, then bought from Portugal.

^Reporting to Jay, Jejffeirson wrbte:
! ^

, ;, \

M&amp;lt;; 1 1 took ckreto ^fapresS
1

oA him through thfe whole* conversation

that I had neither instructions nor authority to say a^ortl !tb any

body on this subject, and that I could only give him my own ideas

as a single individual; which were that we are not in a condition

to meddle nationally in any war; that we wished particularly to

,cultivate ,

the feifen$^p,r,p Portugal^with :
whom&quot; we had ap pad-

Si :va:atagepus commerce. That yet,
s

a successful revolution in Brazil

, would, not be uninteresting ,
to us.

,
,,

. ;
,

-

t ];t ,^as Qot unnatural that South Americans, d^ear^ing of inde-.

should turn hopefully for encouragcrpaiitj aptd aid to the,

jthati so recently had ,wpn its o^v:pu ; Ju^t; before leayinlg 0151 his,

journey, Jefferson had been .approached, -by iMasapfflL in Paris, with

a similar
&quot;project. He^tpo, -gave th^ impression that the mass of

the Mexican people were e^iger to throw off the yoke of Spain, buts

ujilike the Brazilian, he did not mak& .such ( specific, requests. Jeffer

son wrote Jay that, since this person w;as uot only very intimate with

the Spanish Ambassador in Paris,, but was, actually employed by

Spain in the settlement of -the boundaries of prance and. Spain in

the Pyrenees, he had .replied, tl^at a successful revolution in Mexico,

would -have to await, a grater enlightenment of the pepple* and that

should rSpaia give jdhe .States advantageous commercial terpis, it

would be unlikely that the United States would be willing to aban-

advantage for a possible; remote onei The fencing

thought thi^ might be not ,only safely but advantagepusly

-to Ma&idif his visitor was &quot;a; secret agent. *He had s muqh

Jefespn wrpte, but ti^t can^be borrowed; ,sp I,

^cideiigbout him in , my. own
1mind. ,

3
f ,

, ;
1(

39 TO Jay, Ford, Wrings of Jefferson, I
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But Jefferson was returning to a Paris where actual revolution

was making rapid progress.

VI

Throughout his journey Jefferson was keenly interested in com

merce, agriculture, architecture, towns, and country^* and ,it was

typical of him that he, pried into the lives of the worker^ peasants,

and artisans. He noted that in the neighborhood of ! Aix the labor

ers breakfasted on &quot;bread with an anchovy or an onion/ dined on

*soup and vegetables/ and for. supper repeated th menu&quot;of the

lunch. He inquired into the miserable wages paid, the workers and

made note of what they ate and the cost of the .food./He was

pleased when he found the peasants living on the
jf
arms instead of

in villages where they were less happy and virtuous . But riothing

so distressed him as the treatment of women to which heAecjuently

referred in, his notes. The women here smite tori the anvil and work

with the maul and spade/ he wrote in disgust. When he foiknd .the

locks on the canal of Languedoc operated by women, he thought

*th necessary operation much too laborious for them/ ! and hie

launched into an attack on the system : ,

-
&amp;gt; ;

The encroachments by the men oti the offices proper for the

1 womeli is a great derangement of the order of tilings. Men are shoe-

rhakers, tailors, upholsterers, stay-makers, iftantuarmakers, cooks,

housekeepers, house-cleaners^ bed-aiakdrS;;diey
f boi:ffeitiie lidies irfd

bring them to bed; the ^omen^ therefpre/ to Jive, are obliged t&amp;lt;s

undertake the offices V^hich they Abandon. They become ,porer$,

i carters, reapers, sailprs, lock-keepers, ^miters ion the
H
anvil

? cijlti-

vators,of the earth, etc. G^n we, wonder^f such of ?therp. as have
f

a

little beauty, prefer easier courses to get tfreir livelihood,, as long as

that beauty, lasts? . Ladies who employ men ,in the offices which

shoulol be resdr^ed for their ^ex
1 are ftiey not bawds in effect r For

every man whom they thus employ, some girl, wh!dse plade he
h^s

thus
j

taken, is driven to whoredotii.^ *

^ , ,

f
&quot;

, ,

Thus it was a liberal who roamed over Fratice arid Italy jthat

summer-,
,

-
.

&amp;lt;

, /
* / -

; -

f
&amp;gt;

^Definitive Edition, Wttofags of Jefferson, XVII, 214-12. M - -
L ^^
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VII

And now Jefferson was back in Paris.

The Assembly of Notables, confronted by a financial situation of

the greatest gravity, did little more than urge upon the King the

summoning of the States General, representing all elements of the

nation, for the first time since 1614, more than a hundred and sev

enty years before. The King was to hesitate for more than a full

year before yielding to the demand.

In the meanwhile, Jefferson found the temper of the people ris

ing dangerously. While on his homeward journey he had hoped
that some good might come from the minor reforms attempted by
the Notables. But he found, on reaching Paris, that the exposure

of the financial plight of the nation had frightened the people, with

the public credit affected, and such a spirit of discontent ... as has

never been seen, The demand for the calling of the States General

rose to a scream, with the people speaking with a boldness unex

ampled. The stubborn attitude of the spineless King he thought

was doing harm.41 To Washington he wrote that the discovery of

the abominable abuses of public money by the late Comptroller-

General, some new expenses of the Court not of a piece with the

projects qf reformation, and the imposition of new taxes, have, in

the course of a few weeks, raised a spirit of discontent in this nation,

so great and general, as to threaten serious consequences*. ;

42 To
Adams he wrote that all tongues in Paris have been let loose and

never was a license of speaking against the government exercised

in London more freely or more universally/ Caricatures in papers,

placards on the walls, bon mots indulged in by all ranks of people,
had attracted his attention, and he had not* heard of a single case

of punishment. He had seen mobs of many thousands surrounding
the farlement in !Paris, applauding its favorites, taking tfie horses

ffom tKeir carriages and drawing them home. He had seen the

thoroughly frightened Government multiplying the guards, order

ing regiments of soldiers into the neighborhood, patrolling the

strdets. Clubs had been forbidden. The silly Count d Artois had
been hissed and hooted, and the crowds, mistaking another woman
of the court for Madame de Polignac, had stopped her carriage.

41 To Monroe, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 234, ^Ibid., VI, 276.
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The Queen, accompanied by Madame de Polignac, had beeii re

ceived with hisses at the theater in Versailles. And what was be

ing done abbut it? The King, long in the habit of drowning his

cares in wine, plunges deeper and deeper, wrote Jefferson. The

Queen cries but sins on.
43

That summer, Jefferson lingered as usual in Paris despite the heat.

Again he was deserted by his French friends. The Duchess

d Enville is with some of her friends, the Duke and Duchess de la.

Rochefoucauld gone to the waters, the Countess d Houdelot with

Madame de la Britu, he told a friend.
44

But, aside from the political restlessness of the people, there were

other changes in Paris that interested and consoled him in the

heat. He wrote Humphreys that the
c

wall of circumvallation routed

Paris and the palace by which we are to be let in and out are nearly

completed; four hospitals are to be built instead of the old H6tel-

Dieu; one of the old bridges has all its houses demolished, and a

second nearly so; a new bridge is begun at the Place Louis XIV.*

And the Palais Royal had been gutted, with much of the center

of the garden dug out, and a subterranean circus begun, wherein

will be equestrian exhibitions. In society, the habit habille is al

most banished, and they begin to go even to great suppers in

frock. To which he added, slyly, the court and diplomatic corps,

however, must always be excepted, since they are too high to be

reached by any improvement.
1 45

Jefferson , still clung to the belief that out of the turmoil wbuld

come reforms without the uprooting of the monarchy, for he doubt

ed if the people were ready for a republic. His friends were genu
ine reformers and not revolutionists.

VIII

And he had other things to occupy his mind. He still chafed

under the propaganda, so general in Europe, depicting tjie United

States as in a state of anarctiy, with highway robbers, infesting the

roads. He wrote Monsieur Clayiere: ,,

It is a happy truth for us, sir, that these evils do not exist, and

never did exist in our part of America. That Sieur.de Perpoacher

43
ibid., VI, 286. 44 To Cr&vecoeur, ibid,, VI, 253. 45 W*t, VI, 278.
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has suffered hkiHelf to
rbe misled, probably by the English-papers,

I attended die
f
bar of the Supreme -Court o Virginia ten years as a

i student #nd practitioner. There never was during that time a trial

for r^bbefy; on the highroad, nor, do I remember ever to have

heard of one in that or any other of the States, except in the cities

of New, York and Philadelphia immediately after the departure of

the British army. ,

,

, I
*

,
(

-
-

To which he, added,, sakily: Some deserters frpm jhat armyan-
fe$te,d tthpse, qties for a while.

46
,

,

So sensitive had Jefferson become to this persistent slandering Q

his, countryman that
(he, actually brought himself to the writing of

^ (

satirical ,]|ettei| to the editqr of the JournftjL d$ P^m,,during the,

When -young, I was passionately f6hd of teadirigi-book^ of history

nid Qravels. Siriee the commencement of the late Revolution which

,
; U sepa&quot;i;at6d

us from iGreat^ Britain, our coiintrj has been thought

/ worthy to employ; tl^e pens, of historians and travelers. ,J Cannot

. paintitoiyou,,^ the agonies which these have cost ^le^in obliging

.

&quot;mjB
to renounce tiiose, fayorite branches of r

re^ding?andNin,
discover-

*

ing ,

^to
rne at length that my whole life has been employed in

nourishing my mind with fables and ialsehqods. For thus I reason:

tf
8

tfce histories
pi.

d
1

Auber^irand;o
l

Longchapips &amp;gt;

arid *trj.e travels

of the
r

Abbe l

Robin can Be
;

published in the face of the world, canj

Be read and believed by those who 1

tire contemporary with the events

they pretend to relate, how may we expect that future iges shall

i be better informed? Would these rise from their graves to bear

witness tp the, truth who would not while living lift their voices

., against falsehood? If contemporary histories, ,

are thus false, what

will future compilations be? ; ,
,

-

t
,

Here Jefferson pointed out a lie about the Declaration of Inde

pendence which he was well able to contradict. With my regards

and adieu to History, to Travels, to Mayer, and to you, ir.
47

,

Shifcfe We* shall find that in later life, when he was engaged in

Dittef part^ strtggles in his own country, that he shuddered at the

tHougfht of writing for the papers,
48

it is clear that he must have

been greatly aroused to have written the editor of the Journal de

of Jefferson, IV, 402.

; 439-43- ^ Seei author s Jefferson and HaMtort.
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IX

But the heat of the summer arid his annoyances did foot restrain

him from pressing on Montmorin, the successor of the , late

lamented Vergennes, his pleas for more favorable trade arrange-

merits, ,The new Minister had left an opening in writing Jeflfersoa

fronvFoatainebleau, asking certain information. He replied with,

some .observations ori the
t
tax on American vessels .entering thq

ports of France, and, on potash and turpentine* This renewal &amp;lt;tf

trade discussions impelled him to renew his protests a:

n?d .imporr

tunities regarding tobacco. He reminded the Minister that of due

eighty trillion livre^ in raw material exported from I the , United

States, tobacco alone represented thirty millions; an,d pf this thirty

trillions only nj.ne millions went directly to France.- The Farmers

Qeneral ,were still buying tobacco in England for cash, whicfy did

not fir^d its way^ back.to J^a^ce;* VAe the ; tobacco all tp;be sent to

France, then^thirty millions in French ^products would :be .taken.
,

.And, he added, if competition weje, permitted, b^tteij priqes wopald

result and France would, get ;the beriefi|: of-that trade. Intpad&amp;gt;/the

Farmers General -had let the, contract tp a siagls ;perton t,a^ditbiits

rendered a: disservice to the prench natioin.^The letter was bxit^

;n large part pf th^^long ^gum^t^;he ;
had sent- to Vef-

utaiot^n^ was,to come of 4ty for Fr^ce?was too.nipch

occupied with t^he incojmfng floo4 of,revojLitioA ; tp:be much

ested any;more^ But ^henr a little kter&amp;gt;
an ,arr^t^pp^rpd

hibiting the importation of .whale ; oil, thfe prodi^Cpo^ foreign fish

eries, Jefferson sent a -protest at or^ce t^o.-Montmorin.

is^. yiev^jof the car,efu{liy, :cpnsideiredfagr^bme;nt 1Admitting

oil, -made by the cpmmittee appqinted tq st^dy; hpw best, to.iji;

qrease commerce i ,b
&amp;lt;

etweeii;the IJnited ^States ^nd/JFrajice/ th,at tfye

Uoited States was not included in the arrSt , Cpmmqr^e isi ,slqvf ; in

changing its channel, he wrote. That ,between f
this, country ar^d

the ^njited ;St:ates;is as yet, b&amp;gt;ut beginniag? ?ind this. beginning has

Deceived somochpcl^s. ^he r

arret in qpcstjiQH ,]woul.d be a;consider-
&quot;

tfrtok& of Jfe0Ww, VI, 1SO-87.

&&amp;gt;lbid., Vl, 346.
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X

Meanwhile, Jefferson was writhing under the necessity of barter

ing with the Algerian pirates for American prisoners taken by them

and held for ransom. Unable to apply force, because his plan had

not been accepted and would not be acted upon until years later

during his Presidency, he was compelled to recommend an ap

proach to the pirates through a religious order, the Order of Ma-

thurins, which had acted for other Governments as intermediary

with the pirates. He had heard of this order of begging priests, who

undertook this work for a commission, and he made contact with

the General of the order, and then informed Adams. The latter

opposed the plan on the technical ground that no Government re

deemed prisoners except at the time of making peace, and that he

and Jefferson had no right to establish a precedent. Since this would

have meant a life imprisonment for some, Jefferson was not im

pressed, and he transmitted the plan to Jay, urging the utmost

secrecy to keep the price down. He proposed that outwardly the

Government assume an attitude of indifference. When the pro

posal was submitted to Congress, that body gracefully sidestepped

and left everything to the judgment of Jefferson, while ordering

the Treasury Board to furnish ways and means to meet the expense.

In writing the Board of the act of Congress, Jefferson informed it

that for each of the twenty prisoners it would be necessary to pay

five hundred dollars. Again he warned that in the public interest

it would be highly desirable that the utmost secrecy be observed as

to the principal in the transaction, since the discovery would meaii

an increase in the cost of the ransom.51 The necessity of approach

ing the pirates as suppliants with money in hand, and of putting

off the French and their officers demanding money due them, was

gdl and wormwood to Jefferson throughout the whole of his stay

iii Ftance. The negotiations by the order of begging priests
was

doomed to failure. The pirates learned the identity of the principal

behind the priests and the price per prisoner soared to twelve hun

dred dollars beyond the capacity of the nation to pay. The queer

acquiescence of Spain in the increase had not: been helpful, and the

,, VI, 303-04.
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injection of private parties into negotiations with the pirates was

disastrous.
52

Jefferson envisioned a nation too big to beg for rights and too

proud to evade its financial obligations. But his vision was broader

and more far-reaching than that of many other Americans of his

age. As early as 1787, before the adoption of the American Consti

tution, he was dreaming of the day when there would be a Panama

Qanal linking the two oceans. Writing Carmichael, in Spain, he ex-

pr$ssed his interest:

I have been told that the cutting through the isthmus of Panama^
which the world has so often wished and supposed practical, has at

times been thought of by the Government of Spain and that they
once proceeded so far as to have a survey and examination made of

the ground, but that the result was either impracticable or of too

great difficulty. Probably the Count de Campomanes or Don Ulloa

can give you information on this head. I should be exceedingly

pleased to get as minute details as possible on it, and even copies of

the survey reports, etc., if they could be obtained at a very moderate

expense.
53

Some months later, he was writing Carmichael again:

With respect to the Isthmus of Panama, I am assured by Bur-

goyne, who would not choose to be named, however, that a survey
was made, that a canal appeared very practical, and

1

the idea was

suppressed for political reasons altogether. He has seen and

minutely examined the report.
54

More than any other American of his time, Jefferson was con

scious of America as a part of the world into which it had to fit

itself with judgment based on a full knowledge of what was taking

place in Europe. Constantly in his correspondence, we find him

writing in detail and with perspicacity of the moves upon the

checkerboard of European politics. But such was the isolationist

passion of his countrymen at the time, and for more than a century

afterward, that he wondered if his correspondents were really in

terested in his observations on the maneuverings of nations across

the sea. He wrote Carmichael:

52 Woolery, Relations of Jefferson to American foreign Policy.
W Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 473. **lbid.9 V, 22.
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I often doubt whether I should trouble Congress or my friends

with these details of European politics.
I know they do not excite

that interest in America of which it is impossible to divest oneself

here. I know, too, that it is a maxirn with us, and I think it is a

wise one, not to entangle ourselves,with the affairs of Europe. Still,

I think we should know them. The Turks have practiced the maxim

of not meddling with the complicated wrangles of this continent

But they have unwisely chosen to be ignorant of them also, and it

is this total ignorance of Europe, its combinations and its move

ments, which expose them to that annihilation possibly about

, taking place.
55

It^ould not be until after the world upheaval in the war of 1914

that organizations would, spring up over the United States devoted

tp the discussion of foreign affairs. Jefferson would have favored

them in the earliest days of the Republic.

And so, too, it was the vision of Jefferson that pierced far be-

ydnd the Mississippi and realized the part it would play in the

rounding-out of American destiny, long before other public men

found that enormous, uncharted region of possible interest to the

United States. One day John Ledyard, a rover of wild places, who

ha4 accompanied Captain Cook on his voyage of exploration in the

Pacific, appeared in Paris. Jefferson immediately made contact with

him. The adventurer had gone to, Paris in the hope of interesting

men of means in the organization of a company to engage in the

fur trade of the western section of the American continent. In this

venture he was to find scant encouragement, and with keen disap

pointment he abandoned the project. It was at this juncture that

Jefferson saw and sought to interest him in a favorite project of his

own the exploration of the western country of which the Ameri

can people were in complete ignorance.

It was Jefferson s plan that Ledyard should reach this region b^

oing through St. Petersburg to Kamchatka, and proceeding thence,

i possible,
on some Russian vessel to Nootka Sound, whence he

riilght find his way across the American continent from the west.

Ledyard was a daring soul with a roaming disposition, and hd read

ily fell in with the plan. Jefferson agreed to secure permission froift

Catherine the (Jreat for him to pass through her territory,

d., iv, 4&2. ..:
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The most influential Russian in Paris, with whom Jefferson had

pleasant personal relations, was Baron Grimm, -who was also, the

personal correspondent of Catherine. In his Autobiography, Jeffer

son says that she refused permission on the ground that the plaa
was chimerical. Undaunted by the rebuff, Ledyard determined,

nevertheless, to proceed to St. Petersburg in the hope of persuading
her. On reaching the Russian capital, he found that the Empress
was in the Crimea. With the audacity of an adventurer; he decided

to take the permission for granted, and he had made his way, as

far as Kamchatka when he was caught, sent back to Poland, arid

released.

Jefferson had followed Ledyard s efforts with interest. The ap

prehension by Catherine s police pitt a period to the adventure. But

the thought that so long had germinated in the mind of Jefferson

was to persist, and years^ later during his Presidency, he was to or

ganize, equip, and direct the famous expedition of Lewis and

Clark.
56

, ,

XI

It was at this time that an American of extraordinary brilliance

and eloquence, with a wooden leg and no morals to speak of, ap

peared upon the scene in Paris, to become for months an almost

constant caller at Jefferson s house and an informal guest times

without number at his dinner^table. Gouverneur Morris, whoe

political ideas were the very antithesis of Jefferson s, was to be

come, next to Alexander Hamilton and possibly Fisher Ames, the

most brilliant antagonist of Jefferson during the twelve yeiars prer

vious to the latter s election to the Presidency and
during&quot;

hisi ad

ministration up to the &quot;time Morris s constituency retired him . to

private life. But Jefferson never underestimated the talents of his

foes and he always had a thorough appreciation of their capacities.

Thus, during his Paris period, when he was approached for advice

concerning the possible confiscation of an estate ia the United

States, he explained that only the Assembly of the State could give

redress in NeW York. If he is unacquainted there, he wrdt^, 1
would advise him to apply to Colo. Hamilton, who was aid tp C*en-

*&amp;gt; Autobiography, 68; author s Jefferson in Power* , ., ,

*
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eral Washington, and is now very eminent at the bar and much to

be relied on.
1

Thus he paid tribute in a letter to David Hartley, who

had approached him in behalf of a friend. Never was he to change

his mind about the genius of his great rival.

But Morris was of a different type, resembling Hamilton only in

his antipathy to democracy and in his cynical skepticism of repub

lican institutions. He had gone to Paris as -an agent of Robert

Morris, and with views as to American relations with France not

at all in accord with Jefferson s.
57 He was to succeed Jefferson as

Minister to France, to align himself ardently with the reactionaries

of the court party, and against the Revolution.

Despite their divergent views and Morris s publicly expressed

dislike of Jefferson, the former had a brilliant man s appreciation

of the extraordinary qualities of the man he disliked. But quite as

great if not greater, was his appreciation of Jefferson s table, its

wines and talk. During the Administration of Jefferson in Wash*

ington, while Morris was leading a bitter fight in the Senate against

his policies, he never declined an invitation to dine with his enemy.

Jefferson presented him to the Count de Montmorin, the Foreign

Minister, and Morris wrote in his Diary that day that the Count is

very civil, but the English of it seems to be that he had already

more trouble than he desires with strangers.
58

Thence onward, until Jefferson left France, the Morris Diary re

veals the innumerable contacts of the two men. When the Comte

de Puisignieu, commander of a regiment of chasseurs, finding Mor
ris s reactionary opinions more congenial than the more liberal prin

ciples of Jefferson, expressed to Morris the hope that he might dis

place the Virginian in the Legation in France, Morris wrote, no

doubt sincerely: *I assure him I have no desire to be in that place,

even &quot;if it were vacant, much less now that it is well filled,
G0 When

the reactionary soldier requested Morris to talk with the Minister of

Commerce concerning trade with San Domingo, where he had a

plantation, Morris properly replied: I would rather leave our af

fairs in the hands of our Minister and gave him my ideas.
co

Writings of Jefferson, IV, 92. For Jefferson s relations with Morris

and Haqulton see author s Jefferson and Hamilton and Jefferson in Power.

^Davenport, Diary of (touverneur Morns, I, 5.

I. 9. IWL, I, 14.
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Even to mention the many times that Morris breakfasted and
dined with Jefferson would be tiresome. Constandy he was drop

ping in upon the Minister for a discussion of current events. The
two men, so different in character, went together to join in the pro
cession of Longchamps on the last three days of Holy Week, when
all the world and his wife, as Morris phrased it, were going to the

sacred concerts of the nuns in a Franciscan convent which was to

be destroyed in the Revolution.61 Together they had their profiles

taken in the Rue Croix des Petits Champs.
62 One day Morris took

Jefferson to La Muette to see the cotton machines. 63
They walked

and rode together in the Bois de Boulogne, and Jefferson took him
to visit the bridge of Neuilly, which Morris had crossed four tifties

without noticing its beauty until Jefferson called it to his attention.
64

When Jefferson requested him to sit to Houdon for the figure of

Washingon, he consented, thawed into acquiescence one cold day in

June by the good blaze Jefferson had flaming in his fireplace.
65

But Jefferson significantly refrained from introducing Morris to

the Diplomatic Corps when the latter hinted a request, by explain-:

ing that they are not worth your acquaintance.
6(J This may have

been his true feeling. Once, in conversation with Marmontel, he

had remarked that he could not understand why the Ministers of

foreign powers made a mystery of entirely trivial matters, to which

Marmontel replied: That is true, they always padlock their lips,

but if you take the padlock off, you ll see the trunk is empty/
67

On one occasion, Jefferson took Morris
e

to the view of a house

and garden which opens on the Champs Elysees and which are

very beautiful, though previously it had escaped Morris s attention.
68

As to Jefferson s personal popularity with his countrymen in Paris,

Morris wrote that Mr. Jefeson lives well, keeps a good table and

excellent wines which he distributes freely, and by his hospitality to

his countrymen here possesses very much their good will.
G9

It is

evident that he discussed everything with Jefferson, including Amer
ican and French politics, wines, inventions, people, but if he took

the Minister into his confidence concerning his love affairs, which

occupied much of Morris s attention, there is no indication of it in

^
Ibid., I, 34. 62/^-^1,50. &amp;lt;&lbid.

^Ibid., I, 108. QQ
lbid., I, 135. ^Mazzei, Memoirs, 292.

68 Davenport, Diary of Gouverneuv Morrist I, 136. ^Ibid., I, 159.
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the Diary. These would have been diverting, for had he not dis

placed Talleyrand as the lover of Madame de Flahaut, and was he

not
1

pursued by some of the finest ladies of the capital ?

f -One looks in vain for any convincing evidence that Jefferson

Availed himself of fine ladies, or even of beauty begging in the

streets/ but had he done so he would have been more reticent and

discreet than his compatriot. That Jefferson was neither prude nor

Puritan on such matters is clear enough in his tolerant acceptance

df the exceedingly low moral standard of the Paris of the eve of the

Re^bltitionl He knew and liked women whose reputations weri

fiot untainted. When the Count de Moustier was sent as French

Minister to America, and took along a woman relative, the charnv

ing Madame de Brehan, Jefferson assured Madison &quot;that she is

goodness itself/ arid that the way to please heir is to receive her as

to acquaintance of a thousand years standing. And he Wrote in

a similar vein to Jay, especially recommending the kdy/tib -thi

*

patronage of Mrs. Jay. She accompanied the Count, wrote Jefferson,

in the hope of improving her health and educating her -boy, and,

perhaps, because her husband is an officer and obliged by the times

to r&n&in with the army.
70 But alas* th Americans fhad not the

sophistication, the cultivation, or frankness of the Parisians; and

$ince it was observed, when the Count nd Madame traveled in

New England, home of &quot;the Pilgrims pride, that they occasionally

occupied the same room at the hotels, there was a general snubbing

of the lady, the Count lost his temper, and Jefferson sought to

smooth his ruffled feathers in a long letter.
71

For, after all, Jefferson was a good friend and correspondent
4 of

Madame. Now that thd Revolution is approaching its hdght, we

may pause to take note of his friendships in Paris, among men, but

more especially with women. (t

:

70 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 461. K
Ibid., V, 104 L



CHAPTER

XVII

SENTIMENTAL INTERLUDE

WHEN,
in reply to a question from Monsieur Sgur, Gouver-

neur Morris said, a bit sadly we hare no doubt^ that there

was no such thing as gallantry in America, the Frenchman, amazed
and deeply sympathetic, was sure it could be introduced. When
asked about his own love affairs in Paris, Morris, lying like a gen
tleman, assured him there had been none, since he would not dar

hazard offending a virtuous woman ; at which Segur laughed

heartily. No woman cpuld be offended by such a thing, he said.

It would frequently, succeed, he, added sagely, but there was no

harm done if it fails/
*

The Paris of the eve of the, Revolution was hectically unhealthily

gay, and the moral standard among the high-placed, socially, was

notoriously low: The court itself was scarcely a* seminary for young
girls. Ladies of the bluest blood and the highest social rating

flijipatitly flaunted their lovers
!and their husbands made no secret

of their mistresses. The ease with which a man of intelligence

and physical attraction could persuade acceptance as a lover has

aroused a natural curiosity regarding the Parisian days of Jeffer

son, who had always appealed to women because of a benevolent

manner/the charm of his conversation, and his physical attributes.

The charming Duchess of Chartres, whose apartments in the old

OPakis 1

Royal were not unknown to the American diplomat, habit-

telly addressed him as Monsieur the Clever, z Whatever may
* Davenport, Diary of Goutierneur Morris, I, 23.
2
Russell, John Paul Jones, 174.
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have occurred behind the scenes one cannot say, and Jefferson,

unlike Morris, was not a man to write his amours down in a diary

or to gossip about them in a letter. There is evidence enough rhat

he was popular in the drawing-rooms, that he frequented some of

the salons, that he numbered many women in Paris among his de

voted friends, few of whom would have been offended by advances

of an amatory nature; and yet there is but one case from which

one might have a right to conclude a seriously sentimental attach

ment, as we shall see, but if there was any serious moral transgres

sion on his part in the midst of the easy temptations, there is no

evidence to reveal it.

It was a feverish, fast-moving city at this time. Morris thought
the people he knew lived in a whirlwind which turns them around

so fast that they can see nothing, and were forced to pronounce
their definite judgments from the first glance. He found that the

Parisians knew a wit by his snuffbox, a man of taste by his bow, and

a statesman by the cut of his coat
3

We have Jefferson s impressions of all this in a letter to Mrs.

William Bingham, describing the life of the fashionable ladies in

Paris:

At eleven o clock it is day, chez madame. Propped on bolsters

and pillows, and her head scratched into a little order, the bulletins

of the sick are read and the billets of the well. She writes to some

of her acquaintances, and receives the visits of others. If the morn

ing is not very thronged, she is able to get out and hobble round

the cage of the Palais Royal, but she must hobble quickly, for the

, coiffeur s turn is come; and a tremendous turn it is. Happy if he

does not make her arrive when dinner is half over! The torpitude

,
of digestion a little passed, she flutters half an hour through the

streets by way of paying visits, and then to the spectacles., These

finished, another half hour is devoted to dodging in and out of the

doors of her, very sincere friends, and away to supper. After supper,

cards; and after cards, bed; to rise at noon the next day and to

tfdad like a mill horse the same trodden circle over again.
4

f Later,,he wrote this charming and beautiful young woman in an

effort -to impress upon her the advantages of domestic life in

3
Davenport, Diary of Gouvwtiew Morris, I, 45.

*Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 81-82.
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America, to which she replied with spirit, since she had returned

to Philadelphia with the disposition to introduce European customs

into society* She was flattered by the honor of [his] letter from

Paris/ and was Very sensitive of [his] attentions. But she would

reply with equal candor, since he had brought out only the more

frivolous side of Parisian life, and buried the good qualities in

the shade.

The state of society in different countries requires corresponding
manners and qualifications [she reminded him]. Those of the

French women are by no means calculated for the meridian of

America, neither are they adapted to render the sex so amiable or

agreeable to the English acceptation of those words. But you must
confess that they are more accomplished, and understand the inter

course of society better than in any other country. We are irre

sistibly pleased with them because they possess the happy art of

making us pleased with ourselves. Their education is of a higher

cast, and, by great cultivation, they procure a happy variety of

genius, which forms their conversation to please either the fop or

the philosopher.

And then, with a sly dig, she adds: 1 have the pleasure of knowing

you too well to doubt of your subscribing to this opinion.
5 5

Since Jefferson liked to banter the ladies, we may be sure he en-

j6yed the rejoinder. His contacts with Mrs. Bingham, beginning
when he met her in Paris, were to continue later when, as the

hostess of the most elegant home in Philadelphia, she made it the

center for the Federalists who were fighting Jefferson on the issue of

democracy.
6 But there was a mutual admiration and liking which

continued during the lady s life. She and hej husband had spent

some years ia the court and aristocratic circles in London and Paris

before settling down at home. Even the critical Abigail Adams ad-
11mired her, describing her in 1784 as a very young kdy, aot more

than twenty, very agreeable and very handsome; rather too much

given to the foibles of the country for the mother of two children,

which she already is,*
7

Jefferson was as impressionable as any man
and the correspondence continued, and when he sent her what ke

5 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 98-99.
c See author s Jefferson and Hamilton.
7 Adams, Letters of Abigail Adams, 203.
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knew she would appreciate most, the fashion journals of Paris, she

wrote, that he had &quot;furnished our ladies with many hints for the

decoration of their persons, and I have informed them to whom
they are indebted. ... I shall hope . . . if you accompany another

book of fashions with any new operas or comedies, you will in

finitely oblige.
8

Jefferson s relations with Mrs. Bingharn are cited to illustrate his

unquestionable susceptibility
to feminine charms.

His relations with .Abigail Adams, for whom he shopped and

vea bought corsets, were those of, a very sincere friend.,,He ad

mired her forthright manner and her abundant common -sense.

Even -in his letters to this -staid Puritan, lady, ihe introduced occa

sionally the note of the cavalier, more for 1 her amusement than to

make an impression. He enjoyed dropping in unceremoniously on
the Adams house &quot;at Auteuil, and in chatting with the hostess, prob

ably even morh thaii with the host, whose conversation tois apt
to be a little disputatious and heavy.

&quot; * *

. !
*

s

*

&quot;i
i / ,

i

;

It was inevitable that, among the first French women whom he
met in Paris, was the Marquise de Lafayette. After Jefferson had

gone to Paris, Lafayette, still in America, had writtdn him:
&quot;

My home, dear sir, my family, and anythirig that is minfe are

entirely at your disposal, and I beg you will Cdnie and see Madame
de Lafayette as you would act by your brother s wife; Her knowl

edge of the country may be of .some use 1

to, Miss Jefferson whom
she will be happy to attend in anything that may be agreeable to

her. Indeed, my dear sir, I would be very angry with you, if

either you or she did not consider my house as a s,econd home.9

Throughout his sojourn in Paris, Jefferson fully availed himself

of the proffered privilege^
!and frequently he dined with the Lafay-

ettes, and they with him. 1 Madame de Lafayette was so far from
beautiful that she may be described as plain in appearance, but with
a wholesome air. Her reputation, even in the Paris of that period,
was not smirched by gossip, for she was known to love her husband
and t to be virtilous. Though her young blade was mott affected by
da!e *li$at manner of the times and frequently was absent froria his

home, it does not appear that his lady was resentful or suspicious.

8
Raadolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 101. -, ^ ,i&amp;lt; s

9 Chinard1

, Letters of Lafayette aw$ Jefferson. j
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She spoke .English with ease and was sprightly in manner, and, if

occasion called, her tongue was sharp. That she affected the Parisian

fashions may be assumed from the fact that at a dinner at the

Adams house, Abigail thought that no lady in our country would

go abroad so little dressed as the Marquise de Lafayette. But even

the disapproving Abigail did not doubt her chastity. Jefferson s

relations with her were those prescribed by Lafayette himself he
treated her as though she were his brother s wife. There is nothing
to indicate that he found her personal attractions worthy of notice.

That she sympathized entirely with the views of both Jefferson and
her husband is evident in her observation to Morris at a dinner

party, that he injured the Cause, for that [his] sentiments are con

tinually quoted against the good party. Morris thereupon availed

himself of the opportunity he never missed, then or later, to say
that he was opposed to Democracy because 6f his regard for liberty

t whatever &amp;lt; that might : mean.!
10

&amp;lt;

:

Qtiite a different person was Lafayette s cousin, the Countess de

Tess&amp;lt;, rwhb, though at the -time in, the household of Marie An*

tokiette, was a pronounced revolutionist, an idolater of Voltaire.;

W&amp;lt;i dine with Madame de Tesse, wrote Morris. Republican of

the First Feather. The Countess, who is a very sensible woman; has

formed her -ideas of government in a manner, not suited, I think,

to the situation:, the circumstances, or the disposition of France^ and
them are many such.

11
Indeed, few women in high social circles,

even in those days, were more outspoken and combative* or more

prone openly to refer to* the court with cynicism and satire* She

talked incessantly, and usually with a refreshing disregard o disi-

crfetion, leading the more superficial to conclude her light and un

worthy of serious attention. She had accepted the philosophers

completely. She was liberal in her views, probably a deist, certainly

a scoffer at the Bible, a revolutionist in spirit, with no reverence for

the establishments of the old order. But Lafayette respected her

judgment, and Jefferson liked nothing better than to listen to her

chatter, finding in it grains of wisdom that delighted him. Very
often he visited her at her place at Chaville, and Short, his secretary,

once spent some time there. The fact that she loved trees, appre
ciated the choice things in architecture and painting, in statuary and

10
Davenport, Diary of Gouverfr&ttr Morris,* I, 121. ^lbid. t I, 6*
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music, made her congenial to Jefferson, and lie saw her frequently.

Very often he refers to her in his letters, and always with respect.

There is nothing of record, beyond the fact that this aristocratic

lady had the taste of a real Bohemian, to imply that she figured

noticeably in the amours of the time.

Years later, when President, Jefferson wrote her that the friend

ship with which you honored me in Paris is among the circum

stances which most contributed to my happiness there/ She had

written him that she was planting trees and would appreciate

some of the American variety, which Jefferson promised to send.

When I left you at the close of 1790 [sic], he wrote, I thought your

situation in the best possible state; at the end of 1791 I saw that it

was passed, and in the close of 1792 that all was desperate. After

such a shipwreck it is fortunate, indeed, that you can resume the

interest you take in planting trees.
12 But the shipwreck had in

no way altered the Countess s views, and when, after his retirement

from the Presidency, she sent Jefferson the memoirs of the Mar

grave of Bayreuth, he wrote without fear of offending her: I am
much indebted to you for this singular morsel of history which has

given us a certain view of kings, queens, and princes, disrobed o

their formalities. It is a peep into the state of the Egyptian god

Apis. It would not be easy to find grosser manners, coarser vices,

or, more meanness in the poorest huts of our peasantry. And had

the Countess read the memoirs of Mrs. Clark of her darling

prince ? Instead of the vulgarity and penury of the court of Berlin,

this presented the vulgarity and profusion of that of London, and

the gross stupidity and profligacy of the latter, in lieu of the genius

and misanthropism of the former. He thought it might well be

published as a supplement to Monsieur de Buffon, under the title

of the Natural History of Kings and Princes, or as a separate work

a,nd called Medicine for Monarchists/ And had the Countess seen

The Intercepted Letters, an English publication of great wit and

humor which held these drones up as butts for the ridicule and

contempt of mankind ?
13

Clearly Jefferson s fondness for the

Countess grew out of similar views on democracy.

Again quite different was an older lady of whom Jefferson was

tery fond,, the Duchess d Enville, mother of the Duke de la Roche-

is Qiiw4 Itofc Ambits, 123. 13 lb&, 136.
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foucauld. Here certainly there was no sentimental attachment, for

the lady was almost eighty years old. She appears to have been

very much like the imperious dowager of caricature, a martinet

among her followers and something of a bluestocking, but that

Jefferson respected, admired, and liked her there can be no doubt.

One of his last letters before leaving France was addressed to her,

expressing his regret at his inability to pay her a farewell visit. It

is a tribute I pay with cordiality to a character in which I saw but

one error; it was that of treating me with a degree of favor I did

not merit/ he wrote. Be assured that I shall ever retain a lively

sense of all your goodness to me, which was a circumstance of

principal happiness to me during my stay in Paris.
14

We are indebted to the letters of Abigail Adams for a description

of this Parisian friend of Jefferson s as he must often have seen her:

We found the old lady sitting in an easy chair. Around tier, a

circle of Academicians, and by her side, a young lady. Your uncle

[Adams] presented us, and the old lady rose, and, as usual, gave us a

salute. The Duchess is near eighty, very tall and lean. She was

dressed in a silk chemise, with very large sleeves coming halfway
down her arms, a large cape, a black velvet girdle around her

waist, some very rich lace in her chemise, around her neck, and in

her sleeves, but the lace was not sufficient to cover the upper part

of her neck, which old Time had harrowed; she had no cap on,

but a little black gause bonnet which did not reach her ears ai^d

tied under her chin; her venerable white hair in full view. . , . The

old lady has all the vitality of a young one. She is the most learned

woman in France; her house is the resort of all men of literature,

with whom she converses on the most abstruse subjects.
15

Here we have this friend of Jefferson s as he no doubt often saw

her. Her mental agility, her vast scope of knowledge, were quite

enough, with him, to compensate for her loss of youth. Morris

would probably have found her tiresome, and not nearly so exciting

as the lightheaded lady of uneasy virtue he so often saw in her

quarters in the Louvre; to Jefferson she was fascinating because of

her knowledge and of the men of intellectual distinction that flocked

about her.

1* Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 154
15 Adams, Letters of Abigail A&ams, 250.
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, II

Because o his partiality for intellectual society, we know that

Jefierson was seen in the famous salons of the period, which

vibrated with the revolutionary and liberal philosophy of the times.

As often as possible he found his way to the neighborhood of Auteuil

to the home of the amusing Madame Helvetius to whom he had

been presented by Franklin, with whom she was on flirting terms.

Her celebrated husband had been one of the editors of the Encyclo

pedia, and about her gathered many of the most liberal and zealous

reformers of the day and in her salon the most congenial and

spirited conversation could be heard. Years later, Jefferson wa,$ to

recall these visits in a letter to Cabanis, one of the group. Auteuil

always appeared to me a delicious village/ he wrote, and Madamq
Helvetius s the most delicious spot in it. ... In those days how

sanguine we were, and how soon were the virtuous hopes of every

good man blasted . . . and how many excellent friends have we

lost.
16 He was writing, during the tyranny oi Napoleon, of the

days when the most generous spirits of France were looking forward

to the reforms in society that gave promise of a golden age. Unlike

Abigail Adams, he was amused rather than shocked by M&cUme s

firee-and-easy manner with her dear friend, Franklin, who had once

proposed to her, probably in jest. If Jefferson, too, noted a f

decay

in her beauty, which still indicated something of what it might
have been before, and if she did persist in kissiftg her male guests
on the cheek, and even though she was prone *to throw herself

upon a settee where she showed more than her feet, it still amused

rather than shocked him. It is impossible to imagine her draping

her arms around his shoulders, holding his haad
?
or kissing him at

all,, for he was years younger than Franklin. ,He found the company
,wkh which she surrounded herself quite worth wliile. Perhaps

the fact that she was sixty made a difference.
17

-
* Jefferson was also indebted to Franklin for his presentation to

&quot;Madame d Houdetot on whom he was a frequent caller. She ap-

.pe&i& tQ have entertained a great admiration for tiim* not qjqly Be

cause he was an American philosopher associated with the

, Writings of Jefferson, X/404,
17 Adams, Letters of Abigail A$&ityst 198.
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spirit
of the age, but quite as much., no doubt, because he hard an

even wider knowledge of American trees and plants than Franklin.

She loved them, and Jefferson interested himself in getting seeds*

bulbs,
1 and even trees for her park of Sannois. In her drawing-room

he often met, Cabanis and the Abbe Morellet

&quot; One gathers ithat he found his women friends in intellectual and

Bohemian circles, and, aside from a few liberals like Madame de

Tess&amp;lt;, he &quot;had few contacts with the women of the court circle. :

If, like Franklin, he ever found himself surrounded in the drawing-,

rooms of the palace of Versailles by adoring ladies, it is not of record

and his correspondence indicates no such friendships.

Such were the more conspicuous of Jefferson s wottien friends in

Paris with whom a , sentimental attachment could hardly have

existed. But, there were others of whom this cannot so positively

be said*

ni

Biographers seem determined to find some 1

mystery in his con

nection with Madame de Corny, wife of Ethis de Corny, a lawyer,

much- older than herself, living at Metz, who had accompanied

Lafayette to America as commissary of war. He was a political

eebnomist of merit, a man of great industry devoted to his work,

and a liberal, without being a rabid revolutionist. No doubt, Jeffer

son met Madame de Corny and her husband because of the latter s

American, connections. This couple lived at Rue Chaussee-d Antin

17, and thither not only Jefferson but Morris found their way. There

appears to be no doubt of her youth, -beauty, and wit. It does not

appear that Morris was so much a favorite with the lady as Jeffer

son, which may be counted in favor of her chastity or to Morris s

reactibnary views. But unquestionably she was a very intimate

friend of Madame de Flahaut, whose reputation was suspected after

she gave birth to a son of Talleyrand s, for years her lover, Nbr is

there any doubt that it was through her pwn solicitation and man

agement that Madame de Flahaut was brought into contact with

Morris- through Madame de Corny, who could scarcely have had

any doubt of the intentions of her friend. From which the evil-

minded may conclude that she had acted in the r61e of a procuress.
18

18 Davenport, Diary of Gouverneur Morris, I, 23-
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But, considering the moral standards of the time and place, it would

be unfair to assume that a woman of impeccable virtue would

have been unfriendly with some known to be quite the opposite.

Madame de Corny was far more intimate with another friend of

Jefferson s, Angelica Church, sister of the wife of Alexander Hamil

ton, who was living at the time with her husband in London and

made frequent visits to Paris. There is a tradition that Hamilton

looked upon Angelica with something more than a brotherly feel

ing, though nothing to imply that his conduct toward her was other

than proper. When Angelica s daughter was sent to Paris to school,

she was under the protection of Madame de Corny, and Madame
was occasionally a guest of the Churches in London. There is no

doubt that she took it upon herself to play the part of friend and

adviser to Jefferson s daughter, of whom she was very fond. It is

reasonable to assume, from his character and inherited standards,

that he never would have entrusted his daughter to the guidance

of a woman who was his mistress. When Angelica s daughter,

Kitty, appeared in Paris, it was at the house of the De Gornys that

she stayed, until, after a consultation between Madame and the

diplomat, Kitty was conducted to the convent to join Martha in her

studies.

The home of Madame de Corny was beautifully and tastefully

furnished, for we have the testimony of Morris that it was filled

with beauty, and similar testimony in a letter to her from Jefferson ;

I thank you, my dear Madame, for the charming glass you have

sent me. The beauty of the form had struck me at your house,

where all is beautiful, and I had meant to trouble your maitre

d hdtel only with the commission you have been so friendly as to

take on yourself. Coming, however, from you, it is doubly precious.

It shall stand by my own plate every day and suggest the health

I am to drink and for which I ever pray. I am sorry that at this

moment it is not as good as could be wished. The bearer comes to

ask you how you do today,
19

Because she liked long walks and Jefferson was a famous pedes-

triah, the two fell into the habit of taking their strolls together, and

these often took them into the v^ooded beauty of the Bois de

Boulogne. Two commentators, drawing entirely upon their imag-
^

Chinard, Trots Amities, 186.
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ination, have taken it upon themselves to suggest that Madame

probably had 1

secretly resented Jefferson s failure to take advantage

of his opportunities by playing the friend rather than lover under

the trees of the Bois. But there is not a shred of evidence to support

the
assumption.&quot;

On the contrary, it is well known that she adored

her husband of whose wor,k she was very proud. The letters from

Jefferson to her that have come down to us might have been written

by Abigail Adams, though they show that the friendship between

them was on a familiar foundation. But the mutual devotion of

husband and wife resulting in a competition between them as to

which should yield to the other s preference was a source of amuse

ment among their friends. These litde contests became so heated

that quarrels, were narrowly avoided, and Jefferson, who often wit

nessed them, found them immensely diverting.

On returning from his London journey and finding her in

London, he had written :

On my return to Paris it was my first intention to go to the Rue

Chaussee d Antin No. 17, to inquire after my friends whom I had

left there. I was told they were in England. And how do you like

England, Madame? ... I am in hopes that when the splendor oi

their shops, which is all that is worth seeing in London, shall have

lost ttie charm of novelty, you will turn a wishful eye to the good

r people of Paris and find that you cannot be happy with any others.

The Bois* de Boulogne invites you earnestly to come and survey its

beautiful verdure, to retire to its umbrage from the heats of the

season. I was through it today, as I am every day. Every tree

charged me with its invitation to you. Passing by La Muette, it

wished you as a mistress. You want a country house, this is for sale;

and in the Bois de Boulogne, which I have always insisted is the

most worthy of your preference. Come, then, and buy it.
20

There assuredly is nothing here that a man might not have written

to his brother s &quot;wife/

A little later he wrote her again, sending her, not a volume of

amorous poetry, but of all thirjgS the Memoir of Calonne. ,He

wrote;

Do not injure yourself in hurrying its perusal. Only when you

shall have read it at your leisure be so good as to send it back that

20 Randolph, Domestic Life &amp;lt;tf Jtffersov, 128.
*

:
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it may be returned to the^Duke.Qf JDorset. You will read it with

pleasure. It has carried comfort to my heart- because it must do

the same to the King and the nation. Thpugh it does not prove
M. Calonne to be more innocent than his predecessors* it shows him
not to have been the exaggerated scoundrel which the calculations

and clamors o the public have supposed. ... It shows him less

wicked and France less badly governed than I had feared.

And Aen, referring no doubt to their long tramps together, he

added: ,
J ,

.
i

How do yott do this morning? I have feared yoit exerted and

exposed yourself too much yesterday. . * ; The sky, is clearing and

I shall away to my hermitage.
2* / - % / .

:&amp;lt; ,

Much of the speculatibn concerning the relations of JMaclatne c(e

Corny and Jefferson is based upon a letter of farewell written by
him from Falmoiith, as he was sailing back to the United States,

saying he could not trust himself to say good-bye. But more con

vincing of a real ajfectlon are the letters written by her at the time.

She hM gone to Jefferson s house two hours after he had left and

fdiiiid&quot; Short distressed,

&quot;

and we both Werjt together at ytouf absence.

This you will call weakness, but although, good-bye &quot;may
be the

sadclest thing, 1 would have had ^ thousand tilings to say to t you,
and J Canted to receive a solemn prpmise that you;wpuiid return

to Francet, And when later Jefferson wrote from America that he

had accepted ,a&amp;gt; post at home, , she wrote again : ^ ; ;

I was right ifi saying that I would hot sed you again. When I

went to, your house after your departure, extreme sadness was a

Very true presentiment. Well, be happy as
f you understand it in

*ydur way, yery far from me . . . . It is then true that I ^liall never
- see you again! 1 can only love and regret my friends. My memory

f

of, you is certain,; jbut jours -ah?/^ofw doubtful it is! I am gQing
to foretell your future. You will marry again, jes, it is certain^ and

your wife will be happy, and you, also, I hope.
22

The turmoils of the Revolution put an end 16 correspondence,
but Jefferson was never to lose interest in her welfare. In 1793,

Ajag^lte GtarchI wrote hinj that Madame, de Coray was;gt widow
with!a very limited fortune and then retired td Rouen. Jefferson

133. 22 ChinaM, tfvois AmMs, 153-54.
s

, . , i

1
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replied, expressing his sorrow and suggesting that he&quot; knew nd

country &quot;where the remains of a fortune could place her so much at

her ease as liere.
23

Later, he suggested to Mrs. Chtirch that she

apply to Mrs. Monroe, then in Paris, for information. Thus he

learned that she had been *in extreme distress, her revenue being in

rhteis and the money being worthless; and that she was living in

hired lodgings furnished by herself, and everything about her as

nice as you know she always had. Though she visited the Monroes

freely and familiarly, she would never dine when there *was coni-

pany nor remain if company came. At this time she thought seri

ously of going to America.
24

Indeed, she had parted company with festivity. She wrote Jeffer

son that for fifteen years (1794 to 1809) she went to bed at- nine,

and for twenty years, from the beginning of the Revolution, she

had not been to the theater and for fifteen years had not dined in

town.
?
*

All this is iiot for love dr nay health, but because I am &quot;far

from the world which I have truly quitted/
25 She painted a father

toiichiiig picture of her rented apartment. It was Stoiall and she

Idved flowers and fields, but she had only a little green plant in the

Wind6w, and feven this died becattse the cost of water in Paris was

tbd high fbr her purse.
1

Irf th# Second year of his Presidency, Jefferson Wrote her of Mrs.

Church and kitty. Not only were they Very distant, but it happens
ttkt all their ed&nections are of a party opposed to the present order

of things, and Colo. Hamilton, who married Mrs. Church s sister,

is the head of that party/
26

It was that year that Jefferson- sent her

softie tea, having understood that you were become a gtet tedi

driiiker.
27

Acknowledging it, &he wrote, I think of yoti every

morning and this habit is truly sweet to me/ 28 Aiid four years

later: Since your returns from China are so nurxierous, allow me tb

ask you for some tea. Tea is my constant dejeuner.- It would &quot;be

pleasant to owe it to ytiu each day. Your good sense must not find

this request familiar. I assure you it is only sentimental/
29 Con

gratulating him on his re-election she added: 1 give a sigh for
&quot;

;

Years went By in silence. It was 1817. And Jefferson was writing

k 160 24j^., 164. IM., 232. ^IUL, 212.

&., 221. %*lbM.9 224. *&
Ibid., 216. 1
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to TrumbuU the painter. And Madame de Corny what has be

come of her? Is she living or dead? Thus you see how your letter

calls up recollections of out charming coterie in Paris/
30

Having found her address, he then wrote her, thirty years after

their first meeting: Through what scenes, my dear friend, have we

passed since those endeared to us by the society of Mrs. Church,

Cosway, TrumbuU, etc. What transitions from those of the tyran
nies of Robespierre, of the Directories, of Bonaparte, and now of

the Allies. These cannot have failed, by their sweeping afflictions,

to havd overshadowed even your life with gloom* if not with suffer

ing, and when are these to end? 31

And so the curtain falls on a great friendship with a note of

tragedy.

IV

A bit more puzzling was Jefferson s friendship with Madame
de Brehan, the sister-in-law of Count de Moustier, who went to

America as the French Minister in the autumn of 1787, taking her

along with her son. It is probable that it grew out of Jefferson s

friendship with the Count. That he painted idealistic pictures of

America for her delectation we may well believe,, since she became

interested in the new country, which she believed a country of

pastoral simplicity, free from the vanities of the world.
32

If Jef

ferson was not deceived, in his letters to Madison and Jay warmly
recommending her to their hospitality and friendship, she was a

very natural woman without affectations or a passion for fashion.

She and the Count were not unknown to Jefferson s table, since we
have her acceptance of an invitation, lamenting in advance her

inability to speak English the whole time, but expressing the hope
that she may rapidly improve under his teaching. I will avail ray-

self of your lessons, if you are so good as to give me any/ she wrote.

Her letters lack the sprightly tone of his other correspondents and

give, the impression of a really good, conventional woman. The

correspondence begins on the eve of her departure for America*

Jefferson had written her not to be deceived as to American man
ners by the imitation of European manners which [she] woulcj find

in our Jtowns, I beseech you to practice still your own, which will

170. ^lbid.s 234 32 Qbmard, Trois ArnMs, 14-15.
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furnish them a model of whatsis perfect/ and should this seem

singular, it will be by excellence/ and after a while she would see

the effect of her example.
33 But Madame thought otherwise. Ton

tell me, Sir, that I must keep my manners; it is better, I think, to

take those of the country, and I will do so,
5

she replied.
341 On

reaching New York, she found everyone interested in a new Con

stitution, and she wrote that if there were many Jeffersons and

Madisons, everything, I believe, would be better. She and the

Count had often spoken of our dear Jefferson/ and she sent him

the assurance of her tender friendship.

But it appears that she, and especially the Count, were a little

disappointed with their reception and with what they saw, and

Jefferson wrote her a soothing letter, The new customs/ the
&quot;per

plexities of the language/ and her illness had probably made dis

agreeable things seem more so. But, patience, my dear friend,

search in every object only what it contains of good; view, in those

you see* patients to be cured of what is amiss by your example, en

courage in them that simplicity which should be the armament of

their country; in fine, follow the dispositions of your own benevo

lence and sweetness of temper, and you will be happy and make

them so.
85 He introduced her to Angelica Church, because it is an

office of greatest pleasure to me ... to bring good people together.

He envied the gift he was giving her, since he would like to take

myself the very gift I make you. He hoped Madame would load

Angelica with civilities and was sure that both her character and

yours will insure this.
36

But the Count was outraged by his neglect in the United States,

and Jay wrote Jefferson that, while the diplomat had found the best

disposition to make it agreeable to him/ he seemed to expect more

particular and flattering marks of minute attention than we are

inclined to pay to anybody. Then, too, there is an intimation that

Madame may have taken Jefferson s advice about practicing her

Wn manners/ for Jay wrote further: Appearances, whether well

or iU founded is not important, have created and diffused an

opinion that an improper connection subsists between him and the

Marchioness. You can easily conceive the influence of such an

opinion on the minds and feelings of such people as ours.*

36. HIM., 19. **ttid., 41-43.
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Jay would &amp;lt; not have written thus to any other person, but in the

position Jefferson occupied, such information might have its uses.
37

It seems that some snoopers in a New England town had made

some observations that set the tongues a~\yagging;

Just what was the effect o the revelation on Jefferson we do not
&quot;

know. He had warmly urged Madame on Mrs. Jay. And after his

return to America it does not appear that he saw her much. When

at length the couple departed for Berlin, where he went as -Minister,

Jefeson wrote his regrets because perverse arrangements of for

tune, which seem to have made a point of disappointing all my
Wishes to be near you, and every occasion even of seeing you. How
unfortunate that Fate had sported with her feasibility by placing

her in New York during the contests excited by our change- of gov

ernment.
38

T

Thus the curtain falls on a friendship which is vapory in its out

lines. The Marchioness, who was in her thirties; found on return

ing to -Europe some difficulty in readjusting herself to the manners

of her own country.
; i

,

-

We nbw reach the most sentimental attachment formed by Jef

ferson during his Parisian dajrs. During the early d&ys, of die

eighteenth century, the most brilliant English miniature painter of
T

his time was Richard Cosway, born in 1742. His artistic genius is

manifest in his work. At the age of twelve he went to London to

study drawing. As a mere child he Won the first prize given by the

newly organized Society of Artists. When eighteen he begai to

exhibit his pictures to the Society, and among these was that 6f

Shipley,;his master, flow the property of that organization. At nine

teen ;he launched his career as a miniature painter, in which he&amp;lt;was

to attain high distinction and to paint many of the most celebrated

melTand famous beauties of his time. At twenty-two he was an

the Royal Academy, and the next year he was a Royal

One of his earliest* miniatures was one of Mrs.,Fitz-

e mistress of the Prince of Wales, who was so pleased that

he became an* ardent patron of the- artist and contributed largely ;to

. 3* Ml.* 57. - .
:

- ^ , . , \

&quot;
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making him the iriost fashionable miniature painter in England. It

is -generally agreed that his most beautiful miniature was that of

Madame du B&rry, painted in 1791 .when the mistress pf Louis XV
was living in Berkeley Square in London* Among his other Eng
lish subjects was Mrs.

(Robinson, another too intimate friend of the

Prince, of Wales^ w;ho was wont to consult the artist on personal

mattos, - .

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

:

; Brilliant andi attractive as an artist, Cosway s- foppishness and aflfec-;

tatioh made him less than pleasing as a man, and his vanity was

immeasurable. His e^rly success and his cultivation by, the gireat and

by
1 thd most charming w,omen of the aristocracy appear to have

turned his head completely, and he went through life under the de^-

Imsion of grandeur. Many stories were told to illustrate his weak

ness. On one occasion he .received the Prince of Wales at his

studio at home, attired jn a dove-colored suit, silver embroidered

court dress, with sword, bag wig. And when the Prince retired,

the little, man, for Cosway was physically unimpresjsive, accom

panied him to his carriage, and in the presence of the crowd in the

street retreated backward, with measured steps.
39 He lived in much

splendor, for his were the ideas of Royalty. His intimacy with the

rakish Prince of Wales was so conspicuous as to occasion gossip, as

we shall see.

VI

He was in his thirty-ninth year when, in January, 1781, he was

married at St George s Church in Hanover Square to Maria Had-

field, seventeen years his junior, who was, not without a touch or

more of genius.

She was born in Florence of English parentage. In an auto

biographic letter her father appears to have been from Manchester

and of a rich merchant and manufacturing family. Traveling in

Italy and depressed by the lack of congenial accommodations for

English travelers, he took first dne large house, and then two others,

arid fitted them in the English style. It was in one of these on the,

Arno that Maria was born. Though her, parents, were Protestants,

they decided; to rear her as a Catholic, an4 she was sent to a convent

39 Williamson, Richard Cosway, 33. &amp;lt;&amp;lt;

..
-
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school at the age of four, under the protection of the Grand Dikke

and Duchess of Tuscany. At eight she returned home, and, while

she had several teachers, she was interested primarily in art. She

studied some under Zofani, then living in Florenc^, and she haunted

the Pitti Gallery, copying many of the richest paintings. Thence she

was sent to study in Rome under the chaperonage of Mrs. Gore, the

mother of Lady Cowper; and there she came to know intimately

many of the first artists of the time. She had no regular instruction,

but for a year and a half she tramped over Rome seeing everything

beautiful in painting and sculpture, making sketches, copying. Of

this Roman period, James Borthoote, R.A., has written, in a sketch:

When she first came to Rome in 1778, aged eighteen, not unhand

some, endowed with considerable talent, and with a form extremely

delicate, and a pleasing manner of the utmost simplicity; but, withal,

ambitious, proud, and restless.
40

On her father s death, Maria/ who from childhood had wished

to be a nun, begged to return to her convent, but her mother^ would

not consent; and so, with letters of introduction from Lady Rivers

to many of the leaders of London fashion, she went to England.
This decision was encouraged*

1

by Angelica Kauffrnarin, the minia

ture painter, who had often heard of Maria and of her promise. The!

mother took rooms first in Berkeley Square and then in Hanover

Square, and soon after her arrival Maria was introduced into society

by Angelica Kauffmann. Quite soon she had met most of the

leading men and women of the realm. And despite the faint praise

of the Royal Academicians, her charm and beauty brought her

numerous admirers and suitors. Of these, the most persistent was

Parsons, the composer, but Angelica Kauffmann dissuaded her from

accepting him. A little later she met the successful little miniature

painter, Cosway,, whose sui{ was successful, though it does not

appear that Maria ever really loved him, and that often she despised

him. She herself once wrote, in an autobiographic letter, of her

feelings for Cosway: At first, she says, she Beared him, then she

worshipped him, later on admired him, gradually grew to like to

be 11} his company, and finally loved him with her whole heart.
41

But Maria was writing for the public, and the record scarcely bears

out :

tfae adoration. Neither had grown old when the coldness of each

18.
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was such that they separated and never thereafter lived together.

But this was some time after Jefferson knew her in Paris.

Soon after his marriage, Cosway, obsessed with grand ideas, took

Schomberg House, a great palace built by the Duke of Schomberg,
and there, after a short time, the painter and his wife launched

themselves upon a career of entertainment. Maria began her evening

concerts, those of Sunday evenings becoming extremely popular and

fashionable. In her autobiographic letter, *Maria numbers among
her most intimate friends of this period, Lady Lyttleton, the Hon
orable Mrs. Darner, the Countess of Allesbury, Lady Cecilia John

son, and the Marchioness of Townshend. These were always present

at the concerts, and there, too, were Ministers of Government, pic

turesque figures like General Paoli, brilliant orators and wits like

Erskine.
42 And always the rakish Prince of Wales was there. It was

because of his intimacy with Cosway and his regular attendance

at Maria s parties that the gossips rolled their eyes and smiled behind

their fans, though there is no evidence that Maria s relations with

the Prince were other than the most regular. No woman who at

tracted his eye, however, could escape the tongue of gossip.

At the concerts, Maria, no mean musician, was the chief per

former, but the husbahd appears to have furnished another kind

of entertainment, dressed up in the very extreme of fashion, he

flitted through his gaily decorated rooms, ogling, flirting, and bow

ing, receiving his patrons with the air of a prince, flattering them

to the top of his bent. Pall Mall was packed with carriages and

sedan chairs on these occasions, and Horace Walpole was often seen

emerging from his chair at their door.
43

Meanwhile, Maria continued painting, though her professionally

jealous husband forbade her to paint for trade, or tried to prevent

her doing so. The first of her pictures established her reputation,

though she herself, in her autobiographic letter, ascribes their fav

orable reception
e

to the novelty and my age . . . more than to real

merit. It was Maria s portrait of the famous Duchess of Devon

shire, then at the height of her reign as queen of fashion, in the

character of Cynthia from Spenser, which seemed to strike.
44

Before Jefferson met her in France, she had exhibited several pic

tures at the Royal Academy, two in the year of her marriage, four

&
Ibid., 15. &

Ibid., 33. **lbU. t 14.
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the next year, and in 1783 and 1784, and five in 1786, one of these

being the portrait of herself entitled Portrait of a Lady/

VII

When, for Maria s health, the Cosways went to France, they

traveled in style, taking their carriage and servants. Jefferson met

her through an introduction by Trumbull and thereafter, says the

American artist, Mr. Jefferson joined our party almost daily.
4r&amp;gt; Cer

tainly Maria and her husband frequently were guests in the house

on the Champs Elysees. Maria s character was probably beyond re

proach, though gossip was to whisper at times that she was a

mistress of the Prince of Wales, of Marches! the singer, of Vincent

Lunarda, secretary of the Neapolitan Ambassador, of J. L. Dusark

the painter. It appears that she once traveled abroad with Marchesi

under unconventional circumstances, but there is nothing of evi

dence to give color to the tales, many of them malicious.

At the time Jefferson met her she was very pretty, slender, and

not more than twenty-six or -seven. She had great expressive soft

blue eyes that smiled readily, and a great quantity of beautiful blond

hair was her most noticeable feature. Her manner was kindly,

simple, and intimate, and her expression amiable. Her interesting

conversation sparkled with wit and glowed with humor.

During their Paris sojourn, Cosway, who had announced that he

would take no commissions and rest, was persuaded, nevertheless, to

paint miniatures of the Duchess of Devonshire, the Duchess

d Orleans and Madame de Polignac, the evil genius of Marie An
toinette. The Cosways met and became close friends of David the

painter and Kosciusko the Polish supporter of the American Revo

lution, whose miniature was painted by Cosway while Maria sat

beside the hero and talked so charmingly that he did not mind the

sitting. Even Maria was permitted to practice her art, and in the

Paris days she did some designs for Boydell s Shakespeare, and

painted a few clever miniatures. But mostly she herself was painted,

with artists begging for the privilege. Some of these pictures show

a youngish woman of infinite charm. Even the cynical Gouverneur

Morris* who saw her a little later in London, in her home filled

45 Trumbull, Autobiography, US.
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with princes and bohemians/ found her entrancing and was moved
to indite a verse to her:

By Nature s various bounty blessed,

Ah, why your wealth conceal?

And why in cold indifference drest

Her blessings not reveal?

Vast treasures in a hoard confined

No pleasure can impart,

And so the Treasures of the Mind
The Feelings of the Heart.

Your conversation, like your coin,

Is gold. But yet, tis strange

How oft when Social Circles join

You want a little change.

From which one gathers that Maria was merely polite with

Morris. She was much more than polite with Jefferson into whose

house in the Champs Elysees she ran in and out. Soon after he was

confined to his house with an injured wrist, she wrote:

You don t always judge by appearance or it would be much to

my disadvantage this day, without deserving it; it has been a day of

contradictions. I meant to have seen you twice, and I have appeared

a monster for not having sent to know how you were the whole

day. I have been more uneasy than I can express. This morning

my husband killed my project I had proposed to him, by burying

himself among pictures and forgetting the hours. Though we were

near your house, coming to see you, we were obliged to come back,

the time being much past that we were to be at St. Cloud to dine

with the Duchess of Kingston. Nothing was to hinder us from

coming in the evening, but alas, my good intentions proved only

a disturbance of your neighbors, and just late enough to break the

rest of your servants and perhaps yourself. I came home with the

disappointment of not having been able to make my apologies. . . .

I hope you feel my distress instead of accusing me; the one I de

serve, the other not. We will come to see you tomorrow morning
if nothing happens to prevent it. Oh, I wish you were well enough
to come to us tomorrow to dinner, and stay the evening. I won t

tell you what I shall have; temptations now are cruel for your situ

ation. I only mention my wishes. If the executing them should
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be possible, your merit will be greater, as my satisfaction the more

flattered. I would serve you and help you at dinner and divert

your pain after with good music.46

One cannot but suspect that Jefferson found a way to appear at the

dinner-table.

In a later letter, written on the eve of the Cosways departure

for London, there is an indication that Maria had enticed Jefferson

into a tramp when his wrist was causing him pain:

I am very sorry and blame myself for having been the cause of

your pains in the wrist. Why should you go, and why was I not

more friendly to you, and less so to myself by preventing you giv

ing me the pleasure of your company? You repeatedly said it

would do you no harm. I felt interested and did not insist. We
shall go, I believe, this morning. Nothing seems ready, but Mr.

Cosway seems more disposed than I have seen him all this time. I

shall write to you from England; it is impossible to be wanting to

a person who has been so excessively obliging. I don t attempt to

make compliments there can be none for you, but I beg you

will think us sensible of your kindness and that it will be with ex

quisite pleasure I shall remember the charming days we have

passed together, and shall long for next spring.

You will make me very happy if you will send a line to the poste

restante at Antwerp, that I may know you are well. Believe me,

dear sir, your most obliged, affectionate servants.47

In writing the line to the poste restante, Jefferson was to give us

a remarkable letter of sentiment such as is found nowhere else in

his correspondence, something never to be approached by anything

he ever wrote to a woman thereafter. We have noted that he was

not without sentiment in his youth, and since, if any lingered with

him in later life after his return to America to become Secretary of

State, it has not been disclosed, it would appear that this letter to

Maria Cosway was a farewell flaming. It indicates other things as

well. As a philosopher and politician, Jefferson seems cold as a steel

engraving, but here we have unmistakable proof that he was not

without susceptibility and sentiment where women were concerned.

That October day in 1786, when the Cosways took coach for the

Channel, Jefferson accompanied them as far as Saint-Denis, where
1 46

Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 80.
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he handed Maria into her carriage and saw her drive away. The
letter is of such great length that only a portion can be given, but it

will suffice to throw an unconventional light on Jefferson the man.

Thousands of words in length, the fact that he was forced to

struggle with his left hand is evidence enough that it was not

written flippantly:

My dear Madame: Having performed the last sad office of hand

ing you into your carriage at the pavilion de Saint-Denis, and seen

the wheels get actually in motion, I turned on my heel and walked,

more dead than alive, to the opposite door where my own was

awaiting me. Mr. Danquierville was missing. He was sought for,

found, and dragged down stairs. We were crammed into the car

riage like recruits for the Bastille and not having soul enough to

give orders to the coachman, he presumed Paris our destination and

drove off. After a considerable interval, silence was broken with

a *Je suis vraiment afflige du depart de ces bons gens.* This was

the signal for a mutual confession of distress. We began imme

diately to talk of Mr. and Mrs. Cosway, of their goodness, their

talents, their amiability; and though we spoke of nothing else, we
seemed hardly to have entered into the matter when the coach

man announced the Rue Saint-Denis and that we were opposite

Mr. Danquierville s. He insisted on descending there and travers

ing a short passage to his lodgings. I was carried home. Seated

by my fireside, solitary and sad, the following dialogue took place

between my Plead and Heart.

HEAD Well, friend, you seem to be in a pretty trim.

HEART I am indeed the most wretched of all earthly beings.

Overwhelmed with grief, every fiber of my frame distended beyond
its natural powers to bear. I would willingly meet whatever catas

trophe should leave me more to feel or to fear.

HEAD These are the eternal consequences of your warmth and

precipitation. This is one of the scrapes into which you are ever

leading us. You confess your follies, indeed; but still you hug
and cherish them; and no reformation can be hoped, where there is

no repentance.

Here the HEART begged to be spared admonitions at the time, but

the HEAD, observing that they accomplished nothing in times of

triumph, continued:

HEAD You will be pleased to remember that when our friend,

Trumbull, used to be telling us of the merits and talents of these
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good people, I never ceased whispering to you that we had no

occasion for new acquaintances; that the greater their merits and

talents, the more dangerous their friendship to our tranquillity, be

cause the regret at parting would be greater.

HEART Accordingly, sir, this acquaintance was not the conse

quence of my doings. It was one of your projects that threw us in

the way of it. It was you, remember, and not I, who desired the

meeting at Legrand and Motino s. I never trouble myself with

domes or arches. The Halle aux Bleds might have rotted down

before I should have gone to see it. But you, forsooth, who are

eternally getting us to sleep with your diagrams and crotchets must

go and examine this wonderful piece of architecture. And when

you had seen it, oh, it was the most superb thing on earth. What

you had seen there was worth all you had yet seen in Paris. I

thought so, too. But I meant it of the lady and gentleman to

whom we had been presented; and not of the parcel of sticks and

chips put together in pens. You, then, sir, not I, have been the

cause of the present distress.

HEAD It would have been better for you if my diagrams and

crotchets had gotten you to sleep on that day, as you are pleased to

say they invariably do. My visit to Legrand and Motino s had pub
lic utility for its object. A market is to be built in Richmond. What
a commodious plan is that of Legrand and Motino s; especially if

we put on it the noble dome of the Halle aux Bleds. . . . While I

was occupied with these objects, you were dilating with your new

acquaintances and contriving how to prevent a separation from

them. Every hour of yours had an engagement that day. Yet all

these were to be sacrificed that you might dine together. Lying

messages were to be dispatched into every quarter of the city, with

apologies for your breach of engagements. You particularly had the

effrontery to send word to the Duchesse d Enville that, on the mo
ment we were setting out to dine with her, dispatches came to hand

which required immediate attention. You wanted me to invent a

more ingenious excuse; but I knew you were getting into a scrape

and I would have nothing to do with it.

HEART Oh, my dear friend, how you have revived me by re

calling to my mind the transactions of that day. Flow well I remem
ber them all and that, when I came home at night and looked back

on the morning, it seemed to have been a month agone. Go on,

then, like a mild comforter and paint to me the day we spent at

St-Germain. How beautiful was every object, the port de Reuilly,
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the hills along the Seine, the rainbows of the machine of Marly, the

pavilion de Lucienne. Recollect, too, Madrid, Bagatelle, the King s

garden, the Dessert, . . . And yet in the evening, when one took a

retrospect of the day, what a mass of happiness had we traveled

over. Retrace all these scenes to me, my good companion, and I

will forgive the unkindness with which you are chiding me. The

day we went to Saint-Germain was a little too warm, I think; was
it not?

HEAD Thou art the most incorrigible of all the beings that

ever sinned 1 I reminded you of the follies of the first day, intend

ing to deduce from these some useful lessons for you, but instead

of listening to these, you kindle at the recollection, you retrace the

whole series with a fondness which shows you want nothing but

the opportunity to act it over again. I often told you during its

course that you were imprudently engaging your affections under
circumstances that must have cost you a great deal of pain; that

the persons indeed were of greatest merit, possessing good sense,

good humor, honest hearts, honest manners, and eminence in a

lovely art; that the lady had, moreover, qualities and accomplish
ments belonging to her sex which might form a chapter apart for

her; such as music, modesty, beauty, and that softness of disposition
which is the ornament of hers and charm of ours, but that all these

considerations would increase the pangs of separation; that their

stay here was to be short; that you rake your whole system when

you part from those you love, complaining that such a separation
is worse than death, inasmuch as this ends our sufferings, whereas

that only begins them; and that the separation would in this in

stance be all the more severe as you would probably never see them

again.

HEART But they told me they would come back again next

year.

HEAD But in the meantime, see what you suffer; and their

return, too, depends on so many circumstances that if you had a

grain of prudence you would not count upon it. Upon the whole,

it is impossible and therefore you should abandon the idea o ever

seeing them again.

HEART May heaven abandon me if I do.

HEAD Very well. Suppose then they come back. They are to

stay two months and when these are expired, what is to follow?

Perhaps you flatter yourself they may come to America.

HEART I see nothing impossible in that supposition. Where
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could they find such objects as in America for the exercise of their

enchanting art? especially the lady who paints landscapes so in

imitably. She wants only subjects worthy of immortality to render

her pencil immortal. The Falling Spring, the Cascade of Niagara,
the Passage of the Potomac through the Blue Mountains, the

Natural Bridge. It is worth a voyage across the Atlantic to see

these objects; much more to paint and make them and thereby
ourselves known to all ages. And our dear Montkello, where has

Nature spread so rich a mantle under the eye? mountains,

forests, rocks, rivers. With what majesty do we there ride above

the storms. How sublime to look down to the workhouse of Nature

and see her clouds, hail, snow, rain, all fabricated at our feet; and

the glorious sun when rising as if out of a distant water, just gilding
the tops of the mountains and giving life to all nature.

HEAD Well, let us put this possibility to trial then at another

point. When you consider the character which is given of our

country by the lying newspapers of London and their credulous

copyers in other countries; when you reflect that all Europe is made
to believe we are a lawless banditti in a state of absolute anarchy,

cutting one another s throats and plundering without distinction,

how can you expect that any reasonable creature would venture

among us?

HEART But you and I know all this is false; that there is not

a country on earth where there is greater tranquillity, where the

laws are milder, or better obeyed; where everyone is more attentive

to his own business or meddles less with that of others; where

strangers are better received, more hospitably treated and with a

more sacred respect.

HEAD Let us return, then, to our point. I wished to make

you sensible how imprudent it is to place your affections without

reserve on objects you must so soon lose and whose loss when it

comes must cost you such severe pangs. Remember the last night.
You knew your friends were to leave Paris today. This was enough
to throw you into agonies. All night you tossed us from one side

of the bed to the other. No sleep, no rest. The poor crippled wrist,

too, never was left one moment in the same position, now up, now
down, now here, now there; is it to be wondered at if its pains
returned? The Surgeon then was to be called and to be rated as

an ignoramus because he could not divine the cause of this ex

traordinary change. In fine, my friend, you must mend your
manners.
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HEART But friendship is precious, not only in the shade but in

the sunshine of life; and, thanks to a benevolent arrangement of

things, the greater part of life is sunshine. I will recur for proof
to the days we have lately passed. On these, indeed, the sun shone

brightly. How gay did the face of Nature appear! Hills, valleys,

chateaux, gardens, rivers, every object wore its loveliest hue.

Whence did they borrow it? From the presence of our charming
companion. They were pleasing because she seemed pleased. Alone,
the scene would have been dull and insipid; the participation of it

with her gave it relish.

And so the dialogue continues much longer, and then concludes:

And so I put an end to it by calling for my nightcap. Methinks

I hear you wish to heaven I had called a little sooner and spared

you the ennui of such a sermon. I did not interrupt him sooner

because I was in a mood for hearing sermons. You, too, were the

subject; and on such a thesis I never think the theme long; not

even if I am to write it, and that slowly and awkwardly as now,
with my left hand. But you may not be discouraged by a cor

respondence which begins so formidably. I will promise you on

my honor that my future letters will be of reasonable length. I

will even agree to express but half my esteem for you, for fear of

cloying you with too full a dose. But on your part, no curtailing.

If your, letters are as long as the Bible, they will appear short to me.

Only let them be brimful of affection. I shall read them with the

dispositions with which Arlequin in Les deux billets, spelt the

words, je t aime/ and wished that the whole alphabet had entered

into their composition.

We have had incessant rains since your departure. These make
me fear for your health, as well as that you had an uncomfortable

journey. The same cause has prevented me from being able to give

you any account of your friends here. The voyage to Fontainebleau

will probably send the Count de Moustier and the Marquise de

Br6han to America. Danquierville promises to visit me, but has

not done it as yet. De la Tude comes sometimes to take family

soup with me, entertain me with anecdotes of his five and thirty

years imprisonment. How fertile is the mind of man which can

make the Bastille and Dungeon of Vincennes yield interesting

anecdotes. You know this was for making four verses on Mme. de

Pompadour. As to myself, my health is good, except my wrist
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which mends slowly, and my mind which mends not at all, but

broods constantly over your departure.
48

It is a reasonable presumption that a man with a fractured wrist,

writing at such amazing length with his left hand and with many
political and diplomatic problems upon him, would not have taken

the time or exhausted his energy writing a perfunctory note to a

woman who had not made the most profound impression on his

mind and heart. Here we catch occasional glimpses of his contacts

with Maria Cosway, the meeting at Legrand and Motino s, the ex

cursion to Saint-Germain, and the part played by Trumbull, whose

historical paintings in the rotunda of the Capitol at Washington
are immortal, in awakening Jefferson s interest in the English
artist.

Before this unique letter was dispatched, however, Jefferson was

reading a note from Maria, dated from Antwerp, which, from its

bulk, promised a long letter. Along with the dialogue then went

from Jefferson a note of gentle chiding:

I prepared myself for a feast. I read two or three sentences; looked

again at the signature to see if I had not mistaken it. It was visibly

yours. Read a sentence or two more. Diable! Spelt your name

distinctly. There was not a letter of it omitted. Began to read

again. In fine, after reading a little and examining the signature,

alternately half a dozen times, I found your name was to four

lines only, instead of four pages. I thank you for the four lines,

however, because they prove you think of me; a little, indeed, but

better a little than none. To show you how much I think of you,
I send you the enclosed letter of three sheets of paper, being a

history of the evening I parted with you. But how expect you to

read a letter of three mortal sheets of paper? I will tell you. Divide

it into six doses of half a sheet each, and every day when the toilet

begins,, take a dose, that is to say read half a sheet. By this means it

will have the only merit its length and dullness can aspire to, that

o assisting your coiffeuse to procure you six good naps of sleep.

I will even allow for twelve days to get through it, holding you
rigorously to one condition only, that is, that at whatever hour you
receive this, do not break the seal of the enclosed until the next

toilet.
49

Writings of Jefferson, IV, ML **lbid., IV, 323.
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It will be observed that the dialogue refers frequently to the de

lightful couple/ but one looks in vain for a single special reference

to Cosway, and we may be sure the lady understood. Jt appears
that after her return to London, Jefferson continued to write her,

for in a long letter of her own a few months later, Maria complains
that the last two letters from Jefferson had been much too brief^

though she allowed for the reason. I must confess that the be

ginning of your correspondence has made me an enfant-gatee, she

wrote. 1 shall never learn to be reasonable in my expectations, and

shall feel disappointed whenever your letters are not as long as the

first one; thus you are the occasion for continual reproaching dis

position in me. ... I trust your friendship would wish to see me

perfect, and mine to be so, but defects are, or are not, most con

spicuous according to the feelings which we have for the objects

which possess them. And then: Are you to be painted in future

ages, sitting solitary and sad on the beautiful Monticello, tormented

with the shadow of a woman who will present you a deformed rod,

broken and twisted, instead of the emblematical instrument be

longing to the Muses, held by genius, inspired by wit . ? And
what did Jefferson think of the famous speech of Sheridan in the

Hastings trial? Mr. Cosway had been with Hastings and had found

him indifferent on the first day, but on the third day [of Sheridan s

speech] he had been much affected and agitated/ She had been

reading Jefferson s Notes on Virginia. How she would love to see

those enchanted grottoes, those magnificent mountains, rivers, etc.

Why am I not a man that I might set out immediately, satisfy my
curiosity, and indulge my sight with wonders? She was going to

few parties, so excessively indolent I do not go out for months

together/ She was painting some, and she had musical parties in

the evenings and a few agreeable friends kept her company. But

parties no; nothing but crowded assemblies, uncomfortable heat,

and not the least pleasure in meeting anybody. The Opera in

London was bad, the Zubendilli and Madame Mosa are the first

singers. But would not Jefferson tell her something about Madame

d Polignac? They make a great deal about it here; we hardly

hear anything else, and the stories are so different from one another

that it is impossible to guess the real one/ She hoped to see Jeffer

son in the summer. If I shall be happy enough to come again in
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the summer to Paris, I hope we shall pass many agreeable days, she

wrote. But so many things might intervene. Her misgivings were

well founded. The Revolution was on the way.
50

But at intervals the correspondence of Jefferson and Maria con

tinued until both were old. Jefferson was in his last retirement at

Monticello, twelve years after he had left the White House, when
she wrote him of the death of her husband. *I wish Monticello were

not so far away, she wrote in 1821. I would pay you a visit were it

ever so much out of my way, but it is impossible. I long to hear

from you. The remembrance of a person I so highly esteem and

venerate affords me the happiest consolations, and your patriarchal

situation delights me much as I expected from you. Notwith

standing your indifference for a world of which you make one of

the most distinguished ornaments and members, I wish you may
still enjoy many years and feel the happiness of a nation which pro
duced such characters. She was going to Paris, and she promised

Jefferson she would talk with Madame de Corny.
51

Two years later she wrote again, congratulating him on the

pleasure of planning the buildings of the University of Virginia,

and seeing them rise. I wish I could come and learn from you/
she wrote. Were it the furtherest part of Europe, nothing would

prevent me, but that immense sea makes a great distance. How
ever, she hoped to hear from him as often as possible.

52

When this letter was written, a great change had come into the

life of Maria. While she admired her husband s art, it seenjs certain

that she rather despised the affected fop, and in time they drifted

apart, living their separate lives. Under the encouragement of the

Archbishop of Toulouse, she founded a school for girls at Lodi,

Italy, to which she attached a religious order interested in female

education. Here she was to be reasonably happy, and, because of

the success of her venture, she was made a Baroness of the Empire
by the Emperor Francis I. Eleven years before she wrote the letter,

last quoted, to Jefferson, she had written him of her new career.

She herself thought it strange that she should have drifted into this

field. But after the tragic death of her daughter, she had found con

solation in the training of girls. 1 am discharging the occupations

50 Randolph, Domestie Life of Jefferson, 89-92.

374. ^Ibid., 376.
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of a nurse, happy in the self-gratification of doing my duty, with no
other consolation/ she wrote. And then, showing how indelibly the

memory of Jefferson s first letter was impressed upon her, she added:

In your &quot;Dialogue&quot; your Head would tell you &quot;that is
enough&quot;;

your Heart perhaps will understand I might wish for more. God s

will be done.
53 Ten years later she wrote him : 1 am glad you ap

prove my choice of Lodi. It is a pretty place and free from the

bustle of the world which is becoming troublesome. 54 To which
she added: 1 saw Madame de Corny when in Paris. She is the same,

only a little older only thirty-seven years older.

The last letter extant from Maria Cosway was written when she

was sixty-five and Jefferson was eighty-one thirty-nine years after

the two had made the sentimental journey to Saint-Germain. It

was written from Florence. Time had mellowed the unpleasant
memories of her husband s affectations and foppishness and she

found them not unpleasant in Florence, where many of his prints
were in the art gallery. There she had placed a portrait of him.

1 have had my grand saloon painted with the representations of

the four parts of the world, and the most distinguished objects of

them, she wrote. 1 am at a loss for America as I found very few small

prints however, Washington town is marked, and I have left a

hill where I would place Monticello and the Seminary [University]

if you favor me with some description that I might have them in

troduced. 55

With that, the curtain falls on a famous friendship that was not

without sentiment, that must have gone beyond mere friendship.

Two years later, Jefferson was dead. And twelve years after that,

Maria died at her school in Lodi. She was buried in a vault under

the chapel of the Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie, and there a

monument has been erected to her memory.
That Maria Cosway was the nearest approach to a real sentimental

attachment formed by Jefferson in Paris there can be little doubt.

VIII

Other women who entered into the pleasures o his Parisian life

included Madame de Tott, a distinguished and popular painter of

**
Ibid., 512. 54 iUL, 376. **lbid.
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her time, whose art he appreciated and&quot; whose studio was not un

familiar to him, and Lucy Paradise, Countess Barziza. The latter

must have been a source of infinite amusement, since she has been

described as an enfant terrible, given to saying whatever came into

her head; from which one gathers that she was a bit risquee. That

she was a chatterbox with a keen appetite for scandal must be

assumed from the assurances of her contemporaries and friends that

she had a keen relish for gossip and bowled down all pins in the

alley.

Her letters, written more than a century and a half ago to Jeffer

son, and which may be clearly read to this day, are a verification of

the general impression that women had confidence in his benev

olence and discretion, and were prone to use him as a father con

fessor on their intimate troubles. Lucy was happily married to the

worthy Count Barziza, but her impecunious, penniless, and irre

sponsible parents who had reduced themselves to poverty had de

scended upon the Count as non-paying} unappreciative, and even

exacting guests, to the distress and mortification of the Countess.

Jefferson appears to have responded to her desperate appeals for

advice and assistance in the Count s effort to establish the father in

a more independent economic position, but the ailing parents do

not appear to have responded in a co-operative mood. On the part

of my marriage, she wrote Jefferson a few months before the fall

of the Bastille, 1 have reason to thank the Almighty ... on the part
of my parents I have reason to be overwhelmed. You, sir, are a just

man and I flatter myself that weighing your judgment, and giving
to all one s merits, you would continue your good offices and have us

in consideration for all the good that you can do us, being assured

that we shall be truly grateful.

Nothing could more conclusively illustrate Jefferson s appeal to

women as a dependable friend and father confessor; for in the midst

of exacting occupations we here find him exerting himself as Lucy s

friend in an attempt to spare her humiliation and to prevent a pos
sible wrecking of her marriage.

56

That men also trusted him with their women is evident in an

incident involving John Paul Jones, the naval hero. The doughty

60
M8S&quot;. Letters, Jefferson CopMdge Collection, Massachusetts Historical So

ciety.
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Captain appears to have been the lover of Aimee de Tellison, a

natural daughter of Louis XV. 1 shall now tell you in confidence/

he wrote Jefferson in 1787, that she is the daughter of the late King
and a lady of quality on whom his Majesty bestowed a large

fortune.
5T

She is said to have been Jones s mistress and helper over

a period of fourteen years. When he departed for Russia, he asked

Jefferson to keep an eye on her and give her any assistance she

might require. He readily agreed, but was rather nonplussed, on

the lady s appearance, to find her a beautiful woman in her early

twenties with flaming red hair. Later, Jones wrote Jefferson from

Russia of his distress because the letters from the lady had not

recently arrived. He was in great anxiety. Would not Jefferson

ascertain her whereabouts and her situation and inform him at

once?
58 With the Revolution on, we may imagine Jefferson turning

momentarily from the marching mobs to scan the horizon of Paris.

in search of a flaming head of hair for the solacing of the soul of

one of the naval heroes of the American Revolution.

w
Russell, John Paul Jones, 182.
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CHAPTER

XVIII

DIPLOMACY AND REVOLUTION

THE
MONTHS between the latter part of 1787 and the fall

of the Bastille were crowded ones for Jefferson. The rapidly

developing drama of the Revolution absorbed much of his attention

throughout the entire period, without diverting him in the least

from the performance of his diplomatic duties, which were becom

ing increasingly onerous and delicate. In this field this period was

marked with some triumphs. Since there was no cleavage, in time,

to separate the revolutionary events from the diplomatic activities

and the more personal interests, we shall treat first his official actions

and then his part in French politics, for the better clarification of the

narrative.

In the late summer of 1787, his younger daughter, Polly, though
her real name was Mary, arrived in Paris. Soon after reaching

France, Jefferson had been shocked by the death of his youngest

child, the baby left in Virginia with her aunt, and this determined

him to send for Polly. Because of her tender age, he had a fear of

her growing up without childhood memories of her father and

sister. She even then had become so attached to her aunt that she

could not bear the thought of leaving her. And when Jefferson

sought to reconcile her to the proposed change, with the promise
that in Paris she should be taught to play on the harpsichord, to

draw, to dance, to read and talk French, she replied: 1 don t want
to go to France; I want to stay with Aunt Eppes.

1 And when
1
Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 106.
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Jefferson wrote her how much he wished to see her, she replied: 1

should be very happy to see you, but I cannot go to France, and I

hope you and sister are well.
2 When at length she was persuaded

and she embarked on the sea, Jefferson was in an agony o appre
hension. I endeavor not to think of her till I know she is landed,

he wrote.
3 But on the voyage she was zealously served by Captain

Ramsey, and when the time for landing came, she had become so

attached to him that she literally had to be torn from her protector.

During the three weeks she remained in London, Abigail Adams
treated her with the tenderness of a mother and to her she became

so attached that it was with difficulty she could be persuaded to

leave her.
4

Several days of pleading were necessary to win her con

sent to the trip across the Channel, and Abigail never was to for

get it.

On Polly s arrival in Paris, Martha was withdrawn from her con

vent for a week to be with her and to conduct her on visits to it

until she became familiar with it. Soon she was established there

with her sister. Jefferson thought the school altogether the best in

France.* When, on Polly s arrival, it was found she had no recollec

tion of her father or of Martha, he was more than ever certain of his

wisdom in summoning her to Paris.
5

Jefferson s character cannot

be understood without an understanding of his relations with his

two daughters, to whom he was a congenial companion as well as

father.

Jefferson had carried to France a familiarity with the work of

the Count de Buffon, the celebrated French naturalist, some of

whose conclusions concerning animals in America he had vigorously

challenged in his Notes on Virginia. The Count was one of the few

men he sought in Paris during the first months he was in the

country. Jefferson took advantage of the time to prepare his case

against him. As we have seen, he had written Virginians to send

him the skins, horns, etc., of animals in dispute, with which to

confute the naturalist. Long before their arrival, however, he had

met Buffon and their disagreements were well known in Paris

. 9 107.

Jefferson to Mrs. Boiling, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 411.
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drawing-rooms. At length the bones, skins, and horns arrived, and

Jefferson hurried them to the Count.

I am happy to be able to present you at this moment the bones

and skin of a Moose, the horns of the Caribou, the elk, the deer . . .

the spiked-horned bucks and Roebucks of America. They all came
from New Hampshire and Massachusetts. The skin of the moose
was dressed with the hair on, but a great deal of it has come off.

. . The horns of the elk are remarkably smalL I have certainly
seen some of them which would weigh six times as much. This is

the animal which we call elk ... and of which I have given some

description in the Notes on Virginia of which I had the honor of

presenting you a copy. ... I wish these spoils, sir, may have the

merit of adding anything new to the treasures of Nature which
have so fortunately come under your observation and of which
she seems to have given you the key.

6

Thus, Jefferson won his debate with the naturalist by the evidence

of the horns, bones, skins of the animals in dispute, and the salons

of Paris laughed heartily over the discomfiture of Buffon.

It was at this time that Jefferson was pressing Adams in London
to permit Brown, the English artist, to paint his portrait, as he pre

viously had painted one of Jefferson. Trumbull does not paint of

the size of life and could not be asked to hazard himself to it/ he
wrote Adams s son-in-law. The Brown portrait of Jefferson has

mysteriously disappeared, though a copy may be seen to this day in

the Adams house at Quincy. It was this portrait that was used in

Appleton s Cyclopaedia of American Biography?

II

This was a period of diplomatic activity. During the American

Revolution, three prizes, captured at sea from the British by Com
modore Paul Jones and taken into the port of Bergen in distress, had
been restored to the British on the order of the King of Denmark.
As early as December, 1789, Franklin had made demand for com
pensation, and ten thousand pounds was suggested to him as an

indemnity by the Danish Minister in Paris. But with the departure
of both the Minister and Franklin, the correspondence had been

e
Ibid., IV, 457. *#**., V, 2-3.
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abandoned. Jefferson now revived it in a letter to Count Bernstorff,

Minister of Foreign Affairs in Copenhagen, in which he sharply
said that the United States continues to be sensibly affected by this

delivery of their prizes to Great Britain, and the more so as no part
of their conduct had forfeited their claim to those rights of hos

pitality which civilized nations extend to each other. He announced

that he was sending Paul Jones to Copenhagen as a special agent to

attend the pleasure of his Majesty.
8 Even in the days of the dis

integrating Confederation, Jefferson was speaking boldly to the

nations of Europe.

Nor did he use terms less bold in speaking to France. During
the American Revolution a demand had been made on Franklin by
the house of Schweighauser and Dobree at Nantes, and by Puehil-

Iberg of L Orient, for money which had been refused for perfectly

sound reasons. When, later, America purchased certain military

stores in France, which had been deposited at Nantes for embarka

tion, the claimants, had seized them by judicial process and had held

them for many months. Jefferson now made demand on Mont-

morin for the unconditional release of American property. Un

willing to trouble your Excellency whenever it can be avoided, he

wrote, I proposed to the parties to have the question decided by
arbitrators to be chosen by us jointly. They have refused it, as you
will see by the answers to my letters, copies of both of which I have

the honor to enclose to you/ He submitted that it is well settled in

practice that the property of one sovereign is not permitted to be

seized within the dominion of another; and that this practice is

founded not only on mutual respect but on mutual utility.

5 He re

minded Montmorin that the seizure of these stores by an ally, at

a time when the Americans were in desperate need of them, was a

matter of some gravity. The claimants had even gone so far as to

make a merit of their failure to seize an American ship. Certainly

the principles which permit the seizure of arms would admit that

of a whole fleet, and would often furnish an enemy the easiest

means of defeating an expedition, he added. He was, therefore,

under the necessity of asking an order from you for the imme

diate delivery of the stores and other property of the United States

at Nantes.
9

, IV, 414. OBergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 141-42.
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At the same time he wrote more sharply to de Rayneval, who had
been, the eye of Vergemies, and still retained his post, and enclosed

a copy to Montmorin: I shall hope an acknowledgment in respect
to us of the principle which holds as to other nations: that our

public property here cannot be seized by the territorial judge/ And
then he pointed out the interest of France in the controversy. *It is

the more interesting to us, as we shall be more and longer exposed
than other nations, to draw arms and military stores from Europe.
Our preference of this country has occasioned us to draw them from
hence alone, since the peace; and the friendship we have constantly

experienced from the Government will, we doubt not, on this and

every other occasion, insure to us the protection of what we pur
chase.

10

Within a month, Jefferson was able to report to Jay that he had
been promised the delivery of the stores, but that certain formalities

to be observed would mean a slight delay. The proceeding would
be for the King to call the case before himself when the order to

deliver the stores would be given.
11

At a time when Jefferson was being constantly dunned on Ameri
can debts, it required some temerity for him to make his demands
with dignity.

About this time, too, an arret had been issued prohibiting the

importation of whale oil when Jefferson thought an agreement had
been reached permitting the sale in France of oil from the United
States. He instantly wrote Montmorin that he assumed this did

not apply to America. The importance of the subject to one of the

principal members of our Union induces me to attend with great

anxiety a reassurance from your Excellency that no change has

taken place in his Majesty s views on this subject; and that his dis

position to multiply, rather than diminish, the combinations of in

terests between the two peoples continues unaltered.
12

It appears that the reason for the arrt was that the British had

glutted the market, and that in the original arret the United States

had been excepted. Writing Jay, Jefferson said that, without my
having warning or suspicion, this exception had been struck out, as

he suspected by the Count de la Puzerne, the Minister of Marine.
In numerous conferences with Montmorin and other Ministers,

tf., VII, 154-55. u##., VII, 170. !*##., VII, 156.
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Jefferson found* them prepossessed by the partial information of

their Dunkirk fishermen. This led Jefferson to a fuller expression
of his views than might otherwise have been thought necessary.

His purpose was to disgust Necker, as an economist, with their new
fisheries

, by letting him foresee their expense. Finally, at a full

meeting, when Lafayette, who was supporting Jefferson, was

present, it was agreed to except the United States from the arret.

But, warned Jefferson, they will require rigorous assurance that the

oils coming under our name are really of our fisheries/ since they
fear we shall cover the introduction of the English oils from

Halifax.
13

Ill

Meanwhile, despite the lordly tones he assumed in dealing with

Montmorin, Jefferson was more than ever alarmed over the financial

.status of the new nation. He was being constantly besieged at his

home with creditors of his country. He was greatly disturbed by
references to the American debts in the debates of the Assembly of

Notables, who, while moderating their tone, disclosed, nevertheless,

a growing impatience. He himself was particularly apprehensive

over the inability to pay the French officers. Their wants, the

nature of their services, their access to high characters and connec

tion with them, bespeak the reason for this, he wrote Jay.
14

It had

long been evident to Jefferson that until the Confederation was re

placed by a more stable government, with power nationally to levy

and collect taxes, the credit and honor of the country would remain

in peril

In February, 1788, another crisis was at hand, and Adams, who had

dealt exclusively with the loans, was on the verge of his departure

for America. The responsibility of dealing alone with all such

matters was passed on to Jefferson, who wrote that he had no

powers, no instructions, no means, and no familiarity with the

subject.
15 At this time the bankers and agents in Amsterdam,

Wilhelm and Jan Willincks and Jacob Van Staphorsts, wrote Adams
that they had received a letter from Jefferson informing them of

the need of fifty-one thousand florins to meet the obligations coming

., VII, 192-93. uibid., VI, 248.
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due. He presses us in the most energetic style to furnish the money,

informing us he had wrote your Excellency/ said the agents. They

were, therefore, waiting to hear from Adams. They regretted they

had been approached so late as to make impossible communication

with the Board of Treasury, and, without authorization from that

quarter, they would have to assume unnecessary responsibility.

The funds in their possession would suffice to pay interest soon

falling due and leave just enough surplus to take care of the per

sonal needs of Jefferson and Adams. Thus, an advance of fifty-one

thousand florins would have to come from their own pocket. They

thought it improbable that the bonds of the last loan of the United

States would sell, since there were so many loans open with long-

established countries noted for punctuality in payments.
16

On the receipt of this letter, Adams wrote Jefferson that America

was about to be the victim of a plot. He utterly disbelieved the

story that the new bonds would not sell. The fact was that these

bankers and agents had been buying up large quantities of Ameri
can paper, which they planned to have acknowledged and paid in

Europe. Of course, wrote Adams, neither he nor Jefferson could

ever agree to that. These certificates and the interest were to be

paid in America at the Treasury, and if a precedent otherwise could

be created, the effect would be horrid. If the brokers, undertakers,

and money-lenders will take such advantage of us, it is high time

we have done with them, pay what is due as fast as we can, but

never contract another farthing of debt with them/ wrote the en

raged Puritan. If he were not on the verge of departing, he would

go to Amsterdam and open a new loan before he would submit.

And Adams closed on a dolorous note:

My dear friend, farewell. I pity you. In your situation, dunned
and teased as you will be, all your philosophy will be wanting to

support you. But be not discouraged. I have been constantly vexed

with such terrible complaints, and frightened with such long faces,

these ten years. Depend upon it, the Amsterdarners love money too

well to execute their threats. They expect to get too much by
American credit to destroy it.

17

Jefferson replied that he had been eagerly awaiting a letter from

Adams, and that the letters containing the proposition to the Board
16 Adams, Works of John Adams, VIII, 469-70. Ibid., VIII, 473-75.
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of Treasury could not possibly be answered in time.
18 But he was

distressed by the possibilities. The failure to- meet the obligation,

concerning which he had written the bankers in Amsterdam, would

destroy the credit of the United States and all future prospects of

obtaining money there.
19

Knowing there was not a moment to

lose, he wrote Adams, who was then in The Hague:

Our affairs at Amsterdam press on my mind like a mountain.
I have no information to go on but that of Willincks and Van

Staphorsts, and, according to that, something seems necessary to

be done. I am so anxious to confer with you on the subject, and
to see you and them together, and get some effectual arrangement
made in time, that I determined to meet you at The Hague. I will

set out the moment some repairs are made to my carriage; it is

promised me at three o clock tomorrow; and probably they will

make it that night and I may not get off till Tuesday morning. In

that case I shall be at The Hague on Friday night. ... I am sen

sible how irksome this must be to you in the moment of your de

parture. But it is a great interest of the United States which is at

stake, and I am sure you will sacrifice to that your feelings and

your interest.
20

It was a thoroughly worried and harassed diplomat who fared

forth on the road to Amsterdam on the mission, as he believed, of

saving the credit and prestige of the United States. He passed

through Louvres, Senlis, Roye, Pont Saint-Maxence, Bois le Due,

Gournai, Peronne, Cambrai, Bouchain, Valenciennes, Mons, Brux-

elles, Malines, Antwerp, Moerdijk, and Rotterdam, and reached The

Hague in less than three days of constant driving. There he found

Adams waiting.

They agreed that there was some danger in acting without au

thority of Congress, but that the gravity of the situation called upon
them to risk themselves to save the credit of the country. Neither

doubted that, on the establishment of the new Government, satis

factory arrangements would be made, but that there would be an

inevitable delay in getting the money from taxes into the Treasury.

Consequently, they agreed that in any new loan provision should

be made for the years 1788, 1789, and 1790, to maintain the credit

&, VIII, 475. Autobiography, 83-84
20 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 434.
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and dignity of the nation in the interval. They would borrow a

million florins.

Having agreed on the means, the two men set forth by way of

Leyden and reached Amsterdam.21 The two staunch patriots of

the Revolution were riding forth on a mission as necessary and

patriotic as any that had been undertaken from the hour that inde

pendence was declared in 1776. On reaching Amsterdam, Jefferson
wrote Jay that he had gone there to have the benefit of [Adams s]

interference in a department which had been his peculiarly, from
the beginning.

22 The two agreed that to ask a million florins to

cover the waiting period would create a better impression as to the

resources of the nation than to borrow more frequently in driblets.

They had no difficulty making the loan.

That achieved, Adams left, and Jefferson remained on for ten

days to attend to all the details. Thus, after his humiliating expe
riences in Paris, Jefferson found some relief from the constant em
barrassment, born of the slovenly operations of the Confederation.
*I had the satisfaction to reflect, he wrote, that, by this journey, our
credit was secured, the new government was placed at ease for

two years to come, and that, as well as myself, relieved from the

torment of incessant duns, whose just complaints could not be
silenced by any means within our power.

23

IV

He then availed himself of the opportunity of seeing something
of Germany. Hurriedly, he visited Utrecht, Diisscldorf, Cologne,
Bonn, Coblenz, Frankfort, Worms, Mannheim, Heidelberg, and
less important towns. His interests were not dissimilar to those
manifested in his journey through southern France and into Italy.
That he was in search of utilitarian knowledge is evident in his

notations on Amsterdam, where he made drawings of windows
opening so that they admit air and not rain, and where he saw
a manner of fixing a flagstaff on the mast of a vessel, a machine
for drawing light empty boats over a dam/ windmills and their con
struction, a bridge across a canal formed by two scows, a lantern

^Autobiography,
83-84. SSfiergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 438.

Autobiography, 85.
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over the street doors which gives light equally into the antechamber

and the street/ a bridge on a canal turning on a swivel/ and a

Dutch wheelbarrow of which he made a sketch.

While traveling through the country, he notes the state of culti

vation, the care of the fields, the grain grown, the state of the people.

After passing the border, he is impressed by *the transition from

ease and opulence to extreme poverty/ observing that the soil and

climate were the same and the governments alone differ. He notes

that the villages . . . seem to be falling down/ that there was an

overproportion of women. But, true to his nature, he does not fail

to notice that the gooseberry is beginning to leaf. He describes the

villages and the comparative lack of merchandise in the stores. At

Duisburg he was anxious to locate the encampment of Varus, in

which he and his legions fell by the arms of Arminius/ but since

no one spoke English, French, Italian, or Latin, he could make no

inquiries. At Diisseldorf he visited the art gallery, finding the rooms

of Vanderwerff particularly interesting; and he passes at once from

art to the Westphalian hog, of which the celebrated ham is made/

finding the animal tall, gaunt, and with heavy lop ears/ Cologne

commerce interested him; the predominance of the poor there de

pressed him and the intolerant restrictions on Protestant merchants

amazed him. Again he visited the vineyards and observed the mak

ing of the Moselle wines. Just as he had found Catholic intolerance

in Cologne, he found Protestant intolerance in Frankfort, which

confirmed his poor opinion of religious intolerance anywhere and

of any kind. He found Hanau depressing, the drum and fife all

that is heard/ and the streets clean as a German floor because no

body passes them/ He visits the seat of the landgrave near Hanau

and makes sketches of the architecture of an old ruined castle.

Always the operations of government intrigue him, and he no

tices that the little tyrants roundabout, having disarmed the people

and made it very criminal to kill game, one knows when he quits

the territory of Frankfort by the quantity of game which is seen.*

Again he is shocked by the heavy manual work of the women

they dig the earth, plough, saw, cut and split wood.
1 The chateau

on the hill at Heidelberg seems to him the most noble ruin I have

ever seen/ but he thinks little of the chateau of the Margrave of

Baden, and thinks the great amount of money spent to have done
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more harm than good, with the straight alleys cut through the

oak forest. In Hesse, he is horrified because the roads have been

strung with beggars.

When he crosses the border into France, he notes again that &quot;the

women ... as in Germany do all kinds of work/ and this disgusts
him. While one considers them as useful and rational companions,
one cannot forget that they are also objects of our pleasure; nor

can they ever forget it, he writes. While employed in dirt and

drudgery, some tag of a ribbon, some ring, or bit of bracelet, earbob

or necklace . . . will show that the desire of pleasing is never sus

pended in them. And again he ascribes the plight of women to bad

government. Here is so heavy a military establishment that the

civil part of the population is reduced to women only, he explains.
But this is a barbarous perversion of the natural destination of the

two sexes. Women are formed by nature for attentions and not

hard labor. A woman never forgets one of the numerous train of

little offices which belong to her. A man forgets often.

There is nothing in his notes to indicate that he made this journey
other than as an ordinary tourist. If he met public functionaries,

he makes no mention of them. But he found an unexpected pleas

ure, when, in passing through a town in Hesse where the roads

were strung with beggars,
5

he found his old friend of the prison

camp, Baron -de Geismer, who frequently had enjoyed the hospitality

of Monticello, stationed there in command of a regiment of Hessian

soldiers. He had often told his fellow officers of the kindness of

Jefferson to the prisoners and the American was given a warm
hearted and enthusiastic welcome. It was probably the most

thoroughly human encounter of his German journey.

V

He was now back in the comfortable quarters in the Champs
Elysees. Awaiting him on his desk were instructions to negotiate
a consular convention to displace that made by Franklin, who had

Agreed to certain provisions wholly inconsistent with the laws of

several of the American States. Jefferson himself had thought these

provisions offensive to a free State, But when he called on Mont-

mx&amp;gt;rin, he found the Minister loath to make the concessions asked*
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Reluctantly, he agreed to a redrafting of the convention, which

Jefferson found not such as [he] would have wished, but such as

could be obtained with good humor and friendship.
24

One of the changes withdrew from consuls the privileges of the

law of nations and subjected them to the laws of the land; another

denied them the right of sanctuary in their homes; another deprived
them of coercive powers over passengers from ships, confining
these powers to action against deserters from the crew. In his nego
tiations Jefferson had dealt mostly with Monsieur de Rayneval, and
in justice to him/ he wrote Jay, 1 must say I could not have desired

more reasonable and friendly dispositions.
25

One of Jefferson s last duties was one that caused him some per
sonal embarrassment., growing out of his friendship for the French
Minister to the United States, Count de Moustier and his com

panion, the Marquise de Brehan. The Count had made himself

most offensive to the American Government by the insulting tone

he had assumed in his discussions of the debts. This undoubtedly
was his revenge on the long tongue of gossip which had made
free with his relations to the Marquise, but since the Government
had in no way discriminated against him on that account, his arro

gance was pointless. The matter was so delicate, particularly as the

Minister s offense was in pressing for the payment of the debts,

that Jefferson had recourse to Lafayette, who saw Montmorin for

him. It was agreed that any notes on the debts thereafter should

be prepared in Paris, with only the Minister s name added in

America. Montmorin was quite agreeable to this suggestion, but

the recall of the Minister was a different and more difficult matter.

There was no other mission vacant at the moment, or he could have

been shifted. But Montmorin recalled an ambiguous sentence in one

of Moustier s letters, written while squirming under the pin-pricks
of the Mother Grundys, which could be interpreted into a request
for a leave of absence. Splendid! The request would be granted.
And Paris would neglect to send him back.

26
Ultimately he went to

Berlin, taking the Marquise with him.

24
Autobiography, 85.

*& Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 165-66.

., VII, 279-80.
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VI

Meanwhile, the French Revolution was advancing by forced

marches. Jefferson was to watch it with fascination and a keen

intelligence. He was surprised to note how the fermentation had

increased during his brief absence in Holland. He was to conclude

that had the premier, Toulouse, soon to be made a Cardinal, imme

diately or speedily put into execution the reforms agreed upon by
the Notables, there would have been a moderation of the tension.

But Toulouse acted slowly, one by one, and with long intervals be

tween, which gave the public time to formulate new demands and

to pick flaws with the new laws.

But Jefferson was tolerant of the dissatisfaction of the people. He
wrote in his Autobiography:

Nor should we wonder at this pressure when we consider the

monstrous abuses under which the people were ground to powder;
when we pass in review the weight of their taxes and the in

equality of their distribution; the oppressions of the tithes, the

tailles, the corvees, the gabelles, the farms and the barriers; the

shackles on commerce of the monopolies; on industry by guilds and

corporations; on the freedom of conscience, of thought, and of

speech; on the freedom of the press by the censor; and of the person

by Lettres de Cachet; the cruelty of the criminal code generally;

the atrocities of the Rack; the venality of the Judges and their

partialities to the rich; the monopoly of military honors by the

Noblesse; the enormous expenses of the Queen, the Princes, and

the Court; the prodigalities of pensions; and the riches, indolence,

luxury, and immorality of the Clergy. Surely under such a mass

of misrule and oppression, a people might justly press for a

thorough reformation and might even dismount their rough-shod

riders, and leave them to walk on their own legs.
27

He felt that the atmosphere in Paris indicated an inevitable up
heaval. Even Gouverneur Morris was shocked at the utter pros

tration in morals, the degree of depravity. He wrote that *a hun

dred anecdotes and a thousand examples are required to show the

extreme rottenness of every member of society. He saw that there

are men and women who are greatly and eminently virtuous . . .

27
Autobiography, VIII, 506.
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but they stand forward from a background deeply and darkly
shaded/ 28

But Morris managed to play his part in this depravity o society,

and, with notable zest about this time, he shared the company of

his mistress, Madame de Flahaut, living at the Louvre with her

former lover, Talleyrand; and as the rou&amp;lt; and libertine o the clergy

read the Protest of the Nobles and Clergy of Brittany, Morris,

tired of politics even in a boudoir, fell asleep in his chair;
29 and

when about this time Morris gave a dinner and the guests, including

the host, got drunk, he wandered about afterward in the Palais

Royal until picked up and returned to his home at midnight, the

object of [his] own contempt and aversion.

The Paris of 1789 buzzed and hummed with politics, the shrill

voices of the women rising above those of the men. We are in

need of something to make us laugh, wrote Jefferson to Mrs.

Bihgham, for the topics of the times are sad and eventful The gay

and thoughtless Paris is now become a furnace of politics. All the

world is now politically mad. Men, women, and children talk

nothing else and you know that naturally they talk much, loud and

warm. Society is spoiled by it, at least for those, who, like myself,

are but lookers on.
31

And Jefferson could find nothing in the Ministers to offer promise.

Toulouse had fallen short of expectations, based on his brilliancy in

society. Montmorin, whom he liked, he thought weak, indolent,

and inattentive. The new Ministers, Villedeuil and Lambert, had

*no will of their own. 32 And Jefferson was doubtful about the

people, whom he did not think ripe for the blessings to which they

are entitled/ Indeed, he doubted if they would accept of a habeas

corpus law if offered them by the King/
S3

But the people were aroused and on the march, to the horror of

the Court Party, and of not a few philosophers of the salons, who

had not taken their own talk seriously. In April, 1788, ten thousand

soldiers were ordered into the neighborhood of Paris, with the

French and Swiss Guards inside the barrier. Morris thought that,

should a revolution come, it promised to be warm work/ He found

28 Davenport, Diary of Gouverneur Morris, I, 61.

20 Mid., I, 55. 30
Ibid., I, 44. 81 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 9*

32 To Madison, ibid., V, 43-48. **lbid., V, 53-54.
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the Ministers contributing to the chaos by having no idea what they

were doing. But no one missed an opportunity to laugh. Lafayette

told Morris that the constituents of the Due de Coigny, mentioned

as one of the Queen s lovers by the gossips, had instructed him to

move that the Queen should not, in case of accident, be Regent;

and that Lafayette, hated by both the King and Queen, was opposed

to the motion.
34

But it was not all laughter. More than a year before the attack

on the Bastille, bread riots had broken out in the workers section

of Saint Antoine, but even this ended with a laugh, when Baron de

Besenval ordered two pieces of cannon with the Swiss Guards; and

because the people turned and ran as preparations were being made

to fire, it was generally agreed among the aristocracy that the

Baron was a great general As the women say so, it would be folly

to controvert the opinion, wrote Morris.
35

But Jefferson felt a personal interest when the Court Party turned

on his friend and protege, Lafayette, because of his insistence on a

constitution and his liberal principles, and disgraced him by de

priving him of a function to which he had been assigned. There

was some momentary whispering about the Bastille, but Jefferson dis

counted this and thought his disgrace would work to his ultimate

advantage and recommend him favorably to the nation.
3C He was

sure the.action taken was merely to save appearances for his-enemies,

and that nothing serious was intended, since those responsible for

his disgrace were &quot;constantly conferring and communicating with

him. He was now numbered among the foremost of the patriots.
37

It was soon thereafter that Lafayette was trying his hand on the

hustings as a candidate for the States General from Auvergne, with

the influence of the Princes and the Queen exerted to defeat him and

with his own order prejudiced against him. Even the cynical Morris

records at the time that he played the orator with as much 6clat

as ever he played the soldier, and is at this moment as much envied

and hated as his heart could wish. To which he added: He is also

much beloved by the nation.
3S At any rate, he was triumphantly

34 Davenport, Diary of Gonverneur Morris, I, 43.
35

Ibid., I, 64
36 To Madison, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 43.

3?I^, 9 V, 64.
38 Davenport, Diary of Gowvernem Morris, I, 61.
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elected, and Jefferson s interest in the forthcoming meeting of time-

States General was accentuated. ,

VII

There has been so much slovenliness and slop, inspired by partisan

malice, concerning Jefferson and the French Revolution and his

alleged association and affiliation Vith the Jacobins that, on the

eve of the first meeting of the States General, we may advantage

ously pause to make a survey of the little group of political friends

who played their part in the early days of the great upheaval. It may
be said at once that there was no Jacobin Club when Jefferson de

parted for America. There is a half-substantiated story that, before

the Revolution, a green, slender young lawyer from the provinces,

named Robespierre, took or sent Jefferson a copy of a speech he had

made on some literary subject before a literary club of his home

town. If so, it made so little impression on Jefferson that no men

tion of the incident is to be found in his voluminous correspondence.

Of course he had not heard of Marat. During Jefferson s stay in

Paris, Danton was a young lawyer without clients, frequenting the

cafes that knew not Jefferson at all, and it is highly improbable

that Jefferson ever heard the name of the revolutionary orator be

fore he rose to power, long after Jefferson was at the head of

Washington s Cabinet.

Of Mirabeau he had heard, as had everyone else in Paris, as a

brilliant man who had written much and who posed as a liberal.

That Jefferson had some respect for his influence and talents we may
assume from the fact that he sent the orator a copy of his Ordinance

of Religious Freedom, in the hope that he might spread its gospel.

But there is nothing of record to show that Jefferson and Mirabeau

ever met. Or that he ever met Talleyrand, who was then a friend

of the orator.

Who, then, were the Jacobins with whom Jefferson associated?

Among those who played a part in the dawning days of the Revo

lution, Jefferson s most conspicuous associate was Lafayette, whom

the American took under his wing and coached. The French

patriot s intimate association with the American Revolution had conr

verted him into a republican of liberal principles which warred, natur

ally, with the system then existing in France. Constantly, Jeffersoa was
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writing Washington, Madison, and Monroe of this association, of

his hopes and fears for his young proteg6. But Lafayette was not

one of the butchers of the French Terror.

Another of Jefferson s friends was Barnave, who was one of the

most brilliant, eloquent, and generally distinguished members of

the States General, in the early stages rivaling Mirabeau as an

orator of that body. Since he was born in Grenoble, of a distin

guished family, the apologists of Marie Antoinette, who have pic

tured him as a crude underling in the presence of the Queen, when

he was one of the three members of the Convention that brought
the royal family back from their flight, seem more malicious than

convincing. He was in every sense a gentleman, studious, and at

the same time social, passionate, and yet thoughtful, handsome in

person and graceful in manner. At the age of twenty-two he had

won distinction in the local parkment with the discourse on the

division of political powers. Elected to the States General as a mem
ber of the Third Estate, he immediately was conceded rank among
the foremost. It was he who prepared the first address to the King,
and he supported Sieyes in his demand for the merging of the

three orders into one body. A passionate lover of liberty, he still

hoped, with Jefferson, that this might be secured under the mon

archy. He engaged in a famous debate with Mirabeau on the right

of the King to make peace or war. In the crowded carriage with

the King and Marie Antoinette on their return from their flight,

he made an impression on the latter as a man of principle and

ability; and such were his humanitarian impulses that her sad

plight converted hjm into a friend and adviser. He was an infinitely

greater gentleman than most of the dandies of the court. He spoke

powerfully in maintaining the inviolability of the King s person,

and, suspected by the extremists, he was denounced and he died by
the guillotine. He was not of the anarchists or terrorists.

Still another of Jefferson s associates was Count Alexandre

Lameth, who was not yet thirty when accustomed to visit Jefferson

frequently and consult with him. He was elected to the States

General as a representative of the nobles and was one of the tri

umvirate which, in the beginning, controlled forty votes and threw

th^m to- the leftists. It,was he who made the notable report to the

lawmakers on the organization of the army; and he who denounced
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Mirabeau when convinced of his treachery. After the return of the

monarchs from their flight, he became reconciled to the court, and,

when accused of treason, he fled the country and was imprisoned

by the Austrians. After his release he remained in exile until the

time of the Consulate. Later, he served both the Empire and the

Restoration, and his memory is embalmed in his excellent two-

volume history of the Constituent Assembly.

There was no blood on his hands and no loot in his pocket.

. Another of Jefferson s associates was Adrien Duport, a Parisian,

a distinguished lawyer, an influential advocate in the parlement of

Paris a judiciary body, not to be confused with the lawmaking

body of representative governments who led the fight against

Calonne and Brienne. He, too, was elected as a representative of

the nobles. He was a brilliant orator and an erudite jurist and

played a prominent part in the organization of the judiciary of

France. He had often heard Jefferson in conversation expound the

wisdom of the jury system, and Duport championed it in France,

though unable to have it extended to civil cases. It was he who,

along with Barnave and Lameth, formed the famous triumvirate

which dominated the States General in the early stages. After the

flight of the King, he sought to defend him; as a member of the

commission that questioned the King, he sought to excuse him;

and when the Jacobins brought their accusation of treason, he

opposed them. Arrested during the turmoils of August, 1792, he

escaped, through the help of Danton, and took refuge in Switzer

land, where he died in exile.

He had no complicity in the horrors, of the Revolution.

Still another of Jefferson s associates was Jean Joseph Mounier,

also a great lawyer and a distinguished jurist. Elected as a repre

sentative of the Third Estate, he supported the popular side, insist

ing on the merging of the three orders. He was conspicuous in the

creation of the new constitution.
,

He demanded the return of

Necker after his dismissal. For a time he was president of the Con

stituent Assembly. But when the pendulum of the Revolution began

to swing to the extreme left, he retired from the Assembly; and

when he became a suspect, he fled to Switzerland, where he re

mained until 1801. ? Later he became a Councilor of State under

Napoleon. ;

,

.
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To these may be added the famous Abbe Sieves, who, though not

so intimately associated with Jefferson, was often a caller at the

house on the Champs Elysees, where he talked political philosophy
with his host and sometimes of the state of France. His ability

was greatly in excess of his character. A brilliant man, he was cold,

calculating, and, where his personal safety was involved, cautious

to the point of cowardice. A reformer in the beginning, when the

extremists seized control of the Revolution he deftly stepped into the

shadows to emerge later in the days of Napoleon, and to reply to

the question as to what he did during the reign of Robespierre
with two words *I lived.

These were Jefferson s bloody Jacobin friends men of unusual

mental powers, of social grace, of moderate views; liberals and
lovers of liberty, all of whom were quite willing to maintain the

monarchy after the liberalization of the system and the granting of

liberal reforms. Of the six, Lafayette, who was a republican, was

probably the most extreme.

Doubting as he did the preparation of the French of those days
for republican institutions, Jefferson hoped for constitutional re

forms in the monarchy.

VIII

In May, 1788, Jefferson was forewarning Jay of the serious trouble

inherent in the quarrel of the King and the Notables. He foresaw

plans for some act of high-handed authority/ since an extra number
of printers were at work in the Government plant, with soldiers

guarding their occupation from publicity. The commanders of the

provinces had been ordered to be at their posts on a certain day.
The parkment of Paris, to forestall any attempt to silence it, issued

a declaration of rights.
39

Three weeks later, Jefferson wrote Jay of the realization of his ex

pectations. The very night he wrote the letter just quoted, guards
seized two members of the parkment in their houses. Making their

escape, they took refuge in the parkment house where all the mem
bers assembled. A battalion of guards entered the house and again
seized the two members, who were sent to prison, one to Lyons,

39 To Jay, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 5.
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the other,
c

the most obnoxious/ to an island in the Mediterranean.
40

Jefferson doubted if there was any head or body in the nation

capable of standing up against two hundred thousand soldiers, and
while some doubted the loyalty of the army, he suspected that,

having been drilled to strict obedience, they could be counted upon
against the people.

41

But four days later, when he again wrote Jay, he was more opti
mistic about the gains made by the popular movement. The Gov
ernment had been forced to admit its inability to impose a new tax,

and the calling of the States General was now inevitable. This

promised a restoration of representative government after more
than two and a half centuries. Jefferson thought that

K

the King s

dispositions are solidly good ; that he was capable of great sacri

fices/ and that he would go along with the States General. He,
therefore, hoped that the needed reforms could come without con

vulsions. There had been gross exaggerations in the English press.
A few minor riots? Yes, but as yet not a single life has been lost.

The arrest of the deputies of Bretagne had brought no insurrection,

but Lafayette, who had signed a petition for their release, had been

disgraced by being removed from his command in the South. But,

thought Jefferson, this dishonors them at court ... but it will prob

ably honor him in the eyes of the nation.
42

But the distress of the Government intensified, excitement in

creased, and Marie Antoinette agreed to the dismissal of her

favorite, the Archbishop Toulouse, and the summoning of Necker

to power. Jefferson curiously watched the people amusing them

selves with trying and burning the Archbishop in effigy and re

joicing on the appointment of Necker. When the commanding
officer of the city guards sought in vain to end the demonstrations,

he ordered a bayonet charge and some were killed and wounded.

The crowd retaliated the next day when they attacked the guards
at various points, killed two or three of them, and burned ten or

twelve guard houses. Then martial law restored order. So Jefferson

reported to Jay.
43

But even Nature was turning against the monarchy. In August,

the country was -swept by a hailstorm, and Jefferson^ doubting the

, VII, 15. u-lbid., VII, 19.

., VII, 186-88. ^Ibid., VII, 132-33.
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press reports that some of the hailstones weighed ten pounds, was

assured later by the Duke de la Rochefoucauld that he had seen

some of that size. Liberal contributions were made for the relief

of the sufferers, but Jefferson observed in a letter to de Crevecoeur

that this would be like a drop of water from the finger of Lazarus/

since there is no remedy . . . but to bring the people to a state of

ease, so as not to be ruined by the loss of a single crop. He feared

that this hail may be considered as the coup de grace to an expiring

victim.
5 44

Then
&amp;gt; quickly followed the most bitterly cold winter in the mem

ory of men. Jefferson wrote Jay that the cold was so severe that

military operations had been stopped in Europe, and that in France

the cold was without parallel, increasing the distress of the Gov

ernment. They had before to struggle with a want of money and

want of bread for the people, and now the want of fuel and the

want of employment.
4G He foretold an inevitable scarcity of corn

and flour and a probable appeal for both to the United States.
40 He

was appalled by the magnitude of the tragedy, with all outdoor

work suspended and laborers left without food or fuel, with great

fires burning at the cross-streets and the poor gathered about them

to save themselves from freezing.
47 But equally was Jefferson de

lighted with the upsurging of the benevolence of the nation, which

Vent beyond [his] expectation/
4S

It was at this juncture that Montmorin summoned Jefferson to

Versailles to inform him that, over and above the market price, a

premium would be given on what was sent from America. Jeffer

son urged his countrymen to send as much and as rapidly as pos

sible, and during March, April, and May there poured into French

ports from the United States twenty-one thousand barrels of flour.
49

Meanwhile, Jefferson was keenly observing the progress of the

Revolution, convinced that the nobility and clergy, long exempt
from taxation, would never consent to it without force. They then

remain to be squeezed, he wrote Doctor Price in London, and no

agent is powerful enough for this but the people.
50 He pinned his

id. t VII, 115. IW., VII, 259.

VII, 235-36. ^ Autobiography, 89.
48 To Count de Moustier, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 306

^Autobiography, 89.

Writings of Jefferson, VII, 256-57.
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hope on the States General, though he foresaw
c

great difficulty in

preventing twelve hundred people from becoming a mob. 51

The Paris of that spring, just before the fall of the Bastille, was

beautifying itself nevertheless, as he wrote Madame de Brehan. The
winter had been dreadful, with dinners and suppers suppressed and
the money saved given to charity, and for two months heavily
loaded carriages thundered over the thick ice on the Seine. The

opera, which had cost one hundred thousand crowns in the last

year, had been sacrificed to economy. The new wall about the city

was an eyesore, but Jefferson found compensation in the fine Boule

vards within and without the walls, affording beautiful drives

around the city of between fifteen and twenty miles. Of art, he had

nothing to report. 1 do not feel an interest in any pencil but that

of David, he wrote.
52

It was that March that saw France seething with the excitement

of electioneering. All the world here is electioneering/ Jefferson

wrote Count de Moustier. Paris is deserted, at least as to that de

scription of persons who think they may be chosen themselves or

aid the choice of their friends. Mirabeau had already been elected

by the Third Estate, after his order had declared him not a noble.
53

Elections were something novel in France, and every village was

aflame with enthusiasm, the elections converted into festivals and

carnivals and everyone inspired by a religious exaltation.

IX

With the colorful, terribly significant opening of the States Gen

eral, we are concerned only with Jefferson s contact with the event.

It is improbable that Jefferson saw the procession, since he was with

the Diplomatic Corps in their places when it entered the building.

Morris, who did, was so shocked by the lack o a single cheer for

Marie Antoinette that he tried to persuade the people about him to

applaud, but without success. He thought, with evident approval,

that she looks with contempt upon the scene, though he learned

later from Madame de Chastellux that the Queen was infuriated

Cl To Carmlchael, Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 73-74.

WL, V, 78-80.

h, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 305-06.
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and the King hurt.
54

Jefferson, more interested in the scenes within

the hall, Vvrote Carmichael that the King s speech was exactly what

it should have been, and very well delivered. But not a word of

the Chancellor s speech could be heard by anybody, and Necker s

was as good as any discourse filled with figures could be, though

Jefferson was surprised that he had not touched more on the great

constitutional reforms which his Rapport au roy had prepared us

to expect.
55

Many years later, Jefferson was to recall his disappoint

ment because Necker had tripped too lightly over the constitutional

reforms which were expected.
56

For days before the meeting, conversation was feverish with specu
lation as to whether the three orders, the Third Estate, the Nobles,

and the Clergy, would vote separately as orders or all together as

separate individuals. The King himself had favored giving the

Third Estate as many seats as the two others combined, but from

the nobles and the clergy there was a stubborn opposition. Be

cause of the liberality of the nobles in and near Paris, long affected

by the liberal tone of the salons and drawing-rooms, it had been ex

pected that the representatives of the nobility would be found in a

conciliatory and liberal mood. Jefferson reported to Jay, however,
that the great mass of the deputies of that order who come from

the country show that the habits of tyranny over the people are

deeply rooted in them/ He found they would consent to equal

taxation, but five-sixths of that chamber are thought to be decidedly
in favor of voting by orders. More astonishing, thought Jefferson,

was the fact that, where it had been assumed that the elections

would sweep in the higher ecclesiastics, five-sixths of the repre
sentatives of that order elected were of the lower clergy, the parish

priests. These are the sons of peasants/ reported Jefferson, who
have done all the drudgery of the service for ten, twenty, and thirty

guineas a year, and whose oppressions and penury, contrasted with

the pride and luxury of the high clergy, have rendered them per

fectly disposed to humble the latter. At any rate, he thought, high

hopes were pinned on the clergy. The Third Estate stood firmly
for voting by persons.

57

54
Davenport, Diary of Gomerneur Morris, I, 67.

55
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 277.

B6
Autobiography, 90. 5? Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 343-44.
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It was with manifest anxiety and apprehension that, from his

watch-tower, Jefferson followed this contest, the result of which was
to give direction and impulse to the Revolution. He was deeply
concerned over the position of Lafayette, and he wrote him a long

letter, rich in the wisdom of a consummate politician. He thought
the nobles would go wrong, and he said, I am uneasy for you
because Lafayette had been elected as a representative of the nobles.

Tour principles are decidedly of the tiers etat, and your instruc

tions against them, he wrote. To vote with one sometimes and with

the other at other times would give the appearance of trimming and

lose you both. In the end, Lafayette would go over to the tiers etat,

because it will be impossible for you to live in a constant sacrifice

of your own sentiments to the prejudice of the Noblesse. But were

he to be irresolute too long and then go over to the tiers etat, he

would be received coldly and without confidence. And then Jef

ferson bore down:

It appears to me to be the moment to take at once that honest

and manly stand with them which your own principles dictate.

This will win their hearts forever, be approved by the world which

marks and honors you as a man of the people, and will be an

eternal consolation to yourself. [Of course the noblesse, and espe

cially the noblesse of Auvergne] will always prefer men who will

do their dirty work for them [but] you are not made for that.

Continuing his argument, Jefferson pressed down hard:

Suppose a schism should take place. The priests and nobles will

secede, the nation will remain in place, and, with the King, will do

its own business. If violence should be attempted, where would

you be? You cannot then take sides with the people in opposition

to your own vote, that very vote which would have helped to

procure the schism. Still less can you array yourself against the

people. That is impossible. Your instructions are, indeed, a diffi-

-

culty. But to state this at its worst, it is only a single difficulty,

which a single effort surmounts. . . . Your instructions can never

embarrass you a second time, whereas an acquiescence under them

will produce greater difficulties every day and without end.

And then, realizing that he had written as would a leader instruct

ing a follower, Jefferson closed on an apologetic note:
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Forgive me, my dear, if my anxiety for you makes me talk of

things I know nothing about. You must not consider this as advice.

Believe it merely as the expression of my uneasiness and the effusion

of that sincere friendship, with which, I am, dear sir, etc.
58

A few days before Jefferson wrote thus to Lafayette, a serious riot

had been precipitated under the pretense, as Jefferson wrote, that a

paper manufacturer had proposed a reduction of fifteen sous a day
in the wages of his workers. He reported to Jay that the mob had

rifled the manufacturer s house, destroyed everything in his shops,

and had been stopped only when troops opened fire and killed

scores of the rioters. Jefferson s sympathy was not with the mob.

&quot;They
were the most abandoned banditti in Paris, and never was a

riot more unprovoked and unpitied, he wrote Jay.
59 He probably

was right in saying that neither this nor other riots had any pro
fessed connection with the political situation; what he did not

realize was that this banditti would ultimately, for a time, sway
the destinies of France.

Most fascinating to Jefferson was the bitter struggle of the three

orders. He discussed it with friends about the dinner-table, and

thought about it as he tramped the wooded paths of the Bo.is. His

sympathy was entirely with the Third Estate, which he described,

in a letter to Tom Paine, as immovable, not only firm, but a little

disdainful. He said were he in authority, he would invite the two

other orders to join them; that a majority of the clergy would, a

minority of the nobles; and should the King refuse to do business

and adhere to the nobles, the common chamber will declare all

taxes at an end.
60 He was persuaded that most of the clergy

would finally join the commons, and that public opinion favored

the voting by persons. This is the opinion a la mode at present,

and mode has acted a wonderful part in the present instance/

he wrote Humphreys. All the handsome young women . . ,

are for the tiers etat, and that is an army more powerful in France

than the two hundred thousand men of the King.
61

Every day during the struggle Jefferson drove to Versailles. From
the gallery set aside for the diplomats he looked down upon the

5 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 91.
S9

Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 341.

id., VII, 362. &amp;lt;*ifJ rd, Writings of Jefferson, V, 86.
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drama, Lafayette was in and out of the house on the Champs
Elysees soliciting advice day by day. He had asked Jefferson if

there was any precedent in England for the Parliament buying bread

and supervising its distribution. Jefferson knew of no precedent
and no precedent there for the desperate need of food. He sup

posed that in England the Parliament would merely appropriate

the money and petition the King to employ it for the best, since

that would be the business of the executive. Fearing he would be

unable to see Lafayette at Versailles personally to reply, he put his

answer in a letter and himself left it at his friend s door.
62

X

Meanwhile, with conditions growing worse and with Necker

doing little, Jefferson was forming an opinion of that stilted Minister

which history generally has adopted as its own. He found him

lacking, not only in skill, but in courage. He wrote Jay:

Eloquence in a high degree, knowledge in matters of account

and order, are distinguishing traits of his character. Ambition is

his first passion, virtue his second. He has not discovered that

sublime truth, that a bold, unequivocable virtue is the best hand

maiden, even to ambition, and would carry him further in the end

than the temporizing, wavering policy he pursues. His judgment

is not of the first order, scarcely even of the second; his resolution

frail; and upon the whole it is rare to meet an instance of a person

so much below the reputation he has obtained.63

All the while, Jefferson was following with a sharp eye the in

trigues of the Court Party, under the Queen and the two Princes.

They had proposed that the King should go to Marly and there

declare for the nobles. Necker and Montmorin interfered. They

and Saint-Priest, thought Jefferson, were the only men about the

King favoring the commons.64 His faith in the clergy going over to

the commons weakened when he heard that &quot;the bishops and arch

bishops have been very successful by bribes and intrigues in de

taching the cures from the commons, to whom they were at first

attached, to a man. 65
However, he found all the talents of the

02 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 374.

03## VII, 375-82.
64 Ibid. &amp;lt;

Ibti., VII, 388.
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nation in the commons firm and bold, yet moderate. A few hot

heads, yes;
c

but those of most influence are cool, temperate, and

sagacious. The nobles he thought absolutely out of their senses/

the clergy were waiting, to profit by every incident to secure them
selves and have no other object in view.

66

The climax came at Marly in the Council of the King, Necker

submitted a declaration criticizing all sides, but ultimately siding

with the commons. Unknown to the men at the Council, the clergy

at that moment had voted to join the commons. No one was more

distressed by the action of the clergy than the American aristocrat,

Morris, who wrote that day in his Diary that this was fatal to the

Noblesse . . . unless the Royal authority is interposed to save the

nobles. Morris was primarily interested in serving the nobles; just

as Jefferson was primarily concerned with the cause of the

commons.67

It was at this juncture that the court made the fatal blunder of

locking the commons out of their meeting-place. They adjourned
to the tennis court, joined by the greater part of the clergy, and

defiantly announced that they would not disband until their work

was finished. The weak King, isolated at Marly, was ignorant of

what had occurred, and the Court Party deceived him as to the

situation. The latter called another meeting, when d Artois, the

flippant fop, light-headed as a feather, viciously attacked Necker,
who shriveled before the blast. When the Council went with

d Artois, Necker resigned. No, sir, shouted that stupid Prince,

*you must be kept as a hostage or so Jefferson was told that day.

Thoroughly absorbed by the drama, Jefferson hurried back and

forth between Paris and Versailles. He was there in the days when
the King appeared before the States General, passing in an ominous

silence between the lines of soldiers, and ordered the members to

follow him and resume their deliberations on the morrow. The
nobles and a small number of the clergy obeyed; the commons and

a majority of the clergy remained. When ordered out, Mirabeau

thundered his immortal challenge. Crowds gathered in the streets,

cheering Necker. In Paris a run on the bank began. The carriage
of the Archbishop of Paris was attacked with mud and stones until

66 To Madison, #**., VII, 388.
67 Davenport, Diary of Gouverneur Morris, I, 119.
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he agreed to join the commons. The next day, forty-eight o the

nobles joined the Third Estate. But to Jefferson s distress, Lafayette,
embarrassed by his instructions, was not among them. He wrote

his constituents asking for a change in his instructions or the accept
ance of his resignation.

Writing Jay of the scenes, Jefferson described the streets in Ver

sailles as embarrassed with soldiers/ with a hundred on horseback

in front of the hall of the States General and guarding the doors.

The two thousand spectators, who regularly had looked on from

the galleries, were excluded. The commons demanded the removal

of the soldiers with the threat otherwise to move elsewhere. Thor

oughly alarmed, the King now asked the nobles and the clergy to

join the commons. The fight was over. The King had lost. The

people were sovereign though few realized what that would

come to mean.68

XI

Meanwhile, Jefferson was seeing men of diverse views. Morris

was calling almost daily for tea and conversation, and finding his

host not forming just estimates of character but rather assigning

too many to the rank of fools.
C9 On June 3, 1789, he took a liberal

nobleman, Baron de Montbellet, to call on Jefferson, at the Baron s

request, and Morris was disgusted with the liberal talk he heard.

Ah, these literary people, sighed Morris, imagining everything

must go for the better in proportion as it recedes from the present

establishment. The Baron leaves. Morris takes Jefferson to call on

Monsieur Le Vieillard, and returns home, as Jefferson strides off

for one of his brisk walks in the Bois.
70 What Morris did not know

was that, on the morning of his call, Jefferson had written a pro

posed Charter of Rights to be presented to the King.

The turbulence, the increasing temperature of the people, the un

certainty as to the disposition of the army, had awakened his fears.

During these days he was being constantly consulted by leading

members of the States General by men like Barnave, Lameth,

C8 To Jay, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 390-96; VII, 400.

69 Davenport, Diary of Gouverneur Morrisf I, 100.

70 1W., I, 104.
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Lafayette, Saint-Etienne, whom, he wrote later,
*

... were disposed

to my acquaintance and had some confidence in me. In these un

official personal conferences, he now urged most strenuously an

immediate compromise, to secure what the Government was now

ready to yield and trust to future occasions for what might still be

wanting. He was thoroughly convinced that the King at that

moment was prepared to grant freedom of person by habeas corpus,

freedom of conscience, freedom of the press, trial by jury, a repre

sentative legislature with annual meetings and the origination of

laws, and the exclusive right of taxation and appropriation, with

the responsibility of Ministers.
71

The evening before Morris s visit, Jefferson had put his ideas into

concrete form. That same day he sent this to Saint-Etienne, with a

letter proposing that the King, in a seance royal, should come for

ward with a charter of rights in his hand to be signed by himself

and every member of the three orders. Should the King consent,

Jefferson assured Saint-Etienne that the patriots would carry back

to [their] constituents more good than ever was offered before,

without violence. Thus, too, time would be gained, the public

mind would continue to ripen. But, added Jefferson apologetically,

&quot;what excuse can I offer for this presumption ? I have none but an

immeasurable love for your nation and a painful anxiety lest Despot

ism, after an unaccepted offer to bind its own hands, shall seize

you again with a tenfold fury.

This, then, is Jefferson s actual contribution to the patriots of the

French Revolution his proposed Charter of Rights:

1. The States General shall assemble, uncalled, on the third day of

November annually, and shall remain together so long as they

shall see cause. They shall regulate their own elections and pro

ceedings, and, until they shall ordain otherwise, their elections shall

be in the forms observed in the present year, and shall be triennial.

2. The States General alone shall levy the money on the nation

and shall appropriate it.

3. Laws shall be made by the States General only, with the con

sent of the King.
4. No person shall be restrained of his liberty but by regular

process from a court of justice, authorized by a general law (except

71 Autobiography, 93-94
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that a noble may be imprisoned by order of a court of justice, on

a prayer of twelve of his nearest relations). On complaint of an

unlawful imprisonment, to any judge whatever, he shall have the

prisoner brought immediately before him if his imprisonment is

unlawful. The officer in whose custody the prisoner is shall obey
the orders of the judge; and both judge and officer shall be respon

sible, civilly and criminally, for a failure of duty therein.

5. The military shall be subordinate to the civil authority.

6. Printers shall be liable for legal prosecution for printing and

publishing false facts, injurious to the party prosecuting; but they

shall be under no other restraint.

7. All pecuniary privileges and exemptions enjoyed by any de

scription of persons is abolished.

8. All debts already contracted by the King are hereby made the

debts of the nation; and the faith thereof is pledged to their pay
ment in due time.

9. Eighty million of livres are now granted to the King to be

raised by loan, and reimbursed by the nation; and the taxes hereto

fore paid shall continue to be paid to the end of the present year,

and no longer.

10. The States General shall now separate and meet again on

the first of November next.

Done on behalf of the whole nation, by the King, and their

representatives in the States General at Versailles, this* day of

June, 1789.
72

Here, then, was Jefferson s plan, recommended to his friends in

the States General, which, in his opinion, would have wrought a

peaceable revolution without disturbing the monarchy. It made no

provision for the separation of Church and State, none for the aboli

tion of tithes, none for a redistribution of property. Other reforms

he would have left to evolutionary processes.

But unhappily the King was riot to appear with this charter in his

hand* That he might gracefully have acquiesced is seen in the fact

that Necker s Report to the King had conceded almost every point

in Jefferson s charter. But his mind was weakness itself/ wrote

Jefferson years later, his constitution timid, his judgment null, and

without sufficient firmness even to stand by the faith of his word.

His queen, too, .haughty and bearing no contradiction, had an abso-

W Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 99, 101.
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lute ascendancy over him; and around her were rallied the King s

incredibly stupid brothers and the aristocratic part of his Min

istry.
73

He was to conclude long afterward that, had there been no

Queen, there would have been no revolution.

XII

Keenly conscious of the impropriety of his interference in the in

ternal politics of the country to which he was accredited, he had

done no more than express his views to personal friends who called

upon him. One day he found himself embarrassed. He had re

ceived a note from Lafayette saying he would bring a company of

six or eight friends to dine with Jefferson on the morrow. This

was not unusual. The next day Lafayette appeared with Duport,

Barnave, Alexandre Lameth, and four others, all patriots in the

States General, and representing different points of view. After the

cloth was removed and the wine set on the table, Lafayette intro

duced the object of the conference. This was Jefferson s first inti

mation that it was a conference that had assembled under his roof.

The discussions began at four and continued for six hours. Through

out, Jefferson was a silent spectator, greatly impressed by the lofty

tone, the eloquence, and brilliance of the conversation.

Much humiliated, he thought it best to call on Montmorin and

tell him the truth. That Minister replied that he knew about the

conference in detail, but, so far from taking umbrage at the use

made of [Jefferson s] house, he earnestly wished that [he] would

habitually assist at such a conference, being sure that [he] would be

useful in moderating the warmer spirits and promoting a whole

some and practical reformation only/ Jefferson was to conclude

that this conference was previously known and approved by Mont

morin, who was in the confidence and in communication with the

patriots.

Thus came in the fateful July of 1789.

XIII

In the first days of the month, Jefferson found himself unpleasant

ly involved in Mirabeau s fight against Necker. On the floor of the

Autobiography, 88.
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States General, the great orator had declared that Jefferson had

made an offer to Necker of American corn and flour, which had

been refused. On learning of this, Jefferson wrote Lafayette, deny

ing the statement, and explaining that he had merely told the

Minister that he would inform his countrymen of Necker s message
that corn and flour from America would find a market in France.

1 must beg leave to avail myself of your friendship and of your

position to have a communication of these facts made to the hon

orable Assembly of the Nation, of which you are a member. 74

Lafayette went immediately to Mirabeau with Jefferson s letter.

The orator gave assurance that he would make the correction him

self. Jefferson then sent a note to Necker, enclosing a copy of his

letter to Lafayette and informing him of Mirabeau s agreement to

retract the charge.
75 True to his word, Mirabeau rose in his place,

admitted that he had been in error, and read Jefferson s letter,

which seemed handsomely fair to the American. He had been un

willing that Mirabeau should use him in an attack on Necker; but

when the friends of Necker began to scatter scandalous versions

of Jefferson s letter, he wrote Lafayette that he was quite as un

willing to be used to the injury of Mirabeau.
76 He was convinced

that Mirabeau had acted in good faith. When Lafayette showed

him Jefferson s letter, the orator took from his desk a newspaper

from which he had drawn his conclusion and then found he had

misread it.
77

Thus, there is nothing to indicate personal relations

between Jefferson and the orator of the Revolution, but it is clear

that each respected the genius o the other and that there was a

mutual regard.

At the time of this incident, the black reactionaries of the Queen s

party had closed in upon the King who had peremptorily dismissed

Necker from his post and from the country. The Minister had re

ceived a curt note at the breakfast-table and had hurriedly left for

Switzerland. The people did not misinterpret the meaning of the

dismissal, and the sections began to roar their protest. The town

was in commotion. The little hunchback, Abbe Bertrand, having

sallied forth in a fiacre, was so frightened by the crowds in the Rue

Saint-Honor^ that Morris conducted him to his home and then

4 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 400.

fa, VII, 401. nibid., VII, 404. WTO Jay, #&, VII, 411.
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started to the house of Jefferson. Suddenly Morris observed that

carriages and pedestrians going in his direction had turned sharply

and were going back. Then he saw *a body of cavalry with their

sabers drawn, approaching at half speed. In the Place de la Con

corde he noticed a crowd picking up stones, and when the cavalry

returned, Morris drew up *to see the fray. Officers were knocked

from their horses and shots were fired without damage. Morris

now hurried to the Champs Elysees to Jefferson s house to find

some Swiss guards posted with cannon. He finally was permitted

to enter the house. It was from Morris that Jefferson heard of the

incident, and he was told by Jefferson the details of Necker s dis

missal.
78

The next day the turmoil in the town had so increased that Mor
ris s coachman refused to drive out. The people were seeking arms

wherever they could find them. Morris turns pedestrian, swallows

his pride, decorates his cap with a green bow in honor of the Third

Estate. He hears that the court at Versailles is treating the disturb

ance lightly, but the Assembly had demanded the return of

Necker.79

Then dawned the Fourteenth of July.

XIV

Again Morris s coachman refuses to go out, but he finally re

lents. While driving toward the Temple, the carriage is stopped
twice and searched for arms. That evening Morris hears the epic

story of the fall of the Bastille.
80

And that day Jefferson had placed the right interpretation on the

dismissal of the Minister. The King clearly had surrendered to the

blackest of the reactionaries the principals among whom had

been noted all their lives for the Turkish despotism of their charac

ters.
Sl He was to write Jay a vivid dramatic report on the tumult

that followed.
82

In search of the gossip of the town, he went that day to call on

his friend, Madame de Corny. The magistrates had sent her husband

to the H6tel des Invalides to ask arms. He went, and, when re-

78 Davenport, Diary of Gouverneur Morris, I, 144

nibtd., I, 146. ^Ibid., I, 148.
81 To Jay, Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 409.
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fused, he advised the mob to retire and set the example. The mob
remained and took the arms. Jefferson thought it remarkable that

the Invalides offered no resistance, and that five thousand foreign

troops encamped within four hundred yards never stirred.
83 De

Corny was then sent to ask arms at the Bastille and the result is

familiar history.

It was while Jefferson was in the beautiful house of Madame de

Corny, conversing with his hostess, that her husband returned, and

it was from his lips that Jefferson heard of the fall of the Bastille.
84

With the beheading of the Governor of the Bastille, the Court Party
lost its bravado. D Artois, most insolent of the aristocratic reaction

aries, hastened now to the King to beg him to grant the States Gen
eral everything it asked. That night d Artois, Madame de Polignac,

Count de Vaudreuil, the Prince of Conde, the Duke of Bourbon,
and the Abbe de Vermond, confessor of the Queen, and all the party
of Marie Antoinette fled the country. The great exodus had begun.

85

Meanwhile, accompanied by Short, Jefferson fared forth daily into

the street, exploring all parts of the town, to learn with certainty

what was going on, since he had found that nothing, not seen,

could be believed.
86

The rest is history, known to all: the surrender of the King; the

humiliating recall of Necker; the acclaim that greeted his return;

the monarch s tragic visit to Paris to do obeisance to the mob; the

restoration of Montmorin.

Jefferson drove at once to Versailles to satisfy himself of what

had passed there. He found the wildest stories circulating within

the shadow of the palace. He was told that three thousand had been

killed in Paris. He concluded that, while in the mob there were

criminals, bandits, and assassins, these were exceptions, and that the

greater part had acted from patriotic motives. Bags of money
offered on various occasions through fear or guilt have been uni

formly refused by the mobs, he reported to Jay. Atheism had not

yet appeared. The churches are now occupied in singing &quot;De pro-

fundis&quot; and &quot;Requiems&quot;
for the repose of the souls of the brave and

valiant citizens who have sealed with their blood the liberty of

the nation, he added.
87

^Autobiography, 98. 85 Ibid.

Writings of Jefferson, VII, 409-28.
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Even so, he was not unmindful of the rising flood of crime. When,
on the eve of the fall of the Bastille, his house was robbed three

times, he wrote Montmorin asking for a guard and the better polic

ing of that section of the city.
88 The mind of the professional crim

inal invariably finds opportunity in popular political uprisings, no

matter how justified these may be. After assuming that tranquillity

had been restored, Jefferson was forced to report to Jay the taking

and beheading of Foulon, one of the most hated of the function

aries. Indeed it is hard to say, he wrote, at what distance of time

the presence of one of these Ministers, or of any of the most ob

noxious of the fugitive courtiers, will not rekindle the same blood

thirsty spirit.
He hoped it was extinguished as to everybody else,

and [that] yesterday s example may teach them to keep out of the

way.
89

More of this he was to see and his interest was not to abate, but

he was at this time following with intense interest events in the

United States, as we shall see.

^., VII, 402.
so

Ibid., VII, 428-29.



CHAPTER

XIX

AMERICA CALLS HIM HOME

DURING
THE REMAINDER o his tenure in Paris, Jeffer

son s interest in the fascinating drama of French politics

never lagged, but nothing more of a sensational nature developed.
The people continued in a state of unrest, the masses more and ,

more imposed their will, and, with many of the Court Party in

ignominious flight, it was more and more apparent that the mon

archy was in dire danger of extinction. All this Jefferson followed

with fascination. Liberal leaders continued to cross his threshold,

and Lafayette appeared frequently with news and for advice. But

the real preoccupation of Jefferson at this time was with political

developments at home.

Throughout his five years in France he had maintained intimate

contact with all that was happening in the United States, and in

teresting as he found the unfolding drama of the French Revolu

tion, his mind was never remote from the building of a nation in

the United States. The very performance of his diplomatic func

tions, reinforced by his conversations with Europeans in the draw

ing-rooms, had impressed upon him from the beginning, as we

have seen, the imperative need for a complete reorganization of the

American Government, making for a national authority in the mat

ters of taxation, commerce, and foreign affairs. No one had a

keener realization of the inefficiency of the Continental Congress

even at its best, and he had seen it deteriorate at the close of the

war, until, as has been seen, it was almost impossible to get a rep-

499
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reservation in Congress sufficient for the ratification o the treaty of

peace. In Paris, when struggling with the collectors who pressed

upon and harassed him with their duns, it was painfully clear to

him that, without a government of sufficient authority to impose
and collect taxes for national needs in all the States, all that had

been achieved in the Revolution would be lost. All this stands out

like a pillar of fire in his correspondence with his American friends.

The dependence of American diplomats in foreign capitals on the

free-and-easy methods of the Continental Congress had disgusted

him.

When Madison wrote him that the Virginia Assembly had taken

a stand in favor of the centralization, in the nation, o control in

all matters pertaining to foreign affairs, he was encouraged. The

politics of Europe render it indispensably necessary that, with re

spect to everything external, we be one nation only, firmly hooped

together, he wrote his disciple.
1 The supervision and direction of

foreign affairs by the Congress distressed him. He had been but a

few months in Paris when he wrote bitterly to Monroe of the diffi

culties of the American diplomats. He had heard from Monroe,
and in a letter from Jay to Franklin, enough to convince him that

Congress had
c

done something in regard to England and Spain,
but he had no idea what it was. No word had come. He supposed

Congress had some idea about dealing with the Barbary pirates,

but it was carefully concealing it from the men it had sent to

Europe to deal with such matters.
2

Thus constantly he was urging on his followers the necessity for

a real union. Referring to Virginia s stand for turning the regula
tion of commerce over to a federal head, he wrote that if it could

be seen in Europe that all our States could be brought to concur in

what the Virginia Assembly has done, it would produce a total

revolution in their opinion of us and respect for us.
a

Thus, he was in complete sympathy with the meeting at An
napolis which paved the way to a Constitutional Convention. And
when he learned that the States had agreed to such a convention,
he wrote that he was happy to find that the States have come so

1
Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 192.

2 To Monroe, ibid., IV, 43-44.

Ibid., IV, 192.
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generally into the scheme of a federal convention, from which I am
sure we shall see wise propositions.

Evidently he did not at this time foresee the extent of the change
in the governmental structure to be proposed. 1 confess, he wrote

Edward Carrington of Virginia, I do not go so far in the reforms

thought necessary by some of my correspondents in America, but

if the convention should adopt such propositions, I shall suppose
them necessary. And to this he added:

c

My general plan would be

to make the States one as to everything connected with foreign
nations and several as to everything purely domestic. He thought
the Confederation had been discredited by the assumption, so gen
erally held, that it had no power to enforce anything, e.g., -contri

butions of money. But he thought the weakness lay, not in the

lack of the power, but in the failure to use it. It was not necessary
to give them the power expressly, he wrote. They have it by the

law of nature. When two parties make a compact there results to

each power of compelling the other to execute it. And in any re

organization of the governmental structure, he favored the separa
tion of the executive and legislative powers as the Judiciary al

ready are in some degree.
4

While the agitation in favor of a Constitutional Convention was

rippling the placid currents of American life, Jefferson received

mere driblets of news from home, and it was during this period that

he was grappling with the problem of how to save American honor

and credit through a meeting of its financial obligations in Europe.
When the Convention was a certainty, and Madison s part in it

was assured, Jefferson wrote his disciple again, urging the division

of governmental powers into executive, legislative, and judicial. He
had seen the stupidity of the attempt to place executive authority

in the hands of Congress. But he was clearly annoyed by the sug

gestion that had reached him of giving the Federal Congress the

power to veto the legislation of the various States.
C

I do not like

it, he wrote Madison. It fails in an essential character: that the

hole and the patch should be commensurate, But this proposes to

mend a small hole by covering the entire garment. And why?
Not more than one out of a hundred State acts concerns the con

federacy. This proposition, then, in order to give them one degree

id., IV, 423.
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o power, which they ought to have, gives them ninety-nine more,
which they ought not to have, on the presumption that they will

not exercise the ninety-nine. Would it not be better, he asked, to

provide an appeal from the State judiciary to the federal court?

True, it might be said that this federal court would encroach on

the jurisdiction of the State courts. It may/ he wrote. But there

will be a power, to wit, Congress, to watch and restrain them. But

place the same authority in Congress itself, and there will be no

power above them to perform the same office.
5

Throughout this period it does not appear that Jefferson played a

part more conspicuous than that of a correspondent exchanging
views with a friend. Just before he set forth on his journey into

Southern France, he had received a copy of John Adams s pre

tentious work, Defence of the American Constitution, and had writ

ten his friends that he would read it on the journey. However, he

was delayed in setting out, so he was able to read it before leaving

Paris and he found one thing he deemed objectionable. With the

preliminary flattery he knew would be pleasing, he passed on, in

his letter to Adams, to his criticism: There is one opinion in it,

however, which I would ask you to reconsider, because it appears

to me to be entirely inaccurate, and not likely to do good &quot;Con

gress is not a legislative assembly.&quot;
I doubt if they are at all a dip

lomatic assembly as Adams had suggested. This criticism was

handsomely sandwiched in between the preliminary praise and the

announcement at the end that Jefferson was arranging for a trans

lation of the Adams book to prevent it from falling into the hands

of an incompetent.
6

II

One November day in 1787, a bulky letter from Madison was

placed on Jefferson s study table. It contained the full draft of the

Constitution as it came from the Convention. Eagerly the eyes o

the recipient passed over the document, and the feelings of the

reader were mixed. Washington had presided over the Convention.

Madison, a disciple, had been its most useful member, Jefferson

5
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 131-33.

&amp;lt;* Adams, Works of John Adams, VIII, 432-33.
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had implicit confidence in both. But he had scarcely expected a

change so sweeping, though this was not the reason for his pertur
bation. He looked carefully through the document for things he

thought essential for the protection of the rights and liberties of the

citizen, and failing to find them, he instantly took fire. He does

not appear to have found fault with the creation of a strong govern
ment, but more important to him was the protection of a free

people. He had written the preamble of the Declaration of Inde

pendence. It had embodied the fundamentals of a democracy of

free men, and he found nothing in the Constitution in keeping with

it. He had not written the preamble as an exercise in rhetoric. He
meant it. He would fight for it. And here was a challenge. In

stantly he took up the gage of battle, and in letters to Washington,
Madison, and Monroe and many others in other States, he made
his criticism clarion-clear. That he was disgusted and humiliated

by this omission by the members of the Constitutional Convention

is not surprising. He had just proposed a charter of rights to be

offered by the King of France to the people as embodying the

American idea of the rights of free men, and the American people
were denied even a Bill of Rights.

Acknowledging another copy from either Adams or his son-in-

law, William S. Smith, he had written the latter that there are good
articles in it and very bad, and that he did not know which pre
dominate. This was his first impression when smarting under the

discovery that no provision had been made for the protection of a

free society. From the little he then knew, he clearly felt that too

much emphasis had been laid on the creation of a strong govern
ment and too little on the safeguarding of the rights of free men.

He was -sure the Convention had been unduly impressed by the

Shays Rebellion in Massachusetts, and feared that it was setting up
a kite to keep the hen yard in order.

7

In a letter to Carmichael in Madrid, he went into more detail, re

ferring to the powerful attacks being made upon the proposed Con

stitution. He marshaled the objections he had heard and marched

them in procession. Thus, in proposing to melt all down to one

government, they had fenced the people with no declaration of

rights; they have not renounced the power of keeping a standing

7
Ford, Writings of Jefferson, IV, 466-67.
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army; they have not secured the liberty of the press; they have re

served the power of abolishing trial by jury in civil cases.

Even so, he noted that the Constitution had been received with

great enthusiasm. In the Eastern States the printers will print

nothing against it, unless the writer subscribes his name, he wrote.

He thought there would be a division in New York, with Clinton

opposing; that the factions in Pennsylvania would renew their

feuds; that Jersey would accept; that Delaware would follow Penn

sylvania. In Virginia there would be a fight, with Mason, Henry,

and Harrison against it, and the Lees and Washington for it,

though it is not in his [Washington s] character to exert himself

much in the case. He thought, as it came to pass, that Madison

would be the main pillar, but though an immensely powerful one,

it is questionable whether he can bear the weight of such a host.

He thought it possible that when sentiment was known, Congress

might insist on a new Convention to eliminate the objectionable

parts and to make needed additions.
8

But it was to his own disciple, Madison, that he unburdened

himself:

I like the organization of the government into legislative, judi

ciary, and executive.

I like the power given the legislature to levy taxes, and for that

reason, solely, I approve of the greater House being chosen by the

people directly.

I am captivated by the compromise of the opposite claims of the

great and little States, of the latter to equal, and the former to pro

portionate, influence.

I am pleased, too, with the substitution of the method of voting

by persons, instead of that of voting by States; and I like the nega
tive given to the Executive, conjointly with a third of either House;

though I should have liked it better had the judiciary been asso

ciated for that purpose, or invested separately with a similar power.
I will tell you now what I do not like:

First the omission of a Bill of Rights, providing clearly, and

without the aid of sophism, for freedom of religion, freedom of the

press, protection against standing armies, restriction of monopolies,
the eternal and unremitting force of the habeas corpus, and trials

8
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, 380.
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by juries in all matters of fact triable by the laws of the land, and
not by the laws of nations.

And then, sharply, this:

Let me add that a Bill of Rights is what the people are entitled

to, against every government on earth, general or particular, and
what no just government should refuse or rest on inference.

Such was his first reaction. He suggested the possibility of a re

vision or of a new Convention.9

To Washington, who had presided over the Convention, he wrote :

There are two things, however, which I dislike strongly. (1) The
want of a declaration of rights. (2) The perpetual re-eligibility o

the President.
10

III

But some months later, after he had meditated upon the docu

ment, he wrote Carrington that it had gained on him. He
had seen at the beginning that the great mass and groundwork
was good. He had found objections to a number of features, but

reflection and discussion have cleared off most of these/ But one

objection remained there was no Bill of Rights. Therefore, cer

tain amendments were necessary for the preservation of the rights

and liberties of the people, and his first wish had been that nine

States, enough to launch the new Government, would ratify, and

that the others would hold off until the amendments were written

into the fundamental law. The most important would be the incor

poration of a Bill of Rights.

Assuming that Washington would be the first President, he

added: The natural progress of things is for liberty to yield and

government to gain ground. As yet, our spirits are free. Our jeal

ousy is only put to sleep by the unlimited confidence we all repose

in the person to whom we all look as our President. After him,

inferior characters may perhaps succeed and awaken us to the dan

ger which his merit had led us into.

And then he added: Tor the present, however, the general adop
tion is to be prayed for.

n

,, VI, 385-89. iOFord, Writings of Jefferson, V, 8.
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When Washington was unanimously chosen President, Jefferson

said no more about an amendment against re-eligibility. Writing

Francis Hopkinson in March, 1789, he said he had found himself

differing from the majority of his countrymen on this feature,

since but three out of eleven States had desired an amendment.

And, indeed, he added, since the thing is established, I would

wish it not to be altered during the lifetime of our great leader,

whose executive talents are superior to those ... of any man in the

world, and who alone, by the authority of his name and the confi

dence reposed in his perfect integrity, is fully qualified to put the

new government so under way as to secure it against the efforts of

opposition.
12

As time went on, Jefferson s fear of a monarchy, resulting from

the re-eligibility of the President, subsided and died out entirely;

and when, years later, he could have had a third term, he based his

declination, not on a principle, but on his health and declining

powers.

IV

But he continued with ever-increasing fervor and determination

his demand for the incorporation of a Bill of Rights. As we have

seen, he felt, even under the dynasty of the Bourbons, the liberties

of the people would have been safeguarded by a Charter of Rights,

and he was shocked to find that an American Constitutional Conven

tion had rejected the idea. Then, one day, he read, in a letter from

Madison, a long extenuation for the failure to incorporate a Bill of

Rights. This dismayed him. 1 have never thought the omission

a material defect, wrote Madison, *nor been anxious to supply it

even by subsequent amendment. He was not particularly opposed,

and would favor an amendment of the sort, since it &quot;could not be of

disservice. But a Bill of Rights would be disregarded by a triumph
ant majority in control of Government, and this was inevitable.

And then, too, the determination of what should be included in a

Bill of Rights would introduce many controversial subjects.
13 He

might have added that the matter had been discussed in the Conven

tion and that numerous delegates, including Alexander Hamilton,
12

Ibid., V, 77-78. **Hunt, Writings of James Madison, V, 269-75.
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had taken the position that a Bill of Rights was not necessary, and
that Madison himself doubted the propriety of injecting it into the
fundamental law.

Thoroughly aroused, and a little disgusted, Jefferson wrote with
unaccustomed sharpness to a disciple:

I cannot refrain from making short answers to the objections
your letter states to have been raised.

(1) That the rights in question are reserved by the manner in
which the federal powers are granted.
Answer: The constitutive act may certainly be so formed as to

need no declaration of rights. The act itself has the force of a
declaration as far as it goes; and if it goes to all material points,

nothing more is wanting. In a draft of a Constitution which I had
once thought of proposing in Virginia, and printed afterwards, I

endeavored to reach all the great objects of public liberty and did
not mean to add a declaration of rights. Probably the object was

imperfectly executed; but the deficiencies would have been supplied
by others in the course of discussion. But in a constitutive act,
which leaves some precious articles unnoticed and raises implica
tions against others, a declaration of rights becomes necessary by
way of supplement. This is the case of our federal constitution.

(2) A positive declaration of essential rights could not be ob

tained in the requisite latitude.

Answer: Half a loaf is better than no loaf. I we cannot secure

all our rights, let us secure what we can.

(3) The limited powers of the federal government and jealousy
of subordinate governments afford a security which exists in no
other instance.

Answer: The first number of this seems resolvable into the first

objections before stated. The jealousy of the subordinate govern
ments is a precious reliance. But observe that those governments
are only agents. They must have principles furnished them whereon
to found their opposition. The declaration of rights will be the text

by which they will try all the acts of the federal government. In

this way it is necessary for the federal government also; as by the

same texts they may try the opposition of the subordinate govern
ments.

(4) Experience proves the inefficiency of a bill of rights.

Answer: True. But though it is not absolutely efficacious under

all circumstances, it is of great potency always, and rarely ineffica-
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cious. A brace the more will often keep up the building which

would have fallen with that brace the less. There is a remarkable

difference in the inconveniencies which attend a Declaration of

Rights, and those that attend the want of it. The inconveniences

of the Declaration are that it may cramp government in its useful

exertions. But the evils of this are short-lived, trivial, and repar

able. The inconveniences of a want of a Declaration are perma

nent, afflicting, and irreparable. They are in constant progression

from bad to worse. The executive in our government is not the

sole, it is scarcely the principal, object of my jealousy. The tyranny

of the legislatures is the more formidable dread at present, and

will be for long years. That of the executive will come in its turn,

but it will be at a remote period.
14

This unique debate on paper between Jefferson the master and

Madison the disciple is usually passed over by biographers and his

torians without a notice, and yet it is one of the most decisive docu

ments on events of paramount importance.

Incidentally, it throws an unaccustomed light on Madison, who

later was to introduce the Bill of Rights into Congress as amend

ments.

V

Throughout the months when the Constitution was under discus

sion, preliminary to the State Conventions called to pass on its rati

fication, Jefferson was writing letters to public men throughout the

United States, all urging the imperative necessity of a Bill of Rights.

That he urged on many the plan of having nine States ratify, and the

others refuse until a Bill of Rights had been incorporated, we have

ample evidence. That a supposed letter, which existed in tradition

only, had an effect on the Convention in North Carolina is believed

by many in that State. There is a tradition that, at a noon recess

after a morning session during which the ratificationists apparently

had won, Willie Jones, an ardent follower of Jefferson, sat with a

number of delegates whittling on a stick after lunch and passed

around a letter from Jefferson to him, suggesting the plan o with

holding the ratification until the amendments were pledged. How
ever that may be, we know that, after the action of Massachusetts

*4 Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 80-83.
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in permanently instructing her delegates in Congress to an unre

mitting demand for the amendments, Jefferson abandoned his orig
inal idea and advised the adoption of the Massachusetts plan.
He followed the fight in America from afar, well served by his

correspondents. When Madison sent him various numbers of The
Federalist as they appeared, he read them with admiration and ap

proval. Madison had confided to him that the papers were the

joint product of himself, Hamilton, and Jay, but that the latter had

written little. Jefferson replied that he had been previously informed

as to the authorship, and that in reading the papers he had been

satisfied there was nothing in it by one of these hands [Jay] and

not a great deal by a second [Hamilton] which in the latter case

was ,an erroneous idea. For while conceding Hamilton high rank

at the bar and recommending him to a prospective client as a man
to be relied on, Jefferson was, as yet, unfamiliar with his political

genius. And then, too, he was partial to Madison. It does the high
est honor to the third, he wrote Madison, as being in my opinion

the best commentary on the principles of government which ever

was written. To which he added: 1 confess it has rectified me in

several points. As to the Bill of Rights, however, I still think it

shduld be added.
15

He followed with the keenest interest the State Conventions,

weeks afterward to be sure, but as closely as communications then

permitted. The position of Massachusetts completely changed his

course of action. The conduct of Massachusetts has been noble, he

wrote Carmichael. She accepted the Constitution, but voted that

it should stand as a perpetual instruction to her delegates to endeavor

to obtain such and such reformations. I am now convinced that

the plan of Massachusetts is the best that is, to accept and to

amend afterwards. If the States which were to decide after her

should all do the same, it is impossible but they must obtain the

essential amendments,
16

VI

He was most concerned, however, about the Convention in Vir

ginia. There the hottest of fights was in prospect, involving on op-

. 9 V, 53. 16 Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 29.
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posing sides two of his foremost disciples, Monroe and Madison.

While both these men were followers and beneficiaries of Jefferson,

the former, more than the latter, was in complete accord with Jeffer

son s instinctive thinking. He would not have found it necessary

to argue with Monroe over a Bill of Rights.

Never, perhaps, in any assembly were abler men pitted against one

another. There was Madison, leading the fight for ratification, as

sisted by Lee, John Marshall, Pendleton, Nicholas, and Wythe, the

latter favoring ratification with amendments afterward. Opposing
these were Patrick Henry, George Mason, Grayson, and Monroe.

Madison wrote Jefferson that Mason, of Gunston Hall, was mak

ing mountains out of molehills, like Jefferson, insisting on a Bill of

Rights. Monroe s opposition in the Convention was based largely

on the objections of Jefferson. It was inevitable that in the course

of the debate, Jefferson should have been dragged into the contro

versy. The quiet man in the house on the Champs Elys6es had

written his early views to a correspondent who had put the letter

at the disposition of Patrick Henry. This consummate strategist

was too clever in a fight not to avail himself of every weapon with

in reach. The great orator introduced the letter into the debate.

The letter had been written to A. Donald in February, 1788, be

fore the action of the Massachusetts Convention had weaned Jeffer

son away from his original plan of having nine States ratify and the

others refuse until the amendments demanded had been pledged.

Referring to the letter and the attempt of a ratificationist to in

terpret it as favoring ratification by the Virginia Convention, Henry
sneered at the interpretation. The honorable gentleman has en

deavored to explain the opinion of Mr. Jefferson, our common

friend, into an advice to adopt this new Government,
9

he said with

a smile.
17

Aroused as an advocate if not also as a friend, Madison took the

floor.

The honorable member, in order to influence our decision, has

mentioned the opinion of a citizen who is an ornament to this

State. When the name of this distinguished character was intro

duced, I was much surprised. I believe that were that gentleman

upon the floor he would be for the adoption of this constitution.

17
Elliot, Debates on Ratification, III, 300.
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I wish his name had never been mentioned, I wish everything
spoken here, relative to his opinion, may be suppressed if our
debates should be published. I know that the delicacy of his

feelings will be wounded when he will see in print, what has, and
may be said, concerning him on this occasion. I am in some meas
ure acquainted with his sentiments on the subject. It is not right
for me to unfold what he has informed me. But I will venture
to assert that the clause now discussed is not objected to by Mr.
Jefferson. He approves of it because it enables the Government to

carry on its operations.

And then, carefully selecting from Jefferson s letters to him, he went
on:

He admires several parts of it which have been reprobated with
vehemence in this house. He is captivated by equality of suffrage in

the senate, which the honorable gentleman [Mr. Henry] calls the

rotten part of the Constitution. But whatever be the opinion of

the illustrious citizen, considerations of personal delicacy should
dissuade him from introducing them here.18

Probably Monroe was not so sure that it would be an injustice
to mention Jefferson s insistence on a Bill of Rights. But more im

portant for our purpose is the disclosure that Jefferson s status in

Virginia was so lofty and imposing that, instead of dismissing the

letter lightly, it entered into the debate with discussions *as to the

construction of the contents of such a letter. Madison wrote Jeffer

son that he was happy to find the great attention and universal re

spect with which the opinion was treated, as well as the great regard
and high estimation in which the author of it was held. He re

alized that Jefferson must have found it painful to have thus been

made a party in this transaction.
19

In the end, the ratificationists prevailed. The debate in point of

ability had been well balanced; the controversialists, being men of

great erudition for the most part and innate dignity, had carefully

refrained from personalities or expressions that might rankle; and

the victory was accepted by the victors without a provocative exulta

tion and by the defeated in good temper.
20

That Jefferson s influence, across three thousand miles of sea, was

#., III, 31243. ^Huat, Writings of James Madison, I, 184-88.
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distinctly felt in the deliberations of the conventions and in the for

mation of public sentiment is thoroughly established in all the corre

spondence of the time. His stout insistence on a Bill of Rights

finally convinced Madison of its need, and it was he who eventu

ally, in the first days of the First Congress, offered the ten amend

ments which form the most sacred and immortal part of the

Constitution.

VII

Jefferson never had the slightest doubt that Washington would

be made the Chief Magistrate, but he was curious as to the probable

identity of the Vice-President. He confessed to a very strong par

tiality for Franklin, and in August, 1788, he wrote that the age of

Doctor Franklin and the doubt whether he would accept it are the

only circumstances that admit but that he would be the man. With

Franklin eliminated, he counted among the possibilities John Ad

ams, Hancock, Jay, Madison, and Rutledge in the order named. It

clearly did not occur to him that he might well have been among
those considered.

21 Madison had written him that, since Washing
ton was from the South, the Vice-President should come from the

North, and while he was reconciled to the choice of Adams, he had
99

some misgivings/&quot;
5

Even before news of Washington s election had reached him,

Jefferson wrote his friend of Mount Vernon:

Though we have not heard of the actual opening of the new

Congress, consequently have not official information of your elec

tion as President of the United States, yet as there never could be

a doubt entertained of it, permit me to express here my felicitations,

not to yourself, but to my country. Nobody who has tried both

public and private life can doubt that you were much happier on

the banks of the Potomac than you will be in New York. But there

was nobody so well qualified as yourself to put our new machine

into a regular course of action, nobody the authority of whose

name could have so effectually crushed opposition at home and

prolonged respect abroad. I am sensible of the immensity of the

sacrifice on your ?part, ; Your measure of fame was full to the brim;

. To Caradchael&amp;gt; Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VII, 125,
22 Hunt, Writings of James Madison, V, 333-38.
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and therefore you have nothing to gain. But there are cases wherein

there is a duty to risk all against nothing, and I believe this was

exactly the case. We may presume, too, according to every rule of

probability that, after doing a great deal of good, you will be found

to have lost nothing but private repose.
23

VIII

And the man in Paris had he any thought of preferment in the

new Government? There is not the slightest indication, but much

to be found to the contrary. Madison had written him to ask if he

would be willing to accept an appointment. The reply was frank

and unequivocal: You know the circumstances which led me from

retirement, step by step, and from one nomination to another up to

the present, he wrote. My object is a return to the same retire

ment. Whenever, therefore, I quit the present, it will not be to

engage in any other office, and most especially any one that would

require a constant residence from home.
24 There can be no doubt

of the complete sincerity of this declaration.

Though doomed to many years of exile from his beloved Mon-

ticello and from his familiar friends, Jefferson suffered from both.

When an old friend, not distinguished in public life, wrote him in

Paris, Jefferson replied with more feeling than usually creeps into

his correspondence:

Your letter has kindled all the fond recollections much dearer

to me than anything I have ever known. There are minds which

can be pleased with honors and preferments; but I see nothing HI

diem but envy and enmity. It is only necessary to possess them to

know how little they contribute to happiness, or rather how hostile

they are to it. No .attachments soothe the mind so much as those

contracted in early life; nor do I recollect any societies which have

given me more pleasure than these which you have partaken with

me.

And then he added:

I would rather be shut up in a very modest cottage, with my

books, my family, and a few old friends, dining on ample bacon,

28 Ford, Writmgs of Jeferson, V, 93-95.
24 1**. V, 11*15.
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and letting the world roll by as it liked, than to occupy the most

splendid post which any human power can give.
25

Despite his voluminous correspondence in Paris, he suffered

acutely from the lack of homey letters. Madison, Monroe, Jay,

Adams most of his correspondents wrote him about politics and

international affairs. Even his two most intimate friends had but

little gift for gossipy letters about neighbors. Time and again he

appealed to them for news of humble neighbors. That is the rea

son he so much enjoyed the letters of Abigail Adams. That he

really was homesick is quite clear. He almost pleaded with Archi

bald Stuart for homey letters. Did his correspondent think that

simple news of simple people and happenings of the neighborhood
were unworthy of notice? A very mistaken opinion, Wrote Jeffer

son, as anyone may observe by recollecting that, when he has been

long absent from his neighborhood, the srnall news of that is more

pleasing and occupies his first attention, either when he meets with

a person from thence or returns thither himself. I shall hope, there

fore, that the letters in which you may be so good as to give me the

minute occurrences of the neighborhood of Monticello may yet

come to hand. 26

IX

Meanwhile, he followed with interest, and not without an occa

sional smile, the early proceedings of the new Congress. He was

immensely diverted by the solemn debate as to what the President

should be called, and particularly by the flamboyant proposal of his

friend, John Adams, The President s title as proposed by the Senate

was the most superlatively ridiculous thing I ever heard of/ he

wrote Madison. Adams had proposed &quot;Most Highness.&quot; It is a

proof the more of the justice of the character given by Doctor

Franklin of my friend. Always an honest one, often a great one,

but sometimes absolutely mad. I wish he could have been hefe dur

ing the late scenes; if he could then have had one fibre of aristocracy

left in his frame, he would have been a proper subject for Bed-

i&n.
!2

*:
&quot;I

, JI
*&amp;gt;

,

l

,
,

(

25Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VI, -427.
26

Ford, Writings* of Jefferson, IV, 187. ,

27 jjtf,;
, y, 104 , t
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He had applied for leave after five years absence. He hkd written
Madison of ,his desire to spend the summer at home, but Madison
had been compelled to report his regret that this plan had been de
feated. He had discussed the desired leave with Jay; who ex

plained that the impossibility of giving effect to [Jefferson s] wishes,
since no Congress having been formed under the old Confedera
tion since the receipt of his letter. Madison thought the most that

can be done will be to obtain from the new authority, as early as

possible, some act which may leave the matter to your own discre

tion, Perhaps it would be just as convenient to return in the fall

as in the spring. From which one concludes that Madison had no

appreciation of Jefferson s love for growing things.
28

Jefferson had written Jay that he had left America with the

thought that his mission would take two years, and so hurriedly
that he had not had the opportunity to arrange about his affairs;

Then, too, he wished to take his daughters back to their own coun-.

try. He had allowed three months for the voyage home and bftjkjJ
and wished two months at home, five in all.

29
kater, he wrote

the same vein to Washington.
30

An incident connected with Martha, the elder daughter, may
easily have convinced him that his daughter &quot;would be better at home
among her own people. She had been a prime favorite with the

nuns at the convent, for whom she had naturally formed a, deep
affection. Jefferson, who made frequent visits to her at the, con

vent, was thoroughly appreciative of all the nuns had done for her,

and the nuns, in turn,, had a high regard for Jefferson and often

visited his house. They had made his daughter happy. &amp;lt;
&amp;gt;

But one day he was astonished on receiving a letter from Martha

expressing a disposition to enter the convent and devote her life;to

feligibus duties^ Though Jefferson was not a Catholic^ his breadth

of view justifies the conclusion that his opposition was not on the

ground of faith* He was always t(D insist that a man s or a woman s,

relations with religion was a matter for their conscience. But Mar
tha was vetfy young, too young*, he considered, to have carefully

thought out her project. Instead of replying by 3 letter, Jefferson

28 Hunt, Writings of James Madhon, V, 333-38. , , ,

2 to Jay, Bergh, Writings of Jff&sdn, VII, 194.
:

\

* K

Writings of Jefferson, VH, 59. &amp;lt;

. /*/*
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drove to the convent two days later and had a long interview with

the Abbess. The latter, greatly admired and respected by Jeffefson*

was a woman of worldly wisdom, and we may be sure that it was

agreed between them that a young girl s impulse was not to be

trusted without a trial. At any rate, Martha was taken to the house

OB the Champs Elysees, where she came into contact with society

and her desire to become a nun was soon forgotten- Through the

life of both father and daughter, there persisted a sense of gratitude

for the nuns who had mothered the orphaned girls and made them

feappy in Paris.

X

After the fall of the Bastille, the murder of the corrupt Foulon,

and the stabbing to death in the streets of his notoriously loathsome

son-in-law, Berthier, the Revolution for a very short while marked

time. True, stories percolated into Paris that in various parts of the

country the chateaux of the nobility were burning. Many of Jeffer*

son s friends were scattered during the heat of August, and Morris,

who was accustomed to drop in unceremoniously, had gone to Lon
don bearing a letter of introduction to Maria Cosway from Jeffer

son, to be delighted with the winsome lady. No longer was there

apy doubt that power had passed from the King to the Assembly,

and, unknown c&amp;gt;f course to Jefferson, there were whisperings in the

court of a possible flight of the royal family. Everything now cle*

pended on the moderation of the Assembly. Madame de Polignac
had fled, and Marie Antoinette, writing her ia her safe 1

retreat* in

formed her that a new governess had been found for the children.

Jefferson was busy with hits plans for his departure as soon as

authorization should reach him. In and out o his house darted

Lafayette, now in fine feather, high in the confidence of i the icvo*

kitioBists, and Jefferson advised him -attd secretly feared for him;

Bb droVe about the city for the air, made excursions now and then

to Versailles, took long walks iii the Bois, and spent hours at his

dtesk writing letters. ?

We may be sure that he meditated much on the changing scene

at home under the new 6pvermnent created by the Constitution.

With his usual long, long view, he was already interring himself
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in the location of the new national capital. Even then his mind:
was fixed on the site ultimately chosen; through his bargain with
Hamilton.31 Four years before, he had written Monroe expressing
the hope that Congress would remain in New York for some time
to come. Later, Vhen a sufficient number of States come in, he

thought, they will remove [the capital] to Georgetown, In the

meanwhile
?
he was sure it is to our interest that it shall remain

where it is, and give no new pretensions to any other pjace.
32

But, as it was to turn out, it would not be necessary to await the

entrance of western States, and Jefferson would play a major part
in fixing the capital in what is now the City of Washington. *

And he was already thinking in terms &quot;of American politics,

though parties did not enter into his calculations. So firmly was
he convinced of ;the national necessity of a federal union that when
he learned that a majority of the members of the new Congress
w$re federalists, he wrote jubilantly about it to William. Short.

Naming the principal figures, he added: All of these are federal

ists, except those of Virginia; so that a majority of the federalists are

secured in the Senate and expected in the House of Representatives.
He looked with grave misgivings on the ant^-federalists in his own
State, where they had a large majority in the legislature. He feared

the effect of the iMuence of Patrick Henry, the foe of ratification,

as too omnipotent. He did not like the defeat of Madison for the

Senate through Henry s influence. Nor did he love Henry for his

philippic against Madison during the latter s absence in Philadel

phia, when he could not reply 5
and he feared that through his ger

rymandering activities Henry might even exclude Madison from the

House where he wished most to go.
33

In the sense that he favored a strong federal union, Jefferson was

such a federalist as Madison, but he could not have realized at this

time and at this distance from the scene that men who also had

favored a federal union, but who held political ideas and ideals

hbstik to his own, would seize upon the name Federalist, fot the

political party they would create. Almost all the federalists whose

election to Congress he had found encouraging would very soon

i See author
;? Jefferson an,d Ha?nil$p% ,

,

d, &quot;Writings of Jefferson, IV, 52.

, 70-71.
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be arrayed against all the fundamental principles that Jefferson

stood for, and against the democracy which he favored.

But he was soon to learn the truth,, when Francis Hopkinson
wrote him that he had heard Jefferson was an anti-federalist/ Jef

ferson s reply was frank enough:

My opinion was never worthy enough of notice to merit citing;

but since you ask it I will tell you. I am not a Federalist, because

I never submitted the whole system of my opinions to the creed of

any party of men whatever, in religion, in philosophy, in politics,

or in anything else where I was capable of thinking for myself*

Such an addiction is the last degradation of a free and moral agent*

If I could not go to heaven but in a party, I wouldn t go the.re at

all. There, I protest to that I am not of {he party of the Federalists.

But having in mind the discrimination between federalism and the

Federalist political party, he added:

But I am much further from that of any anti-federalist. I ap

proved from the first moment of the great mass of What is the new

Constitution, the consolidation of the government, the organization!

into Executive, Legislative, and Judiciary, the subdivision of the

legislature, the happy compromise of interests -between the great
and little States. . . , What I disapproved from the first moment
was the want of a Bill of Rights to guajd liberty against the legisla

ture as well as the executive branch of the government;; that is to

say, to secure freedom of religion, freedom of the press, freedom
from monopolies, freedom from unlawful, imprisonment, freedom
from a permanent military, and a trial by jury in all cases de-

terminable by the laws of the land.^4

Later, the Federalists were to clamor about the infamy of parties

except their own calling , them factions, after Jefferson had

organized and become the head of a political party; but ,the fact

remains that the Federalists formed the first party and that of Jeffer

son became necessary in qombating its anti-democratic views.

That Jefferson, as he prepared for his voyage home, had not the

mo^t remote notion of playing a conspicuous part in political $*xd

party warfare is clear enough in his ardent wish to return to his

post in Paris on the expiration of his leave. A brilliant English
writer, in his life of Talleyrand, draws heavily on his imagination

, 77-78.
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and an utter ignorance of the character of Jefferson to imply that
he left France because it was safer/ A very casual search for the
truth would have discovered abundant proof that he had no other

thought or desire than to return to Paris.
35

In fact he hated fights
and quarrels. He hated the fierce light that beats on party leaders.

My great wish/ he wrote Hopkinson, is to go in strict but silent

performance of my duty; to avoid attracting notice and to keep my
name out of newspapers, because I find the pain of a little censure,
even when it is unfounded, more acute than the pleasure of much
praise. The attaching circumstance of my present office is that I can
do its duties, unseen by those for whom they are done/ 36

XI

Leave having been granted, Jefferson was now busy with his

preparations. The French patriots continued to pour into his house.
The moment Morris returned from England, he again became a
constant visitor. The instant he recovered from the illness of fa

tigue, he called on Jefferson to invite him to a Sunday dinner with
Madame de Corny.

37 The next day he called on Jefferson again,
to find that the famous Marquis de Condorcet, described by him
in his Diary as encyclopedist, progressive, revolutionary, had pre
ceded him; and after a while the Due de la Rochefoucauld ap
peared, fresh from the Assembly, followed closely by Lafayette. The
four men sat down to dinner. Morris asked Lafayette if his troops
would 6bey him. The Marquis replied with a smile that they would
not mount guard when it rains, but he thought they would follow

him into action/ He was gravely concerned over the scarcity of

bread. There was a discussion of a new book on commerce in

grain, and then much discussion of the crisis in France. Morris was
not pleased with the political complexion of the company.

38

A few days later, Jefferson drove to Versailles to take formal

leave of Necker and to inquire what he could do in America toward

furnishing provisions for France, but Necker was ill and could not

be seen,: Jefferson wrote him later, suggesting the purchase of salted

8 Duff Cooper, Talleyrand.
80

Ford, Writings of Jefferson, V, 78.
37

Davenport, Diary of Gomerneur Morris* I, 220. %*lbid. t I, 221.
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beef, which could be bought at a cheap price and might reduce the

demand for bread.
39 He called on Montmorin to press the Idea

upon him.

On returning to Paris, he found Morris waiting at his house, He
appears to have been ignorant of the arrangements Jefferson and
Adams had made in Holland to save the credit of the nation and
he urged that Jefferson go to Amsterdam to see what coulcl be done.
When he received no encouragement from the silent host, he con
cluded that bis main objection in the present juncture lies in a

journey which would postpone his return to America; 40 From
which one gathers that the friend and agent of the tobacco monop
oly did not enjoy the intimate confidence of Jefferson.

Meanwhile, he had engaged a ship to take him to Cowes, but at

Havre he was detained for ten days by the weather, and at Cowes
the inclemency of the weather held him for ten days more. En
jx&amp;gt;ute&amp;gt;

he wrote the old Duchess d Enville a farewell note reiterating
his appreciation of her unvarying kindness to him, and to Madame
de Corny he indicted the short letter excusing his failure to take

leave of her, since he could not trust himself to say farewell which
was to be a treasure-trove to many biographers.
In the company of his daughters he made the most of his deten

tion at Cowes, visiting various parts of the island, and particularly
Carisbrooke Castle, which interested him as the place where Charles
I was, confined. It was not until October 23, 1789, that his ship
sailed in the company of more than thirty other vessels that had
been detained by contrary winds. William Pitt had graciously given
orders that his baggage was not to be searched.

The first five or six days were bad sailing because of the fog, but
on the sixth day the sun came out Jefferson did not relish the stiff

breeze which confined him to his cabin, but he was going home.
Soon he would have the solace of his beloved hilltop, the company
Of old familiar friends, the gossip of the neighborhood, and then he
Wcmld .retfcrn to Paris, He would follow the developing drama o
the Revolution, take his long walks in the Bois again with Madame
$e Corny, and have his long talks again with the generous, spirits!
of France who stood for liberty without license.

89
Bergh, Writings of Jefferson, VIII, 4/g.

40
B^txpoitf, Diary of &amp;gt;G$mernew Mortis, lf 227. &amp;gt; v ,
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But he was never to see Frante again.
(

Soon after he reached home he was writing to Madame de Corny:

I had the happiness, my dear friend, to arrive in Virginia after a

voyage of twenty-six days only, of the finest autumn weather. . . .

On my arrival I found my name announced in the papers as Secre

tary of State. I made light of it, supposing I had only to say- no/
and there would be an end of it. It turned out, however, otherwise.

For though I was left free to return to France, if I insisted on it, yet
I found it better in the end to sacrifice my own inclinations to

those of others,
4*

XII

Thus closed a most vital phase of Jefferson s career, the revolu

tionary phase, having to do with the making of the American

nation. No one, including Washington, had played a more brilliant

part.

He had been foremost in a small group of militant patriots who
had wrested the control in Virginia from the more conservative ap-

peasers, whose policy spelled defeat.

In his Summary View he had written the most effective, most

thoroughly reasoned, the most vigorous, presentation of the colony s

position, which had made such an impression in England that Ed
mund Burke had played a part in its publication there.

He had written the Declaration of Independence with a preamble
which foreshadowed the spirit of the new nation to be built.

He had laid the foundations for a real democracy in the reforms

lie had wrought in Virginia.

In his Ordinance of Religious Freedom he had laid the corner

stone of that religious freedom and tolera,tioa which ,wa$ to .become

one of the most civilized contributions of the new nation to human

ity.

As Governor he had supported the military policy and strategy

of Washington, and had taken the abuse of men less loyal to the

great Commander and less prone to think of the revolutionary

struggle as national. ;

He had made a liberal contribution to the new Amerkaiusiit.ia

41 Randolph, Domestic Life of Jefferson, 177.
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the writing of the Ordinance of 1784. And in the direct influence

of that Ordinance on the Northwest Ordinance of 1787.

He had taken his stand with moderation, common sense, and

toleration for the ultimate elimination of slavery.

He had, with more farseeing vision than his contemporaries, en

visioned the westward sweep of the nation to the Pacific Ocean,

and, before anyone else, had urged and planned the blazing of the

trail of trade across the western wilderness.

He had stoutly insisted on the new nation s freedom of naviga

tion on the Mississippi, and had interested himself in the digging

of the Panama Canal to join the oceans,

In France he had played a brilliant part in the laying of the

foundation of the international policy of the new nation and set for

the future the highest standard of dignified diplomacy; and, at a

personal risk, at a critical moment and without authorization, had

saved the credit and honor of his country.

He had vigorously demanded and notably contributed to the

forcing into the Constitution of the Bill of Rights the noblest part

of the fundamental law which perpetually preserves the liberty of

the citizen.

Had his career ended when he sailed from France, he would be

numbered as one of the four immortals among the founders of the

American Republic.

XIII

He had hoped to return to France to serve another three years

and then to retire to the shades of Monticello, there to live in philo

sophic meditation stmong his friends. Monroe had bought land

within the shadow of Monticello where he planned to live close to

his idol. Madison would be in a neighboring county within easy

reach. Jefferson could ask no more congenial company. Out under

the trees they could sit in the long afternoons, remote from turmoil

and bitterness, and discuss the events of the day objectively.

But Fat6 had put a period to the earlier phase of his career.

Never again would he be in Paris to exchange views with the

pKite^ophers and
|&amp;gt;olitkianss

to Rummage in the bookstalls.and fre

quent the salons, or walk beside tlbc Seine at Saiat-Gerra$Ia with
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Maria Cosway, or stroll with Madame de Corny under the fragrant

foliage of the Bois. The French companions of his dinner-table

he would not see again, for some would pass to exile and some

would ride the tumbril to the guillotine none but Lafayette, who,

in old age, would meet him, trembling with time, upon the lawn at

Monticello for a last embrace. Nor would he find solace for the lost

pleasures of Paris in the realization of his dream of a serene retire

ment at Monticello. How he had longed for that!

He returned to America to find an organized and brilliantly led

fight against democracy, and for twelve years he would battle un

ceasingly amidst bitterness until the people positively determined

that the new Republic would be definitively democratic.
42

42 For this see author s Jefferson and Hamilton.

THE END
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Dalrymple&amp;gt;
Sir John, 33

Darner, Honorable Mrs., 449

Danbridge, Colonel, Jefferson visits, 14

Danbridge, Patsy, 17

Danquierville, Mr., 453, 457

Danton, Georges Jacques, 479, 481

Dartmouth, Earl of, 73 ; quoted on colo

nial treason, 75 ; Secretary of State for

Colonies, 100

David, Jacques*Louis, 450, 485

Deane, Silas, 118; quoted on New York

City, 109; on Harrison, 113; on George

Washington, 114; diplomatic repre

sentative in Paris, 351
Death penalty, see Crime

Declaration of Independence, 84; the

question of independence, 141-144;

Jefferson writes, 145-154, 511; Con

gress debates and adopts, 150-155; read

and published to public, 157-158

&quot;Defence of the American Constitution

(Adams), 501

Delaney, John, 85

Denbigh, Duke of, 131

Desertions, in revolutionary army, i6

Detroit, proposed expedition against,

150-154

Devonshire, Duchess of, 449, 450 i

Diary (Morris), 418, 430, 490

Dickinson, John, 85, 318; delegate to

Continental Congress,; no*, tii, i 17,

11^119 passim, 131^ 138, 141-144

passim; estimate of, 144-145, 158
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Dictatorship, plotted m Virginia, 180-

,183
Dissenters, proscribed in Virginia, 194,

*5&amp;gt;5

Ponald, A., 510

Dorset, Duke of, British Minister to

France, 355~356&amp;gt; 45
Douglas, Reverend, Jefferson s first

teacher, 11

Drumrnond, Lord, 161

Du Barry, Madame, 447

Dunmore, Lady, 77

Dunmore, Lord, Governor of Virginia,

2-9&amp;gt; 76-77, 98, 1x7; dissolves House of

Burgesses, 79, 80; seizes powder at

Williamsburg, 107; flees, 107-108

Duport, Adrien, 481, 494
Dusark, J. L., 450

East India Company, resents tax on tea,

71,89
Eckenrode, Doctor, 194, 196, 305

Economic, Politique et Diplomatique

(Meusnier), 400

Education, Jefferson proposes revision of

Virginia laws of, i8i-*-i87; Jefferson s

theories of, 301-302.

Elementary School Bill, 186

Elk Hill, Cornwallis plunders, Z78~i79
4

Ellery, William, 330

England, Jefferson attempts treaty, nego
tiations with,* 39*~394i threatened

war with France, 405-406

Entail, Jefferson opposes, in Virginia,

171-174

Emvillc, Duchess
d&quot;, friendship with

Jefferson, 42.1, 436~437 454&amp;gt; 510

Episcopalians, see Established Church

Eppcs, prancis, 1^5, 159-160

Eppcs, Mrs., 346, 464

Esprit des Lois (Montesquieu;), 33, 187
Established Church in colonial Virginia,

7; resents Two Penny Act, 35-36; Jef

ferson opposes, 168-^x69; and education

in Virginia* 183; power of, in Virginia,

193-101

Expatriation, Jefferson s views on, ,190-

JLord, client of Jefferson, 54
, country, house of Dickinson,

Farmers General, 383, 385, 387* 388, 389,

406, 4^3

Fauquier, Governor, 19-11, 15, 30, 57,

141
Federalist , TVw, 509

Finette, Madame, 16

Fitispatnck, Mrs., 446

Flahaut, Madame de, 430, 439, 477

Fleming, William, college friend ofJeffer

son, 17, 155

Forest, The, estate of John Wayles, 47
Forward men/ 71-71, 79-81, 97, 119

Fox, Charles James, 131, 396

Foy, Captain, 76

Franklin, Benjamin, in, 160, 161, 318,

466, 467, 474; delegate to Continental

Congress, 114, xio-xix, 117, 138, 143;

member of committee to prepare Dec

laration of Independence, 145, 146, 150,

ijx-iji; American Commissioner in

Paris, 3$i-353&amp;gt; 354* 3^&amp;gt; tftt&b and

Houdon statue of Washington, 371-

371; Jefferson favors, for Vice-Presi

dent, 511

Frederick, King of Prussia, 357
French Revolution, 516; Jefferson watches

progress of, 407-410, 419-411, 464, 476-

498, 499
Friends of Government,* support stamp
tax, 39-41

Fry, Joseph, xp

Furs, Jefferson discusses trade in, with

Vergennes, 385

Gage, General, 96

Galloway, Joseph, 318; quoted on Samuel

Adams, xxx; member of Continental

Congress, 111-113, 114-117, no
Gardens, Jefferson visits English, 396-

397; Jefferson s interest in, 41,1

Gates, General Horatio, zj6, 157, 158,

a-59. *7*&amp;gt; 355

Gazette, French, 375

Geismer, Baron de, Jefferson s friendship

with, 131, 131, 135; Jefferson meets, in

Hesse, 474

George III, King, 61; insists on colonial

taxation, 71; and colonial tre^on, 74-

75 ; denounces Americans as rebels, x^z-

133; Jefferson s attitude toward, 148-

149; Jefferson quoted on* 163; receives

Jefferson, 391-391
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Germain, Lady Georgia, 133

Getry, Elkidge, 330, 355; friend of Jef

ferson, 43; delegate to Continental

Congress, 142., 144; at Congress of 1783,

3 i8

Gore, Mrs., 448

Grafton, Duke of, 131

Grayson, opposes ratification of Con

stitution, 510
Greene, General, and defense of Caroli-

nas, 161, 2.68, 2.70-2.71:, 2.74

Grenville, George, and Stamp Act, 38
Grimm, Baron, 4x7

Gunpowder Plot, 156

Hamilton, Alexander, 440, 443, 506;

antagonist of Jefferson, 4x7-418; and

writing of Federalist, 509

Hamilton, Governor, 2.38, 144-2.50

Hancock, John, 118, juj President of

Continental Congress, 131-131, 135

Harrison, Benjamin, 54, 155, 304; mem
ber of House of Burgesses, 68; Tory,

70-71; attends Richmond Convention,

96, 97; delegate to Continental Con

gress, sio-txi, 113-114, 116, no, 137,

145; British intercept letter to Wash

ington, 119-131; Speaker of Virginia

Assembly, 113; and invasion of Vir

ginia, 163, 168; flees from Chariottes-

ville, 175-176

Hartley, David, 418
Harvard College, iS

Helvetius, Madame, 35i-3;53 361; Jeffer

son s friendship with, 438

Henry, Patrick, 31* 51, 54, 84, 101, 116,

318, 399, 504; friendship with Jeffer

son, 14-1 5, 35; presents Stamp-Tax

resolution, 30; defends Two Penny

Act, 36; protests Stamp Act,
1

39-141;

resents conservative aristocracy, 61;

member ol House of Burgesses, 65-66;

leader in revolutionary movement, 71,

77*81; at Richmond Convention, 96;

leads men against Dutimore, 107; mem
ber of Continental Congress, 113, 114;

joins conservatives, 108; flees from

Charldttesville, 175-176; sponsored for

dictatorship, 180-181; opposes.ratifica

tion of Constitution, 510, 517

Hews, Joseph, 156

Hirst, Francis, 335

ire des Troubles fa FAm&igwe et les

Anglais (Soule), 400

Holland, war with England and Prussia

threatened, 405-406
Holland House, 396

Hopkinson, Francis, 506,, 51:8, 519
Horse racing, in colonial Williamsbwg,

16-17 ,
.

&amp;lt;

Houdelot, Countess d , 4x1
Houdet6t, Madame d ? Jefferson s friend

ship with, 438-439
Houdon, Jean Antoine, 397, 400; does

statue of Washington, 370-371; Gou-

verneur Morris sits for, 419

Howe, General, no, 144

Howell, David, 330, 339
Howell vs. Netherland, 51-53

Humphrey Clinker (Smollett), quoted on

Townshend, 60

Humphreys, Colonel, 349, 355, 364, 488

Immigration, Jefferson s views on, 190-

191
Indentured labor, in seventeenth century

Virginia, i 3

Indiana Company, 336.

Indians, Jefferson s sympathy with, 193-

196

Inquiry into the Rights of the Britwh Colonies ,

An (Bland), 67

Iwerce-pted Letters, The, 436

Jacobins, 479, 481

Jay, John, 154, 359, 361, 511; delegate to

Continental Congress, 113,- 114, 116,

116, 143; quoted on Order of the Cin

cinnati, 311-313; heads Foreign Office

of Confedermon, 379, 381, 381; Jeffer

son writes, protesting opening of mail,

406407; quoted onMadame de Bfelian,

445-446; and writing of Federalist
&amp;gt; 509

Jefferson,, Jane, 41

Jefferson, Jane Randolph, 9, 136

Jefferson, Martha^ 117, 314, 516-318, 310-

311; accompanies father to Paris,, 347,

349, 401; at school, .in Paris, 411-413,

440, 465; desires to enter convent, 515-

516

Jefferson, Martha Wayles (Skelton),

courtship and marriage,- 47-48; illness,

136, 156, 159; interest in. music, 116; life

at Monticelio, 117-118; death; 358-311
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Jefferson, Mary (Polly), arrives in, Paris,

464

Jefferson, Peter, 9-11, n, 13

Jefferson, Thomas, letter on Virginia

society quoted, 8; ancestry and parent

age, 8-1 1 ; birth, n; boyhood and early

education, 11-14; friend and champion
of Indians, 13, 153-196; described, 14,

15, 15, 50-51; friendship with Patrick

Henry, 14-15, 35; interest in music, 15,

11, 11, 47, 115-117; student at William
and Mary, !t8-i8; friendship with
Rebecca Burwell, 15-17, 36-38, 41, 47;
studies law with Wythc, 18, 30-31, 41;

Common-place Book, 31-34, 44, 150, 199;

friendship with Dabney Carr, 34-35;
suffers from eye strain, 36-37; legal

practice, 41, 50-54; visits Annapolis,

Philadelphia, New York, 41-43; mar

riage, 47-48; member of House of

Burgesses, 49, 55-58, 64, 69-70; Chief

Commander of His Majesty s Horse
and Foot, 55; resents conservative

aristocracy, 61; leader in revolutionary

movement, 63, 64, 71, 71, 77-81; rela

tions with Lord, Dunmore, 76; submits

Summary View to Williamsburg Con

vention, 83-95; attends Richmond

Convention, 95-97; delegate to Con
tinental Congress, 98, 115-117, 136,

140-143, 158, 165-166; Reply to Lord

North, 103-107, 167; writes Declara

tion of Independence, 145-154; conw

cerned over reforms in Virginia, 155-

156; Governor of Virginia, 158, 108,

140-144, 184; nationalist, 158-161;

plans new state government for Vir

ginia, 161-165; criticism of, 168, 114,

151-153, 304; opposes slavery, 168,

i8&amp;lt;-3oo; champion of democracy, 168-

170, 181-183, 114-116, 139, 318; re

turns to Virginia legislature, 170; de

clines appointment as Commissioner
to France, 170-171; revises Virginia
laws, 177^191; battles for religious

freedom, 193-114; love of architecture

( and building of Monticello, 118-111,

371-374; life at Monticello, 111-119;
fights for just treatment of German and

. British ptjispaens, 12.8-0,31, 137-7138,
&quot;:

1144-115101 -draws plans for capitol at

,

(

i43v37i^374J ajtid proposed

expedition against Detroit, 150-^,54;

crop failure in Virginia, 154-155; and

progress of Revolution in South, 2,55-

160; and defense of Virginia, 16 1-173,
186-188; flees from Tarleton, 176-178;

property plundered by Cornwallis, 178-
180; opposes dictatorship, 180-184;
answers charges of enemies, 184-186;
writes Notes on Virginia^ 189-305; op
poses union of Church and State, 300-

301; theories of education, 301-301;
views on war, 301-303; Congress
chooses, for peace negotiations, 3 11; in

Congress of 1783, 313-311, 344-345;
relations with daughters, 314, 316-3^8,

310-311; views on Order of the Cin

cinnati, 314-317; reports ratification of

Treaty of Paris, 319-331; creates com
mittee of the States, 331; Father of the

Dollar/ 333-335; writes Ordinance of

the Northwest Territory, 335-341; re

port on commercial treaties, 341-343;
American Commissioner in Paris, 347

-

354; life in Paris, 348-351, 364-370,

397-403, 411; negotiates foreign trea

ties, 354-361; Minister to France, 361-
364, 376-381, 404-4*Q&amp;gt; 411-411, 415,

464, 466-471, 474-475; arranges for

Houdon statue of Washington, 370-
371; and negotiation of Mississippi

navigation rights, 377-378; argues
Franco-American relations with Ver*

gennes, 381-391; attempts treaty nego*
tiations in London, 391-397; fractures

wrist and visits Aix, 403; travels in
southern France and Italy, 410-410;
discusses trade arrangements with

Montmorin, 413, 468; attempts to bar
ter with Algerian pirates, 414-415;
friendships in Paris, 430-463; meets
Adams at The Hague, 471-471; travels
in Germany, 471-474; writes proposed
Charter of Rights for presentation to
Louis XVI, 491-494; involved in

. Mirabeau s fight against Neckef, 494-
496; Constitutional Convention and

reorganization of American Govern-
..ment, 499-513, 516-518; seek* retire

ment, 513-516; returns, jfrom France,

5I9-5 2-!, 5 2^5 2-3; cimwe of, 511-511
Johnson, Lady Cecilia^ 449
Jones, Commodore John Paul, 353, ^^
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secret agent of Jefferson at Brest, 378-
379; entrusts mistress to Jefferson s

care, 461-463; special agent to Copen
hagen, 466-467

Jones, Willie, 508

Journal de Parist 370; Jefferson writes

satirical letter to, 411-413

Kames, Lord, 33

Kauffmann, Angelica, 448
Kimball, Fiske, 119
Knox, General Henry, 313

Kosciusko, Thaddeus, 450

La Britu, Madame de, 411

Lafayette, Marquis de, 348, 353, 469, 475,

491, 519; arrives in Virginia, 171-173,
180; retreats from Richmond, 174; .aids

Jefferson against tobacco monopoly,
388; Jefferson presents bust of, to city
of Paris, 400; Court Party turns on, 478;

Jefferson s friendship with, 479-^480,

495; member of States General, 487-

488, 491, 494

Lafayette, Marquise de, Jefferson s friend

ship withy 435
- ,

La Lucerne, Chevalier de, 353

Lameth, Count Alexandre, 480-481, 491,

494

Lansdowne, Marquis of, 391, 393, 395
La Pufcerne, Count de, 468
La Rochefoucauld, Duke de, 411, 436,

4B4
(

5*9
&quot;

*

Le Srun, Madame, 398

Ledyard, John, Jefferson receives and en

courages, 416^-417

Lee, Arthur, 39, 118; diplomatic repre

sentative in Paris* 351

Lee, Francis Lightfoot, 504; leader in

revolutionary movement, 71, 77-81;

member of committee to revise Virginia

laws, 177, 179

Lee, Richard Henry, ro8, 114, 330, 504;

client of Jefferson, 54; resents conserva

tive aristocracy, 61; member of House

of Burgesses, 68-69; leader in revolu

tionary movement, 71, 77-81; attends

Richmond Convention, 97; delegate

to Continental Congress, no, nx, 113,

116, 118, 119, 137, I4I-I46 passim;

quoted on Proprietary Pennsylvaniahs,

137; friendship with Jefferson, 154;

quoted on Declaration of Independence;
155; on Virginia aristocracy, 169; op
poses Jefferson as Minister tb France,

361-361; backs ratification of Constitu

tion, 510
L Enfant, Major, 32,1,, 316
Leslie, General, 160, 161

Letter to the Clergy of Virginia, -4.(Bland),

,67
Letters of a Pennsylvania;Farmer (Dickin

son), 85, 111-113
Le Vieillard, Monsieur, 491
Lewis and Clark expedition, Jefferson

organizes, 417 i

Lex TalioniSy 188

Lexington, Battle of, 119
r

Lincoln, Levi, 46

Livingston, Robert, 115, 141; member of

committee to prepare Declaration of

Independence, 145, 146 ;

&quot;

Locke, John, 30, 31, 33, 150, 199 t

Logan, Chief, 191, 194-196

Logan, Deborah, quoted on John Dickin

son, in -

London Gazetteer, 130 - -i,_

Loos, General, 137 ,
* .

(
,

Louis XVI, King of France^ Jefferson

unimpressed by, 361; Jefferson quoted
on, 405; 493-494; summons Assembly
&quot;of Notables, 409-410, 410; summons
States General, 410, 486, 490; sur

renders, 497

Lunarda, Vincent, 450 ,

.

Lyttleton, Lady, 449
-

&amp;lt;

McKean, Colonel, 138 i

McLeod, Captain, Jefferson escapes, at
-

Monticello, 176-178 .

Macpherson, Charles, 307

Macpherson, James, 307

Madison, James, 136, 1^7, 168,-, 511;

quoted dn religious persecution, ,198;

supports Jefferson in fight for religious

freedom, 104, 106, 108-109, &i3&quot;&quot;2.i4i

quoted on military situation, 143; on

Jefferson, 310; friendship with Jeffer

son, 313-314, 374-375; and Bill of

Rights, 507-508;! and writing of Fed

eralist, 509; leads fight for ratification

of Constitution in Virginia, 510-513.

Maia, Jose Joaquim da, 417-418 , \ ,

Maison Quarr6e, 373,
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Malesherbes, 408,

Manchester, Duke of, 131

Mansfield, Lord, 132.

Marat, Jean Paul, 479

Marbois, Marquis de, 315; requests in

formation on Virginia from Jefferson,

2.89-2.90

Marches!* 45
Marie Antoinette, Queen of France, 405,

42.1, 483, 485; Jefferson indifferent to,

362.; Jefferson quoted on, 409

Marly, Louis XVI at, 489, 490, 491

Marmontel, Jean Frangois, quoted on

Ministers of foreign powers, 42.9

Marshall, John, 18; student of Wythe, 31;

backs ratification of Constitution, 5 10

Martin, Luther, assails Jefferson, 2.^5-2,96

Maryland Odette,, 3x3
Mason ,BiU of Rights, 1.13

Mason, George, $9, 1x5, 336, 504; quoted
on Patrick Henry, 65-66; member of

committee to revise Virginia laws, 177,

179; and fight for separation of Church

and State, 104, 106, 108, no; opposes
ratification of Constitution, 510

Mason, Reverend Doctor John, attacks

Jefferson, 304

Mason, Thomas, 2.9

Massachusetts Gazette , 130

Mathurins, Order of, 424

Maury, Reverend James, teacher of Jef

ferson, iz, 13

Mazzei, Philip, 115, 154, 112., 311; Jeffer

son s friendship with,

Meade, Colonel Richard, 164
Memoir (Calonne), 441
Memoirs (Lee), attack Jefferson, 187-188

Methodists, in colonial Virginia* 196,

197, 103

Meusnier, Monsieur de, 400

M6zie:res, Chevalier de, 386

Mifflm, Thomas, President of Congress of

1783, 319

Mirabeau, &amp;lt;

Count de, 380, 400-401, 479,

485, 490; Jefferson involved in his fight

against Necker, 494-496

Mississippi River, United State? negoti
ates navigation rights with Spain, 377;

Jefferson insists on fre*e navigation of,

511 u;

Monroe, Jatnesi, .18,* 330* Jefferson sends,

to Carolina, 156; Jefferson s friendship

with, 308-310, 3*4~3*5 34T345*W
375; at Congress of 1783, 3141-315, 318;

opposes ratification of Constitution, 5 10

Montbellet, Baron de, 491

Montesquieu, Baron de, 31, 33, 187, 199

Monticello, home of Jefferson, u, 13, 95;

building of, 44, xxJBnxx; life at, xxx-

114, 117-119; Tarleton and McLeod at,

177; Jefferson looks to retirement to,

5
12- 513

Montmorin, Count de 484, 494, 510;
succeeds Vergennes as Foreign Mm*
ister, 408, 409; Jefferson discusses trade

arrangements with, 413 ; Morris quoted

on, 418; Jefferson makes demand on, for

release of American stores, 467-468;

Jefferson discusses consular convention

with, 474-475; Jefferson quoted on,

477; favors commons* 489; restoration

of, 497

Morellet, Abb6, 4^9

Morgan, Doctor John, 43

Morocco, 394

Morris, Gouverneur, reports oa coinage,

334-335; quoted on Madame de StaeJ,

379; sojourn in Paris^ 417-430, 431,

431, 435, 439, 47^478, 485, 490, 491,

49x, 495-496, 519, 5x0; writes poem to

Maria Cosway, 450-45 1; visits London,

si

Morris, Robert&amp;gt; 311,, 330, 4x8; at Con-

gre$s of 1783, $18; resigns from Treas

ury, 333; reports on coinage, 334-335;
resents Jeflferson*s attack on .French

tobacco monopoly, 387-388, 389
Mounier, Jean Joseph, 481

Moustier*, Comnc de, Freach Minister to

United States, 430, 444*446, 457, 475,

485

MuhJenberg, General, 159, JL$I 184

Music, Jefferson s interest in, 15, zi xx

Nash, Governor, 156
Naturalization Bill, Jefferson introduces,

in Virginia, 191

Navigation Acts, 387

Navy, Jefferson advocates, 358-359
Necker, Jacques, 469, 481, 486* 493, 519;

called to power, 483 ; Jefferson quoted
on, 489; sides with commons, 489, 490;

Jefferson inyoived in Mirabeaw s fight

against, 494^-4^; recall of 497
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Necte, Miss, j^Stae!, Baroness de

Nelson, Fort, British se&ze, 145 ,

Nelson, General, 159, 161-163, 2.65, 166,

2J&4
i

Nelson, Thomas, 136, 140, 141, 162., 140

Newport, British land at, 158
Nicholas, Robert Cartel:, member of

House of Burgesses, 68; Tory, 70-71;

presents resolution on Boston Port Bill,

79-81; attends Richmond Convention,

96, 97; opposes separation of Church
and, State, 2.03, 104-105, 2.06, 2.13; pro

poses inquiry on Jefferson, 185-2,86;
backs ratification of Constitution, 510

Nicholson, Governor, 3

Nightingales, Jefferson s love of, 415-416

Non-Importation Act, resistance to, 95-

97 -

Non-Importation Association* 61

North, Lord, ,74-75 J opposes tax on tea,

71-73; and conciliation, 98, 99, 103
Northwest Ordinance, see Ordinance of

the Northwest Territory
Northwest Territory, 153, 154, 335-341
Notables, Assembly of, Louis 3CVI sum-

mobs, 409-410^ 410, 469, 476, 481
&quot;Notes on the Establishment of a Money
Unit and of a Coinage for the United
States (Jefferson), 334

Notes on Virginia (Jefferson), 175, 187,

191, x8i-a;3, 189-305^ 459; printed in

France, 374

Observations on fhe Nature of Civtil

the Principles of Govtrntfreni &nd the ]m-
tice m& &quot;Policy of the War with America

(Price), 135-136&quot;

Oglcrhorpe, General, 386
Old Antiquarian, 67

&quot;

.

}

Ontassete, Cherokee chieftain, xjj

Ordinance of th,e Northwest Territory,

*75 &F$4* 54 t

Ordinance of Religious freedom, 101,

109-1^, 400^461, 4^9, 52.1 ,

,

Ordinance of 1784, yd
Orleans, Ditchers d , 450
Osbotes, Cfeestetficld, home of Jefferson

family,
1

9
Ml

(

Ossian, Jeffersoii quoted on, 307

Otis, James, 149

Page, John, 14, x6~Z7 37&amp;gt; 3, 45* ^54

Page, Mrs., Jefferson quoted .on, ,45

Paine, Torn, 134, 488

Palladio, Andrea, 2.3$
&quot;.

Panama sCanal, Jefferson envisagos? &amp;lt;4i5&amp;gt;

52.1

Paoli, General, 449
Paradise, Lucy, 462, ,

Paris, Treaty of, 311, 319-331
Pendleton, Edmund, 19, 51, 54, 103, 154;

friend of government, 39; member
of House of Burgesses, 66-67; Tory, 70-

71; attends Richmond Convention, 96,

97; President o Virginia Assembly,

141, 164, 165, 101 ; and fight for entail,

173-174; and reform of Virginia courts,

176^177; member of committee to re^

vise Virginia laws, 177-1182^ 183; op

poses separation of Church and State,

198-199, 103^106 fossm, 2:13; backs

ratification of Constitution, 5.10

Penn family, in, 12,1, 112,, 138

Penn, William, in
Pennsylvania, Proprietary Government

in, in, 143; opposes independence,

137-139

Pennsylvania Chrtmick^ in,

Pcmsylwmia Gazette, publishes Declara

tion of Independence, 157

Peterborough!; Bishop of, 132,

Peyrousse, Captain, 378-379

Philadelphia Philosophical . Society, see

American Philosophical .Society

Phillips, Major-General, 131, 246, 168

Philosophical Society, see Amdricaft

Philosophical Society,

Pickering, Timothy, 147, 149, 554
Piedmont, settlement of, 7; revolutionary
movement in, 71; supports- Jefferson,

170, 173 ( ;
-

Pinto, Chevalier, Jefferson attempts

treaty negotiations with, 394-395

Pirates, Jefferson attempts to baiter with

Algerian, 414-41$^Barbaty^ 500 .

Pitt, Fort, 151, 151
Pitt, William, 393, 5,10 , !

Madame de, 4^3, 420, 411, 450,

Poplar Forest, 222.

&quot;Sorcufmss Gazette, 2^95,
i ,

Portsmouth, British land at; 3

Portugal, Jefferson attejtepts

gotiations with, 391,, 394
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Postal conventions, Jefferson seeks to

form, 377

Potter, Sukey, 17, 43

Presbyterians, in colonial Virginia, 196,

197, 101, 107

Price, Reverend Mr., 80

Price, Richard, 135-136

Price, Doctor, 484

Primogeniture, Jefferson abolishes sanc

tion of, 181-181

Prisoners, British and German at Char-

lottesville and Monticello, 119-131;
Governor Hamilton, 144-150

Protest of the Nobles and Clergy of

Brittany, 477

Prussia, supports England in threatened

war on Holland, 405

Puehilberg, house of, I/Orient, 467

Puisignieu, Comte de, 418

Punishment, see Crime

Quakers, support proprietaryr6gime, i34;

expelled from Virginia, 195

Randolph, Colonel, n
Randolph, Edmund, 156, 164; quoted on

Jefferson as lawyer, 50; on Lord Dun-

more, 76; on Jefferson s paper at Wil-

liamsburg Convention, 85

Randolph, Isham, grandfather ofThomas

Jefferson, 9

Randolph, John, 54, 116-117

Randolph, Peter, 13; friend of Govern

ment/ 41

Randolph, Peyton, friend of Govern

ment,* 39, 41; member of House of

Burgesses, 66; at Williamsburg Con

vention, 84, 85-86; Speaker of Virginia
i Assembly, 98; delegate to Continental

Congress, 117; death, 131

Randolph, Thomas, 9
&amp;lt;

Randolph, Thomas Mann, n
Randolph, William, 9, 10

Ray de.Chaumont, M., 351

Raynal, Abb6, 197
-

]

Rayneval, G6rard de, 386, 3 87; Jefferson
, jquatefd^on, 584; Jefferson makes de*

mand on, for release of American

stores, 468; Jefferson discusses consular

convention with; 475

Reed, JoSfph, quoted on taxation, 73-7*4

Religiony tfn, ipfoaial Virginia, ,7;

son fights fqr Ireedom of&amp;gt;

Reports of Cases Determined m the General

Court of Virginia (Jefferson), 51-53
Revere, Paul, 117

Revolution in Virginia, The (Eckenrode),

305

Rice, Jefferson studies production of, in

Italy, 414-415, 416

Richmond, becomes capital, 141; British

attack, 165
Richmond Convention, 95-97
Richmond, Duke of, 131

Riedesel, Baron de, 113, 130, 133-134, 141

Riedesel, Baroness de, 131-438, 141
Rivanna River, 10, 13

Rivers, Lady, 448

Robespierre, Maximilicn, 479
Robinson, Mrs., 447
Rohan, Cardinal de, 397

Rosebery, Lord, 104

Rosewell, home of Page, 45

Ross, Major General, 399
Rosier, Pilatre de, 369

Rutledge, Edward, 141, 143, 410, 511

St. Barbe, Captain, 347
Saint Bartholomew, Jefferson seeks to

establish free port on, 380^-381
St. Clair, Arthur, 317
Saint-Etlenne, 491

Saint-Priest, 489

Saratoga, Burgoyne surrenders at, 119,

2-34

Schoepf, Johann David, 98

Schomberg, Duke of, 449
Schools, in eighteenth century Virginia, 7

Schuyler, General, 134

Schweighauser and Dobree, Nantes
&amp;gt; 467

Sedition Law, 339

Segond,,Chevalier de, 404

Sguj?, ^onsieuj, 431
Shadwell, birthplace and home of Jcffer-

(

son, ii, 13, 41; burns, 44-45
*

Shakespeare, William, n, 17, 24, 57

Shays Rebellion, 503

Shelburne, Earl of, 75, 99, 131

Sherman, Roger, member of committee
to prepare Declaration of Independence,

145, 146; at Congress of 1783, 318

Shippen, Doctor, friend of Jefferson, 43

Short, William, secretary to J

349.35^ 3^4) 44** 497* 5*7 :

Sieys, Abb, 480, 481
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Simcoe, 174

Simolin, Russian Ambassador, 378

Skelton, Bathurst, 47

Skene, Major, 12.7

Skipworth, Robert, 14

Slavery, in colonial Virginia, i, 3-4, 5;

Jefferson opposed to, 58, 168, 174-175,

i&amp;lt;j8*-3oo; question of, in Northwest

Territory, 340-341

Small, Doctor William, 19, 15, 104

Smith, Colonel, 316

Smith, Robert, 46

Smith, William S., son-in-law of John
Adams, 503

Smollett, Tobias, describes Townshend, 60

Society of Artists, English, 446

Soul6, Monsieur de, 400

Soules, M., 148

South Sea, French expedition to, 378-379

Spain, and negotiation of Mississippi

navigation rights, 377

Specht, Brigadier-General, 131

Spirit of the Laws (Montesquieu), 33, 187

Stacl, Baron de, Swedish Ambassador to

France, 379^381, 397

Stacl, Baroness de, 379, 397

Stamp Act, Virginia protests, 38^41; re

peal of, 59

Stamp-Tax resolution, Henry presents, 30

Staphorsts, Jacob Van, 469-471
Staten Island, British occupy, 159

States General, Louis XVI summons,

410, 479, 483, 485-491 ,

Statute of Virginia for Religious Free

dom, 193

Steuben, General, 174, 184; commands

defense of Virginia, 16 1, 164, 165

Stevens, General Edward, 156, 157, 159,

175

Swart, Archibald, 514

Summary View af t&e Rights of . British

America (Jefferson), 30, 86-95, 99^ l

190,. 511

Swift Jonathan, il, 195

Syme, Colonel, 181

Taliaferro, Jenny, 17

Talleyrand, Charles Maurice de, 430, 439

477. 479

Tarleton, General, raids Charlottesville

174-177

Tazewell, Littleton, 31, 106

Tea, colonies resent tax on, 71-75 ; Jeffer

son s views of tax on, 89
Tea Act of 1773, 73

Tellison, Aimee de, mistress of John Paul

Jones, 463

Ces$6, Countess de, 154, 411* Jefferson s

friendship with, 435-436, 439

Thomson,- Charles, Secretary of First

Continental Congress, 115, 119

Thulmeyer, Baron de, 357-358

Ticonderoga, Jefferson quoted on, 159

Tidewater, stronghold &quot;of Virginia aris

tocracy, 7, 1 6; revolution launched in,

63-64

Tilghman, Edward, 138

Tobacco, 406; and Two Penny Act, 35-36;

Jefferson discusses trade in, with Ver-

gennes and Montmorin, 383, 386, 387-

390, 413
Toleration Act, 196, 197

Tories, 159; begin exodus from Virginia,

64; in tidewater Virginia, 70; hope for

inconclusive peace, 161

Tott, Madame de, 461-461

Toulouse, Archbishop of, 408-409, 460,

476, 477, 483

Townshend Act, 57; colonies resist, 59-
*

63 ; repeal of, 71, 74

Townshend, Charles, 59-^60, 99
Townsbend, Marchioness of, 449

Travel, Jefferson s idea of, 1410-411, 414

Treaties, Jefferson reports on commercial,

341-343 ; Jefferson negotiates, 354-361

Trenton, Congress moved to; 314

Treveljan, Sir George, 188

Tripoli, Jefferson attempts&quot;
to negotiate

treaty with, 391, 394

Trist, Mrs., 368
&quot;

-

Trumbull, John, 444, 450,^5}, 45 8; visits

Jefferson in Paris;
1

397-^99

Trumbull, Jonathan, 313

Tuckahoe, early home of Jefferson, H-
ii ,.,

t

/

Tucker, Judge, 32.7
-

*

Tunis, 394
- r

&quot; ! !

Turkey, 389 i .

t

(

!

Two- Penny Act, 35-36

Tyler, John, friendship with Jefferson,

11-11; flees from Cbarlottesville, 175-
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Unger, BaronJohn Louis de, 131, 131, 1^0

Vaudreuil, Count de, flees France, 497

Vergennes, Count de, French Foreign

Minister, 354-355, 360; Jefferson s rela

tions with, 361-363; argues Franco-

American relations with Jefferson, 381-

391; Jefferson s conversations with,

made public, 406 ,-
death of, 407-408

Vergniaud, Pierre Victurnien, 417

Vermi, Count Del, 416

Vermond, Count de, flees France, 497

Vincennes, Indiana, Clark attacks gar

rison .at, 144

Virginia, life in colonial, 1-8; revolution

launched in, 59-64; urges independence,

136, 139; Jefferson plans new state gov

ernment for, 161-165; Jefferson revises

laws of, 177-192.; religious tyranny in,

153-199; British invade, 141-144; crop

failure in, 154-2.55 ; progress of Revolu

tion in, 154^160; Jefferson and defense

of, 161-173; Washington enters, 186-

187; cedes Northwest Territory to

Union, 335-339; Constitutional Con

vention in, 509-511

Virginia Assembly, described 3* 64-70;

passes Two Penny Act, 35; Botetourt

summons, 64, 70, 71; adopts resolutions

on Committee of Correspondence, 79;

Jefferspjti replies to North, 98, 103-107;

urges independence, 141; abolishes

Entail, 171-174; favors centralization,

,500

Virginia Bill of Rights, 104

Virginia Gazette, 54, 57

Virginia* University of, Jefferson plans,

460
Voice of Warning to Christians on the En-

siting Election^ A (Mason), 304

Voyages dans I Arnktiqut (Chastellux), 308

Wales,, Prince, of, 446, 447, 449, 450

Walpole, Horace, 449

Warren, James, British intercept Adams s

letter to, 119-130

Warren, Joseph, 144

Warville, Jean Pierre Brissot de, 400

Washington, becomes national capital

517 j

Washington, George, 161, 504; quo&amp;lt;

on American freedom, 59; resents cor

servative aristocracy, 62.; member c

House of Burgesses, 65; at Blchmon

Convention, 97; delegate to Cont,

nental Congress, 114, 118, 119; con,

mands Continental Army, 117, 116

133, 138, 241; British intercept Hat

rison s letter to, 119-131; and pfoblei

of prisoners, 148-150; and propose

capture of Detroit, 150-1154; and de

fense of Southern States, 171*17!

estimate of Jefferson, 184; enters Vii

ginia, 186-3^7; surrenders commission

318-310; and Order of the Cincinnati

313-318; elected President, 506, 511*

5*3

Wayles, John, 47

Weeden, General, 159

White, Stanford, 119

Wilkes, John, 39, 131, 395

William and Mary, College of, described

18; Jefferson proposes reccganifcatioi

of, 185

William&burg, described, 15-18, aa, 56

58; Dunmore seizes powder at, 107

capital removed from, 141-141

Williamsburg Convention, 81-81, 84^54

Willincks, Wilhelm and Jail, 469-471

Willis, Frank, friend of Jefferson, 11*11

Wilson, , 133, 141

Wirt, William, 8, 34

Wren, Sir Christopher, 15, 18

Wythe, George, 18, 15, 51, 84, 154, 318,

friendship with Jefferson, fc$; Jefferson

studies law with, 18, 30*31, 31; de

scribed, 19-31; friend of Government,

39, 41; member of House of Burgesses^

66; delegate to Continental Congress,

119, 141, 141; member of committee tc

revise Virginia laws, 177, 179-181, i88j

backs ratification of Constitution, 510

Yeomanry, in colonial Virginia, 3-4, 5, 7,

8 -

-

Yorktown, 180, 187
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